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PREFACE 

This volume consolidates the efforts of a working group on Local Insti-
tutional Development (LID) sponsored by the Rural Development 
Committee in the Center for International Studies at Cornell University. The 
work was funded by the Office of Rural and Institutional Development h 
the U.S. Agency for International Development's Bureau for Science and 
Technology during 1983-84. The group met regularly, with Sina ndleagues, Milton J. Esman (Government), William F. Whyte (Organization
Theory), and Rada Dyson-Hudson (Anthropology), sharing in the leader
ship of discussionspated 

Most of the members of the working group were graduate students invarious departments at Cornell, with Gregory Schmidt (Government),
Rebecca Miles Doan (Ruiral Sociology), and Gerard Finin (Regional Plan-
ning) serving in turn as coordinators for the group. Other members were: 
Harihar Acharya (Anthropology), Chris Brown (Government), Arturo 
Corpuz (Regional Planning), Peter Doan (Regional Planning), David 
Douglin (Agricultural Economics), Johanna Looye (Regional Planning),
Ruth Meinzen-Dick (Rural Socioligy), Nancy St. Julien (Regional Planning),
Katy Van Dusen (Vegetable Crops), Suzanne Wallen (Regional Planning), 
and Ruth Yabes (Regional Planning). 

The group undertook a wide-ranging review of the literature on local 
institutional development during the summer and fall of 1983, with groupanalyses of experience and concepts throughout the fall of 1983 and spring
of 1984. Drafting of a series of eight reports took most of 1984 and led to a 
series of monographs written by myself with inputs from various othermembers of the working group.* These have now been further edited andmntembaes o thove wkinggr e ave anowytbeenfurteredited ladintegrated to provide what we are calling "an analytical sourcebcok ° on local 

institutional development, buttressed by case synopses from many sectors 
and from all areas of the world. 

,, .Working•. .. 
"Those who worked with r t' .pectivechap.rs I Acharya, Peter Doan,v'.. w,.re.

David Douglin. Ruth Nleinzen-r':c> and Nan-y 5't. Julien (Chapt 'r 2), Greg Schmidt, Arturo 
Corpuz and Ruth Yabes ;,:.-p!er 3), R.becca Doan and Jerry Finin (Chapter 4), Katy VanDusen and David D ,.glin _Chapter 5), Johanna Lu'oye (Chaptei 6), Jerry Finin and SuzanneWallen (Chapter 7), and Rebecca Doan, Greg Schmidt and Chris Brown (Chapter 8). Jerry
Finin gave mucri appreciated assistance in completing the written product. 
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Faculty and graduate student colleagues who contributed in various 
ways to our work though they were not able to be as actively involved as 
were working group members included: 

Jonathan Carr (Business Administration), Roy Colle (Communi
cation Arts), Walt Coward (Rural Sociology), Peter Ide (Business 
Administration), Kevin LeMorvan (Rural Sociology), Charles 
Kafumba (International Development), Waqar Malik (Extension 
Education), Kathryn March (Anthropology), Ed Martin (Agricul-
Sisl Economics), Porus Olpadwala (Regional Planning), Dan 
Sisler (Agricultural Economics), Catherine Tardiff (Rural Sociol
ogy), Bob Yoder (Agricultural Engineering), and Larry Zuidema 
(International Agriculture).

We had the benefit of many comments from consultants who partici

in a workshop at Cornell in April 1984 to review our analysis, and we 
wish to thank then- for their suggestions: 

Harry Blair (Political Science, Bucknell University), Don Chauls
(Education, Management Sciences for Health), John Field (Po
litical Scienco, Tufts School of Nutrition), Dwight King
(Politicai Science, Northern Illinois University), Cheryl Lassen 
(Rural Sociology, Partnership for Productivity), David Leonard 
(Political Science, University of California, Berkeley), Douglas
Pickett (Economics, USAID), Susan Poats (Anthropology,
Farming Systems Support Project, University of Florida),
Lucrecio Rebugio (Social Forestry, University of the Philip
pines), and John W. Thomas (Economics, Harvard Institute for 
International Development). 

The work benefited throughout fromMerrey, Senior Social the inputs of Dr. Douglas J.Science Advisor in the Office of Rural and Institutional Development, USAID. This work had the support of Dr. RuthZagorin, Dr. Norman Nicholson, Mr. Jerry French and Dr. Eric Chetwynd
who have provided leadership on this subject within USAID. Production of 
this study depended greatly on the word processing skills and endurance ofti td eeddgetyo h odpoesn klsadedrneoJane Kellogg, and was assisted by Debi Ostrander, Virginia Hicks, RosalindGrigsby, Ellen Klinko, Rosanne Paradiso and Elisabeth Thorn of the Center 

fr Intenin u, one Unis ity. 
for International Studies, Cornell University. 

Norman Uphoff, for the .. Group on Local 
Workion Gr o p en 

Institutional Development 



CHAPTER ONE 

Analyzing Options for Local
 
Institutional Development
 

1.1 INTRODUCTION 

In recent years international donor agencies have come to recognize 
how crucial institutionaldevelopment is for overall development success. In
deed, USAID has identified it as orne of the four leading elements of its 
assistance stratt g,, and the World Bank has concluded from its project expe
rience that the neglect of institutional development has often diminished 
the productivity of its investments.' 

The majority of investments in institutional development made thus 
far, however, have been focused at the national level. This is understand
able in that these are the most visible institutions and the ones that donors 
deal with first and most easily. Stili, it is unfortunate to the extent that local 
institutions-those closest to the intended beneficiaries and those which 
shape project outcomes most specifically-are allocated so few resources 
and are treated almost as afterthoughts.2 

1USAID's policy paper on institutional development states: *Effective public and private in
stitutions are essential for providing a country the self-sustaining capacity to solve critical
development problems... It is therefore A.I.D. policy to help recipient countries establish and
strengthen public and private institutions in support of mutually agreed, priority development
objectives* (USAID, 1983:1-2). World B-nk experience in "hisregard is asses.ed in a staff paper 
(1980).2A documented example of such neglect of local instituticns is seen in a study for the World 
Bank on developing village water systems (Saunders and Warlord, 1976). Only a few pages are 
devoted to local institutions even though those pages (142-145) give strong evidence of local 
institutions' value. The Bank's own review of experience with village water supply projects
(1976) reached the same conclusion about the value of local institutions, but likewise passed
quickly over ways that local participation in planning, construction, and management could 
improve utilization, maintenance, and financial operation (pages 63-65).

Local institutions were scarcely considered in the Bank's analysis of managerial and institu
tional aspects of development in its 1983 World Development Report. An example of USAID 
neglect would be the study of small farmer cropping slystems research in Central America 

http:asses.ed
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3 
1.1 Introduction 

Local institutions as enumerated in Section 1.3 are not sufficient in 
themselves for promoting development. National institutions are needed
for the development and dissemination of improved technologies and for 
the mobilization and management of resources. Local institutions, however,
can significantly contribute to these tasks and others. USAID presently 
states as a matter of policy: 


...investments in national public institutions must be balanced both by the establish-
ment of decentralized institutions at reginal and local levels and by encouragement

lexcessiiv.vUSeD toisno t ihiitprvtean
the private sector. Balanced assistance of this surt is 1834
is essential ifxces'e central controlarenot to inhibit prvate and local initiative. iUSAID, 1983:4) 

Yet one finds little explicit analysis of what kinds of local institutional
development are most appropriate, for what tasks, and how they can best besupported. For comparative and cumulative woik to be done on the subject, 
there need to be some consistent categories for analsis that are theoreticallyinformed and empirically relevant. This analytical sourcebook, the product

of several years of research and critical consideration of local institutional 

development (LID) by faculty and graduate student members of the Rural
Development Committee at Cornell University, assisted by a grant fromUSAID, undertakes to provide such a systematic treatment of LID. It seeks 
to balance analytical and action-oiented concerns in a way that academics 

and practitioners can both become more engaged in LID work and can con
tribute to each other's success.
 

1.2 ACTIVITY AREAS FOR LOCAL 
INSTITUTIONAL DEVELOPMENT 

What kinds and combinations ef local institutions are likely to be most

appropriate to support different kinds of rural development activities? This
 
was the question we began with. Surely iocal institutions are not equally 

necessary or usefui for all tasks. Therefor,, we started with a framework fordifferentiating the kinds of activities that inight require appropriate local
institutional development.- Five main activity areas for rural developmeat
stan d ou t as major focuses o f local, n ation al, an d in tern atio nal co n cern . N o t 
coincidentally they correspond to the distinctions economists make 
between inputs and outputs of production. The activity areas, dealt with in 
Chapters Two through Six in terms of their respective LID requirements, are 
the following: 

(1980) which deals instructively with national and international institutions but ignores localinstitutions and their role in farming systems development. USAiD now has a policy statement(1984) which explicitly endorses the development of the local institutional capacities such as 
described fin 1.4 below.Sections 1.3 and
3The following framework,first
prepared for USA1D's Office (fMuhi-Sectoral DevelopScience and Technology, isiaorating u 
 pmet st98tg sselaorated in Uphoff (1984. 
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(a) natural resource management; 
(b)rural infrastructure;
 
(c)human resource development;
 
(d)agricultural development; and 
(e)nonagricultural enterprise. 

The first three activity areas listed encompass the economic factors ofproduction referred to respectively as land, capital,and labor,though the development processes that sustain, create, or enhance these 'inputs'are morecomplex than such a classification implies. Each of these three arezs inrecludes a varied set of activities providing outputs' that in turn become 
"inputs' for production processes in the areas of agricultural development
and nonagricultural enterprise. These tvio areas divide activities according
to whether pritnarycoinnodities(food or fiber) are produced or whether they
furnish secondaryproducts (goods) or lertianrproducts 'services). Most of theinteractions among these activity ares are indicated in Figure 1.1. It would
be even more complex if all of the connections within as well as between the 
be e reseched if4 
areas were sketched in.4 

Figure 1.1: ACTIVITY AREAS IN RURAL DEVELOPMENT 
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LID tasks will ciiffer according io the area of activity. The institutional 

requirements for controlling 
access to common property such i:-
rangeland,
 

4Two additional "cross-sectoral" activity areas, credit, and technology generationand dissemination,are shown here bit are not treated separately in the chapters that follow, though each issupportive of the other areas. LID analysis could readily be extended to deal with these as supporting activity areas. 
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for example, are not the same as those that ensure proper operation andmaintenance of an irrigaion system after design and construction work arecompleted. Systematic treatment of LID variations between and within sec-tors islong overdue,anc much can be learned from such work.Both naturalresource management and rural infrastructure,to continue the comparison,
confront problems of'Collective actionrwhen it
comes to creating and main-


taining 'Public good5.- At the same time, within both areas there are somesignificant differences in LID tasks such as between raitge managemnent andsocial forestry or between rural roads and rural electrification. Thus, LIDshould not been seen as an abstract process. In addition to dealing with local 
institutional development as a general goal and process for government,pri-
vate, and donor agencies, thought shoula be given to LID inthe different 
activity areas and indeed for specific activities within those areas as deline-ated inChapters Two througn Six. 

13 ALTERNATIVE LOCAL INSTITUTIONAL CHANNELS 

Local institutions rage from public sector to private sectorchannels of 
activity, with an intermediate sectorof b organizations that haveboth public and private sct membership orgnizan at
characteristics, as analyzed 	 haven Esman and Uphoff(1984). The major categories of local institutions can be classified as follows:

(a) 	Local administration (LA)-local agencies and staff of centralgovernment ministries, accountable to bureaucratic superiors;(b) 	Local government (LG)-elected or appointed bodies such asvillage councils or panchayats, having authority to dealdevelopment and regulatory 	
with 

tasks and accountable to localresidents, in contrast to LA; 
(c) 	Membership organizations (MOs)--local self-helpwhose members may seek to handle; 	 associations 

(i) 	 multiple tasks, e.g. local development associations or villagedevelopment committees,
(ii) 	 specific tasks, e.g. water users' associations managing irrigation

or health committees overseeing village programs, or
(iii) 	needs of members who have some paiticular characteristic orinterest in common, e.g. mothers' clubs, caste associations,tenant unions.5 or 

(d) Cooperatives-kinds of local organizations that pool members' 
economic resources for their benefit, e.g. marketing associations,credit unions, consumer societies, or producer co-ops;-

(e) 	Service organizations (SOs)-local organizations formed 

'Membership ip local organizations can range from being inclusive (as in i above) to beingexclusive (as in iii). Leonard (1982) analyzes when -exclusive,may be more desirable than "inciusive" local organizations. local organizations6	 or co-opsTendler's stidy of Bolivian cooperatives (1983) shows that co-ops can benefit persons inthe community who are not members of the cooperative. But co-ops are generally established 
for members' benefits and not as philanthropies like SOs. 
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primarily to help persons other than members though members 
may bentfit from them. Examp!es are religious or charitable associ
ations, service clubs, Red Cross or Red Crescent societies, andsociedadesde beneficiencia which run rural hospitals in a number ofLatin American countries;

(f) Private businesses (PBs)-either independent operationsbranches of extra-local enterprises engaged in 	
or 

manufacturing, ser
vices and/or trade. 

Each of these six categories is distinct and offers different advantages
and disadvantages for supporting certain kinds of rural development. 7 
They correspond to a continuum ranging from the public to the private sectors as shown inFigure 1.2. A broad category of local organizations (LOs) 

covers the middle range of MOs, co-ops, and SOs, as analyzed in Esman 
and Uphoff (1984). 

Figure 1.2: CONTINUUM OF LOCAL INSTITUTIONS BY SECTOR 

PUBLIC SECTOR VOLUNTARY SECTOR PRIVATE SECTOR 
Local Local Member Coop- Service PrivateAdmini- Govern- Organi-stration 	 era- Organi- Busiment zations tives zations nesses(LA) (LG) (MOs) (Co-ops) (SOs) (PBs) 

Bureau- Polit- Local Organizations (based on Profitcratic ical the principle of membership OrientedInstitu- Institu- direction and control; these Institutions tions can 	become institutions) tions 

Local administrationand local government are set arart from other localinstitutions in that they have the force of law and the resources of the statebehind them. They differ in that LA personnel are responsible to higher levels 	of decision making, whereas LG rep.-esentatives and staff areaccountable, at least in principle, to constituerits' but are not themselvesmembers' of the local government. When LGs have little financial or oper
ational autonomy, they function for all practical purposes as LA units. 
Together,LA and LG comprise the 'public'end of the institutional continu
um at the local level.

At the 'private' end, we find local service organizationsand privatebusinesses. Both produce benefits for persons outside their organization, 
but these persons are regarded either as clients or customers rather than 

7Local political organizations,zuch as branches of political parties, are sometimes activein development efforts but usually they are not. We have not considered them here as localinstitutions for promotion since external agencies are expected to avoid getting inv;olved in
domestic politics. 
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as members and thus have no right to determine the activities of the orga-
nization. This makes them "private' institutions even though they may 
receive some public funds through ubsidies or contracts and may be sub-
ject to some pub-c regulation.8Local mnembership organizations as well cooperatives come intoas 
being to serve the interests of their members. Though LOs share certain
characteristics with both the public and the private sectors, there are also some significant differences.' The calculus of action in this "third sector' 
is collective rather than individual, so in this respect LOs operate more 
like public institutions than private ones. Yet they need to proceed largely 
by consensus and persuasion because no state authority backs up their 
decisions. LOs resemble private (rganizations in that th'ey canflexible and adaptive than go, be moreernment agencies, but they are more ori-
ented to public benefits than art private, for-profit enterprises.

Co-ops represent a diverse category of LOs of special inierest becausethey offer possibiliti,.s for increasing the productivity of economic activity.
Unfortunatel,,, though the.- ire some notable exceptions, the performanceof cooperatives has often been below expectations, and their record for
helping poorer sectors of the community is not very good (Fals Borda, 1976;Lele, 1981). Special attention to co-ops is warranted to establish when,where, and how tiey may be productive. 

1.4 EXISTING INSTITUTIONS 

When planners or managers ren elscark that cal institutions" are very
weak, they are usually refeng to the so-called -modern- institutions thathave been assigned specifi- developmental tas,- by the government,Localities vary in the extent and vitality of their i,-called 'traditional'

(indigenous, informal) institutions, evolved and supported by rural people

to deal with diverse problems-econOnlic, secial, culturai, religious,

political, etc. Some such institutions almost alwvys exist though ,hey may be
hard to find or to work with. Pre-existing ilistitutions often parallel those

described in Section 1.3 and can be quite medern in many respects."' Certain 


8A U.S. Commission on Private Philanthropv and Public Needs described what it called -athird sector: operating between busines, and government (Douglas, 1983). However, -,ve
would not lump self-help membership organizations, as the Commission did, ogether with allnonprofit, philanthropic, and charitable organizations (collectively designated as PVo 5 . private voluntary organizations). We find more analytical coherence in Leonard's classification(1982) which groups -philanthropy' and 'marketization" as alternative forms of -private- ac-tivity for meeting the needs of tre rural poor. We likewise group SOs and PBs together in the 
private sector because both clients and customers have an analogous relationship, which is 

different from that of -member ib 
tEsmanand Uphoff(1984) analyze in detail thebroadand diverse segment of the local insti-tucinstitnuum within which LOs fall. Seealso Bergerand N,-i:,aus (1977)on the valueofsuch institutions as buffers between the p',abic and private sectors.l°An example would be 'burial societies- in Botswana (Brown, 1982). 
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administrative roles, such as that of tax collector or registrar of lands, may
have existed for hundreds of years and been incorporated into contempo
rary local administration (LA). Traditional chiefs or village headmen, 
sometimes acting in conjunction with local councils of elders, may functionas indigenous LG institutions.'' There are many kinds of traditional LOsage cohorts, women's secret societies, craftsmen's guilds, to mention a few
examples-and indigenous cooperatives such as rotating credit associations 
or labor exchanges. 2 Traditional manufacturing and commercial enterprises can be found in most rural areas and often constitute an informal sector" 
providing goods and services. One can commonly find indigenous practi
tioners as private health providers (Pillsbury, 1979). Moreover, there are 
many kinds of traditional philanthropic organizations and roles, some ofwhich take the form of what are cailed 'patrori-client" networks. Some ex
amples of pre-existing service organizations in the area of forest 
management are given in Chapter Two. 

Governments and donor efforts to develop local institutional capabili
ties should be cognizant of such existing institutions and should workcooperatively with them where possible recognizing that these roles and or
ganizatlons are familiar and accepted because they have been meeting somelocal needs. It has often proved difficult for governments and donor agencies to link up with such institutions in the past, however, and knowledge onhow to do this effectively is limited.' 3 There is a real danger that outside in
tervention will destroy or warp these institutions' operations in ways that 
undermine their present capacities (March and Taqqu, 1986). Accordingly
the capacities and complementarities of such institutions for cooperation
with new activities should be carefully considered, and we would not rec
ommend the cooptation of pre-existing institutions as a general strategy.Some combination of building on what exisis and carefully fostering
something new is likely to be the preferable course of action. It is advisable
for 'modem' institutions to imitate familiar and accepted patterns of re
sponsibility, communication, resource mobilization, etc. muchas aspossible. Often there will be opportunities for them to collaborate with existing institutions. In our review of LID experier ce in the literature, we dd 
not find existing institutions particularly unwilling to engage in new development activities so long as the activities were ones which were beneficialand appreciated by members and so long as decisions were not imposed
from outside. 

'The pamtchayatsystems in !ndia and Nepal, while imitating traditional models of local government and using familiar terminology, should be regarded as introduced rather thanindigenous institutions. 
2

' See, for example, the study of Liberian cooperatives by Seibel and Massing (1974).t Such institutions like the civil-religious hierarchies in the Andean communities in Peru are very complex, with irrigation operation and maintenance connected to sacred rituals(Isbell, 1978). Some linkages are possible however as shown by innovative work with indigenous healers in Ghana (Warren et al., 1981). 
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1.5 WHAT iS AN INSTITUTION? 

What constitutes an 'institution' is a subject of continuing debateamong social scientists. The following formulations reflect some degree of consensus in the literature and apply to what governments, donor agencies,
and private voluntary organizations can do to support LID. Some 
institutional manifestations are indigenous or diffuse and thus are difficult 
to address in terms of technical or financial assistance, so we are focusing onorganizational structures or charnels which have been, or could be, mor,
readily institutionalized. 

The terms institution and organization are commonly used
interchangeably and this contributes to ambiguity and confusion. Three
categories are commonly recognized: (a) oiganizations that are not
institutions, (b) institutions that are not organizations, and (c) organizations
that are institutions (or vice versa, institutions that are organizations). We 
are concerned here with the last category, 

The three categories can be illustrated with examples from the legal
realm. A new firm of lawyers would represent the first category, an
organization that is not (yet?) an institution. "The law' is an institution that isnot an organization and exemplifies the second. Courts, which are both
organizations and institutions, fall in the last category.' 4 

To elaborate how these concepts overlap and diverge, we need basicdefinitions. Organizations are structures of recognized and accepted roles.
The structures that result from interactions of roles can be complex or
simple. The more complex an organization is the more varied its capabilities.
Organizations may operate on a formal or informal basis. The latter means
there is no legal or otherwise explicitly prescribed basis for the roles or for
the authority and other resources associated with them. 


Not all organizations are "institutions,' 
as noted above. To the extent
that an organization has acquired special status and legitimacy for having

satisfied 
people's needs and for having met their normative expectations

over time, one can say that an organization has become -institutionalized.' 

This formulation matches Huntington's observation that 


institutions are sable, valued, recurring patterns of behavior. Organizations and 
procedures vary in their degree of institutionalization. . . Institutionalization is theprocess by which organizations and procedur,,s acquire value and stability. (1965:378)

Roles and practices, and also systems of relations (referred to as organized 

14 
Ts se dd sticonsn fcontrasts4h itFrank Knight's suggestion that there are two kinds of institutions cor-

responding to (b) and (c) above. The first kind, according to Knight, 'may be said to be createdby the 'invisible hand'. . . deliberate action hardly figures.' The other type of institution is "de-liberately made.' The respective examples Knight gave were language and the Federa! Reserve 
System. Cited in Ruttan (1978:328). 

"cpnp 
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systems' by Crozier and Friedberg, 1980), can likewise acquire institutionalstatus through valued performance over time. 
In general, institutions, whether organizations or not, are complexes ofnorms and behaviors that persist over time by serving collectively valued purposes. Institutions can be concrete and specific like a nation's central bank or

quite diffuse and general such as the institution of money. Some kinds of in
stitutions have an organizational form with roles and structures, whereas 
others exist as pervasive influences on behavior.5
 

One approach to the study of institutions has focused 
on the rules that 
shape behavior rather than on roles, which accomplish the same thing.
Analysis dealing with rules has been shaped most strongly by the work of
John R. Commons, who contributed to what is now called institutional eco" 6nomics. Examining rules provides many insights into the processes and 
consequences of institutionalization. But it directs attention and action to
ward diffuse, even abstract institutional forms which are not embodied in 
an organizational structure. These can be extremely difficult to address and
deal with in development efforts. So without denying the existence or im
portance of rule-based institutions, we have chosen to concentrate on
institutions having organizational structure, or on organizations that have
potential to become institutionalized. The institution of academic freedom is
vital for the operation and productivity of a university, but our concern here 
is with more tangible institutions such as universities. 

Both role-oriented and rule-oriented approaches to institutional analy
sis encompass consideration of people's values and social norms.
Institutions are inextricably bound up with normative considerations,
wvhich is why they cannot be constructed mechanically like a hydroelectric
dam or a trunk road. Selznick (1957) suggested that to 'institutionalize' is toinfuse with value beyond the technical requirements of the task at hand. 
This suggests that an institution is an organization (or a role, a rule, proce
dure, a practice, a system of relations) that is valued by persons over and
above the direct and immediate benefits they derive from it. 

One way of thinking about the extent to which an organization quali
fies as an 'institution'community, not just members or 

is to ask whether, if it were to disappear, people in thedirect beneficiaries, would want it backand to what extent people would act orsacrifice to preserve the institution in 

151n distinguishing between "organizations and organized systems,' Crozier and 
Friedberg (i980) identify the latter as being more diffuse znd less formal patterns of interaction. To use Knight's metaphor, the latter are institutions created by the 'invisible hand.'Young (1982) in analyzing natural resource management makes the same distinction when heganizations and instituions as we do,ai "explicit organizations' aston siui o, 

as overlapping categories, does also Hufschmidtadi n sweand "social institutions.' Montgomery (1984) has treated orsovr pigctg reas osaloH f hm t(1985).
See the excellent literature reviews on "institutions" by Runge (1983) and E. Ostrom(1985) which cover the concepts of Commons, Rawls, Riker, (uttanand others in this social 

t ih ooR 
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question. Whether an organization has become institutionalized depends onpeople's evaluations of it-whether it is seen as having acquired value be-
yond direct instrumental considerations, 

In some discussions, "institutions' are regarded negatively, as lethargic,aloof, ossified. This suggest, that such organizations have acquired enough
power and status that they do not have to be responsive to people's needs,
However, if they !ose the legitimacy they have been accorded by members 
of the public, they will also decline as institutions. An institution cannot op-
erate indefinitely without providing benefits-economic, social, political, 
ethical-that justify its continued existence. To the extent it enjoys institutional status in people's minds, it will have more stability and capability for 
dealing with common problems over time than a less valued and less sup
ported organization would have. 

'Institutionalization' should be conceived as a matter of degree, even 
though things get classified in common use as either being or not being 'in
stitutions.' For exposition'3 sake, we will treat institutions as a nominal 
category. In practice, transforming an organization into an institution takes
time (Uphoff and Ilchman, 1972). We should thus be interested both in the 
extent of institutionalization and in strategies of institutional development 
as dealt with in applied social science (Esman, 1972).17 

1.6 WHAT IS LOCAL? 

Our task, like that of agencies wishing to support rural oevelopment, 
would be easier if there were only one 'local' level. The local level is mostoften 	equated with the cummunity level, but many kinds of collective 
action are better undertaken at a level below the community-at the 
group or neighbortood level-and others may be better handled by
several communities together. Moreover, what is called a -community' 

may provide no substantial social basis for collective action. Rather it 

may be only a geographic entity labelled as a village or community by 

outsiders for their own 8convenience.1 Community institutions are thusonly one kind of local institution, not always the preferred kind and notalways a feasible kind. 

Delimiting what is 'local' turns out 	 asto be almost as complicated 
determining what is an institution. 'Local' has different meanings 

17Though we hav used the term "institution building' in the past and have contributed to
the IB literature, we prefer to use the term 'institutional development." It designates a processthat is less amenable to 'blueprint- approaches and one that requires considerable innov.:tion 
in its implementation.18Field research for the Rural Development Committee has documented how often 'corn-
munities' are ineffective or nonexistent as units for natural resource management. See Roe andFortmann (1982) on water supply and range management in Botswana, Blustain (1982) on soilconservation in Jamaica, and Abeyratne (1982) on irrigation water management in Sri Lanka. 
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depending on whether it is regarded from the perspective of an outside 
agency or from the vantage point of rural people themselves. Many mis
takes in development assistance derive from too gross an understanding of 
this apparently simple term. 

Viewed from above, what is referred Lo as -the local level' ias at least
three levels-numbered 6. 7, and S, in Figure 1.3. Above and below these 
levels one is no longer dealing with what should be described as "local.' 
Households and individuals are quite different units of decision making and
activity as they are smaller and not confronted with the same kind of 

Figure 1.3: LEVELS OF DECISION MAMNG AND ACTIVITY 

1. International Level 

2. National Level 

I 
3. Regional (State or Provincial) Level 

4. District Level 

5. Sub-District Level
(e.g. taluk in India or thana in Bangladesh) 

r----------------------------------------1 
1 6. LOCALITY LEVEL 

(a 	set of communities having cooperative/commercial relations; 
this level may be the same as the sub-district level

where the sub-district center is a market town) 
I O 

7. COMMUNITY LEVELI (a relatively self-contained, socio-economic-residential unit) 
I" 
I 

t< 

1I (a so 8. GROUP LEVELLEVEL(a self-identified 	 Lset of persons having some common interest; Imay be a small residential group like a hamlet, or neighborhood, an
 
occupational group, or some ethnic, caste, age,
L - - -- - - sex, or other grouping) 

9 oshl9. Household eeLevel 

10. Individual Level 

http:1972).17
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problems of -collective action' as are evident at the group, community, and 
locality levels (this latter term is used in Mosher, 1969). At higher levels,
which are no longer local, qualitative differences arise because stare authori-
ty and very large units of decision making and activity are involved. 

When viewed from above, these make up a nested hierarchical set of 
levels of decision making and activity, though from the perspective of rural 
people choosing whether or not to invest some effort in common enterprises 
with others, the reality is not so neat. An individual's primaiy identification
is usually with his or her family and relations. But even the common catego-
ry of 'household* is not as fi::ed and predictable as presumed in most 
writings and surveys. 

Figv re 1.4: SETS OF PERSONS FOR JOINT DECISION MAKING
AND ACTION, SEEN FROM PERSPECTIVE OF THE INDIVIDUAL 

Locality 

Community 

? Nhousehold, 

/ih o

e"bood . 

I lousl Houseold Go'~5 
G 5 

Individual 

00t 
,, , 
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Individuals generally identify wiih a number of categories of persons
beyond the household whom they look to for cooperation and assistance 
('reference groups' or 'action sets' in the language of sociologists). Joint ac
tion with :hem is thought to be relatively easy and productive because of 
some common identity and some existing familiarity and trust among indi
viduals. From below, 'levels' are seen concentrically rather than 
hierarchically, in a manner described by Bennett (1983:14-15) and suggest
ed in Figure 1.4. 

The uppermost limit of "local' is likely to be the area served by a rural 
market town as defined by Johnson (1970), (see also Mosher, 196Q, and 
Owens and Shaw, 1972). This will generally correspond to a 
'locality'-a grouping of communities that have trading and other cooperative
links with one 2nother, where people have some possibility of personal
acquaintance, and usua'ly some experience of working together. 

In some places, this socio-economic reality matches the administrative 
sub-district, in which case the designation 'local' would extend to that level. 
More often a sub--district covers several such -reas and thus should not be
regarded as 'local' according to our criteria. Occasionally a district is small 
enough that it may function as "local' level but usually not. 

The household is also regarded as outside the 'local' continuum. Al
though there may be differences of interest and opinion within a 

it represents a socio-economic unit with enough role definition 
that whether there will be collective action is not generally questioned. Thequestion i:, usually what can be done, often in very complex survival strat
egies, to sustain the members, especially in poorer households (Sisler and 
Colman, 1979).From the group level upwards, activity is more problematic and rela
tively more effort has to be invested in forming and maintaining 
institutional connections. There are substantial recurrent problems at the 
levels of the group, the community, and the locality (multiple comntuni
ties) revolving around the difficulties of initiating and sustaining
collective action. 

De,ermining what is or is not "local' is sometimes ambiguous and 
drawing a firm boundary line is not important in itself. What is important isto see that people's perceptions of common interest and orientations toward
collective action will change once the unit of potential action includes a sig
nificant number of 'strangers.' There can be disagreements and differences 
within smaller units. indeed, some of the bitterest conflicts occur in smali 
groups, even households. But the basis for decision making and mobiliza
tion of resources is much different where an established identity exists-in 
smaller gioups-than in larger groups lacking that sense of identity.

Elsewhere we have identified four basic categories of organizational
activity-decision making, resource mobilization and management, com
munication, and conflict management (Uphoff, Meinzen-Dick and 
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St. Julien, 1985). To the extent that these activities occur, formally or infor-
ma!ly, in simple or complex ways, one can say that organization exists at 
that level. Such activities are seldom absent at the household level but they
become problematic at the group level and above. 

The challenge is to li,k development efforts at higher levels to the
needs and capabilities ou individuals and households. To get to and from
these lowest levels, the path of communication and resource flows must 
pass through one or more of the levels identified as local. An example from 
Kenya of such a network of intermediary institutions is shown in Annex 
One (Figures A1.1 and A1.2). With unusual specificity, the respective dia-
grams map the actual or potential linkages between center and community
from :he perspective of the center and of the community. 

1.7 COLLECTIVE ACTION AND PUBLIC GOCDS 

Institutions at any levei involve more than pireiy individual efforts,
They embody some kind of collective action' in which the interests, 
resources, ideas, of many areand ideals persons brought together.
Institutions serve as channels for collective action that are reinforced by
diffused benefits, legitimation, and shared expectations. There can also be
penalties imposed for persons who violate institutional obligations. The 
growing literature on collective action following issues raised by Olson
(1965) is helpful for understanding problems of local institutional 
development,iough some qualifications ofte. need to be made in the
anal sis to fit local problems and circum tances.11 

Similarly the benefits from institutions tend to be public goods, things
of value to persons besides those imirediatly engaged in the activity,
having what economists call positive 'externalities.' By ihe nature of 
institutions, it is difficult to require all beneficiaries to contribute to the cost
and maintenance of the institution, so many of the analytical problems
addressed in the economics and organization theory literatre on public
goods are relevanz. 2 0 Together, collective action and public choice concerns 
hve coitributed to what is called public choice' theory. It to, has 
r'levance for assessing institutional development-both stategy anddesign-though it also has some limitations as a source of w.onclusions for
policy decision's (Ingram and Scaff, 1984).

The widespread concern one finds in muh of the literature about theincentives individuals have to be free riders suggests the illogic of most 
coilective action that would create public goods (Olson, 1965; G. Hardin,
1968; R. Hardin, 1971). According to such analysis, the more difficult it is for 

"9Good examples of this literature would be Russell (1979), Rustell and Nicholson (1981), 
and R. Hardin: (1982).20 For example, Buchanan (1968) and Ostrom and Ostrom (1977). 
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an organization to require all who benefit from its goods and services to con
tribute a fair share toward creating them, the less likely it i that the 
organization will come into being or will survive. 

Excluding noncontributors from getting benefits is a problem particu
larly for the middle sector of local institutions, for local membership
organizations and cooperatives, as is recovering costs for organizational
maintenance. Businesses need not worry about external benefits so long as 
they can recoup enough costs to earn an acceptable profit, and agencies of 
government, both central and local, are in a position to enforce some pay
ment or compliance. To be sure, private enterprises may be concerned
about, and possibly deterred by, providing uncompensated benefits to oth
ers, and government institutions in general confront the basic problem of 
collective action-how to mobilize sufficient resources to cover costs and attain goals-even if free riding does not jeopardize particular activities. 
Issues of externalities arising from and affecting the possibilities of collectiveaction are widespread. 

In practice one observes more collective action in , real world than 
might be predicted from the literature, which regards free-ridership as a
ubiquitous deterrent to collective undertakings. Actually individuals' deci
sions about whether or not to join and contribute to an organization ace not 
as independent of one another as assumed in the literature (Kimber, 1981;
Runge, 194). The widespread existence of organizations in the real world
testifies to the interdependence and net benefits of people's decisions to co
operate. This does not mean that free-ridership is no problem but rather that
it is not as pervasive or overriding as presumed. The process of "institutiona
lization' croates constraints on free riding so that public goods can be 
provided by common effort. 

Our analysis has distinguished three kinds of collective acticn 
problems having quite different implications for local institutional de
velopment. It makes a difference, first, whether or not collective action 
is needed to create the common good, and second, whether or not the 
group can exclude from benetits those who did not help to create the 
common good. 

(1) Whete the problem of collective action is using or protecting an 
existing resource, such as with social forestry or range manage

noncooperating individualment, any can benefit at the expense of others. The task of regulating behavior may requiresevere sanctions, such as LA can introduce, though this also lequires detailed and continuous information such as member
ship organizations may be better able to mobilize. Socialsanctions through local organization may or may not be strong 

enough to deter abuse of common property." In practice we 

21Fpn  ...... -.... 
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find many local institutions able to carry out regulation as seen 
in Chapter Two. One should recognize that the incentives and 
sanctions to be channeled through local institutions are differ-
ent for this than in the other two collective action 
situations. 

(2) 	 Where people need to contribute resources as a condition for 
creating the benefit in question, it may be possible to restrict ac-
cess to that benefit by organizational means. A marketing
cooperative, for example, may handle the produce of members 
only, who have helped create the facilities and services that get 
a better price through collective action. In this situation, the in
stitution can deal with free-ridership directly. In a number of 
agriculturai development contexts, such linking of contribu-
tions to benefits is possible provided that the local institutions 
involved are designed accordingly. 

(3) 	 The free-rider problem is particularly serious where creation of 
the public good depends on collective action, and p.eventing 
noncontributors from benefiting is difficult or undesirable, if 
not impossible. Examples would be a farm-to-market road, a
disease eradication program, or public schooling. These situa-
tions seem to occur m ore often in the rural infrastructure or 
human resource development areas, though one can introduce 
excludability with rural electrification or fee-for-serice clinics, 
as seen in Chapters Three and Four. The role of local govern-
ment or local administration is likeiv to be greater where serious 
problems of collecting for externai benefits arise. 

Here we only introduce such considerations, indicoting some of the im-
plications of such distinctions for LID options. We will address these issues 
more fully in Section 2.4 and in other sector-specific treatments of LID 
where relevant. 

1.8 ASSESSING COMPARATIVE ADVANTAGE FOR 
LOCAL INSTITUTIONS 

The economic principle of comparative advantage is a useful one in 
making resource allocation decisions, and it can give some guidance in 
assessing alternatives for 	institutional development. Such considerationsapply at two levels: 

(1) 	When are local institutions, generally speaking, likely to be more 
effective or efficient in promoting and sustaining certain kinds of 
rural development activities, or when are these better left to 
national institutions? Is thre reason to 	think, for example, that 

'the tragedy of the commons.' Runge's analysis of 'the assurance problem' (1981 and 1984)
deals with the possiil ities for self-management of common property. Such property is not
simply 'opext access,' as oredictions of "tragedy' presume, but is governed by certain sharednorms of use. 
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water supply is more appropriate for local institutions to provide
than power supply? Or why might trunk roads best remain the re
sponsibility of national institutions, with feeder roads under the 
aegis of local institutions? 

(2) 	 If some local advantage is identified, what kind of local institution 
(from among the categories described in Section 1.3) would proba
bly be most suitable and why? For forest management, is it better to 
give responsibility to some local government body or to local agents
of the Forestry Ministry? Are cooperatives a feasible vehicle for pro
viding primary health care? 

Sometimes the questions should be posed so as to differentiate among kinds 
of rural development activities to be promoted: 

(3) 	 Is one type of local institution more appropriate than another for 
achieving certain objectives? User associations are generally effec
tive foc tasks of irrigation water management, but will they be 
equally useful for managing rangelands? Which activities of agri
cultural production and distribution might be better performed by 
private businesses than by cooperatives?

These are the kind of questions we deal whin Chapters Two through Six,
these ar kdnd o wed a tin c ap t ituio nu merhe 

trying to clarify whic kinds and combinaticns of local institutions enumer
ated in Section 1.3 seem to mesh well or ta fit poorly with the differ,_t tasks 
of rural development mapped out previously in Section 1.2. 

In seeking answers, we have found a numnber of conct-pts and distinc
tions helpful, though not a!l are equally relevant to all activity areas. 

(1) 	Differences in the distribution of benefits and costs of the activi'y 
are important influences on comparative advantage. As elaborated 
in Section 2.3.2, local in-stitutions are more sustainable where bene
fits ate irnmediae, tangible, locally cmicentrated and matched to 
costs. For example, watershed management turns out to have quite 
a different profile of benefits and costs from thai for either irrigation 
water management or social forestry (even though watershed man
agement deals with both water and trees as resources). Accordingly 
differe'nt kinds of institutional strategies are needed even within the 
area of natural resource management. 

(2) 	 Activity areas involve different basic processes, which affect the
comparative advantage of various kinds of local institutions. Natu-al resource management, for 	example, revolves aroundbalancing cf utilization and 	 theconservation, whereas rural infra
structure depends on the generic activities of design, construction, 
operation, and maintenance. Agricultural production may be bet
ter done by private (household or corporate) producers, but the 

provision of inputs and the handling of outputs, which is im-ortant for modern agriculture, can possibly be better left to other 
institutional arrangements. 

(3) The interdependence that an activity establishes among local people 
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as managers, users, or producers, requiring cooperation or accom-
modation, will affect local institutional advantages. In agriculture,
irrigated rice production, for example, requires close coordination
of operations not just for water use but also for land preparation,
variety selection, planting, field operations, and harvesting. Ever as 
individual an activity as bird scaring is best done in concert with 
other farmers. Millet farmers working under rainfed conditions, on 
the other hand, are much more on their own in all operations and 
are less in need of local institutions.22 

The significance of interdependence and of horizontal and vertical linkages 
is most evident in the area of agriculture and this is treated most explicitly in 
Chapter Five. The implications of different core processes come through
most clearly with reference to rural infrastructure and are taken up in Chap-
ter Three, though they are discussed in other activity area chapters. Because 
the effects of benefits vis-a-vis costs are most evident in the natural resource 
area, this subject is taken up analytically in Chapter Two. 

Comparative advartc;ge is not static and can change over time. As a 
population becomes more educated, for example, there is relatively mc re ca-
pability at local levels for operating compiex institutions. On the other hand, 
if with more education there is greater outmigration to urban areas, rural 
communities may lose a large number of their most talented and energetic
members so that a consequence of education could be less local capability 
for managing many tasks of rural development. In areas with less education,
central institutions might have an advantage for certain kinds of work, but 
for other tasks local institutions could be preferable channels.2 3 Literacy as a 
factor affecting local institutions is addressed in Section 5.6 as are the influ-
ences of gender discrimination, land tenure differences, and migration on 
local institutional performance. 

Factors like literacy that bear on the capacity and appropriateness of 
different institutional arrangements are fairly common across rural devel-
opment activities, though some factors are more evident or dramatic in a 

2 2To be sure, there can be interdependence and need for cooperation under rainfed condi-
tions, as discussed in Chapter Five. Bird scaring is obviously important also to milletgrowers-maybe very important. Getting land prepared for planting and then actually plant-
ing right after the first rains can m.oke a big difference in yield. So group action through laborexchange may be found in rainfed agricultural communities, as Vincent (1971) documents in 
Uganda. She also shows that such cooperation can be inegalitarian and 2e.en exploitative,

3How much education is neded for successful local institutions depends partly on what re-
quirements are set for ther operation by the central government. Cooperatives inNorthernNigeria were previously required to mate fourteen complex reports regularly, which placed a 
premium on having literate officers and personnel, when several simplified documents would 
have sufficed (King, 1981). Local administration can be made less effective by requiring excessive papecwork. In one Indian state. Reddy (1982:103) found agricultural officers having to 
spend 19 to 44 perceit of their time just writing reports; district agricultural officcrs were sup-
posed to make 125 reports each year.The monthly workload of extension staff in Kenya was 
such that Chambers (1974:66) estimated that meeting all prescribed paperwork would take474(!) percent of available staff time. 
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certain area. Rather than discuss each factor as it can influence activity in 
each sector, we have introduced different analytical and prescriptive con

s.d-ations in the respective sectoral chapters so as to avoid repetition.
 
Readers are advised to keep in mind that the discussion in Chapters Two 
through Six, though focusing in turn on the five main activity areas, is pre
sented so that it has some general relevance for local institutional 
development across most sectors. 

1.9 PROMOTING LOCAL INSTITUTIONAL DEVELOPMENT 

Once LID objectives have been determined for spccific situations on the 
basis of analysis, there remain the problems of achieving them in practice. 

Usually programs are designed and implemented with staff, 
responsibilities, sequences, budgets, etc. laid out in some detail in advance, 
based on what has been done elsewhere or what experts think will succeed 
in this instance. Some planning is certainly needed for LID as for other 
development efforts, but it is advisable to proceed inductively, 
experimentally, and flexibly, rather than following a kind of blueprint
(D. Korten, 1980; Johnston and Clark, 1982; Rondinelli, 1983). A "learning 
process' approach is more likely to contribute to the creation of local 
capacities for mobilizing and managing resources, as discussed in Chapters 
Seven and Eight. There we also consider three alternative modes for support 
of local institutional development efforts-assistance, facilitation, and 
promotion, which reflect differences ir the extent of local initiative and 
institutional capability. 

The kinds and combinations of local institutions to be supported will 
vary from sector to sector and from place to place. But ,here are some 
generalizations about LID that appear valid crL,:: Gctorally and 
-ross-nationally. These have been drawn together in the concluding 
chapters, Seven and Eight, addressing matters like training and leadershipdevelopment and forging networks c, :_al institutions having horizontaland vertical linkages. There is no point in summarizing these strategic 
elements of LID here. Rather they will be taken up after considerations
formulated in sectoral terms have been presented.

The analysis is supplemented throughout with empirical case 

references amplified in the annexes. These demonstrate the concreteness
and relevance of the concepts and categories introduced. There are no 
formulas for local institutional development, but the structural and 
operational elements of LID can be better understood. LID efforts willbenefit from the principles and ideas to be extracted from diverse 

experiences as well as from the encouragement and examples they provide. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

Local Institutional 

Development For Natural 


Resource Management 


2.1 	 ACTIVITIES IN NATURAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
Local institutions of various types and in various combinations are re-
uiredfoa inestai ableutionsiofvario and ain earis omi aer-c s 

quired for the sustainable utilization and maintenance of soil, water, 
forest, and other primary assets vital for lasting development.' The basic 
natural resources to be managed are water and soil in conjunction with the 
plant and animal populations they support (often referred to as biomass).
The system of vegetation associated with a particular soil-water-climate 
combination represents the biomass of primary concern in natural re-
source management. 

Watermay be regarded as 'first among equals' in that soil and biomass 
become inert without it. Fortunately water is a renewable resource so long as 
soil, biomass, and water are managed together in a stable, mutually suppor-tive system. Soil, on the other hand, is renewable only in the very long runthrough natural processes involving weather, water, plant, and geological 

interactions. ,Nonetheless, soil can be maintained and even improved 
through management practices such as manuring, crop rotation, and physi-
cal control (e.g., terracing or contouring). Thus, some activities can maintain 
the soil as well as the water supply. 

The bit mass forms of special interest are trees, grasses, and crops (most 
of which are neither trees nor grasses). These biomass forms are renewable 
as long as water and suitable soils are available, within tolerable climatic 
ranges. Soil is seldom managed by itself but usually in conjunction with 
some regime of trees, grasses, or crops. In fact, most natural resource 

1lIn this analysis, we are dealing with renewable natural resources since they are most signif-
icantly linked with agricultural and rural development. We will not be addressing 
management and exploitation of nonrenewable resources such as mineral resources, 
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management, even if focused on just one resource such as soil, must involve 
the other resources as well. 

There are five main kinds of natura! resource management (NRM). 
Each has different local institutional requirements because of the ways in 
which resources and user/managers interact. 

1. 	 Forest management involves the utilization of tree and related
plant and animal populations in ways that perpetuate the forest 
ecosystem. Forest products such as fuel, fodder, and building ma
terials (timber and thatch) are important inputs in agriculture and 
domestic economies. If forest resources are handled properly,
both the quantity and quality of soil and water will also be main
tained. LDC governments and donor agencies are increasingly
interested in what is called socialforestry, where forest resources 
are managed by rural people through their community local insti
tutions. It is thi3 approach to forest management that we aretreating here 

2. 	 Rangeland management, which focuses on grasses, is practiced
where rainfall constraints favor livestock raising and where cropproduction is only minor and low yielding. The characteristics of grasses present decision makers with different time horizons for
natural resource management. The local institutions in these 
sparsely populated areas have structures and dynamics and present 
special challenges to any program seeking to assist people in range 
areas (Dyson-Hudson and Dyson-Hudson, 1980).

3. 	 Irrigation water management involves the acquisition and distri
bution of water for agriculture. Th;s type of management has more 
direct links to production than do other NRM activities, but it shares 
crucial characteristics with them such as the need to regulate access 
to common property. Water management institutional issues con
front ubiquitous tensions built into any irrigation system between 
upstream and downstream cultivators.4. 	 Watershed management aims at the maintenance of the watercycle through activities of forest and soil management. 2 Preventingsoil erosion and preserving the biomass will reduce the likelihood of 
climatic changes that may destabilize the ecosystem such as re
duced rainfall. Forest and grazing resources of a watershed area can 
be utilized so long as these activities do not disturb the water cycle.

5. 	 Soil conservation could practically be called 'cropland manage
ment' since it usually arises as a problem where crops other than 
trees and grasses continually extract soil nutrients and disturb the 
soil's structure. As noted already, good forest and rangelnd man
agement includes soil conservation. i he means for controlling 
erosion, restoring soil nutrients, and maintaining soil structure may 

2We are using the term watershed^ o refer to the catchment area, usually forested and hilly,
where rainfall is collected and carried to the lowlands by streams and rivers. We are not using it 
with the 'continental divide' meaning. 
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be regarded as highly technical matters but these require a strong
local institutional base. 3 

Natural resource management contributes directly to the profitability
and sustainability of both agricultural and nonagriculturai enterprises, and 
poor management can have detrimental consequences for rural infrastruc-
ture and human health. Thus, NRM and the local institutions supporting it 
must be considered together not in isolation. 

2.2 LOCAL INETITUTIONAL OPTIONS 

The principal organizational options for mobilizing local efforts and 
responsibility for natural resource management are those described 
previously in section 1.3. 

" local administration, agencies of government operating in a 
regulatory mode, setting policies and enforcing them by technical 
(and often political) criteria;


" local governments, responsible 
 to the community but functioning
within the state's formal-legal framework; 

* membersliip organizations, often called user groups,dealing with 
resource and with associated productive activities in functionally
specific ways to serve members' needs; when operating by pooling 
members' economic resources, called cooperatives;* seroice organizations,working on a not-for-profit basis to protect or 
regulate natural resource use; and 

* private businesses, utilizing resources according to calculations of 
profitability over time and according to established business practices. 

An additional option, corresponding to the category ofnonorganizational institutions analyzed in Section 1.5 is: 

* use-management, carried out by individuals and households 
according to community norms and personal understandings of 
the limits and possibilities of resource exploitation (Roe and 
Fortmann, 1982). 

This mode of resource management is underestimated and largely ignored
because it has no formal-legal existence. Since it is diffuse and has no 
authority structure to be activated, governments and donor agencies find it 
difficult to invoke this method though they can try to enhance or revitalize it 
by exhorting or educating rural communities. We note it here so that its role 
in NRM is not forgotten. It is important as a complement of any
organizational mode of LID for natural resource management. 

Each of the organized modes offers advantages and disadvantages that 

3This has been seen in the U.S. experience with soil conservation programs, documented by
Morgan (1965). Examples from Jamaica are written up in Blustain (1982) and (1983). That soilcannot be managed apart from the growing ofcrops is seen from the conflicts that arose in theU.S. between the Soil Conservation Service and the various state agricultura! extension ser-
vices, both of which sought to get farmers to draw up complete farm plans. 
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need to be weighed in specific contexts for specific NRM objectives. Local
administrationmay be more favorable for achieving technically prescribed 
management levels and practices but it has certain limitations. Efforts to 
protect the forests in Nepal through only the work of the Forestry Depart
ment, for example, have proved largely unsuccessful, whereas working in 
conjunction with local government bodies (panchayats) and membership 
groups (under the Small Farmer Development Programme) has produced 
more beneficial results described briefly in Annex Two.4 

. The role for government agencies or branches of local administration 
such as the Agriculture or Forestry Ministry is greatest when there is conflict 
between users of a single resource who come from different localities or 
when there is a perceived lack of congruence between the costs and benefits 
of resource use. We see this in soil conservation (wher- benefits may be 
much deferred while costs are immediate) or in watershed management
(downstream communities get most of the benefit from uptream communi
ties' efforts), as discussed in Section 2.3.2. 

Local administration may be a more appropriate channel where the 
preferred management practices are quite technical or complex. However, 
government staff commonly lack the detailed information on local resources 
and problems needed to be efficient or effective in implementing NRM pro
grams. Such staff may also be unfavorably associated with restrictive 

government policies and thereby lack legitimacy in the eyes of the local peo
pie. Such legitimacy is necessary in order to gain local cooperation in 
carrying out NRM tasks at low cost (Temple, 1972).

The community management option is attractive because of the fact 
that local residents have both the most stake in, and the most informationabout, natural resources. However, there may not be any coherent commu

nity capacity to discharge management responsibilities or stronger
communities may take advantage of weaker communitiesneighboring
(Acharya, 1984). Also, it is sometimes difficult to determine exactly who 
constitutes 'the community' responsible for a given resource. 

When there i, a multiplicity of potentially conflicting uses of a resource 
in asingle locality, elected local government is in the best position to workout 
satisfactory solutions if two conditions are met. First, LG jurisdiction must 
be recognized by all parties. This may not be the case with large-scale com
mercial users of natural resources who can circumvent local decisions by
going to higher governmental levels. Second, the interests of local elites 
should not dominate decision making; otherwise NRM decisions will not be 
equitable, and they may not even be effective if they are seer, as unfair and 
thus as not binding on all community members. 

4 Thecases given in Annexes are intonded togive readers concrete illustrations of experience
and lessons that have informed our analysis. 
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Usergroups are likely to be smaller management units, more homoge-
neous and with fewer problems of managing the organization itself. They 
are likely, however, to lack the legitimacy and authority that LA or LC 
would have when it comes to resolving conflicts vis-a-vis ccmpeting users 
who are not group members. Also, such groups are sometimes inclined to 
follow more extractive practices than advisable from a larger community or 
national perspective. 

The utility of user groups for NRM depends very much on the nature ofthe resource, the users involved, and the correspondence between costs andbenefits analyzed in the next secti Irrigation groups are more effective as 
a rule than groups for soil conservation, 

co. 
and membership frganizations, 

while seldom appropriate for managing large watersheds, may be able to 
protect smaller forests. User groups are more viable for NRM ',hen mem-
bership is homogeneous and concentrated. 

Local service organizationsare less often involved in natural resource 
management acti, ities than LG or I.A. However, we find in India, for ex-
ample, a variety of nongovernmental organizations, involved in communi-
ty forestry activityf5 Acharya (1984:44-47) has documented some 
'traditional' 'ocal service organizations involved in managing guthi and 
sacred forests in Nepal. 

Privatebusinesses have incentives to undertake management practices
that will produce more benefit than cost. In situations where resources are 
being managed for industrial use or for energy utilization, such as on large
plantations, private companies may be more efficient in economic terms due 
to the need for getting return from intensive inputs over a relatively short 
time horizon (Palin, 1983). However, the benefits and costs considered by 
private operators are internal ones; and externalities, which are particularlyimportant id NRM, are not taken into account in decision making. Down'-

impotanar no taenii NR, nto ccont n dcisin mkin.stream or downhill Dwn-water users agriculturalists may' suffer serious losses 
from purely profit-oriented management upstream or uphill. Also, the way 
in which future benefits are 'discounted' gives a strong here-and-now bias 
to calculations, assigning too little value to the productive needs and possi-
bilities of future generations. 

As suggested above, use'r-,ianageinentcan be viewed as a complement 
to organizationally directed NRM. The herder who limits grazing in forest 
areas so that seedlings can grow undisturbed or the farmer who fills up
gulleys in his field as soon as they appear is taking individual a,.tions but is 
likely to be responding to cultural and social norms. Under such a system, 

5
These include the !Zanhi Consortium ',r Community Forestry, the Silent Valley Move-

ment, the Friends of Tice Club, and Himalaya Seva Sangh, which are involved in 
popularizing the need for preserving trees (tBasu, 1983). These organizations exist to serve 
their members in addition to other people in the community, bit to the extent they engage in
information sharing and consciousness caising about the importance of NRM, they go beyond local membership organizati.)n, basically oriented to self-help. 
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individual action contributes to collective benefit where there is clear 
socio-cultural definition of the community of interest. The swidden system
of shifting cultivation, for example, relies on unstated agreements among 
resource users on the length of fallow periods to pre-.-ent soil exhaustion 
(Grandstaff, 1978; Brush, 1983). Such responsibility is the least expensive
and the most effective kind of NRM if the practices are technically correct. 

mode is not very amenable to creation by
Unfortunately this management
policies though it can definitely be undermined by government actions.
Also, it is quite vulnerable when community norms and social structures 
come under outside pressure. for example, from the spread of commercial
ization or from population growth greatly increasing pressures on 
the land. 

Much has been written about the 'tragedy of the commons, where 
each individual resource user gains more than he loses by incruasing his use 
of that resource, but if all increase their use the resource will be depleted and 
lost (G. Hardin, 1968). The contradiction between individual and collective 
interests has been presented most graphically for range management de
scribing the temptation of herders to overgraze pastureland, but the same 
logic applies to forest use or any common property.

There is currently some re-thinking of the "tragedy of the commons' 
l,.gic, which assumes an independence of decision making that is no: empir
ically warranted and ignores the extent to which institutions have been 
devised precisely to coordinate expectations and behavior in resource
maintaining ways (Runge, 1981 and 1984). The existence of common 
property' has implications for any local institutional development, but since 
these implications are particularlyths mlctosaepriual'important to local institutions' capacity' to 
manage natural resources, we c:onsider this subject in detail in Section 2.4.User-management by individuals can be seen as a complement or an alter
native to the kind of formal institutions we are focusing on in this study. 

However, traditional local organizations and roles such as described in Sec
tion 1.4 stand behind most use-management arrangements and apportion
sanctions and rewards. So more is involved in use-management than just 
shared norms among users. 

It is unfortunate that local institutional means and alternatives are so 
frequently overlooked in favor of focusing on technical packages and op
tions. A study on developing 'fragile lands' in the humid tropical lowlandsand steep slopes of the Latin American region, for example, done by a con
sulting firm that has provided significant leadership in the LID area,passed

over the subject of local institutions with only brief mention of their importance (Bremer et al., 1984:21, 60). The report's recommendations forinstitutional development deal with national institutions not with the local
 

possibilities and requirements reviewed here. 
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2.3 !nteractions of Resource and User Characteristics 

2.3 INTERACTIONS OF RESOURCE 
AND USER CHARACTERISTICS 

The management of natural resources for agriculture is 
institutionally complex due to the diverse ways in which a resource may 
be used. For example, though water is involved in both irrigation watermanagement and watershed management, different arrangements are 
appropriate for each because of the different ways users relate to the 
resource and to each other within space and over time. An understanding
of such differences is e-sential for evaluating and promoting LID for
natural resou --e management. 

2.3.1 "Boundedness" of Resources and Users 

What kinds of local institutions will be effective and sustainable for 
natural resource management depends on the nature of the resource to be
managed and on the composition of the community of resource users, in 
particular whether indeed they constitute an identifiable community. To the 
extent that the resources and the ielevant set of users are bounded," that is,
delimited and identifiable, the management tasks will be easier and more 
amenable to local institutional responsibility. 

Figure 2.1: RESOURCE MANAGEMENT SITUATIONS,
ACCORDING TO NATURE OF THE RESOURCE 

AND THE USER-MANNGERS 
NATURAL RESOURCE IS: 

LittleUSER-MANAGERS Known and known and 
ARE: predictable unpredictable 

Identifiable (1) Irrigation water (11)Coastal fishing
and coherent management (done bv fisher-

group man groups) 

Lacking group (1i1)Forest (IV) Rangeland
identity and management managementstructure 

As shown in Figure 2. 1, there are important differences among natural 
resources in terms of the "boundedness' of users and resources (though 
changes in technology can affect this). One should examine the extent towhich: (a) resource user-managers constitute an identifiable and delimited 
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set of persons, and (b) they have some established and effective authority
structure whose legitimacy is recognized and accepted. If there is in effect a 
community cf user-managers, both criteria are satisfied. But in many NRMsituations, the user-managers are an ill-defined set of persons not a group or 
community and with no existing mechanisms for making or enforcing 
decisions. 

Similarly one should consider the extent to which the user-managers
know and can predict with confidence: (a) the amount and quality of the 
resource to be managed, and (b) its availability at a certain time and place.
When the amount and availability of a resource are known for certain, the
possibilities of effective management are greatly increased and more 
routinized institutions are possible.

When there is less knowledge and predictability, institutions are useful 
to reduce the resulting riskoriented nore but they must operate differently, usuallytoward insurance and welfare functions than to optimizing
productivity. Institutions can be said to deal with two kinds of risk and
uncertainty: (a) arising from vagaries and variability in the natural 
environment, and (b) arising from the behavior of others-what others do 
and how that will affect one's own well-being. Local institutions need to 
deal with both kinds of problems faced by rural people (Runge, 1984).

The different characteristics of users and resources combine to present 
different contexts for natural resource management, ranging from known 
resources managed by a definite set of users to a situation where both the resource and the users are varying. These combinations, shown in Figure
2.1, approximate different kinds of resource management situations. 

Not all irrigation situations have the characteristics of (I), but the group 
of users and the resource itself are likely to be more identifiable and definite 
than for mot other natural resources. The distinctions made here shed lighton the different LID problems faced with water management, social
forestry, and rangeland management because they vary along these 
dimensions. Soil conservation resembles (I) but has different cost and 
benefit pa~terns as discussed below. Watershed management hascharacteristcs of (II), (II1) and (IV) and is therefore more complexanalytically and also operationally more difficult. To the extent that the 
resource are 

become more viable. Conversely when the resource is more uncertain and
the set of users ill defined, higher level institutions have a greater role to play
in NRM. 

Where the resource and the users are more definite, local membership 
organizations of resource users are particularly appropriate. It is no accident 

and the users well known and identifiable, local institutions 

that the best examples of user associations for NRM are found in the area of
irrigation water management., Though there are year-to-year fluctuations 

'in our study c, loca! organizations wor'dwide, we fould that water user associations had 
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in water supply, the technology of irrigation can compensate for such varia-
bility. and adjustments in supply can be made among a fixed set of water 
users known to each other. Thus, user groups can be inore effective for irri-
gation because -:sers are geographically delimited and the resource can be 
distributed with some precision. 

Rangeland management, on the other hand, has characteristics that 
make user groups less effective. lHerders have great mobility and can seek 
alternate grazing sources, and the users for a particuiar rangeland resource 
(usually unfenced) are more difficult to identify. Though usor groups are 
usually needed as part 	of the LID complex for range management, some 
higher level, authoritative decision-making institution is desirable to deal 
with membership and ret.ource ambiguities. 

With forest management, the resource is geographically fixed and 
bounded, but the persons having access to it are not as limited or limitable as 
with irrigation water. User associations are harder to form and maintain on a 
voluntary basis. An authoritative and inclusive bodv such as local govern-
ment becomes more effective in the situation where the resource is more 
bounded than the set of users. Possibly local agents of the national govern-
ment will be needed to balance and control claims to use such a resource. We 
will consider such institutional alternatives for each NRM area specifically 
in Section 2.5. 

2.3.2 Distribution of Costs and Benefits 

Thewillassessment of co,,to andand benefits fromfo natural reorc manage-Tsement accofding biefspn ntl resource laament will vary accordin t thetm pnadtegorpia area 
tng he imre sn nd thi g ahicotal 

benefits are tangible and perceptible, and the extent to which both costs and 

benefits are borne by the same persons. Such considerations affect the feasi-
bility of LID alternatives. We have identified four dimensions along which 
NRM costs and benefits vary to he users (or potentialusers) involved. can with rspect 

usrsin oal Dmegorv. 
1. 	 Temporal Dimension 

(b) 	 Benefits accrue after a long time 

2. 	 Spatial Dimension 
(a) 	 Benefits accrue locally, or 
(b) 	 Benefits accrue remotely. 

3. 	 Tangibility 
(a) 	 Benefits are quite evident, or 
(b) 	 BenefiLs are relatively hard to identify.

4. 	 Distribution 

somewhat higher performance scores on average than other kinds of LOs (Esman and Uphoff,
1984). Examples of indigenous water user associations are given in Annex Two. 
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(a) 	 Benefits accrue to the same persons who bear the costs cf man
agement, or 

(b) 	 Benefits accrue to different persons from those who bear the 
costs of management. 

This analysis presumes that managing natural resources always has 
some cost, either direct investment of labor and funds or abstaining from 
some present use to preserve the resouice over time. Local institutions 
will be most effective in naturai resource management where NRM bene
fits accrue: 

e quickly (Ia), 
* locallv (2a).
 
e visibly (3a), and
 
e to those who bear the cost (4a).
 

In such circurotances it clearly pays for individuals and groups to take re
sponsibilitY for a resource. The opposite circumstances could make LID for 
natural resourc ' management almost impossible-where benefits are: 

e 	 delayed (1b), 
a 	 remote (2b), 
e 	 hard to identify (3OD), and 
* do not accrue to the investor of effort, money, or foregone use (4b). 
One reason why irrigation water management is more readily handled 

through membership org.-inzations than is sol conservation, ior example, isthat the benefits are immediate as well as local. Furthei. the farmer who in

vests in soil conservation may not readily see the bonefits-the benefits ofstopping runoff and flooding commonly accrue to other, not just at lower el
evations but in future generations. To be sure. it land tenure is secure and 
the 	farmer is confident that those future generations will be his own chil

dren and grandchildren, investment i soil conservation or tree pla
be more attractive and local residents will be more amenable to taking re
sponsibilitpsiy for NR and the local institutions supporting it.There can be significant differences within a resource management cat-

Gully erosion is more likely to elicit collectiv,, action to prevent it, for 
example, than is sheet erosion, which can go unnoticed and unchecked. Vil

lagers may undertake forest management when they find they no longer 
have trees suitable for building materials, whereas the increasing incre
ments of time required to gather adequate firewood may not be marked 
enough to elicit community action. 

The lack of coincidence between benefits and costs is often a major fac
tor affecting social forestry. In many countries, women do the firewood 
gathering but men make all decisions about planting trees. Unless women 
are included in influential roles in the local government bodies or any local 
organizations dealing with forestry, the costs of women's labor wvill not be 
fully conside, .d (Hoskins, 19179). Also, in parts of Malawi where men settle
after marriage into their wife's village, the rights of tree ownership remain 
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with the women and their families, although the planting of trees is tradi-
tionally assigned to males. This introduces a further asymmetry between 
benefits and costs that inhil}its local responsibility for social forestry
(Kafumba, 1983). 

We find more vigorous and successful local institutions dealing with ir-
rigation partly because good water management produces quick and
evident benefits to those who undertake those activities. In contrast water-
shel management has quite the opposite profile of benefits even though
both sets of activities nominally deal with the sane natural resource, water,
Because the benefits of watershed management are more remote in time and 
space, there is usually need for a government role if such management is to
be undertaken strenuously. Benelit and cost profiles, which vjr;, according
to the resource, thus condition the applicability of LID options, 

2.3.3 Characteristics of the Resource 

The nature of the resource being managed will affect how desirable cer-
tain institutional options are. We highlight the effects of three different
characteristics: resour,.e renewability, seasonality, and public perception of 
the resource. 

Renewability. The less renewable a resource is the more risk there is that 
poor managt-ment will have drastic consequences, and the more reason one 
can off_r for some form of central government involvement. The length oftime required for a natural resource to be renewed varies greatly. Grasses on 
a range may revive after a few weeks of rain, while forest vegetation can
take from 20 to 100 years depending on the species. Indeed, tropical
rainforests may take 400 years to become fully mature (Guppy, 1984), and
the pool of genetic material they represent may not be renewable or
replicable once destroyed (Oldfield, 1981). Soils take even longer for renew-
al, and in some cases if severely eroded, they may become nonreneiwable,
especially if the loss of bitmass affects the water cycle,

Forest maintenatnce rt-iuires institutional arrangements with a lone
time horizon and sustainud commitment. This may not be assirabie with
certain local institutions if the imperceptibility of deteri ,aton and an asvm-
metry between benefits and costs make such institutions less promising for
NRM. Range management, in contrast, can be left to local institutions with 
less risk. To be sure, careful balancing between utilization and conservation 
is needed for range management since over-grazing can lead to soil degradation, which substantially lengthens the cycle of regrowth. This concern 
may justify a central institotional role or a role for LA in preference to other 
local institutions. But within some limits, responsibility for range manage-
ment can be more readily devolved to user groups or local governments,
taking care to align the distribution of costs and benefits as much as possible 
to give proper NRM incentives at the local level, 
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Seasonality. Seasonality is another factor of great importance for NRM. 
The flow of local institutional activity is generally affected by variations in 
the agricultural seasons as documented by Fortmann (1985). To the extent
that activities need to be carried out year round at the same level, or need to 
be continued during the time of peak demand for agricultural labor, the role
of LA, or possibly that of central institutions, will be enhanced.7 

Whatever kinds of local institutions are charged with NRM responsibil
ities, under conditions of high seasonality they will need to operate with 
more flexibility and informality than usually seen in government opera
tions. In Botswana, for example, it was found quite unreasonable to expect
user groups set up for maintenance and operation of small catchment dams 
to function on a year-round basis when seasonal fluctuation, in water avail
ability made the need for, and supply of, the dams' water highly variable 
(Roe and Fortmann, 1432). Other research in the Philippines and Indonesia 
has found government:; too often expecting irrigation water user associa
tions to operate the same way in the wet season when water is abundant asin the dry season when it is scarce (Robinson, 1982; Duewel, 1982). If LA
and LG institutions find it too difficult to adapt to seasonal variations, their
functions should be handled by membership organizatians, cooperatives, or 
pnvate businesses which can be more flexible. Central institutions, on the
other hand, are likely to be less viable where seasonality is great because 
they are more attuned to budget or calendar years than to cropping or herd
ing cycles. 

Perceptionsof Resources. Apart from their physical characteristics, how 
resources are perceived by users is an important consideration. [low users
regard the "renewability' of a resource, for example, will affect their willing
ness to invest in its maintenance. In particular, it is important to consider
whether potential managers of a resource perceive it ,is a -public' or as a
private' resource, tu be managed for collective or for individual benefit. 

The usual itorm is that if individuals oi groups (or the state) have in
vested i;, improving a resource, whether land, water, or forest, they have
established a right to the benefits thereof, whereas any unimproved re
source should be accessible to others. If legal norms regulating resource use
have been introduced by a government, a property claim be madecan 
through cash and paper tiansactions. These are not visible to the public, in 
contrast to labor and other investments, which can be seen. In most African 

7A scial forestry project in the Tahou Departmeni ot kentral Niger, forexample, found thatduring the time when its activities required the most inolvement frorn villigers, they had tobe busy attending their own fields Ci. en the unpredictability of when and where the rains
would fall, when they did begin, everyone rushed to get field crops planted They were thus 
unwilling or unable toassist the :Forestr Department personnel in planting operations, whichhad to be started at this very time if the seedlings were to become established. It was thus impossible under these circumstances to make the pruject as participatory as intended (Brechin 
and West, 1982:84). 
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countries surface water in ponds or from rivers is seen as accessible to any-
body, whereas groundwater is rega.rded as the property of whoever pumps 
it up. The legitimacy of local groups' controlling access to water will be af-
fected by such beliefs. If groups are unable to exclude anybody from using a 
resource, they have little incentive to invest in its development or protection, 

The development of private enterprise, at tile local level depends in 
part on whether local peopie accoid legitimacy to formal-legal rights of 
ownership. Some private ownership is recognized in virtually all societies, 
but businesses as such may not be an effective vehicle for natural resource 
management unless there are widely shared perceptions that private own-
ers have a right to exclude others from access to that resource, 

2.3.4 Characteristics of the Users 

In addition to whether or not users are a definite set of persons andhave somet ecogniztd authority structure, discussed in Section 2.3.1, other 
characteristics are also important to consider. 

iterde'pendcnce.To the extent that resource users are dependent upon 
one another for their livelihood and even survival, the incentives for making 
local institutions operate successfully are farmersgreater. For example, 
managing irngation water need to consider the decisions, interests, and ac-
tions of each other to a much greater degree than persons who live and woi k 
in watershed areas. rhis consideration adds to the reasons given earlier why 
local institutions for irrigation water management are usually stronger thani 
those for watershed management. 

Interdependence is more evident to rangeland user-managers than to 
their counterparts in forest resources, perhaps because the availability and 
adequacy of water for herds and humans is so dominant a concern. Spoiling 
or exhausting a water point has dire consequences for others, and there are 
various means of retaliation that can deter irresponsible behavior more 
teadily than one can check abuse of forests. 

Certain techniques of natural resource management may create or re-
quire interdependence. For example, in soil conservation, if bench terraces 
are constructed on a hillside, there must be cooperation in constructing toe 
drains and waterways to carry away the runoff. Otherwise one farmer will 
be dumping water onto another farmer's field and increasing the erosion 
there. The use of grass stripping or strip cropping, on the other hand, retards 
runoff more evenly and can be used independently of what others do. Thus, 
local institutional action by LA, LG or membership organizations may be 
more appropriate for terrace methods of soil conservation but individual ef-
forts suffice for grass stripping. 

Interdependence can be created by organizational design to establish 
incentives for more efficient or equitable institutional performance. In the 
Philippines some indigenous irrigation organizations give their of,icers 
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plots of land at the tail end of the command area as compensation for their 
services. As the productivity of these plots depends on the amount of water 
reaching them, officers have incentive to ensure sufficient flow through the 
system (See Annex Two). Traditional irrigation systems in Sri Lanka used a 
similar incentive system according to Leach (1961). 

Honogeneity.The tasks of Iccal institutions in natural resource manage
ment are grea!ly simplified when users are homogeneous since decisions 
can be more uniform. The most significant kind of heterogeneity arises from 
multiple uses of the resource. Range management projects, for example, 
commonly run into problems when some of the land is (or can be) used for 
crop productio,. This was seen in a Burkina Faso project where pastoralist 

and agricultural families were to b- members of a single local organization 
(Gooch, 1979). Similarly when the water in irrigation projects must serve 
competing or conflicting purposes, membership organizations are less likely 
to be successful. 

There is no assurance that local governments will be able to allocate and 
regulate the resource in an optimal way when internal conflicts exist. 1 he in
cea:tive f'or one set of users to predominate when scarce, valued resources 
are at stake is great. This may mean that local administration, representing 
the central government, must be active to preserve a balance of interests. LG 
can provide a legitimate forum for bargaining, turning zero-sum conflicts 
into positive-suM situations through accommodations and side-payments 
where possible, e.g., making adjustments in water allocation schedules and 
compensating for forgone shares of water. 

Conflict over natural resource use is less likely when users see them
selves as unified by kinship, occupation or on some other basis. Where 
socio-economic identities are varied, LA or LG may be more effective than 
membership organizations in reaching decisions if there is deadlock or in 
enforcing compromise solutions if there is disagreement. One limitation to 
LA and LG involvement is that compliance with decisions and regulations 
can be difficult to achieve through coercive means. Processes of consulta
tion and consensus may therefore be needed even (or especially) where 
heterogeneity makes natural resource management complicated undera 
taking. User involvement in discus ;ing, planning, and implementing NRM 
is possible through various kinds of channels. Where heterogeneity is sub
stantial, actually having an established process for consultation may be 
more important than which channel has formal responsibility. 

Tradition. Ono should not presum,- that resource users living in tradi
tional social settings are necessarily aiAI and willing to manage forests, soil, 
and water productively, equitably, and vithout conflict. We did find in our 
literature review, however, that in communities where traditional roles and 
norms are relatively intact, the capacity of local institutions of all kinds to 
manage natural resources appears greater (e.g., Acharya, 1984; Siy, 1982; 
Coppee, 1980). Diminished capa-city at the local level to sustain resource 
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productivity often goes along with the decline in traditional institutions 
such as those operated by chiefs and councils of elders (Roe and Fortmann,
1982). 

Opinions differ on how strong and useful such institutions are in the 
contemporary world. One can find traditional roles resilient in some places
and atrophied in others. Where they e\ist and are not biased markedly in 
favor of privileged interests, traditional institutions should be ens;aged if
such cooptation v. ill not itself detract from their effectiveness. To introduce
modem institutions that compete with traditional ones is usually unlikelv to
be successful. Local institutional development should build as nmuch as pos-
sible on existing roles and relationships that support NRMi as discussed in 
Section 7.3.1. To the degree that these relationships can regulate the use of
forest, soil, and water resources, they are themselves natural resources of 
some value. 

2.4 "COMMON PROPERTY" CONSIDERATIONS 

Local institutional development for natural resource rnanagemert must 
often deal with issues arising from common ownership of property. When 
resources are privately owned, their management is left to individuals who 
can themselves weigh the benefits and costs of exploitation, now and ir, the 
future, and act accordingly. On the other hand, when forest, water, and
other resources ate held in common, individuals have incentives to exploit
the resource for private gain at co-holders' expense. This has come to be 

"known as *the tragedy of the commons. 
Privatization of resources is often recommended to avert overuse, but

this solution can introduce its own problems according to the nature of the 
resource-for example, when rangeland becomes une\ en because of
variable rainfall. If a herder has access only to a fixed area, his herd will 
starve in a year of insufficie.nt rainfall as he cannot move it to other more 
fortunate areas. Ihe mobility of pastoralists is a strategy dictated by the 
vagaries of weather in a re-urce-scarce and vulntrable enironnient. 

Where individual decisiOns would culminate in undesirable outcomes, 
some form of collective action is needed. Tte question is whether it will be
voluntary or co;erced, and whether it can be generated within the 
community of users or must be imposed from outside the comnunity. The
assumptions about collective actior, by Olson (19h5) suggest that the "free 

8
G. Hardin (19681 described a siuatu:n where herderspastureland. If an individual Increases his herd, this reduce, 

are graing cattle on common
the total amount ot forage avail-able. But each herder's loss vhen divided among all herders mcludin the individual whoadded to the burden on the common . i., small perhaps impreeptibi, and much less than thebenefit he derives from grazing hin' ,tti, So he has ar, incenti, e-a, do all other herders-

to increase the -ize herds until tahn t onr 
(1983:118-127) pointsout, ' ,ever 

o u ,.m art! destrured by our gra/ing. As Sandford 
this !.a dtductive, nnt nempirical account of ct,llective

behavior. 
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rider' problem makes voluntary cooperation unlikely. Individuals who are 
able to get the benefits of group action without bearing any of the costs ofcreating thi. good are likely to do so in keeping with their 'rational' self
interest. According to Olson, free ridership can be limited only if the group is 
so small that any individuals taking advantage of others can be readily ob
served and controlled by social sanctions, or if the benefits of group action 
can be withheld from non-contributors. 

Resource users themselves have been thought to be incapable of man
aging common natural resources because the same "rational' behavior that
gives rise to the tragedy of the commons also leads to free riding, which un
dermines the cooperation among users that could avert the 'tragedy.' Why 
should one bear the costs of maintaining an institution for resource manage
ment if one can gain the benefits therefrom without paving for them? If
one's neighbors protect the village forest, this creates more firewood for one 

to take surrcptitiously.
The most common response to such problems is for the state to intro

duce into such a situation its agents, whose decisions regulating resource useare backed by coercion if necessary to ensure compliance. Such coercion 
must have at least the tacit consent of the majority of users to be effective,
but the source and control of coercion rests with persons who are external to 
the community of users. Such a strategy of NRM can rely on local adminis
tration for resource managenment. 

Yet we find that government agency options for natural resource man
agement are of limited effectiveness by themselves. Officials face
difficulties in mobilizing the information and legitimacy needed for efficient 
enforcement and cannot readily mobilize socia! supports and sanctions 
which affect resource-using behavior most directly. The private ownership
option appears to have advantages where it matches the costs and benefits
of resource management in the same person. But this may not be possible
because of the spatial and temporal distribution of costs or benefits.9 

Private management of torests, fIor examplc, may lead to overcutting if 
current market prices for fuel and timber are attractive, contributing to soil
erosion and attendant environmental deterioration elsewhere. 10 Soil conser
vation measure,, ma' lag because the value that affected land would have tofuture generationsisunderestimated. lt rivatization of rangeland was seen in 
Botswana as a solution to it, cit-gradation, yet the implementation of this
polic% proved to have undesirable equity effects without demonstrable 

"Perhaps this is why overgrazing ' por:ed als, under pn;'ate ownership re4imes. Gillesand Jamtgaard ( 196 1:13! - 133) and Sand'ord ( 1983:119- 120) find no consistent evidence thatovergrazing is a worse problern on con(in,n than on private rangelands.

ioFife ( 1977; suggests two ',iattons in which 
private ownership would lead to resource 

abuse: if .ow risk investment alternatives encourage a rapid exploitation of the re:,ource to earn 
profits to invest in them, or if holdings were to small to provide an adequate standard of liv
ing, ard users feel forced it run the nsk of resource deteriorati n. 

http:insufficie.nt
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ecological benefits compared to communal management practices (Dekure
and Dyson-Hudson, 1983). 

There iknow in the literature considerable rethinking of the 'tragedy of
the commons' thesis. Empirically there is more collective action than one 
would predict according to Olson (1965) and others in the 'rational actor'
tradition of deductive analysis. Such theories are inconsistent with their 
own premise of rationality, since anyone who decides to free-ride is unjusti-
fiably assuming that he is the only rational actor, i.e., that the others who are 
to create the collective good which he expects to enjoy are not likewise 'ra-
tional' (Kimber, 1981). 

Such an assumption is not only arrogant: it is itself irrational. If one as 
sumes, more reasonably, that others are as 'rational' as oneself, one's utility
is maximized by making contributions in good faith to creating the collective 
good to be produced, so long a.1 one values the good itself more than the cost 
of contributing one's required or expected share. As ong as enough others 
do the same, it pays to be cooperative (Popkin, 1981).

Such behavior is consistent with the genral maximizing strategy of co-
operation which Axelrod (1984) has derived from computerized game-
theoretic research. Runge suggests, vith specific regard to natural resource 
management, that cooperation can be reinforced by dealing with 'the assur-
ance problem' through establishment and maintenance of institutions,
which coordinate people's expectations of what others will do. Experimen-
tal evidence shows that the level of voluntary contributions is far from zero 
even in large groups (Runge, 1964:172-175).i 

In more recent work, R. I lardin emphasizes the role of sanctions and 
conventions incontrolling individual behavior. These usually derive from 
the norms and roles associated with institutions. An analvsis'by Blomquist 
and Ostrom (1986) on how institutions can control environ ental crisessuggests that collective action to stem the deterioration of z resource can be 
triggered by a combination of information and discussion. Critical compo-
nents of such a strategy are (a) the ability to identify all users and (b) toestablish clear boundaries within which management will occur t' Uther
conditions for maintaining effective collective action are the nossibility of
ongoing discussion among users about the common prob!cm and about 

''Kimber notes with evident iro.e !hat rational self-intefest in joining organizations is netbased only on discrete individual it-netits. -There is surely something absurd in the idea
that . . the Council for the Protection of Rural England is reail, organized, not to protect rural
England, but to provide wine and cheese parties for its members" (1981:196). If members join
for selective rather than collective bhnefits, why do not organizations undertake to provide
onl the former? 

-That the analysis by Blomquikt an ,,}rom independently focused on the same variablesanalyzed in Section 2-3.1 suggests the utility of cross-natinal as well as cross-resource analy-ses of natural resource management. Their analysi,: was prompteJ by the study of a water useconflict in Southern California, while our concern with bouindaries" came from comparing ex-perience in irrgation management in Sri Lanka with range management in Botswana. 
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alternative courses of action plus effective monitoring of participants' be
havior so as to reduce incentives to free-ride. 

Such findings and rethinking concerning collective action suggest that
there is more of a role for membership organizations in NRM than indicated 
by previous theory. Some development of government agencies' local ca
pacity is invariably important to complement voluntary efforts. But there 
appears to be considerable potential for institutions such as local govern
ment and user groups, provided that they have responsibilities consistent 
with the kind of analysis concerning "boundedness' and distribution of 
costs and benefits discussed in Sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2 

In some situations and for some resources, it will make sense for pri
vate local institutions to take on certain NRM responsibilities. Experimen
tation with this mode of LID is appropriate where resource management
problems are evident and an analysis of incentives and constraints points
to privatization. There appears to be some confusion in many mincs over 
the difference between private property and -common property,' as if the
latter meant that all potential users have unrestricted access to the re
source. This is not true. There are well-known if not necessarily formal
rules governing access in most common property situations (Runge, 1981;
Gilles and Jamtgaard, 1981; Sandford, 1983).13 These lead to institutiona
lized use-management, which is nonorganizational or quasi
organizational following the distinction between organizations and 
institutions elaborated in Section 1.5 above. A strategy of institutional de
velopment of practica! necessity will focus on developing organizations
with explicit roles and rules. But to acquire the legitimation needed for in
stitutional effectiveness, some foundation in nonorganizational institu
tions for resource management is important. 

2.5 IMPLICATIONS FOR LOCAL 
INSTITUTIONAL DEVELOPMENT 

When planning support of local institutional development in the
natural resource management area, the preceding lines of analysis give
guidance by assessing how factors such as "boundedness' and the 
distribution of bei-,fits and costs of resource management can affect the 
viability of different kinds of local institutions. Such considerationscontribute to preferring difterent local institutional arrangements for therontie NR tasks. 
respective NRM tasks.
 

'3 Such traditional rules are documented in a study of local forest and pasture managementin Nepal by one of our working group members (Acharya, 1984). These rules have informallybecome part of the management strategy of 'modem' local institutions like panchayats and user groups. Netting (1976) offers an intriguing study of the management of common pasturesdating back to at !east the 13th century without deterioration of tie resource base. 

http:1983).13
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2.5.1 Irrigation Water Management 

Our discussion of local institutions for managing irrigation water can be 
relatively brief since they are probably the most common and best docu-
mented. 14 Water user associations built around a common interest Initaun d nr tstm a in in-
acquiring and sharing water, in maintaining the system, and resolving con-flicts appear quite feasible. Many observers of irrigation management have 
been impressed with the efficiency and stability of indigenous local organi-zations such as the subaks on the island stali ininosa rgani-Birkelbach, 1973) and the eisland of Balicin Indonesia (Geertz, 1967;

Birklbah,973)andthezanje'ras in the locos region of the Philippines(Lew is, 1971; Siy, 1982). Less well-know n are similar organizations in Latin 
America, e.g., in Peru (Mitchell, 1976; Isbell, 1978) and Ecuador (Cornick,
1983). Contemporary analogues have been introduced in the Philippines b 
the National Irrigation Administration (F. Korten, 1982; Bagadion and F. 
Korten, 1985) and in Sri Lanka by the Agrarian Research and Training Insti-
tute (Uphuff, 1985 and 1986). 

Irrigation management invariably ofronts the problem that farmers 
upstream have iocational advantage over those who are downstream and 
this creates at least the potential for continual conflict. Water users at the 
head of the channel or at the head of the system are in a better position to ac-
quire water than those at the tail end and are less dependenit onquirwaitehanthehseeltorheysailendtoriderthis proper

dpenden on ronpictimaintenance of the channel or system. I lovever, this problem of conflictinginterests can also give impetus to users to organize and cooperate to assure 
getting at least some vater fr all and to prevent violence. The same farmers 
along a channel who have conflicting interests over the supply they receive 
if water is scarce also have a common interest in guaranteeing that supply orin expanding it. Thus, the centrifugal forces of competition water canover 

be countervailed by centripetal 
 Pulls toward cooperation. 


gon problem fon t r membesiay se fortg a s nes for 

irrigation management is that the water mlay be used for other purposes be-

sides irrigation. Often a water source is used also for domestic water supply, 
usually by women, though their needs and interests are seldom representedin what are commonly 5all-male "water users associations.' Where other 
users are also dependent on the water supply, e.g., operators of water-
driven mills, river transporters, or fishermen, conflicts may make locl 
organizations of irrigators less effective. 

In such a 3ituation, local government institutions with broader jurisdic-tion become more viable, though if the competing users reside outside the 
community, local government may itself be unable to resolve the conflicts. 
Local administrative agencies will then become more relevant if they have 

14Also, a more extended sate-of-the-art analysis has been done on farmer organization andparticipation for water management by Uphoff (19 86a).
"5 The term, -water user association,' widely used by donor agencies to designate local irri-

gation organizations, is often a misnomer beause it ignores nonirrigation water uses. 
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the necessary authority to deal with the problems.' 6 For local administration 

to handle irrigation management tasks, some degree of decentralization of 
authority is needed. This is taken up analytically in Section 7.5.3.

Local government can be a preferred LID option where virtual.y allhouseholds within its jurisdiction are involved directly in irrigated agricul
fetvl edatwtture. Then water management can legitimately and effectively be dealt with 

as a concern of the whole community. One advantage of the LG alternativeis that conflicts between agricultural and domestic users of water can be better resolved than through membership organizations of irrigators provided
that women's interests are effectively represented in LG deliberations. Irriat w a ter e ant e clvel n andl r o ughstte e 
gation water management at the local level is most often handled through 
user groups. But there are good examples of traditional local government in
stitutions handling irrigation management in Indonesia (Duewel, 1984),
Mexico (Lees, 1973), and Northern Pakistan (Bhatty, 1979; see Annex Two).
Under certain conditions, LG is a feasible local institutional alternative. 

The best comparative study of the development of local institutions 
for water management is by Maass and Anderson (1978). For hundreds of 
years effective local government systems in Spain have handled water 
management. Well-established water courts enforce an elaborately
evolved water law with widespread understanding and participation. Theevolution of localthese institutions occurred over centuries and wasbacked by timely and strong support from higher levels of government. Inthe U.S. irrigation management is handled by user associations rather than 
by local government bodies, but the associations were given legal recogni
tion and sanctions, so they could operate effectively in a quasi
governmental manner. 

Only if the size of irrigated holdings is quite large do private sector insti
tutions become particularly useful for water management. With small 
holdings, there is great interdependence among water users for acquisition,
allocation, distribution, and maintenance, making public sector or member
ship institutions tenable. 

Widespread experience supports relying on user groups or loial government institutions for irrigation management though they can usefully bebacked by technical and financial resources provided through local admin
istrative staff of a Department of Irrigation. Even (or especially) large-scale
irrigation cannot be managed by national institutions without strong local 
ir..titutional capabilities. Moreover, it is simply beyond the capacity of national administration to play much of a role in small-scale irrigation systems 

Iln a Chilean community reported in Annex Two, mining interests outside the local govemment jurisdiction were reducing the water supply and thus undercutting the irrigationassociations managing water. The fact that control over the associations and over irrigationhad been preempted by the national irrigation bureaucracy meant that local solutions and ac
commodations could not be worked out (Lynch, 1978). 
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where user associations or local governments are clearly the more effective 
institutions for management (F. Korten, 1982; Coward, 1984). 

2.5.2 Social Forestry 

The te.'m social forestnj has been introduced to distinguish a new ap-
proach to the management of trees, which is different from the technically 
and commercially directed development that previously prevailed. The 
commercial development dealt only with trees on a large scale, in 
monocrop operations, without involvement of the people who lived in and 
around the forests. In social forestry, trees are to be managed in association 
with other plants and animals, often in small or fragmented areas. Multiple 
uses not necessarily for market sales are emphasized, and management is 
done largely by the people living nearby and primarily for their benefit, 
This is quite a departure from conventional bureaucratic approaches,
which have sometimes appeared to regard people as enemies rather than 
as partners in forest management. 

Forest management in the past has too often been undertaken through 
national institutions (forestry departments or corporations) with no more 
local institutional development than assigning a few technicians and many
forest guards to look after the trees. The case literature, howev,:r, is virtually 
unanimous on the need for associating local people closely with any forest 
management effort, and there is considerable agreement on the most prom-
ising local institutional arrangements. 

In contrast to irrigation management, where user associations are gel-
erally preferred over local governments, in forest management the 
preference is reversed. This is not surprising because users of forest resourc-
es are an ambiguous group even when the resources themselves are readily 
identifiable and delimitable. Persons in the immediate area draw on forests 
for fuelwood, animal fodder, construction materials, minor forest products, 
and recreation, but outsiders too may use them for these purposes as well as 
for grazing and commercial exploitation, 

One cannot confidently rely on membership organizations to enlist all 
users, with their conflicting objectives, into a single voluntary association. 
More authoritative institutions are usually required to regulate outside as 
well as local resource use and to mobilize p-ople's tim and funds for im-
proving the forest resource base. Because benefits from investments are 
more deferred than in irrigation management, some compulsion may beneeded for protecting and upgrading forests. 

These considerations make local goverment usually the preferred 
local institution for forest management, often in combination with some re-
oriented units of local administration which can provide appropriate
technical guidance. Although LGs are often dominated by richer elements 
of the community, they are more likely than central government azencies to 
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produce a consensus on a resource management regime that is broadly ac
ceptable as fair and binding. The broader the participation in decision 

making and the less biased the resulting decisions the mor2 likely they are to 
receive voluntary compliance. 

Forestry management more than other forms of natural resource man
agement requires what West (1983) calls 'collective adoption,' i.e., it 
depends on the cooperation of the poorer strata in rural areas as well as the 
richer ones. The rural poor, who are less likely to join organizations, can un
dercut most management schemes. They are also very sensitive to equity 
considerations and are unlikely to comply voluntarily with schemes they re
gard as unfair. Of course, the rich may also seek to circumvent resource 
regulations for the sake of short-run benefits.17 

We already referred to experience with forest management in Nepal, 
where the government took away local responsibility in 1957. One of the 
keys to enlisting local governments' acceptance of responsibility after 1977 
when the forest law was again changed was that panchayat LG be given 
clear responsibility for the resources and that all or most of the immediate 
benefits from improved management accrue to the community. This ques
tion of 'who benefits' has to be resolved satisfactorily if rural people are 
expected to take responsibility foi managing trees productively over time."S 

This matches the conclusion of a World Bank study on social forestry in 
Pakistan. Locally elected bodies at the village level can provide effective in
stitutional support for small social forestry schemes provided that the 
government's forest land is allocated to the elected bodies (Cernea, 1980). 
This was also found to be effective in a USAID-supported reforestation 
project in Senegal (Annex Two). An analysis of Sri Lankan experience simi
larly concluded that for effective environmental management, responsibili
ty should be given to formal village-based institutions with proper 
governmental backing (Moore and Wickramasinghe, 1978). 

One reason why rural people may require relatively unqualified control 
over forest resources before they will commit their time and effort to forest 
management is that the benefits from planting and protecting trees, corn
pared to other activities, are relatively long term. To the extent that forest 
use rights are limited or ambiguous the prospects that rural people will actu
ally realize benefits are accordingly diminished. 

Simply assigning certain responsibilities to LG within administratively 
conceived and implemented social forestry programs is not the answer. 

17We found case studies from Nepal (Acharya, 1984) and Peru (Dui ham, 1977) where it wasthe1 rich rather than the poor who were responsible for destruction of forest resources.81n Niger, the government enacted a National Forestry Code which named 15 'protected'species that rural people would not be allowed to cut without government permission. Under
standably, rural people in Niger have been reluctant tc participate in programs to plant'protected' species in windbreaks and woodlots (Thompson, 1982). Readers can imagine thedifficulties apeasant would have in meeting aforestry official to get alicense to cut aprotected
tree. with nn .... Mf . *h *-h-,--I - t". '-.

http:benefits.17
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There needs to be an effE.'ive sharing of responsibility, with the community
having control over forested land and its benefits. If forests are thereby pre-
served, soil erosion reduced, and the water cycle protected, there are 
obvious national gaiis. S,ch an arrangement was the key to the success of 
the Chautara experiment in Nepal that helped to reverse that country's for-
est policy (Annex Two). Social forestry activities in the Indian state of 
Gujerat have been funded by the World Bank, but Spears (1982) reports that 
the community components of the program could not be sustained for lack 
of effective devolution to local government bodies.' , 

If other local institutions are too weak and unpromising to build asocial 
forestry program on the basis of collective action, local administration be-
comes the main channel for activity iniprograms directed to households,
which we would classify as sub-local' institutions (Section 1.6). Cemea 
(1980) has suggested that Lousehold woodlots will have advantages overcorr-munitv wuodlots

i dforest 

where capacity of the village for collective action is meager; where the interdependence
required by community schemes cannot be imrnediate!y elicited and not everyne can
be counted on to contribute his share of the work; and/or where community woodlots 
are ill-suited in ti-e local ecoloi "-al context to serve as a vehicle for retorestation pow-
ered by local people. 

These analytica' and prescriptive observations match ours exactly. 
We note that cooperative5 do not figure very often among local in~itu-

tional optio.ns for social forestry. One might think that pooling private forest 
holdings and then exploiting and preservirg them jointly would offer some 
advantages. But we found only three references to cooperative social 
forestry-in Guatemala (Barnes, et al., 1980:43-44), in the Northwest Fron-
tier Province of Pakistan (Cernea, 1980.31), and in Gujerat State of India 
(Cadgil, 1983:124-125). 

Easily the best example of social forestry carried out by local institutions 
was in South Korea, where Village Forest Associations have responsibility 
for over 2 million acres of local forests. These associations, which have fea-
tures both of local government and membership organization, were started 
by central government initiative after 1961, but they built on pre-existing
informal forest management groups at the village level. Although some-
times coercive at the start, they have reportedly become genuinely popular 
programs (Annex Two). 

The forms of local institutions for forestry management may change 

"The program, which was implemented through the distn~c forestry department. had three~ 
components: (1) farm forestry by individual households, (2) community woodlots under the
panchayats, and (3) string plantations along roadsides, planted and maintained by the dep-irt-
ment. The first and third components fared satisfactorily, but the second was a failure withonly 7 percent of the target achieved. Given the history of constraints on panchayats, most vil-
lagers did not expect any benefits from the panchayat forests and thus these received no localsupport. 
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and evolve. One of the most noted successes grew out of the Chipko move
ment in India, which mobilized tribal people in the state of Uttar Pradesh to 
protect their forest resources (Annex Two). What started as a cooperative to 
gain income for poor people became for a time a political movement, where 
people clung bodily to trees threatened with cutting by outside commercial 
inierests. After such dramatic efforts had forced the government to accept a 
policy of forest conservation, Chipko took up its own guarding and planting
of forest areas, completing a progression from economics, to politics, to ecol
ogy. Because the area's population is so homogeneous, membership
organization operates practically like a local government. 

The differences in local institutional possibilities and profiles between 
forestry and irrigation management 
are instructive for both areas of activity.
LID for social forestry has not received much systematic attention in the iit
erature.ert r.HHowever, because the participationw v r0ea of local people in managings h atdp to flclp o l n m ng n
 

resources is so crucial to success, LID is of great urgency. 

2.5.3 Range Management 

Managing rangeland differs from other NRM activities in several ways.First, the resource user-managers, mostly pastoralists, represent a mobile, 
unbounded population, the opposite of fixed canal irrigation water users. 
Second, the resource itself is highly variable in time and space (Sandford,
1983:33-36, 49-51). Third, the land tenure institutions tend toward com
mon property These havebecause of climatic variation. differences 
important implications for LID. 

The fact that user-managers of rangeland resources are highly mobile 
does not mean they have little social organization. There is clear consensus 
in the literature that most pastoralist societies have strong socidl organi7a
tion at the lower levels, though little hierarchical structure of autherity 
(Hoben, 1976; Horowitz, 1979; Dyson-Hudson and Dyson-Hudson, 1980).

In :raditional range management there was much consultation among 
the interested parties seeking accommodation and consensus since zero
sum decision making could lead to one party's demise. However, because 
many decisions had to be made without opportunity for regular delibera
tions, traditional systems often had strong executive roles that were 
acco-ded considerable authority. For example, in earlier times in Botswana,
there was in each locality a grazing superintendent (modisa)who represent

'We , 1aaoutci9f81)oatn.rzngrgtadhnlngdsueed the paramount chief for allocating grazing rights and handling disputes
(Wynne, 1981).

It appears that traditional authority structures are generally in decline 

n pastoralist societies though they retain considerable residual influence.
Unfortunately for LID there is no assurance that modern institutions will iiiherit any lapsed traditional authority. The total amount of authority 
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available for regulating range use can decline when chiefly or other indige-
nous roles lose their potency (Roe and Fortmann, 1982; Brown et al., 1982). 

Most reviews of range management experience suggest that adjusting 
modem local institutions to traditional roles and practices is advisable,
Where the latter remain important in pastoralist communities, they can lend 
legitimacy to the modern institutions. Indeed, without such legitimacy from 
the public concerned, they will not operate as 'institutions'-only as organi-
zations with which people cooperate (or not) as they see fit. 

The most crucial resource in range management is water. Most pastoral 
activity ocr!,rs in marginal, arid and semi-arid environments where mobility 
is induced ')v -he inherent variability of water. Though persons living in 
such enviro- ._,ents may seek to produce some arable crops, they cannot sur-
vive on crops alone. 

The land ownership pattern in these areas naturally responds to these 
ecological and climatic variations. Private ownership of land is rare, except 
in oases or other prizei ncations, because there is no value in land itself un-
less it has water, and rainfall is unpredictable. Titus, communal ownership 
of land is the most ccmmon tenure form in arid and semi-arid areas; howev-
er, livestock is usualiy owned by individuals or households, 

Analytically there are four alternative situations in which LID for range 
management might be undertaken: 

Figure 2.2: ALTERNATIVE RANGE MANAGEMENT SITUATIONS 

LIVESTOCK OWNERSHIP 
PASTURE 
OWNERSHIP Private 

Private (I) U.S. ranches, often 
Fromoted by LDC govts. 
a.oing sedentarization 

Communal (!Ill) Most common situation 
in pastoral areas of 
LDCs 

Communal 

in the collective which then operate quite similarly to groups of households(I1) Uncommon, couldwihntatoalpsrlsyem(H 	 pry,17) 
occur with cooperative 
steer fattening 

(IV) 	 Current Mongolian 
collectives; Chinese 
ranching communes; 
Israeli kibbutzim 

Range management tasks are simplest in (I) because costs and benefits 
are 'internalized' and can be compared over time. Little local insti.itional 
development is required because the household is carrying out all Nk-M 
activities on its own. But this form of land and livestock tenure is feasible 
only where individuals can privately own large enough areas of land that 
they have opportunities for mobility of their herds. This institutional form 
has been advocated as a means of controling 'overgrazing' and of averting 
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'the tragedy of the commons.' The evidence that private ownefship leads to 
better range management, however, is not conclusive, and giving some indi
vidual, or households exclusive rights to large land areas raises very 
controversial issues of equity. 

The most frequent situation, private stock grazed on common land, is 
ecologically motivated. Overstocking and abuse of rangeland resources can 
and does occur, but there is increasing evidence that "the tragedy of the 
commons' (not restricted to range management but best exemplified in 
range areas) is exaggerated (Runge, 1981; Sandford, 1983).20 Herders in the 
highlands of Bolivia had definite controls on grazing (Annex Two) as did the 
Sherpa in Nepal. Until the government preempted their community respon
sibilities for resource management, the Sherpa annually appointed 
guardians" to enforce rules governing grazing and collect fines (Fuerer-

Haimendorf, 1972). The issue for local institutional development is often 
how best to manage a combination of public land and private livestock. In 
traditionat range management systems, pastoralists keep their ownership of 
herds separate and control land as common property. This makes decentrval
ized exploitation of available resources easier and, given the importance of 
attention to animal health, private ownership of livestock encourages more 
careful husbandry. 

The situation of communal livestock and private grazing land (II) is 
possible but highly unustal. Where it occurs, the private owners of land can 
limit access to pasture through mechanisms such as pricing. The purely
communal situation (IV) is similar to (I)because costs and benefits are all in

ternalized. The difference is that many more persons are involved in 
decsion making. In our literature review, we found collective pooling of 
livestock grazing on common land only where national policies dictated 
this. Even in Mongolia there is decentralized allocation of land to units with

within traditional pastoral systems (Humphrey, 1978). 
Because of tne relative unboundedness of rangeland resources, there is 

a larger role for local administration than in water or forest management
provided that it can be both mobile and flexible, the two essential require
ments for any range management strategy. Unfortunately these are not 
common features of most administrative institutions. One would have to 
achieve considerable bureaucratic reorientation for this to occur. 

To allow for mobility and flexibility of decision making in any range 
management strategy, the household, or more commonly an informal group 
of houseio!ds, will have to be the basic operational unit. The services of the 
local administration should be directed to supporting the productivity -iiid 

2 o.ndeed,.theconceptoiovergrazingisiselfnowquesioned(GillisandJamtgaard 1981) 
Sandford (1983) in his review of the literature finds little empirical support for claims about 
'desertification" orabout-stocking rates" exceeding the 'carrying capacity' ofrangelandareas. 
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security of this unit. It is helpful to have some channels of communication 
among households and groups to negotiate over resource access and move-
ment of livestock, but such arrangements are best kept informal and not 
rigorously institutionalized. Efforts to create larger permanent organizations 
to manage rangeland resources 'can lead to a unit which [is] too small to 
cope with environmental fluctuations, and too large to cope with social co
ordination (N. Dyson-Hudsor, 1985:91). This is seen in the Kenya case in 
Annex Two. 

One form of membership organization that can be useful in range envi-
ronments deals with the provision of water, which is essential for exploiting
either grazing or agricultural possibilities. One difficulty in organizing local 
efforts to provide water is that any new rights may be at variance with tradi-
tional rights. This was discovered in Botswana when the Ministry of 
Agriculture delegated management responibility for the small catchment 
dams it was building to groups of users. Such groups lacked clear authority 
to regulate their use by nonmembers (A nnex Two).

There have been numerous experiments with group ranches, which 
represent a local organization or cooperative LID option. By and large, these 
ranches have not been very successful; for example, in Kenya (Doherty,
1979), Tanzania (I loben, 1976), Botswana (Odell and Odell, 1980) or 
Burkina Faso (Gooch, 1979). The reasons for their failure appear to be many
but chief among them are: (1) the bureaucratic way in which they have been 
carried out; (2) underlying antagonism between the government and the 
pastoralists as the former sought to change the latter's way of life; and (3) the 
misleading concept of "carrying capacity, which has guided much of the 
planning and implementation. The introduction of rather formal organiza-
tion-- lo do what can be managed by pastoralists themselves on an informal 
bas.., - an inappropriate mode of LID. 

Market mechanisms have been suggested for regulating herd size 
(Range Management Center, 1981). But pastoral economies are usually
semi-monetized at most, and there are security as well as status values 
inherent in livestock. It is not surprising therefore that our literature re-
view did not find price incentives for herders to be a reliable basis for 
resource management. 

In summary the role of government and its local administration appears
significant in range management, though it cannot be effective if authority
is exercised coercively (Iloben, 1976). Mobility and self-sufficiency are es-
sential features of pastoralism, and thus government agencies will have to 
be highly mobile and accommodating. For example, LA will need to find 
ways to make its veterinary, marketing, and other services more accessible 
than at present (D. Sandford, 19S1). Forms of local organization that are 
consistent with traditional modes of inter-household cooperation can facili-
tate government interaction with herders and their families. Working with 
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and through membership organizations is an area in which some experi
mentation is going on (Wall, 1983), and it may become more effective if 
appropriate approaches can be developed. So far, state interventions have a 
poor record, and much more systematic work remains to be done before a 
reliable LID knowledge base for range management can be said to exist. 

Management 
This requires protection or restoration of forest resources in conunc

tion with better water and soil management practices in hilly areas that 
capture rainfall. LID tasks and choices are complicated by the multiplicity 
of resources involved but also by other factors. Watersheds are typically
less densely populated because they cannot support any significant agri
culture, and sparse population makes institutional development arid 
maintenance more difficult. Since raising livestock is often important in 

or e t to tant in a tersh e m so meiculhera Ii n ide s f or 
watershed management, some of the LID considerations for range man
agement apply. The population in watershed areas is often culturally and 
economically outside the national mainstream having been pushed out of 
the more productive lowland areas at som e in the Fast. Not surpris
ingly one of the few specific studies we found of local watershed 
managenent institutions dealt with a marginal tribal area in the Indian 
state of Gujerat (Jayaraman, 1980). 

Local institutional development alternatives are limited in such areas. 
Both local administration and local government are likely to be weak in
what have become peripheral areas Other mode'n forms of organization
may not be much stronger though indigenous organizations can be quite ef
fective. The household is the ba, c unit e" decision making and activity.
Gaining cooperation from the population as a whole to preserve forest re
sources and maintain the ,vater-gathering capacity of a watershed requires 
some institutional structures. Given the weakness of outside institutions,
the best course is often to devise arrangements for management responsibil
ities with 'traditional' local institutions based on religious or culturalidentities where these exist. 

Conservation efforts are more likely to succeed if combined with other 
activities like supply of production inputs, development of transportation 
facilities, or provision of social services. This was seen in the Northern Agri
cultural Development Project in Thailand, financed by the World Bank 
(Spears, 1982), and the Damodar Valley Corporation efforts at watershed 
management in India (Jaiswal et al., 1985). For such an approach to yield the 
intended results, however, there needs to be considerable local-level coordi
nation, as documented in the watershed development efforts in the 
Machakos District of Kenya (Annex Two), and this in turn requires a greater 
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degree of LID. The Damodar experience just referred to demonstrated limit-
ed results until a more participatory approach was taken in conjunction with 
the panchayat local government. 21 

The earlier approach to watershed development was similar to that in 
forestry, concentrating efforts on formal tree plantations. This approach, if it 
strengthened any local institution, emphasized the role of LA and bypassed 
or ignored LG and membership organizations. The thinking now is to pro-
mote agroforestry within sustainable limits or to rely more on natural 
regeneration (Spears, 1982). The first of these alternatives requires much 
more in the way of LID than does the plantation method while the latter re
quires much less though cooperation from area residents is required foreither to succeed, 

Reducing livestock pressure on watershed vegetation is often an impor-
tant part of the management strategy. Two approaches may be used. Efforts 
to increase the marketing of livestock, as done in Kenya during the 1960s, 
can be undertaken through private businesses. The second method, intro-ducing livestock exchange programs to get farmers to trade in surplus 

dtseveral 
animals for improved breeds as done in the Kandi Watershed Project in 
India (Spears, 1982), requires the involvement of government agencies, pos-
sibly with LG or membership organization support. 

It makes sense for administrative agencies working in watershed pro-

* 	 the community of users is only geographically defined and usually 
does not have any group identity or operative authority structure; 

* 	 benefits are deferred and generally accrue to persons who do 
not bear the costs of watershed management (i.e., to down
stream populations); 

e 	 changes in the condition of resources are hard to recognize or mea
sure, so the need for making investments and the return therefromisgenerally ambiguous; and 

@ there islittleperceivedinterdependenceamongtheresourceusers. 
Where such circumstances do not apply, the possibilities for building water
shed management around LG bodies or membership organizations will be 
she mnagntimore encouraging.

We found little discussion of local institutions in the watershedagement literature. This could be because the conditions manare not often 
favorable for much local institutional responsibility in watershed manage
favor abl y oro nalysi swof a nnin an d 
ment. In probably the most thoroughimplementation for watershed management, analysis of planning andHufschmidt (1985) suggests 

'organizational institutions' needed for this category of NRM: plan
ning and management agencies (both public and private); extension 
services; and credit agencies-national institutions possibly with local 
branches functioning as agencies of local administration 2 

In an analysis of water resources management in Thailand covering all 

grams to work closely with local governments whre the exist. A recentaspects of irrigated agricultural production and including watershed manwatershed management project in iwas planned in an area where agement, Hufschmidt lists thirty-eight government agencies that have
LA was strong enouc+ to have sustained large-scale conservation efforts. responsibilities and also three categories of local institutions-water user as-
However, the project was based on a newly created ~sociations, farmer cooperatives, and farm suppliers and merchants (privateRegional Watershed scainfre oprtvs n 	 amsplesadmrhns(rvtAuthority set up by the central government at a supra-localV level and ac-
countable to higher authorities rather than to local communities. It has 
encountered many difficulties in coordinating work and eliciting coopera-
tion (B. Dwight King, personal communication). Similarly joint catchment 
area committees set up as part of the Erosion Control Programme in the In-
dian state of Gujerat faced many problems. FThough the committees 
included LC representatives, they could not be very effective because of the 
reluctance of officials wcrking for separate agencies to coordinate their 
respective programs or to delegate budgei authority to panchayat local gov-
ernments (Annex Two). 

Membership organizations are less important for watershed manage-
ment than for other NRM areas unless some subsidy is provided by 
government. Watershed management offers weaker incentives to resource 
users for collective action for the following reasons: 

21A small PVO program in the area, vorking with and through a cooperative to get farmers 
to reshape fields and change cropping, showed some substantial progress. However, the'cata-
lyst" agent (Section 7.3.2) made the mistake of taking on the leadership role in the cooperativc
rather than developing local leadership, and this became a bottleneck in LID as weli as in im-
proving watershed management fJaiswal et al., 1985:433-434, 437-439). 

businesses). The latter are shown to have a role only in irrigation and agri
culture activities, while watershed management is left entirely to the central 
government's Royal Forest Department and the Forest Industry Organiza
tion, a state enterprise (Bower and Hufschmidt, 984). Hufschmidt may be 
right that national institutions are the ones most commonly utilized. But 
there should be scope for involving or establishing other kinds of local 
institutions for watershed management, ones that build on the interests and 
talents of communities in the watersheds themselves rather than rely only 
on outside personnel and on external perceptions of the problem. 

Our analvsit indicates that getting local institutions to take a major and 
active role in watershed management will be difficult, but not that it is im
possible. Most experience in watershed management indicates that people's 
cooperation cannot be effectively commanded or compelled from outside. 

22 
Hufschmidt distinguishes, as we did in Chapter One, between "nonorganizational" and 

organizational institutions. In the first category, he lists land tenure systems, legal codes, 
economic policies, and in formal arrangements as needed for each kind of'management activit
 
y.Planning ard manaement agencies, extensiun services, and credit agencies he puts in the 
latter category. He-do)es nor consider local government or other local institutions in his analyti
cal framework. 
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Watershed management usually must be attempted in areas where resourc-
es of all kinds are very thinly stretched. Some consolation may be taken in 
the finding of the World Bank's forestry advisor based on experience in 
Nepal, that response from farmers has been better in the more remote areas 
wherp there has traditionally been more reliance un indigenous local institu-
tions and less central government capacity for direction (Spears, 1982). This
is a situation in which LID may not be easy but it is relatively more 
promising.23  

2.5.5 Soil Conservation 


Although soil conservation NRM has several of the characteristics ofwatershed management just listed (benefits deferred and accruing to others, 

changes in resource condition often hard to recognize, less perceived inter-
dependence among users), it differs in an important respect. The persons 
who should be involved-the users of land in danger of losing its fertility-
are readily known and identified because the resource of land is so tangible 
and so demarcatable. Whether soil needs special management practices 
might be unclear, but who is responsib!e for the soil can be determined 
(partly because owners of land risk losing it if they deny their responsibility 
for it). Where land is rented out or there are irregular land tenure arrange-
ments, such as the 'family land" in Jamaica (Blustain, 1982a), there may be 
disagreements about responsibility. But property rights for agricultural land 
are usually much better defined than for water, forests, or rangeland. 

The value of an organization to its members is affected by their depen-
dence on one another and whether it helps them gain access to benefits. In 
the Jamaican project (Annex Two), neither condition applied. Individual 
farmers could apply for and receive a grant to construct bench terraces on 
their own fields. But the committees had no role in reviewing farm plans 
worked out directly with project staff or in screening applications. There 
could and should have been coordination in laying out and constructing the 
terraces since the runoff from one farmer's field could accelerate erosion on 
farmers' fields below him. But the grants were given out by project staff on 
an individual basis in keeping with the local traditions of "patronage' from 
the government. As the committees served no technical or organizational 
purpose, they did not 'take root' (Blustain, 1982). 

Given the technology chosen for this project-bench terracing-there 
was good reason for collective action to coordinate the disposal of rainwater 
runoff. Had the project promoted planting of grass strips to retard runoff in-
stead of building more costly bench terraces, the technical nced for farmer 

2 3Spears' conclusion is consistent with our finding based on statistical analysis of 150 localorganization cases worldwide, that LO performance is not adversely affected, and possibly
even positively correlated, with unfavorable environments such as mountainous terrain pocr infrastructure (Esman and Uphoff, 1984:106-112). and 
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committees would have been less but they might still have been promoted
for the sake of more efficient communication among farmers and with the 
government and for creating community consciousness supporting soi! con
servation. To further organizational capacity, the project should have 
provided that gra'nts at least be reviewed if not controlled by the 
committees. 

This underscores the need for any membe.ship organization to be 
viewed by members as necessary and beneficial. Such legitimacy is, of 
course, a requirement for gaining compliance with soil conservation and re
source management practices generally. The introduction of bench terraces
in the Uluguru Land Use Scheme in Tanzania was a failure because it provided no demonstrable benefit to farmers or to the community as aIndeed, he technology introduced was itself destructive of soil whole.structure 

andferi ive thol ns eri o oooprtnband ferftvt ntio fgiven the soil conditions of the region. So noncooperation by
farmerswasa kindofsoilconservation. Infact,inpartsoftheregionfarmers 
f 
were using an indigenous form of ladder terracing which provided quick 
benefits, showing that farmers would adopt suitable conservation measures 
(Temple, 1972). Certainly the technology must be appropriate and advanta
geous at the micro-level to have a beneficial impact at the macro-level. No
institutions, local or national, canational tion c an som e
N n al, be expectedly tae to succeed otherwise.therise. 

National institutions must certainly take some initiative in soil con
servation efforts, if only to compensate those who must bear present 
costs for the sake of beneficiaries in downhill or downstream areas or in 
future generatiotns. The frequently gradual nature of deterioration also 
means that it is difficult to get soil conservation efforts started unless or 
until erosion problems become serious, at which point they may be hard 
to control and reverse. Implementing new technologies and channeling
subsidies will usually require some local institutional arrangements in 
order to get the job done. 

For soil conservation as for other kinds of natural resource manage
ment, LID is therefore important. The question is what kinds and 
combinations of local institutions, operating at which levels (group, 
community, locality) will be most supportive of NRM objectives? As an
alyzed in this chapter, the specific characteristics of the resource as well 
as of the resource user-managers will affect the appropriateness of dif
ferent local institutiois. 

Often we find central governments carrying practically all of the bur
den of NRM planning and implementation. The predominant role of 
national institutions is often predicated on the weakness or inadequacy of 
local institutions. Yet the lack of strong local institutions is often directly re
lated to the central government's preemption of functions and of financial resources. So a major issue is how to redress the current imbalance in institu

tional capacity where the center h created a larger burden for itself by its
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preeminence. '1his issue is not restricted to the area of natural resource man
agement and is addressed in Chapter Eight on a cross-sectoral basis. 

CHAPTER THREE 

Local Institutional Development 
for Rural Infrastructure 

3.i ACTIVITIES IN RURAL INFRASTRUCTURE 

The productivity, well-being, and security of rural people is greatly
affected by the adequacy of the infrastructure that exists in their communi
ties and that links them to district, provincial, and national centers of
administration and commprce. intrastructure includes all physical facilities 
that provide services to agriculture or nonagricultural enterprise or that ben
efit the population directly. Transportation, power, water supply, and 
communication facilities are valuable for both categories, while cther infra
structure such as post offices or recreation facilities will provide general
benefits. Certain facilities support tasks of natural resource management
(e.g. irrigation and drainage structures or forest roads) while otners aid in 
human resource development (e.g. schools and health clinics).

Five categories of rural infrastructure can be provided through some 
combination of public and private institutions at various levels. Not all are of
equal relevance to local institutions, but we list them to indicate the bound
aries of this activity area. 

1. 	 Transportation for moving persons and materials quickly, cheaply,
and reliably. 
a. There are basically three modes of transportation: (a) by land, (b)

by water, and (c) by air.The first is by far the most important for 
rural development, though the others may be crucir! for remote 
or mountainous areas.

b. 	 In each mode, there needs to be some basic investment in (a)
structuresthat permit (or facilitate, speed, cheapen) movement 
of persons and goods, with secondary investment ii, (b) vehicles 
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or other transport means to utilize the roads, waterways, or air-
strips, e.g., trucks, barges, airplanes. 

2. 	 Power from inanimate sources which permit (or make more effi-
cient) agricultural production activities, nonagricultural enter-
prises, and improvements in the quality of life in rural areas. 
a. 	 The most versatiie is electricitii, which can be generated in vari-

ous ways. For ecological as well as other reasons, biogas is f 
increasing interest in rural development as the residue can pro-
vide fertilizer for agricultural production.

b. 	 Whether power generation is centralized or decentralized 
affects which if any iocal institutions are relevant. Moreover, 
local institutions may have a comparative advantage in the dis-
tributionof power more than in its generation. This is often seen 
with rural electrification ooperatives, which may buy power 
from regional or national (public or private) institutions. 

3. 	 Water supp!y. The use for which the supply is created affects 
which local institutions will be most relevant, as does the teclhology 
employed for obtaining it and the distribution system involved, 
a. 	 Domestic water suppl, for potable water has greater local insti-

tutional requirements than water for livestock, for example, 
because water quality is more important. 

b. 	 Water used only for irrigationpresents simpler tasks for local 
management, suitable for membership organizations of users, 
than does water with multiple uses where many different and 
conflicting interests must be reconciled, necessitating a role 
for local government or possibly representatives of the 
national government, 

4. 	 Communication. While there is a great deal of communication at 
the local level, there is relatively !ittle infrastructure that is strictly 
'local.' Radio transmitters, television relays, telephone or telegraph 
wires are almost always part of national systems. The local institu-
tional development implications of communication infrastructure 
are therefore fewer. An exception would be the use of local listening 
groups to make radio more effective in rural areas (Berrigan, 1979; 
Crowley et al., 198 1). 

5. 	 Service and other facilities. These are often dependent on local 
institutions fir provision and/or maintenance: schools, clinics, 
community centers, libraries, post offices, marketplaces, sanitation 
facilities, etc. -.' .,;in, also can be provided through one or more 
local institution.! channels, 

For practical reasons, we concentrate on three types of rural 
infrastructure-roads and bridges, electrification, and domestic water sup-
ply, bearing in mind that all can have multiple uses. LID implications of the 
irrigation aspects of water supply have already been considered in Chapter 
Two and are not treated here. 

The services provided by physical infrastructure are commonly, but not 
always, classifiable as 'public goods,' as discussed in Section 3.3. For some 
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combination of physical, financial, or social reasons, it is impossible, uneco
nomical, or undesirable for services to be provided only to certain persons 
individually on a market-price basis. When this situation applies, the insti
tutional options are narrowed because private channels of service provision 
are 	not viable. Some kinds of membership organizations may be effective 
a re publc go m e in df , s hpo ssi zaties n ay be e se d 
where public goods are involved, but such possibilities need to be assessed 
carefully. 

3.2 LOCAL INSTITUTIONAL OPTIONS 

Many of the goods and services provided by infrastructure can be cre
ated by individuals and households, such as constructing a path or digging a 
well, or even installing a diesel electric generator provided they have suffi
cient resources. However, such a generator may be quite uneconomical; the 
well 

may not provide as much water or be as reliable as if a deeper one were 
installed with more investment; and many hand-made paths do not add up 
to an al-weather road suitable for movement of many goods and persons. 
So while .ndividuals and households can provide for themselves some of 
the benefits of infrastructure, collective action to create and maintain them 
is needed for substantial development. 

Many kinds of infrastructure have been created by traditional local 
institutions-communal irrigation systems, village roads, wells, capped 
springs, etc. We are concerned here with the larger scale and more techno
logically advanced forms of infrastructure that may be established and 
maintained by local or national institutions. 

B y is setis e 
Because infrastructure is essentially area-based and most often pro

vides public goods, LA and LG institutions have some inherent advantages 
compared to LOs or private enterprises. The latter two channels lack the 
authoritative basis for requiring users to pay for goods or services received. 
Nevertheless, LOs and private enterprises can make important contribu
tions to certain kindE or phases of infrastructure development. Moreover, 
although our analysis addresses institutional alternatives, in practice the 
best solution is to have severai institutions working together. 

Where infrastructure provides public goods from which users cannot 
be excluded, or for which they cannot be made to pay, private businesses 
have difficulty operating profitably, and thus are not viable. Infrastructure 
such as rural electrification, however, has products that can be marketed, 

making private enterprises feasible. Further, private providers may be an 
important part of the mix of local institutions involved with rural infrastruc
ture by meeting specific needs such as making spare parts for water supply 
equipment (USAID, 1982). 

Most of the infrastructure found in rural areas can be attributed to 
national government agencies, often but not always having locally based 
staff and operations. Despite its many weaknesses and inefficiencies, LA 
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contributions to design and corstruction are often vital even if other institu-
tions take over responsibilities ,'or operation and maintenance. Agency staff 
can be found working under ver; difficult conditions to get roads, wells, and 
other facilities established. Unit rtunately LA, like other local institutions, is 
better at creating infrastructt re than at maintaining it for a variety 
of reasons.' 

While it has limitations, local government usually appears to be the 
most promising base for devel.,ping and maintaining rural infrastructure, 
especially if it can be supplernt jtd bv -,ome form of local organization. To 
meet particular local needs, LG car-, engage certain specialized staff to ensure 
pe.'ftrmance of routin., operatins. For example, in irrigation overseer roles 
have been created to supervise the operation and management (O&N) of 
water distribution systerns. Lo al government, with its legal authority and 
its more assured (it not f:llV a.,Lequate) financial base, has a comparativ, 
advantage for such continuous activtt!_s. Indeed, we tind such roles have 
sometimes been incorporated by local governments for current irrigation 

0&M%1. 
One of the conditions for an effective LG role in infrastructure is that it 

have a predictable re-,ource baeVe. While the amount of tinancial resource-
available will affect LG's decision making about construction, the stability 
of resource flows will be crucial for operation and tiaintenance, which are 
essential for deriving benefits from any infrastructure. This is stressed by 
Garzon (1981) in his comparative anal ,sis of rural public works experience 
He found the performance of L.ical Development :\-,ciations in North 
Yemen, which receiv.e an assured portion of the zaqat ta\l(Annex Eight), bet-
ter than that of local governmentL in 1tlinisia and Pakistan, whicl bud-' 
infrastructure with temporary f: od ftor Work fund-,. 

Membership organizatio)n-, or cooperatives can oversee continuous 
operations, but as a rule,. they appear better at one-time activities where 
resources of money or labor are mobilized for a specific task. The handling 
of funds and supervising of personnel for O&N1 requires day-in, day-out 
effort and great responsibility. While l.Gs may fluctuate in their capabilit, 
according to the commitlent arid ,ki!l of their officer, and personnel, inem-
bership organization, are likely to haue even greater vriation. MOs ma 
have highly effective leadership for ,one years, but it is hard to s'istain thin 
over long periods. Certain membership organizations have, in numerou, 
situations, discharged O&M tasks quite satisfactorily, but this does not 

iA study of Kenvan ru,al water supply exper-ice, tr eanplke., foMd LAnot equipped to 
operate and maintain th, 'vs!,,mS due to the Lirgi, areas iii I,,f , eired, !h t,lk of transporta
tion to visit these area-, and uireliable -,upplies'- I fuel and parts A..). often the engineers 
were expatnates with short-term tenune who, sre not prepared tor working in close collabora-
tion with communities (Dworkn, 19ia). 

Examples of traditional walermashr role- nL,w serving r-,r modteni t'nctions would te 
the ulu-ulu in Indonesia (Duetsel, 1982) and the chowkidar in Pakistan (Bhatty, 1979). 

change our generalization about the comparative advantage of local gov
ernment. That the best examples of O&M by membership organizations are 
found with irrigation water supply suggests, first that if a service is highly 
valued by members, they will sustain O&M activities, but also that consider
able management capability can be mobilized if tle demand for a service is 
strong.' 

Membership organizations and cooperatives are more subject to the 
constraints that -free riding' presents than are other local institutions opera
ing in rural infrastructure. WVhere the benefits that members produce ' ,; 
their resource contributions can be enjoyed by others who contribute noth
ing, this may be a deterrent to the organization's providing the service. This, 
however, is a conditional not an absolute statement since the net benefits to 
members may be sufficient to justify their effort even if others appear to gain 
unfairy. 4 

We found more of a role for MOs and cooperatives in rural infrastruc
ture than would be predicted on the basis of social science theorizing about 
"the logic of collective action' (Olson, 1965). Even if such organizations do 
not create the infrastructure themselves, they may be enlisted to assess, col
lect, and account for fees, as reported in Tanzania and Tunisia (Dworkin, 
1980b; Bigelow and Chiles, 1980). In Bolivia, Tendler (1983) found that 
cooperatives established for other purposes also undertook some rural 
infrastructure investments, which benefited the whole community not just 
members. User associations are often successful in mobilizing local 
resources to expand infrastructure (USAII), 1982). 

We did not find -alternative organizations,' those composed only of 
poorer members of the community (Leonard and Marshall, 1982), fre
quently involved in infrastructure. There are some examples such as an 
organization of untouchables in an Indian village who collected funds and 
built and maintained a well. But to the extent that the membership covered 
the whole community, their organization would constitute a local organiza
lion or even local government more than an "alternative orgaiiization." 

Local service organizations, as a special category for providing rural 
infrastructure, were not very common in our reading of the case literature. 
This may reflect our concentration on roads, electrification, and water sup
ply. We know that there are private service organizations that invest in 
providing public facihities such as community centers and market stalls, and 

-'In the Chatlis MauIa area of Nepal, fourthousand farmers living ir,a locality with fifty-four 
villages manage an irrigation system that is 150 ,'ears old and serves 7,500 acres through a 
complex membership organization described in Anne. Eight. The farmers hire their own tech
nical supervisors to work. ,0.0t3. man days of laboroversee O&M Over are mobilized 
annually from members for maintenane. All this is done by a largely illiterate membership
withoot any inputs Irom government ILA). So one can see the possibilities for local manage
ment of even fairly complex tasks if the incentive and responsibility are clear. 

'These questions and some of the relevant literature are considered in Sections 1.7 and 2.4 

2 
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local religious organizations often provide amenities like drinking water or 
resthauses for travellers. 

These examples underscore our observation that while different insti-
tutional channels have certain comparative advantages, it is likely that some 
combination will contribute to more effective provision of even a single
form of infrastructure like bridges or potabie water. It is .lso important to see 
how institution operating at different local levels can fit together. 5 In the 
Baglung bridge case, the overall planning by a district panchayat was based 
on proposals emanating from the village panchayats below it. Once a bridge 
was approved, actual construction was assigned to a special committee 
(MO) made up of persons who had the keenest interest in having a safe, reli-
able crossing at the particular point (Annex Three). The Malawi self-help 
water scheme, given the nature of decision making and operation needed 
for the supply and distribution system, had committees at several levels
working with LA staff of the Department of Community Development 
(Annex Three).

The preferred local institutional arrangement for rural infrastructure 
often appears to be a combination of local government and local organiza-
tions. lmboden's review (1977) of rural drinking water projects concludes 
that: "Awater committee and strong local authority facilitate the execution 
of water projects.' This is seen in the water supply cases from Peru and India 
reported in Annex Three, th-,Iugh in ihe Malawi case, it was a combination of 
LA and LO that accomplished a remarkably quick and inexpensive spread of 
water facilities. The similarly impressive case of bridge building in the 
Baglung district of Nepal relied on LOs with LG sponsorship having mini-
mal but crucial inputs from central government, 

Many factors affect the value of local institutional alternatives. Most 
electricity generation, for example, requires a larger scale of operation than 
does biogas, but the technology used makes some difference. Biogas
digesters constructed for a single household require little LID, whereas 
electricity generators cannot be efficient at that level. One usually looks to 
community or locality institutions to handle electricity distribution and/or 
generation because of the interdependence among users created by techni-
cal and economic considerations. Where large biogas digesters are 
preferable because of investment costs or supply requirements, group or 

5 Ourdiscus;bon here of levels' follows the analv'ical distinctions made in ChapterOne. We 
identified three different 'local' levels-the !0calitt, which Isa set of communities having 
some tradition of cooperation, perhaps because they have had previous etonomic, social, and 
other interaction focused or, a market town; the cotn unitY.,which is a residential ent~tv made up of households living in close proximity; and the X'rull made up of households or individu-
als cooperating at a leve'l -below- the community. Above the 'local- level, one can have 
sub-district and district levels, which are defined essentially in administrative terms. These are 
not units of actual or potential collective action by rural people and thus are not regarded as 
'local" in our LID analysis. 
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community institutions become necessary.b While the technologies for elec
tricity and biogas are variable and not fixed, as are efficiency considerations, 
the level of institutional development will usually be higher for electricity as 
a rural energy source. Similar considerations are found with domestic water 
supply using gravity versus lift (pump) systems. 

Rural infrastructure activities differ from those in other areas of rural 
development because generally the services of infrastructure are public
goods. This makes their provision through private sector channels less feasi
ble if not impossible. Membership organizations are confronted by the free 
rider problem when undertaking to provide public goods. This inhibition 
can be overcome through the exercise of authority by LG or LA requiring all 
beneficiaries (and sometimes also nonbeneficiaries) to pay a share of the 
cost of providing services. 

3.3 "PUBLIC GOODS" CONSIDERATIONS 

Their ability to deal with the free rider problem gives LG and LA an 
advantage over both membership organizations and private enterprises for 
undertaking rural infrastructure. Equating public goods with public sector 
channels of provision, however, is too simple. The services of infrastructure 
should not be categorized as all public goods. Rather one should examine to 
what extent and in what ways the goods and services produced are 'public,' 
to get a better idea of what are indeed the best institutional options. 

The two main characteristics of public goods are excludability and 
jointness of use or consumntion (Ostrom and Ostrom, 1977). To the extent 
that goods are indivisible or users canln,ot be kept from using them, and to 
the extent that one person's use of them does not diminish or preclude
another's use, they are public. But these factors are often matters of degree,
and excludability and jointness are not simple characteristics. Each has 
physical, economic, and social aspects which establish different kinds and 
degrees of publicness' observed in the examples of rural infrastructure con
sidered here. These differences in turn have implicatlons for local 
institutional development. 

Excludability fora good may' be impossible in physical terms if the good
is indivisible, like a weather forecast, and anyone can enjoy it.Excludability
is impractical if the cost and difficuity of collecting payment for a good are so 
great that the benefits of collection are negligible even if it is physically pos
sible. Or there may be moral or practical reasons for making the good
available to all. Exclusion from polio vaccination, for instance, may be 

'Aithough the technology of biogas generation does not create interdependence among 
users (except sometimes in terms of supply of material for digestion), the adoption of this tech
nology seems to have some characteristics of -collective adoption' discussed by West (1983).
This is seen from the instructive case study of biogas development in China by Sheridan 
(1981:29-50). 
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socially unacceptable on equity or moral grounds, or externalities may make 
exclusion undesirable such as when spraying to control mosquitoes. So 
excludability is a complex consideration. 

Three aspects of jointness also help make a good 'public.' Physically, a 
good may be consumed by many persons without being diminished, such -.s 
use of a road or an abundant water supply. Exclusion is difficult where, once 
the facility exists, there does not appear to be any cost to others from some 
individuals' free riding. Yet from an economic perspective, creation of the 
facility may require such a large aggregation of resources that it will not 
come into being unless many people contribute. It is possible that not every-
one needs to contribute-only enough persons to surpass some threshold 
for the good to exist.- Additionally one's own benefits may depend at least 
in part on others enjoying them too, as with raising the literacy level of a 
community or reducing communicable diseases, 

These variables can be summarized in a set of questions. First, regard-
ing Excludability, one should ask: 

* 	 Is exclusion phyisically*to~szibe? Is the good divisible so it can be 
given or withheld according to whether or ilot a person cortributed 
toserve* 	 Is exclusion ?'ically 'fficie'it? Is itcot-etive to collect pay 

ment from all isers? 
* 	 Is exclusion socially desirabhL or even possible? Are there ethical or 

practical considerations which restrict the scope for exclusion? 

The less excludability there is o one or more 'ofthese grounds the less 
basis there is for private enterpris:, and p')ssiblv for membership organiza-
tions to undertake investment in the particular infrastructure and the larger 
the role for LG or LA. 

Regarding jointness of consumption or use, one can ask: 

* 	 Is there phylsical jointnt'ss? Does the good exhibit qualities of 
nonsubtractibilitv? 

e Is there t'conwotic loittt'ss. Ate .here normative considerations that 
make others' benefit fron, tle good enhance one's own self-respect 
and sense of well-being? 

* 	 Is there :;wiai jointocss? Are there externalities that make others' 
benefit from the good add to ones own benefit from it? 

The more jointness that exists the more Thpiblic" is the good and the 
more reason there is for LA\ or LG to be resosible for the infrastncture 
providing it. 

We note these charactertstics to be able to point out differences among 

7This is analogous on the -production' side ot public goo&, it) mdimsiblity on the "co.-
sumption' side of public go,'ds. 

the kinds of infrastructure we are considering. Roads, for example, are gen
erally rather low in excludability while high in jointness. People could be 
required to pay a user fee, but monitoring use is difficult, and the net reve
nue when costs of collection are deducted may be small. The amount of 
capital (or invested labor) required to build a road is very great relative to the 
individual's benefit so collective investment is almost alvavs necessary to 
create it. 

Roads are rarely constructed by private enterprises unless a plantation 
or mining operation justifies this financially. Usua!liy roads are built by gov
emment., local or national, with local organizations occasionally undertak
ing 	road-building activities where their membership is fairly inclusive and 
the need for roads is great. 

Bridges differ from roads in that excludability is definitely greater. Use 
is more easily monitored and denominated (ir. terms of crossings) and this 
makes collection easier. The capital costs of construction are usually greater 
than for any equivalent length of road. Except where technical requirements 
are very high, bridges are suitable to local government or even local organizations'.Private bridges are not very common but private ferries (which 

-the same function) are. 
Electricity, in contrast, ranks high on excludability and less high on 

lointness. Specific amounts of power can be provided and charged for. and 
only those hooked up to the distribution system have access making collec
tion fairly easy What may keep electricity infrastructure from being
privately provided is the large initial capital cost required especially if an 
extensive distribution network must be built. 

Often the law restricts electricity generation and/or distribution to 
public bodies on the ground that private business should not profiteer from 
what is regarded as a public utility. It is regulated so that a wider service can 
be provided than would result from profit-maximizing investment deci

sions. If the most lucrative service can be skimmed off by private investors, 
even government agencie.- may find it financially unfeasible to extend serv
ice to more marginal areas. 

What is important for LID considerations is that rural electrification can 
be undertaken mo,,e readily than other forms of infrastructure by any of the 
alternative channels. Businesses are well suited to provide electrical power, 
possibly subject io some public sector regulation. In the United States, coop
eratives have been important local institutions for rural electrification 

i'The main ditftrence between bridges and femes is i,, the amount of cae.1ial reqtired. The 
two (omponents o,. transport infrastructure cost art- ,tructir,'s and ihe 'ch .-.to use them 
(Section 5.1). Ferrnes are relatively cheap in that there are no structures needed arart from 
docks and most ot the cost is in the vehicles. 

"To be sure. unauhonzed -taps* can be made and may be difficult to control or remove. 
Despite their having authority and enforcement powers, public agencies often find it difficult
tocollect from all users because of political considerations, whereas private providers can more
easily cut off free riders. 
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having brought power to about 90 percent of American farm families 
between the mid-1930s and the mid-1950s. 

Domestic water supply shares the characteristic of excludability with
electrical power, and charging for water is physically and economically pos-
sible. (Actually the unit-value of water, except in situations of scarcity, is 
such that costs of collection may cut into profit potentials.) Communitynorms and expectations, however, come into play modifying the relevance 
of the physical and fiscal features otherwise used to define public goods. It isoften regarded as unethical to charge for water, though private prev.'iders in 
scarcity situations (often persons from outside the community) may sellwater, possibly at a high price. Where this occurs, nonprivate local institu-
tions are likely to n'v t in facilities to make water more widely available at 
lower cost. 

Jointness is usually less with water than with roads though more than 
for electricity. These contrasts between water and Llectricity suggest why
domestic water supplv is commonly provided through LA or particularlyLG. LOs or co-op-,, a in the case of roads, can undertake this responsibility 
if LA or LG do not and if their members Lan agree on the importance of 
meeting such a ne-d. Wh.ich institutions can appropriately undertake to pro-
vide water often depends, on the technical possibilities and the economic 
cost of acquiring and distributing it. The lower the threshold of investment 
the more likely membership or private institutions will invest in this infra-
structure. If the cost becone_-, low enough, water will be secured by
household or individual investments in small-scale infrastructure. 

This discussion demonstrates how the characteristics of excludability 
and jointness are important concepts but not neatly deterministic ones for
identifying which are public goods and which are not. One cannot deduce 
easily which infrastructure goods and services are more appropriately provided through public sector than other institutions. 

Ostrom and Ostrom (1977) have delineated four kinds ofgoods accord-
ing to whether or not characteristics of exclusion and jointness exist, 

(1) Private goods: exclusion feasible and use is not joint, e.g. automo-
biles, haircuts, books, sho'es, bread, etc. 

(2) 	 Common pool resources: exclusion unfeasible and use is not joint, 
e.g. common pasture for grazing, fish in ocean, water pumped fromgroundwater basin (the commonmost situation for natural 
resources mangemernt analyzed in Chapter Two).

(3) 	 Toll goods: exclusion feasible, and use is joint, e.g., theatres,
telephone service, toll roads, electric power, etc.

(4) 	 Public goods: exclusion unfeasible and use is joint., e.g., peace and 
secunt,, musquito abatement, air pollution control, etc.

To some extent all infrastructure by definition presents some jointness of 
consumption or use. i lowever, excludability is more a continuum than a cat-
egory, and just because excludability is technically possible does not mean it 
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is economically efficient or socially desirable. Such considerations point to
the need to look upon the whole continuum of local institutions as possible
channels for rural infrastructure development with some institutional 
modes more commonly suitable than others for providing certain kinds of 
infrastructure. 

3.4 	 PHASES OF RURAL INFRASTRUCTURE DEVELOPMENT 

The different kinds of infrastructure have in common a set of activities 

having somewhat different local institutional requirements:
 
* 
 design of facilities and supporting activities; 
* 	 their construction; 
o their operation, and
 
a their maintenance.
 

These are generally conceived as constituting a fixed sequence in infra
structure development. However, in practice may find maintenanceone 
concurrent with operation, and redesign, rehabilitation, or repair occurring
whenever they are needed. For simplicity's sake, we discuss these four activ
ities as phases of infrastructure development though they do not present
themselves so discretely or sequentially in the real world. Our concern is
with the comparative advantage that local or national institutions may have 
in each phase, and with which local institutions, if any, seem to have some 
comparative advantage. 

3.4.1 DESIGN 

Design is usually regarded as a highly technical process in which local 
people are not likely to play much of a role. This is particularly true when the
technology involved is quite complex, for example, with the installation of a 
large hydroelectric generating facility or an advanced telecommunications 
network. Highly trained staff from national agencies might work with their

local technical counterparts (LA) in design as well as construction activities
 
for such cases, but not with o.ner local institutions.


One should not underestimate the technical understanding of at least 
some rural residents, however, and at least consultation on designs may beappropriate if properly organized through LG or LOs. We know of three
documented cases-in the Philippines, in Nepal and in Mexico-where
farmers told engireers who were planning dams across rivers reaching high 

seasonal crests that the designs being drawn for that location would notstand up. In all three cases the engineers insisted that their calculations were 
correct and the de, igns adequate, and in all three cases the dams washed out 
(Korten, 1980; Si restha, 1980; Cernea, 1984). If farmers can be correct 
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about such technical matters as dam design, they should be able to contrib-
ute useful information about othue -rojects as well. In Peru the location and 

design of spring-fed gravity water supply systems being built by CARE was
 
facilitated b ' 
local people's knowledge of hydrological conditions contrib
uted through their local institutions (Haratani et al., 1981). Similar

experience is reported from Nepal where water supply through local man-

agement has been provided in sixty-eight hill communities with over 11,000
population (Williamson, 1983). The fact that simple technology was used so 
that systems were inexpensive to build and required no expenditure on fuel,
made them more comprehensible and more attractive to rural residents. The 
kind and complexity of technology employed in rural infrastructure will 

affect the feasibility and usefulness of local involvement in design.


In the design process, there is a danger of overspecification when laying 

out the projects. Moving into rural areas 
with standardized designs, which 

may not address the perceived needs of the intended beneficiaries and thus 

will not enlist the local commitment and resources needed for operation and 

maintenance, is a recipe for failure. This was seen 
in a Tunisian rural water 

supply project where significant local participation was not included in

design (or in implementation, operation, or maintenance). 
At the time of 
evaluation, three-fourths of the systems were not producing potable water 
as intended (Bigelow and Chiles, 1980). 

On the other hand, a basic design may be successful if presented and 
adapted through a process of consultation that enlists active local partic: a-
tion in all stages as seen in the Malawi self-help water supply I- jam.
Ultimate responsibility for designs remained with the Department of Com-
munity Development but special committees (functionally specific member-
ship organizations) operating under the aegis of traditional chiefs 
(indigenous LA) mobilized both managerial talent and local labor. Only
when local institutions are quite advanced, with their own technical staff, 
can full responsibility for design be delegated to them. Such a capacity is 
reported for some local governments in Brazil, which have taken over 
design and other functions in connection with a World Bank project for con-
struction of rural roads (Beenhakker et al., 1984). 

, 

There is increasing evidence that local involvement in design as well as 
construction of rural infrastructure contributes both to better design and to 
better subsequent performance. This is most clearly seen with domestic 
water supply (World Bank, 1976; USAID 1982; Williamson, 1983). With 
regard Lo rural roads, there is an expanding number of sources suggesting
that design decisions and choice of technology are more appropriate when 
made at the lower levels. 10There is also more incentive for communities to 
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take responsibility in the construction phase if they have had significant 
involvement in design (Edmonds, 1980). 

3.4.2 Construction 
The role of local institutions in construction is affected by the techno

logical requirements of the task. Building large-scale, complex infrastruc
ture is not particularly suited to LG or LOs or even to LA. Farm-i.u-market 
roads are more readily undertaken by local institutions than are inter-city
highways as the former have less exacting standards and can draw on 
techniques already known by rural people. Any errors in construction or 
alignment are not so serious and are more easily corrected. The same 
would be true of installing a diesel generator for electricity compared to 
building a hydroelectric dam. To be sure, the larger and more highly tech
nical infrastructure is also less likely to be of predominant benefit to the 
rural community where it is located (or passes through), so this considera
tion also tilts the assignment of such infrastructure responsibilities toward 
regional or national institutions. 

In some less-developed nations where major infrastructure invest
ments remain to be made such as completing a national road network or 
setting up an inter-city electricity grid, local institutions may have less sub
stantial roles. Conversely in countries where major infrastructure is already
in place, building feeder roads or making extensions of the electricity grid to 
communities is more clearly suited to local institutions. 

At the same time, it should be considered that where the budgets and 
personnel of national institutions are preoccupied with large-scale invest
ments, the only way localities and communities will get the smaller scale 
infrastructure they need for transportation, water, power, communication, 
etc. will be through self-help investments. Some modicum of technical 
assistance to local institutions for establishing such infrastructure should be 
very cost-effective if the demand from below for new services is great and 
local resources can accordingly be mobilized. 

When undertaking construction, local institutions and particularly LOs 
and co-ops can more readily take responsibility to the extent the work can be 
done on an incremental basis rather than having to be done all at once. If 
there is a tight construction schedule that cannot adjust to the peaks and 
troughs of labor demand in the agricultural sector, local institutions will be 
hard-pressed to carry out their obligations. 

The village subsidy (subsididesa) program in Indonesia was organized 
to plan and construct local infrastructure in a decentralized manner through 
local governments. Unfortunately the disbursement of central funds was10An evaluatin by USAID (1982a:7) found that where road selection was centralized, often delayed. Money that could only be used productively during the slackthere was a tendency to specify uneconomically high design standards and to over emphasize

primary roads at the expense of rural roads.' Tendler (1979) concluded from her study that agricultural season frequently did not reach the villages in time to be used,more appropriate design resulted from road decisions made at lower levels, which greatly hampered the pace and extent of construction (Annex Three). 
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A more productive approach to working with local institutions has 
been documented in Nepal with Chinese-aided highway construction. 
Though this was a major national infrastructure project, much of the work 
was broken into small tasks which local organizations, even informal tradi
tional groups, could undertake on a contractual basis. The minimum size of 
a contract was 25,000 rupees, compared with the 250,000 rupees minimum 
set for most other donor-assisted highway projects. '' What could have been 
viewed by villagers as an -alien' public works project became a -local' proj-
ect. Moreover, capability for performing maintenance and repairs was 
created, which the government could utilize. That this highvay was com-
pleted within budget and ahead of schedule and that it is one of the best in 
technical terms (CEDA, 1973) indicates that this method of disaggregating 
and delegating construction to locai groups need not be slower or 
substandard. 

To the extent that construction relies on local materials and familiar 
technologies, the roli of ;ocal government, private enterprises, and other 
local institutions can be greater. The staff of local administration can more 
easily have access to government resources and personnel though local con-
tractors can also tap expertise and technology from outside the locality, 

A study of rural drinking water projects by Imboden (1977) supports 
the involvement of local institutions. He fond that projects using local 
materials and skills rather than imported c;-e have a greater chance of 
success measured in nuntber of persons serv, d, percent of schemes actu-
ally operating, frequency of breakdo-ns, ind nature and use of the 
facilities. Experience in Peru supports this with the observation that: 
'Imported materials tend to become the linmivig eement in development 
projects and produce rigidities in project design and implementation' 
(Haratani et al., 1981). 

One of the reasons for the success tf the remarkable bridge building in 
Baglung district cf Nepal was the use of lo, ai"-_terials and techniques. Yet it 
should be noted that the construction technology was made feasible by the 
government's contribution of steel cables, which were much superior to any 
local materials available. This case indicates the kind of local capacity for 
infrastructure construction that may be enlisted through organizations like 
the BagCung bridge committees. 2 Similar abilities to construct drinking 

''The methodology of constructior differed i- man}'ways from tho, standard approach. 
Rather than hire individuals to work i) daily , ges as members of massive labor gangs, pay 
ment was made to community groups,na Fiece-rate basis according to a Contract negotiated 
in advance. Payment was made in putic to minimize extortion of commission-, from work
ers. There was one supervisor for every :wo kilometers rather than one for every seven or eight 
as on other projects so technical advit, >was easily r ailable. Supervisors ,pent most of their 
time walking on foot rather than riding in %VihIlts so as to be more ,accesible. 

12These committees are 'organizations' rather than institutions' because they have not 
continued in existence. Although there were plans eventailly to construct twice as many 
bridges, once the sixty-two priority bridges were finished, the push behii,! this program dissi-
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water systems have been demonstrated by largely illiterate communities in 
Nepal and in Malawi. 

The tasks of operation and maintenance are not the same, though they 
are usually grouped together in language and practice as O&M.' We will 
focus on operation in this section though some references to maintenance 
will be made as well. The latter will receive separate consideration in Sec
tion 3.4.4. O&M tasks are often conceded by central government agencies 
to be 'suited' to local institutions These are often made local responsibili
ties even when such institutions do not have the needed financial base or 
qualified personnel. 

Such delegation is done partly in recognition of the great limitations 
upon central agencies in staffing and supervising activities in a large number 
of dispersed locations. Keeping roads and bridges in repair, combating 
impurities in village water supply systems, and keeping diesel generators in 
working condition and operating are commonly recognized as difficult tasks 
for any institution, national or local, working iii rural areas. 

The central government attitude is also motivated by a desire to get 
rural communities to take responsibility for recurrent costs, which are 
increasingiy a burden on national budgets, as discussed in Chapter Eight. 
There is much less reluctance at the center to have operation (and mainte
nance) handled bv 'locals* than to share design and construction tasks 
with them. 

!t must be said that one of the literature's most frequent conclusions is 
that the extent of willingness and ability of local institutions to discharge 
O&M responsibilities depends in large part on their having been involved in 
design and construction activities (e.g., World Bank, 1975). So simply hand
ing over O&M responsibility to local institutions as in a "turnkey project' is 
not very premising. It should be further said that a study of experience with 
community-level water systems found that the supply was reliable in every 
case where users covered all O&M from their own resources (USAID,1982). 

Fr operation as well as maintenance, local government may have 
some advantages over membership organizations and co-ops because of the 
nature of the task. Such organizations are often better at episodic activity in 

response to definitel' felt needs than at routine efforts day-in, day-out. A 
more 'professionalized' capacity is commonly needed for tasks like O&M. 
On the other hand if the activity is valued enough by members, they, can 

pated. We do not know whether the bridges have continued to be adequately maintained by 
local effort. This would be a good test of the proposition that local participation in planning 
and construction leads to better maintenance. The village panchayats (LG), which acted as 
sponsors of the committees and which qualify more as "institutions,' should be able to carry
out maintenance as needed 
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arrange to carry it out even by hiring persons to act on their behalf if neces-
sary. This is common in traditional irrigation systems as noted above and 
can be done under contemporary leadership as need arises. 3 

Where operation (or maintenance) is a solitary activity rather than a col-
lective one, free riding may be more common. Absence or an unsatisfactory 
level of effort within work groups is fairly visible and easy to control when 
the whole community is involved. Various requirements or penalties can be 
imposed to discourage free riding."4 Many operation (and maintenance) 
activities, however, are of a Jifferent sort. It is difficult, for example, to get 
members of a co-op to check regularly to see that the drains under a mad are 
clear so that water does not back up and flow over the road and damage it. If 
this is everybody's responsibility it is likely to be nobody's responsibility. As 
a rule, one can say that membership organizations are less likely than LA or 
LG to handle O&M activities effectively, even if national governments 

might welcome such organizations' assumption of responsibility. 
The critical variable appears to be how much the community under-

stands and values the benefits provided by the infrastructure in question. 
This is why local participation in design and construction is important, first 
in ensuring that the infrastructure is needed and supported, and second in 
giving people a sense of ownership and responsibility for the facility (Cow-
ard, 1983). In Nepal one can find quite sophisticated membership 
organizations operating and maintaining irrigation systems in the moun-
tains (Martin and Yoder, 1983). In the Philippines the zanjeras have carried 
out extensive O&M responsibilities in addition to design and construction 
for many years. (Siy, 1982). In Honduras we found a case where agricultural 
cooperatives have done a good job of maintaining access roads in their areas 
(Hamilton et al., 1981). 

In the Honduras example members depend on the roads for :ale of the 
crops they produce. Thus, members can see evident payoffs from good 

13
Wade (1982) describes how two Indian villages not getting enough water for their crops 

from the main irrigation system fornmed an organization to operate and maintain their portion 
of the command area. The organization hired several dozei water guards (at twice the mini
mum agricultural wage) todistribute all available water fairly and to patrol upstream channels 
to be sure members would get as much water as they were legally entitled to. All members 
were charged a set fee (100 rupees) per acre, and there was a surcharge to form a contingency 
fund for bribing officials if water supply was threatened. Significantly one of these villages had 
long been riven by extreme factionalism, but it was agreed that disputes within either village 
would be referred to the headman of the other village for arbitration. Such institutional inno
vation was prompted by the need ror water. Similar hiring of speciai personnel is documented 
elsewh .re in India by einzen-Dh k (1984; see Annex Eight). 

14The zanjeras in the Philippini's have -rict and regular attendance checks during work ses-

sions with specified fines set for absences or delinquencies (Siy, 1982:49-52). For cleaning and 
repairing channels in a community irrigation system in northern Thailand, a careful system of 
supervision and control is used. Identification cards are given out to all group members at the 
beginning of the day and collected at the end of the clay to check on who has completed his 

share of the work (Abha, 1979). 
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operation and maintenance. Also there are no good alternatives to local 
management of infrastructure. National institutions are not effective at this 
local level, so people know that if they do not handle O&M nobody else will. 
The central government could take over these responsibilities and with 
enough expenditure might discharge them better. But when resources are 
limited one seeks to optimi7e not maximize performance. The principle of 
comparative advantage proposes that all parties concentrate on doing what 
they can do best or avoid what they do worst in order to contribute to the 
greatest total benefit. Central government operation of infrastructure facili
ties at the local level seldom uses scarce financial and management 
resources to best advantage. 

3.4.4 Maintenance 

A number of the considerations affecting local institutions' role in 
maintenance are similar to those for construction. However, some factors 
bearing on maintenance deserve separate discussion. Maintenance ranges 
from continuous (routine) activities to periodic (ad hoc or planned) ones. 
The former are often undertaken as "preventive maintenance,' which is 
important but commonly neglected.15 The lattercan involve repair, rehabili
tation or, if the deterioration is substantial, reconstruction, which may 
amount to deferred maintenance. 

Some kinds of infrastructure such as water supply, electricity, and 
bridges need fairly continuous attention because any failure disrupts the 
working of the system and its provision of a crucial good or service. Other 
kinds like roads and irrigation systems are more subject to gradual deteriora
tion :.nd thus more amenable to periodic maintenance. Those infrastruc
tures needing routine servicing must have institutional support whether 
national or local. 

Three conditions appear to gover - how well institutions of any kind 

will carry out maintenance responsibilities, ranging from preventive main
tenance to repair: 

(a) 	 how perceptible is the deterioration of function and the need for 
restoring or preserving adequate ser'ice; 

(b) 	how clearly fixed is responsibility for dealing with deteriora
tion; and 

(c) 	 how empowered are those affected by the deterioration. 

We can contrast roads and rural electricity supply in these regards with 

bridges and wafer supply appearing to occupy an intermediate position: 

15preventive maintenance is a problem for all kinds of institutions. A USAID study (1982) 
suggests that the lack of prewpntive maintenance is the major cause of failure of water supply 

systems in LDCs. 

http:neglected.15
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(a) Road deterioration is usually quite incremental, compared to inter-
ruption or reduction of electricity supply. While vehicles can usually operate 
on a deteriorated road, electrical appliances may be damaged by reductions 
or fluctuations in the current and will stop entirely when the supply is 
cut off. 

(b) Responsibility for a road may rest with a highway or public works 
department, but maintenance delays can be blamed on different people at 
different levels. When an electricity generator fails, responsibility is more 
easily pinned on one person-the supervising engineer or technician-as 
the problem usually comes down to a single piece of equipment. 

(c) Further, it is likely that the persons served by electricity are on the 
average more influential than those using a road (unless it is a thoroughfare 
used frequently by a cabinet minister or other high official). If businessmen 
find their equipment stoppei or damaged by a power failure, they are usu-
ally in a better position than are road users to demand quick repair and to 
penalize the person who let this happen, 

If the need for maintenance is easily measured or specified, if ;esponsibil-
ity can be fixed on one person or a few persons, and if those inconvenienced or 
injured by the lack of maintenance are influential, it is more likely that local 
institutions can be charged with maintenance responsibilities, 

This is not to say that national institutions handle such tasks well when 
it is hard to show precise maintenance needs, when responsibility is dif-
fused, or when the persons affected are politically weak. Bureaucratic norns 
and structures are not known for their ability to overcome ambiguity and 
inertia. But local institutions are more likely to default on maintenance 
responsib~!ities when they are faced with such situations. One compensat-
ing consideration is that when infrastructure deteriorates, those most 
directly affected by this are more likely to report on it and better able to make 
demands for maintenance or repair if the institution responsible for 
improvement is accesible, as is more true ot local than of national institu-
tions. The contribution of decentralized administration to improving 
maintenance of rural roads has been documented in Tlailand when public 
works LA was strengthened there (USAID, 1980a). 

It would be convenient if we could conclude from the literature that 
local institutions are ideally suited to carry out all maintenance activities. 
Unfortunately the record on maintenance is largely unsatisfactory for all 
institutions, national as well as local. A key factor governing how well local 
institutions can discharge maintenance responsibilities is ihe intensity of 
demand for the benefits of the particular infrastructure. The examples cited 
of local O&M of irrigation systems indicate that if infrastructure services are 
important to local users, they can usually find ways to make one or more 
local institutions manage maintenance functions effectively, 
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One key to good maintenance performance is for local institutions to 
select certain persons to receive special training and compensation for carry
ing out maintenance activities. Such responsibilities have been effectively 
taken on by local water supply committees in Malawi and Nepal where 
communities select and pay para-technicians for maintaining their systems 
(Liebenow, 1981; Williamson, 1983). 

3.5 CHARACTERISTICS OF THE USERS 

Whether local institutions have a comparative advantage in infrastruc
ture development, and which kinds of institutions if any may be most 
appropriate, will depend not only on the phase of infrastructure develop
ment and management but on the people concerned, their incentives, and 
their characteristics. The literature is not very specific or systematic on these 
questions but some suggestions can be made. 

3.5.1 Benefits 

Unless it is clear that rural residents derive recognizable benefit from 
the infrastructure in question, assigning local institutions a role in its cre
ation and maintenance is not particu!arly advisable. Comparing a national 
trunk highway with farm-to-market roads, for example, it is clear that quite 
apart from any differences in the technical expertise and the amount of 
investment involved, local institutions should be more willing as well as 
able to assume responsibilities for the latter category of roads. 

Which local institutions might best be responsible also depends on 
the benefits people can derive from the infrastructure. If its operation can 
be made profitable, private businesses are possible channels for infra
structure development. However, where benefits of infrastructure are 
indivisible or nonexcludable, this works against using private, for-profit 
institttional mechanisms. Local service organizations are often feasible, 
though they tend to be involved more in community facilities liKe market 
stalls, libraries, or recreation grounds than with the kinds of infrastruc
ture considered here. 

Membership organizations and co-ops do not effeciively manage 
infrastructure unless its operation is crucial to their performance, e.g., 
feeder roads for marketing agricultural produce or piped water supply to 
free up members' labor for more productive activities. If community 
members do not all have a perceived stake (or an equal stake) in the infra
structure, local responsibility is more likely to be effective if given to LG 
or LA, w'ich can draw on governmental authority to mobilize resources 
or regulate behavior. Even where such authority exists formally, it will 
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not be effective unless there is sufficient general appreciation of the 
infrastructure on the part of the public to sustain ongoing local responsi-
bility. If such appreciation is lacking, responsibility for the infrastructure 
is better vested at higher levels. 

This factor of 'benefit' is well illustrated with regard to domestic water 
supply. While water is needed by the whole community, women in particu-
lar are most engaged in drawing and carrying water when no convenient 
souice is available.lb Toe intensity of their involvement in water activities 
means that water development through local institutions is feasible so long 
as women have an active role in those institutions (local government, mem-
bership organizations or whatever). An experiment in Angola found a 
decrease in breakdowns and in repair time for village water supply systems 
when women were involved in their maintenance and repair (FAO, 1983). 
Similarly an AID study in Peru concluded that it was particularly important 
to garner the support and cooperation of women in local institutions when 
they are the most direct beneficiaries of water projects (Haratani, et al., 
1981). Who is participating in local institutions will thus affect how well 
these institutions can carry out infrastructure tasks. 

3.5.2 Community Need 

It could be argued that local responsibilities for investment and man
agement of infrastructure are likely to be performed bettter where the 
communities are more advanced ineducation. While ha-ving terms of economicresourcesdeve!c,pment anda larger pool of economic and trained 
ersaone le a rin dage ol ofaeoompesohres andoftaingd 

personnel to draw fom is an advantage, it also appears there are offsetting 
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this is a good way for outside agencies to operate, ignoring operation 
requirements. 

A comparative sludy of patterns of investment in fifty-four villages 
in Thaih - -1found a negative correlation between level of ecohomic 
development and the extent of community action to create community 
facilities (AIR, 1973). This is not surprising as the more advanced com
munities already had most of the basic infrastructure needed, and 
resources were accordingly invested more often in creating private rather 
than public goods. The relevant implication for our analysis is that the 
less advanced Thai communities were able and willing to mobilize 
resources for infrastructure and other common investments. That they 
have capacity to manage resources for such investments is seen in the 
study by Calavan (1984). 

One might argue that local institutional development for rural infra
structure would be more likely to succeed where the need for common 
facilities was greatest. But this would be restating the converse of Say's law 
that 'supply creates its own demand.' Demand doesn't neessarily create its 
own supply. Rather one can note that there does not seem to be a compara
tive advantage for infrastructure LID where economic and educational 
conditions are more advanced. The factor of need can countervail the 
greater sufficiency of resources.1 7 The factor of literacy as it relates to LID is 
examined in Section 5.6.1. 

3.5.3 Homogeneity 

h most raisedasdi inOneOeo of the concernsocrsms oftenfe oppositionpoiint to devolvingeovn
responsibility for rural development to local institutions is that the burdens 
and benefits will not be fairly shared. Unless there is relative homogeneity 

factors in less advantaged communities0 to the extent that infrastructurewihnacmutyloleiesan oopizbnftsorhmevswithin a community local elites can monopolize benefits for themselves 
facilities are more needed there. 

An analysis of water supply experience cross-nationally cncluded that 
villages chosen acording to criteria of greatest need (a 'worst-first strategy) 
have no less chance of success than ones chosen on the basis of their evident material and personnel capacities to install and maintain facilities (Inboden, 

1977). An evaluation of an AID-supported water supply project in "uiisla 
found that community participation was "greatest in the driest area, 
Kairouan, where the need for water is most critical (Bigelow and Chiies, 
1980:9). The government had installed pumps without providing resources 
for fuel to operate them so users themselves set up local organizations to col
lect fees to cover costs of fuel :,pply and maintenance. This, however, does 
not mean that local organizations will always emerge in such cases or that 

1n Africa women contribute 90 percent of the hours devoted to procuring water according 
to one estimate (FAC, 1983). 

and impose costs on others. Since 'ocio-economic heterogeneity is the rule 
rather than the exception, this would suggest not developing rural infra
structutfthrough local institutions, at least not if one is concered with 

equitable outcomes.This problem is frequently pointed out in the literature. We would cite 
just two examples. A study of an AID-supported water project in Ethiopia 
found that not only did the rural poor contribute most of the labor to dig the 
trenches and lay the pipe but once it was finished they had to pay for the 
water, which they had previously gotten elsewhere free. The new water 

realburden n or convenn G o ket costs wn a 
real burden on the poor (Uphoff, Cohen, and Goldsmith, 1979:274). In his 

17 1n our analysis of performance by 150 local organizations worldwide, we found that LO 
performance was not necessarilv higher where levels of per capita income or literacy were 
higher (Esman and Uphoff. 1984S). Our review of literature for this LID analysis did not pro
duce evidence contradicting that finding. 

16

http:available.lb
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study of rural works in Bangladesh, Garzon says that the local labor require-
ment there had the iegressive effect of taxing the poor for projects that 
might not benefit them. 'Under the conditions of inequality, 'voluntary' 
labor is in fact usually forced, and produces only alienation and even sub-
version' (1981:18-19).1 

There are measures that can be taken to reduce the biasing effects of 
stratification on infrastructure provided through local institutions. Rural 
electrification projects in Ecuador, which emphasized forward linkages to 
agricultural processing and nonagricultural enterprises, generated employ-
ment for the poorer sections of the communities whereas parallel projects in 
the Philippines that promoted household connections (consumption rather 
than productive uses) did not have this effect (Tendler, 1979a). Electrifica-
tion projects in Bolivia some years later included a credit component, which 
made it possible for larger numbers of poorer households to hook up to the 
rural systems there. Such a provision kept the benefits of the infrastructure 
from being monopolized by richer households. One way in which local 
elites commonly gain at the expense of non-elites is by cutting back on the 
quantity of benefits produced in order to increase their quality. If project 
design can curtail such revisions, the effects of stratification can be reduced 
(Leonard, 1982). 19  

To the extent that quantity is more important than quality, relevant 
infrastructure is more feasible for local institutional agents to manage. This 
is not only because elite diversion of benefits may be less but because less 
exacting standards may be applied. Where socio-economic heterogeneity is 
a major problem, it appears that service organizations dedicated to serving 
the poor will be more effective than local government or cooperatives. 

"Alternative organizations,' homogeneous membership organizations 

1
8 
The bias in LG exper.diture patterns when rural elites are in control can be seen from a 

study in Nepal, where all household heads in a panchayat (locality) were interviewed. Actual 
LG expenditures clearly reflected landlord rather than tenant preferences (Sainju et al., 
1973:72, 86). 

Tenant Landlord Local Govt. 

Priorities Priorities Expenditure 

Irrigation 58% 33% 8%
 
Roads & transportation 31 41 50 

Education 6 18 28 

Health 3 7 10 

Administration -- 10 


19 Current thinking about rural water supply concludes that pullic health as well as other 
benefits are greater simply by insuring a larger quantity of water to households without great 
regard for quality. Even if high water quality is achieved at the source, the chances of contami
nation in carrying and storage containers are so great that purity cannot be* iaintained in most 
rural households. On the other hand, simply having a convenient and large volume of water 
available increases the washing of hands, clothes, food, and utensils, which makes a direct 
contribution to health. Usually the more effort put into achieving water quality the less is the 
quantity that reaches households. 
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that draw on poorer sections of the community (Section 7.3.3), could in 
principle provide infrastructure services for members but in practice we sel
dom find them doing so. Capital costs for most infrastructure are substantial 
and benefits tend to be indivisible or nonexcludable as we know. So such 
.private' provision of infrastructure makes little sense unless it is very small
scale, e.g., a tubewell for drinking water but not a road or bridge or electrical 
distribution system. Although there is the risk that local government will be 
dominated by elite groups in heterogeneous communities, it often remains 
the most promising channel for rural infrastructure development. Where 
heterogeneity makes distortion of ben !fits easier, LID efforts should pro
ceed with kr,owledge of this danger and seek to promote LG accountability 
to all sections of the community. 20 

3.6 IMPLEMENTATION PROCESS 

While some major rural infrastructure such as highways and hydroe
lectricity generation and distribution can be developed directly by national 
institutions, creating and maintaining a thorough and adequate network of 
roads, bridges, water and electricity supply, communication, and commu
nity facilities in rural areas requires a similar network of local institutions. 
Which institutions are most appropriate for which kinds of infrastructure 
will vary according to the kind of considerations discussed already. Our 
main conclusion is that a mix of public, private, and voluntary institutions 
is to be sought rather than to assign responsiDility to just one channel for 
each activity. 

Thus, establishing rural infrastructure should go hand in hand with 
creating or strengthening local institutions to build and manage the infra
structure. Local knowledge and resources are important for the design and 
construction phases just as local inputs and commitment are needed for 
operation and maintenance. The alternative of centrally operated and main
tained infrastructure can apply at most to core infrastructure like the 
examples given above--trunk highways and hydroelectricity. Given the 
growing "fiscal crisis in developing countries, preserving, let alone extend
ing, infrastructure networks will be possible only if localities, communities, 

and groups accept increased responsibility. 
It is not our task to formulate strategies of infrastructure 

development for LDCs but rather to consider LID strategies that could 
support such development. How such development is undertaken will 

condition the chances of success in getting sustained benefits from infra
structure in rural areas. 

2 Some methods for controlling financial abuses or leadership domination have been dis
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3.6.1 Decentralization 

Decentralization of responsibility is a first condition of LID as local 
institutions cannot be expected to take root and thrive unless they have both 
tasks to perform and matching powers to carry out those tasks. This subject 
is discussed in more detail in Section 7.3.3 but we note it here because it is so 
necessary foirural infrastructure development, 

Central government policy is important in this regard. In he case of 

rural electrification for example, the Philippine government has limited its 
own role to power generation leaving institutional space for local govern-
ments, cooperatives, and private enterprises t,-engage in electricity 
distribution. Some Latin American countries, on the other hand, have 
passed laws restricting distribution to central government agencies. Just 
recently the Indian government being faced with severe power shortages in 
rural areas has lifted its ban on the private sale of electricity. (Companies 
could generate electricity for themselves if they did not want to depend on 
the state power grid but they could not sell any surplus, which discouraged 
private investment in generating capacity.) This shift in policy should per-
mit the development of various local institutions, particularly private ones, 
to spread the benefits of electrification, 

There is a view in many LDCs that only the state administration can 
provide public utilities efficiently and fairly but this is not supported by the 
evidence. One of the few systematic evaluations of the consequences of 
devolving responsibility for rural electrification to local bodies in the Indian 
state of Rajasthan has been done by Hadden (1974). When authority for 
deciding which villages would be hooked up to the state electricity distribu-
tion grid was devolved from the State Electricity Board to panchayats, the 
board's own standards of productivity and efficiency were better met, and 
illegitimate influence by politicians was reduced (Annex Three). 

Decentralization is certainly open to abuses and inefficiencies, but cen-
tral institutions are at least as vulnerable, often on agrander scale. Corrupt 
practices can be more easily covered up from superiors (who seldom get to 
the field) than from persons 'on the ground* who live with the conse-
quences of malfeasance or mistakes. Where local institutions are 
empowered to take action against misconduct, the chances of proper per-
formance are increased. If local institutions are made responsible for 
decisions and operations, however, they can benefit from having some 
oversight from higher levels, which can serve to reduce local temptations for 
misusing positions of trust. Hence, decentralization does not imply corn-
plete abandonment of responsibility to local institutions, 

The objection is sometimes raised that a decentralized approach will 
affect the speed of implementation, as less technically competent persons 
are involved and more persons' concurrence must be gained. In fact, the 
pace of implementation through central institutions is usually quite slow for 
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rural infrastructure, given personnel and decision-making bottlenecks. The 
worst situation is to have nominal decentralization with approval of design, 

expenditure, staff assignments, etc. still retained at the center. 
If a reasonm ble degree of effective decentralization is provided, the pace 

of work can be brisk. The Basic Village Services project in Egypt supported 
by USAID was designed to provide funds to local councils for improving 
water supply, rc ds, sewerage, etc. It was feared that this would be a slow
moving project Lecause of the country's 869 local governments, 480 would 

be involved. In fact, the rate of work and fund disbursement have been so 
satisfactory that this is one of the few projects in Egypt to exceed its imple
mentation schedule, disbursing over $200 million in three years for rural 
infrastructure (Annex Three). 

This Egyptian project has been implemented, it should be stressed, in 
many disaggregated increments. One requirement for decentralized plan
ning and management of rural infrastructure is that the size of tasks be 
kept manageable at the local level. This recommendation, mentioned in 
Section 3.4.2, is a product of road-building experience in Nepal. This does 
not mean that the amount of investment is small. A large number of small 
undertakings can match in scale a few large ones and will have better 
distributional effects. 

The inclination of donors to "move money' in large chunks can be 
quite disruptive of local institutional development as seen in the case of 
the Provincial Development Administration Project in the Philippines. 
This USAID-supported project developed with some difficulty a decen
tralized capacity for planning, constructing, and maintaining rural roads, 
but this capability was subsequently undermined by another donor's 
project which overtaxed the capacity of the local institutions. It assigned 
all project funds to just four provinces instead of ten as proposed from the 
Philippine side. The result was that the scale of design and construction 
work was too great to be handled subnationally and much responsibility 
was resumed centrally. 

3.6.2 Learning Process 

The scale of program that can be supported through local institutions 
needs to be determined experimentally. This is one of the principles of a 
learning process' approach to development, treated in Section 7.1.2. One 

of the most instructive current efforts to develop community infrastructure 
is found in Pakistan with the Orangi Pilot Project (for the peri-urban poor if 
not exactly the rural poor). This project, directed by Akhter Hameed Khan 
who pioneered the participatory rural development work at Comilla, 
applies a "learning process' approach quite explicitly. Through experimen
tation, which included some false starts and failures, the project has been 
able to develop technical and organizational methodologies that permit 
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construction of sanitation facilities at 25 percent of the government's cost 

Also important, the people benefited are willing and able to cover all capital 

and maintenance costs themselves (Annex Three). 
National programs that evolve with appropriate experimentation such 

as the Malawi self-help water scheme can indeed reach large numbers of 

people at low cost once appropriate technical and organizational strategies 

have been devised. 1he Malawi scheme has, in ten years' time, brought per

manent piped water to over 500,000 persons in rural areas at a cost of about 

$4 per person. The subsidi desa program in Indonesia, mentioned in Section 

3.4.2, has also had a significant impact on rural infrastructure though it has 

probably not been as efficient in the use of resources. (Both experiences are 

reviewed in Annex Three.) 

When considering local institutional development for rural infrastruc

ture, it should be kept in mind that the allocation of responsibilities may 

shift over time. In the case of rural electrification, for instance, cooperatives 

may often be appropriate in the first stages where autogeneration from die

sel generators is involved. However, once the distribution networks are 

linked to a regional grid, the co-ops may be much less viable. That a particu
as alar institution's functions might diminish is not in itself undesirable, 

local agency of government could be more effective and efficient in manag

ing this form of infrastructure once the system develops beyond scattered 

local generation points. 
Similarly local governments that undertake road construction may at 

some point reasonably hand over maintenance responsibilities to the local 

division of the public works ministry (LA) if the latter has the equipment and 

staff to do the work more reliably and efficiently. Conversely roads built by 

a public works ministry might be turned over to local governments for main

tenance if the latter have been helped to develop appropriate capacities. 

Such responsibilities should not be shifted by decisions at higher levels 

without consulting the local institutions concerned. This can cause confu

sion and lead to poor performance, as happened with rural water supply in 

Kenya (Tiffen, 1983). To the extent possible, changes should proceed exper

imentally in increments and in manageable geographic areas to build 

experience, which informs and directs subsequent policy. 

The essential point is that the infrastructure not be conceived and cre

ated independently of the institutions, national or local, that will be 

responsible for its different stages--particularly the continuing ones of 

O&M. Previously concerns with infrastructure focused mostly on its Made

quacy in terms of quantity. As the amount has gradually increased, attention 

needs to shift to quality, especially when the deterioration of much infra

structure for lack of central capacity and motivation beconies more evident. 

In introducing the subject of local institutional development in Section 

1.1, we cited water supply as an area where experts had documented how 
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critical local institutions are for utilization and maintenance, yet those insti

tutions were considered by a major donor only in passing. With the kind of 

attention now being focused on the subject, local institutional development 
for rural infrastructure should receive greater priority in the planning and 

investment of national governments and donor agencies. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

Local Institutional Developmentfor Primary Health Care 

4.1 ACTIVITIES IN HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT 

Among the activity areas for rural development, human resource 
development (HR!) is crucial for providing the energy and talent needed to 
transform economic and social conditions for the benefit of those who have 
been bypassed. Human resource development is usually pursued in four 

program areas of activity: health, education, nutrition, and family planning. 
Helping human populations become more productive and fulfilled entails 
more than sectoral programs in these four areas. Influences such as culture, 
motivation, security, and even what Hirschman (1984) calls "social energy' 
come into play. Because such diffuse factors are difficult to deal with in gov-

emnment or donor-assisted projects, however, HRD efforts usually appear 
within the four sectors of health, education, nutrition, and population, 

The four areas are themselves complex, and we cannot do justice here 
to the respective local institutional requirements of each. We will address 
local institutional development for priniaryhealth care because it is such a 
basic requirement for human resource development and because it pre-
sents many of the institutional issues that arise in other areas of HRD 
especially as health programs move beyond curative services into preven-
tive programs. 


The main elements of primary heath care as defined by the American 

Public Health Association include efforts to: 


motivatecormueitymembers totake care oftheirovnhealth needs 
build or strengthen community insttions to carry out rur pro-

us sitrngthcalresomurcenity insue tin cyot; uinstitutions. grams, using local resources to reduce operating costs; 
• train new cadres of paraprofessionals and community health workers;" integrate the delivery of health services; and 

* strengthen the institutional capacity of governments to supportrural programs (APHA, 1982:14). 
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In recent years primary health care (PHC) has received significant 

attention from both national and international agencies. Yet despite the 
great need and opportunity to improve rural health conditions, political and 

administrative factors continue to pose real obstacles to effective implemen
tation of PHC (Bossert and Parker, 1982). First, there is often fierce 

competition over the scarce financial resources allocated for health care, 

which often comprise only 3 to 5 percent of the total national budget. Resist
ance to PHC by bureaucracies or professional associations is not easily 

overcome. Further, broad-based participatory PHC efforts may be seen by 

central governments as potentially threatening, and this perception may in 

practice overshadow public pronouncements about the desirability of estab
lishing such a program. 

These difficulties make all the more relevant the central question for 

local institutional development strategy: What kinds and combinations of 
local institutions are most likely to be effective for PHC and how can appro

priate capacities be supported from outside the community? We are 

assuming some level of gove..,nent interest and we recognize that strong 

national government Support can contribute much to PHC. Yet there are 
cases where programs have operated with strong local support and central 
government acquiescence. Some PHC programs have avoided opposition 

from health professionals bv initially developing loca institutions to 
address health needs without the use of paraprofessionals. A review of local 
institutional options can offer insights into how political and administrative 
constraints could be approached 'n various settings. 

Although the 1978 conference of the World Health Organization at 

Alma Ata strongly endorsed a primary health care strategy and described 
the need for local institutions for PHC (WI 10, 1978), it did not indicate how 

external agencies and government ministries might best attempt to intro
duce the requisite changes and adaptations in institutions at 'local' levels as 
defined in Section 1.6. Even the recent health sector strategy statement of 
USAID, which is built around primary health care, gives little attention to 
the local institutions needed to make effective the national policies and insti
tutions as well as the health technology and research that the statement
addresses in specific forms (USAID, 1983a). 

PHC strategies assume a high level of community involvement in plan
ning and managing the curative and preventive aspects of such programs 

(World Bank, 1981). In the PHC programs undertaken to date, one can see 
various exploratory steps taken by national ministries of health, nutrition, 
rural development, social affairs and others beginning to work with local 

if these efforts are to evolve into more than a series of scattered 

pilot projects, however, central authorities will need to transform national 
health systems that operate now as centrally concentrated and directed hier
archies into more dispersed, responsive organizations with responsibilities
shared among many persons, including patients, in a variety of roles (WHO, 
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1981). Such a transformation requires a major elaboration and strengthen-
ing of local institutions, 

PHC presents a special LID challenge for another reason. Health care, 
especially in rural areas, comes from various sources including often existing 
indienous health care providers.' More than in other areas of rural devel-
opmtit activity, these existing roles and institutions can be viewed as both 
an opportunity and an added complication in efforts to improve rural health 
conditions. In any event, attention must be given to the issues associated 
with leveloping new institutions versus strengthening or modifying those 
presently in operation. This subject, addressed generally in Section 7.3.1, 
warrants specific discussion with regard to P1 IC in Section 4.3 below. 

lural health generally involves a combination of traditional and mod-
ern rcles as part of national and local systems, with a mixture of public and 
privae institutional support. While primary health care operatos mostly at 
the community level, its effectiveness depends on linkages to and support 
from a more complicated system that operates at several levels and can han-
die referrals, provide supervisit-n, carry out research and evaluation, etc. 
P1-IC undertakes to pro,id a wide range of simple and cost-effective health 
services, concerned not only with illness but with disease prevention and 
improvement of tlhe public's general vell-being.2 Such a mandate is oL vi-
ously broad and touches upa asp2cts of rural development treated in other 
chapters as well as on oter -,ctors of HRD. 

4.2 LOCAL INSTITUTIONAL OPTIONS 

When donor agencies, national governments, private voluntary 
organizations or rural communities (or some combination of them) decide to 
promote or strengthen a prima. v health care svstem, one of the main issues 
is to choose among local in-,titutional options. The alternatives are those 
identified in Section 1.3, Withsome specification. 

* 	 Local adininistration(,.A) is the local offices and staff of the Ministry 
of Health. 

" 	 Local government (LG), membership organizations (MOs), and 
cooperatives,, have !e.,-defined roles in health than in other sections 
but 	they offer important institutional options.

" 	 Service organization; (SOs), charitabie, religious, or fraternal 

lWe 
use the terms"indigenous"and "traditional* interhangeably. F.,ra discussionthatsug-
gests a distinction, see PilNbury (1979).2 USAID's health sector strategy tatement say': "Pnmarv health care emphasizes increased 
access to basic and affordabe haith -related services, .ommun':v participation, reliance on 
paraprofessional worker ., adequate referral and support facilities and systems, and inter-
sectoral coordina:ion, a,opposed ;,)hospital services dependent on high technology and 
specialized manpower and availabl. to only a small proportion of the population." (tJSAID,
1983a:1) 
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organizations often operate clinics and hospitals on a not-for-profit 
basis. 

e 	 Privateproviders,doctors, midwives, pharmacists, and others who 
operate as individuals on a fee-for-service basis may include West
ern or indigenous health practitioners (the latter are discussed in the 
next section). 

The fact that a Ministry of Health is promoting primary health care does 
not necessarily mean that government agencies (LA) must be the lead actors 
in its PHC scheme. It may work with or work through any of the kinds of 
local institutions listed here. Similarly a private voluntary organization 
(PVO) undertaking PHC could seek the active involvement of local govern
ment rather than work only with local charitable organizations. Even if LG 
has in the past had only perfunctory responsibility for health care services, it 
might be able to make a significant contribution to fostenng pfinary health 
care in the community. 

This delineation of local institutional options should not be seen as pre
senting the institutions as "alternatives to one another. In most PIC 
situations, it will be advisable to work through some combination of local 
institutions that constitute a network of channels to undertake planning, 
mobilize resources, communicate needs, etc. The contrasts among options 
are presented here to show comparative advantages and disadvantages for 
each. Itowever, under appropriate circumstance:, al! have positive contnbu
tions to make. 

4.2.1 Local Administration 

Government agencies almost always have some role in primary health 
care programs. Their mandate is to give free or subsidized care as part of the 
government's commitment to assist the public. Of particula- relevance, gov
ernment staff can be posted in areas where private providers would not find 

practicing sufficiently profitable or personally attractive (though the levels
 
of qualification and motivation for government staff found under these con
ditions may be less than desired).
 

Most government systems can be characterized in terms of service
 
attenuation the farther one goes from the capital city where the most modern facilities are available in national-level hospitals. At regional orprovincial levels, there are smaller hospitals with less specialization and 
equipment and below that clinics serving market towns and possibly vil

lages. The staff at all levels are employees of, and accountable to, the
Ministr, l e s e, 	 d c t o h 
- of Health (MOH). 

Rural clinics are in general charred with serving as the front line for
curative care, referring difficult cases to higher levels of sp,cialization. They 

also may be involved in preventive and educatioial programs aimed at
improving the health status of the community, such as through infant food 
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supplementation or health classes. Even with the best f efforts, however, :nspecting markets and constructing latrines. Such a role should be inte
such facilities are seldom adee - te in serving the rural populations, if only grated into practically any primary health care program. 
because few developing countries have enough resources to provide strong 
support to clinics and staff in a sufficiently(Bryant, 1909). large number of locations 4.2.3 Membership Organizations

Primar health care strategies attept to compensate for the lack of There have been, many attempts in PHC programs to ferm village
Poreimaensier health care tegra s a nin to u ateefort the lackhealth committees to work in conjunction with government agencies. Too 

more intensive rural health care by empaning outreach efforts tomnclude often these committees have been conceived and implemented as part of a
those who need them most. P1 IC emphasizes implementing community-rescribed blueprin which placed more emphasis on simply havingbased measures with widespread benefits involving the broader participa-
tion of rural people. Paraprofessionals, comnionlv cal!edl village healthtorraVl ), arfsiontls, ed vunie halhpeople. cruitedomonly 
w orkers (VI IWs), most ficc. luently recru ied from the commnunity in w hichthey reside to augment government services, can help to spread information 
and give access to the under-served (Esman et al.., 1980). 

However, government agencies involved in primary health care need 
to do more than a:dd a greater number of minmallv trained staff members to 
serve as -low rungs on the ladder. The role of government agencies in PI ICchanges from being a basic service prot'ztcr to being an ,natlhr of communi-
ties. This means that local administration needs o be reconceived and 
reoriented to work as part of a stipport sistem for village-based health care.' 

Previously local gove'inments have not had a large, formal role in 
health care services. In some cases they have assisted in the provision of 
clinic or office space through donation of land or conistructton of facilities. 
But the view has been that they lack the expertise and staff to handle such 
technical tasks as health involves. A largely unexplored role for LG in pri-
mary health care is in asisting with organizational taks that make technical 
services more effective and efficient. 

A good example of such a role is seen in the Ilikine project in Senegal 
where once health committees had been established in neighborhoods by 
project staff, a general assembly of4representatives fi om all the committees 
was formed with its ow-,n electe,d Executive Board -perating under the aegis 
of the local governmeait. Similarly in Burma the Village People's Councils, 
which constitute the local government, are responsible for selecting and 
overseeing the work of volunteer community healtil workers. They also 
mobilize funds for the resupply of essential drugs and have substantial 
authority over how funds are allocated. The majority of volunteers in this 
nationwide program continue to perform their tasks several years after their 
initial training. (Both cases are described in Annex Four.) 

Local governments are a!so frequently in a position to support primary 
health care by undertaking sanitation measures such as improving and 

3Reorientation for a bureaucracy isconsidered :n Section 7.5.4. 

VeC than on matching its functioning to perceived needs of the community
VI hno achn t ucinn oprevdnesfteomntand supporting village health workers. It is common to find that where 
V ~ e ef r e ,t e e e t d p r o sf r V I7t a n n ,h l e ulVHCs were formed, they selected persons for VIW training, helped build 

local health facilities, and then atrophied. This is reported from Cameroon 
and the Sine Saloum project in Senegal, though in the latter case once a lps 
bureaucratic approach was taken, VHCs revived (Annex Four). 

The American Public Health Association found that in fifty-two PHC 
projects assisted by USAID, only a few had VHCs that functioned on a con
tinuing basis (AP-A,1982). lowever, in a number of cases VHCs have 
successfully supported heaith workers. The Pikine project in Senegal, for
instance, achieved active local participation buttressed by horizontal andvertical linkages among VHC groups through their larger Association for 
4lealth Promotion. In some regions of Panama, VH-Cs have continued to be 
effective even after national puiitical and bureaucratic support was with
drawn (LaForgia, 1985). 

Local organizations identified in the API IA study as examples of useful 
contributors to primary health care are quite diverse. For example, LOs may 
range from the village development committees in Tanzania (which have 
worked better on health than on agriculture), to the mothers' clubs in Indo
nesia, which have responsibility for various health programs (APHA, 1982). 
The federations of village health committees established in Panama in the 
early 1 9 7 0's worked closely with the Ministry of Ilealth to resolve problems. 
The federations linked experienced health committees with recently organ
tzed committees and raised funds to pay transportation costs so that health 
officials could regularly, visit distant communities (Annex Four). 

It may be more effective to work with and through existing local organi
zations rather than to set up new ones, but there is not enough systematic 
evidence to prove the point one way or the other. Three-quarters of the proj
ects APHA reviewed created special health committees and only 
one-quarter worked through existing groups. In either case it is apparent 
that, more than in some other aspects of rural development, membership 
organizations in the health area need outside support and supervision. 

4.2.4 Cooperatives
Cooperatives are not as common a form of local institution for 
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providing primary health care as might be expected. One very pragmatic 
consideration favoring cooperative.,, may be that in certain countries they 
are the only legally sanctioned forms of peasant organization. They may by" 
law have special status with respect to taxes and subsidies that give them 
advantages not available to other local institutions (Tendler, 1981:48). For 
example, one form of cooperative action could be pooling patients' purchas- 
ing power to prepay medical costs-to get the benefit of scale economies, to 
give health consumers some influence on the care they receive, and to have 
assurance of protection in time of need 

In Nepal one government resettlement program decided to establish a 
local health post but had no budget for drugs. To obtain funds for this, it 
required that anyone who wanted land in the settlement had to volunteer" 
to join an insurance scheme. To no one's surprise, there were many meme-
bers. As both the health post and its insurance scheme were well managed, 
in succeeding years there was little difficulty getting people to pay their 
annual premium. Subsequently the Minstrv of I lealth opened its own 
health post, which offered free drugs-whenever it had drugs, which was 
not frequently. Despite the shortcomings of the ."OIthealth p , it 
destroyed the cooperative because people preferred to hope they would be 
sick only when free drugs were available rather than pay the costs of an 
assured system (Don Chauls, personal communi-ation). 

A worldwide review by the APHA l 2a) found doc'mented cases of 
prepayment arrangements in fifteen Third World countries. Some of thosewith personal prepayment bv members had functioned fir adecade or more 

i r 

with some highly satisfactorv results in terms of low-cost access to hetalth 
services. Yet renewal and premium collection rates were often low, and an, 
scheme that rcires monetized pavment often runs into difficulties where 
cash in,)mes are low, 

One way to deal with this problem of low cash incomes is through 
production-based cooperative health programs. The Chinese commune sys-
tem has been the largest and best-known undertaking of its kind, but 
community or regional schemes have b,,en doLcamentiud Bangladesh, 
Benin, Colombia, Ethiopia, India, and Indonesia. The Malur Milk Coopera-
tive in India, for example, finances clinical services from a one-cent 
surcharge on each liter of milk it collects and selis (AI ..\, 1982a:2-26). 
Such cooperattves are usually not set up initially for health ptrpoes but as 
agricultural co-ops to which health activities were .,ubsquentlyadded.' 

One kind of coopterative institution relevant to l'l IC is the cnmmunal 

4A historical example worth citing isfrom rural lapan, wher communiltie began fUrming 
mutual aid societies around t'.,e ih atmddl.' of the 19th century and conirac phlvsim an, 
predetermined annual rate,of compensation. 'One rural distrm,' reported o~er a hundred 
mutual aid societies, with the largest having a membership ot 330 households. Agricultural 
cooperatives began health-related work around 19 20, and by 1940,over amillion rural house-
holds belonged to cooperative-based prepayment schemes. (APHA, 192a:26) 
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pharmacy, with examples including the Bajada medical cooperative in the 
Philippines, the chaquicochain Peru, and the co-ops under the SantW Rurale 
project in Mali (APHA, l9 82a). Such pharmacies are often started with 
locally mobilized capital and use volunteers for sales, inventory mainte
nance, and restocking. By pooling purchasing power, people can bu drugs 
in bulk for cheaper prices or can ensure supplies in areas that private sellers 
ignore. 

One of the more innovative uses of a cooperative mode of organization 
in the health sector is the initiative by the Kottar Social Service Society in 
south India (Annex SeV -).KSSS leaders are decentralizing their Commu
nitv Health Development Project until each village is able to function 
autonomously as a health cooperative registered with the government and 
entitled to its finan..al support. It is still too early to know how this strategy 
will fare but it could offer important lessons for cooperatives' potential in 
P1IC efforts. 

Rural health care is an area where local service organizations are likely 
to be active. There is now an apparent trend among SOs that operate hospi
tals or clinics to develop broader, community-based PHC programs with 
emphasis on preventive measures. Such organizations often operate where 
governments do not have effective services.gvr ensdnthaefetieevcs.Thecir presence in a region may 
span several decades giving them stability and legitimacy not usually found 
in efforts of more recent vintage. Moreover, many SOs have extensive link
ages both within and outside the areas the, serve which enable them to 
carry out innovative PI IC programs with leeway for learning through orga
nizational experimentation. 

A good eampIe of this type of SO transition is the Project Esperana in 
Brazil (Annex Four). Originated as an Amazon River-based hospital boat 
activity whe, e U.S. surgeons performed dramatic operations on children, 
the pio);ect todav focuses on primary health care serving some 30,000 sub
sistence tarriers and fishermen in a remote area. Seventeen rural health 
aides wor. on a full-time basis with the suppport of fifty-six part-time 
health pr( moters. Another example of a local service organization develop
ing a PHC ,5vstitn mentioned above.isthe Kottar So ial Service Society, 
While KSSS itself Operates at the sub-district level, it has been developing 
independent, village-based institutions in some 124 communities in south
ern India. 

4.2.6 Private Providers 

As noted already health is one sector where private, for-profit 
institutions are widely established in rural areas. By some definitions of 
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PHC, such care is already being provided by private practitioners. However, 
to the extent that one includes health education and preventive activities as 
essential elements of primary health care, the present role of private 
providers is less than adequate. In several P-IC schemes, village health 
workers have been allowed to operate on a fee-for-service basis while in 
some other projects, individual health workers receive a percentage of a set 
fee. Often, health workers are responsible for maintaining supplies of medi-
cine for villagers by operating a Irs-etrlcoeaini andrevolving fund, prescribing, selling 
restocking basic drugs and keeping any profits as their own compensation 
(APHA, 1982a). This poses the danger, of course, of creating an incentive 
for prescribing drugs whether needed and effective or not. 

Within the category of private providers, one may find vaccinators,' 
individuals (often self-trained) who for a fee will give zn injection of some 
kind for almost any ailment. Unfortunately such practices often influence 
rural peoples' perception of appropriate health care. These perceptions, in 
turn, can create considerable ditficulties for VI iWs and other better trained 
health care providers (Don Chauls, personal communication). 

Several PHC programs have experimented with providing drugs and 
contraceptives through private business channels. Probably the best known 
example is the Commurity Family Planning Services program in Thailand. 
The philanthrophic organization that manages this program has been very 
effective in getting contraceptives to the rural population by supplying them 
to village storekeepers who sell them for a modest profit (Annex Four). 
Another innovation backed by UNICEF involves trying to sell through vil-
lage stores oral rehydration packets which can stave off the life-threatening 
effects of severe diarrhea in young children. In Bangladesh these private 
channels are also being used to sell 'birth kits,' a bar of soap and sterile razor 
blades for cutting the umbilical cord. Such a strategy is now referred to as 
'social marketing' (Fox and Kotter, 1980). 

While development of such private channels by themselves will not 
create a primary health care system, tese examples suggest how the private 
sector can serve as an important conduit for delivering goods and services in 
ways that relieve village health workers of some tasks allowing then-, more 
time to concentrate on other responsibilities. Moreover, private practitioners 
can and very commonly do provide a large share of the curative health carethatis art"ofPHC 
that is part of PHC. 

4.2.7 Coordination 

Because primary health care cuts across sectors like agriculture (nutri-
tion), public works (sanitation), and education, there ate significant 
problems of coordination that complicate questions of institutional design. 

Private providers for example, while quie flexible and efficient in providing 
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services or medicines, are in no position to coordinate others besides them
selves. Market mechanisms have a role in PHC, but they cannot be used by 
themselves to determine the level and pattern of services. 

Government personnel operating at the local level seem to have the 
authority for coordination, but they are themselves usually partisans in the 
inter-department battles that go on. An Indonesian government report on 
experience with PHC concludes: 

Cross-sectoral cooperation is abeautifuleuiu concept. in many instances, however, each of 
the sectors is interested only in their own program... hev may still feel that a better 

result might be achieved with their own individual conventional approach. 
It is interesting to note that the efficacy with wh.ch coordination is achieved is inversely 
proportional to the level of administration [at which coordination is attempted]. It 

means that the coordination mechanism works more smoothlY at the village level than 
at higher levels of adminitration. (Republic of Indonesia, 1978) 

There appear to be few cases of really successful coordination anvwhere on 
which to base generalizations, but this suggests that there probably needs to 
be some significant role for local government, perhaps through specialized 
health committees, following the pattern often observed for rural 
infrastructure. 

4 INDIGENOUS HEALTH PRACTITIONERS 
Efforts to introduce supportive local institutions must recognize that 

some health services are almost always already being provided, often in 
so-called traditional modes. 'Indigenous health practitioners are there 
already' suggested one study for USAID in its subtitle (Pillsbury, 1979). In 
Indonesia it is estimated that traditional birth attendants help to deliver
 
more than 75 percent of the babies born in rural areas (Republic of
 
Indonesia, 1978:25), while in Egypt an estimated 10,000 traditional
 
midwives (da'as),although they function illegally, help deliver at least 80
 
percent of newborns in addition to "heir larger role in the community
 
(Assaad and El Katsha, 1981:7). Traditional practitioners can be well
 
organized, as seen in the case of the Association of Ghanaian Psychic and
 

ltalC °rm ''m-i;-. Burnia's PHC program is effective primarily, because the multi sectoralr t te Village People's Council) and the district govemment unit (the Town
hip Pt. , i,;-l) play such major oles from the outset. Both these Councils have
 

considerable au.:-y 
 a fact which makes health personnel responsive and respectful. The 
sequene of he ,flow ot information in beginning PHC activities in a township is important. 

First, te T" -nv.h .'r 'edical Officer (TMO) meets with the TPC and describes the system tothem . S ,,nj:, each VPC's representative on the TPC informs the other members of his VPC.
Onyhasa ther 4,ei, there any interaction between theVPCandthelocal Rural Health Centre 
loa ;,di; i- 'a 'o. with the latter coning to the VPC to clarify uncertainties, answerques

tions. prov ,31, 0,,0. etc. This initiating role of the TPC and VPC are factors in their
conti n u int' . 
betwen 

PHC as their program, and continuing to e ercise effective coordinationheath pro;.cts and other activities (Don Chauls, personal communication). 
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Traditional Healers (Annex Four), and even powerful, as seen with 
ayurvedic physicians in India and Sri Lanka.0 

Generally speaking indigenous health practitioners qualify as institu-
tions that are not organizations, to follow the distinction made in Section 
1.5. They operate in individual roles but not as structured sets of roles that 
could be regarded as organizations. Since these roles are widely accepted 
and are accorded high legitimacy within the community, they have institu-
tional qualities. 

Some of the roles such as that of iraditional birth ,ttendant are almost 
always reserved for women. Other roles such as setting broken bones or 
making herbal medicines can be filled by either men or women. Many 
times the health-related role is but one function of a larger role embedded 
in religious or cultural traditions (March and Taqqu, 1986). The range and 
degree of specialization among these existing health institutions will vary 
greatly from place to place W~hat dues not vary is the fact that these practi-
tioners are often the predominant means of he,lth cart for the rural poor 
(Pillsbury, 1979). 

All PHC programs face the issue of what kind of institutional arrange-
ment or accommodation to seek with the existing system. Alternatives range 
from working exclusively with and through those who are alreadv estab-
lished in a community as health care providers on the one hand to the other 
extreme of trying to start anew by banning indigenous practitioners and per-
mitting only newly trained personnel to be consulted. Still other options 
include dividing various health-related functions between indigenous prac-
titioners and PHC workers so as to establish mutually exclusive spheres of 
competence, or orgariing'l IC activities in such a way that they can sup-
port indigenous healers by reinforcing those service.s which are effective, 
The latter relationship could include such support as providing sterile sUp-
plies to traditionai birth attendants, 

Presumably the most frequent users of primary health care services will 
be women, both for themselves and for their children. It is therefore n1ot A,ur-
prising that government and external agencies have made particular efforts 
to enlist women who are indigenous practitioners in PI C acti'. itie, since 
they know well the health problems facing their communities. Moreover, 
they are likely to be highly trusted by the local population. 

One foreseeable proble,-m with this approach is that women health 
practitioners may often be part of informal wonen's associations that come 
into action in times of daily difficulty. or distress. Assistance is not motivated 
by some sort of contractual arrangement but rests more on an interpersonal 
ethic of mutual obligatiot, (March and Taqqu, 1986:35). If PIIC programs 

6 1n India, there are 108 colleges teaching avurvedicr o ther traditional health ,ste'ms at the 
large undergraduate level and twentv-twov post -graduate dcpartments. There are some 10,000 
registered traditional practitioners in Sri L.inka alone (N.-niec, 1980.4) 
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are to avoid diminishing the effectiveness and possibly destroying the fabric 
of solidarity within informal associations, external agencies must be sensi
tive to the undesirable effects that integration into a PHC system may 
have. 7 

Moreover, when mandatory fees or other forms of remuneration from 
nontraditional sources are made part of newly expanded roles, effective
ness can be seriously undermined. For exam 1 ' in the first phase of the 
Sine Saloum Rural Health Project in Senegal, many traditional birth 
attendants received three months of training to supplement their practical 
experience. After training was completed, they were formally incorpo
rated into the PHC program, which operated on a fee-for-service basis. 
Since this required cash for payment, the number of women who 
requested assistance from these attendants during childbirth decreased 
dramatically (Hall, 1981:38). 

In many situations the delicate natur, of these valuable and beneficial 
informal social r17lotionships, often essentially a tacit compact, argues 
against working ,vith indigenous practitioners. But whether a role or associ
ation is formal or intormal is not always clear. To assume that all informal 
roles and associations will !ose their effectiveness if they'receive outside 
assistance is to undrstimaie the resourcetulness, the flexibility, and even 
the aspirations of rural people. There are several approaches fr deciding 
whether or how to engage indigenous practitioners in PHC activities. 

First, the extent to which an informal association is active or reactive' 
should be considered as this will affect its viability as a vehicle for new ser
vices. March and Taqqu (1986) define an active informal association as one 

which has relatively explicit objectives coupled with resource capabilities topursue those objectives. Such associations contrast with reactive ones,
 
which perform more defensive or ad hoc activities and which are usually
 
less formal. Active associations are more likely to be amenable to an expan
sion or exto:sion of their functions provided these benefit their members.
 

A second strategy is to examine the development initiative itself to see 
how closely the pcedures, roles, and values involved might mimic those of 
existing roles or institutions. For example, in activities %heremoney has not 
been exchanged before, as well as in communities where money is not read
ilv available or very familiar, there is more chance of getting medicines 

7March and Taqqu ;rite: The local midwife/healer cannot simply be turned into a neigh
borhod paramedic and pharmaceutical agent within the planned expansion of a Western 
medical organization ,stem. Instead of thinking of these midwives and healers as ill-trainedanti poorl' remunerated quasi-doctor,; who only need more scientific training in order to bringthe medicine of their communities into the 20"h century, we must learn to respect not onlytheir herbs but also their position within an informal associational network of clientele. Their 

relative autonomy and legitimacy must be preserved. More centralized health delivery sys
terns cannot subsume or fully rationalize the midwite's role if they expect to derive continuing 
benefits from traditional practitioners. (1986:92) 
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distributed as intended if their provision through traditional birth attend-
ants can be handled on a gift or barter basis rather than for cash payment 

only. If the drugs must be paid for, some other local institutional arrange-
ment would be more appropriate. 

A third and more general strategy, discussed at greater length in Chap-
ter Seven, is to follow a 'learning process' approach, planning and 
implementing a program in an incremental, participatory, experimental 
manner, adapting it in ways suggested by experience. With such an 

approach, the extent to which traditional roles and relationships can be 
modified without damaging them can be ascertained empirically, 

This discussion does not presume that indigenous practitioners are 
always effective or even always ethical. It does assume that before trying to 
construct or strengthen any iocal institutional framework in support of 
PHC, the effectiveness of existing health care providers be considered and 
that, where practicable, such established capacities be drawn into the 
emerging institutional structure. 

4.4 ISSUES IN PRIMARY HEALTH CARE 

A number of issues bear on the appropriateness of different local 
institutions for supporting PHC such as differences in the way members 
of the public perceive costs and benefits of various aspects of a PHC 

program or the extent to which a service can be provided as a private 

good. Here, we will address some of the most important issues affecting 
LID alternatives. 

The need for good health is universal, thoucgh those in poorer 

circumstances who are not well nourished and have neither the means nor 

the information to practice good hygiene, will be at gre-iter risk than others. 
In any rural popuiation, there are certain groups that may be considered 
particularly 'vulnerable'-women during and after pregnancy, the young, 
the malnourished, the overworked. Local institutiona! development in the 

health care area needs to assure their access to PHtC services. 
In principle government agencies should be the most effective 

organizations for providing PI IC services to those people in greatest need. 

However, in practice this is not always the case because LA is weakest at the 
socio-economic periphery. If local government is controlled by more 
privileged elements, they may take little interest in ensuring broad access to 

services provided through LG. Similarly private practitioners have less 
incentive to serve the poor. Membership organizations including co-ops 
that have poor members will be more sensitive to this issue of assuring 
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access, as will service organizations (religious or charitable) where they 
exist. 

The location of a health facility such as a clinic or health post affects 
who has access to its services, especially in areas with high levels of social 
stratification or where difficult terrain makes some areas remote. But even a 

highly accessible facility will be of little use if community members are 
uncertain about when personnel can be found there or whether necessary 

supplies are available. PHC programs will gain credibility in the 
community's eyes when users knc'.". that their trip will not be wasted. We 
must recognize that sometimes when a service is located in remote areas so 
as to be more accessible, its supplies and staffing become less reliable. 
Where such a constraint occurs, decisions on location need to optimize 
accessibility and reliability in order to facilitate institutionalization, 
whatever type of channel is used for PHC. 

In many localities conducting mobile clinics is an excellent way to 
increase geographical accessibility while simultaneously reducing social 
distance, especially when health workers walk or use public transportation 
to the location rather than arrive by government or private vehicle. To the 
extent possible, prior notification of an impending trip can increase 

effectiveness of such visits. The Burmese PHC system has found that the 

best way to increase accessibility was simply to close down its rural health 
centers in rural towns (localities) three days per week to give the staff 
sufficient time to supervise community health workers in the villagesand to 

conduct mobile clinics. 

Accessibility of PHC services needs to be considered in terms of time as 
well as distance. Many rural areas experience significant seasonal variation. 
As Chambers and his associates (1981) have documented, malnutrition, 
morbidity, and mortality commonly peak during the rainy season at the 

same time that rural health services are likely to be operating least 
effectively because of logistical and staffing problems. The demand for 

medications goes up just when keeping them in stock in rural dispensaries is 

most difficult. Supervision of staff is likely to slacken, and health personnel 
themselves are more likely to become sick or take leave. _imply getting to 

health services, even ones located in villages, can be arduous for rural 
people during these months." 

The implications of seasonality for LID are not clear-cut though they 
need to be considered. If it becomes unprofitable to provide services duri-.g 
the difficult months, private channels lose their value when they are needed 
most and LA or possibly LG will have to be relied on more. On the other 

hand, these alternative channels may be immobilized also during the same 

8Chambers (1979) reminds us that while the rainy season generally presents the most health 

problems, in some areas like northern India, it is the hot dry season that creates the most severe 
health and nutrition stres. 
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period. One of the reasons why the PCDA in Thailand turned to private 

shopkeepers to handle the distribution of contraceptives was because gov,-
ernment supplies were interrupted during the rainy season, whi!e the 
private sector tended to be more dependable and more accessible to villagers
year-round (Annex Four). 

In the development of 1ocal institutions, wheiher government agencies, 

agementl~cai servicesd
PHC 
 s ijust 
effective. In countries as different as Bangladesh and Samoa, networks of 
women's committees have been integrated into health programs to good 
effect (Fonaroff, 1982). 

The gender of health workers can affect accessibility because of socio-
cultural norms within a society. It is frequently presumed that women can 
carry out a wider range of N1 IC functions and are therefore preferable as
VHWs. Yet in some societies, women may not travel as freely as men either 

within communities (e.g. for emergencies) or outside their communities (for 
training). Mea, on the other hand, may be unacceptable for a wide range o1 
tasks including attending births. One innovation to lessen gender-related 
problems can be selectton of husband-wife teams for training as reported 
from Guatemala's PHC program (Colburn, 1981:24). 

Such considerations as the gender of personnel or the location of facili-
ties ire not unique to any particular kind of local institution. Rather, these 
considerations bear on the institutionalization process-the acceptability of 
services and the acceptance of local responsibilities-so that the benefits of 
PHC can be extended and sustained through channels enjoying moral and 
material support. These channels, as discussed in Section 4.5, should be 
integrated into a network of service and education providers so as to create a 
system for primary health care. 

4.4.2 Recurren, Costs 

A feature of rural health programs generally is that recurrent costs far 
outweigh initial cr capital costs and can become a significant financial bur-
den for any government. One reason why most governments have at least 
some interest in iocal institutional development in the health sector is to 
mobilize additional resources for covering some of the ongoing expenses of 
providing health services. We treat LID issues of financial resource mobili-
zation in Chapter Eight, but address them here since they are so important 
for PHC. 

The subject of recurrent costs ,one of the few PI IC issues that has been 
analyzed with a broad and systematic data base thanks to the American 
Public Health Association (1982a). Methods of community financing and 
their success have been reviewed for over 100 projects and programs world-
wide. Some examples of community self-sufficiency or near self-sufficiency 
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were impressive but could not be generalized for lack of adeqttat documen

tation (a problem we confronted often in this LID study). We cite here the 
conclusions of the APHA study: 

The most common forms of community support are voluntary labor and direct personal 
payments, and both have limited utility. Voluntary labor is useful chifly for one-time 
construction costs, while direct personal payments place the financing burden on the 

anoflimit access to per'sons wh can afford to pay. Commi'aitv financing, at best, is
one element of a balanced financing approach. It has not paid forsupervision, logis

tical support, or referral linkages and can be effective only if these services are financed 
from other sources. (AI'HA, 1982a:41) 

What can be most readily financed through community institutions are: 
construction and maintenance of physical facilities; provision of community 
health workers (paraprofessionals); and local currency costs of basic drugs.
These decisions generally reflect national budgetary restraints, not commu

nities' willingness and ability to pay. Community financing would be more 
viable if planners started by studying demand' (APHA, 1 9 82a.42). 

For local institutions to achieve sustained financial capacity to support 
health programs, there need to be major community mobilization efforts. 
Yet in order for such efforts to become institutionalized, technical and 
managerial support is necessary to set up systems for financial accounting 
and accountability. The utility' of the 'goldfish bowl" approach, whereby 
the location ard public visibility of funds is never in doubt, is critical to sus
tain the capacity for ongoing mobilization. Back-up resources from 
outside-for example, revolving funds-are frequently desirable to cover 
temporary deficits. 

Another potentially important connection between meeting recurrent
 
costs and LID is that continuing (or at least periodic) engagement of local
residents in dealing with recurrent cost issues for their institutions is an
 
excellent mear of sustaining involvement. For this reason, in LID terms it
 

may be more desirable for the institution to have responsibility for recurrent
 
cost items like VHW remuneration and drug resupply rather than a major
 
capital cost item like building construction. If the community builds a struc
ture at the beginning of the project, villagers may then feel that it is also up
 
to the government to do the rest-and involvement may suffer (Don
 
Chauls, personal communication).
 

One difficult LID issue in this area is the fact that, to the extent Pi-IC 
relies on local financing, higher-income communities will generally get 
more and better health care (Golladay, 1980). One way to compensate for 
this is to have the central government apply differential rates for subsidizing 
or supporting local programs according to the economic levels and potential 
of each area. This strategy could create undesirable 'depend'ncy orelation
ships, with poorer communities having an incentive to remain in the poor' 
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category though this does not appear a necessary consequence as much 
depends on the structure of incentives." 

The iternative-leaving the financing of P1IC entirely up to each 
community-can lead to unequal (possibly quite unequal) health opportun-
ities. Some effort to compensate for inequalities in the level of available 
resoures seems appropriate, th)ugh this may lock the government into 
financing at lea7,t some portion oA r-current costs. %%hile we see no fully sat-
isfactory solution to this p:ob1em, it shlould nit I'L' allowed to become an 
obstacle to devolving P IC responsiblitic- to a stro ng,r cnd broader set of 

local instituhon. Delaying LID only pcrp,-tuates overall d&'pendency on 
central resurces and continues the inad,..quacy of rura: healh services, 

4.4.3 Preventive vs. Curative Programs 

One frequent issue in primary health care is the ctent to which PHC 
programs should persist in emphaizing public heaith and preventive activi-
ties when the rural people to be served would give more weight to curative 
efforts. An example of this preference is seen in the rural health program 
using paraprofessiona.ls in one of the more inaccessible corners of Guate-
mala (Annex Four). In its training of village health workers, the program 
stressed prevention of disease, but the communities were more interested in 
having medical services, for which the paraprofessional had mrnited qualifi-
cation. Where P1I-C programs arc able to develop effective approaches to 
health education, preferences for curative tasks may be superseded by a 
strong interest in preventive tasks as documented in the Panama PHC pro-
gram (La Forgia, 1985). 

Where primary health care programs are turned over to participatory 
local institutions, particularly I.Gs or membership organizations, preven-
tive activities may be downplayed, at least initially. On the other hand, 
since one of the comparative advantages of LG or membership organiza-
tions is likely to be in organizing preventive activities, it is especially 
important to provide for thi. role as early as possible. This reinforces the 
earlier conclusion that government or service organization staff, through 
local clinics and other facilities, must play an active role if the aims of pri-
mary health care are to be advanced. 

One strategy in response to this situation may be to use curative 
services as an enticement or a quid ro -uofor getting rural people to accept 

91n South Korea after two ve.irs of givog 35,00 villages the same level of material assist-
ance, the Saemaul movement classiied all villages into three catego.ies: most responsive 
(self-standing), typical (self helping) and leuat responsive (basic). Greatest assistanc2 
given to the middle category, with entl)ugVi' to the first and third to provide some encourage- 
ment. The message to the latter ,ategor% was o become more self-helping. In 1973, about 
one-third of the villagers were in the latter, but before long tht, number was negligible, and 
two-thirds had -graduated* into the top (self-standing) categcr, accepting reclassification 
partly because of pride and partly becauc- there- were still benefits to be received from the pro-
gram (Lee, 1981:152-153). See Annex Seven. 
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and participate in preventive activities. In the early stages of the Espcranqa 
project in Brazil, adults who wanted to be treated in its clinics were required 
to have all the members of their families immunized. Sometimes some of t ,e 
funds raised or allocated for curative care may be allocated for preventive 
measures. The Kottar Social Service Society in India has made the right to 
participate in decision making about expenditures from the primary health 
care fund c-,ingent on mothers' regularly aitending health ..ducation 
classes (Joh Field, personal communication 

In practice, the choice between preventive and curative activities need 

not be "either-or.' One suggestion has been made to phase PHC work 
starting with a curative program and then introducing preventive mea

jseres once rapport and confidence have been built up. This would 
probably mean starting bv working through government ag2ncies and 

then bringing in other local institutions later on to add a participatory 
dimension to the program. 

Another option would be to proceed in a moe integrated manner. 
Where mobilizing resources and getting community cooperation is easier for 
curative activities, these may boused concurrently as a springboard for 
other less immediately popular efforts. Participation would be encouraged 
from the outset by such an approach, for example, in mobilizing funds for 
drug resupply or in making decisions about who should have fees frservice 
waived because of inability to pay. 

While it may be true that curative services can often be effective with 
only minimal participation from beneficiaries, their effectiveness can 
usually be improved through local assistance in scheduling, follow-up, 
and material contributions. Community participation in curative efforts 
can provide a basis of organization and experience when tackling impor
tant preventive activities, which require widespread understanding and 
active support. 

It may be more feasible to start with a preventive focus if PHC pro
grams move away from the common notion that the newly trained health
 
workers are to deliver health care while they are "teaching villagers about
 
health requirements, and instead work to foster a climate of greater con
sciousness about the sources of ill health in the community. Such an 
approach was taken in Sierra Leone where after a decade of tlying to 
improve village health through a mobile clinic, a church-affiliated hospital 

terminated this program for lack of results and tried a preventive programbased on group discussions and community participation. For the first sev
eral years, curative care in the community continued to be provided by 
i ernasindigenous practitioners. Only later were certain community members 
given responsibility for handling curative drugs (Annex Four).

One observation of a PHC program in Burma suggests that those pro

grams which spend more time on curative services are also likely to spend
more time on preventive and promotive efforts due in part to their greater 

http:paraprofessiona.ls
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involvement with villagers.' 0 Village health workers in the course of their 
daily work have opportunities for informing and motivating people,
whether part of a formal training program or not. For instance, oncof the 
best times to discuss preventive efforts may be when a health worker treats a 
sick child. In the process of treating thf :hild, there is often time to explain 
how to prevent a recurrence. Effective use of such opportunities depends on 
the orientation and skills of the health workers. 

4.4.4 	Perceptions of Costs and Benefits 
Primary health care encompasses a wide variety of activities intended 

not just to cure ness but to prevent disease or, put positively, to increase 
notjustopreentdisaseorputpostivlytotocur .1nes ncraseanimalsbu 

vitality and well-being. Which institutions are most appropriate for under-
taking which aspects of a PHC program will depend in part on the relation 
of perceived costs and benefits. Four categories can be distinguished accord-ing 	to whether individuals see the costs of participating in a particular
activity as low or high, and whether the see the benefits of that activity as 
ctivity aslo ig an wheth ee e th b o tresults 
clearly resulting from the cost. See Figure 4. 1. 

Figure 4.1: RELATIONS BETWEEN COST AND 
BENEFIT OF HEALTH MEASURES 

CONNECTION PERCEIVED BETWEEN INCURRED 
COST AND RESULTING BENEFIT 

LEVEL OF COST 
INVOLVED Clear 	 Not Clear 

Low (1) Mosquito nets (II) Contraceptives 

High (I1) Hospitalization (IV) Public sanitation 

The first circumstance (I)represents something that can be fairly readily
handled through private market institutions such as village shops, or 
through membership organizations like cooperatives. The second (11) may 
also be handled through private channels, but some subsidy would be 
needed to attain a satisfactory level of participation. If the connection 
becomes quite remote in people's minds, public sector institutions bec, me 
the only alternative, assuming that sufficient social benefit is agreed upon. 
The third situation (ill) is amenable to private institutions, but there would 

10This observation was made by Don Chauls at a LID workshop at Cornell in April 1984. As 
a consultant for Management Sciences for Health, Chauls helped establish a PHC program in 
Nepal (funded by USAID) and has studied PHC in numerous other countriea 
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need to be some subsidization for lower income groups if there is to be equi
table distribution of participation. 

The likelihood that people will seek a particular health service reflects 
their perception of some clear benefit or minimal cost. As the benefit 
becomes ambiguous or uncertain and/or as the cost rises, people become 
less likely to participate in that service without some special inducements or 
sanctions. The combination of ambiguous benefits and high costs (IV), illus
trated by investment in public sanitation, will not be handled by market 
means and requires public or zollective action. 

Somewhat less costly, but not less difficuit, examples of the fourth situ
ation would be building public latrines that people will use or keeping

segregated from the human population. Because such activities 
rqira greatd from the pse s i ities 
require a great deal of cooperation from individuals, they pose difficulties of 
organization that compound the inhibition of low perceived net benefit.An intermediate example would be improving public health through
disinfecting a village's water supply. This should show clearer, quicker 

with less cost and little interdependence of action. There would have 
to be some cooperation to the extent that persons used only the protected 
water source and kept it uncontaminated. Local government and member
ship organizations wn,'J likely have to be involved in such an effort even if 
it were initiated by local administration. 

These examples raise the issue of 'public' versus "private' goods, dis
cussed in Section 3.3 and in the next section. The first situation in the matrix 
exemplifies a 'private' good. However, the distinction made here turns particularly on the size and perceptibility of net benefits as incentives, not 
simply on the difference between public and private goods. 

Perceptions, quite obviously, are subject to change over time for manydifferent reasons. In planning primary health care, one is best advised, at 
least at the outset, to accept existing perceptions and allocate local institu
tional responsibilities for different PI IC elements accordingly. This should 
help to gain initial cooperation and not to risk alienating those whose coop
eration is desired (Flavier, 1978). 

4.4.5 	 Public vs. Private Goods ,and Services 
The nature of the goods and services provided or supported by PHC 

programs will have implications for the local institutions best undertaking 
their provision. Public goods are those which in practice are not vbject to 
exclusion and are subiect to jointness of consumption or use (Section 33). 
Such goods cannot be readily divided into units that can be sold or cannot be
"owned' so as to exclude others from use and benefit. Further, the use of 

such goods does not appreciably diminish them. Examples of public goods
include eradication of diseases like malaria or smallpox.

Within the realm of public goods, there is a further distinction to be 
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made between activities that entail a degree of interdependence, requiring 
collective action, and activities where there is little interdependence. With 
malaria eradication, for example, all homes and adjoining, areas must be 
sprayed for the effort to be successful. With smallpox eradication, on the 
other hand, each person pins the benefit by being vaccinated, regardless of 
whether others also get the vaccination. (True, if everyone participates and 
the virus is eliminated, vaccination may no longer be necessary, which is a 
collective benefit.) 

Privategoods can be sold to individuals or groups up to a level where 
they judge the benefit to be nugreater than the additional cost. Curative 
health care such as treatment by means of antibiotics is an example of this. '' 
Market mechanisms can usually indicate a level ot user fees that will cover 
the costs of provision, though there is no guarantee that all who need care 
will get it. In principle, any of the institutional channels can provide private 
goods, though private enterprises cannot purvey public goods (at least not 
without subsidy from public sources). In practice, public institutions tend to 
stay away from providing private goods through market mechanisms 
though this would often be sensible. 

In many health systems, government agencies have chosen to make 
private goods for curative health care available free of charge to all individu-
als, making them 'public goods in the sense of being provided by the public 
sector. But that does not change their nature as having divisible and exclud-
able benefits. In the Philippines, for examp'e, not only cur'.-ive health care 
but also some preventivc measures such as family planning se'rvices are 
given free to all who come to government clinics. In Thailand, on the other 
hand, the Lampang project gave responsibility for determining the fees to be 
paid by each household to village health committees (Coombs, 1980). 

Where a high degree of social and economi inequality exists, PHC pro-
grams providing goods and strvices through private enterprises risk 
excluding poorer households from their benefits. Even so, regardless of the 
type of local institution serving as a channel for PHC, there are few if any' 
private goods that could not be sold to the recipients, especially if there were 
some st'bsidization to encourage utilization. Subsidization can introduce 
problems of underuse, to be sure, such as households storing free drugs in 
case of future illness or perceptions that the drug is of little value because it is 
given free of charge. 

In such analysis, there is a uscful middle category of tiixed ._0oods-
those subject to some degree of exclusion but which retain characteristics of 
jointness. Family planning services are an example of a mixed good in the 

IlTo the extent that the disease is communicable, there would be a public goods aspect in its
control, however. If people do not take steps to reduce and contain the spread of such a dis-
ease, there would be a public interest in requiring or subsidizing care or in imposing a 
quarantine if the disease is not curable, 
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health field. They can be given to some families but not others, vet one fami
ly's use of the counseling and services does not preclude others' use (unless 
there are definite constraints on staff time and supplies). How much of a 
public benefit there is from family planning can vary. To the degree that 
population is pressing dpon scarce natural resources, family planning can be 
viewed as something of a public good. Where resources are relatively ample, 
it can be seen as a more private good. In a broader sense, however, to the 
extent that people are able to have the number of children they desire when 
they desire, and opportunities are thereby improved for education, employ
ment, and health, most notably for women, family planning can be viewed 
as a public good. Potable water, another mixed good, varies similarly 
depending on the context of water availability. 

Insofar as PHC activities are private godmembership orga
nizations and private sector institutions are more viable options. Equity 
preferences can be accommodated through a variety of means including 
subsidization mechanisms and sliding fee scales. Public goods, usually 
exemplified by activities aimed at preventing health problems, call for 
greater involvement of local administration and local government. Since the 
demand for public goods may not be strongly articulated, especially in the 
early stages f a PIHC program, and costs are not easily applied to users, 
collaborative efforts between LA and LG can significantly improve PHC 
performance levels. 

4.5 ESTABLISHING LOCAL INSTITUTIONAL NETWORKS 

The provision of adequate primary health care requires the functioning 
and cooperation of a number of local institutions. The hierar-hical structure 
of government health agencies needs to be extended downward to provide 
of aedint the lcais nd/ocomutee on to pro 
level at which clinics and other facilities a depends on The
 
communities in the area and on the financial and personnel the size of
 
government. To recapitulate earlier discussion, some appropriate role for
 
private health care providers, both modern and traditional, should be
 
worked out in consultation with them to take advantage of what they can do 
well. What division of labor there will be between public and private sectors 
for the distribution of medicines, contraceptives, and other supplies needs to 
be determined by discussions and experimentation. The objectives of 
economy, reliability, accessibility, and equity, need to be balanced ir arriving 
at a suitable arrangement.

What is not as clear is the role that other kinds of local institutions 
should play-local government, membership (user) organizations, 

cooperatives, and charitable organizations (the not-for-profit private
sector). This depends on the capacities of each and how well the more
conventional public and private channels can perform PHC functions. 
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As primary health care programs have evolved, two particular
innovations have usually been part of the PHC support system-an 
organizationand a role-thevillage health committee (VHC) and the village
health worker (VHW). Neither is an institution at the outset but both can 
ecome institutionalized' to the extent they acquire legitimacy on the basis 

of their performance. VHCs can be either membership organizations or
adjuncts of local government; VHWs can operate under the aegis of LA, LG, 
membership organizati-is, cooperatives, or service organizations. As 
suggested above, they might even function as private providers on a 
fee-for-service basis if their services were highly enough valued and not 
prohibitively expensive. 

4.5.1 The Need for an Institutional Base 

Primary health care programs often place VHWs in the unusual role of 
being both a direct service provider and a -catalyst' for community
organization (see Section 7.3.2). Given the almost universal interest in 
curative aspects of PHC, it is assumed that those who provide medicines will 
gradually gain legitimacy and be able to expand into areas of sanitation,
nutrition, and health education. Yet the performance of VHW's preventive
and curative activities is very much dependent on the institutional base from 
which they operate. 

The objective of primary health care is not so much to institutionalize 
a health worker role as to develop several complementary institutional 
capabilities to deal with the range of curative and preventive needs. While 
a government agency or regional service organization may serve as the 
'lead agency' in initiating PHC and in providing subsequent technical 
support, health workers require intensive connections with the 
community, which are more likely to come from institutions that are
directly accountable to rural populations such as membership 
organizations or local government. 

In a number of PHC cases reviewed, VHWs were given technical 
training and then returned to the communities to work with newly formed 
village health committees and to coordinate with other local institutions, 
Equal investment was not made by program authorities in the development 
of VHCs or other local institutions. Instead. VHWs were expected to carry 
that load as well as to handle more 'technical' tasks. Two e ,amples point up
this key difference. 

In Project Esperanga in Brazil, the service organization that served as
the lead agency in introducing the PHC approach not only gave extensive 
training to health workers but also made an explicit effort to assure that a 
local institutional base existed from which they could work. The project
accomplished this in large part through perseverance over several years.
Even when many of the original VHCs did not last more than a few months, 
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Esperana Foundation, recognizing the importance of having a local 
institutional base, made ongoing investments in training new VHC 
representatives to replace ineffective ones. Support included paying
transportation expenses and developing a practical curriculum with subjects
like simplified financial management and how to build up community 
confidence in VHWs. 

The VHCs now oversee day-to-day administrative matters including 
the hours that health posts are open and the charges for various services. 
Esperanga continues to provide in-service training and technical 
supervision for heath workers. Linkages have been established with the 
Ministry of Health to provide medicinal supplies. In many locations local 
government revenues provide remuneration for VHWs. Crucial to this 
development is the fact that the VHC rather than the VHW is responsible
for managing the various linkages with other institutions and it is backed 

by the Foundation, a service organization operating at the regional level 
(Annex Four). 

In sharp contrast is the Sine Saloum project in Senegal. Its village health 
workers were envisioned as being direct service providers while 
simultaneously working as catalysts for transformation of the -ealth 
situation. Although village management committees were created to 
oversee financial matters, they were limited in this domain and were not 
expected to play a promotional or mobilization role (Hall, 1981:21). As a 
result the VHWs were very much on their own, especially when the level of 
support planned by the Ministry of Health personnel did not materialize. 
The project subsequently lost effectiveness when many VHWs left to find 
other forms of employment (Annex Four). The requirement for a solid 
local-level institutional base was overlooked. In this case project managers 
were trying to institutionalize a role without attention to institutionalizing a 
viable grassroots organization. 

Fortunately many of the above inadequacies have subsequently been
 
addressed by MOH and AID staff. With greater focus 
on LID, the Sine
 
Saloum project appears to be reviving. One of the most interesting changes

has been the project's effort to organize a women's committee for each
 
village health-hut. This is intended to give women a greater voice 
by

creating parallel community organization, a structure that is traditional to
 
v;ilages in the region (Bloom, 1984).
 

4.5.2 Use of Paraprofessionals 

One way of reducing the cost of health services and of increasing their 
accessibility is to refashion the roles of service providers, especially to 
introduce new paraprofessional roles in primary health care (Esman et al., 
1980). Simply rec uiting and training persons from the community is not the 
answer, however. Though their salaries are less than those of more qualified 
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professionals, their performance can be of negligible value, quite apart from 
their level of technical competence, unless two conditions are met. 

First, as stated previously, there has to be effective perio 'Icif not 
continuous supervision and back-up from higher levels (district or region), 
usually from a government agency but possibly from a nongovernmental 
(church or charitable) organization. It is necessary for supervision to be 
sensitive to the position of the health worker as wel! as to the community 
itself. Both the amount and the way supervision is handled will have 
far-reaching consequences for a program's viability. The intent of 
supervision is not only to monitor technical performance of the VHW and 
to ensure that he or she is actially wor:ng at assigned tasks but also to 
provide him or her with the status need- in.the community's eyes to be 
accepted and respected. Otherwise, a locai:r ,n is commonly 'a prophet 
without honor.' Supervision can facilit,-, the growth of local 
problem-solving capacity by giving the VHW confidence as well as 

consultation in reaching solutions. 
Second, there has to be accountability to the community. This can be 

achieved through its local government or some membership organization.
Outside officials, for the sake of getting a program started, have themselves 

often selected someone from the area to serve as VI iW or have let local 
influentials do the selecting (Colburn, 1981; Hall, 1981; Taylor, 1981). 
There has too seldom been a real group in the community to whom the 
paraprofessional felt responsible or that felt committed to working with the 
VHW after initial training was completed. Yet such a relationship, as noted 
in the Brazil and Senegal cases cited above, is critical for success. Use of 

paraprofessionals without some concomitant local institutional 
development is not an effective strategy even if it is superficially attractive 
on budgetary grounds. 

Another important subject involves the a:mount of time that 
paraprofessionals devote to their work. While it is not possible to draw 
reliable conclusions concerning the advantages and disadvantages of 
full-time versus part-time paraprofessionals, the issue does relate rather 
directly to financial resource mobilization capabilities. Where a sufficient 

and reliable means of funding is not available, it is unlikely that 
paraprofessionals will bc able to work effectively on a full-time basis. 
Rather, local institutions in such circumstances are more likely to maintain 
ongoing activities if part-time paraprofessionals work voluntarily or for a 
small stipend. Several cases in Annex Four detail the problems associated 
with paraprofessional health workers expecting one level of remuneration 
and receiving something less, all with discouraging results. 

4.5.3 Comparative Advantages of Local Institutions 

Even if a PHC support network can involve the whole range of local 
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institu.ions, not all are equally useful for all PHC tasks. A network should 
take advantage of what each channel can do best. 

Government agencies are by their nature better suited to routine, 
repetitive tasks like health inspection o.mosquito spraying, which need 
regularity. This strength may have a converse weakness in inflexibility 
and inertia. PHC programs require regular support and supervision, and 
government agencies can be reasonably effective in this if sufficient staff 
are available for the task with offices and transport facilities at 
appropriate sub-district or district levels. Government agencies also have 
an advantage in being better able to mobilize and provide a higher level 
of technical skill than village-based institutions. They can also increase 
the status and legitimacy of health workers and committees at the village 
level (Colbu.,n, 1981). 

One limitation is that the orientation and methods of operation of 
government staff are commonly rather bureaucratic or technocratic, 

assuming a posture of superiority that discourages local responsibility and 
initiative. Such attitudes are quite inappropriate for PHC. For this reason it 
may be desirable for government agencies to work through intermediarics 
who operate in more responsive and respectful ways. Private voluntary 
organizations have been nominated for playing such a role on behalf of the 
government to develop more supportive linkages with the public and with 
nongovernmental bodies (Steinmo, 1982). However, it may be possible for 
government agencies to employ, train, and deploy staff who will work in a 
new manner themselves (Section 7.5.4). 

Local vlevcrnmnt has rarely been found taking the lead role in 

initiating PHC, yet it does appear to offer a viable local institutional base 
for nontechnical support and management. This is particularly true 
where alternative forms of health care are not readily accessible and 
where an absence of government or private providers has created a clear 
demand for health care. In these situations LG may be preferable since 

virtually all households will have an interest in PHC. LG can work with 
VHWs in determining arrangements regarding when and where service, 
are to be provided and it can serve as the institutional base to which 

VHWs are accountable. 
In any situation where LG exists and has some authority to manage 

public facilities, it can support PHC by introducing or enforcing protective 
measures associated with public sanitation. Municipal governments 
commonly oversee public markets. Through provision of infrastructure 
including waste disposal and running water, the sanitary conditions in 
markets and in communities can generally be improved. 

Where LG raises funds through various taxes and user fees, among 

other methods, it will be able to make financial allocations to PHC for 
specific services, e.g. health education for young children or funds for VHW 
travel for training programs. Additionally LG can oversee the activities of 
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government agencies or private organizations and can hold them 

more accountable to the public, an important contribution to PHC 
institutionalization. 

Membershiporganizationscan play various roles in PHC. For normative 
and practical reasons, health-related organizations are more likely to be 
-inclusive' than "exclusive' as defined by Leonard (1982). Humanitarian 

considerations usually rule out not providing curative medical care to 
certain persons, and the 'public goods' nature of many preventive measures 
makes excluding certain members of the community self--defeating. 

The caution some have stated about supporting inclusive membership 
organizations, fearing that the benefits might be monopolized by ricner or 
more powerful members, does not apply as much for PHC as it would, say, 

for an agricultural input supply cooperative. Not all of the goods and 
services for PHC are joint in a way that makes them 'public.' Many PHC 
goods and services have the characteristics of divisibility and excludability 
so they can be given to some and not others. Moreover, some of the drugs 
and vaccines can be diverted to private gain.' 2 However, compared with 
agricultural credit, forest resources, and other similar goods and services, 

PHC does not provide many things that elite groups would like to 
accumulate. While elites surely want health practitioners' services to be 

available when they are ill, educational or preventive activities are not 
worth 'capturing,' and although one could get more than one immunization 
or parasite purgative, each is painful or at least inconvenient enough that 
additional ones are of little incremental value. 

These considerations work in favor of inclusive organizations and 

indeed suggest that PHC tasks can be devolved to local institutions with 
more confidence that benefits will reach the poor than in other activity 
areas. One danger to be kept in mind for PHC is that local elites, if in control 
of the programs, could revise them to upgrade the quality of services at the 
expense of quantity (Leonard, 1982:9). This would apply to local 
government responsibility for PHC as much as to membership 
organizations and should be guarded against. 

Because inclusive organizations with large memberships are 

operationally difficult to manage, supporting the daily workings of a 
village-based PHC program is often more feasible through a smaller elected 
village health committee. If constituted through procedures that are well 

understood and accepted by the community, VHCs can perform many
management functions in the health area more effectively than can 'mass' 
organizations. However, retaining larger mass organizations still appears 

odesirable in many instances when important decisions or activities 
(especially preventive) vith broad effect are required. 

12These questions of divisibility and divertibility as they affect human resource develop-
ment generally are analyzed in Uphoff (1980). 
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Apart from having clear procedures, it is necessary for VHCs to have 
clear ro!es that will keep them active and keep members' morale high. 
Assigning VHCs responsibility for financial management and for oversee

ing the work of VHWs is common, but more tasks can be undertaken 
according to the level of competence and enthusiasm of members.' 3 As 
noted in Section 4.2.3, the record of VHCs is uneven. The mode in which 
they are established is particularly important as learned the hard way in the 

Cameroons where some of the first experimentation with VHCs was under
taken (Annex Four). 

One kind of exclusive membership organization found useful for 
PHC is women's associations, often called mothers' clubs. They have 
produced some impressive results in programs ranging from rural lunch
rooms for poorly fed children in Honduras to carrying out comprehen
sive programs of community improvement in South Korea (Ickis, 1975; 
Kincaid et al., 1976; F. Korten and Young, 1978). The success of such or
ganizations has depended primarily on the quality of local leadership 
that comes forward; on whether it can convert a sense of common interest 
into collective action. 

Sericeorganizationshave a long history of involvement in health care, 
particularly operating hospitals. They have in recent years been quite active 
in refocusing their efforts toward community medicine. In general they 
appear to have been better at providing private goods such as curative medi
cine than at promoting public goods like mosquito control. For the latter, 
some involvement with membership organizations is useful to gain commu
nity cooperation. An example of successful linking of service and 

membership organizations comes from Zaire where a rural hospital in 
Bandungu province, by working through VHCs to improve public sanita
tion, was able to reduce ascaris infestation from 70 percent to less than 15 
percent within one month (Fountain, 1973). 

One strength of service organizations is that they are usually less 
constrained by the jurisdictional limits and rivalries that characterize most 

government agencies. This is a particular advantage in dealing with commu
nities where administrative boundaries are incongruent with the social 

boundaries of kinship or ethnicity. Service organizations can work with 
people as individuals according to their convenience. 

13One of the most encouraging reports on VHCs is from Uganda, where political and ethnic 
strife have disrupted almost all medical services in the country (Dodge and Wiebe, 1985). In 

Teso a mission doctor found hisr'linic-based efforts beginning in 1980 of little use, so he got the 
chiefs in the area to form committees to support and extend PHC. Many of the VHWs initially
selected were unsatisfactory and all but two of the VHCs were "bogus, created for my benefit 

only' (Stockley, 1985:223). The effective VHWs w-re those 'backed strongly by their commit

tees where their committees had wide community support ... gradually a number of good 

Committees emerged, and by January 1984 viable'PHC programmes had been established in 
six of the twelve villages in which they had been initiated, plus in four other subcounties.' Ibid. 
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The types of service organizations that can be of assistance to PHC net-
works can include non-health-rel,,ted groups such as Rotary or Lions Clubs 
or their equivalents. Youth groups such as Anak Bukid Boy Scouts and Girl 
Scouts also have potential to become involved with such activities as 
motivational campaigns for oral rehvdration therapy, immunization, and so 
forth. In Latin America a w.'ide variety of service (social activist) organiza
tions have emerged in recent years. Their members are generally better 
educated individuals dedicated to working at the grassroots level by assist-
ing capacitv-building. activities in different areas including health 
(Hirschmn, 1984). 

Another advantage ot some service organizations, those which are 
church-affiliated, is that they can work through ecclesiastical channels of 
communication that enjoy aegitimlacy seldom matched by secular ins?,tu-

tions. That many religiously supported mission hospitals have become such 
stronig 'institutions" ill very difficult and tnpromising locations is due in 

a ttothe combined legitimacy of serving both health neds and reli-
lare parth. 
gious faith. 

Privatepractitioners and pri'at' 'utrpris's,as we have said, should be 
considered explicitly as part of any' P1 IC system. Mi ny of ther advantages 
have alreadv beetn discussed. Where there is a demand for goods and scr-
vices and also purchasing power among the public, these private roles and 
organizations (institutions to the extent they enjoy legitimacy) can provide 
those goods and services more quickly and responsively than government 
agencies or even mo-,t service or 'ant/ations. 

Private channels can be particularly useful in the sale of contraceptive 

devices and in disemination f family planning information where there is 
demand for these. Tlhi was found in the PDCA case in Thailand. Similarly 
village shops have been used to help control goiter in inland areas through 
sale of iodized salt. In a t'vo-vear field evaluation of three nutrition inter-
vention strategies to -ontrol vitanin A deficienc in tiP lhilippines-a 
public health and hOU-,ehold gardening approach, distribution of vitamin A 
capsules through official channels, and sale of fortified MSG (a popular 
food additive) in small village stores-only the last resulted in a significant 
reduction in the clinical signs of xerophthalmia (Solon et al., 1979). 

A village doctor or storkeeper n',! have the added advantage of being 
more flexible than a bureaucracy in providing short-term credit. With few 
exceptions, the location and setting of private practitioners and enterprises
is more convenient, familiar, and congenial than are public sector facilities, 

This reduces the transaction Costs, Social as Well as economic, of getting 
goods and services for improving health. 

These considerations argue tor a definite and often larger role for the 
private sector in primary health care efforts. There is no evidence, however, 
that PHC can be brought within the reach of the rural majority simply 
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through private channels operatit.g on a fee-for-service basis. This rein
forces the concern we have stated that planning for primary health care 
focus on establishing networks of local support institutions.14 

4.5.4 Systems and Stages of Health Care Development 

The scope and complexity of primary health care requires that agencies 
support more than a single institutional channel. Developing a network of 
complementary local institutions will require more time and patience than 
introducing any one kind of institution. But the effectiveness of any one ulti
mately rests on the set of other institutions it can interact with horizontally
(at the same level) and vertically (above and below.)

Primary health care represents a departure from the traditional con

cepts of "providing' services and medicines. It involves a greater degree of 
self-help and self-reliance than in previous formulations of what role rural 
populations are to play. They are to become participants in their own health
improvement rather than only patients. For this to happen, local institu
tional development is crucial. 

The appropriateness of different institutions will be a function of the 
level of health knowledge and awareness in the community as well as of the 
evolution of institutional capacities for providing basic services. The contri
butions that self-help membership org.-nizations can make to PHC, for 
example, may well relate to how much attention or education has been 
devoted to health issues in the past. 

Improvements in health and nutritional status as well as acceptance of 
practices that make these improvements more likely depend on community 

standards and common activities and on individual knowledge and motiva
tion. Changing these is not simply a matter of individual persuasion. While 
health is an intensely personal matter, people's practices are influenced by 
what others are thinking, saying, and doing. For any significant and wide

spread change to occur, people need opportunities to talk among
themselves about health problems and possible remedies.
 

Such discussions do not occur readily in visits to government or private
 
clinics. There need to be congenial forums for discussion, perhaps organized
 

14An example of this tpe of local institutional network is found in Nepal's Community 
Health Leader Project. The Nluistry of Health Training Unit initiated activities with technical
and financial assistance from AID, an AID contractor, and WHO. The prcject trains staff of the
Health Post (LA) to gt the l'anchayat (LG) to set up a Village Health Committee to suppc,rt the
activities of the community health leaders. Other foreign donors and PVOs as well as indige
nous SOs (Nepal Red Cross and Women's Organization) are also involved in experimenting 
with project variations and in implementing the basic project or variations in different parts of 

the country. In at least one instance, the VHC was expected to have representatives from vii
lage membership organizations (the farmers' groups of the SFDP described in Annex Five).
Finally, assistance was also being sought from district-leve! SOs (youth groups, Lions' Club) tohelp in the villages on a voluntary basis (Chauls and Rajbhandari, 1980; also Donald Chauls, 
personal communication). 

http:institutions.14
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by a health educator or VHW, where health professionals and paraprofes
sionals can participate and a process of attitude and behavior change can be 
nurtured. This is more critical tc improvements in PHC ultimately than are 
facilities, drugs, a.d serviLe providers. This realization is one reason why 
mothers' clubs are so often looked to in PHC programs, not just to encour
age participation in specific services but to create a climate of opinion that 
supports a change in practices. 

In most rural areas there will be some indigenous private sector sources 
of health care as noted already, and commonly also some government 
sources, however thinly and unreliably provided. The best health care and 
education may be available from church-related institutions in those areas 
where government agencies and private practitioners, at least those practic-
ing modem medicine, are not inclined to work. 

Where other institutional channels are weak or not available, self-help 
efforts through membership organizations make a great deal of sense. They 
can introduce and support public health measures, construct facilities, raise 
money to attract medical practitioners, etc. They may b'e particularly effec
tive when supported by service organizations such as the church-sponsored 
Kottar Social Service Socieiv in India, 

As rural people gain more knowledge, motivation, and material means 
to deal with their health problems, they should be able to reduce their most 
basic needs for medical services. Yet, their use of health services may well 
increase as they seek care for a greater percentage of their problems. As 
income,; and educational levels rise, it is often the case that more private 
doctors will seek to locate and practice in rural areas, and the spread of gov-
eminent health services is also likely to be greater. But for many parts of the 
world this extension of health services may be generations away. 

One can anticipate that the role of paraprofessional health workers is 
likely to change as are local institutional arrangements in latter periods of 
rural development. Membership organizations for health improvement 
may no longer support part-time VI Ws, for instance, and instead may pre-
fer to support a community health clinic with full-time professional staff, 
though providing more advanced or specialized care does not preclude 
retaining community organizations for health. Eventually LA and private 
practitioners may replace self-help collective action for health. This may 
represent a natural evolution where persons prefer not to bear the organiza-
tional maintenance costs of MOs or cooperatives, leaving health matters 
entirely to the public and private sectors if these can provide adequate ser-
vices at the local level. A strategic perspective on LID for primary health care 
must be dynamic. It will periodically reexamine the set of institutional chan-
nels to see how effectively and broadly the system of local institutions is 

progressing from inadequate services with narrowly curative measures to 
more satisfactory and comprehensive activities promoting wellness in ways
that are responsive to the needs of all local residents. 

CHAPTER FIVE 

Local Institutional Developm ent 
Do

for Agriculture 
5.1 ACTIVITIES IN AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT 

Agricultural development basically involves improvements or increas
es in three categories: technology, resources, and institutions. Identifying or 
devising appropriate new technologies and then getting them effectively 
disseminated is extremely difficult. Mobilizing and managing the money, 
manpower, and other material inputs needed to take advantage of techno
logical opportunities is not much easier. Given the effort required to deal 
with issues of technology and resources, it is -ot surprising that the addi
tional attention and energy necessary to foster supportive institutional 
arrangements are often lacking. 

Institutional development must often seem like an extra burden or ob
stacle in agricultural development programs, yet it is as essential to such 
programs as either technology or resources. Most of what effort has been 
put into institutional development for agriculture to date has been devoted 
to establishing or strengthening national institutions.' Here we are con
cerned with the development of institutional capacities for supporting 
agricultural development at local levels. The process can be summarized an
alytically as follows: 

(1) 	Agnculture requires converting natural resources, including plants 
and animals, into useful products through the application of human 

An important exception has been the many programs or proects to setup cooperatives in 

developing countries. But the way these have been introduced has been too often ill conceived 
and mismanaged, producing caricatures of co-ops with little value and little longevity (e.g.,
Hammer 1981; for review of experience, see Bennett, 1983). The "community development 

movement also engaged in local institution-building, but seldom with an agricultural capabil

ity, one of the reasons for its decline (Holdcroft, 1978; Blair, 1982). Even some of the current 
work on 'farming systems' is surprisingly preoccupied with national-level institutions (e.g.,
USAID, 1980). Reasons for including local instituticns in farming systems work are elaboratedinWhyte and Boynton (1983). 
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resources, which are made more productive by the use of capital-
infrastructure, equipment, credit, etc. 

(2) Local institutional development for agriculture is more compli-
cated than for natural resource management, rural infrastruc-
ture, or primary health care, because two different kinds of local 
institutions are involved: (i) supporting institutions,and (ii) units 
of production. 

(3) 	The activities of agriculture fall into three sets: (i) acquiring or pre-
paring inputs; (ii) turning them into products through labor and 

management efforts; and (iii) putting outputs to best advantage, as 
analyzed in Table 5.1. 

(4) 	 Over and above these activities, there needs to be support for agri-
culture in the form of favorable policies and investments from 
institutions at the national and regional levels, e.g. in research, ex-
tension and infrastructure. 

(5) 	The complexity of agriculture comes in part from the variety of
units and institutions which are involved and from the difficulties 

of achieving a good 'fit' among the sets of institutions. Supporting 
institutions (2.i. above) represent the crucial link in getting effective 

and broad-spread agricultural development. 

Figure 5.1: LEVELS AND FUNCTIONS FOR 
FiG ICULTUALDEVELO NT O2. 
AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT 

CATEGORIES SPECIFIC MAJOR 

OF LEVELS LEVELS FUNCTIONS 


International 
Supra-	 Policies andLocal National Investments for 


Agcultural 

Levels Regional Development 


Locality Provision of 

Local Inputs and
Community-Handling 	 of 
Levels 	 o EnterpriseOutputs

LGroup 	 or Enterprise 

Sub- - Household 	 DirectLocal Production
 

Levels lndividual -Activities 


Activities are focused at different levels which range from the individu-
al to the international arenas of decision making and activities, as discussed 
in Section 1.6. In Figure 5.1, we show in somewhat abbreviated form the 
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levels at which activities concerning agriculture may be undertaken and the 
major functions to be considered when thinking through appropriate LID 
for improving agriculture. Table 5.1 identifies more specifically the input, 
production, and output activities described in (3) above. 

Table 5.1: An Analysis of Agricultural Activities 

INPUT ACTIVITIES-commonly mediated by local institutions.A. 	 MATERIAL INPUTS 

1. 	 Seeds and seedlings: purchased, exchanged, preserved 

2. 	 Nutrients: chemical fertilizer is usually channeled through 

local institut.'ns; other sources of nutrients, e.g., animal 
manure, green manure or compost, more often provided 
by households 

3. 	 Chemicals: herbicides, insecticides, fungicides 
4. 	 Traction: oxen or buffalo power, tractor ,ower
5. Implements: plough, hoe, shovel, machete, etc. 

6. 	Animal feed: fodder usually provided by households; other
 
7. 	 Veterinary medicines 

B. 	CAPITAL INPUTS 
1. 	 Short-term (production) credit, for crop season

Medium-term credits, for equipment or other purchases
3. 	 Long-term credit, most often for land purchases 

C. 	 GENERALIZED INPUTS-usually managed by national 
institutions. 

1. 	 Land access: land tenure systems, rental or share-crop arrange
ments, etc.2. 	 Technology: information about new products, practices, or 
techniques, commonly developed through research and 
conveyed through extension system; may use communica
tions or education systems 

3. 	 Policy: price relations, subsidies, etc. 
D. 	 INDIRECT INPUTS-considered in Chapters Two, Three and 

Four respectively.
1. 	Natural resource management: protection and provision of 

soils, water, forest, and other natural resources 
2. 	 Rural infrastructure: roads, water supply, housing, etc. 

3. 	 Human resource development: education, literacy, health, etc. 

I1.PRODUCTION ACTIVITIES-usually carried out by individual or 
gloup enterprises; may involve some exchange of labor or inputs like 
traction power but seldom a real pooling of resources with producers
undertaking joint risk. 

A. 	 LABOR-work activities. 
1. 	 For annual crops: 

a. 	 Land preparation, fencing, etc. 
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b. Planting, including possibly nursery work 
c. Thinning and weeding
d. Fertilizing 
e.f. Plant protection, pest and disease control, bird scaring, etc.Water management (where irrig, tion is possible) 
f.Harmngemn starts irgof spssbe 

Seed selection (re starts cycle of production) 

2. For perennial crops, same as under 1, except: 
a. Less requent lind preparation and plapting 
b. Possibly grafting and/or pruning3. For animals: 
a. Feeding, includes grazing as well as bringing fodder 

. Feing, ibetween
b. Diouseing 

d. Milking, shearing, slaughtering, etc.e. Breeding 
e. Meed en a(3) 

B. MANAGEMEN'I-decisionmaking activties. 

1. Procure or ensure inputs (listed in section 1.) 
2. Mob.lize, coordinate, supervise labor inputs (section II.A.) 
3. Determine amount, kind and duration of protruction 
4. Ensure balance between inputs and outputs so as to achieve a 

value of outputs greater than that o inputs 
I11. OUTPUT ACFIVITIES-commonl" mediated by local institutions, 

A. STORAGE-post-harvest and/or post-processing. 

B. PROCESSING-manually and/ot by machine. 
C. TRANSPORTATION-for processing, storage and/or sale. 

D. MARKETING-wholesale and/or retail. 

Production is carried on by individuals, by households and by groups or 
enterprises, the three lowest levels shown in Figure 5.1, with households 
being the most common locus of production activity. The provision of in-
puts and handling of outputs, in contrast, ranges from the group or 
enterprise level through the community level up to the locality and often the 
regional level, 

This schematization indicates that no input or output activities come di-
rectly from the national level to production units. All need to be mediated 
through intervening institutions, many at local levels. The figure also points 
out how various less proximate supports come from regional or higher leveis 
and are not really local in nature. A great range of levels are thus involved in 

Note: "Nonagricultural enterprise, treated in Chapter Six, is generally considered to begin 
at the point where produce is sold to a nonhousehold enterprise. This classification is concep-
tually somewhat inconsistent, equating sector with kind of unit, but the boundary between 
what is "agriculture' and what is not wili be invariably somewhat ambiguous. 
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agricultural development, and if structures and capabilities are lacking at 
any one level, the whole system will function less sdtisfactorilv. 

Hunter (1980) has summarized the four main problems confronted by 
a s umaricedtur mn scgovernments and donors in agricultural development as: 

(1) the large number of farmers who will make their own decisions about how to run their own farms; in addition there is a 

large non-farm-owning rural population who survive by pursu
ing a wide variety of other activities, many of which affect 
agricultural possibilities; 

(2) the large variations in physical, social and political environmentscommunities and localities;
(3) the great variety of facilities, activities and institutions involved 

in agriculture; and 
the difficulties in coordination and organization of a complex se
ries of ministries, extension services, marketing boards, corpora
tions, authorities, cooperatives, local governments, etc. 

In light of these requirements, it may be tempting to try to manage this far
flung, demanding task from above. But the very magnitude and comple..ity 
of the task, and the limitations on achieving coordination at field level 
through higher level exercises of authority make increasing local capacity 
for planning and implementation part of the solution rather than just anoth

er part of the problem (Rondinelli, 1984:74-88, 136-140). 

Local tnstitutions can help to reach large numbers of small producers in 
scattered and remote locations, achieving economies of time in communi
cating with producers, and economies of scale in handling the inputs and 
outputs involved in an improved agriculture. Moreover, such institutions 

can augment external resources and management with funds, labor, infor
mation and other local inputs. Local institutions are useful for adapting 
programs and activities to the variety of conditions encountered in the rural 
sector, so as to use scarce human and material resources to best advantage. 
Perhaps most important for dealing with the variety of facilities and activi
ties involved in agricultural development, local institutions can relieve some 
of the burdens on higher level administrators and technicians by undertak
ing more planning and coordination from below. 

The conventional model of bureaucracy presents inherent contradic
tions when it tries to achieve coordination of activities across departmental 
!ines. Coordination requires horizontal communication with a view to ac
commodation and adjustment. This contrasts with the vertical patterns of
communication in bureaucracy, which aspire to command and control.
Within a bureaucratic structure, subordinates are accountable only to their 

administrative superiors and will have little interest in taking risks or incur
ring inconveniences that benefit clients unless the latter are organized or 

pgwinconen ic t nfliensues t latterlare anizedor 
powerful enough politically to influence superiors to discipline any poor 
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performance of subordinates. To the extent that the staff of any organiza-
tion are accountable to clients (such as customers of enterprises or voters 
within a local government jurisdiction), coordination should be more attain-
able since customers, uers, and voters will be able to assess bureaucratic 
performance better than administrative superiors ever can. 


What is frequently being termed 
 -thefiscal crisis in underdeveloped 
countnies will become, ifanything, more sexc:' in future years (Howell,
1985). Even in the event that central government personnel have enough
commitment, knowledge and talent to pursue a transformation of the agr-
cultural sector, they are unlikely to have the materi-I means. Accordingly
the role and capability of local institutions will have to increase if agricultur-
al development is to be achieved in the years ahead. The concomitant 
energy crisis facing LDCs, even if it abates somewhat in its financial di-

mensions, will continue in physical terms and is likely to reinforce a 
tendency to move away from large-scale, capital-intensive patterns of in-
vestment, toward the kind of disersed, labor-oriented development efforts 
more appropriate to management by local institutions, 

5.2 LOCAL INSTITUTIONAL OPTIONS 


Local institutional development for agncuture as we have said covers 
both production units and supporting institutions, though we are focusing
here on the latter. Production units usually take one of three organizational 
forms, but especially the first: 

modepi agrcutrethymaoperatios sal(a) private operationS, usually household enterprises, though ino e . cntrpritouns;~morer 
modem agriculture tile%- may operate ,scorprationls;

(b) 	cooperative enterprises where individuals pool productiveresources and share both risk and output, with decikons made on 
the basis of one-person, one-vote rather than in proportion to 
resources contributed; and 

(c) 	 state-owned enterprises, operating according to public las and 
with public resources, 

Household enterprises are not "localinstitutions' as we have defined
the term. LID does not seek to develop households as institutions but rather 
to assist them by government and donor efforts which strengthen
supporting institutions. The other twso kinds of production units can be 
considered local institutions but we will not deal with them except in
passing. We find few production enterprises that are true cooperatives in the 
senVse that all inputs including land are pooled and production is shared 
accordingl..- Cooperative enterprises that provide inputs for members' own 

2
A stud" of farmer organizaton, n 'h. ommun-' tribal) areas of Zimbabe foundsc oolingmeven th ofresorc inuhYt: -oun- l 	 thataboral ) t-as. and daftwe nohatproduction groups' were the most commor- iorm ot agriculteral organization (35 percent). ) eteven h.cze,
the pooling of resources incluo-e! orly labor, implements,and draft power,not 
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production activities operate as Supporting inStitutions rather than as pro
duction units State enterprises in agriculture will not be analyzed because 
they are seldom productive for reasons we need not eiaborate. 

In our discussion we are considering households as the operative 
production units. Agiculture, as we know, entails considerable risk-from 
weather, pests, disease, fluctuating prices or labor supply. Cooperative or 
collective enterprise could offset such risks. But by and large, rural house
holds prefer to keep their respective production activities separate and to 
deal with risk through other institutional mechanisms such as mutual aid, 
labor exchange, credit or marketing cooperatives, or state agencies.

Among the supporting institutions for agriculture dealing with inputs
and outputs, there are multiple possibilities which include both modem and 
traditiona! institutions. One finds examples of traditional institutions incer
lain communities of Peru and Bolivia where elaborate crop rotation schemes 

are still managed by traditional local authorities who determine what crops
will be planted, the work schedule for farm cycles, and the length of crop
ping and fallow periods (Brush, 1983). Whether such decision -aking roles 

should be considered as a traditional form of local administration or localgovernment depends on whether the persons in those roles are accountablemostly to government authorities or to members of the community. The tra

ditional authorities i-.Peru and Bolivia operate more as local govemment,
whereas the role of village headman (lural) in Indonesia functions more as 
an arm of local administration. There are many kinds of indigenous cooper
atives. Seibel and Massing (1974) document sixteen different kinds of 
rotating savings and credit associations in Liberia alone, and of course there 
are innumerable traditional businesses dealing with agriculture, often in theroles of traders or middlemen. 

In thinking about local institutional development for agriculture, all of 
these channels for moving resources and information upward, downward, 
a:plhorizontally should be considered. We focus here on the more modern 

nstitutions since they are more amenable to support and strengthening
 
from outside the locality. But having cooperative relations among the vari

ous local institutions, traditional and modern, should enhance both local

and outside efforts to inprove agriculture. The kind of complex network of
 

and, and each member rc._ived the produce onv from his Or herown fields (Bratton, 1983). A 
revu" of mutual aid work groups bYby Ralston . (1983:1l- 107),upports this generalization

that cooperative production is unusual 
 .
sState farms in Ghana tor examn le, were spectacularl unprofitable (Mi

l91 Experience in other countries has been similar if not 
so extreme. Some group farming 
ha been moderately successful (Wong, 1979; Sasaki, 1985), but the state is seldom a good 
manager of agricultural production Collec:ive agriculture in China has been largely rejected 
y leadership there because the incentives it gave for investment and for hard and careculWrork were not sufficiently strong. Even when production from a common plot is divided inproportion to labor inputs, this is seldom satisfactory because the quality of labor inputs, which 

has a 
crucial bearing on output, cannot be taken adequately into account and rewarded. 
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local institutions affecting agricultural development that can exist is sug-
gested by the structure diagrammed for rural Botswana in Figure 5.21 

Figure 5.2: BOTSWANA EXAMPLES OF LOCAL INSTITUTIONS
 
AFFECTING AGRICULTURE 


National Government 

District Council
i 
o Magricultural 

Traditional Modern Local 
Local Local Merniarhip 

Instittions Institutions rgalizations 

Chiefs (Executive) - Sub- Min. of Agric . Village Develop-
Kgotla (Assembly) District Agricultural ment Counci 

(Village LG) Land-Demonstrators Farmers Assoc's.IBoards and other CooperativesLG) (nominal govt. staff Women's Assoc's. 
LG) (LA) Fencing Groups 

Dam Groups 
Source: Adapted from Willett (1981). 

Each country's configuration of local institutions will be different, of 
course. In Botswana, the District Council is called 'local government" but it 
is not really a local institution because it operates at too high a level. Because 
production and commercialization are so limited in rural areas, there is little 
private activity connected with the provision of inputs and handling of out-
puts; thus, government agencies cover these functions. This may change "1 
the future though in unfavorable environments like most of Botswana, it 
will be some time before the level of income and sales will support a signifi-
cant network of private suppliers and buyers. Private commercial 

organizations may play a more important role elsewhere. 
None of these channels is suggested as an exclusive option. Our review 

of literature for this study confirmed our earlier conclusion, based on anal'-
sis of Asian experience, that agricultural development proceeds better when 
there are multiple channels that link rural communities to regional and na-
tional centers of trade, technical assistance, and policy (U phoff and Esm n, 

4 
0n this complex of institutions, roles and organizations, see also Brown et al. (1982) and 

Kloppenburg (1983). There are a number of service organizations at the local level such as Red 
Cross Societies and Social Service Committees but they are not shown as most are not in-
volved in agicuitural work. That SOs can be involved in agricultural work is seen in Section 
5.2.5. 
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1974). Private businesses, like government agencies, are an important kind 
of channel but not the only one to be developed. As a rule, local institutions 
function better when operating in association with one another as part of a 
network of agricultural support institutions. 

5.2.1 Local Administration 

Any efforts to encourage or accelerate agricultural development willhave some prominent role for the staff of various government i'gencies 
working at the local level. This does not mean however that they can or 
should try to administer' such development. It is one thing to administer 

credit or manage crop purchase schemes where there can be 

reasonable cor'trol over the factors involved, but agriculture itself is in the 
hands of thousands, even millions, of producers subject to so many fluctua
tions of weather, disease, market prices, etc., that it remains beyond the 

reach of 'bureaucratic' cr "technocratic' approaches to development.' Local 
personnel of the central or state government are providing technical, eco
nomic, or organizational support to producers and are not engaged in 

agriculture as such. The question is how can local administration best makea contribution as part of a system of local institutions furthering agriculture. 
The most common role for LA is to provide advice and demonstration 

of new technologies to raise production. To be useful and accepted, these 
must be truly appropriate and productive. If the most innovative agricultur
al research and experimentation is being done under government auspices, 

LA is usually in the best position to disseminate this, especially if a technolo
gy is not embodied" in a tangible form that permits private distributors to
 
make a profit selling it. For example, to promote raising fish in rice paddies,
 
LA would be the most appropriate channel. To the extent that the advantag
es of an innovation are insufficiently known to make it commercially viable,
 
LA may need to play a role in popularizing it. But it should be paving the
 
way for private businesses to handle the task rather than have LA maintain
 
responsibility for dissemination.
 

n assessingwhen LA has an advantage for disseminating new technol

ogy, one should bear in mind that government staff are not te only, or 
always the best, means of dissemination. There is a great deal of horizontal 
diffusion of technology among farmers whenever something truly benefi
cial is introduced. This can be done on an individual basis through 
noninstitutionalized channels of communication such as through local 
shops or tea-stalls or through organizations such as the seed-exchange soci
eties formed among farmers in rural Japan curing the early years of that 

country's agricultural modernization (Aqua, 1983). Private suppliers of 

5This problem was aptly phrased in an editorial in the Economic Weekly of Bombay which 
said: "The clue to the failure of rural development [in Indial lies in this, that it cannot be admin
istered, it must be organized." (Cited in Huntington, 1968:395.) 
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technology are often some of the most active purveyors of new techniques 
or products. 6 

When the inputs needed for improved production are scarce and some 
rationing system is desirab!e to spread them most fairly and productively, 
LA is more likely than private distributors to be able to handle this in keep-
ing with policy objectives being 'n,)redirectly subject to state authority. 
Cooperatives or other membership organizations can be enlisted in this, butcorupiondepndsonwhetervoi r nt tey an hei trditonsandonwhether or not they, can avoid corruption depends on their traditions and on 
the degree of local stratification, which could lead to elite domination and 
manipulation. Whenever there are shrtages any local institution is liable to 
distorting influences, 

If use of inputs such as seed or fertilizer is thought to be productive and 
to benefit not just producers but also the public at large, arguments can be 
made to subsidize them. LA will probably be the channel of choice for such 
purposes, though subsidized distribution can be handled through private
agencies or through MOs and cooperatives with the same caveats about 
possible corruption appying as mentioned above. Subsidies create incen-
tives for corrupt practices to which no form of local incritution can be 
assuredly immune. In deciding among channels, their respective histories 
should be considered to see which is most disposed by precedent to retain 
reasonable standards of conduct. Also, if subsidies-ol shortages-are sub-stantial, new "precedents° may emerge.

stanial ne 'pece~ts'mayemege.One 
Extension advice as a service rather than a good is less visibly liable tomaldistribution through corruption though its distribution can be similar'

uh 
unequal. A detailed study of extension se~vices in western Kenya bYseiosSmpetadrmsagsreivnoexninaetsotkeoa 
uneual . tai le sthocorr p t ion ough i vts i nwestern be nyimla r!%,dardize the perform ance of extension cadre through fortnightly training 

Leonard (19Y7) fcand that a "progressive farmer was forty-two times more 
likely to get an extension visit than was a 'traditional' farmer. E\tension can
be provided through private sector channels as seen from the successiol 

work on commercial crops like cotton and tobacco in a number of countries. 
However, most extension work will be done through agents who are part of 
the LA cadre. 

The problems of getting good extension advice to farmers through local 
administration channels are many, quite apart from how it ,et5 distributed to 
farmers. The problems are so common that they need no documentation. 

* Extension workers often receive little useful information rom their 

agency' to transmit, or there is little information ,available that could 
improve the farming system. 

61n several cases of diffusion of agricultural technology, farmers stole and spread new vane 
ties that they saw as particularly advantageous--high-yielding wheat seeds from Punjab 
Agricultural University plots in India and a better variety of potato (Retiacimwtezto) from experi
menters' fields in Peru (persona! communications from Mohinder S. Mudahar and William F. 
Whyte). So the role of institutions in technology diffusion should not be exaggerated. On this, 
see Nicholson (1984), but also Goodell (1984). 

0 	 Being posted in the hintprIand, extension workers are often isolated 
and ignored, thereby becoming demoralized. 

* 	 They tend to avoid taking responsibility because they are out
side the decision-making process and initiative is not encour
aged or rewarded. 

& 	 They are often burdened with many tasks besides agri,altural ex
tension work and they have many bureaucratic duties to fulfill. 7 
They work in an atmosphere of uncertainty, not knowing how
long they will be posted in that area, and thus feeling little identity 
wvith it. 

0 The conditions of work are generally difficult and the facilities for 
transportation and communication inadequate. 

Because performance of extension services is usually far below their po
tential, judgments about their utility should be made in terms of what could 

reasonably be achieved with some reforms and reorientation, rather than interms of present activity. For example, Roling and Jiggins (1982) suggest thatthe effectiveness of extension agents could be improved by not having them 
play regulatory roles in addition to their more important advisory roles. 
If extension agents are monitoring and enforcing soil conservation ina
iureson aget s areni to tenso them on m ea
sures, for example, farmers are less likely to listen to them on improving
production practices (Temple, 1972).
has been the tannadvit (&)stesuprdbyheWldBkapproach that has been introduced to increase LA effectiveness 

training and visit (T&V) system supported by the World Bank(Benor and Harrison, 1977; Cernea et al., 1983). It seeks to ensure and stan

sessins. Simple standard messages are given to extension agents to take to a 
turn are supposed to carry the sare to meet fortnightly and who in 

messages to other farmers. 

This methodology, when it works, is most effective when there is: 
(a) 	 an unutilized but productive technology readily diffusable; 
(b) 	 a degree or supervision over farmers' production; 
(c) 	 a uniform pattern of farming, preferably monocropping; and 
(d) 	 relative homogeneity among farmers (Howell, 1982). 
These conditions are unlikely to apply in very many areas and this lim

its the applicability of the approach. 

One additional problem with the T&V approach is that it has focused so 
heavily on messages and on meetings that it has seldom tackled the local in
stitutional development requirements for productive linkage with the 
farming community, particularly effective organization among farmers. Le
gitimacy needs to be built up not just for the activity but for the channel 

7Examples .nd datu on this %ere ,iven in footnote 23 in Chapter One. Reducing such bu
reaucraic demands on time woult )e an important contribution to LID for the extension 
service in most countries. 
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through which activity occurs so that both the channel and the activity be- There is no question that the technical and policy requirements of agricome institutionalized, cultural development will establish a substantial LA role in every country,Studies have suggested that even when messages get to a contact farm- but this needs to be evolved in conjunction with other institutional chaner, they do not go much farther. Contact farmers have usually been chosen nels. One of the considerations when weighing LID alternatives is the factby the extension agent or are elected only perfunctorily by a set of farmers that once a government undertakes certain functions, it usually pre-emptswho have been brought together by the agent and do not constitute a real other channels, private or voluntary, from entering that area of activity. Agroup with any sense of solidarity and mutual responsibility. The contact decision to use LA staff and to enhance LA capabilities for a task is not an infarmer is 1tot socially accountable to such a quasi-group. Thus, the transmis- dependent choice. It has implications for whether or not other localsion of messages commonly breaks down at this lowest but crucial level for institutions can and will expand their capacity. Accordingly the challenge islack of local organizational underpinning for LA activities.8 to work out a network of different channels, which will enhance each oth-The orientation of the LA organization and staff is important when try- er's effectiveness in their respective tasks.

ing to judge its potential for work with farmers. As a rule LA works more

frequently and congenially with more advantaged farmers. Indeed, Tendler 
 5.2.2 Local Government 
(1982) has suggested that Departments of Agriculture and rural banks derive bureaucratic power from their ability to provide subsidized inputs to LG institutions play less of a role in agricultural development than
local elites, so they are likely to resist reorientation of their services toward 
 might be expected. In our review of experience, we found few instancesless privileged groups. On the other hand, in cases such as reported in where they had much substantial direct responsibility in the area of agricul-Botswana by Willett (1981), one finds some extension agents working quite ture. For example, although the legislation that established panchayat localactively on behalf of small farmers and rural women. In the majonty of government in India in 1957 envisioned an active role in agriculture forcases, it appears that there needs to be some amount of bureaucratic these bodies, this has not materialized (Nicholson, 1973). The reasons forreorientation (Section 7.5.4) if LA staff are to become productively engaged this are worth considering. From the vantage point of a local government,with typical farmers in need of technical assistance. the technical requirements for agricultural improvement may appear to beThe activities of marketing and processing are further discussed below beyond LG competence, and LA agencies may encourage such a perceptionwhen considering the roleof cooperatives and private businesses. We note to keep control over decision making about agriculture. This is apparent inhere that, of the various support activities, marketing and proccssing do not India where the bureaucracy has kept a tight hold on agricultural functionsappear particularly suited to government agencies. Maintaining price stabil- (Haragopal, 1980; Reddy, 1982). Still, this does not seem a sufficient explaity is about the only thing such agencies can accomplish by their nation because the panchayats could have played a larger role if theirintervention. Seldom do they act as an intermediary between farmers and leadership had been more assertive.9the commercial or export market in ways that increase farmers' production A more theoretically interesting reason may be that most agriculturaland benefits. Only the monopoly power of government buying and process- production is private and its benefits are private rather than public goods.10 
ing agencies keeps them from looking as uneconomic as they actually are Even though village panchayats in India are notoriously dominated by larg(Bates, 191). In Jmaica state marketing corporations contributed to a de- er and more prosperous farmers who could use their authority to promotecline in output of certain crops rather than to an increase as intended when agricultural innovations of special interest to themselves, LGs appear tothey were set up (Annex Five). have undertaken mostly activities of a public goods nature like roads or 

water suppl, that are ostensibly more broadly beneficial and thus less con;troversial. Richer farmers can 'legitimately' pursue their agricultural 
8
A study of T&V in Thailand found that so much of the program's effort was concentrated on interests through membership organizations like cooperatives as is regularlygetting messages 'out' (or 'down') that there was little attention paid to the information that

farmers could, and in principle were supposed to, contribute to a two-way flow back to the researchers and planners (Compton, 1982). A study ana!yzing the operation of T&V in a majorproject in Sri Lanka concluded that the percentage of farmers in regular contact with the con- 9 One detailed study of Indian local administration and politics found that areas of highertact farmers was not sufficient to make the program effective (Gunawardana and Chandrasiri, productivity and agricultural growth had more political pressures for performance, coming1981). Another study of a T&V program in Sri Lanka found only about one-quarter of the con- mostly from the panchayat system (Bjorkman, 1979:219). Even then, the panchayats tended totact farmers actually elected by a group, but found a high correlation between their being
elected and their being -suitablecontact farmers according to six objective criteria like knowl-

be more involved in lobbying and planning efforts than in service Provision foragriculture. 
edge, attending meetings, etc. (Hindori and van 

- goods have been discussed in Section 3.3. That local governments may feel con-Renselaar, 1982). strained to provide public goods was proposed by Nicholson (1973). 

http:goods.10
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done.' Since local government bodies are established to benefit all the per- little economic differentiation of the population-are not likely to be found 

sons within their jurisdiction, those activities which are usetul to any and al! very widely, however. 

community members will maintain or enhance LG legitimacy. According to Local government under the guidance of vigorous and agriculturally 

this reasoning, a health clinic or a school is a more appropriate undertaking oriented leadership can play a key role in promoting agricultural develop
2
for alocal government than an irrigation channel or afertilizer program. ment. An example is seen in a retrospective study of agricultural 

A separate explanation based on bureaucratic considerations is that development in northern Nigeria (Annex Five). In those areas where poli

local governments invariably come under the jurisdiction of some other cies supportie of agriculture were carried out through the Native 

ministry than the Ministry of Agriculture. A Ministry of Interior, of Local Authorities (LG), comparative success in agricultural development without 
Administration, or of Home Affairs may steer local governments awav from much infusion of central government funds was achieved (Tiffen, 1980). 

agriculture because of concerns about bureaucratic turf.' Similarly a Minis- Obviously where local governments are willing and able, with sufficient 

try of Agriculture may not like to have its staff assist in local government taxing powers and personnel, to play a larger role in agriculture, this de

programs. Where such problems of territoriality exist, they Would need to be serves support. 
overcome before LID efforts could succeed in strengthening local govern
ment capacity to work directly on agricultural development. 5.2.3 Membership Organization. 

If local governments provide infrastructure as discussed in Chaper 

Three or play an active role 'n forest or rangela nd management as suggested Voluntary associations can perfoi.- a wide variety of functions to facili

in Chapter Two, these are valuable indirect contributions to agricultural de- tatc agricultural development (Oxby, 1983). Membership organizations 

velopment (see Section I.D. of Table 5.1). The question is usually, What (MOs) operate like limited-liability companies, but instead of seeking to 

other local institutions will play primary roles? While we conclude that in make a profit, they are formed to serve their members, who hope to benefit 

general the direct iole of local government in agricultural development is from getting better, cheaper, or more reliable goods and services. We distin

limited, we found cases where LG institutions made substantial contribu- guish such organizations from cooperatives (Section 5.2.4) which are a 

tions to agriculture. Usuall,' these were inshitutions "descended' from special and important kind of local organization that involves the pooling of 

traditional local government roles such as those mentioned above from Bo- resources and risks. Gei. rally no pooling of resources is involved in MOs 

livia and Peru and documented by Isbell (1978). A common factor in these except when an organizaion negotiates for greater purchasing power or 

instances is that practically the whole community is engaged in agricultural seek; higher selling prices for the group's commodities. Together MOs and 

activity and landholdings are relatively equal, so almost all members of the co-ops constitute an 'intermediary sector' between what are known as the 

community have a similar stake in increasing or guaranteeing production. 'public' and the 'private' sectors as was sketched in Figure 1.1. 

Management of irrigation systems in Pakistan and Indonesia through com- Probably the best-known membership organizations serving agricul

munity institutions fits both of these conditions (Bhattv, 1979; Coward, ture are the Farmers' Associations in Taiwan, which have contributed 

1983). Such conditions-links of local government to traditional roles and substantially to the advancement of productivity there (Annex Five). The 
Associations provide farmer-members with extcnsion advice, production 

11A detailed demonstration of such control is lound in Blue and lunghare (1975) in their inputs, credit, processing, marketing, banking, and other services. Such 
study of agncuitural yields associated with farmers' access to fertili. er through cooperatives in comprehensive organizations, of course, represent the culmination of a sus-
India. Some farmers getting no fertilizer from the co-op had very good production while tter-, tained program of developing local institutions. The Japanese colonial 
received large amounts of fertilizer but did not have commensurate output. Closer examina

tion showed that the first group was purchasing fertilizer on the black market rather than from administration, which governed Taiwan before World War I, had already 
the cooperative, being willing and able to pay a higher price for good quality tertilizer that ar- started farmer associations decades earlier. 
rived on time. The latter group were officials of the co-op who were taking as much fertilizer as Multi-functional organizations are more likely to d e under envi
they could get to distribute as payoff to members who had supported their election and who oevelop 

constituted a third group of farmers-those who had better yields than predicted based on ronmental conditions where water supplies are good, where tasks and 
their official receipt of fertilizer. A fourth goup were farmers who received no fertilizer be- outputs are predictable, and where the level of resources generated can fa
cause they were not allied with the co-op officers.

12Ralston et al. (1983:36-38) cite a number of studies from Peru, Kenya, TanLania, Zambia, cilitate such an evolution. t In environments where soil and rainfall are poor 
Zimbabwe, and elsewhere, where community self-hetp groups as well as local governments such as Botswana, one is likely to find more specialized, single-function or
have engaged in activities to build schools, dispensaries, water supply, etc. but not to promote ganizations. The vitality of self-help efforts in Botswana has encouraged the 
agriculture (e.g. Bratton, 1980). 1hey attribute this pattern to low rural demand for agricultural 
improvement rather than to the -public choice" explanation suggested here, which I think is 
more valid. '3 This consideration of environmental conditions is analyzed in Section 5.5. 
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government there to embark on a "group development' program 
(Kloppenburg, 1983). Some Farmers' Associations and Farmers' Commit-
tees in Botswana are in principle multi-purpose but usually they concentrate 
on a few needed functions. Single-purpose groups are legion in that coun-
try. They manage small catchment dams for agricultural and livestock 
production; they sink and operate wells for irrigating gardens; they rent or 
purchase tractors for plowing; they construct stock dipping tanks to control 
cattle ticks; they build drift fences to protect planted fields against cattle 
damage; they start up poultry or horticultural production (these are mostly 
womens groups), and so forth.' 4 What these membership organizations 
have in common is that they all enhance or protect the private production of 
their members. Some goods or services may be sold to nonmembers such as 
water from a livestock dam or tick-dipping services. This contributes to MO 
revenue or to MO effectiveness (in the latter e>-mple, ticks spread unless all 
herders control them). These groups also evol. e and change functions as 
new opportunities are recognized, adding activities or forming new organi-
zations to meet these needs.' 5 

The functions of local organizations in agriculture can go beyond self
help measures to engage in tasks of technological modernization thus 
attracting the attention of scientists and administrators (Goodell, 1984). It is 
not yet common for MOs to hire their own extension staff, but the example 
of the Taiwanese Farmers' Associations has encouraged planners to see this 
as possible for other cganizations. The Malaysian government sought to in-
troduce the Taiwanese model of organization in the 1970s but without 
much success becaust the roles and tasks were being transferred wholesale 
without modification or experimentation. Subsequently with some bureau-
cratic reorganization and a less mechanistic approach, farmer organizations 
were introduced in that country with more promise of effectiveness 
(Mohamed, 1981). 

If technical staff are hired and directed by farmers associations, such 
extension agents can be held accountable to their clientele, ensuring that 
knowledge is put at members' disposal with appropriate adaptations to spe-
cific field conditions. Also, more energetic follow-up is possible. Another
function can be lobbying representatives of the national government to get 

14The tructure and performance of these various kinds of associations as well as of parallel
traditiosial institutions are analyzed in Willett (1981) and Brown (1983). Drift fence groups are 
described in Annex Five as representative of such local initiative in Botswana. Dam groups
have been analyzed in detail in Roe and Fortmann (1982) and are discussed in Annex Two.51Such dynamism of self-help groups, called mwethya in the Machakos district of Kenya, is
documented by Tiffen (1983). She gives an example of a mutual aid society among women en-
gaged in agriculture. This MO used its agricultural earnings to buy sewing machines for 
members, becoming an informal cooperative to make money by sewing school unforms. The 
profits from this were then devoted to establishing a nursery school, so the MO en&:d up as a 
service organization with an agricultural base. 
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more and better services for agriculture or holding local government offi
cials accountable to their constituencies. In the northern Nigerian case 
referred to above, vilages have been able to secure a greater share of devel
opment services through the efforts of the Native Authority (LG) and of 
rural interest groups. 6 In Nepal where farmer groups have been organized 
under the Small Farmer Development Program, these groups have been 
able to curb the local power structure in some places by gaining influence 
within the local government (Annex Five). 

Perhaps the greatest strength of MOs is their flexibility, which facili
tates their identifying needs and mobilizing efforts to meet them. MOs can 
retract as readily as they rise or change their form (as the example from 
Kenya in footnote 15 indicates). Such flexibility means that these kinds of 
groups may not be easily institutionalized. MO contributions, however, 
namely the extent to which they can facilitate resource mobilization and 
two-way communication, are more important than whether or not they be
come proper institutions. Their purpose may be served by a succession of 
organizations over time no one of which necessarily lasts a very long time. 

5.2.4 Cooperatives 

Various kinds of cooperatives can be associated with agricultural im
provement. As indicated in Section 5.1, we are not including here the 
category of producercooperativesince this is a unit of production parallel to 
the household, private company, or state enterprise. The resources that 
members can pool in cooperatives for economic gain are: (1) money, (2) labor, 
(3) purchasingpower, and (4) products.These are associated with the follow
ing kinds of cooperatives: 

(1) 	Creit ti is or savings andloan associations.These pay interest on 
members' savings and provide loans to members. They are not ex
clusively involved in agriculture but are important for agriculture 
where banking institutions are not available and moneylenders 
are extractive. 

(2) 	 Laborcooperatives.These are not as common as formal cooperatives,
but informal ones are fairly common in less commercialized settingssuch as in Africa (Seibel and Massing, 1974) or in the Latin Ameri
can Andes as discussed already. 

(3) Consumer cooperatives ,lr buying clubs. These can lower prices by 

group purchasing of commodities or servies. When the goods
 
or 

16Gombe NA has always vigorously defended expenditure on the villagos, protesting
strongly in 1950 when its projects for rural development were excised from tb 2n. In 1967
Rural Development was the only section of the 1962-68 Plan in which expenI .wgets had 
actually been exceeded (less than 50 percent of the remainder of Plan projects i1,g been com
pleted). There is a contrast here with Bornu, a centralized emirate, where over (half of its)
Development Plan for 1962-68 was allocated to Public Buildings and Urban Development,
mainly for the capital.' (Tiffen, 1980:31) 
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services are directly involved in agricultural production, two kinds 
of cooperatives can be classified separately: 
(a) 	 Input supply cooperativcs.The purpose of these co-ops is to get 

lower priced or better quality agricultural inputs. These are im-
portant worldwide for agricultural producers, and

(b) 	 Marketing cooperatives. These try to provide more favorable 
prices for members by grading,processing and/or transporting

pridcs omemb r by oring rocessing n tanpringproducts in common, or by storing and selling when the price is 
most advantageous. They are found frequently around theworld, giving incentives to members to use new technology and 
increase pr, duction because of more favorable returns to labor. 

The last two are the most common kinds of co-ops for agricultural de-
velopment. Cooperatives can vary considerably in form. The following 
distinctions can apply to other kinds ,flocal organization! but are particu-
larly relevant for cooperatives: 

(1) 	 Functions. Co-ops can range from single-function,covering just one 
of the resources noted above, to nultiple-function,dealing with sev 
eral of them. Multi-purpose cooperative societies are fairly common 
in South Asia, handling credit, agricultural inputs, and marketing, 
as well as consumer goods in some cases. 

(2) 	 Structure. Co-op:; can be simple organizations operating indepen-
dently, or they can be federated into larger, more complex 
organizations linking base-level primary societies into two, three, 
four, or more tiers of organization, 

(3) 	 Objectives. C3-ens can be purely economic, with the material advan-
tage of their members as the only goal, or they can have broader 
socio-politicalgoalsas well, viewing the co-op as a means for achiev-
ing social change and even wielding political influence.' 7 

(4) 	 Membership. Co-ops can be exclusive, restricting membership (e.g. 
permitting only small farmers to join) or they car be inclusive, al
lowing anybody who contributes a specified share (of money, 
labor, or material goods) to become a member. 

(5) 	 Initiative.Co-ops can be started by their members alone, or at go7-
enment or PVO instigation. Those in the former category have 
generally been more successful but no strict delineation is possi-
ble because a co-op started by its members may become coopted 
iby the government through economic or legal strings; conversely 
one set up by government may become quite independently run 
by its members. 

Almost all of these combinations can occur. For example,a marketing
cooperative may hae been started by its members or at government 


71f there are no economic objetties, it would not be a cooperative. Dobrin in his study of
Kenyan cooperatives notes two contending views-that cooperatives are 'essentially economic tools," i.e., business organizations, or 'essentially social organizations which serve a need 
more basic than an ecor- sicone' (1970:108-109). 
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initiative; it may move on o perform ether functions or may continue to 
focus only on one task; it may have jus' economic goals or not; its member
ship may be exclusive or open to anyone. 

The most important variable observed in cooperatives is: 

(6) 	Accountability. To whom is the cooperative accountable? Are its de
cisions made mostly in the interests of its members, or are they
shaped in response to government objectives and policies? Do offi

cers look mostly 'downward' to members or 'upward' to officials?the 	government?Do members see the cooperative as belonging to themselves or to 

In some organizations called 'cooperatives'
I the functins are not ones which members understand and appreciate, 

0 the structue is complex and lower levels of organization are con
trolled by personnel at higher levels (rather than vice versa), 

9 the objectives are broader or narrower than members want,
* membership is so open that there is no sense of mutual responsibili

ty (the co-op is in effect a public utility), 
0 t organization was not the members' idea in the irst place, and 
• 	it operates in response to government interests and directions. 

Such organizations are essentially public sector organizations (LA) rather 
than cooperatives. A substantial proportion of co-ops in developing coun
tries are cooperatives' in name only. Others operate only partially along
cooperative lines, constrained by standardized models of organization and 
by government controls. 

If cooperatives always operated as they are intended to, they would 
be ideal coittributors to agricultural developmer'. Unfortur tely actual 
experience is quite mixed. King says of the coaperatives he studied in 

xnorthern Nigeria: 

The institution created in the villages was insubstanial and aependent on government 
patronage. lfc- it or the rewards of leadership were removed, it would collapse imme
diately. The sophisticated organization described in the rule books would not provide a
framework for the rural population to mobilize their own resources and undertake ac
tivities immediately useful to them. Rather, the existence of the sophistitated legally
registered cooperative, dependent on government credit and authoritarian leadership, 
inhibited the formation of small simple self-sufficient groups which could be responsi
ble to local needs and might form the basis of genuine village institutional 
development. (King, 1983:278) 

A review of World Bank project experience suggests that co-ops have a high 
mortality rate within three to eight years of their inception when their initialmomentum has passed and the complexities of accounting and manage
ment are confronted (Cernea, 1 9 82a). There are, however, some impressive 

cooperatives that have survived many years and contributed both to in
creased production and to members'welfare. Exa.ples ould include the 

AMUL dairy cooperative in India (Korten, 1980; Paul, 1982:15-36), the 
Sukuma cotton growers' cooperative in Tanzania (Lang et al., 1969) and the 
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Portland-Blue Mountain Coffee Cooperative Society in Jamaica (Gow et al., 
1979). A recent study of a number of Bolivian cooperatives found much 
more basis for approval than the author had expected (Tendler, 1983). 

It has been suggested that to-ops to ado better if they limit themselves 
single function (Tendler, 1976), but this may be a matter of phasing. Esman 
and Uphoff (1984) found on the basis of quantitative case study analysis 
that, other things being equal, having multiple functions is associated on av-
erage with greater success ir performing all of them. This does not mean, 
however, that co-ops or other local organizations should start with mul ,le 
tasks. Rather they do better starting with one or a few activities moving to 
take on more only when their members feel a definite need for this and feel 
capable of managing them. 

Cooperatives often experience difficulties in competing with private 
marketing or supply companies because of their financial structure 
(Turtianen and Von 1ischke, 1982). Whereas private firms have a clear in-
centive to re-invest earnings to build up capital and become technologically 
more advanced, co-op members may prefer to distribute profits because 
they perceive less personal advantage from the accumulated book value of 
assets. Also, cooperatives must maintain satisfactory relations with many 
different sets of actors: their members, the government, their employees, 
their customers (where nonmembers also do business with them). If any of 
these become dissatisfied, the organization can be undermined. 

One problcm faced almost universally, though not always succumbed 
to, is corruption. Few tHings are more deadly for a co-op than this since loss 
of members' confidence and support will kill it quickly. One should not ex-
onerate those responsible for corruption, but it is often partly a consequence 
of the way the co-ops have been set up. Fieldwork on coffee cooperatives in 
the Bukusu area of western Kenya concluded that thr observably pervasive 
corruption could be traced to the way the,, had been established by colonial 
authorities (Hamer, 1981). A foreign structure was imposed on a society that 
was not well acquainted with cash let alone with formal-legal organizations. 
There was no attempt to incorporate traditional roles or sanctions. The ex-
ternally constructed system was incomprehensible to local co-op members 
and employecs who had limited numerical and writing skills. The require-
ment of frequent meetings vas seen as a waste of time. So a series of 
informal procedures grew up allowing substantial abuses of co-op 
resources." -

The domination of cooperatives by government officials may be as 

8 The lack of controls was not due to the absence of government regulations (there were 
plenty of those) but to the lack of community sanctions, which would have been more effective 
if utilized. Hzmer concluded, based on his previous fieldwork in rural Ethiopia (1976), where 
indigenously based organizations do control corruption, that mcre decentralized decision 
making and sanctioning proc,:dures involving members in oversight of cooperatives could 
have controlled abuses. 
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damaging to co-ops as corruption. 19 When co-ops are effectively under the 
control of officials, they should be considered as LA and not as local organi
zations. On the other hand, administered honestly and efficiently, they may 
make a contribution to agricultural development even when there is little 
membership participation in their management. The AMUL dairy coopera
tive in India comes close to such a situation. Its large scale is such that its 
base-level societies cannot do more than approve the plans of the managers. 
This organization is unusual, however, in the extent to which its manage
ment has retained high standards of honesty and hard work. 

Size presents a dilemma for cooperatives. Control over officers and 
staff is easier to maintain in small organizations (Doherty and Jodha, 1979; 
Bennett, 1983:38-40), yet the economies of scale that co-ops can garner for 
members when purchasing inputs or in processing and selling produce are 
made possible by larger organizations. Maintaining highstandardsofcGn
duct within cooperatives generally requires active oversight by members. 
Unfortunately members' efforts to control abuses are easiest to elicit when 
a co-op is not being well run. When it :s operating successfully, there are 
few incentives for members to invest .ne in overseeing management, 
though an abundance of funds may itself increase temptations. This prob
lem is often dealt with in Latin American co-ops by members' appointing 
vigilance committees that review and report on financial affairs (e.g.,

Bruce. 1980). 

Cooperatives are usually reasonably careful when handling their own 
members' money. Financial problems arise most often when some substan
tial amount of money from the government is involved. This was observed 
in the case of the Comilla farmer's cooperatives in East Pakistan (now Ban
gladesh). These were one of the most hopeful demonstrations of how small 
farmers could be enlisted in agricultural improvements (Millikan and 
Hapgood, 1.967; Mosher, 1969; Owens and Shaw, 1972). Members deposit
ed savings on a weekly basis and made loans to themselves as needed with a 
high rate of repayment. The government later sought to utilize these chan
nels for a large-scale credit program to promote new agricultural 
technologies. With the large influx of government funds, however, not only 
record-keeping and management deteriorated but also the incnvtive to 
repay declined (Annex Five). 

These considerations pose the question of what functions c-1-ops can 
best perform in support of agricultural development. Cooperative credit un
ions and savings and loan associations appear attractive as channels for 
getting capital into agriculture. Loans and repayments are usually handled 
nore satisfactorily when members' funds are involved as members hesitate 

19The corrupti .,!,. .: en,,nate from officials, as documented in rural Thailand (TKRI, 1980) 
and northern Nigeria (King, 1975). King presents detailed diagrams showing how both credit 
and marketing activities of the cooperatives diverged from the way they were supposed to op
erate under the control of members. 
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to deprive each other of assets. But there are limits on how much co-ops can 
expand their loan services with only members' deposits to draw on. Outside resources can be channelled into such co-ops to increase the volume of their 
loans, but any large infusion of funds is likely to lead to the kind of experi-
ence reported from Bangladesh. Whereas people are usually quite
concerned to repay private loans, there is an assumption, often created by
politicians, that government funds do not need to be repaid. Thus, using
private or state banking channels, even if some subsidy must be paid to the 
banks to handle small-scale loans, seems preferable to using cooperative
mechanisms for extending large amounts of agricultural credit. The feasibil-
ity of this is suggested by experience reported from the Grameen Bank also
in Bangladesh (Annex Eight). 

If one turns to private or public sector institutions for handling loans to 
small farmers or landless households, some form of group lending may be 
preferred over giving credit on an individual basis. Group lending reduces 
administrative costs of processing the loan and increases rates of repayment
because the group is collectively liable, as discussed in Chapter Six. This ap-
proach underlies the Small Farmer Development Program in Nepal and the 
Plan Puebla farmer committees in Mexico (Annex Five) as well as various 
programs for promoting small-scale, nonagricultural enterprises in LDCs 
(Farbman, 1981; Ashe, 1985). Some effort must go into getting such groups
formed and they may not themselves become institutions. But having such 
groups in operation can become institutionalized as they connect up with 
banks or government agencies which are institutions. 

Cooperative institutions are generally more effective in providing other 
inputs than credit. However, they must be able to operate in a businesslike 
manner or they will not survive especially when competing with private en-
terprises. If input supplies are scarce, as noted already, co-op staff or officers 
handling them may be tempted to engage in illicit practices. If given a mo-
nopoly over inputs, there are similar temptations. 2U On the other hand, if 
private dealers have a monopoly or nionopsony, their performance may be 
improved and their price manipulations checked by having competition 

2 0 0ne of the clearest examples of cooperatives producing counter-developmental results oc
curred in Ghana in 1965-66. Knowing that its popularity was slipping, the government gavethe United Ghana Farmers Council, by then a wing of the ruling party, a monopoly over the 
subsidized distribution of machetes, hoping to boost support for the regime. Machetes, theprincipal implement for cultivation ir, southern Ghana, were in short supply because imports
had been cut in anticipation of the opening of a new factory to produce them in-country. But 
co-op officials, having a monopoly and operating more as petty government officials than ascooperative functionaries, held back the machetes supplied, selling them instead on the'black 
market for many times the official price. This exacerbated the shortage of farm tools, reduced
food supplies and raised food prices in the cities (the price of corn went up to more than three 
times the world market price). Moreover, it undermined still further the regime's base of support and a military coup shortly thereafter was successful. The UGFC ivdiscussed in Annex
Five. 
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from co-ops. This is yet another example of the value of having combina
tions of local institutions. 

Probably the functions to which cooperatives can make the clearest 
contribution are processingand marketing.These tasks may seem more tech
nically difficult than handling credit or input supplies but they are easier to 
manage for two reasons: the accounting is quite simple and the problem of 
collecting payments, which can be such a source of financial losses in supply
and credit co-ops, does not exist (Tendler, 1983). Marketing co-ops enable 
producers to get the best possible return from their output, which gives
farmers incentive to increase production and more income to invest in fur
ther improvement. 

Another reason for marketing co-ops' success appears to be the 
commonality of interest between large and small producers. In most pro
cessing and marketing situations, large producers benefit by having snall 
producers contribute their produce to the cooperative A larger volu.ne 
makes processing more efficient, lowers unit costs, and strengthens tLe 
market position of the co-op when selling the produce. This is seen, for ex
ample, with the Bolivian co-ops and the cotton cooperatives in India 
reported in Annex Five. 

The advantages of cooperative processing and rketing operations 
are fairly obvious. Sometimes a government, w'hing to make such opera
tions more efficient by expanding their scale, and possibly with a view to
gaining control o er them, has given cooperatives the sole right to buy or 
process a crop like coffee or cocoa. Organizations nominally established as 

pr esc ropl c eerc tions n ominally tlsed 
out to be man-made calamities (Annex Five). Co-ops as an institutional 
form are no less vulnerable than state bureaucracies or private firms to the 
distorting effects of monopoly, and their efficiency and their benefits to 
producers have usually suffered when given absolute market power. As 
one among several competing channels, however, co-ops have a lot to
 
offer in agricultural development, but like other channels, they can only

contribute to-not by themselves accomplish-local institutional devel
opment for agriculture.
 

5.2.5 Service Organizations 

Local service organizations are found more often engag,. in activitieslike education or primary health care than in agricuitural development. SOs 
are often church-related organizations working at the locality level with 
very poor communities and justifying their efforts as works of charity.Though few in number, the documented cases we found of SO activity 

in agriculture were encouraging. One example was a Catholic organizationworking on small-scale irrigation and ox traction in northern Ghana in the 
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1940s and 1950s. This effort was quite innovative in its time but was super-
seded by less effective government programs (Prosser, 1982). The
Catholic-sponsored Kottar Social Service Society in Tamil Nadu, India,
though involved mainly with primary health care, helped organize almost
10,000 small farmers (most of them having less than one-quarter of an acre)
to install field channels for irrigating their land (see Annex Seven). In Mexi-
co a secular organization, FORUSA, established by persons desiring to
demonstrate a service orientation of private capital, usefully assisted small 
farmers on a fee-for-service but not-for-profit basis (Whyte and Boynton,
1983:202-205). Other examples of service organizations, particularly reli-
gious organizations, supporting agriculture are cited by Ralston et al.
(1983:47-49). 

It is difficult to reach ludgments aboot SOs when their number in the 
literature on agricultural development is so small. When there s sufficientmotivation on the part of the providers to sustain a program, whether out ofreligious, ideological, or personal values, and when adequate resources can
be procured, SOs are almost ideal because of the structural flexibility they
have, being bound neither by bureaucratic rules nor by profit considera-
tions. Institutionalization of SOs, however, depends more on staff and 
donors than on beneficiaries. i he latter are not 'members' and have no con-
trol over the organization. Accordingly they have no ,bligations to it andneed not support it in a way that would give it broad institutional founda-
tions. To be sure, i" staff and donors feel a strong enough stake in the 
organization's continuation, they can make it into an 'institution' through
their own sustained efforts. Even so, at least some minimum acceptance and
valuation within the community is needed for such a service organization to 
become institutionalized in some substantial way. 

The role of service organizationf, may be more that of a catalytic than 
an operational agent for agriculture. Three of the four cooperatives that
Tendler studied in Bolivia had been started with Catholic Church leader-
ship. A case study of cooperative development in the Dominican Republicshowed a crucial role played by the !-cal church (Sharpe, 1977). The strong
peasant organizations in Honduras, which have helped implement land
reform arid supported agricultural research activities there, (Whyte and
Boynton, 1983:176-190) were launched decades earlier with church sup-
port. Thus, service organizations may play an important indirect, if not a
direct, role in agricultural development by strengthening other kinds oflocal institutions. 

5.2.6 Private Business 

The role of the privat- sector in agricultural development is rarely ad-h'essed in terms of LID. The literature deals mostly with comparative claims 
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of efficiency in resource allocation, while the institutional aspects and con
tributions of local private enterprises are seldom examined. The literature is
also dominated by stereotypes, rendering judgments difficult to make. The
image of the money-grubbing village storekeeper who makes usurious
loans and pays miserly prices for commodities, clashes with that of the effi
cient, well-stocked service-oriented store, which gives free agricultural
extension advice to all who ask for it. There is little empirical basis for assess
ing how often either view has validity or for knowing the frequency of
positive and negative performances by private entrepreneurs. Complicating
these contradictory images are the conflicting interpretations of the role of
multi-national corporations in developing countries. Some describe MNCs 
as serving to modernize production (e.g. Freeman,1981) while others see
them as exploiting farmers and thus leading to economic and social stagna
tion (Feder, 1978). 

A private business, like a cooperative, will seldom be adequate, equitable, or even efficient if it is the only channel in a rural area for handling
inputs and outputs. However, private businesses can make very valuable 
contributions as part of a system of local institutions, mediating between
households and individuals on one hand, and district, regional, or higher
institutions on the other. The question is where and for what are private
businesses especially suited or unsuited. 

The first consideration is the potential for profit. Arc the operations thatsupport agricultural improvern, t, such as input supply or grain processing
and storage, as attractive as other business opportunities for investment? In
certain disadvantaged areas, there is insufficient commercializable activity
to make a private enterprise pay. Where yields are poor and uncertain, with 
incomes accordingly low and variable, businesses are not likely to beco-ne
involved in input or output services. Changes in the technological level of
agricultural production are then more likely to come through government

initiative (LA) or possibly from the community itself through collective self
help channels.
 

On the other hand, private entrepreneurs are generally more attuned to
 
new opportunities than are goA ernment institutions. The stimulus of poten
tial profit can induce persons to innovate and persevere where those only
'doing their job' would not venture. Thus, private entrepreneurs may be

better than official personnel for startivg new services in unpromising loca
tons. Any judgment about the comparative advantage of channels would

have to compare just how entrepreneurial businessmen are in a specific situation as opposed to bureaucrats. Having some competition between privateand public sector channels may itself be worth planning for. 

For specific supporting activities, private channels have many advantages in the provision of credit and other inputs. Private enterprises can be 
attracted to start and sustain businesses wherever profitable opportunities
exist. The difficulty is that profitability is not always fully known in advance 
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by producers or by suppliers, and private businesses must be persuaded that
there are potential profits before making investments that will permit pro-
ducers in turn to invest in higher production. To turn all decisions about
credit and input supply over to private decision makers can seriously con-
strain agricultural expansion, which is why most LDC governments have
retained at least some role in this area. 

The same logic that leads a government to subsidize the use of a newinput can justify subsidies for its distribution. What may not appear profit-
able when used with little experience or on a small scale can indeed producenet benefits once better practices are learned and economies of scale are rea-
lized. Whether or not private vendors will be appropriate channls for such 
inputs depends on whether agreed price levels can be enforced when de-mand at the subsidized price begins to exceed supply. Private dealers are
harder to regulate than government stores or cooperatives though the latter 
also present problems in practice. Once a technology with the characteristics
of a private good21 has proved profitable for all concerned, the case forhanding distribution over to the private sector is strong unless there is aas 

city situation requiring rationing. If there is 
reason to have competition,
possibly distribution can be augmented by cooperative channels. For thefunctions of processing and marketing, the case for a private sector role is
quite strong because one is dealing with commodities that exist rather than
trying to elicit ones that have not yet been produced.State agencies have a rather unsatisfactory record when it comes tobuying and handling commodities. The temptation to give short weight and 
to undergrade produce is notoriously strong for poorly paid government 
staff.22 Private buyers and sellers have the same incentive to pa, as little aspossible but they can be bargained with, and usually sellers can find some
alternative buyers. Studies of middlemen in the grain trade in India have
shown them to be paying prices that cover real costs of operation and do not
produce a profit in excess of other investment opportunities (Lele, 1971).

The basic strength of private businesses is 'he incentive for efficient andinnovative use of resources, which competition can encourage. The option
of regulated private monopolies, often used in the area of public utilities,does not seem as feasible in the agricultural area as in infrastructure. Where
responsiveness to changing conditions and risk-taking are important, pri-
vate operations have an advantage over state-owned ones.One function in which the private sector has a clear advantage over 
other institutional channels is in the repair of agricultural machinery andgenerally in its manufacture. There are few cooperative, let alone state,workshops that can compete with private ones. Ruddle and Rondinelli 

21This characterization, which inclues divisibility and exclucabilit of benefits, was dis-
cussed in Section 3.3.2 2A government may cake over and operate a cooperative as it it were a state enterprise. Thishappened in Ghana with the United Ghana Farmers Council underNkrumah (Annex Five). 
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(1984:80) point out tLat quite different private enterprises operate at the
community, locality, and higher levels in making and repairing machinery.
In villages one finds all blacksmith shops where artisans produce simple
tools and fix equipment, sometimes even tractors and trucks. More complex
manufacture and many repairs are done in enterprises at the locality level
with all major production and the r-'st complicated repairs left to comva
nies at regional or national levels. 

We began our discutssion of private businesses with the observation
that no single kind is likely to be sufficient by itself, which applies to the discussion of local institutions in general. Review of LID experience has
confirmed our earlier conclusion (Uphoff and Esman, 1974) that promoting 
a system of organizationsmediating between the individual or household andhm iatie andwpoliti al isngltanor o 
establishing any particular single channel. 

The complementarities among channels are quite evident in agricultureeach of the kinds of local institutions analyzed has some advantages and
disadvantages. For example, if private businesses perform certain agricul
tural support functions, this costs the government little or nothing compared to what it would pay to accomplish the task through local
administration. On the other hand, businesses are set up to advance their 
own interests not some general public interest, which is the government'sresponsibility, so they may not be responsive to needs the government hasThisto serve. For some tasks, the least costly method may also be least effective.
local institutional network that could inform, encourage, assist, and rewardconsideration 
producers as they engage in the activities that raise food and fiber for them
selves, their communities, the nation and possibly for export. We need tolook also at the commodities, the conditions,and the producersinvolved to
gain a better understanding of how differences in these characteristics affect
 

of
what will be the most appropriate institutions and combinations for a given
situation of agricultural development. But first, we need to consider the gernalternatives
eral subject of interdependenceand dependence of producers and its effect on
their disposition to cooperate in collective action and with higher level Asti
tutions since this interacts with the various characteristics to be analyz d. 

has5.3 FACTORS OF INTERDEPENDENCE AND DEPENDENCE 

assessedAmong the most important considerations in LID planning andimplementation are the relationships between persons and institutons that 
physical, economic, and social circumstances can establish or predispose.

theOne needs to look at these relationships both horizontally (among personsand institutions at the same level) and vertically(between levels). The extentof interdependence componentsor dependence will influence the ease or difficulty of 

of 

http:staff.22
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initiating and maintaining collective activity though it does not by itself 
determine outcomes. 

5.3.1 Horizontal Interdependence 

Producers may be interdependent in a number of ways thereby
creating incentives tor cooperation in some kind of local
institution-public, private, or volunteer. The following variables can 

Siutnpbinterdependence: 
inflenc intrdeendece:tions 

(a) 	Topography-hill environments can require cooperation to 
control water flow so that soil erosion and leaching of nutrients 
are reduced; 

(b) Location-in irrigation systems there is interdependence between 
upstream and downstream farmers; failure to cooperate leads to 

crop loss for the latter and to conflict; 
(c) 	 Plant protection-limiting pests by coordinating planting 

schedules, by fencing, or by bird scaring (ad hoc bird scaring by
individuals has little effect); 

(d) 	Production activities-forming joint plowing teams, or planting
paddy seedlings by work groups;2 3 

(e) 	 Marketing-timing harvesting and sales to attain better 
prices-staggering sales to avoid a glut on the market or 
coordinating sales to get more favorable terms (through selling in 
bulk or hiring cheaper transportation); 

(f) 	Processing-joint processing to achieve economies of scale and 
also quality' contrul for better price returns; 

(g) 	Varietal selectin-coordirnated choice of varieties to avoid 
deterioration of stock, to control pests, to improve robustness, or to 
spread risks; 

(h) 	Complementarity-pastoralists and agriculturalists may benefit 
by coordinating livestock and crop activities, with livestock grazing 
on crop residues and providing manure to enhance soil quality for 
subsequent planting; 

(i) 	 Credit-moneylending for agricultural inputs or for emergencies; 
(j) 	 Seeds-some producers can soecialize in seed production (e.g., 

for potatoes or rice) and then exchange seed for consumable or 
saleable produce; 

(k) 	Competing uses of resources-different demands for water, soil, 
or forest resources can create conflict, but the need to work out 
some nlodus vivendi to reconcile competing demands can give impe
tus for cooperation; 

23Most examples of joint labor come from irrigated areas, but dryland agriculturalists can 
also be dependent on mutual cooperation (Hill, 1982). Getting land prepared for planting and 
then planting it right after the first rains can make asignificant difference in yield. Group action 
may thus be quite important in rainfed agriculture, as Vincent (1971) shows in a rural commu-
nity in Uganda. 
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(1) 	Ecological stability-having to manage natural resources within sta
ble limits to preserve them over time establishes interdependence.

Insofar as these considerations can create interdependence among produc

ers, this does not necessarily mean producers will organize themselves and 

support institutions to handle the various problems effectively. Programplanners should look at the number and kind of factors most likely to dis
pose agriculturalists to cooperate horizontally as an indication of the 
probable ease or difficulty with which greater participation in local institu

'or agriculture could be promoted. 

5.3.2 Vertical Linkages 

Given the differences in power commonly entailed by vertical relation
ships, one should not assume that such relations will automatically establish 
beneficial interdependence between producers and higher level institutions. 
Dependence and exploitation may be the result. Whether vertical relations 
are 
are positive or negative needs to be assessed separately from -whetheror not 
producers have reason to interact vertically with local or supra-local institu
tions. Factors contributing to vertical dependence of producers on 
institutions outside titeir community or locality include: 

(a) 	 Inputs-need for credit, seeds (supply and certification), and other 
inputs like fertilizer and chemicals: 

(b) 	Processing-important especially if the product needs quick 
and high-quality processing, e.g. milk and tea, as discussed in 
Section 5.4; 

(c) 	 Marketing-important especial, if the crop is nt consumed as 
food, e.g. tobacco or cotton; 

(d) Transportation and/or storage-important particularly if the 
comm(ddityTanporaton ad or s ei a n t partlyft 24 ty is perishable or especially vulnerable to pests.

Where rural producers depend on assistance from higher-level institu
tions that are manipulative or extractive, producers are likely to rc :t with
 
antagonism and withdrawal. Such a one-sided situation is not conducive for
 
having and sustaining a dynamic agricultural sector. A relationship of mu
tual interdepentence between ilstitutions at local and higher levels will be
 
more productive over the long run than having local institutions that are 
thoroughly dependent on higher-ievel institutions in economic, technologi
cal, legal, social and other ways. 

24We see from various examples the importance of the nature of the crop, discussed in the 

next section. Potatoes, for example, present many problems of spoilage and disease during
storage and also the problem of shrinkage. Andean peasants store their potatoes separately to 
reduce risks of loss due to pests or disease, but also because they would find it difficult to deter
mine reduced shares by weight after potatoes have been stored collectively for some time and 
have shrunk. 
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Mutually satisfactory terms of exchange should lead to substainable 
productive activity on both sides, being reinforced by the contributions that 
each makes to the other's success. This requires local institutions capable of 
planning and implementing programs of activity on their own and able to 
speak back to a higher-level institution when its proposals are found to be 

technically unsound or economically disadvantageous, 
Local institutions based on horizontal interdependence among mem-

bers, constituents, or clientele should be better able to contribute to mutually 
strong and beneficial vertical interdependence over time. By "hesame token, 
vertical assistance from higher level to local institutions enabling the latter 
to function more effectively, should encourage producers to enter into more 
horizontal cooperation, which strengthens the capability of local institu-
tions. These are general but somewhat abstract principles of LID strategy. 
They become more concrete by considering the significance of differences in 
commodity characteristics, in the conditionsof production and in the charac-
teristics of producers as these affect LID choices. 

5.4 IMPLICATIONS OF DIFFERENCES IN COMMODITIES 

Producing different commodities presents agriculturalists not only 
with varying technical problems but also with varying local institutional 
requirements. The simplest example is to contrast growing field crops with 
raising large herds of cattle. In the first instance the area locus of activity is 
fixed, whereas with the second it must vary unless the animals are stall fed. 
At the extreme of transhumance, not 'nly animals but whole human 
communities move hundreds, even thousands of miles a year. The 
jurisdiction of local governments is territorially demarcated and may 
become irrelevant to migratory populations. Membership organizations, on 
the other hand, can be as mobile as the people they serve. Authority 
relations, for example, being intimately associated with the people who give 
and receive commands, will be more personal than geographic so 
conventional LG may need to be restructured for pastoral compared o 
agricultural production. In order to be effective, local administration will 
have to "follow the herds' or distribute responsibility among several LA 
units during each year. 

The permutations of crops and cropping patterns are almost infinite so 
our analysis can only indicate the kinds of LID implications to be looked for 
in more specific circumstances. The key concepts from organization theory 
that illuminate these relationships have just been discussed-dependence
and interdependence, viewed both horizontally and vertically, 

Two of the most successful orga nizations-become-institutions 
currently raising the productivity and well-being of small farmer 
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households are the AMUL dairy cooperative in India (Korten, 1980; Paul, 
1982:15-36) and the Kenya Tea Development Authority (Steeves, 1975; 
Lamb and Mueller, 1982; Paul, 1982:51-62). AMUL is a cooperative in its 
structure while KTDA is a parastatal body with a network of farmer-grower 
committees (MOs) attached. These cases exemplify how the nature of the 
commodity appears to influence the success as well as the form and 
operation of the institution. 

Although these organizations represent different types of local 
institutions, the structures of KTDA and AMUL are remarkably similar. The 
KTDA committees operate in much the same manner as the AMUL primary 
cooperative societies. These base-level units collect the product (raw milk or 
fresh-picked tea leaves) from farmers twice daily and handle weighing, 
quality control, and payment. They work with members on behalf of the 
higher level parent organization to improve the quality and amount of 
production and also get involved in matters like road improvement because 
collection must be timely and regular.

The two activities, milk and tea production, have a great deal in 
common apart from both producing beverages. In both instances 

production is continuous, not seasonal as with many other crops. Thus, the 
members are usually in daily contact with the organization through which 
they deliver and sell their product. It assumes great importance in their lives. 

The product itself is dependent on processing. True, milk can be 
consumed unprocessed but it cannot be preserved in its fresh state. It needs 
to be refrigerated and pasteurized or converted into a dairy product like 
cheese if it is to iast. Tea leaves have no value unless processed and theii 
quality deteriorates fairly quickly thus requiring prompt transportation to 
facilities for processing soon after gathering. Tea and milk producers are 
both highly dependent on some organization to ensure rapid transportation
 
since it is inefficient for them to take their produce individually to the
 
factory for processing.2 5
 

Further, both are commodities for which quality is very important. 
Spoiled milk becomes worthless and poor tea is undesirable, whereas 
good milk and fine tea are much sought after and consumers will pay 
premium prices for good quality products. An organization that can 
ensure quality generates a good margin of profit and can share this profit 
with pioducers who cooperate. 2 - Both AMUL and KTDA have devolved 
responsibility for controlling quality to the base-level groups. If a group's 

25Adairy cooperative in Uruguay found that it could save its members one to five hours a 
da r the hauling and sale ofby taking over milk (Annex Five). 

"6There can be problems of adulteration with both milk and tea. Farmers may be tempted
to add water or other fluids to milk to increase its volume. (Measuring butterfat content of 
very small amounts is impractical.) Teapluckers may similarly be tempted to bulk up their 
pickings by taking also the larger, older, and less tasty leaves instead of just the bud leaves 
or even to toss in sticks, which add to the weight. 
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lot is found to be spoiled by creless or deliberate action, all are pena-
lized. If, on the other hand, quality is maintained, all benefit because they 
get a good return for their labor. KTDA in fact pays a very attractive 
bonus for quality (Annex Seven), 

An additional common feature of milk and tea is that each can be pro-
duced by relatively low-resource farmers, who have only one cow or a 
half-acre of tea bushes, as well as by larger farmers. This relates to the socio-
economic characteristics of producers (Section 5.6.3 below). Many other 
commodities cannot be produced as satisfactorily on a small scale. As long 
as small producers do not lower the quality of output, their contributing to 
the quantity of output should be advantageous also to larger producers (as 
noted on page 133). 

The AMUL model has been hailed for benefiting small and poor pro-
ducers by paying a higher price for milk than did the local traders. Its 
processing facilities for making powdered milk, cheese, and butter (when 
there was an excess of fresh milk) have enabled it to cope profitably with the 
seasonal fluctuations of milk output and to share the benefits of this with 
members. AMUL and KTDA were able to develop strong local organizations 
that promote efficient production, technological upgrading, and also a 
broad spread of benefits to small producers in large part because of the 
structure and incentives the program planners created (see KTDA discus-
sion in Annex Seven). But the nature of milk and tea as commodities should 
not be underestimated as important factors in the successful operation of 
these institutions. Not all dairy and tea operations are as efficient as AMUL 
and KTDA, but few other commodity operations have matched these multi-
tiered institutions, which reach down to (and up from) local levels, 

Several of the cooperatives that might compare with AMUL or KTDA 
handle coffee or cocoa, also commodities requiring quality processing and 
aggregation of produce to receive the best price when selling it. There is not 
the same continuous contact, however, which creates attachment to the or-
ganization, and processing and quality requirements are not as precise 
though these considerations are important. We have commented already 
on the Portland-Blue Mountain Coffee Cooperative Society in Jamaica, 
which has the advantage of producing some of the best coffee in the world 
and can command a premium export price. Marketing makes grower-
members dependent on the organization but they are well rewarded 
financially for their cooperation. 

The AMUL model has been adopted hy the National Dairy Develop-
ment Board in India to promote milk production in other states through 
cooperative organizations with World Bank funding. Since AMUL has over 

200,000 members, it is far beyond the 'pilot project' stage. However, it took 
more than twenty years for the AMUL model of organization to develop and 
become institutionalized in its environment (Korten, 1980). New problems 
are likely to be encountered when extrapolating the model into different 
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socio-political environments even with the same commodity, and organiza
tional modifications will be needed. 

The Government of India with World Bank funding is now setting up 
small farmer cooperatives based on this model elsewhere in India for pro
ducers of oilseeds. This venture may eventually prove successful like 
AMUL, but it has al.,,i faced certain problems that might have be±en pre
dicted from an analysis of the contrasting cemmodity characteristics 
between milk and oilseeds. The first problem planners encountered was the 
failure of the oilseed cooperatives to benefit the poor as dramatically as was 
possible when producing and processing milk. Growers of oilsecd. are less 
often among the very poor because crops cannot be grown without access to 
land, whereas cows can be raised and grazed by the landless on common 
property if available. A second problem was that merchants in the oilseed 
trade (known locally as telrajah-oilkings') are established, powerful fig
ures in the local economy, much more powerful than the village middlemen 
who buy and sell milk. The vested interests that the AMUL-type oilseed pro
ducer cooperatives must confront have more incentive and means to resist 
the organizational efforts of small producers.7 

From the farmers' viewpoint, oilseeds do not need to be processed with 
as much urgency as milk or tea. They can easily be sold unprocessed on the 
local market thereby reducing producer dependence on an organization. 
Moreover, compared to milk and tea, oilseed processing can be done by 
small mills and it offers fewer economies of scale, which in the case of milk 
and te2 create benefits that can be remitted to producers who belong to the 
organization." In milk and tea production, intense animal husbandry and 
attention to detail can pay real dividends, whereas such quality considera
tions are much less important for oilseeds where profit comes mostly from
 
scale of production and the quantity sold. One should not expect the same
 
kind of local institutional strength (or distribu :n of benefits) emerging
 
from the oilseed cooperatives in India as was possible with dairy
 
cooperatives.
 

Neither should one expect the KTDA model to work as effectively and 
beneficially with hybrid maize, for example, a crop which the Kenyan gov
ernment would very much like to increase. With maize, there is no 
day-to-day activity that continuously links farmers to the organization. 
There are long periods durin- the year when the organization would be ir
relevant to producers as wL ver the case for KTDA and AMUL members. 
With maize (compared to t ilk) there is no need for processing, and no 

27This resistance has included violence, as reported in India Today, January 15, 1982. 

8KTDA controls access to the world market for teagrowers to get ,favorable export prices.AMUL has been able to get into the export business through its marketing strategy. There is 
some controversy over how beneficial this has been but it certainly has advantages for institu
tionalization. Being able to export at a premium price is not so important for oilseeds, on theother hand. 
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comparable need for marketing since much of the maize produced is for 
home consumption or local sale. 

The functions of any supporting institution for maize production
would tend to be limited to selling hybrid seed and fertilizer at the beginning
of the season, possibly selling insecticides or herbicides during the growing
period, and then buying of the product whensome harvested. Nothing 
more would happen until the rains come again the next year. Moreover, the 
quality considerations, which give AMUL and KTDA "bonuses' of resources 
to share with producers, would be lacking with maize, 

Use of more modem technologies and marketing practices will make 
producers more dependent on higher-level institutions for specialized in-
puts and favorable Drices. This gives producers an incentive to have their 
own institutions for horizontal cooperation and to deal vertically with state 
or private sector organizations. When producing for the market, there is 
often need to coordinate planting and harvesting schedules, either to sell in 
greater bulk or to avoid glutting the market and lowering prices. Coopera-
tion in plant or animal protection measures becomes more important as 

more capital has been 
 invested in the crops, trees, or livestock. To the extent 

acommodity is commercialized, there is more basis for sustaining local inst.


tuiosbeaseohrzotlte ndvt
tutions because of the new,horizontal and verticalialrlaiosiprelationships amonge mogducex; 
producers and between producers and higher level organizations. (An ex-
ception would be the kind of local institutions established to facilitate barter 
arrangements in the case of Ayni Ruway in Bolivia, reported in Annex Six.)

The role for local institutions is greater where production is for export
because of the stringent requirements for quality control and the timing of
harvest and sale. We discussed in Section 5.2.4 the need for cooperative in-
stitutions to operate in efficient thatan manner serves the interests of
producers. This requirement often makes government institutions less via-
ble than cooperative or private channels. The marketing organizations set 
up by the govemment ;n Jamaica, for example, to support and promote the 
production of bananas as well as other export crops in fact had a
disincentive effect that reduced production (Goldsmith, 1982). The fact that 
bananas are a perishable commodity created requirements for a very re-
sponsible institution. Both producers and staff needed to meet high quality3tandards for export. In an agency purchasing a nonperishable staple like 
rice or wheat, the bureaucratic approach the marketing organizations dis-
played would have been undesirable but it would not have 'been so 
disastrous as it was with bananas (Annex Five).Products that involve a greater amount of capital investment and use 
more modem technologies establish greater dependence on higher level in-
stitutions. These products tend to be more exclusive, because of high initial 
costs, expensive inputs, or delayed production. Some examples cattleare 

fattening operations, tree plantations,cotton production (whichrequires a 
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high expenditure on pesticide), or irrigated rice in Latin America where only 
the wealthy can afford irrigation.

Small farmers who cannot afford such capital investments are usually
excluded from local institutions tailored to the needs of these larger produc
ers. In the case of certain Bolivian cooperatives, small cocoa producers could 
not benefit from the equipment available for mechanization through their 
co-op, set up originally for its rice-growing members (Tendler, 1983). Cocoa 
production was feasible in areas that were not suitable for mechanized rice 
production, but small farmers were excluded from these opportunities. 
Thus, we see the characteristics of the commodity interacting with certain 
producer characteristics, discussed in Section 5.6.3. 

There is practically no analysis in the literature on institutional re
quirements or constraints arising from commodity characteristics. We can 
thus only sketch with examples the need to consider the implications of 
such characteristics for LID planning and implementation. Once stated, it 
is obvious that institutional forms are unlikely to be equally effective in 
support of all kinds of commodities-field crops, tree crops, large animals, 
small animals. The dependence or interdependence (horizontally and verticaliv) that producers of different commodities confront should receive 
more attentionas toto determine the value local institutions will have for pr.oso facilitatecoprtnam gth sevsndlkgs 

u scooperation themselvesamog and linkages 
outside their group or community. 

5.5 IMPLICATIONS OF DIFFERENCES IN CONDITIONS 
One should not expect local institutions to be equally effective under all

conditions any more than for all commodities. Obviously there are many 
ways in which the conditions for agricultural development can vary-soil,
temperature, topography, etc. The most significant difference foragricultur
al improvement usually is the availability of water, and we consider this 
here as an illustration of how context can influence LID possibilities. We will 
examine theimplications for localinstitutionaldevelopmentin rainfedareas
 
compared to irrigated ones. How might LID tasks associated with agricultur
al development differ when working in less rather than more favored
 
areas?29
 

Areas with limited, excess, or unreliable rainfall will often have a veak
er network of local institutions compared 
 to those having irrigation (or 

Agiculture includes more than crops, though the term as usually used ignores livestock
and trees in favor of field crops. Livestock development is likely to becen-' more importantwhere rainfall is too meager or unreliable for good crops. Agro-forestry is similarly related to
rainfall, terrain, or other probIlems that give trees an advantage t *-rrother plants. We will be 
focusing here on issue; relating to field crops. To distinguish between irrigated and rainfed agriculture does not mean the former always has abundant water and the latter too little. Thedistinction ismade here for purposes of analysis.
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ample, reliable precipitation). Central governments find it difficult to staff 
and supervise their offices in less-favored areas so LA is usually less effec-
tive. Such regions are viewed as backwaters by the staff of line ministries. 
Less qualified or poorly performing staff are likely to be posted there, some-
times as a kind of punishment (Meyers, 1981:56). L.ocal governments have a 
weaker economic resource base to draw on and commonly display similar
limitations of capacity as LA. Because the possibilities for profit are less than 
in richer, irrigated areas, private enterprises are less numerous and less 
developed. 

Though areas with limited resources face more constraints in LID than 
other areas, they' should not be written off for this reason. Local institutions 
such as membership organizations, cooperatives, and service organizations 
may be fewer in number or less capable in less-favored areas. However, tra-
ditions of self-help may be more vigorous where the need for them is greater
and where the influences of modernization and commercialization have 
been less pervasive. In our study of local organizations' effectiveness, we 
did not find that LO performarce was higher where natural resource en-
dowments, infrastructre or per capita income were greater. Indeed, the 
relationship could be the opposite, that LOs perform somevhat better tinder 
adverse conditions (Esman and Uphoff, 11484:106-114). Certainly the bene-
fits for producers from horizontal and vertical cooperation may be greater or 
at least more appreciated. 

Inastudy of agricultural development ix,the rainfed tribal areas of Zim-
babwe, Bratton (1983) found that nearly half of the 500 households 
randomly selected were members of various agricultural associations, spon-
sored either by government, private business, or church organizations 
(Annex Five). To a significant degree, he found that maize farmers who 
were members of such groups consistently outproduced individual 
(nonmember) maize farmers. More important, these differences were great-
er in areas where rainfall and soil conditions were less favorable: 

VNhereas group farnie produce near] v twice as much as individuals in Chipuriro, they 
produce almost three time, as much in Gutu (the more disadvantaged area). The impli-
cation (which needs further testing) is that farmer organizations make the biggest
contribution to production in the more marginal areas. (Bratton, 1983:17) 

Oxby (1983:54) has reported higher yields among rainfed group farmers in 
Kenya compared to nongroup members who were also assisted by exten-
sion workers even though farmers in groups had a lower rate of instructors 
per farmer.' A World Bank project in the rainfed areas of northern Ghana 
initially failed to set up the farmer groups provided for in the project design. 
These groups were intended to help operate credit, seed,and fertilizer pro-grams to be run from farmer service centers. The project floundered for 
some years until such groups were established. (The URADEP project is re-
viewed in Uphoff. 1985.) 
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Modern institutions may be less effective in more remote and 
unfavored areas, which suggests that the strategy for local institutional de
velopment should build on any other capacities that exist. Excellent 
examples of such an approach are the farmers' associations established 
among the Tiv inNigeria, which built on traditional rotating credit arrange

ments, and the development centers set up among campesinos by DESEC in
Bolivia, which capitalized on traditional commu'ity sol 
are described in Annex Seven.) - idarity. (Both cases 

Rainfed agriculture, compared with irrigated conditions, is more varia
ble and thus involves more risk. A greater variety of crops will be grown
than with irrigation partly to offset the factor of risk. Producers in rainfed 
cultivation are generally less interdependent and more dispersed than pro
ducers with irrigation and this affects the patterns of local institutional 
development. Without accepting the thesis that irrigation requires regimen
tation of farmers and necessarily creates power in the hands of a bureacracy
(Wittfogel, 1957), it is clear that irrigation reduces agricultural variability
and creates more predictability so that agricultural tasks can become more 
routinized. With more uniform and homogeneous activities, coordination is 
more beneficial thus establishing a greater role for LA. 

Conversely with the greater variety, variability, and risk present in 
rainfed agriculture, LA is less well suited to be involved in ma 
even in support of agriculture. Larger responsibilities may be assigned to 
local government if it can take them on. LG should be better able than LA torespond to local variations and to urgent local needs. More likely it will be 
private, voluntary, or cooperative institutions, more flexible in their opera
tion and more attuned to risk-taking, that can better exploit what 
opportunities exist in a less hospitable environment. 

One might expect to find households under these fluctuating condi
tions more inclined to use local institutions to reduce their risks. Cooperative 
farming would be one such means but it is not common to find such pooling 

of resources. 30 Families appear to prefer to try to maximize their own pro
duction by their own efforts. Labor and other resources such as animal

traction are often exchanged but the units of production remain discrete.
Mutual assistance is sought and given after the fact in case of crop failure. 
This means that informal local organizations can be very important and
should be respected and preserved. Introducing formal financial guarantees

through officially supported local institutions would probably not succeed
 

3We found one study ofa joint family farm cooperatie and an ex-sodies colle ,v 
lage level in Uttar Pradesh, India (Lerner, 1971). Both were able to pool to giveresourcesmembers better access to water through tubewells for supplemental irrigation of crops. But inboth cases, a significant factor which added an element of cohesiveness was having an agrobusiness (an oil press or grain mill) because this created joint assets for members apart fromtheir agricultural production. Both local institutions would have been more successful accord

ing to Lemer if more protection could have been given against risk,possibly through linkages
to state institutions, since risk was inhibiting investment and re-ipestmnt inthe co-ops. 
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because, where risks and variability are so great, their consequences become 
practically uninsurable. What we see in rainfed areas is usually informal, 
collective self-insurance with no assured level of protection. 

In general there is less interdependence among rainfed producers as 
compared to irrigated agriculture. Decisions on what to plant and when are 
made separately more readily under rainfed conditions. Moreover, under 
rainfed conditions, farmers are usually much less dependent on agricultural 
inputs from outside the community such as would be supplied through local 
institutions linked to higher level private, state, or cooperative enterprises. 
Farmers in rainfed areas are thus likely' to have less need for local institu-
tions that handle higher technology inputs and increased saleable outputs. 
This means there is likely to be less vertical dependence on higher level insti- 
tutions in rainfed areas. Figure 5.3 contrasts the following situations: 

Figure 5.3: ALTERNATIVE CONDITIONS FOR 
AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT 

DEPENDENCE ON LOCAL INSTITUTIONS 
HORIZONTAL LINKED TO HIGHER LEVEL INSTITUTIONS 

INTERDEPENDENCE 

AMONG FARMERS Low High 


Low (I) Rainfed Millet (II) Rainfed Hybrid 
Production Maize Production 

High (Ill) 	 Traditional (IV) Irrigated HYV 
Irrigated Paddy Paddy
Production 

I 
In the first situation (1)neither horizontal nor vertical linkages are very

important to farmers. Farmers' cooperation, either to produce their own 
crops or to get inputs or services from outside is by the very nature of the ac-
tivity not necessary. The opposite situation (IV) with irrigated, technically 
advanced paddy production, provides many incentives for farmers to work 
together at field level and with higher levels to acquire an assured water 
supply and to have the inputs needed for producing high yields, 

Agriculture under most rainfed conditions approximates the first situa-
tion. Introducing hybrid maize, which requires purchase of seed each year 
and which gives significantly better yields with use of fertilizer, represents a 
move toward vertical dependence (toward situation 1I)without necessarily'
changing the relations among producers. They may benefit from access to 
supporting institutions, but there is still no great need for them to cooperate 
unless local institutions are needed to gain access to inputs and markets. 
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The experience of Plan Puebla in Mexico is instructive in this regard. 
CIMMYT, the international center for maize and wheat research, was trying 
to introduce new maize varieties but with little impact at first. What made a 
difference was introducing a scheme for group credit. This enabled farmers 
to get fertilizer and chemicals to increase production from their existing vari
eties, which were already adapted to the difficult prevailing ecological 
conditions. This local organizational approach fostered horizontal connec
tions and cooperation among farmers, which in turn supported better 
vertical linkages with agricultural support agencies. In effect, this moved 
farmers toward situation IV in Figure 5.3, creating conditions more favor
able to local institutional development. Linkages between farmers and 
agricultural researchers helped the latter to revise their research strategy for 
aiclal d the lte t vs ti es e tteg formaize and this contributed to the development and adoption of better mod

em varieties (Annex Five). 
Agriculture may appear simpler in rainfed areas when the level of 

modem' technology is low. Very basic implements are used. Production 

follows the cycle of the seasons, usually with long slack periods. Yet as more 
knowledge is gained about the farming systems practiced under such condi
tions, scientists are gaining more respect for the complexity of these 
production systems, which utilize a large number of crops and intricate 
techniques for tasks like moisture retention, weed control, and crop protection. Where the natural resource base cannot be taken for granted, special 
efforts must be made to coordinate efforts at the farm level and at all levels 
above it. 

One of the few systematic studies of a program operating in a semi-arid 

environment-in Kenya-highlights the interdependence of strategies for 
increasing agricultural production, developing water resources, and pro
moting soil and water conservation (Meyers, 1981). Farmers' receptivity to 
soil conservation promotion was found to be largely dependent on how well 
a household succeeds in crop production. Earning some cash income, often 
off-farm, provides resources for investing in conservation efforts, and con
servation efforts in turn become more attractive to a household when it 
depends on crops as a source of cash income. 'Those who seek increased 
production work harder to insure the continued productivity of their soil 
and pastures." (Meyers, 1981:87) Off-farm income possibilities were major 
determinants of a household's ability to absorb the risk involved in agricul
tural innovation, so nonagricultural activities such as discussed in Chapter
Six may contribute to an agricultural development program for a resource
constrained environment. 

The operational difficulties of carrying out such a program under ad
verse natural conditions make it imperative that institutional mechanisms 
be available to facilitate the day-to-day coordination of various sectoral 
comporents. There needs to be mutual reinforcement among activities as 
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well as certain economies of operation such as avoiding duplication and say-
ing trips. Meyers argues that the local level is the best place for achieving
such integration because 

from this vantage point, it is easier to grasp ani act upon the concrete possibilities for 
coordination and integration in specific planning and implementation terms.(Meyers, 1981:54) 

This does not obviate the need for strong support from central institutions, 
But particularly in regions where the natural resource base is poor, it is diffi-
cult to sustain central capabilities (financial, technological, and managerial)for reasons discussed above. The paradox is that central institutioihal capa-bilities are likely to be weakest where they are needed most. This makes all
the more significant the findings in Zimbabwe that the agricultural returns
to farmer organization may be greater in the less-favored ecological(Annex Five). areas 

StAeFive. folow-status
Strategies for agricultural development in rainfed areas need to be con-ceived and carried out differently, with more devolution of responsibility,

than efforts focused on physically more-favored areas where financial andhuman resources for a centrally directed effort are more available. Govern-ments in many less-developed countries now wanting to push their 
agricultural programs into less-favored areas face a growing "fiscal crisis,'which limits their possibilities for expenditure. This makes new approaches
that rely relatively more on local institutions rather than simply an central 
insituions all the more appropriate. 


5.6 IMPLICATIONS OF DIFFERENCES IN PRODUCERS 

Having considered how decisions on the allocation of tasks amonglocal institutions for agriculture could be affected by differences in whatis produced and under what conditions, it is appropriate to look at who isdoing the producing to see how this may affect LID. To the extent that theagriculturally active population departs from the common image of'farmers' based on Western models-as being educated, male,
landowning, and settled-one may expect that standard institutional so-lutions should be varied. 

5.6.1 Literacy 

It is widely held that literacy is a requirement for the effective function-
ing of local institutions. Accordingly it may be thought that where the rural 
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population is largely illiterate, national institutions drawing on an urban
based pool of educated personnel should bear responsibilities for directing
development. Yet the basis for this presumption is questionable.

In quantified cross-national analysis of ihis variable covering experi
ence with 150 rural local organizations, the correlation between their
development contributions and community literacy leve
 
at all significant (Esman and Uphoff, 1984:119). Indeed, some of the most
outstanding results from local responsibility were achieved where literacyand numeracy were very low. 

It is hardly likely that illiteracy and lack of numeracy are advantages forLID and thus to be preferred. But where literacy is low, the local population
is likely to d epered. ofhere iterac te houan 

ie lude more persons of high intelligence and character who canment problems. Where educational opportunities have not been widely

diffused, there will have been less social and geographic mobility, and fewerenergetic and talented individuals will haveenrei n aetdidvdaswl t o otheraemoved out of farming orote 

occupations and into towns. Hence, there can be some cotnpensating advantages with low levels of literacy.
If membership organizations can be successful without extensive litera

cy, so can other local institutions. LA staff can, if necessa-y, be recruitedfrom areas having more education and can be posted to work where literacyis low. This might not be as desirable as having staff from the area, but it 
means devolved local administration is possible. Local governments canalso recruit from outside to fill certain positions. This was done in Nigeria,
where literacvy in northem areas was much lower than in the south, to imple
ment the radical decentralization introduced by the federal governmentafter 1967. Even in the wake of civil war, northern LGs iecruited personnel
from regions with which they"had only recently been at war. We certainly
know that private businesses can operate with very low levels of literacy asthe success of many illiterate business-people in rural communities and 
market towns throughout the Third World is legendary.


Cooperatives appear particularly fragile under conditions of illiteracy,
but this is a consequence often of the paperwork required by higher levels of
the bureaucracy which puts an unnecessary burden 
on the uneducated.31

The cases cited in Section 5.2.4 show that cooperatives not bound by formalistic requirements can operate at low levels of literacy and numeracy

though they may need some assistance from literate and numerate persons.


In practically all communities there are at least some members who can
 
perform roles that require reading, writing, and figuring skills. The chief 

t
3This has been documented in northern Nigeria where co-ops with mostly illiterate members had to fill out fourteen complex forms and reports regularly even though a few simplifieddocuments would have sufficed (King, 1981). Such imposition of paperwork may also be 

forced upon local administrative staff, as reported in footnote 23 in Chapter One. To some de
gree LA may be more sinned against than sinning. 

http:uneducated.31
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value of literacy appears to be that it gives local representatives more statusvis-a-vis higher level officials and greater ability to get those officials tocarry out their development responsibilities properly.3 2 The crucial factorseems to be the orientation of national government, whether it wants local 
institutions to succeed despite the impediments that illiteracy can present.
Most of the liabilities of illiteracy stem from educated persons taking advan-

tage 	of their knowledge and status. Governments need to indicate to allpersonnel that they should be fully supportive of local institutions despite 
any inconveniences of illiteracy, and that haughty or indifferent behavior
toward uneducated members of the public will not be accepted. Bureaucrat-
ic reorientation may well need to be undertaken in this regard (discussed in 

5.6.2 Gender 
Fortunately the assumption of past years that "farmers' are male andrural women are simply housekeepers' has been shaken by growing docu-
mentation and appreciation of 
 the role and contribution of womenagriculture. andwever, 	 inmost 	of the LID literature has been gender-blind.JIMagrc 	 ul ntue. 1 98 )hmoaves o thLID lieratuwomen hassbeeeas are much more common 	 n n ln .Ithan previously recognized. These tend to beMarch and Taqqu (1986) have shown that women's associations in rural ar-


eas re uchmor comontha econizd. hes
prvioulymore informal and less visible than men's associations, however, and to be 

less powerful because they have control 


ted t beneling 
over 	fewer resources.Within their limits, women's associations can carry out a great varietyof functions. A recent review of the situation in Nigeria concluded: 

In all the States investigated, there is a powerful tradition of voluntary women's groups.These groups are based on many things, age, religion, culture, or the, may be tradition-
al savings societies. In all of the States women showed a tremendousabilitv to organize
themselves and get things done. In many areas women organized themselves into co-operative farming groups and pooled their plots. They created and maintained savingssocieties and other community buildings, often taking care (f the organization andstaffing of the institution as well- Traditionally womenoperative trading and occasionally they handle the marketing of their husbands' farm 
have been involved in coproducts or are engaged in the procurement of some farm inputs. (Akande, 1984:132) 

Program designers may seek zo coopt existing women's organizations 
into performing project tasks. But the distinction made by March and Taqqu 

3 21n our analysis of local organization performance, one of the only LO task:, that correlatedsignificantly with community literacy levels was 'control of bureaucracy' (Lsnan and Uphoffh"which1984:136).l 	 Y9 633We were able to find some documentation on 	 hnfrablructefore erel to i dometin women's participation in local institutionsfo we's ardioipio in l ca utfor rural infrastructure (primarily for domestic water supply) and for primary health care, butthe literature was not very detailed. A state-of-the-art review of irrigatton management founddocumentation on
1 

women' , rule m less than 10 percent of th. fifty cases analyzed (Uphoff,986a). The number of stu ondyswomen in agriculture is fortunately growing. e.g.. Nelson 
(1983) andne O (1984). A cse study of women's agricultural groups in Senegal is included inAnnex Five. 
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(1986) between active- and reactive' associations is important to keep inmind. The first category, with formal structure and explicit purposes, maybecome usefully engaged in contemporary development activities. But thelatter, which tend to be tacit and informal responding to particular crises orneeds, can be distorted or even destroyed by grafting on new purposes that 
interfere with their limited but valuable functions for the women who 	be
long 	to them 

Most of the women's organizations documented in the literature e
phasize health, education, or income-earning opportunities outside ofagriculture. They may engage in agriculture to support these other activities(e.g. the mwethya groups in Kenya, cited in footnote 15), or agricultural improvement may evolve out of cooperation in other areas (e.g. the Mothers' 
planning-Misch and Margolin, 1975; F. Korten and Young, 1978). It has 
Clubs in South Korea, which were originally organized around family 

been suggested that women's church groups in Kenya be brought into agricultural extension programs since they are already important localinstitutions in rural communities and 	have ventured into activities likechicken-raising (Moock, 1976:835).
W hen w om en's organizations get involved in agriculture,
ofe ospport 	 it is m ostembers in their household production activities by chanoften to suppot m eb er nt erh u e odp o uto ciii sb'hhelping wvith 	
n

heling technicalarinformation,inrathercredit,marketing rather than orbybyinputsuncleraigpoutndretylike fertilizer to them or byith 	 t ndetaking production directy. 

While there are some successful casescodgenerally is not imprsie of women's group production, the re-One 	of the issues debated but unresolved in the literature is whether 
women should participate as a separate category in local institutions. Women's 	role in local government has generally been less active than 	men's, 
though this does not mean they are without influence.35 In South Asian
countries where there is traditional social discrimination against women's
public participation, reserved seats have been created in many LG bodies.
 
Reserved seats may enhance women's social 
status but there is little evidence that they contribute much to increasing women's productivity since 
local governments have not been engaged very significantly in agricultural


3 4Akande (i984) reports successful roup production it Nigeria, as does Yoon (1983) 
 in 
Senegal- On the other hand, women's groups in Eurkina Faso had notable failures with group
Production ( ayl oi,1981), and women's production efforts in the ujamaa villages of Tanzania 

organized'collective work groups that hired out members' labor for agricultural field
iaponig(yen 91.TeUoj oe' eerto nKnawork, did not engage in pooled producion efforts. The groL'p's earnings went into the organiZation's treasury to fund health, education, and other activities (Staudt, 1980).3 Sn Senegal,for example, of 500 members of Rural Councils, only four were women (Ba etal., 1984:111). In Botswana women were previously excluded from participation in the kgotla,the traditional rural LG institution, but now they take part (typically sitting apart from themen, it should be noted) Brown reports: "At the kgotla meetings observed during this re

search, women genera!I, spoke less frequently than men,better educated rhan men, those 	 though since many women arewomen who did speak often carried weight (1983:22). 

http:influence.35
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development despite their mandate to do so (Westergaard, 1986). Also, the 
women filling reserved positions are usually chosen by men with the result 
that strong and independent women's views are not likely to be expressed. 

There is some question whether to promote separate membership orga-

nizations for women. among poorer strata
Especially of the population,
sohdarity between men and women is cruciai in their struggle for survival 
and improvement suggesting that only integrated organizations be advocat-
ed. On the other hand, women without anv affiliations outside their families 
are likely to be more dependent and less ambitious for themselves and their 
families. Generally it appears desirable to have some separate organizations 
for women where energy emanating from gender solidarity can be har-
nessed and given expression. 

Theic wrill be some social and cultural circumstances in which separate 
organizations are not viable (though such condition,, demonstrate the need
for greater autonomy and opportunity for women). In such ,ste, there may 

be no alternative to integrated organizations, in which women's participa-
tion is under the control of men. Even the highly idealistic leadership of the
Deedar cooperative in Bangladesh was not able to have a strong women's 
role in that remarkable organization at the start (Annex Six). It took twenty 
years to get women into full voting and office-bearing roles though this has 
been accomplished within a very unfavorable environment. 

The optimum LID strategy appears to be some comb'bation of wom
en's, men's, and mixed groups to tap the ideas and efforts of cifferent sets of 
persons working on varied development t-s (ILO, 1985:56). Unless spe-
cial circumstances require it, women's organizations should not operate in 
isolation from all contact with men. The case studies of the Senegalese gar-
dening groups (Annex Five) and the Comas Women's Academv in Peru 
(Annex Seven) show the advantages of cooperation with and even
cooptation of men. 

There is a question whether the government service should have spe-
cial cadres for working with women. There is a common bias in agricultural
extensin toward working with male farmers even when women are more 
efficient managers of farm resources than men (Moock, 1976; Staudt, 19"8).
Because women's role in agriculture is so pervasive and because it would be 
difficult to obtain sufficient resources and sttus for separate LA units de-
voted just to women's work it does not seem advisablk to press for such units 
as part of local institutional development for agriculture. Rather increasing 
the number and proportion of women LA staff, especially in extension ser-
vices, appears to be the better course 

How difficult it will be for women to play a prominent role in the expansion of local private businesses will vary from country to country. Mucholo pit snsewlvrfr cflexible 
of the marketing trade in agricultural products is in the hands of women in 
some countries particularly in West Africa. In Jamaca female traders known 
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as higglers" come io the farm gate and in some instances help in the ha
vesting of commodities (Lewrs, 192:152-153). However, even where 
historical precedents and ultural values favor women's involvement in pri
vate sector expansion, there may still be national policies and practices that 
imit their participation in support of agricultural development. Rules gov

eming the provision of credit from government programs or banks iusuaily
discriminate against women (ILO, ',984:56-57). The imposition of 'top
down' forms of organization that are inconsistent with women's existing 
patterns of interaction can discourage women's participation, whereas 
working with them in ways that are more socially and culturally sensitive 
can lead to larger and more viable institutions3b 

Which women are participating needs to be considered as many of the 
most visible women's organiz.-!tions are not suited for work in agriculture. 

Organ isations of Lppe-class women tend to see their function as social. Either they arepurely for the socia! pleasure of the w-nen involved, or they are welfare oriented.Rural women's organisations tend to be oriented more toward self-help (economic) 
programmes. (Tadesse, 1984:79) 

To the extent there are impediments to full participation by women in local 
ins.itutions that support agricultural development efforts, a significant 
share of the local talent that could make those institutions more effective 
will be absent. This can hardly be afforded. 

5.6.3 	 Land Tenure and Economic Status 
Agricultural development programs tend to consider only those culti

vators who are landowners, regarding those persons who have only labor to 
contribute as being "inputs lather than 'participants" in the piocess of de
vVlopment. Local institutional development for agriculture should not 
neglect the landless and near-landless ('the rural poor) since they are im
portant not only for accepting and using new technologies but also for
 
contributions of resources and ideas. It was the landless and near-landless,
 
as we saw in Chapter Three, who were most concerned that local govern
ments in Nepal and Indonesia invest in increasing productivity rather than
 
in amenities,
 

There is understandable concern that local institutions' performance 
will be affected (distorted or diminished) where there is a high degree of 
socio-economic stratification, usually created by cifferences in land tenure 
status. Leonard (1982) has assessed when these'differences are likely to cre
ate special difficulties at the local level. National institutions may want to 

'This is shown in th-
3	

. ';e study of Nigerian women's COLp2eratives by Ladipo (1983). Aorganizational ;omn ffor promoting their role in agricultu'ral trade proved successful 
whereas the authoritarianrmodel, more familiar to the bureaucracy, was a failure. See also 
Bruce (1980) on experience with market women's cooperatives in Nicaragua. 
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maintain a greater degree of control over development activities to ensure all
cultivator- access to resources and opportunities when: 

(a) activities are vulnerablesubs(dized to elite manipulation. e.g., distribution offertilierble; or 
(b) elite interests are divergent from those of the rest of the community,

e.g., when introducing a credit program that charges lower interest 
rates than village money-lenders. 

ActivitfLs can be delegated to local institutions under conditions of eco-
nomic and social inequality with fewer adverse effects when, conversely: 

(a) the activities are not particularly vulnerable to distortion, e.g., tick-dipping of cattle; or 

(b) the interests of thc !anded and landless do not diverge much, e.g.,control of diseases that affect crops, since crop failure will reduce 
employment and also drive up the price of food. 

Relatively few activities fit these latter criteria fully, but d. , ons about
institutional design should take into account how the nature of the activity
affects participation in decision ma-ing and benefits when dealing with a
population where land tenure differences create dynamics for bias. 

Where stratification is serious, amongthe choice local institutionalchannels may be made differently. 'Alternative organizations,' discussed 
more in Section 7.3.3, having membership restricted to the less-advantaged, 
may become more appropriate to complement LA, LG and private business 
channels. The cooperative establisheo in Egypt for beneficiaries of land re-
form were for a while a good example of such organizations, giving political
influence as well as economic opportunity nd social status to cultivatorswho had been among the poorest members of society (Harik,

S 17munityspecial land reform co-op helped to break the demnation of the large 
landowning elite over the local government. 

Unfortunately in agriculture relations between landless an.j landed are
nforeukely e nero-su a dc ope itivs bthan laiohe aeasf alade-more likelyv to be zero-sum and competitive than in other areas of rural de-velopment activity. In human resource development education and health

benefits for poorer members of the community can be achieved with less 
likelihood of adversely affecting the interests of richer members. Indeed,
richer persons even benefit from better education, health, and nutritional 
status for poorer neighbors. Though certain public goods like community
water supplies or common forests for fuelwood offer advantages to elite andnonelite alike, agricultural programs benefiting the poor often affect labor 
supply, wages, and competition for land, with anegative impact on the rich-
er community members. 

Even private goods like agricultural inputs or marketing services may 
be provided to the poor in a community through local institutions like coop-
eratives. Though under the direction of local elite members, nonmembers 
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may also receive private goods as Tendler (1983) found in Bolivia. The re
ward that elites receive from conferring such benefits can be enhanced 
social status, which is desired by persons who already have some suffic ncyof economic resources. One should not assume that elites wi!! always use
local institutions to pursue their own interests to the exclusion of others' advantage. This is an Data onempirical question. the distribution
agricultural inputs, particularly credit, for the Green Revolution in India's

of 

Punjab sh,-w that even if co-ops there were elite-dominated, they did provide greater access to productive inputs to the poorer sectors.3 7 

As a rule, elite interests are more likely to predominate at higher levels 
than at lower levels. Persons of lower status and income are more likely toplay important rules at the group level than at the community level and to 

have more influence in ihe community than in the locality.38 This is true alsowith respect to the bureaucracy. The poor are more likely to be seen and as
sisted by sub-district personnel than by district officials. LA staff at the 
locality -eve!or below are likely to be more responsive because they live incloser proxiinity.3 ' This consideration supports a degree of devolution 
local institut,,ris even when stratification confronts decision makers. 

to 

When dealing with localities that have a la'ge number or proportion of
landless and near-landless, there should be continuing concern over wheth
er local institutions are serving as adequate channels for their participationin agricultural development. Swedish donors assisting the Chilalo Agricul
tural Development Unit in Ethiopia, operating through local units of the
extension service, were appalled to find that their resources for agricultural
credit were going almost entirely to large farmers because the LA staff were 

3 7 ee Nicholson (1984 Apart from actit hih ihave a common interest, Leona-A (1982:18) lists three conditions that make elite-runinstitutions more likely to be responsive to the needs of the poor: (i) where there is competi
tiot. for leadership; (ii) where the support of the poor is necessary for elites to achieve and 
maint-i. leadership; and (iii) where at least some elite members are willing to appeal directly

to the interests of the poor. Nicholson's analyis suggests that reducing the scarcity of desired
goods also makes a difference.3 tThis has been documented in Nepal for the panchayat LG system there. The percentage ofrepresentatives from low caste or tribal groups declines as one moves from the village
panchayat level to the district panchayat, and then to the zonal panchayat. The likelihood that
apoor person will be elected chairman also diminishes at higher levels (Gaige 1975:141-165).


The Small Farmer Development Program established by FAO in Nepal and other Asian ,ountries recognized this and therefore adopted a group approach for assisting the rural poor. Thisapproach permitted small farmers and the landless to gai., ,':aecontrol over LG in their area(Annex Five). The possibility of overcoming this bias toward elite control at higher (locality)levels by focusing programs at lower (group and community) levels is see in the Indonesia case
inAnnex Seven.3 The beneficial effects of having local officials in close proximity to the poor c?1.1be seenfrom an analysis of the outcomes of land reform implementaticn (Montgomery, 1972). Theprobability that rural people would get more income, more tenure secuity, and more politicalinfluence in the wake of land reform and distribution of land to the landless was greater to theextent that decision making was carried out at lower levels of goverment, involving LA, LG, 

and LOs. See discussion in Section 7.5.3. 

http:locality.38
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making no effort to identify and reach the poor. By working with the staffand redefining eligibility criteria, the pattern of loans was changed marked-ly within three years' time under a not-particularly-progressive regime.0 
Working with poorer members of agricultural communities can havesubstantial payoffs. In the San Martin Jilotcpeque cooperative in Guatemala,60 percent of the members did not o.vn thteir own land. Yet it was possible to

introduce a program that greatly increased agricultural production while re-
ducing soi! erosion and promoting nonagricultural activities (Annex Five).Working through a variety of local institutional channels, some specializedand some general, it should be possible to involve and benefit the rural poor,
meaning particularly the landless. They are part of the agricultural productionprocess but as tenants or laborers they will have little voice and stake init unless the pattern of local institutional developmentopportunities, gives them 

5.6.4 Migration 
Another popular image of farmers is that they are all settled on the landwhen in fact agricultural popuiations increasingly include a substantialnumber of migrants. Since it is farming communities not just farms or farm-ers that raise the level of production through technological and institutionalin;novation, local institutions need to take population mobility into accountrather than presume a stable, sedentary population. Friedmann (1982) hasput this succinctly in a report on rural development in Haiti: 

Of course peasants do not live in isolation from each other, and more is needed than to 
work w'rh individual households, though that is necessary too. It is ultimately the peas-ant community that must be motivated and become the focus for a project. 

One needs to distinguish between seasonal migration-whereindividuals or
families move regularly during 
 the year to undertake cultivation, tendherds, or earn income where physical or economic conditions arefavorable-and out-migrat;,?n, where 
more 

adults leave their communities for
several years or longer to undertake employment elsewhere. Money is often
remitted to their families, and migrants commonly maintain some stake or
presence in the community by visits 
or contributions,
In countries such as Botswana, Nepal, and Yemen, where the Rural De-velopment Committee has worked, it is not uncommon to find 

"°Tenants were only 9 percent of loan ecipients in 1968 and got only 4 percent of total 
loans; three years later they were 39 percevrtof recipients (with 36 percent of loans). Thirty per-Pehcent of recipients in 1968 were landowners having over twenty hectares (anc, they got 5percent of loan funds); by ]971 :hey, were down to 1 percent (with 2 percent of loans) (Cohenand Uphoff, 1977:247-250). We found no data on yield differences by size of holding, but inneighboring Kenya, small farms (under ten acres) had six times more gross output per acre, and 
almost seven times more 
1972:167). 

net profit per acre, than large farms (averaging 125 acres) (ILO,So the spread of credit opportunities should have contributedproduction. to greater total 
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out-migration rates of 30 percent among adult males, and in other countrieswomen may move to cities for short-term or long-term employment. InCentral America whole families move to harvest coffee when that is in sea
son so movement may include children though it is adults' participatioi,thatis of most concern in LID. Local institutions need to adjust either by moving
with the people or by making sure that their activities coincide wit- people's
migration patterns. 

migrationpatterns.
 
In Botswana migration has long been 
a way of life to accommodate toand and semi-arid environments. Households spend some of the year in


central villages where deep wells give year-round water supply. As soon as
the rains start, most households move or send some of their members to -the
lands' where arable crops are cultivated while others take cattle still farther
away to cattle posts' where ephemLral sources of pasture and water can be
 
found (Roe and Fortmann, 1982). In the Botswana situation if local govern
ment councils and other institutions are based only in the village, they willbe made up of year-round residents, mostly older, more prosperous males
 
who stay behind when younger, less well-off 
persons and particularlywomen have to leave to exploit available resources. Vesting more authorityand economic resources in village-based institutions under such conditions
would introduce an undesirable bias into decision making. if local institutions are 
dealing with agriculture and natural resoturce management, the
persons actually doing the managing need 
to be well represented.

In Botswana out-migration to South Africa often drains communities of
their most vigorous, ambitious, and best-educated potential leaders. The
 

leadership pool, at least for men, will often not be the most capable that the
community has to offer. Women, as noted already, do not have equal stand
ing in the public sphere. Ways need to be found to involve migrants while
away from the locality by getting financial contributions and suggestions
from them and engaging them more actively upon their return to the viliage.
Their experience, their education, and their exposure to new ideas can greatly assist an organization in its development urdertakings. Yet it must be
kept in mind that returnees may become so .listanced from the village that
they no longer represent the community (Fortmann, 1982) though this is not
always the case. it is interesting to note the case of ex-Gurkha servicemen in
Nepal who went as recruits into the British and Indian armies. After return

ing with pensions they have often become pillars of strength in localinstitutions (Caplan, 1970).p t e motd a ti mgr i nef csh veb nfltPerhaps the most dramatic migration effects have been felt inn NorthN rhYemen, where about 40 percent of males have at one time or another foundlucrative employment in the Persian Gulf states. This has led to a decline in 
agricultral productior as women have been left with more work than theycan handle, and as maintenance of hillside terraces has not been kept up.Repatriated earnings of migrants have provided a generous capital base for 
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'heLocal Development Associations in rural areas (Cohen et al., 1981). Un-
fortunately the LDAs have not systematically channeled such resuurces into 
agricultural improvement efforts. 4' 

This observation in Yemen is not unusual. , review of literature cover-
ing Nigeria, Kenya, Ethiopia, Peru, Bolivia, India, and the Caribbean found 
that migrants seldom sponsor agricultural -xtension or other collective in-
vestment in agriculture preferring to support buildings and more visible 
projects (Ralston et al., 1983:38-39). This finding parallels our observation 
with regard to local government that "collective action' for agriculture 
seems to be infrequent at the community or higher leels though it is com-
mon at the group level especially on an informal basis. It is an important
question for LID whether ways will be found to engage the talents and re-
sources of migrants in agricultural development since the phenomenon of 
migration is likely to increase in the future. The constructive influence of re-
turned migrants in Nepal is of some encouragement though their 
agricultural contribution has more often been one of setting examples by 
their own innovative activity than of strengthening LID for agriculture. 

5.7 INTEGRATION OF THE AGRICULTURAL COMMUNITY 

The implicit model of most agricultural development theories has been 
one of individuation, from communally oriented and cooperative "peas-
ants to self-standing and competitive farmrs' (Weitz, 1971). This derives 
from the increasingly discredited modernization heory, which presumes a 
unilinear progression from ascribed to achieved status and from 
particularistic to universalistic norms. In fact, an analysis of the functions of 
agriculture suggsts that change occurs in the forms and not in ihe extent of 
cooperation and interdependence. Even in the most traditional modes of ag-
riculture, production is usually by individuals or households, not groups or 
insti'.utons. There is exchange of inputs and some sharing of outputs in time 
of need but the balance between individual and collective efforts tends to 
favor the former. 

As the level of technological sophistication increases, individuals re-
quire greater access to inputs aid to marketing and processing facilities. As 
individual operations expand arnd become more differentiated, there is a 

41One problem LDAs face is that women's public roles are culturally restricted, and only 
men are supposed to participate in public meetings. Swanson (192)suggests that LDAs' an-
nual meetings be held during the holiday month when many men working in the Gulf return 
-otheir communities for family festivals. This would engage more male household heads inLDA decision making and could also mobilize voluntary contributions. Otherwise household 
where the male head is away send a junior male to represent them in LDA meetings (Swanson
and Hebert, 1982). Understandings have been reached in some communities that when impor-
tant decisions are to be made, the final vote is put off so the issue can be discussed privately inthe households with women making their views known. At a subsequent meeting, the male 
spokesman can then speak and vote on behalf of the household, 
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concomitant increase in horizontal and vertical interdependence. The bal
ance between private and collective efforts in agriculture may shift 
somewhat more toward the private side, but it does not tilt from one end of 
the continuum to the other az modernization theory suggested. Local insti
tutional development becomes more significant as the scale and complexity 
of agriculture increase as suggested by considering the hierarchy of levels 
indicated in Figure 5.1. 

While the locus of production is usually the individual or household, 
aggregate levels of production are a consequence of what whole communi
ties are able to accomplish through their networks of institutional support 
for individual and household producers. In Section 5.6 concern was focused 
on several large categories of rural residents-migrants, women, illiterates, 
landless, or land-poor-who together often make up the majority of rural 
communities (Esman, 1978). 

Local institutions that do not bring these people into the planning and 
implementation of agricultural development will be limiting the scope of ag
ricultural change and the distribution of benefits r,the future. Planners and 
policy makers should oe thinking of how to integrate all sections of the agri
cultural community into productive enterprise. Institutional networks 
should provide access to resources and sei'vices that both increase the out
put of households and make that production yield more value to its 
preducers and consumers. This access is particularly needed for the majority 
of agricultural producers who have lacked it in the past. The better
endowed agriculturalist- have less need for new efforts at local institutional
 
development because they usually have beea able to forge at least some ver
tical and horizontal linkages of their own-with one another, with
 
government agency personnel at higher levels, with private suppliers, with
 
trade associations representing the interests of larger producers, 
etc. 

What is needed is seldom the strengthening of any single local institu
ional channel to promote agricultural growth. The good performance of 

government agencies operating at the local level should help co-ops and pri
vate businesses to succeed. The performance of these latter two channels is 
usually better when there is some c)mpetition between them, giving pro
ducers alternative choices based on quality of service and cost considera
tions. Service organizations, because of their different motivation andresource base, can fili gaps that other institutions find difficult or unreward
ing to fill. Membership organizations are also important, providing
agricultural services of various sorts on a self-help, collective action basis 
(Oxby,1983:56). Such groups will be more stable and effective, however,

whby 1983:56).
when tied in with other institutions that give them legitimacy at the local
level. The significance of this whole range of local institutions is increasingly
recognized as a matter of policy (e.g., USAID, 1984). It is up to development 

professionals to Iind ways of providing for and supporting LID initiatives in
agricultural and related projects. 
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CHAPTER SI)X 

Local Institutional Developm ent for

Nonagricultural Enterprise 


ACTIVITIES IN NONAGRICULTURAL ENTERPRISE 

Nonagricultural enterprise (NAE) can be ignored as an eemen: of ruraldevelopment only longas as grc-wing populations can be fudly andremuneratively employed in agriculture or can be absorbed into iobs inurban, large-scale industry.I Since neither agriculture nor industry are pro-viding sufficient employment for everyone, large and growing portions cf
the population in most developing countries must engage in activities such as artisan manufacturing or petty trading simply to sustain their house-holds. Because these activities are generally not registered, regulated, orrecognized, and are usually quite precarious i.nanciaily, they are often clas-
sified as 'informal' or 'marginal' despite the fact that a majority of the 
population may be involved in them.-

Although NAE may be seen as offering a set of economic or, rtunitiesprimarily for small holders or the landless, it represents employment andearning possibilities for many rural residents not only for the poorest Often,in fact, NAE arises out of rural households' search for sources of income that 

INAE is also referred to as rural-based industry, village industry, off-farm enterprise, agro-industry, cottage industry, decentralized industries, and other terms. The dividing linebetween agi cultural and nonagricultural enterprise is fuzzy with regard to processing of agri-cultural products (rice milling, oil seed pressing, etc.). As long as such activities are done by the 
producing unit (usually the farm household), we consider them as an extension of the agricultural process. But once agricultural products are sold for "ommercial processing and usc orwhen employees are retained an activity will be considere, as NAE. Activities of agricultural
households that produce goods or services supplemental to their produ.'tion of food or fiber 
are regarded "-.ere as NAE.2 Soares (1983:3) estimates 'that the informal sector includes between 40% and 85% of thelabor force in developing countries.' Approximately one-third of the labor force in rural areas(including rural towns) depends on nonfarm activities as a primary source of employment andearnings. (World Bank, 1978a:7) In addition a large proportion of families depend on nonfarm 
activities as a source of secondary income. 
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can be combined with agriculture (Binswanger, 1983:38). Thus, NAE 
should not be seen only as a full-time alternative to farming.Governments and international agencies have long been interested inproviding jobs for the rural poor if only to slow the rate of rural-to-urban migration. These efforts have failed partly because of the lack of appropriate
institutional development strategies. The focus on increasing the numberand viability of nonagricultural enterprises has usually overlooked the importance of instiiutional networks that can sustain and expand NAEsthrough horizontal and vertical linkages. Moreover, 'profitability' has toooften been regarded as an end in itself rather than as something that contrib
utes to "institutionalization.' This is to say that short-term considerations aretoo seldom directed at also achieving longer-run payoffs. 

Conventional programs for supportingnonagricultural enterprises have too often treated them as entities to be 
the development of 

serviced directly and separately, for example when providing credit. Unfortunately this approach entails serious costs both in terms of funds and 
opportunities forgone. Many programs that extend credit to individualNAEs have often worked through staff of national institutions, who havebeen unable or unwilling to deal effectively with matters such as eligibilityana repayment, which require detailed knowledge and attention. Attract
ive loan funds get siphoned off by the best-off of the target group or evenby persons not eligible to borrow them. Funds intended to promote NAEs
become dissipated when some borrowers have enough political clout toevade their obligations to repay. SL.-h problems are mos, visible with regard to credit programs for NAE development, but similar difficulties arisewhen trying to provide training, technical assistance, etc. without giving
adequate attention to, and investment in, the institutionalized bases for 
NAE development. 

The limitations of dealing with NAEs in the same way as with largescale commercial operations have become increasingly evident. Many NAE
 programs are beginning to work with and through groul i,.gs of enterprises
where both the enterprises and the groups are qtyite small. Loans and techni
cal assistance are provided to the groups which indisseminate the funds and services among members who accept mutual re

turn distribute or 

-sniv'o their productive use, even repaying loans of fellow members 
-spnsibilitypforifithese become overdue. Regular payments are decided upon and monitored by the group and handled by its representatives. This not only lowers 

administrative and transction costs but helpsassure repayment so that thefunds are truly 'revolving,' making such programs of NAE assistance bothmore effective and efficient. 

3An example of such a program in the Dominican Republic is reported in Annex Eight. Itchannels credit to groups of trniciceros,men who pedal heavy cargo tricycles to transport and 
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6:1 	 Activities in Nonagricultural Enterprise 

The institutional development efforts needed to promote non-agricultural enterprise should focus both on the enterprises themselves, as
in the strategy just described for assisting them in groups, and on certain in-stitutions that can strengthen and support such enterprises. In much the 
same way as for agricultural development (as analyzed in Section 5.1), ef-forts to enhance local institutional capacity for nonagricultural development
need to distinguish between units of productionat the local level, which may
or may not become institutionalized, and the various possible local inter-mediary institutionsconsidered in Section 6.2. These efforts must then assist
both units of production and LIls in a complementary fashion. Units of pro-
duction are to be helped to expand, multiply, innovate, and diversify byappropriate local intermediary institutions that make nonagricultural activi-ty more feasible, secure,ty and profitable.easblemre seureandproitale.(3) 

Much as with other rural development activities, efforts to assist NAEwill usually most appropriately hbeat localtak angefforts wherendi ionfamiliarityin andcouflexi-tbilirne 	yts p rmi ar e loc l c o 'a -
bility permit arrangements that take local conditions into account-particularly as they relate to the ebb and flow of income in rural areas or to 
matters of time, such as reconciling full versts part-time work schedules or 
permanent versus temporary or seasonal employment.Being concerned with approaches to promoting nonagricultural enter-
prise that draw on and develop local institutional capacities to, support
NAE, we focus on local intermediary institutions and their connections tolocal enterprises rather than on techniques for addressing tae problems of
particular types of NAEs. However, since institutional capacity takes root 
more readily where suited to the characteristics of the productive task andthe operational co.text, an analysis of LID for nonagricultural develop-
ment must give some attention to the different kinds of enterprises and
services involved, as done in Section 6.3. NAEs can vary in their basis of 
ownership, their size and technology, ind their type of activity. Uniformapproaches to working with them are not likely to contribute to dynamic orsustainable NAE performance. 

6.2 LOCAL INSTITUTIONAL OPTIONS 

In this analysis we are considering nonagricuitural enterprises them-selves more as units or production than as "institutions' to be developed 

sell 	 fruit and vegetables or to collect scrap metal, cardboard, etc. ii: the streets of SantoDomingo. Credit is granted to solidarity groups' of six to eight members so that they can pur-chase (rather than rent) their vehicles and then branch out into other enterprises. While eachmember is individually responsible for some part of the loan, the group's members are also col-lectively responsible. Asian examples of such a local institutional strategy for handling creditinclude the Small Farmer Development Programme in Nepal (Annex Five) and the Grameen 
Bank in Bangladesh (Annex Eight). A similar approach is being introduced in Africa by FAO inits People's Participation Programme (FAO. 1984). S. :h 'solidarity groups' formed the basisfor successful savings programs in Cameroon and Zimbabwe (Annex Eight). 
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though NAEs can become institutions as defined in Section 1.5 if they persist over time, becoming valued structures of .tivity within the community.
The fact of having NAEs zan become 'institutionalized* to the extent thatpeople attribute enough value to their existence that persons are willing to
make contributions to the maintenance of NAEs as a general practice even ifnot necessarily to the survival of each and every individual enterprise. Here 
we are interested in the institutional channels through which credit and
other services can be provided to NAEs. 

Not surprisingly the same six kinds of local institutions as were consid
ered for other Eectors offer possibilities for assisting NAEs: 

(1) local administration (LA); 
(2) 	 local government (LG);( )l clg v r m n L )membership organizations of NAE owners or operators; 
(4) 	 cooperatives of NAEs themselves;
(5) 	service organizations, such as might operate a revolving loan fund(4) 	 cerie f NAaso melves;
 

on a not-for-profit basis; and
 
(6) 	 private businesses, which provide goods and services for a fee 

or price. 

One can distinguish between direct and indirectcontributionsof local institutions to nonagricultural development. The latter include things likelocal governments building marketplaces and roads that enhance local eco
nomic opportunities; private businesses as they expand creatirg demand for
the products of local enterprises; or government schools and clinics at local
levels upgrading the human resource base for rural economic activity. Suchindirect effects are not dealt with here, however, because they have beencovered in the preceding four chapters. We are interested in focal i stitu
tional activities more directly and explicitly aimed at strengthening
nonagricultural enterprise.

We do not often find local institutions presently engaged at their own
initiative in systematic efforts to promote NAE. Sometimes churcl- organizations make loans to small businesses to accelerate the growth of the local 
economy, or local producers may have formed a cooperative to make theirmarketing or input procurement more efficient. But such institutional activi
ties are the exception and frequently ad hoc. Strengthening them wherethey exist is a reasonable policy. Usually specific local institutional efforts to 
support NAE will be at the instigation of some outside agency. A local goveminent body may cooperate with a rural industries program of the nationalgovernment, represented by regional or district officials distant from the lo
cality. Or a fcreign donor, public or 	private, may provide technicalassistance and capital to an association of local producers to upgrade theiroperations. LID for nonagricultural enterprise should make such programs 

more extensive and effective.
To refer specifically to local institutions operating in roles that assist 
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and strengthen NAEs we speak of local intermediary institutions (LIs),which make direct contributions to NAE development. These can be localgovernment or local administration units, membership organizations or co-operatives, service organizations or private businesses. Generally speakingdifferent LIls will have different comparative advantages' for meeting theneeds oflocal nonagricultu'i enterprises, whether cedit. skills training, in-
formation, external representation, or physical inputs, 

Figure 6.1: SUPPORT BY INSTIUTION AND TYPE OF ASSISTANCE 

TYPE OF ASSISTANCEINSTITUTIONS ___ PROVIDED CHANNELS__ __ __ __ __ _PROVIDED OF ASSISTANCE _ _ CHANNELS__OF _ASSISTANCE _is 
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In Figure 6.1 these distinctions are represented, suggesting a division oflabor whereby 'nonlocal' institutions such as national governiments or for-eign donors are assisting local intermedia'y instituticns, which in turnsupport the development of NAE units of production. Some of these localunits of production may support others by providing inputs or buying products and services. LIls are shown ranging along a continuum from private topublic sector institutions. Of the local intermediary institutions, LA units(including local bank branches) and SOs have shown the most immediate 
potential for providing credit and skills training; MOs and LG have someadvantage in providing nformation and lobbying to gain attention to localneeds; while private businesses (PBs) and cooperatives are generally best 
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suited to providing physical inputs and certain services to specific enterpris
es. LG and LA are more appropriate for multi-enterprise services like waterand electricity because these qualify as public goods" as analyzed in Section
4.4.5, with substantial economies of scale in their provision.

Specific L!ls may be able to give certain kinds of support not indicatd
in Figure 6.1. For instance, a unit of local administration might effectively
lobby with higher authorities on behalf of NAEs. The diagram presents no 
universal claims of comparative advantage but rather illustrates the need toconsider where and why such advantage might exist. 

One reason for making LID part of any strategy for nonagricultural enterprises is to go beyond simply providing these supports separately. Thereneed to create inter- and intra-local economic linkages and to have organi
zational networks that disseminate and share information. In fact, the mostfundamental local institution for NAE development is the local economy,which can be understood as an "institution" that is not an 'organization' 
(Section 1.5). A local economy is not simply established by the local presence of national economic institutions or by integration of the localcommunity into the national economy. Pather a local economy exhibits 
some degree of independence from external links and a great deal of mutualinterdependence among local producers and households. This not only pro
motes the generation of value added but retains a large part of it forpromoting further NAE development.The objective of introducing new goods and services to expand thedepth and scope of the local economy is to increase the capacity of its com

for creating employment -and additional income for localhouseholds. Some of this income can be invested in other areas such as agriculture, education, or nutrition ad health. Furthermore, the overall localinstitutional framework is strengthened when individual enterprises them
selves become established as 'institutions' which can butress the capacityof LG and other local institutions economically and technologically.

This process is evident in the case of group or cooperative enterprises
expand and diversify their activit-i as did the Mraru Women's
Group in Kenya (Annex Six). This group b,.gan by raising money to establish
transportation service ,o a nearby town through buying and operating itsown bus. Once this activity was established, the group used its profits tobuild a small retail shop. Eventually, space in the back of the shop was devoted to sewing and family health classes to which the Department . SocialServices contributed sewing machines and a teacher's salary. This groupmoved beyond being simply an enterprise to become a local institution towhich women now turn for financial and also social improvement. Th.mwethya women's group in Kenya, discussed in the preceding chapter (foot

note 15), showed a similar evolution. 
Such changes over time are important to recognize and accept sincewhen ,upporting nonagricultural enterprise, the accent should definitely be 
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on the latter word-enterprise." This means that diversification and modi-
fication of activities in response to emerging conditions and newopportunities are valued as characteristics of institutional capacity. 4 The ex-
amples cited from Kenya are quite typical, as entrepreneurs (private orpublic) seek to take advantage of whatever lines of activity appear profit-
able, economically and/or socially. The category in which the 'units ofproduction' are classified may change over time. This is one reason why
local institutional development in support of NAE should not attempt to
work through and strengthen just "one best' intermediary channel. Rather it 
will be more effective to have a combination of Lils cooperating at the vari
ous local levels in their support of NAE. As a set they can more readily dealwith the variety of organizational forms NAEs are likely to take and techni-
cal tasl, they may undertake.Such variety itself needs to be analyzed and understood. Certain Lilswill be better suited to working with some kinds of NAEs though no clear
rules on this can be derived from the literature, fragmented as it is on the
subject. Rather assisting LIls to work with NAEs needs to take into account
the variety to be found among the units of production to be supported. Ac-
cordingly some analytical order needs to be brought to this diverse universe
called "nonagricultural enterprises.' 

6.3 NONAGRICULTURAL ENTERPRISE CHARACTERISTICS 

While there may be no general agreement on a definition of
nonagricultural enterprises, distinctions usually focus on location, type, orscale.The distinction between o::-farn and off-farm activities is -,ct very use-

ful because there are various nonagricultural production activities that rural
households can usefully undertake to supplement their agricultural income.

We would include under NAE any productive activities not involving the

producing of food and fiber, and any processing of food and fiber products

off-farm by enterprises that did not produce them. It makes no sense to ex-

clude such employment and income-generating activities as grain milling orleather tanning if carried out by small, self-standing enterprises since these 
have much in common with other small manufacturing and commercial concerns in rural areas. On the other hand, a household's handling or pro-
cessing of food or fiber it has produced before selling this commodity does 
not constitute a distinct 'enterprise' so it is not categorized as NAE. 

NAE activities can include processing of agricultural products such asfish canning, hemp retting, or fruit drying; manufacture of products such as 

4 
One of the most striking things about the twenty-five case studies (from almost as many

countries) assembled and analyzed for the ILO/DANIDA project on identificationcheapful projects for improving the employment conditions of rural women' (Muntemba, 1985) ishow much the productive activities of these various women's enterprises branched out and 
changed over time. 
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bamboo mats or agricultural implements; trade and marketing, including
hawking, retailing, or even wholesaling; and services such as transport andrestaurants-including moving goods by simple means like bicycle or pre
paring food in roadside stails. These constitute the main types of NAEactivity as discussed below. The characteristics of NAEs that appear most
important for adapting LID efforts are ownership arrangements, types ofactivity, and production requirements. Each characteristic affects the kinds ofsupport enterprises might usef-:lly receive from or through the different
local intermediary institutiors listed above. 

6.3.1 Ownership Arrangements 

This aspect of nonagricultLrall cnterprise affects the kind of supportthat will be appropriate based on the scale of enterprise and the distribution
of losses and profits among the prnucers. It focuses attention on the divi
sion of labor within an enterprise, i.e., whether one person performs all
tasks, specializes in one uf them, or i5capable of all but performs them sepa
rately. Outside assistance must be tailored to the structure of decision
making and operation. it also points to the likely type or level of technology 
employed as this affects the kinds ani amounts of training and capital in
vestment reqired. 

(1) Privateindividual or household ownership (micro-enterprise).Thistype of organization operates on a small scale and often with ru
dimentary technology. !f tasks are not divided by gender or age,
one individual is likely to perform all of them, either in succes
sion, or separately. 

(2) Privatelocal ownership (smallenterprL e). These enterpr .. are sepa
rate frum the household either physically or in terms of financial 
accounts. They are slig;itly larger in scale than nousehold enterpris
es and will often employ some nonfamily members. Depending on 
the enterprise's size, the owner may either manage or manage and
produce simultaneously. Similariy workers will perform one or a 
variety of tasks. 

(3) Privateoutsideownership(branchenterprise).This type of enterprise,
operating on a small or medium scale, will represent an outpost of 
a business from a nearby town or part of a network of enterprises
operating within a region. Local employees may perform one taskor several depending on the type of organization. Large outside enterprises ('branch plants') generally represent national or interna

tional firms locating an enterprise in a locale primarily to takelar. Organization will gener
ally be hierarchical and a clear division of labor will be mostcommon. Technology is likely to be more complex than with purely
local enterprises. 
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(4) 	 Cooperative ownership (producerco-opsi.5 This form of enterprise avoided or restricted but rather that a realistic view should be taken of whatrepresents cooperative ownershi of a business's assets. Profits andlosses accrue to members of the enterprise together. Members often 
their multiplier efcts will be for economic and social evelopmentin the 
their tie ec tw oll e for insoal eve o t tknow all stages of the production process although specializationmay agemmay take place in managementntorias new activities are added. Tech- area.ake pla e r a mane acivites re dde . T ch-nonagricultural When deciding how to allocate resources for institutional support ofenterprise in rural areas, it is im portant to take account ofnology is likely to be simple or only moderately complex. 

(5) 	 Government ownership (parastatab.Such enterprises are 	generallylarge, hierarchically organized, and technologically complex. As
publicly sponsored enterprises, they differ from pnvate outside enterprises mainly in having some broader social purpose for locatingin a community and in operating with usually less flexibility than 

Type of ownership does not by itself determine LID needs and oppor-
tunities. Rather the extent to which the units of production are purely 'local'makes a substantial difference when planning support strategies. Micro andsmall enterprises Fnd producer coopcratives generally fall iin this categoryand are accordingly more likely to need local supporting institutions than are medium to large private or parastatal enterprises, which can make their own way because of their extra-community commercial connections.

This is not to say that the particularly 'local' NAE types (a, b, and d) willrespond in the same way to all programs. Rather the analysis suggests, forexample, that when it comes to obtaining access to improved technology,
units of production that are more *local' are likely to look more readily tolocal private enterprises, local service organizations, or other local interme-
diary institutions for assistance because they have fewer linkages to higherlevel institutions than those with other ov nership arrangements (c and e).NAEs that are more local" are likely to be based on alreadypresentskills orpresentlyperceivedopportunities.If theywant to increase employment andincome generated through such enterprises, they will need to upgrade skills or introduce new ones (managerial as well as technical) or to increase infor--nation about opportunities for local enterprises to make profitable 
initiatives. In contrast, enterprises with more extra-local' connections arelikely to base their decisions on availability of raw materials or a cheap sup-ply of local labor. Training and. information are less likely to figure in theirexpansion plans. Because of their size and commercial contracts, they are more independent of local intermediary institutions. 

While units of production with outside linkages may increase employ-ment or income opportunities in rural communities, they havL less stake in 
the community. They commonly transfer more of their value added ,utsidethereby contributing less to other aspects of local institutional and generaleconomic development. This is not to say that such enterprises should be 

5Buyers' and sellers' co-ops are discussed separately because they represent a distinct formof local institution that can support producer co-ops or other kinds of units of production, byacting as an intermediary for them. 

the different kinds of enterprises that may be promoted. 

6.3.2 Types of Activities 

The types of enterprises suitable for a particular location will dependon the availability of inputs, access to targeted markets, and technicaland managerial skills to produce the particular good or provide the service. Communities will generally have one or more of the following types
of enterprises: 

(1) AgriculturalProcessing.Generally the main advantage of enterpris
es of this type lies in minimizing transport costs from the point ofproduction. This is especially true for high bulk products like 
sugarcane. For a number of crops, such local enterprises provide ef
ficient opportunities for supporting employment and incomes,
especially in the most rural areas. Household, private locallyowned, and cooperative enterprises will generaily turn to the samelocal supporting institutions for inputs and assistance while outside
private enterprises and state-controlled ones will look very little tolocal institutions except perhaps to obtain raw materials through 
small private businesses. 

(2) 	Manufacturing.These enterprises may produce either intermediate
products (e.g., cloth for a clothing industry located elsewhere ortools to produce other items) or final products (e.g., farm implements to be used locally). The product can be oriented eithe r to alocal market or to a regional, national, or foreign one. Local enterwith their 'bottom-up'prises seem better able to identify and meet local needs for productsapproach to 	manufacturing. In contrast,
outside' enterprises concerned primarily with competitive advan

tages tend to view the local area in a "top-down' way-as aprofitable opportunity for producing something for an outside mar
ket. In manufacturing, household and private, locally owned
enterprises may woirk cooperatively to purchase raw materials or togain access to technology although they are less likely to sell cooperatively. Producer co-ops, on the other hand, are more lkely to 
er.gage in cooperative ,ales.

(3) 	 Trade and Marketing.These enterprises can serve to distribute localgoods, bring in goods for local production or consumption, and take 
out goods produced locally. They represent mechanisms for forgingback-ward and forward linkages in the production of goods and thedelivery of services. A diversified inventory is generally necessaryfor marketing so, given the size of the local market, small businesses 
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seem more likely to grow by setting up additional sales sites in other
iocations than by expanding their inventory in the first operation
(Marris and Somerset, 1972). This may mean either that the entre-
preneurs are able to manage several times over the same kind and 
amount of inventory, personnel, etc., but cannot adjust to the quali-
tative change in management style that handling one single largeroperation represents, or that there is no point in expanding beyond 
a certain size because the local mrket would become saturated, 

(4) Services. These enterprises provide personal services such as tai-
loring or barbering to local residents or a service required by other 
enterprises such as transport or storage. In addition, hotels or res-
taurants may serve outsiders who come regularly (e.g., salesmen 
who come to weekly markets) or intermittently (e.g., tourists). The 
services provided represent final products, inputs to ot'aer enter-
prises, or even "export products. The skill levels required as well 
as the linkages the enterprise already has will determine the extent 
to which entrepreneurs will turn to local intermediary institutionsfor support. 
fsppsort b(4)Simple operations like tea stalls or human-powered transport (bi-vation 
cycles) can be assisted by an organization such as the Self-
Employed Women's Association in India (Annex Five), which was 
tivities like tailoring and mechanical repairs can be sustained 
concerned primarily with providing decent working conditions. Actiitiesuh letioshptraining m enl airsan besuaiented-
through apprenticeship training given informally by small enter-
prises. With outsid enterprisesenterprisethiesill leveltsie eterall. Th psos atehie mut tisf,
the skill level is set externally. The persons they,hire must satisfycertain skill requirements to be managers though workers mar"
learn enough through on-the-job supervision for simple tasks. 

6.3.3 Production Requirements 

Availability of inputs, the conditions for processing, and access to mar-
kets affect an enterprise's ability to make its products or deliver its services 
from beginning to end. Obviously these problems reflect the particular char-
acteristics of each activity, 

(1) Raw aterials.These are the inputs needed for agricultural process-
ing and manufacture, such as fiber to be spun or parts that go into a 
manufactured item. Supplier cooperatives and private enterprises
(operated by individuals or by households) are the local institutions 
most likely to be able to provide raw materials. Households and
small private enterprises can cooperate by buying together, or a co-
op may be formed to sell inputs to producers. Service enterprises
like small restaurants need -raw materials' just as much as do man-
ufacturingneeds, 

(2) Technology. This includes the implements or machinery needed to 
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prodice an item or knowledge about production techniques. Gov
ernment personnel if the, reach the local level (LA) may be in the 
best position to provide information about technology, while mar
keting cooperatives and private businesses are most suited to 
providing actual physical equipment or inputs to micro, small, and 
cooperative enterprises.

(3) Training(for Productionand Managernen. The human skills that go
with any activity are intrinsically related to the complexity of the 
technology being used. Skills are often acquired informally through
apprenticeship or as a "spillover from other job experience. Where 
training becomes more formal, it may well enter from "outside 
locality. With moderately demanding managerial 

the 
or production

tasks, local administration (through extension activities or semi
nars) and middlemen (a type of private enterprise) seem the most
likely channels to turn to. Local service organizations may be best
able to work with household enterprises and perhaps with small 
local enterprises. 

Credit. Funds for enterprise activity provide opportunity for inno
and expansion of activities over a longer time period. Special

lending programs through branches of:atebanks(LA)areapoten_ 
- al source of credit at least for small private enterprises and formal 
:co-ops. Larger outside and s ta te-con trolled enterprises are not Ilk .ly to obtain their credit from local institutions. The private 
etriechnlicudsma-clemoneylenders or wholesal

channel includes small-scale ers who may make loans in-kind and branches of commercial
banks, which lend on a larger scale. Between these two main typesof private credit arrangements, all five enterprise types should be
able to obtain some amount of credi:. Cooperative credit mobiliza
tion can be accomplished thr..ugh rotating savings, credit 
associations or revolving loan fur.ds. These can be operated by alocal service organization or by a producers' cooperative itself, as 
well as by groups of micro-entrepreneurs. 

(5) Inforination.More than market information about a firm's potential
clientele is needed. Information is necessary about the availability
of inputs, technology, etc. as well as about who might be existing or 
potential customers. A great deal of information about input, product, and service markets is informally exchanged at the household,
small private, and cooperative levels. In addition, market and input
information (to be sure, not always unbiased) is provided by mid
dlemen, who represent one form of private enteri Th
possibility also exists of local organizations forming areund co
possibi io es Largaivati fn arg ondecom
gen institution inatsng traiforation 
generally bypass local institutions in satisfying their iformation 

either by obtaining information elsewhere or by collecting iton their own. Once again, local administration represents a potential source of information for all but the household enterprise. 
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(6) Market Control.This is often an important element in enterprise suc-
cess. It can be a result of size, or can come from legislation, or even 
physical force. Local government can play a role in regulating local 
economic activity; for example, limiting the licenses it grants inorder to protect local enterprises from outside or excessive competi-
tion. LG and LA are much less likely to regulate or protect large
.outside enterprises, and in fact they may themselves be controlled 
by these enterprises. Scale is one means of gaining some market 
protection, or of reducing the uncertainties of fluctuations in supply
and demand. It can be achieved through cooperative purchases
and/or sales (either through private or cooperative production ar-
rangements). Clearly large private enterprises and parastatals 
possess a certain advantage in the area of scale. 

(7) 	 Common Infrastructure.This includes such items as roads, market
places, and electricity. These are generally although not exclusive
hv available through local public sector institutions (LA and LG) as 
discussed in Chapter Three. Cooperatives may be in a position to 
lobby for these things orvyen to provide them if their membership 
represents an important portion of the population in terms of
numbers or status. Large private firms or parastatals may either 
exert pressure or, LA or LG to provide infrastructure services or 
they may bring this infrastructure in on their own, i.e., through
private enterprise. 

(8) 	 ProducerInfrastructure.This includes such things as storage facili-

ties, transport services, and other infrastructure generally available 
through pri-.ate sources. Private enterprise and sometimes coopera
tives seem the local institutions best equipped to provide such 
things as warehouses, refrigeration facilities, or trucking, although
parastatals can have recourse to local administration where other 
types of enterprise would not. 

There is a great deal of variety in the possible local institution channels 
for providing a particular input. Each of the six types discussed in Section 
6.2 seems to have a particular advantage in some area. Local administration, 
through extensiain programs, seems bp t positioned to provide iforiation
about technology, though also trainin prograsand ubsidized credit. To-gether with local government it can provide market controls and common 
infrastructure.Besides lobbying, membership organizations seem to have a 
possible role in providing inputs, but they appear to have the smallest role
overall among local institutional channels for NAE development. Coopera-
tives and private enterprises overlap a great deal .-i their ability to provide 
raw materials,technology,credit (through banks or revolving funds), and prc-
ducer infrastructure. Local service organizations seem most suited to 
providing trainingor administering special credit programs, 

The analysis of production requirements, along with differences in 
ownership and types of activity, suggests how multifaceted an institutional 
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strategy for promoting nonagricultural enterprise needs to be. Wbhe the en
terprises involved may be fairly small and even simple, their needs and 
potentialities are diverse. The array of local intermediary institutions that 

ry 'ane. ertainly there are options in most cases 
as a particular NAE need can be met by more than a single type of local sup
porting institution though not necessarily equally well by all six kinds of 
Lils. NAE planners and promoters need to recognize the range of LID possi
bilities and to introduce or strengthen those kinds of local intermediary
institutions which have some evident "fit with the units of production to be 
assisted. While these wi!l vary by ownership type and activity, as discussed 
above, the production requirements enumerated in this third section will 
generaily apply to al1 kinds of NAEs. 

6.4 INSTITUTIONAL APPROACHES TO 

NONAGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT 

A program to promote nonagricultural enterprise development giving
due attention to strengthening the local institutional network that supports 
NAE can have various thrusts: 

(a) 	 di'ectly assisting production units to help ,rier increase their size
and stability thereby contributing to their movement toward status 

as 	local institutions; 

(b) 	 contributing to the diffuse institutionalenvironment local levels, 
i.e., to the development of institutions that are not organizations
specifically nurturing the expansion of local markets for goods and 
services or for supply of inputs (labor, equipment, raw materials, 
capital, etc.); or 

(c) 	 developing local intermediaryinstitutionsthat encourage and bolster 
NAE units. 

We have been focusing on the latter as they should contribute to (a) and(b), iraproving upon direct efforts to promote these first two stratec aims.
Financial resources, training, technical information, etc., can be channeled
 
Fnnilrsucs riig ehia nomtoeccnb hnee
 
.to NAEs in was that create mutual regard and interdependence with local

intermediary institutions thereby building up the latter for long-run service 
roles. If Lsls are bypassed, local enterprises will remain dependent on more 
remote external sources of support. Local intermediary institutions are in a 
better position to assist nonagricultural enterprises and nurture market and 
related institutional development as they are rooted in the locality or com
munity. To be sure, the value of these institutions in terms of NAE should 
always be judged with regard to (a) increasing the size and stability of local 
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production units, and (b) making the diffuse local institutional environ-
ment more favorable for enterprise expansion not simply in terms of 
institutionalizing the Llls. 

The discussion here focuses first on enhancing the services that LIls are 
equipped to provide and with encouraging relationships among local inter
mediary institutions, including cooperation and division of labor among 
those local institutions which provide NAE support. Services can be provid-
ed to enterprises in such a way that a more permanent capacity shared 

among various local intermediary institutions is established to bolster NAE. 
One needs to be concerned with how assistance is rendered since this may 
be as important as what is done for them. 

Efforts by 'outside' agencies should encourage close linkage of en
terprises to any and all supportive elements in their local environment. 
This includes other enterprises, even competitors, who may derive mu-
tual benefit from some degree of cooperation. Too often an outside 
agency seeks strong vertical linkages only with itself for purposes of 
guidance and control., These inhibit horizontal linkages with other 
NAEs, or even vertical linkages with other sources of support. An 
enterprise's gaining acceptance from others for operating in what they 
deem 'appropriate' ways substantially enhances its long-run prospects 
and is the hallmark of "institutionalization.' 

Recognizing these various needs for linkage directs NAE development 
strategies to proceed on three operaung principles: (a) encouraging cooper-
ation among local intermediary institutions in assisting existing or new 
enterprises directly, (b) providing assistance in ways that have long-run 
value, and (c) encouraging local firms to look to one another for goods, ser-
vices, or information they might require. 

6.4.1 Strengthening Local Intermediary Institutions 

For government or donor agencies to assist NA~s, which are normally 
diverse and dispersed, it is usually most effective to work with and through 
intermediary institutions of various types as described in Section 6.2. Vai-
ous organizational development services such as staff in-service training 
can be provided to LIls, which in turn are assisting NAEs (Loove, 1984). 
Several examples are given in Annex Six, such as CEDECO in Chile, the 
local affiliate of Partnership for Productivity in Burkina Faso, and the Micro 
Industries Development Center (MIDC) in the Philippines. This last institu-
tion, a nonprofit, nonstock company, is particularly interesting because it 
provides assistance to public and private organizations (Lls) that in turn 

6
This subject of linkages, contrastin, "'a,;istin, and'controlling linkages, is treated analyt-

ically in Leonard and Marshall (1982:35-38, 220-222 and passim.). 
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promote small enterprises. It has neither regular offices nor paid staff. In
stead, leadership comes from individuals who are "seconded' from the 
agencies sponsonng and supporting the MIDC. In carrying out its role as 
catalyst and facilitator,' the MIDC helps 

with the development of skills in project design and implementation, and with the dif
fusion of information on activities that support enterprise development. It also serves as 
avehicle for liaison with government agencies. Iiaison activities can include arranging
for subcontracting opportunities within the context of the government's development 
efforts, and consultation with bilateral donors on the resources available for small en
terp:ise promotion. MIDC has also been involved directly in lobbying for the interests 
of small business. (Hunt, 1984:192) 

For example, the MIDC has arranged technical assistance in micro
enterprise program design and evaluation, business management and 
planning, socio-economic survey work, and staff training and development 
for organizations such as the YMCA and the Philippine Agency for Coin
munity and Family, which are helping NAEs. In addition, the MIDC 
brokered a relationship between Appropriate Technology Intl. and Manila 
Community Services, Inc., an organization directly involved with income
generating activities, so that the latter could raise its credit ceiling for clients 
with expansion and employment potential (Bear and Tiller, 1982:113). With 
a fluid organizational structure, an agency like the MIDC can draw upon its 
broad network of contacts to hel Llls better serve NAEs. These 'umbrella
and 'brokerage' functions as Hunt calls them, are crucial where Llis like the 
YMCA in this Philippine case are isolated or must operate on a severely lim
ited budget. 

Enhancing Lls' c- pacity to encourage local enterprises directly g.es be
yond strengthening the capacity of individua Llls, however. An important 

aspect of their becoming more stable arid productive involves creating some 
division of labor among LIls-in effect creating a nonorganizational institu
ion for NAE out of cooperation among the local institutions assisting the 
process of nonagricultural development. 

This principle can be applied with respect to banks and credit provision, 
for example. In an uncoordinated situation, all LIls might be giving many 
different kinds of aid including credit for which some do not have a cornpar
ativa advantage. Government policy could give incentives for local bank 
branches to increase their lending for NAE, recognizing that banks (which 
are not viewed as charities) have higher repayment rates than other kinds of 
agencies .government or charitable). At the same time, other Llls could be 
encouraged to help identify potential borrowers and back them up with 
technical assistance, training, etc. Lls should specialize in doin-tg what they
do best, e.g., llis other than bank branches might concentrate on noncredit 

foris of NAE support. This of course presumes good working relations 
among Llls and that horizontal linkages will be developed between banks 
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and other LIls so that a network of NAE support activities becomes 
institutionalized.LEVELS 

6.4.2 Assisting Local Enterprises 

Modes and Types of NAE Support. Most NAE support is intended to in-
crease the size or improve the stability of enterprises however small orfluctuating they may be. Size and stability may be thought of as marking a'path' along which an enterprise can travel (or as constituting a continuum
along which any enterprise can be located). The most appropriate kinds of
assistance, types of program, and mode of intervention will generally corre-
spond to the levels of enterprise development represented by differences in 
size and stability.These relationships are sketched in Figure 6.2 with levels of NAE
development shown on the left as a series of 'steps.' 7 In the lower left-hand corner, we have individuals who have many social or economic
disadvantages and who are practically outside the stream of economic 
production and income. How one deals with them is quite different fromhow one deals with formal enterprises represented at the top of the "lad-
der.' Persons below the dotted line in the middle of the figure might beregarded as -pre-entrepreneurs" in the same sense that some govern-ments have set up programs to work with -pre-cooperatives' for some 
period of time to establish seriousness of purpose and to impart necessary
management skills before the enterprise can qualify for registration and
assistance as %full-fledged cooperative. The figure emphasizes thatagencies workir.g on NAE development should think in terms of a contin-uum of orientations and capacities with different kinds of support being
appropriate t different levels. 

As seen from the second column, the kinds of support that are most 

promising will 6 ffer substantially. The most advanced enterprises need
capital, managerrent training, and commercial services like insurance, 

market infurmat;on, etc.; nothing very different from what large "mod-ern enterprises require. The most interesting range for assistance is the 
middle one where the aim is to accelerate activity and strengthen capacityso that enterprises can -move up' the ladder as and when feasible. The 
least advantaged group needs very basic kinds of education, counseling,and small loans-not even "credit, let alone "capital. With some success 
in these activities, persons may become economically productive to theFigure 6.2.extent that they can begin moving along the upward "path' described in 

7 This scheme derives from the graphic analysis contributed by Cheryl Lassen during theworkshop held at Cornell in 1984. D 
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Figure 6.2: SUPPORTSSTRATEGIES FOR DIFFERENT 
OF ENTERPRISE 

LEVEL OF KIND OF FOCUS OF MODE OF 
ENTERPRISE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM* SUPPORT 

Urban formal Capital loans 
enterprises
 

Advanced
 
management 
 Individual Assistance/

Rural town training Facilitation 
erterprises Commercial 
(locality level) services 

Village enterprises Small amounts
 
(community level) of capital
 
Rural enterrises Credit
 
(group level) education
 

Micro' enterprise management 
(household level) training 

. ................................................................. Group Promotion/
Self-employed ersons Vocational Facilitation(relatively steadyPeepyea educatione ducation
 
cash earnings)
 

Seasonal workers Economic
 
(some cash earnings) organization
 
Subsistence producers Entrepreneur'
 
(not market oriented) training
 

Marketing 

assistance"------------------------------------------------------------------------------------


Individualsdisadvantaged Social welfaresignificantly assistance Community Promotion
 
socio-economically 
 Basic 

education 

heprdxospptsragisstatnemdinThe paradoxof support strategiesis that intermediary Pstitutions need toadopt inverted methods of intervention, taking the most collective approach6where they need to be working with individuals and working with the indi
vidual enterprises where collective capacity has been most str-ngthened. At 

"These are points along a continuum according to Farbman (1981:21). 
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the!owest levels of enterprise development-where there are no recogniza-
ble NAEs and only individuals to work with (and disadvantaged ones at 
that)-a NAE support program should aim at the whole community, to raise 
its members' aspirations and competences. When the persons to be assisted 
are better endowed and somewhat experienced with production processes, 
a support program can begin dealing more with individuals as members of 
groups, increasingly focusing on individual differences and capabilities. At 
the highest levels where NAEs are larger and more established, the strategy 
can be to deal with enterprises on an irdividual basis and more as clients 

than as beneficiaries. 

When support for NAi- is being provided, the way in which the local 

community is approached must be considered. Support for local institution-
al development generally corresponds to one of three modes-assistance, 
facililation, or promotion,as analyzed inSection 7. 1. 1.In the first, the initia-tive for getting outside help comes from the loca! level, whereas in the third, 
all initiative comes from outsidean agency (governmental or 

nongovernmental). 
 In the second, ideas for institutional strengthening are 
developed col'aboratively between local and outside actors. re-The first 
quires some pre-existing IocLI institutional capacity while the third makes 
no such presumption. With Facilitation, the development of local capacity to 
set goals and make plans is part of the process. 

These three modes are introduced here because they relate clearly to al-
ternative approaches to NAE development. With the least advantaged, the 
more promising mode of support will usually be Promotion since the indi-
viduals involved are too isolated and poorly endowed to be making plans
and demands effectively on their own behalf. To the extent they can take 
some initiative based on their own productive capacity and ambitions, sup-
port can be in the Facilitation mode in addition to Promotion. At the higher
levels, Assistance canreplace Promotion as an intervention strategy with 
Facilitation continuing to be appropriate. 

Local Enterprise Needs. Even though programs that support NAE are 
usually intended to benefit the communities in which they are located, these 
programs need to be aware of what makes individual local enterprises suc-
cessful. Apart from the ability of individuals or groups to manage them,
successful nonagricultural enterprises exhibit three basic characteristics, 

(1) They are demnand driven. In answer to the question 'What shall we 

(2) They undertake activities in which they have a comparative advan-
tage. This advantage can be at the local, regiunal, national, or 
international level, and necessarily takes into consideration the reg-
ular availability both of necessary inputs or services along with anassured clientele. 

(3) They operate in a way that maintains the basic economic viability of 
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their enterprise. This need not be to the exclusion of other broader 
goals, but failure to perform well financially generally precludes at
taining other benefits. 

This is not to suggest that single-minded business analysis as a basis for 
NAE support will garantee the survival of local enterprises or of the institu
tions that provide such support. Beyond being responsive to these three 
characteristics, other considerations affect LIls' utility to NAEs and ulti
mately their durability. These include attention to local political and 

economic considerations, cultural practices, and formal versus informal
methods of operation. 

It is important for program success to consider constraints on the local 
economy, i.e., how it relates to the extra-local economy and how economic 
activities may be controlled by elites. Undertaking activities that threatenexisting arrangements may well be advisable or even essential but this 
should be done with full awareness of tne risks involved. The Deedar Coop
erative Society in Bangladesh offers a good example of working effectively
and sequentially within serious politico-economic and socio-cultural con
straints. This remarka -e case of nonagricultural local development started 
with regular small group savings and purchase of bicycle rickshaws to get
members out of their indebtedness and poverty. As capital was built up, the 
cooperative diversified into brickmaking, truck transport, and providing
,itarketing facilities, -mong other activities. At all times, the leadership and 
membership kept a firm grip on the economics of their operations, which 
paid off. The co-op has grown from nine members to 1,200, with savings 
built up from a few annas per member per day to share capital of almost 2 
million thaka and cooperative assets of over 6 million thaka. To ensure that 
control of the co-op and utilization of its assets would not be lost for the 
poor, a ceiling was set on the number of shares a member could hold, and
 
size of loans was intentionally kept small as part of a 
 policy of deliberate ex
clusion of the rich.- The board of directors iEstill made up of landless and
 
smallholder members (Annex Six).
 

inaddition to assessing the economic and political climate, cultural
 
norms must be considered, especially those regarding individual or group
undertakings, proper use of profits, the appropriateness of assuming risks
and charging interest, and many other things ethnocentrically assumed by
 
Westerners to be a part of 'normal' business activity. Programs must caredully examine the points of similarity and difference where local and outside
 
'worlds' come together in business activities. Beyond providing defensible 
'business advice,' LIls should help enterprises develop operating proce
dures that bridge both sets of requirements as this will strongly affect their 
transformation into local institutions.

In Burkina Faso (formerly Upper Volta), Partnership for Productivity/ 
International has addressed this problem by developing the capacity of an 
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affiliate, PfP/Upper Volta, as an intermediary institution providing locally 
acceptable credit training, credit administration, and managerial assistaice 
(A. Brown, 198 t). Of special interest is their policy of extending credit with-
out requiring material collateral. Instead, creditwortn'ness is determined on 
the basis of judgments about character and willingness to cooperate with 
the lending institution and repay th2 loan. An equity contribution of 20 per-
cent to cost of the proposed activity is required Beyond this there is 
flexibility so that repayments can be rescheduled when clients face difficul-
ties but are making serious efforts to repay their debt. This is how business 
dealings are conducted -traditionally.' At the same time, PfP/UV has a clear 
and well-publicized policy of resorting to legal proceedings against 
defaulters when it believes a client no longei' intends to pay the debt. Also 
important; PfP employs only staff frcm Burkina Faso who may be able to 
sense what will be accepted locally and v.hat will not (Annex Six). However, 
character-based s.reening, wi.ch is becoming increasingly accepted as 
practical, requires a local institutional base with decentralized decision 
making., 

Working in "appropriate' ways,which is essential for institutionaliza-
tion, is not only a matter of dealing with cultural differences. Frequently 
when so-c.lled formal and informal' org.nizations interact, there will be 
considirabie incongruence between the ways they do busiihess. Means, that 
are accepta- to large, formal eterprises may not be urnderstoo i or appre-
ciated in s!..,ilones. This is especially critical where gouernment-supported 
programs ,re involved. Costs of registration (in terms of money and time) 
may precl, de informal firms from taking advantage ol - -vices that re-
quire certain paperwork or official certificates for eligibility, for example. 
Ways of dealing with irms must differ depending on whether there are 500 
or 5 employees in the enterprise. 

One approach to this problem has been to develop blindness to the 
legal status of firms being assisted. In northeastern razil, an intermediary 
institution (UNO) not only lend to bth legal and clandestine firms; it is ac-
tually reIuctant to encourage small fErrr to !egalize themselves until it is 
clear that they are developed and stabie enough to warrant the expense 
(Annex Six). Unfortunately such a policy may prever' clandestine firms 
from eventualiy availing themselves of formal credit arrangements or from 
obtaining contracts with business firms or other entities that require docu-
mentation. Furthermoire, the contradiction of a publicly supported 
organization, encouraging extra-legal operations may ultimately undermine 
the stability of the LII itself (Tendler, 1983a:124, 1.37-139). 

8 -iedholm (1985:10) observes, based on hi, review of many schemes ;or getting credit 10 
small enterprises- "Loca. institutions are able to have intimate knowledge of their clients that iscentral to a low-cost appraisal of the entrepreneur. They also reduce the transaction costs of the 
entreprer-urs desiring loans hy reducing :ravelling as well 3s waiting time.' 
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6.4.3 Developing Local Economic Networks 

The transformation of linkages into networks is particularly important 
for the development of a local economy. Instead of having just individual 
connections among enterprises and supporting institutions, who!e sets of 
exchange relations and iteractions need to develop so that flows of inputs 
and outputs become more varied and sustainable, less vulnerable and fluc
trating. Several operating principles can guide LIls in their provision of 
service to NAEs to maximize their impact in this matter. 

Emphasize locai economiclinkages. Outside agencies should give priority 
to finding economic activities that establish backward or forward linkages 
to other economic activities in the community by creating demand for local 
inputs or outputs. In this way, a network of criss-crossing local economic re
lationships can begin to emerge. Another approach is to identify products 
not currently produced locally but for which all inputs and techn'.al exper
tise are available locally, and then to encourage new or existing NAEs to 
produce these goods or services. This is something that the PfP program in 
Burkina Faso has stressed in making leans to small rural enterprises. 

U;e local e.ipertise in training.One approach to training is to use ap
preaticeship ar t.raining visits as means not only to expose new businesses 
to estavlished ones, but also to reduce th- need for outside agency staff to 
develop expertise on each area of activity. Staff can then function more as 
facilitators, by haing created a network of people in the local area who 
function as role models for others. If LII staff have developed a great deal 
of specific kPowledge rather than rely on local sources of expertise, it will 
be harder for them to "work themselves out of a job or to want to do so. 
PfP in Burkin~a Faso, for example, rather than try to do much technical
 
training itself requires a period of apprenticeship as part of the feasibility
 
study a client must do to qualify for a loan. Especially where the proposed
 
economic activity is a new one, PfP beiev.-s it is important that the appli
cant work in an established firm to 8ain skills and insight into the activity
 
itself as well as to demonstrate sincere and sufficient interest in developing
 
his or her own pterprise. 

Form NAE associations.Sihice many of the relations discussed here can 
be between cooperatives and private enterprises er other NAEs, it can be 
useful to create explicit linkages anion 5 them. In addition to fostering com
mercial or collaborative exchanges of goods and services or information, 
enterprises can be encouraged to meet to discuss credit, management, and 
other problems as a -.oup. If there is enough common interest amongi'AEs in economic collaboration, they may form a service cooperative 
(with pooling of resources) rather than an association (which is like a limit

ed lhability compainvy. 

Adjust govemniie?; olicies, it is important to consider how national poli
ties affect NAEs. Policies can be adopted that encouragze lccal ourcha5-;nc, (-f 

http:techn'.al
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goods and services; for example, government contracts could be permitted
with unregistered firms for items such as vehicle maintenance or work uni-
forms. Another policy modification would be to reduce excessive 
government regulation, particularly that regarding cooperative enterprises.
Frequently regulations for cooperative registration impede institutional de-
velcpment -ziherby dissipating groups' limited resources or by altogether 
discouraging them from organizing A case in point is the Chilean 
precooperative COMARCHI, whirc!- had to form a separate marketing agen-
cy since it did not have the legal status to market the artisan craftwork it was 
organized to make (Annex Six). 

To summarize, approaches to local institutional development operate 
at several levels: strengthening local intermediary institution, assisting
local production units in appropriate ways, and encouraging the transfor-
rnation of linkages among NAEs into a network of interconnecting firms. In 
addition, there need to be supportive official policies and practices. Efforts 
along these lines should not represent discrete activities but rather should be 
parts of an overall program for NAE support that will weave together these 
LID strategies. 

6.5 CHOICES IN PROVIDING SUPPORT 

The dircussion so far has focused on lucal institutions and on their 
operations as they may promote NAE. LID, however, frequently involves 
outside agencies, whether national governmcat or private voluntary
organizations or international donors. Two issues in particular confront 
agencies: whether to combine financial and nonfinancial aid to NAEs and 
whether to support individual or group enterprises. A third question is how 
to evaluate NAE program performance with regard to economic criteria andthe broader social goals ther embrace since NAE objectives go beyondeconomic gains or individual enterprises, 

6.5.1 Financial vs. Nonfinancial Support 

The question of whether to combine credit with other forns of NAE 
support has different answers depending on the level of development of the 
enterprises in question. We have indicated in Figure 6.2 the diversity of 
NAEs, sketching a continuum of initiative and competence. 

Where enterprises are at the higher end of the "ladder,- they are likely 
to be able to integrate credit nd technical assistance independently. For 
them, LIls would be most effective by providing the services for which they
respecti,ely have a comparative advantage such as credit or marketing 
information. This is important particularly fcr banks, which appear to be 
best at making and collecting loans rather than Froviding teclhnical advice 
and guidance. Bank-sponsored programs are most efficient when providing 
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only credit, not trying to get more deeply engaged in the workings of 
enterprises (Liedholm, 1985; Stearns, 1985). This minimizes their 
administrative costs and, perhaps surprisingly, their record in getting 

repayment of loans is better.9 This observation applies more to programsdirected at advanced NAEs, however, where credit and technical assistance 
can be separated, nd other kinds of intermediary institutions besides banks 
can cater to other NAE needs. 

Nonagricultural enterprises at the other end of the continuum are not 
so able to manage either credit or technical responsibilities, and LIlIs 
accordingly can be helpful in integrating these. One approach is to use credit 
as an incentive for other types of assistance, as a kind of "carrot on a stick.' In 
its programs in Burkina Faso, Partnership for Productivity uses the desire for 
credit as an opening to assist entrepreneurs in developing management 
skills. For example, applications for loans require applicants to complete a 
number of small discrete tasks such as doing a market survey or listing all 
inputs and their sources. Eventually when loans are extended, borrowers 
have a better knowledge base for dealing with their enterprise's challenges.
If a loan is not approved, the applicant should have benefited from the tasks 
of 'management self-training,' and this may encourage new and better 
proposals for ciedit-supported activities. The entire process is intended to 
develop NAE capacity at the local le%,el not just to make loans. 

6.5.2 Individual vs. Group Entrrprises 

An important concern in the support of individually owned enterprises 
is whether it creates or exacerbates differences between the 'haves, and 
'have-nots' within community. if there somea Even is benefit to the 
community in the form of new prod, cts or services becoming available, it seems inappropriate for development projecta to knowingly promote
inequality. Support for group NAE attempts to address this problem butpresents another problem. It is harder to develop capacity with a group than 
it is with an individual. For example, it may be difficult to got a group toagree to delay withdrawing profits so as to reiiivest them in the business 
since members are not all likely to be equally committed to making the 
business succeed. 

There is a great deal of discussion about the concept of 
entrepreneurship and vheihei it is appropriate to attempt to encourage this 
through group cnterprises. Taking business risks does appear to be more 
feasible for an individual than for a group of persons. Nevertheless, there 

9 Liedholm (1985) shows credit-only programs having administrative costs (as a percentage 
of loans) ranging between 4 and 30 percent, whereas fcr schemes combining credit and techni
cal assistance, this range is from 19 to 185 percent. On the other hand, arrears in repayment (asa percent of loans outtanding) were oniy between 6 and 15 percent for credit-only programswhile nwith credit and assistance programs, the range was from 8 to .2 
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are enough examples of successful group ventures that no firm rule is estab- and techniques for projects0 that address the development of local institulished. 1 Perhaps the best policy is to structure NAE support so that tional capacity will provide better rationale for funding NAE programs inwhichever avenue small-scale investors themselves want to follow can be the future and should provide them with more flexibility and incentive toaccommodated by the program. Staff need to be ,vare of the pitfalls associ- develop new approaches to NAE that incorporate LID as an explicit and atated with both individual and group forms of enterprise, just as there are tainable goal.
specific problems associated with agricultura! processing or service enter
prises that staff should know and be able to advise on. 

One approach is to mix individual and group activities. In Recife, Brazil,
for example, a chain of comer shops called 'UNIPOP" (Uniau Popular) was 
formed by individual store owners who gathered together at first irregularly
and then regularly to discuss their problems. They established solidarity and
attracted community recognition by adopting a common logo for their 
sto es. Eventually their activities came to include purchasing certain goods

(such as telephone tokens) on a 
group basis in order to obtain wholesale 
prices. Their uniting did not necessarily spread the risks of business owner
ship, but it did reduce some risk! of operation by diminishing business costs 
and by spreading information. In addition it offered the individual shop 
owners a forum for discussion and an opportunity to learn from invited
 
guest speakers.
 

6.5.3 Ongoing Support and Evaluation 

Donor agencies enjoy a distance from aay-to-day operations and de
mands that offers them the opportunity to be concerned with broader social 
goals, particularly local institutional development. In as much as local insti
tutional development represents a valid goal, donors ought to be willing to 
evaluate program or project performance in those terms. Right nov, projects 
are usually rated in terms of aggregated numbers of loans granted, repay
ment rates, and the like. The temptation to do this type of evaluation is 
obviously great since these things are easily quantifiable. But there is need to 
develop evaluation frameworks for assigning some explicit value to social 
and institutional gains as well as to economic payoffs (PfP, 1984:6). Doinrs 
should look at outcomes like borrowers' learning from their business fail
ures or connections established among local enterprises rather than just at 
aggregate measures.' The development of appropriate evaluation criteria 

0The risk-taking literature for small farmers suggests that their primary concern is not with
maximizing the probability of the greatest single profit but with minimizing the probability of 
a devastating single loss. "Thi; suggest,; why group activities may remain ittractive. The ILfO/DANIDA study referred to above gives many case studies of group enterprise involving niral 
women (Muntemba, 1985). 

IlApart from economic benefits to individuals and localities, equity benefits, the empowet
ment of poor or disadvantaged people through the development of skills, greater self-esteem,and ability to plan and choose among options should be taken into account (PfP, 1984). Withregard to the local economy, benefits to be recognized in evaluation include increased varietyof consumer goods or lower prices, increased services made available to local producers, and
the strengthening of "enabling industries' such as transporters and suppliers. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

Strategies for SupportingLocal Institutional Development 

7.1 MODES OF SUPPORT 

Establishing local institutional capacity requires not only time arid re-
sources but also appropriate strategies and concepts. Demand for LID willnot create its own supply any more than supply will necessarily create its 
own demand. Building local capacities is likely to depend more on how sup-
port is given than on how much as an areathis is where qualitativeconsiderations commonly loom larger than quantitative ones. Support 
given in w ays th at create depen dency o r th at alien ate p eople is lik ely to be 
worse than giving none at all. A negative correlation is observed between
local organizations' performance and simply the amount of linkage with 
government. On the other hand, strict .autonomy' is not likely to be mostproductive for local development as some degree of outside involvement 
can have positive results so long as it does not become 'direction' (Esinan
and Uphoff, 1984:153-155). 

Strategies for support of local institutional development, suggested inSection 1.9, correspond usually to one of three modes: assistance, facilita-
tion, and promotion. These represent different degrees of outside 
involvement in local institutional affairs but also differ in the kind of rela
tionships established, in 	working with local instituions in any of thesemodes, ag:D 'eaming process' approach is likely to be the most effective strate-for donor and government 'nvestments in .ID, 

7.1.1 Promotior, Facilitation, and Assistance 

The most appropriate mode for efforts to strengthen local institutional 
capacity will depend on (a) what capabilitiesalready exist, and (b) whereinitiative for changes in the status quo comes from. 
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(1) 	Where there are functioning local institutions such as local govern
ments, private enterprises, or cooperatives able to identify needs
and problems, to develop plans for dealing with these, and to determine what outside aid would be helpful, the mode for LID can be 
one of ASSISTANCE. 

(2) 	 In some situations local institutions will be less extensive or less ex
perienced and thus less able to initiate activities, at least at theoutset. In such cases a larger role for outside agencies may be appropriate to help create greater local capacity at the same time 
particular needs and problems are addressed. In such a case the LID
mode can be one of FACILITATION. 

(3) 	 In still other circumstances there may be some urgent problera or
need that an outside agency wishes to deal with, but local institutons are underdeveloped, at least with regard to that activity area. 
The approach may then be to reorient and strengthen existing insti
tutions to further program objectives or to develop entirely newlocal capacities to further these goals. This LID mode is character
ized as PROMOTION. 

The three modes of support can be characterized schematically as
sketched in Figure 7.1 below, contrasting differences in the strength of exist
ing local institutions capable of dealing with particular development
activities and the source of initiative for addressing certain problems. 

Figure 7.1: MODES OF SUPPORT FOR 
L O C A L I N S T IT UT I O N S U P ENT 

LOCAL INSTITUTIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
EXISTING LOCAL 

INSTITUTIONAL CAPACITY
SOURCE OF INITIATIVE Strong Weak 

Weak 
Local - - -ASSISTANCE 

Shared-..........-FACILITATION
 
Outside------------------PROMOTION 

Which mode is most appropriate depends on the problems that need tobe addressed and on the extent of existing capabilities. Even if one wouldprefer that outside agencies respond to initiatives from local institutions,there will be circumstances where urgent problems 	 andare encountered 
local institutions are nonexistent or too weak to identify a problem, to agreeon a solution, or even to seek assistance. When faced with rapid deforesta
tion or a cattle disease epidemic, arguments for a piomotion approach are 
more compelling than for assistance only.

While it is possible to combat deforestation or disease withniit n.... 
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for local institutional development, achieving even the immediate objective
of stemming the loss of trees or cattle will usually require at least some 
strengthening of the capabilities of a forestry or livestock department (LA) at 
.he local level. This would require some effort in a promotion mode. To go
beyond this and to protect reforested areas or to bring about disease control 
measures, more LID would be needed, such as augmenting local gov-
ernment capacity or starting user groups to obtain and sustain local 
awareness and cooperation. 

A promotiun mode is not necessarily dictatorial or unilateral. It is de-
fined by its external source of initiative and its establishment or 
strengthening of local institutions to achieve a particular programmatic goal
rather than to increase local capacity for more general purposes. A facilita-
tion mode is more flexible and accommodating since decisions about goals
and methods at the local level are arrived at more collaborativelv. A facilita-
tion effort may focus on a specific activity such as irrigation improvement
while the outside agency is also helping localities, communities, and groups 
to develop capacities releant to other problems they identify for action. In 
the assistance mode, the outside agency receives requests for technical ad-
vice, funds, training, or other kinds of aid specified by a local group or 
community. However, sufficient local institutional capacity for this mode 
simply may not exist.' 

Obviously these three modes constitute a continuum more than a set of 
mutually exclusive types of action. In what may be formally an assistance 
mode, the outside agency may be helping local institutions to formulate re-
quests, which represents a degree of facilitation. Or a promotion effort may
have spillover effects that strengthen other local institutions so that it in-
volves facilitation. A self-styled facilitation program could operate in such a 
directive manner that it becomes promotion; or if there is an active commu-
nity response it could practically become assistance. 

Appreciating the differences among these three mode.; focuses atten-
tion on the source of initiative and the existing local capability as important
considerations. In the field the analytical distinction can become blurred. 
The Kottar Social Service Society in India (Annex Seven) made it a practice 
never to go into a contmunity with its health, agricultural, or employment 
activities unless it was asked, which suggests assistance. But once working
with farmers, mothers, fishermen, potters, or others, it sought to establish 
cooperatives so that it operated in a acilitation mode as an organization 
whichtives organizes ' 1980). The crucial consideration is whose objec(Field,are shaping the effort. 

A study by the World Bank's Transportation Department of its project experience identifiedonly two cases where it had been able-to work in an assistance mode, with municipal (locality) 
governments in Brazil and wiih Saemaul Undong community organizations in South Korea 
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The government of Botswana with foreign assistance embarked or,a 
program to establish communal cattle ranches, offering individuals or 
groups exclusive rights to use of rangeland. This promotion effort failed be
cause the scheme was presented to people as a package and did not fit their 
ecologically-based land use practices, discussed in Chapter Two. A more 
careful exa'rination of what collective action already existed would have re
vealed a broad range of existirtb farmer and community groups operating in 
the trdditional land tenure areas, as discussed iTSection 5.2.3. These organi
zations, however, did not involve everyone in the farming community. The
extension service was mandated to promote more formal group action par
ticularly through Farmer Committees. Responsibility for decisions and 
actions was to remain with these groups, making this program in principle 
more one of facilitation than promotion. In fact, the best results came when 
the government operated essentially in an assistance mode.2 

The kind of support given to local institutions by outside agencies can 
and often should change over time. The capabilities of local institutions in 
a certain area can increase relative to the problems encountered, justifying 
an assistance role for outside agencies. If the problems become greater, on 
the other hand, promotion efforts may be warranted. To the extent that 
mutual confidence has been fostered, outside efforts likely toare more 
meet with acceptance and cooperation. The Bangladesh Rural Advance
ment Committee (BRAC), established after that country's independence,
offrs a good example of a changing LID support ro-e. Initially BRAC 
worked in a piomotion mode, providing relief services for" the people. As 
it gained experience it began working to establish local organizations that 
encouraged rural people's participation. This eventually transformed 
BRAC's role to one of supporting local initiatives in an assistance mode 
(Korten, 1980; Ahmed, 1980). 

Assessing modes of support is made more complicated by the fact that
 
the,,can occur differently at different levels of action. Often local institu
tional development is furthered by an intermediary organization such as
 
BRAC, which operates supra-locally but seeks to foster local capacity. Exter
nal agencies may work with an intermediary organization in an assistance or
 
facilitation mode, while that intermediary organization is itself interacting

with communities and groups in a promotion mode, to provide and engage

people in primary health care, 
 for example. Conversely the intermediary
could be the object of promotion efforts from an outside agency while it is 
(Beenhakker et al., 1984). ',)t course, the, may have been other opportunities to work in this
mode that Bank staff and central government officials overlooked. 

In a case study of the Mmarkgodi Farmers Association, Kloppenburg (1983) shows the potential for good results when a local orianization, started farmer initiative withat 
encouragement from the government, was able to move into the assistance mode by soliciting
and obtaining a small grant from the self-help fund of the American Embassy for construction 
of a cattle dipping tank then moving in,' other development activities. 
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assisting or facilitating the local institutional efforts of rural people. Interme-
diary organizations of this su,'t are not 'Iccal' institutions. Rather they are 
trying to boost local institutions. It is important to make this distinction 
when evaluating LID efforts (Olson et al., 1984).) 

7.1.2 Learning Process Approach 

Recent years have seen an evolution in thinking about planning and 
implementing development projects. The previously dominant conception 
was essentially a 'blueprint' approach. This assumes that all problems and 
goals can be identified and agreed upon clearly enough for precise inter-
ventions to be specified and carried out according to a comprehensive and 
detailed plan.4 This approach is sequential with 'experts' called upon to 
design a program and with less quaiified or less capable persons then 
doing the implementation. Usually some technology is recommended toraise productivity, and the project stipulates specific resources-financial, 

human, and material-needed to apply the technology. If some new or 
bettei institutions are thought to be needed, they will also be designed and 
implemented in a blueprinted' manner. However, this approach has 
failed on numerous grounds. 

(1) 	First, it requires .t Jegree of knowledge and consensus on both ends 
and mean:,. that is unattainable. Even if the objective is clear and 
agreed upon, what needs to be done 'o reach it can hardly bc known 
in much detail in advance, if only because situations are themselves 
always changing.' 

(2) 	 Even if a design is well informed and well conceived, it is not likely 
to be applicable to the wide variety of circumstances found in the 
real world. I leterogeneity is usually glossed over in the design proc-
ess. However, standard organizational models often end up fittingno situation very well. Modification and adaptation are invariablyneeded., 

3
1n Chapter Six, we discussed the role of local intermediarv institutions (1ils) in supportng

nonagricultural enterprise. These might or might not be entirelylocal in theirbaseand scope 
of operation, whereas the intermediary organizations referred to here ar, usuall "supra
local.' Intermediary organizations are analyzed by Hellinger and associates (1981) in their 
summa;'y of a research project done for Appropriate Technology International. 

4 
Shortcomings of this approach and the -planning' doctrine front which it derives are docu

mented and analyzed in Rondinelli (1982). Earlier critiques of the -blueprint- approach wereoffered by Morss et al. (1976) and Sweet and Weisel (1979).
5 

Few institutional ari'angements have had more deliberate and intelligent advance planning
than the Kenya Tea Development Authority, discussed in Section 5.4 and Annex Seven. Ac-
cording to Lamb and Mueller, howeveir, -Despite considerable background work and
deliberation, the planners did not know enough in advance to set up a 'perfect' organization
immediately, nor could they anticipate all the changes which would affect it over the years. It 
would have been unrealistic to expect otherwise.' (1982:49) Organizational flexibility has 
been a dominant theme in KTDA's development.

6
The inapplicability of standardized LiD schemes is shown in the case of cooperative credit 

and marketing societies in northern Nigeria doctumented by King (1975). 
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(3) 	 Because improvisation and innovation as well as innumerable other 
skills are required during the implementation phase, it is a mis
conception to assume that implementors do not need to Le as capa
ble and imaginative as designers, or that there can be a dichotomybetween the -thinkers' and the 'doers.' Implementors of projects 
probably need to be even more creative than designers for achieving the institutional development that is needed. 

What has emerged as an alternative to the 'blueprint" approach is what 
Korten (1980) describes as a "learning process' approach, sometimez re
ferred to simply as a 'process' approach. 7 Support for this alternative grew 
out of practical experience. Lazaro, Taldor, and Wickham, for example,
found from their review of irrigation mangement in Asia, that an inductive 
experimental approach was more promising than a fixed plan to be imple
mented on a national scale: 

a straitegy tailorinlg water-user associations to local 'needs and initiating them on aphased basis, beginning with the situations in which the chances of success are greatest,
mciy be more productive in the long run than !he commonly advocated attempts in 
some countries for widespread and immediate introduction of associations. (1979:7) 

The Kottar Social Service Society in India developed a flexible approach to 
working with communities which Field (1980:161) characterizes as the "art 

of guiding incremental change.' Botswana experience has showed a simi
lar orientation to learning from initial mistakes, formulating a national 
program that built or, these (Kloppenburg, 1983). The San Martin 
Jilotepeque cooperative in Guatemala (Annex Five) is a good example of 
how proceeding inductively can produce some remarkable results. Learn
ing process does not refrain from engaging in action because knowledge is 
less than perfect, but neither does it move farther than necessary in a pre
judged direction (Dunn, 1971:156). 

Unfortunately the search for 'success' in rural development often propels agencies to seek shortcuts, to be overly enthused by any visible gains,and to accelerate or expand activities beyond the knowledge base or the sup

ply 	of seasoned and committed staff, with unintended results. 8 Developmental change takes time and outcomes may be different from initial 

appearances. "Successes' can collapse and 'failures' may turn out to be suc
cessful (Smith et al., 1982). The rush for success, which does not allow time
 

7
This can also be characterized as "inductive planning' (Esman and Uphoff, 1984:262-265), 

to emn..aasize the value of formulating hypothese- about what will probably 'work," with con
tinual assessment and revision of strate-gy. Like Rondinelli (1983), we consider all 
development initiatives as real-world experiments. 

'This approach leads usually to failure, where implementors working under time pressure
and with mostly outside resources attempt to impoe 'a new system on a local area rather than 
go through the time-consuming process of working with local people and their 
leaders .... there is a 'balloon effect': once the external money stops and the foreigners pull
out, the system or network made possible by the external funding collapses." (Morss et al., 
1976:9). 
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to experiment, to evaluate, and to develop the human resources needed, can
impede achieving objectiv,,s or can displace them. 

Two examples of large national programs that proceeded in a learning 
process mode are the self-help water sapply program in Malawi and the 
Saemaul Undong (New Community Movement) in South Korea. The
Malawi program started with a pilot project sponsored by the Department
of Community Development to show how water could be brought from
springs in highland regions to villages needing water on the plains (Annex
Three). From the outset community representatives were involved in the 
planning and design decisions and they in turn mobilized local labor contri-
butions to build the system. Representatives from other communities were 
brought t,) observe the pilot scheme and to launch similar efforts elsewhere,
At a'l stages time was taken for consultations and negotiation leading to an 
understanding of mutual expectations. themse!vesThe communities sc-
lected members to be given technical training so that both construction andmaintenance could be handled with minimal supervision and input from
the Department. Technical and organizational mistakes in the early stages 
were openly acknowledged and rectified. This gave the program greater
strength and momentum, always developing within the limits of its own 
competence and capabilities. 

Neither this program nor Saemaul Undong followed an explicit theory
of learning process' but they demonstrated its elements. Saemaul was 
much more complex but it alo evolved over time (Annex Seven). During its 
initial phases, 

the national government uttered all villages a limited amount of building materialswith which to launch small self-help projects. The experience of both successful andless successful communities was analvzed to determine how they organized self-helpactivities, how they ,dent~fed and selected leaders, what forms ot cooperation theyused, and what kinds of government s..pport would he needed to promote self-help 
projects requiring more extensive cooperation among villagers. (Rondinelli, 1983.92) 

The program leadership classified villagea into three categories, each receiv-ing material aid on different terms roughly corresponding to the three 
modes described in the preceeding section. 

The Saemaul program actually began more according to a 'blueprint,'
but as experience accumulated, the program's terms were re',ised accord-
ingly. Acknowledgment of mistakes is never easy, especially in government 
programs. Forten identifies willingness to 'embrace error' as an essential el-
ement of a learning process approach. This was one of the most significant
features of the small farmer program of the Academy for Rural Develop-
met at Comilla in Bangladesh, which has been widely approved as a 
success story. "9 The pi:ncinle of self-criticism stressed by the head of the 

9'The system was developed through a series of trials and errors which involved gathering
as much information from the villagers as possible." (Choldin, 1969:485). When the program 
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Comilla Academy, Akhter Hameed Khan, is valid for any program and is es
sential for a learning process approach. That trials and errors were 
documented and shared has helped to encourage a variety of successor pro
grams elsewhere to learn from and avoid some of Comilla's mistakes. 

Some governments and donor agencies may think that "learning proc
ess' is nothing very new, that they operate according to 'rolling plans' and
undertake mid-project reviews to make corrections in plan activities. Such
plans, however, still presume that some formal document controls actions 
and that its preparation is the task for skilled professionals (Friedmann,
1976). Learning process does not organize activities into strictly sequential
stages, as planning, implementation, and evaluation are regarded as over
lapping. Moreover, in a learning process intended beneficiaries are expected
to contribute much to the planning, implementation, and evaluation activi
ties along with professionals, which more "formal" planning approaches do 
not provide for. 

Development professionals acknowledge that projects seldom follow
the original plans closely. Reasons for alterations range from admitting that
certain assumptions did not prove correct, to changes in the political envi
ronment that occurred while waiting for final approval of the project. Yet
the new or altered documents or the unwritten reformulations that serve as 
'shadow plans' are more likely torepresent admiihistrative expedience than 
a self-conscious assessment of experience unless an explicit learning process
stance is taken. Introducing mid-project evaluations and corrections is bet
ter than not having any. But they only convert projects from being like 
unguided rockets (which once launched cannot have any change in course)to guided missiles which permit some limited reprogramming (or selfdestruction) while in flight. Unfortunately government efforts to improveproject performance in recent years have resulted in the adoption of morecompex an i re ents a reue in ti n p recomplex and rigid requirements and procedures for identifying, preparing, 
appraising and implementing projects' even as the desirability of more flexibilit' has become increasingly evident (Rondinelli, 1983:47).

Ironically the introduction of more frequent and extensive evaluationsof projects contributes to more rigidity when it gives implementors more 
reason to adhere to initial (and usually inadequate) project designs. Devia
tions from the design may reuire not only protracted breaucratic hassles
but may have to be justified later on to evaluators. If one could be certain 
that a particular modification would produce better results, these would 
protect one from criticism. But there are more ways for an innovation to go
wrong than to succeed, and making adjustments involves personal risk on 
the part of implementors. Since bureaucratic systems penalize 'failure' 

started receiving major government funding and was expanded into anational program, however, it unfortunately lost much of the discipline and quality that had been built into ;: by theComilla Academy as discussed in Section 5.2.4 and Annex Five. 
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much more readily than they reward "success,' most incentives in govern-
ment and donor agencies work aagainst learning process approach.Incentives for innovation and adaptation are reduced when evaluation willbe undertaken with reference to initial project documentation. 

Learning process' applies to most development activities not just LID,and it can apply to each of the three modes of support analyzed above,There are now quite a number of rich LID experiences to learn from, some ofthem summarized in the annexes, though the very notion of a learning proc-ess implies that each new experience must be treated somewhat differently,
remaining open to variations in conditiots and objectives as well as means.Such flexibility is important not only for arriving at institutional arrange-ments suited to and sustainable in the circumstances but also ones that localactors regard as 'theirs' and for which they will take responsibility. 

7.2 DEVELOPING HUMAN CAPACITIES 

Although the term "institutional development' seems to refer tothings-to structures, procedures, and abstract performance capabilities-itshould always call to mind people, their skills, motivation, and personal ef-ficacy. When one talks of building or strengthening institutions, isitnecessary to figure out how the talents and energies in the relevant popula-
tion can be enlisted, upgraded, and committed on a regular basis to theseinstitutions' operations and improvements. Thus, supporting LID requiresparticular attention to the human aspects of institutional capacity. 

7.2.1 New Approaches To Training 

Over the years inordinate expectations have been directed towardtraining as if the imparting of knowledge and skills through structured programs will necessarily improve people's motivation and abilit' to carryout organizational tasks. Training centers have been built for many pro-grams, ,:-actically as an act of faith, and budget items for -training' haveoften been substitutes for a thought-out strategy of institutional develop-rnent. That training has not by itself created strong institutions has led toiome disaffection, yet the self-evident need for upgrading human capaci-ties continues to win at least some provision in project designs. The issue isnot whether to invest in training but how training efforts might be made more fruitful. 

The first suggestion is that training be more dispersed than concentrat-ed. Programs have often recruited one person from a community to attend a 
conventional training course, expecting him or her to go back and relay theknowledge gained to the rest. This is the way the Training and Visit system
works, having a contact farmer for each group of fllower farmers in the 
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program. These groups are often more nominal than real, however, as noted 
in Section 5.2.1.
 

A concentrated approach is to both
likely create monopolies andvulnerabilities in local institutions. When only one person has information,
this can be manipulated to acquire power and advantage, whereas whonothers share it from the outset the incentives as well as opportunities for diffusion are greater. Moreover, if only one person has the more intensivetraining and leaves the community (which becomes more likely if traininghas been concentrated in him or her), the institution receives a setback.1 0 
Where training has been provided to the whole community, it has more andlonger-lasting effects as seen from the carefully' conducted experiment byTandon and Brown (1981). In his comparative analysis of rural development experience in Francophone West Africa and Haiti, Charlick (1984) 
found a significant correlation between programs' performance anci theirtraining of rank-and-file members rather than only leaders. 

There are many problems of logistics and resources when undertakingtraining in rural areas. Some of the more successful local institutio,'%,l programs have, therefore, tried to make their training simpler and lessexpensive so as to reach broader numbers directly. As soon as possible, localpeople should assume responsibility for the training as agents of the local institution rather than of the outside program, as exemplified by the Comas
Women's Academy in Peru (Annex Seven).


The BRAC program in Bangladesh is a 
good example of a program following a highly diversified strategy of training to increase human capacitiesin many roles--vocational training for women, organizational training forlocal leaders, specialized training for paramedics, literacy training for almost 
everyone-to make local institutions stronger (Ahmed, 1980). In her reviewof health, nutrition, and population programs for the World Bank, Fonaroff(1982) makes the point that there shoald be training for both health professionals and consumers to participate together in their respective roles.Complementary training of this sort can make both sets of actors more effective. ;'he 
program in Aceh, Indonesia reported in Annex Seven trainedmiddle-level officials together with villagers to good advantage.


The usual assumption that training is best given to 
homogeneous

groups is quite possibly wrong for rural development since a large part of the
behavioral change sought is getting people in different roles, often with different statuses, to work together (RI)C, 1974). Training programs that bring
such pe-sons together cai art new patterns of communication and cooperation whereas segregated training courses reinforce the insularity of
different levels that plagues development efforts.

Where not all persons can be trained directly and some members or 

'0Thjs iswhy the Comilla program inBangladesh had at east two persons from each of its
associated cooperative societies participate in the programs at its sub-district training centers. 
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leaders are to become knowledge brokers, it is very important that the selec-
tion of such persons be left to-indeed be required of-local institutions. 
This was done in Malawi for the technicians who were to guide the self-help
water supply program, and because of this, the persons selected were ac-
countable to the community and were more highly motivated both in the 
training and in the field activities (Glennie, 1982). A problem emerged in the 
Sarvodaya Shramadana movement in Sni Lanka when the selection of per-
sons to be trained and to operate as communit,, workers was controlled by
previous Sarvodaya workers or local leaders. Thle worker had too little sense 
of responsibility to the people of ihe village who had no voice in the selec-
tion process (Moore, 1981). 

In general the choice of persons for any specialized training is best left 
to people at the local level. Agenciv, involved in tiaining should, to be sure,
disseminate information locally about what kind of training will be given 
and for what kind of roles so that local people can attempt to get the best fit 
between the candidates chosen for training and the couse requirements
and subsequent responsibilities. If the aelection grows out of local discus-
siots about the needs the training will attempt to meet, so much the better,
There can be abuses as we saw in a Burkina Faso case where chiefs dominat-
ed the selection of women paraprofessionals (Ta lor, 1981). But this risk is 
worth taking in order to encourage closer bonds between those who are re-
ceiving the training and those in the community who are to benefit from it. 
Such responsibility is a stimulus for institutionalization as well as for better 
results. I 

Many methods of training need to be revised for working in rural set-
tings. There is some need for various kinds of formal training, but more 
informal and nonformal methods should be tried. One example is the 'eve-
ning sittings' used to build a base of understanding and acceptance for the
Banki water supply project in India descrbed in Annex Three. Learning is 
often diffused better in horizontal than in vertical relationships. This means 
that "trainers- must themselves be willing and able to learn ftom 'trainees.' 
The object of training is to bring about more self-confident, self-directed, 
self-sustaining efforts within local institutions. The role of trainer becomes 
more that of facilitator than teacher. Local institutions need to develop
problem-solving capabilities, and trainers should be building these up by 
some combination of sharing knowledge, reinforcing positive attitudes, de-
veloping skills, and promoting strategic thinking. Techniques like 
role-playing and group problem-solving are likely to be more useful than 

'As noted already, one of the weaknesses of the T&V system of agricultural extension is the 
neglect of such factors in the selection and subsequent accountabilitv of 'contact farmers' to'follower farmers.- This crucial link in the chain of T&V communication is now getting someconsideration (Cernea etal., 1Y42:150-152). Where it is feared that elites will distort the selec-tion, the community can be asked to nominate several persons, from whom the agency can
select the best qualfied' for training. 
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lectures or recitations. The concept animating the efforts should be one of 
developing' people rather than of "training' them (Coombs, 1981:52). 

There is also value in promoting what rural people can learn from each
other by means of exchanges. Work done among Bolivian peasants is a good
example of how training for agricultural development can be acilitated by a 
program where farmers learn i'rom each other and by getting rural people
together to exchange knowledge and experience (Hatch, 1981).12 Engaging
rural residents in programs to help one another learn is a sign of respect for 
what they know and an encouragement for them to be more self-reliant. 
Moreover, it can provide more relevant information to those who have re
sponsibility for making local institutions effective. The Malawi water supply 
program found that visits between communities were a major means of
 
training as well as bailding support. Strengthening horizontal linkages is 
discussed below as a separate element of LID strategy, but it should be rein
forced by a strategy for training providing for horizontal and not just vertical 
flows of knowledge. Training can be formulated so as to encourage mem
bership groups of the rural poor to cooperate horizontally and to federate 
vertically as seen in a new FAO program in Africa (FAO, 1984).

The content of training has to be tailored to the needs of the institution 
and the persons involved. "Canned' courses or modoles are usually less ef
fective than professional trainers like to think. As early (1984:4) says after 
surveying training for irrigation management in India, 'The major conclu
sion was that most good training materials are developed for specific 
purposes and specific programs.' Though demand for training materials is 
often heard from the local level, one of the best ways of developing local ca
pabilities and of encouraging consideration of what the needs and goals of 
the institution are is to involve local people in planning and designing their 
own training. Ideas about format and conte-:t can be drawn from exam
ples' developed elsewhere, and outside 
agencies can make exemplary
 
materials available 
as a service in support of LID. But participants in the

local institution should where possible work out their own training program

since this itself is valuable training. A "trainer' from outside can be more ef
fective in a 'consultant' or 'resource person' role.
 

In many circum3tances part of the effort of human 
resource develop
ment to support LID will 
involve literacy and numeracy training. Such 
training is more ikely to be effective when tied into the substantive pro
grams of the institution as Hirschman found in a case from Colombia
 
( 984:6-11). 
Where the operating procedures tor an institution are complex 
enough to require a fairly high order of education, it is worth trying to sim
plify the operations rather than to train persons up to a particularly high 

12H,'.ch has taken the process a step further by compiling and publishing in Spanish thelocal knowledge of agriculture, health, and other practices, thereb., making this available to abroader audience than the campesinos involved in the project. 

http:12H,'.ch
http:1981).12
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1 3standard., The general level of reading, andwriting, arithmcic skillsshould be raised in most rural areas but not particularly to permit theoperation of local institutions. The requirement of literacy is c:,mmonlyoverestimated, as discussed in Section 5.6. 1. 
Some of the best training will be incorporated in two activitie- usuiii,regarded as different from training. Supervision can provide signi keant op.portunities for training that z:e seldom seen as such. Studies of the use ofparaprofessionals in rural development have found that the field visits ofprogram supervisors to health workers, agricultural assistants, and commu-nity organizers often gave the most valuable instruction these personsobtained (Esman et al., 1980; Esman, 1982). Some formal pre-ser%ice train-ing is necessary before paraprofessionals undertake their responsibilities,but relevant pnnciples of analysis and actior. can be more satisfactorily pre-

sented and grasped during field visits when personnel are dealing withactual problemsat hand. Supervisorvvisitscan beused not just to work withstaff or officers of institutions but a~so to give training to community mer-ers f this planned.istisof 

Similarly Csi 
 ,,h, actlvttes can include a training component, which

makes them much more useful for LID. A good example is the Small Farm-ers' Development Program in Nepal (Annex Five), where group leadersmeet periodically with program staff to assess perrformance. The fu mat de-veloped was to spend the first day reporting on and talking about"problems'-their sources, and how thev may be resolved-with discus-sion of -progress' reserved for the second day. In the course of evaluatingproblems and progress, much relevant training results from the discussionsbetween farmers and program staff (Joshi, 1983). The sequence followedunderscores the positive value attached by the program's leadership to 'em-bracing error' as part of a learning process. It also orients the local
institutions to a problem-solving approach, recognizing that often more can
be learned from failings than from apparent 
successes, 

7.2.2 Leadership Development 

Leadership talents cannot be developed in the abstract. They are thequintessence of skills necessarily embodied in persons, yet they should notbe identified just with individuals. Leadership should be viewed as a func-tion that all local institutions need performed not as a matter of personalitiesand idiosyncratic factors. All institutions need leadership to pcopose and3
 
King (1975) 
 tOund that cooperatives in northern Nigeria were supposed to maintain fourteen sets of books. When thi, proved too difficult for local people, the go.'ernment took overthe accounting function. This led to financial abuses by buying agents, which members couldnot check because the), had no control over their own books. King notes that simplified ac-counting schemes for cooperatives across the border in Niger allowed illiterates to managetheir co-ops satisfactonly. The training needed in the Niger case would be different and mucheasier than in Nigeria b,-cause of institutior,.' design factors. 
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reach agreement on goals, to devise strategies, motivate others, resolve conflicts, oversee implementation, and so forth. These tasks can be carried outsuccessfully by a wide variety of persons. Some societies may have culturalstereotypes that influence effectiveness in leadership roles. Yet many kindsof talent are associated with leadership roles, and effective leaders displaymany, different combinations of qualities and skills."' The abilities associated with leadership appear to be distributed fairly widely withinpopulations, almost like mechanical or musical talent. Whether they emergeand develop to others' benefit depends on opportunities to demonstratethem and to gain experience and reputation for leadership.Attempts to develop leadership as an individual capability miss the factthat leadership depends on the attitudes and actions of 'followers' as muchas on -leaders.' It is a collective phenomenon rather than just an individual 
c>'tracteristic. Leadership amounts to taking or accepting responsibility andthen exercising it. This is something in which a number ofpersons can share.There are differences between persons in their disposition to take or accept responsibility. Some reluctant to share responsibilityunderstandable 

are for thereasons that they do not want to be held accountable forwhat others who are also 'responsible' may do. For less commendable reason, some will resist any diffusion of responsibility since credit and otherrewards for leadership must then also be shared.Responsibilities are advantageously shared in many of the zanjeraschemes in the northern Philippines where two leaders are selected, eachhaving a separate sphere of respopsibility. The 'external' leader, often ateacher, serves as the link for dealing with government officials or carryingjut other tasks requiring formal education. The 'internal' leader(pan.ilakaien)carries the heaviest load in dealing with the myriad day-today managerial tasks (Siy, 1982). This same division of responsibility wasfound in a Senegalese women's garden group described in Annex Five. The
principle of shared leadership has been stressed in the Smail Farmer Devel
opment Program in Nepal, where even though the groups are small, almostall members will have some committee assignment.

In the preceding section we noted the importance of having trainees selected by the community so that there is a 
greater bond of accountability.Community members if they understand the objectives of the institution
should be in a good position to identify persons who would make best use of
training for the advancement of others. Biases can come into local selection
 processes but it is more likely that persons who have positively, impressed 

1l4t is satd that in Latin cultures, for example, the lider needs to be very dominant and decisire not consultative or reconciling. Yet even in a situation as freighted with cultural influencesand violent cn,ic as the MeisKan reolution, quite divergent leadership styles were successful at different ;.Tes (Womack, 1968). Machismo was less significant fcr winning andmaintaining the public's support than ;.ere steadfastness and loyalty to the public's interests,
which inspired its confiderce. 
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their friends and neighbors will perform better for the local institution than 
those who have impressed "outsiders.' One of the lessons from the SaemaulUndong movement in South Korea (Anne,. Seven) was that selection of
leaders should be left to the community ifthe persons given training and re-sponsibility under the program are to exercise influence and accomplish
results."5 

Every locality has some pool of potential leaders, unless it has been af-
fected by substantial out-migration (Section 5.6.4). Even this may deplete
only the male leadership ranks or certain age groups, in which case LID
should encourage leadership talent in nonmigrant categories. Usually rela-
tively fewer leaders come from the poorer strata of rural society because of
various biases and burdens (Ralston et al., 1983:22-24). Yet examples of
good leadership being mobilized from poorer sections by outside catalysts 
are reported in the Mae Klong integrated rural development project in Thai-land (Annex Five), Ayni Ruwav in Bolivia (Annex Six), and the Aceh
community-based program in Indonesia (Annex Seven). 

Still, rather than emphasize the social origins of local leaders, we wouldfocus on the mechanisms for maintaining accountabilityof leaders to their
constituencies. There is no guarantee that persons from a humble back-
ground will work for or persist in advancing the interests of the
disadvantaged, and one can find numerous examples of persons who grew
up in privileged circumstances who are willing and able to promote the in-
terests of the poor. The key' issue is how fully and freely' the persons who
speak and act on behalf of rural local institutions are accepted in those roles
by their constituencies. This depends in large part on how the institutions 
are designed and operated and for what purpose. 


Provisions 
can and should be made for relahIcementof leaders who no 
longer enjoy the confidence of a majority within the local council, co-op, orassociation. The more explicit these procedures the more of a deterrent they
are to misconduct and the more easily they can be utilized when needed.
Like all techniques they can be abused, but the alternative is iess desirable-
having no rules or having ones that are not clearly understood or widely
known. While it is often desirable to have informal rather than formal 

15Anyhody over 20 years) old, regardless of education, income, or social status, who was 


chosen byhisneighb,,rs could becomeaSaetaul leaderrpotsRoninl(1984:101). "hchosen~~emer 
success of Korea's Saemaul Undong can be attinbuted largely to the dedication of Saemaulleaders, who were chosen by villagers and who served without pay. They organized and prod-
ded villagers to coop-rate in self-help projects and mobilized resources within the community.Thcir effectiveness was due not only to theirown leadershipti hi 
villagers, the training provided by the Saemaul Leaders Training Inrltitute, and the competitiveapproach used by the government to stimulate village development.- The -competitive ap-proach" referred to implicitly pitted elected Saemaul leaders agains, traditional viilageheadmen (see Goldsmith, 1981). This has now been dropped with Saemaul leaders takingover the functions of headmen (Yoon, 1985:157). Except furthe competitive approach, practi-cally the same thing- -.inbe said of the prog:ram to improve irrigation management throughwater user associations in the Gal Oya scheme, Sri Lanka (Uphoff, 1986). 
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procedures and practices, this is one domain where strong arguments can be 
made for formal or at least very explicit provisions.

Another measure for promoting accountability is to provide for rotation
of officers or staff in their positions, so no personal monopolies of authority
or access to information and contacts can be maintained. This has the added
advantage of spreading experience more widely within the community and
of reducing the dependence of institutions on a very few persons. If rotation
is applied rigidly, however, it can be disruptive of programmatic efforts and 
can reduce people's sense of responsibility for their institutions by taking
control out of their hands. This suggests a LID strategy of recommending ro
tation as a possible rule, leaving acceptance and implementation to local
decisions. There may be provision made for exceptions if the persons in
volved determine this is in the best interests of promoting local institutional 
effectiveness and building capacity.

When tring to attract leaders, the question of rewards must be ad
dressed. Leaders who serve without pay can gain a certain legitimacy based 
on thcir motivation of public service, an-,, this can enhance their claim onothers for cooperation. However, not all local institutions can be developed
entirely on a volunteer basis. Certainly local administration must operate on 
a paid, professional basis, and businesses need to pay their managers and
employees and return a profit. Many voluntary organizations also find that
they need to provide some salary or er-,)luments. Some indigenous water 
user associations give group leaders use of a small piece of land or exemp
tion from certain responsibilities to compensate for the time devoted to
organizational tasks (Uphoff, 19 86a). Even the Yachiho village health orga
nization in Japan, which receives a huge amount of contributed time from
volunteers, gives its health instructors and health officers some
 
stipend.'
 

The possibilities of accomplishing considerable improvements through

mobilization of local leadership have been seen in an irrigation rehabilita
tion project in Sri Lanka, where water 
 user associations have been
introduced (Uphoff, 1985 and 1986). Two simple methodologies appear to
have helped in getting committed and energetic leaders. First, farmer
representatives are selected (a) after extended discussion of what qualitiesmembers of the field channel group want to have (or avoid) in their repre

sentative, and (b) groupe wan have.r-potafter the group has already carried out some work on an of the fieldrschannd toniu (orilavoid)01)inthirrereinformal basis showing who among them can make group action most effective. Second, the choice of a representative is made by consensusrather than 
by vote. The discussion preceding selection narrows the field of candida tes 

"'This remark-able case isreported in Annex Seven. The Saemaul program in South Korea, itshould be noted, provides a number of benefits that substitute in part for cash paymenttransportation, discounts, scholarship opportunities for leaders' children, and socialrecognitic.a. Leaders are kept in check by the expectation that successors will be chosen withinfive vars. The ;.,ssibility that a community will extend the term of a leader who is unusuallyeffectve creates*an additional status reward for good leaders
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by tacitly and tactfully screening out undesirable candidates. Whoever is fi-
nally agreed upon knows explicitly what members expect of their 
representative. Further, all members, by having assented to the 
representative's being chosen to act on their behalf, are publicly committed 
to cooperate. If several persons arc qualified and supported, responsibility 
can be shared or rotated among them by mutual agreement. These repre-
sentatives are not paid and appear to get considerable satisfaction from their 
roles of responsibility in a popular program. Similar mobilization of local 
talent is seen in other cases described in the Annexes. 

We need to consider also structural features of LID, but these 'behav-
ioral aspects are basic to successful programs. One of the most commonly 
cited constraints on rural development is -lack of management capacity' for 
carrying out programs. In fact there is substantial capability already present 
at local levels for managing a wide variety of development undertakings, as 
reported from rural Thailand and Northern Yemen in Annex Eight, for ex-
ample. Efforts to upgrade rural people's skills and to encourage local 
leadership to take more responsibiity could help accomplish much more in 
all areas of development. 

7.3 STRENGTHENING INSTITUTIONAL CAPACITIES 

The structures of lcal institutions differ enough that there is little point
in trying to propos general strategies for making certain structural im-
provements in institutions. When it comes to modifying sanctions and 
incentives, for example, one cannot equate the relationships between busi-
nesses and custoners, service organizations and clients, cooperatives and 
members, local governments and constituents,or administrative agencies and 
citizens. Each kind of institution needs to operate somewhat differently even 
when it is the same rural persons who are functioning in these various roles. 
Having made sector-specific suggestions in preceding chapters, we will con-
sider here some generalizable elements of strategy with regard to local 
institutional development. 

7.3.1 Working With Existing Institutions 

When one hears complaints about local institutions 'not working,' the
reference is most uftep to oneintroduced institutions. 1 Pre-existing institutionsfor all theig" faults-and can identify many--have the advantage of 

oefo al hei fuls-n anienif mn-hveth dvntgeobeing familiar and of having accumulated some legitimacy, support and 

17Because of the ambiguities and controversies surrounding the terms "modem and "tradi-
tional,' we try to avoid them. The distinction between 'tradition' and 'modernity' has little
theoretical power for prediction or explanation, having at most some descriptive value
(Bendix, 1967; Porte,, 172). A distinction between existing (or pre-existing) and introduced 
institutions is the mos orviceable 
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commitment over time. There are sometimes objections that existing institu
tions embody certain socio-economic or anti-modernization biases. Where 
serious biases exist, LID strategy should steer toward alternative institution
al channels. But any efforts to institute new channels must reckon with the 
fact that existing institutions will be competing for people's resources, time,
and loyalties and usually begin with a head start in any competition, as illus
trated in the Jamaica case discussed in Section 2.5.5. 

The alternatives are: (a) to oppose and to try to undermine existing in
stitutions, (b) to ignore and work around them, (c) to try to use and work 
through them, or (d) to try to work with and build on them. The last two op
tions ace generally more promising though there is more difference between 
them than may be evident on the face of it. 

The third alternative corresponds to a promotion mode where persons
in traditional institutions or roles are coopted to work on activities essential
ly defined and determined from outside. A community health program in 
Ghana which recruited indigenous healers proceeded in this mode with 
considerable tact and sensitivity and had some progress to show for the ef
fort (Annex Four). The healers as well as their patients apparently were 
willing to accept certain aspects of Western medicine as complementary to 
traditional piactices when no choice between them was forced. 

Many primary health care programs have trained traditional birth attendants in simple modern practices. Some programs like that in Burma 
described in Chapter Four have produced pcsitive results by encouraging
newly trained midwives to work supportivelv with their traditional counter
parts, while others like the Sine Saloum project in Senegal have 
encountered difficulties in involving traditional midwives.1Outside the 
health area, we found some impressive examples of what might be consid
ered cooptation' of traditional leaders. The Malawi self-help water scheme 
(Annex Three) is a good case where chiefs became engaged in the decision
making process. An evaluation of the Lilongwe integrated rural develop
ment project also in Malawi, 
 funded by the world Bank, indicated that 

the primary factor contributing to (its) progress ... was its ability to involve both tribal 
units and their chiefs in the project's operations, encouraging the chiefs to serve as 
members of tire land board overseeing implementation of one of the project's vital ac
tivitie,. (Ruddle and Rondinelli, 1983:82) 

Hence there are examples of where a promotion approach coopting existinginstitutions can be successful provided that the activities are clearly desir

able and the pace and manner of implementation not forced.are Such 

iThe method of cash payment introduced was at variance with traditional practice and leo 
toa reduction i the use of the midwives'services (Hall, 1981). Since then the project has been
reorganized In particular, village health committees have been given clear responsibility for
the health huts an, more flexible arrangements for payment have been introduced (Bloom,
!98 4a). 
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cooptatin has been less successful in range management efforts in
Botswana as reported by Roe and Fortmann (1982). 

Some of the most impressive cases of LID involve not cooptation so
much as cooperation with persons in traditional roles. Rather than try to 
convert existing institutions to new activities and purposes, new ones are es-tablished that build on the patterns of organization already familiar and 
accepted. Some of the best examples are found in Africa where so-called 
traditional institutions and leadership remain stronger. In Cameroon infor-
mal rotating credit associations were used as a basis for developing a
network of fornial credit unions. Within twelve years this included more 
than 180 credit unions with 26,000 members and capital assets of 400 mil-
lion CFA francs (Annex Eight). In Nigeria traditional savings societies 
among the Tiv ethnic group provided a base for establishing a regional sys-
tem of farmers associations that contributed to a 72 percent increase in 
income in ten years (Annex Seven). The Pikine health care project inSenegal, described in Annex Four, patterned its health committees after the 
elders' committees which already existed, and the Sine Saloum heaith project also in Senegal regained lost ground by adopting a similar approach 

(Bloom, 1984).
These are encouraging cases, but all that can be said is that they estab-

lish a presumption one should try to work with or build on existing
institutions and roles. Evaluation of their capacity and appropriateness ob-
viously is needed on a case-by-case basis. Sometimes there are no 
pre-existing institutions with which to work as for example in the Gal Oya
irrigation resettlement scheme in Sri Lanka (Uphoff, 1985). Where they
exist, some initial experimentation may indicate they are not suitable chan-
nels for promoting collective action for a particular activity as discovered in
the Orangi Pilot Project in Pakistan.' 9 In the rural development project in 
Aceh, Indonesia, tradltional leaders at first dominated the newly established 
committees at the locality level. However, their influence gradually dimin-
ished as community and group-level activities took root and brought forth 
new leadership. The older leaders were gently moved into advisory rather 
than authoritative roles because the action' was occurring at a lower level
(Annex Seven). 

There is alwa,,s a question whether existing institutions and leaders can
be involved in development projects without losing the legitimacy that 
made them effective in the first place. Much deperds on whether they are 
seen as maintaining some independence of action. The cooperation and 
compliance traditional institutions and leaders can elicit derives in large part 

19This is directed by Akhter Hameed Khan, the founder of the Comilla experiment in Ban-gladesh. Khan worked with the elected councillors of the existing local governments and witi,Islamic religious leaders in the mosques, but these prominent figures failed to provide the ex-pected leadership on behalf of Orangi residents. Fortunately the neighborhood groups set up under th2 project did accomplish a great deal (Annex Three). 
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from their working within common understandings ofwhatisorisnotlegit
imate and from familiar mechanisms for maintaining accountability, often 
by quite subtle means. If these understandings and mechanisms are under
mined by their annexation to government programs, their value will be 
greatly reduced (Coward, 1979).

Huniter (1980) suggests that traditional institutions in any event make 
important social and psychological contributions and thus deserve accept
ance as a necessary and helpful part of village society's network of local in
stitutions even if they appear irrelevant to development activities. This is 
stating the weakest case for working with existing institutions, but his com
ment is worth noting since Hunter previously took a more negative view of
such institutions (Hunter and Jiggins, 1977). Stated positively agencies
should think through and experiment with cooperative approaches toward 
existing institutions (Cernea, 1982). 

7.3.2 Catalytic Approaches 

Where local institutional capacities already exist and need only to be 

strengthened, LID tasks are easier, though not necessarily assured of success. Prompting or promoting such capacities where they are negligible
presents outside agencies, whether governmental or nongovernmental,
with special challenges. There is growing support in the literature for re
cruitment, training and deployment of 'catalysts'persons who specialize
in community organization and are given responsibilities forgetting institu
tional processes started. Even where the assistance mode is being followed, 
there could be a role for such persons-to work with and strengthen local 
governments, cooperatives, or private businesses, to help them make better 
use of outside resources and their own. Where the mode of support is facili
tation or promotion, the role for such specialists is more evident.
 

The designations for such persons are various, som, 
 of them paralleling 
our tpology of LID support modes. The terms 'promoter' facilitator' and
 
community development assistant' 
can be found in different situations.
 
Change agent' has been used as a designation for persons seeking to


achieve behavioral change 
 and sometimes institutional development
 
(Tilakaratna, 1984). 
 Promoter' can be used as a generic designation (Esman

and Uphoff, 1984:253-258), but the term "catalyst' is probably more neu
tral and more descriptive, implying that the person initiates a change
 
process but is not absorbed by it (Lassen, 1980).20
 

2 Hirschman (1984:78-79) objects to the terms broker and "intermediary as havingSomewhat derogatory or condescending connotations and he dislikes the term facilitator' onesthetic grounds. Promoter' he .Jso considers to have derogatory connotations, so he condudes in favor of the term social activist.' In the French tradition of animationrurale,one canSpeak of animateurs (Chazlick, 1984), while in Spanish, the term promotores is often used 

http:1980).20
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A number of the most successful LID experiences in South and South-
east Asia have used catalysts. 2' Hirschman (1984) in his survey of 
grassroots programs in Latin Ameica finds many good examples of such 

catalytic efforts. The Plan Puebla in Mexico (Annex Five) is an example from 
that part of the world. In Africa a seven-country program supporttd by FAO 
is similarly using group promoters to establish small working groups in rural 
areas (FAO, 1984). 

One can ask whether catalytic (promotional or facilitational) efforts re-
quire setting up a special cadre with its own recruitment, doctrine, 
supervision, career paths, etc. The establishment of the Saemaul Undong 
program in South Korea, for example, proceeded through government 
channels, though the program did develop its own staff. The same is true for 
the Kenya Tea Development Authority. A profoundly innovative rural 
health program based on village health committees and federations was in-
troduced in Panama by Ministry of Health personnel between 1969 and 
1973. This was accomplished without catalysts but under unusual circum-stacesas initry pesonel pessre yereputundr etree teir(4)
stances as ministry personnel were put under extreme pressure by their 
minister and the president to serve the health committees (LaForgia, 1985). 
An innovative rural development program in Thailand (Annex Seven) man-
aged to utilize regular government staff after a process of bureaucratic 
reorientation and training. 

More typical of government programs may be the commendable but 
vulnerable progress of promotores from the Ministry of Agriculture assisting 

cooperatives in the Dcminican Republic (Sharpe, 1977). Unless government 
agencies have gone through a process of bureaucratic reorientation, it is un-
likely that official staff will be able and willing to act effectively aslikelystftha willninoficabecesableacand willing toeateefecivey.acatalysts' given a lack of appropriate attitudes and skills. The situation is 
often aggravated by a legacy of distrust, resentment, or fear on the part of 
the rural people whose participation in these new or refurbished institutions 
is desired. Quantitative analysis of performance of rural local organizations 
has found that those initiated by personnel w orking in 

mode 
a catalyst' m desa were markedly more successful than organizations set up by government

staff in the usual top-down manner (Esman and Uphoff, 1984: 163-165).manerEsmn anstaf intheusua to-don Upoff 198: 13-15).tion
There are a number of variables in formulating a 'catalyst" role. 
(1) 	Should the person be someone from 'outside' the community or Io-cality, or an "insider" recruited locally and given special training andcality, 'iMost 

(Sharpe, 1977).21A partial listing includes the 'social organizers" in the Orangi Pilot Project in Pakistan 
(Khan, 1983), the 'grmup organizers* of the Small Farmer Development Programme in Nepal
(Ghai and Rahman, 1979), the 'institutional organizers- for the Gal Oya irrigation rehabilita-

9tion project in Sri Lanka (Uphoff, 1 85), the 'community organizers' of the National Irrigation
Administration in the Philippines (F. Korten, 1982), the local organizers of the Bangla4-dsh
Rural Advancement Committee (Ahmed, 1980) and the Thai Khadi Research Institute in Ti"ai-
land (Rabibhadana, 1983), the health workers of the Kottar Social Service Society (Field, 1980)
and the cooperative organizers for the NDDB dairy scheme also in India (Paul, 1982). 
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status? Opinions differ on this, e.g. with Flavier (1970) and Hunter 
(1980) strongly favoring the former.22 

(2) 	 Should the person be a paid professional or a volunteer? As with 
local leaders, unpaid catalysts have some special credibility and le
gitimacy. The latter alternative may be attractive also for its 
budgetary implications. However, there is less control over the per
sons, and turnover is likely to be higher. Also, there is something to 
be said for 'professionalism,' so long as 'burnout- (a real danger in 
this kind of work) can be avoided. 

(3) 	 Should the person begin by working on a particular, often techni
cal, task around which people can be mobilized, or should the 
organizer emphasize building up more generalized local institu
tional capabilities first? There are proponents of the more technical 
approach who emphasize tangible benefits as an incentive for orga
nization, and others who stress the need for developing group and 

(4)iShoul the aprmn
Should the approach be one of compromise and reconciliaion or
confronta-on and conflict? There are advocates of a methodology 
that seeks to build commitment to group effort stimulated by the 
latter (Freire, 1970). Yet, in many circumstances it may be untenable 
or counter-productive. 

There are many other questions such as what kind of training and su
pervision are best, how should catalysts be deployed, whether women can 

work effectively in such roles, where should catalysts live, should they at
tempt to support institutions directly or by training local people to do this? 
This is a subject area where systematic observation and evaluation are lack
ing 0 a learning process approach is clearly necessary. 

The catalys, approach is gaining support in many quarters as the limita
tions of working through conventional bureaucratic or technocratic 
channels become more apparent. Since NGOs and PVOs often operate in a 
manner quite similar to government, the, too may need to think in terms of

l hi g p caiz d a r s wth the t s f w rk n i hl ca e p etestablishing specialized cadres with the task of working with local people to
 
strengthen whatever local institutions are identified for assistance, facilitaor 	promotion. 

7.3.3 Alternative Organizations 

development programs of governments and donor agencies have 

22An instructive compromise is the National Community Development Service's recruit
ment in Bolivia of local leaders who have demonstrated CD skills and assigning them to other 
Communities within their locality or to other localities within their region so they are only par
tially "outsiders- (Savino, 1984i. Savino reports the problem, noted also by Colburn (1981)
with health committee organizers in Guatemala, that "locals- may be regarded as "prophets
without honor in their own country.' Still, there are arguments for having locals-quicker ori
entation, less cost. likely to remain longer in the community. Experimentation is needed to 
determine which approach will be most satisfactory in a particular context. 

http:former.22
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as one of their objectives to improve the productivity and we!l-being of the
disadvantaged and the less well endowed. There has been much concern inthe literature that promoting development through local institutions, whererural elites can exercise greater influence than the rural poor, will be to the
advantage of the former and disadvantage of the latter, as noted in Section
5.6.3. In particular there is apprehension that cooperatives operate in this jmanner (Miinkner, 1976; ICA, 197S; Lele, 1981), but local administration 
and local government, not to mention local merchants, are also widely seen 

as contributing to inegalitarian outcomes. There are 
contrary examples,

however, some cited already which show benefits eaching the poor in rural
chamnntes through cooperatives and othez local institutionalan 
commntes to h o(Ghai 

The question is whether to emphasize special or separate institution-

al channels for the poorer sectors-'alternative' institutions, which
exclude the more advantaged sectors (Leonard, 19 82)-or try to make the

regular, more inclusive institutions better serve the poor (possibly

through special programs). A strategy 
 focusing on alternative' LIDwould include the following: 

(a) 	 special agencies or offices of local administration that deal exclu-
sively with poor clienteles; 

(b) 	 'exclusive' membership erganiations including only the poor in
cooperatives, tenant unions, women's associations, etc.; 

(c) 	 service organizations assisting only the poor; and 

(d) special enteiprise promotion, aimed at establishing or strengthen-
ing petty manufacturing and commerce (often referred to as 'theinformal sector') which generates employment, income and capitalfor the poor (Chapter Six). 

Local government is usually by definition 'inclusive' since its jurisdic-

tion is defined territorially. 
 One step in the direction of 'alternative'
instifutions tried in several South Asian countries has been to reserve some
number of seats on local government councils for representatives of poorercastes and tribes. This is not generally regarded as having done much for the 

3ln one of the ow quantified evaluations comparing the outcomes of working more 
through central or through loca institutions, Montgomery (1972) studying land reform imple-mentation found mof. benefits reaching the rural population when local governments andmembership organizations were involved, contrary to the expectations of many critics of localinstitutions. If a centralized approach worked exactly as inteinded under the leadership ofa 
strong and egalitarian central governmaent, it might be more beneficial to the poor. But a top-influential rural elites. They find higher-level institutons more physically and socially accessi-
ble than do the poor, who can have relatively more influence on local ir,titutions. 

poor. More important is the influence such groups are gaining, however
slowly, through the regular electoral processes for local government. 24 

Alternative' membership organizations may make a real contributionto the advancement of the poor. There are several imp essie cases from the
Philippines, for example, where the power of rural elites, often in league
with local administration, was curtailed by mobilizing the less advantaged
(Hollnsteiner et al., 1979; Paul and Dis, 1980). The Small Farmer Develop
ment Program in Nepal excludes from membership in its groups, and
therefore from credit and technical assistance, any person with
landholdings over a certain extent, ina way that targts benefits to the poorovracti eetnawythtagtsbefstohep r 

and Rahman, 1981; Rahman, 1984). There is no special agency working with small farmers, but the Agricultural Development Bank of Nepal hasspecial staff assigned to work with SFDP groups in a Facilitation mode.Loans are applied for ard given through the regular banking institutions,
backed by program guarantees. Although beneficiaries are almost all from 
among the rnral poor, they are as in most programs still not often the very
pooret of the poor (IFAD, 1984).


Service organizations (SOs) have traditionally "targeted' 
 the poor, a
good example being the Kottar Social Service Society in India (AnnexSeven). There is little that a government or donor agency can do to create
SOs, however. It can encourage them through tax laws or can give them
 

subsidies and contracts, but they must come mostly from private initiative.
There is considerable evidence that such organizations can work more effecively with the poor (e.g., Hyden, 1983; Hirschman, 1984). Nonetheless, 
any major role via government instigation can change the nature and effec

tiveness of SOs, if only because larger scale affects performance capabilities.
Another approach, promoting small-scale private enterprises for the poor, isgetting more attention now with some promising resulk ; when even quitesmall amounts of capital and technical assistance aie made available
 
(Farbman, 1981; Soares, 1983).


While there is often reason to promote "alternative' institutions, these

should not be seen as the sole or sufficient solution. Institutions with weak
client groups tend themselves to be weak (Tendler, 1982). The tradeoff with
regard to local administration is between the poor having strong claims on
weak agencies, or weaker claims on stronger ones. if there is clear political
support from above for advancing the poor, the latter is a 
promising approach. Where there are well-functioning cooperatives, membership, and 
service organizations that speak for the interests of the poor, and they haverepresentation in localgovernment, the chances of local adminisation
 

24'There are indications that newer and younger faces have been recruited to sit in 
panchayats in all states where elections have recently been held, and there is also evidence thatbe describe as slow-paced and incremental... It will be] a minimum of another two or threedecades before DOver rn,,ioi- ,. 

2 
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being responsive to the needs of the poor will be considerably enhanced, 
This is another example of how local institutional networks are more 
important than the structure and program of any individual institutional 
channel, as discussed in the next section. 

A combination of "alternative' channels and 'regular' ones is likely to 
be optimal, recognizing that regular institutions are prone to discriminatory 
or disadvantaging performance vis-a-vis the poor. There can be bureaucra-
cies that defend the interests of the poor in their performance of duties. The 
Kenya Tea Development Authority is an example where the staff have up-held reasonably well the ceiling on tea plantings to minimize unequalbenefits from tea-growing, when richer members wanted to evade or 

t fm tthat 
change the limit.25 Efficient pri ;ate local enterprises operating with good ii-
frastructure and sufficient competition can also benefit the poor. One
should not assume that only 'alemative' institutions can help them. 

Another option is "alternatt,'e programs activities and investments 
that are of most value to the poor because richer persons cannot or do not 
want to benefit from them. Such programs can be carried out through regu-
lar institutional channels with less fear of monopolization or diversion." 
Practically speaking, there will always be some bias in the spread of bene-
fits. In general this will be less in the case of services compared to goods
(Hunter, 1981), though the bias in piovision of extension services in favor of 
larger and more advantaged farmers was noted already in Section 5.2.1. 

Where providing goods or services intended for both the rich and for 
poorly endowed persoris in rural areas, it is important that the executing 

agency be oriented to reaching and benefiting the poor, otherwise they are 
unlikely to get much benefit. Agencies that have not had this orientationwill need to go through a process of bureaucratic reorientation (Section

wil ee o 	 hruh o breuraicrerenaton(eciopocs7.5.4). With this must go substantial effort directed toward tra:-iing and 
leadership development that enhances the human resources of the poor as 
discussed in Sections 7.2.1 and 7.2.2. The poor are most in ieed of networks 
of institutional structures at local levels. The worst situation for the poor is 
an institutional vacuum with neither horizontal n~or vertical linkages, for 

25 This was fou, by Steeves (1984), wlose thesis On KTDA (1975) is the most detatled anl-ysis available an-d w.lho di' ictlow-uo fieldwork in Kenya in 1 19. Richer farmers engage in 
some subterfuge to circumvent the ceiling, but it has been preserved better that Steeves ex-
pected given that country's general policies (Annex Seven).26 Benefits will be less vulnerable to heing diverted away fio. the pcor fer whom they areintended if: (i) they are indivisible, rather than being s,-parately available to individuals or 
families, e.g. public sanitation compared to bank loans; (ii) getting the benefits is linked to useof a resource the poor have in abundance ,uch as labor-intensive publik works; (iii) they relateto problems or opportunities more relevant to the poor such as improving cassava producnone
(;v) their 'vality cannot be upgraded at the expense of quantity; (v) they are provided actively 
rather than passively (only upon d-mand); (vi) supply exceeds demand oris provided in unis 
that exc-ed the demand of local elites such as a primary school; (vii) the goods or services can-
not be accumulated and sold for profit such as vaccinations or primary education (.eonad,
1982). 
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then they lack both the personal resources and institutionalized opportuni
ties for influence beyond the community. 

7.4 INSTITUTIONAL NETWORKS AND SUPPORT BASES 

The value of horizontal linkages among institutions and of their being 
vertically linked to higher and lower levels of organization has been seen 
previously. While isolated instances of local institutional development can 
be impressive, their cumulative effect is negligible. 

What count are systems or networks of organization, both vertically and horizontally,
make local development more than an enclave phenomenon. (Uphoff and 

Esman, 1974:xi) 

This conclusion has been accepted as applying across activity areas. In natu
ral resource management, for example, Ruddle and Rondinelli point to the 
need for appropriate institutions (that are) vertically linked into an organi
zationa! network, both to provide a 'hierarchy' of services and to increase 
the quality and reliability of service delivery' (1984:79-80). Because pri
niar; health care involves sc many activities (curative medicine, agriculture,

atersupply, etc.), Hollnsteiner(1982)saysthatanumerofstongocalin 
stitutions may be required before results can be shown-a strong local 
institutional network with horizontal linkages is needed to address the un
derlying problems affecting people's health. : 7 

Although the importance of strengthening linkages is increasingly

recognized, various impediments need to be pointed out. Project design
 
and implementation are usually conceived and carried out in compart
mentalized sectoral terms, even though it is clear that this may be
 onneworksof ii whnignceffcsinthsctsslhttr
Livetuiscounterproductive. It is difficult to work at strengthening whole systems 
or networks of institutions when agencies focus on those tasks that are 
most clearly "theirs' within some fixed division of bureaucratic labor. It is 
not easy to have influence and to use resources across bureaucratic linesor at different political-administrative levels. Yet this is what is requirediflinks of communication and cooperation are to be forged both horizon
tally and vertically. 

This applies no matter which mode of LID support the outside agency isworkin in. 	R for fostering is greater with promotion 
Resonsibility linkages 

27A recent USAID policy paper on loca! organ:.zations endorses this concern with institu
tional linkages:

A.!. ) has determined to give explicit consideration to the strengths, weakness

eational organizations, before embarking on programs of development th,. ex
plicitly cr implicitly depend on local organizations for successful 
implementation .. . . the development lilerature is rife with examples ofdevel
opment projects thai failed to achieve stated objectives because important
linkages to essential organizations or nstitutions were never made. (1984:4). 

http:limit.25
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because the agency has taken the lead role, but one of the most important 
contributions in an assistance mode can be support (even instigation) of 
linkages with other institutions, 

One means for dealing with the linkage problem in the Philippines, 
where the National irrigation Administration (NIA) undertook to establisha 
network of water user associations, was to create a formally recognized 
Communal Irrigation Committee. This had representation from the top 
ranks of NIA, the Ford Foundation (which was providing technical assist-
ance to the program), and several knowledge-building institutions that were 
helping with the training, monitoring, documentation, and evaluation (D. 
Korten, 1980 and 1982; F. Korten, 1982). This committee had both the 
knowledge of the program's development needs and the status to take initi-
atives to foster hoizontal or vertica! linkages where deemed useful. 

Such a formal structure may not always be feasible if consensus on LID 
itself is still being fashioned. Informal "supportgroups' at various levels can 
be established by a sponsoring agency or even a donor agency through an 
investment of time to get approprate persons interacting and creating a 
common stake in the program's success. The role of knowledge-building in-
stitutions like the Asian Institute of Management o,7the Institute of 
Philippine Culture (of the Ateneo de Manila), which backstopped the NIA 
experiment, can be invaluable because they can be more independent in 
their judgments and initiatives. In addition they are not burdened with im-
plementation responsibilities and have less stake in tussles over bureaucrat-
ic turf. The Cornell Rural Development Committee played an informal 
'linkage-supporting' role in the Gal Oya project in Sri Lanka in conjunction 
with the Agrarian Research and Training Institute (ARTI), a Sri Lankan gov-
ernment institution assigned to manage the project's socio-economic 
activities (Uphoff, 1985). 

The Philippine and Sri Lanka experiences, though both aimed at im-
proving water management, have some instructive differences. The firA' 
program has been closely linked at all levels to the irrigation agency in-
volved; the latter program was only passively accepted by the Irrigation 
Department at the outset. On the other hand, the farmer groups in the Phil-
ippines have not developed as much horizontal or vertical linkage among 
themselves as in Sri Lanka. In the Sri Lankan case, farmer representatives 
themselves took initiative to join their field channel groups up to the locality 
level, with three assemblies of seventy-five to one-hundred of them engag-
ing in regular meetings with officials. The top administrative officer for the 
district invited these area meetings to send representatives to his monthly 
meetings with district heads of go',ernment departments in order to avail

himself of some authentic farmer input into planning and decision making. 
Farmer groups have also cooperated with one another at the level of the 
distributary canal so that horizontal and vertical linkas evolved rather 
extensively, supported by the organizers (catalysts) in the feld and by,4 RTI. 
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One of the early lessons from the Sri Lanka experience was that one 
could not expect to build up effective water user associations without link
ages with the field staff of the Irrigation Department as well as other 
departments. An isolated LID effort just with the farmers to form water user 
groups was doomed to failure. Even when taking a "sectoral" approach to 
something as specific as improving irrigation, linkage to other institutions 
having complementary functions is very important Such linkages could be 
at the same level, as when the extension service works with farmers' associ
ations and other local institutions, or at different levels, as when local 
government works with specialized project committees and a district plan
ning authority. Two examples show such linkages in action. 

In Costa Rica, a program of agricultural research carried out in a farm
ing systems' mode was effective when the extension service followed a local 
linkage strategy. To introduce stall feeding of cattle and "educe environmen
tal degradation, extension agents had been asked to carry out field trials 
with cut fodder for cattle with the technical backing of the Inter-American 
Center for Tropical Agriculture (CATIE). In one locality they worked closely 
with the local school, the local dairy plant, and the cooperative, and gave 
moral support to a newly formed farmers' association. 28The school and the 
co-op at different points in time, were responsible for certain asFects of the 
project. Local people (particularly high school studeniu, .. ere hired to help. 
When the CATIE project ended, the co-op took responsibility for promoting 
the extension program to disseminate the resu!ts of the research. As a conse
quence of such a collaborative strategy, nearly all the farmers in the locality 
were switching to growing and using king grass as fodder for their cattle. 

Another good example is the bridge building committees in Baglung 
district of Nepal, which made remarkable contributions to rural infrastruc
ture under adverse conditions (Annex Three). These could not have 
functioned effectively without significant horizontal and vertical linkages. 
They were legitimated and assisted by the sponsorship of the village 
panchayat at the local level. Links up to the district panchayat and beyond 
that to the Local Development Department of the national government 
helped establish a five-year plan and gave them to neededaccess 

-9resources. 
Vertical linkages can be of two kinds: (a) to higher level bodies of the 

same organizational structure, e.g., connections within a federation of coop
eratives, between retail and wholesale enterprises, or between different 

'1These represent four different types of local institutions: local administration, privatebusiness, cooperative, and membership organization. This .:ase was observed by Jorge de Alva 
and reported to a member ofour LID working group,Katy van Dusen who was doing field
 
,urk in that region during 1982. 

29The committees unfortunately did not continue in existence after the planning and con
rUction phases were completed and thus did not become "institutions." Responsibility for
maintenance of the bridges rests with the panchayats, which are institutions. This indicates the'portac, of !'-ting multiple criannels to carry out activities the "local level. 
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levels of the bureaucracy; or (b) across kinds of channels, as when a local 
government gets grants and technical assistance from a national-level pri-
vate voluntary organization, or a farmers' association has ties to the Ministry 
of Agriculture and to state banking institutions. Both kinds of linkage are ob
viously important, but any analysis of vertical linkages should distinguish 
between those that are intra-channel' and 'inter-channel.7 

One of the least examincd areas of local institutional development con-
cerns the formation and strengthening of federations of membership 
organizations or cooperatives. An evaluation of health committees in Pana-
ma has found that one of the main reasons such committees (and the 
primary health care program they support) remained effective in certain 
parts of that country is the establishment and functioning of active federa-
tions of health committees (LaForgia, 1985). The health committees set up 
under the Pikine project in Senegal were similarly strengthened by joining 
together in an Association for Health Promotion (Jancloes et al., 1981). Ex
amples of such organization for agriculture would be the DESEC centers in 
Bolivia, which numbered 200 at the base, grouped in right regional bodies 
and one national body, and the Tiv farmers associations in Nigeria, which 
grew into a four-tiered structure with village, district, and divisional bodies 
and a regional council at the apex (Annex Seven). 

Multiple-level institutions have various functional or technical contri-
butions to make, but they can also provide the political support base needed 
to sustain development programs. This is documented in the Panama pri-
mary health care case noted abcve. A similar experifcnce is reported from the 
Philippines where a national community-oriented nutrition program might 
have disappeared but for political support mobilized through a Nationa! 
Coordinating Committee on Food and Nutrition established in 1960. It 
brought together representatives of a wide variety of organizations in what 
Montgomery (1977) characterizes as a 'semi-government operation work-
ing through community leadership, and embodying private as well as public 
leadership and funding.' Village and provincial support for the nutrition 
programs that the Committee sponsored made it a wise political move for 
national leaders to continue funding them. 

National leaders may welcome these multiple-level institutions or may 
be averse to them. Their acceptance of local institutional capacities may well 
be a consequence of how much economic and political resource mobiliza-
tion these channels can manage consistent with national regime objectives. 
To the extent that local institutions produce satisfaction with the pace, 
scope, and direction of development efforts, there is political profit for any 
regime that promotes, facilitates, or assists them. Further, where local insti
tutions permit greater mobilization of financial or material resources and 
more efficient use thereof, there are economic incentives to tolerate and 
even support such linkage. Better economic performance is likely in turn to 
contribute to political satisfaction and support. The subject of mobilizing 
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and managing economic resources is taken up in Chapter Eight. We turn 
here to a consideration of how national institutions can b2come more effec
tive in support of local institutional development. 

7.5 RESTRUCTURING AND REORIENTING 

NATIONAL-LEVEL INSTITUTIONS 
Our discussion of how local-level institutions can be assisted and 

strengthened has presumed that some national institutions, public or pri
rate, are willing and able to support such local institutional development. 
International-level institutions are considered in the concluding section 
(Section 8.5). We start with the question of 'willingness on the part of na
tional institutions to support LID (Section 7.5.1) and then address how they 
can improve their "ability' to do so (Sections 7.5.2, 7.5.3 and 7.5.4). 

To the extent that the national leadership of a country is opposed to or 
unsupportive of LID, the prospects for developing local capacities on any 
widespread basis are diminished. There may be pockets of initiative and 
self-reliance, sometimes given impetus by the neglect or the negative ori
entation of the center but their sustainability and expansion will be in 
doubt. On the other hand, the presumption that strong and consistent cen
tral support is needed as a precondition for LID is not correct. There needs 
to be at least tolerance of local capacity building, but support should be op
ritual not maximal, as the quality of support is generally more important 
than the quantity and support can be built up over time based on good 
performance. 

Some national governments may feel threatened by an increase in local 
institutional capacity (Ralston et al., 1983:52-53) and thus may undermine, 
or at least not p--omote, LID efforts. On the other hand, there are certain in
centives for national governments, even relatively conservative ones, to 
accept and even promote locai capacity (Esman and Uphoff. 1984:34-40). 
While the political orientation of the government will affect the climate for 
LID, it is not necessarily a determining factor because central governments 
are seldom monolithic. Within a government, various agencies and leaders 
may have significantly differing attitudes and motivations. We would dis
count the possibilities for LID only in extremely unfavorable situations, such 
as in parts of Central America currently.30 One of the most impressive coun

3Even in Guatemala and in pre-1979 Nicaragua we found governments accepting efforts to
develop village health committees, though the degree of institutionalizatio, is not clear. SeeC0bum (1981) on such LID efforts in Guatemala. Dr. James Sam, for a time USMD Agency 
Director for Health and Population in the Bureau ofScnce and Technology, has reported in a 
Personal communication that VHCs started during the Somoza years in Nicaragua are stillcontinuing, though with a different designation. 
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tries for local institutional development has been Taiwan, which has had a 
relatively authoritarian regime. There Farmers Associations and Irrigation
Associations carry out wide-ranging resFonsibilities including hiring and 
supervising their own technical staff and mobilizing and managing substan-
tial amounts of resources (Stavis, 1983). 

The central consideration is whether the objectives of the national gov-
ernment are at variance with those of the majority of rural people. -Power' 
is not necessarily a zero-sum phenomenon. It represents the ability to
achieve goals despite resistance, regardless of the basis on which that ability 
rests (to paraphrase Max Weber's formulation). When goals are in conflict, 
assessments of power turn on which party prevails. To the extent that nation-
al institutionsdesire for rural people what they want for thetmselves, however, 
building up local capacity helps both the center and the periphery to advance 
their respective objectives.

One needs to look at the compatibility of local and national goals ino ndereedsuate tohlookathc o n ialsen-obility of c national o 
order to evaluate the acceptability of LID to national institutions. If the cen-
ter is trying to extract resources from agriculture to pay for industrial 
investment or for urban consumption, LID is likely to produce political con-
fiict as communities and localities become better able to represent their 
interests at higher levels. LID can proceed, however, even where the gov-
ernment is not fully supporti.,,of economic and social gains or h-peripheral population if it concludes that there is more to gain from promot-

ing a self-reliant path than from continuing rural dependency, especially 
where it faces mounting budgetary constraints. The scope for LID will be 
narrowerin this context but there will be some basis forcentral support. 

Support might be measured in terms of the financial resources provided 
to underwrite local institutional activities, but as we have noted already,
quality is more crucial for LID than quantity. Commitment to LID' should 
not be assessed just in terms of the amount of funds channeled to and 
through local institutions. The decentralization of authority, of personnel 
control and organizational structures is especially important and deserves 
consideration as a speciai topic (Section 7.5.3), as is the reorientation of gov-
ernment staff toward working more constructively with local institutions
(Section 7.5.4). 

Apart from providing economic resources and authority to local institu-
tions through budgetary and legal provisions (Section 7.5.2), LID will be 
helped by national leadership showing respect for what various local insti-
tutions can and do accomplish, endorsing their legitimacy either directly or 
indirectly to encourage others' acceptance of them as institutions. Status
and legitimacy are important resources for local institutions to enjoy,
though for institutionalization to occur they are needed from local populathough fore intanufonaationatoeaduear eede fro n lcauations more than from national leaders. Leaders' conveying status and 
legitimacy to local institutions should encourage other persons to do the 
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same. Actually even a neutral stance by national leaders toward local insti
tutions that are meeting people's needs may be enough to allow these 
institutions to take root and expand. But more active signs of support are 
usually helpful. 

The literature is full of analyses identifying "political will' as crucial 
for local institutions to develop. But the amount of support does not ap
pear to be that significant.3 1 Rather it is the way in which support is 
given-how reliably, how tactfully, how flexibly-that makes a difference. Because we are talking about local institutions, there is no 
substitute for commitment of local resources and sense of responsibility,
whicho tside efforts may displace as readpily as they encourage. This 
conclusion departs from the predominant opinion in the literature, which 
emphasizes 'political will' at the center as a requisite for LID. While na
tional opposition can stifle or sabotage LID, national support is at most anecessary, but not a sufficient, condition.

National leadership may not be entirely convinced about LID in ad
vance. Even where they might welcome LID in principle, there have beenenough misconceived and failed experiences with local institutional devel
opment that a considerable amount of skepticism on the part of national 
decision makers is understandable. The question is whether enough scope
and support will be given for LID experimentation and 'learning' (Section 
7.1.2) to proceed. Gvernments usually quite differentiated internally. Ifsome ministries or departments areare willing and able to take LID initiatives, 

possibly with donor assistance, it is up to them to show results that can win 
greater support from nationa! leaders. 

The argument can even be made that it is not particularly advanta
geous to begin an LID effort with full backing from on high, where 
everything has been formally agreed on in advance. Sc'ie skepticism on 
the part of top leaders may well be a spur to more energetic and innovative 
performance by government or PVO personnel. Equally important, the
 
personnel will be less tempted to try to impose certain structures or formu
las on local people. They will have to seriously solicit local cooperation and
 
to be open to local ideas and criticisms in the process of developing new or
 
better local capabilities.


Indeed, strong national support may encourage a 'blueprint' approach 
in practice even if it has been foresworn in principle. With such support
there is usually strong pressure for quick results, which is inimical to LID 
success as seen during the "villagization" period of ujarnaa in Tanzania 
(Fortmann, 19 82a). Local institutional development involves not just local 

311n our analysis of the performance of local organizations, we found essentially no correla
tin (-0.02) between extent of "political support' and LOs performance (Esman and Uphoff,1984:122-123). This could be explained by the frequency with which a great deal of govern-Ment support smothered local initiative or was aimed at establishing organizational 
capabilities that members had no particular interest in. 
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people learning new patterns of expectation and performance but also some in Thailand it is reported that the government undertook to "moderlearning on the part of national leaders and personnel. The support sought nize' existing irrigation systems by upgrading tho physical structures andfor LID should not be for a specific program so much as for a learning proc- imposing a uniform system of local irrigators' associations, with standard 
ess, which takes place at all of the levels depicted in Figure 1.3. With each bylaws, centra!ly sanctioned personnel, etc. However, farmers already hadgain in local institutional development, there should be some changes in the developed and operated existing irrigation systems for generations through
way in which work is planned and carried out at virtually all levels, from the their own local associations which were not uniform. 
individual up to international institutions. Each has it own approach to selection of eadcrs, organization of maintenance tasks,

regulation of water use, punishment of cheaters, flood protection, etc. If notions of bu
7.5.2 Legal Framework reaucratic 'efficiency" dictate that all such associations be reorganized to fit someexternally designed template, there is grave danger that local skills wil! be blunted andOne of the elements of support that needs to be considered is the legal irrigation water used less efficiently.... Any decision that imposes ex post local uni

formity (e.g. by threatening to cut off resources) should be supported by evidence thatframework for LID, which can only be provided from the national center loal efficiency and production will be enhanced, anti not by unspoken, aesthetic judg-
The desirability of having appropriate laws is commented on in reports on ments regarding bureaucratic order. (Calavan, 1984:22;-22)
activities as diverse as forest management and women's small-scale enter- There is a common disposition when formulating legislation to establish 
prises (GAO, 1982; Jules-Rosette, 1982). uniformity that is neither efficient nor necessary but primarily serves bu-Care needs to be taken when formulating new legislation to take ac- reaucratic convenienceiandreies for ntr Whl legal erks are 
count of any existing beneficial but uncodified practices, for examrie in the reaucratic convenience and desires for control. Whimplegal frameworks are 
area of land tenure (Noronha and Lethem, 1983). There is also a need to un-derstand that even mandatory legislation is more effective important, they are at most enabling; and if rigidly or complexly formulated,when they can be disabling. As with other aspects of outside support for LID, howdethrian tha even mstablind y leittion im ors ecties we legal frameworks are provided is more significant than whether they are es
authorizing than when establishing. Even if new institutions or practices arerequired by law, they are not likely to become social facts without a great tablished or how elaborate and extensive they are. In facilitating irrigationwater users associationis in Sri Lanka, we found good reason to defer enact

deal of investment by authorities in communication, education, and en- ing les ation i S riencad en gand with t d of
forcement. There needs to be political support that goes beyond the ing legislation unil some experience had been gained with what kind of 
enactment of a law and helps agencies and communities redefine their rela- structures farmers could and would make operational (Uphoff, 1982).
tionships and roles, as shown by Nellis' analysis (198 1) of decentralization 
experience in North Africa. 7.5.3 Decentralization Strategies

One debate in the literature is the extent to which legal initiatives 
should precede LID efforts, setting forth new relationships and giving them Local institutional development is itself a strategy of decentralization,
sanction in law, or should follow some experimentation, consolidating in to create capacities at several local levels for handling authority and responlaw the relationships that have evolved. Sometimes the very legalistic con- sibility. But for LID to proceed very far, it requires a degree of 
text in which governments operate makes it difficult to take the latter decentralization within the government structure itself so that official deciapproach, in which case there may be no choice. But where possible the lat- sion making is brought closer to local levels. 33 Decentralization is not ater approach seems preferable, in keeping with a "learning process' strategy homogeneous category. The two major kinds of decentralization discussedof LID. 32  

in the literature are deconcentrationand devolution. But devolution in turn
needs disaggregation as can be done with our LiD analysis. The initial dis
tincti-Is to be considered are: 

3 2
1n Chapter One, we suggested an analogy between LID and the task of laying out side- (a) whether the decision makers in question are located centrally orwalks to go with new construction. Architects can try to anticipate and plan all pedestrian de-centrally--whether political authorities and administratorsmovement, laying out all walkways in advance. But some inconvenient or unnecessary side- are physically in the capital or in provincial, regional, district, orwalks are bound to be put in if there is no test of use based on actual practice, and some other centers;

potentially useful ones are bound to have been overlooked by planners. Alternatively plan
ners can put in only the most obvious or necessary sidewalks and let subsequent foot traffic
indicate what additional ones are needed. Only where "shortcut" are damaging might trafficbe constrained physically. We suspect that many laws are put in like sidewalks not because of 3'We are using -decentralization- as Leonard (1982:4) defines it, as the process throughfunctional reasons but because of planners' preconceptions about how people 'ought' to be- which government agencies or local organizations obtain the resources and authority for timehave or how something 'ought' to look. lyadaptation to locally-specific conditions in the field. This is a broad but suitable definition. 
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(b) whether the decision makers in question are accountable to authori-
ties at the center or to publics in the provinces, regions, districts, 

oailes gt hr 
These two variables together produce four combinations of circum-

Figure 7.2: CENTRALIZATION ANDDECENTRALIZATION ALTERNATIVES 

Decision Makers Located: 

Decision Makers CENTRALLY DE-CENTRALLY 
Accountable: 
CENTRALLY (I) Centralization (II) Deconcentration 

DE-CENTRALLY (IV) Democratization (I1l) Devolution 

As suggested by this matrix, we are usually dealing with departures
from the norm of centralization (1), where decisions are made centrallyby persons who are accountable to central authorities. To the extent that
decision makers are physically re-located in dispersed offices closer tothe activities and person for which they are responsible-or to the extentthat authority for making decisions is transferred from persons who are
located at the center to other persons within the bureaucratic structurewho are located in dispeised centers-there is deconcentration (I1), a
kind of decentraliation. 

To the extent that authority is handed over to persons or institutions atregional, district, or lower levels who are accountable to the publics in these
locations, one has devolution (111). This is a more profound form. of decen-
tralization, though deconcentration should not be dismissed because it can 
represent a great improvement for LID. If devolution goes down to one or more of the "local levels we identified in Section 1.6, this represents a form
of LID. But even where devolution of authority reaches the provincial or dis-trict level, the institutions at those levels are in a better position (and morelikely) to. facilitate the pe formance of what we are regarding as local institu-
tions.3 4 

When the highly centralized Egyptian governmentthere were great inefficiencies in maintaining sa concluded thatmuch decision-making au-
thority within the central ministries in Cairo and delegated a good deal of 

34The fourth possibility, that decision makers located centrally become more accountableto 
local populations, is best'characterized as democratization. This is not conventionally classifiedas a mode of detuntralization though within this analytical framework, its common groundwith the tw major forms of decentralization becomes clear. All three represent different kindsof departures from 'centralization' of government such as originated in monarchial, military,or colonial rule. 
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authority to executives and administrative personnel at the governorate
level, this represented a major step toward deconcentration. In the process, 

village (locality) councils, which had been rather moribund, found it easierto take initiatives and get certain problems acted upon (Mayfield, 1975). The 
decision makers whose approval had been needed for so many things ".erenot physically more accessible than before, no longer shielded by geographic and social distance asagency headquarters in Cairo. This process has been taken further with the 

they had been when hidden away in the massive 

Basic Village Services project, discussed in Annex Three, which has both 
devolutior and deconcentration elements 'hat strengthen the capacity ofvillage councils for economic and infrastructural activity.
 

WVith dleconcentration 
 to the local level, there is an increase in the potential capacity of local administration (LA) to undertake developmentactivities because the number, quality, and authority of the local administra
tive cadre will be boosted. This cadre includes technical personnel such asveterinary offices and public health inspectors as well as administrative 
staff like sub-district officers or more empowered village headmen. They remain accountable to central authorities but they have more resources
work with and more authority to exercise in the name of the center. 

to 

Devolution offers a numberof possibilities. The standard mode of dev,lution is to delegate authority to a local government (LG) body accountable 
to the public under its jurisdiction, exercising powers prescribed by law with
the backing of the state behind its actions. However, other kinds of devolution deserve consideration, because they involve other local institutions 
apart from LA (deconcentration) and LG (classic devolution).

Intermediationinvolves a larger institutionalized role in development

activities for membership organizations like cooperatives, farmers organi
zations, health committees, etc. such as described in Esman and Uphoff
(1984). These local organizations may even be give, 
some limited authori
ty in certain 
areas (such as health committees being authorized to makeinspections of the sanitary conditions in homes), or some economic re
sources (subsidies for operating grain storage warehouses). Under such

circumstances organizations act on behalf of members, providing services

that might otherwise be undertaken by government agencies or local go'
emient bodies. Howeverthe y lobbya

evine odies 

go o
 
o r they may also lobb- with the authorities forfavotrable policies or act as watchdogs vis-a-vis the bureaucracy to obtain 

better performance from it. Some of this kind of devolution may be tacit,
resulting from policies (stated or unstated) favorable toward a larger rolefor local organizations in development activities rather than through for
mal legislation.

Phi i za privateailropizaion occurs where the state allows voluntary Or
ganizations (PVOs) to channel resources to the local level and work withlocal institutions directly, particularly service oreanizatinncw,,A," , - -I
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governments are going to find it ever more difficult to pursue their prefer
counterparts of PVOs based at higher levels (up to and including the inter-

ence for centralized control as fiscal constraints become increasingly severe.
national level). Marketization is a form of devolution where services to the 

Moreover, their effort to receive all the credit for government actions makes
local level are provided through private enterprises responding directly to 

them liable to be blamed for all the failures.36 The extent to which a govern
local demand. Enlarging private sectof -ternatives to public sector activities 

power by decentralization measures depends, as pointed out
is not usually seen as 'devolution,* but this is what it amounts to since deci- ment 'loses' 

sion makers are then purely local aid are more locally accountable. 35 above, on how congruent its objectives are with those of the public. A proc-

The four modes of devolution can be distinguished analytically by con- ess of decentralization does not mean the elimination or even necessarily a 

substantial weakening of the central government since as Leonard says with
sidering two variables: 

regard to Kenya:
(a) the extent to which the activities are collective or private; and 

(b) 	the extent to which the activities are done for and to other per- Inadecentralized administrative structure, the center needs to be every bit as strong as 

in a cntralized one, but the reonentation required is one of [providing] technical ser
sons, possibly in a paternalistic manner, or are 	more in the 
tradition of self-help. 	 vices rather than of hierarchical control. (1977:213) 

Compared along these two dimensions, we see the devolution alter- Decentralization is essentially a matter of degree as well as kind, in

natives arrayed in Figure 7.3, with the respective types of local institution vlving several kinds of reallocations of authority, finances, information, 

shown in parentheses. LA is associated with deconcentration, as shown in and other resources. The experience with devolution of authority to state 

Figure 7.2. The analysis here shows what the different modes of devolu- and local governments in Nigeria (discussed in Section 8.4) shows how a 

tion at the local level have in common with each other and in what ways far-reaching decentralization could touch most sectors of rural economy 

and administration. The Malawi self-help water program (Annex Three)they are different. 
additional kind of deconcentration that could be men- represents a narrower decentralization, focused on planning, constructing,There is an 

and operating village water systems. For this, authority was decentralized totioned, which Leonard called delegation where the government hands over 
regional engineers and to user committees in 	 a combination ofresponsibility (authority and finances) to a government corporation or 

deconcentration and devolution.
parastatal enterprise operating outside the formal structure and control of 

government. Examples would be the commodity corporation CFDT, which Many nominal decentralization measures lack substance as powers 

promotes cotton production in Francophone West Africa, or the Kenya Tea over the issues and resources of most concern to rural people may be with-

Development Authority (Annex 7). Such institutions are seldom local, but held. Effective decentralization renuires some combination of authority, 

they can work with farmer groups, which are local and may promote LID, as finances, information, personnel, expertise, equipment, and facilities. The 

lack of any of these can make the others ineffective, e.g., if there is no appro-KTDA has done rather effectively (Lamb and Mueller, 1982). 
val from the Civil Service Commission to hire technical staff even if LG has 

funds for this in its budget to do so, or having staff to work with rural com-Figure 7.3: ALTERNATIVE FORMS OF DEVOLUTION munities but no vehicles and fuel to give them mobility. 

Mode of Action 	 The Tanzanian experience with decentralization is sadly instructive in 

Purpose of this regard. A new system o! party-bureaucratic units was set up at regional, 
Organization COLLECTIVE PRIVATE district, and village levels, replacing the local government bodies estab

was 
FOR OTHERS (i) Classic Devolution I(Ill) Philanthropization lished during the colonial period, and uJamaa collective production 

(PVOs and SOs) promoted instead of the cooperatives that were in place. 'he new system
(LG) 

gave at most the appearance of participator-y, decentralized governance 

SELF-HELP (II) Intermediation (IV) Marketization (Fortmann, 1982a). President Nyerere, the architect of this new scheme, has 
(MOs and Coops) (Private Businesses) 	 now called his abolishing local governments and cooperatives the biggest 

mistake of his twenty-five-year rule (Nyerere, 1984:228-229). 

Donor agencies are often more enthusiastic about decentralization ef One possible difficulty with decentralization efforts in support of LID is 

forts than are national governments (Ralston et al., 1983:12-13). However, 
36

Ralston and associates (1983:21b) cite Mawhtod's argument with regard to Africa that 

'the ruling elites ought in their own interests to be abandoning the attempt to monopolize all3 5These distinctions are an application of the analysis proposed by Leonard (1982) and 

available resource.':
which he suggested in our 1984 LID workshop. 

http:failures.36
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that the intermediate-level institutions to which authority and control over 

resources might be delegated are often not disposed to pass these on to local-
level institutions. In Latin America, 
 for example, regional developmentorganizations and second-tier local governments tend to be dominated by

urban-based elites and middle sectors 
 ,Gall, Corbett, and Padilla, 1975),while agencies at the block and district levels in India are so tied to bureau-

cratic structures at the state and national levels that decision making does
not pass down to lower levels (Nicholson, 1973; Reddv, 1982).


Something similar is reported in 
 enva with a program for natural re-
source management and agricultural devebnment (Annex Two).when a degree of decentralization 	 Evento the district level was achieved, deci-

sions were still not made flexibly and quickly enough 
to achieve the results
intended on the ground (Mevers, 1971). The Keryan government has now 

embarked on a -district focus' strategy for rural dvelopment that has moremerit than the previous approach. But unfortunately it has made little provi-mrithan the pvicous aroachButten o nately istrengthening ittuti 

an d processes a t th e d istrict level- d espite the fact that acco rding to its ow n 

plan, the identification and initial approval of projects is to come from the

locality 	or community levels.17 


With decentralization there is the common 
problem of getting coordi-
nation of activities at various levels. Formal committees are generally
without authority to control the work of participating agencies. If bindingdecisions are to 	be made, agency heads commonly send subordinates tomeetings to be able to avoid making firm commitments. We cited in ChapterFour the plaintive observation of an official Indonesian report on primary
health care experience in that country that coordination has been mostly in-
effective as each agency finds ways to resist others' having any influence onits program. Commenting on experience with health programs in the Philippines and elsewhere, ilollnsteiner (1982) notes that linkages between
agencies and between the national health service and local organizations
cannot be fostered without some alteration in the -turf protection- orienta-
tion of technical and administrative personnel. tional strucures found ineconomically or
It is likely that it anv,avenues of coordination are effective, thev,will bemuhbtegrnddalo rlvls
informal ones. These are more likely to develop where: 

(a) 	 the offices of various LA units are geographically cl.J,., e.g. in the 
3 7

"The identificmtion of projects is a continuous process it goes on all year -round The ini-tialidea for a prolect should ome from :he area that willbenefit from itsimplementation(village, sub-location or !ocation). After bteing discussed and agreed upn-m locally, the projectsuggestion is forwarded to the Divisional Development Comnutte (which discusses and 
ranks all such suggestions from localities and then forwards them to the District DevelopmentCommittee)." (Republic of Kenya, 1983.8) The l)itrict Development Committee includeschairmen and clerk, oitlocal authorities (I.G)a, well as Lhairmen of the sub-district DivisionalDevelopment Councils. But no provisions art moade for strengthening any sub-distnct instatu-tions ;n this document which est.blishes -ijtrit- focus.' Indeed, there is no other mention oflocal authorities or of DivisionAi Devetupmntnt Councils in the document, 
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same market town, and even in the same bui!:ing or compound, as
done in Bangladesh as part of the Comilla program;

(b) 	 local administrators have extensive informi contacts, e.g. if there are social clubs where people can interact outside of work, these 
will facilitate cooperation;

(c) local administrators have sufficient discretion to be able to accom
modate one another and their clienteles; and

(d) 	 local organizations can press for coordination from below by de
manding integration of services. 

This last consideration is crucial in our view. If there are lapses in coor
dination and conscientiousness on the part of intermejiate-level institutions, it will be local persons who know this best. If higher level institutions 
can 	 be made in some way accountable to localities and communities
through local institutitcs, the prospects for improved performance shouldbe improved. We recognize that this presents a troublesome circularity.ahie s m e ti me o f d ecen tr i 	 sbu m kin i LIo g ef ect 

at the same time some amount of l.ID contributes to making decentraliza
tion work better. 

This points to the fact that LID is not something that can be promoted inneat, sequential fashion. Capacity to support LID through decentralizationand other measures should be strengthened at the sametime direct efforts
 
are being made to create locai capacities with work at different levels beinstitutions is to be welcomed so long as they do not stifle local institutions 
coming mutually reinforcing. Increased capacity of intermediate-level
below them. The oblectives of dev:lopment are best ser-ed by having a full
brange of institutional capacities from the group level up to the national level.
The limitations and lack of linkage observed for most local institutions in de
veloping countries prompted this anaiysis of LID since it has a very
n-ubstantial fotndati n in most LDCs iflocal institutions represent tie'base" of a national institutional "pyramid. 

much better grounded at lowver levels.
7..4 Bureaucratic Reorientation 

Thisv contrasts with the institu
advanced countries,whch are 

Too prominent or too paternalistic a government role can defeat the expansion of local responsibility, even in the private sector. We have stressedthe quality rather than the quantity of official interaction with local institu
i ntertions. 	 on ll intuToo often the kind of relationship government personnel presently 

"This may appear to sug,;est a LID equivalent ot the -balanced growth ° sttegy proposedfor economyc de, elopment in the 
° 
1950s. But in concept and spirit it is closer to Hirschman'sProposal f.,r 'unbalanced growth. One is best advised to proce, -d incrementally, doing thoseIhing, tha: give the process the bigget boost through forward and backward linkages ratherthan try to plan and put in place all parts i the pirocess at the same time. 

http:levels.17
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have with local institutions is more of a deterrent than encouragement for
LID. This makes necessary what can be called 'bureaucratic reorientation' 
(BRO), which encompasses some combination of changes in the structure of
organization, the procedures of operation, and the doctrine of a bureaucra-
cy, as well as in the career paths, the criteria of promotion and reward, andin the attitudes and values acted upon by personnel. BRO is a complex social 
process, having structural and behavioral, objective and normative aspects
(Korten and Uphoff. 1981; Bryant and White, 1984:50-58; Blair, 1985).

Application of this rather broad concept must be tailored in each situa-
tion. Even within a single country, somewhat different approaches wouldbe necessary for the agricultural sector compared to public works, for exam-pie. Engineers' competence and performance are much more ascertainable 
in the design and construction of a bridge than can be determined for
agriculturalists who are developing and promoting an improved crop varie-
ty for adoption by farmers.professional's control Many more extraneous factors beyond thewill affect the latter outcome than the former. Peerprof pessional'swil l drucont ectbte o njudgments and pressures would be 

lamte u tcmef i e for m neer 
a more useful influence for engineers

than for agriculturalists and thus the avenues for improving performancewould be different. One would expect -user' input and influence to be morebeneficial forgetting better performance from agriculItu ralists than frorm en-
gineers, quite apart from how much local knowledge is relevanttechnical tasks of extending to thea new crop compared to designing a bridge.

For many years, the emphasis in development administration has been 
on planning rather than on im'plemen tation. It was assumed that a properdesign could and would be implemented satisfactorily. Some would say that 
the real objective of design efforts has been to justify and capture funds for
the bureaucracy, but this underestimates the faith placed in 'design and the 
derogation of 'implementation' as something almost anybody could do ifthe plan was followed. The realization that blueprint approaches are inap-
propriate has helped to refocus attention on implementation, going along
with increasing acceptance of -learning process' approaches as discussed in 

Section 7.1.2. 


Getting administrative and technical staff to work 
more respectfully
and cooperatively with local public and private institutions involves a num-
ber of changes. The conventional prescriFtion of training and indoctrination 
to change attitudes and values is not very promising unless coupled with
various structural and career-related changes. A simple but interesting ex-ample of a BRO measure that cost very little but which elicited improved
performance from rural schoolteachers and principals in Kenya (and which 
narrowed differentials between more and less advantaged areas) was the in-
novation of publicly posting the average examination results for each
district and also for each school. This gave parents and pupils a better idea ofhow well the !atter were performing on a comparative basis and conse-
quently how well the teachers and schools were doing their job. This ran the 
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r ;k of heightening exam-centered pedagogy, but teachig was already ori
ented to passing the exams; only too often the instruction was careless or
neglected. At both the district and community level, low ranking in exam re
suits was a spur to parents and teachers as well as to principals and 
supervisors to 'catch up.' Teachers who had been neglectirg their work infavor of private activities were brought around to refocus on their duties.
Without hiring more schoel inspectors or introducing heavy penalties for
absenteeism from the classroom, teacher and pupil performance was up
graded as community efforts were enlisted in the improvement of education 
simply by giving out information3 9 

Building up local capacities is bound to be seen by many staff as threatening to their prestige and power if not their material interests. There need 
to be some concrete rewards for working in a new mode with local institu
tions, since such work is likely to be in the most difficult areas. Cleaves 
writes that 

national leaders and policy makers must change their frame of reference as tot he definition of personal and policy success annc (must) reward policy implementors 
accordingly .... While appeals to altruism are legitimate ways to build motivationthey cannot completely substitute for direct whenimplementors sense that they are bearing the b 

compensation especially

velopment. (1980:296)
 Lnt of responsibility for national de-

Along with individual ir.centives, there needs to be some structural reorga
nization creating collective incentives for the bureaucracy in question to
reorient its efforts to serving the needs of local institutions. One of the clearst examples of such a shift is reported from Mexico. As part of a major rural
,development project, a specal unit was set up within the public works miistry, a Directorate for Labor-Intensive Works (DCMOi, which had little 
access to heavy machinery. To accomplish its assigned goal of rural road
building, the agency had to work closely and cooperatively with local 
com
munities, which would provide the labor needed to build roads only if
satisfied with the proposed feeder road, its design, and the schedule of 
work. When satisfied, progress could be quite rapid as community road
committees took full responsibility for the mobilization and management oflabor. The road network in the project area went from 25,000 to 100,000 ki
lometers in six years' time by this method (Annex Three).

A significant change resulting from setting up a separate program rath
er than a special division has been documented in the Philippines. TheNational Irrigation Administration started a new program for improving
small-scale conimunal schemes in which farmers who were to benefit from 
the proposed permanent irrigation structures were expected to repay the 

39Thi discussion draw.; on a1981 paper for the World Bank prepared by Tony Somerset, n
stitute of Development Studies, Sussex. 
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capital cost. To negotiate from the farmers' side about improvements, to mo-bilize labor and mnaterial' to defray, the costs of construction, and to beresponsible for repayment, Irrigators Service Associations vere set up withthe facilitation of organizers sent out by NIA (catalysts as discussed in Scr-tion 7.3.2). Engineers who were assigned to work on communal schemeshad to be responsive to farmer suggestions and interests because farmers'through their membership organization could refuse to accept improve-ments that the',, were expected to pay for. Engineers who did not work in
harmony with the farmers' groups would have nothing to show for their ef-forts because new schemes would not be appru; ed or built. Thisbureaucratic incentive helped to change the way technical personnel relatedto rural people (D. Korten, 1980; F .Korten, 1982). 


tha ruralpeoleu.rent 
 f980; F.Oitaheu 1982)lyst'uc yboeore
The basic requirement for BRO is that the bureaucracy become moreclient-oriented, reflecting many of the operating features that Peters andWaterman (1982) have identified as central to the success of the bestAmerican corporations.4 One of the recurring themes in their analysis isthe importance of commitment.' Training can compensate for lack ofskills but not so readily for deficient motivation. BRO needs to increaseboth skills and moi,,ation for working with local institutions. But en-hanced commitment, whether achieved through persuasion or incentives,is the more essential task in bureaucratic reorientation.41 it is difficult topromote value change but the theory of 'cognitive dissonance' gives omc 

encouragement (tfirschman, 1965). To the extent that reward structuresencourage bureaucratic performance in support of LID, officials' attitudesfivoaab1981).aTh
and values are likely to accommodate and become more favorable towardlocal institutions. 

Positive results from local institutional performance can in turn rein-force such an orientation. This was observed in LID for water managem-,nt

improvement in Sri Lanka. At first it appeared that 
wter users would not 

change their attitudes and behavior unless and until the engineers changed
their attitudes and behavior because farmer performance was in large part a
consequence of the way the irrigation system was managed (poorly). Indeed, the concept of BRG was formulated in response to the task of setting
up firmer organizations in Sri Lanka 
where the bureaucracy that worked

with them was initially unsympathetic.
 

4oIncluded in their listing i.ere: a bia, for action. staving close to and learning from the peopie they serve; encouraging autonomy and entrepreneurship on the part of staff: recognzig 
that productivity comes through peop~le and their ideas having a strong, broadly shared normative orientation that gives the organtzaton direction and cohesion (despite the autonomynoted above). Structurally there is corsiderable decentralization matched by active 'hands-on,value-driven' central leadership.

' 4lnterestinglv a stud-. of the development of cooperatives in the U.S. has concluded thatstaff who are 'technicallY incompeten: but dedicated' are more effective than those withreverse qualities. competent but no: supportive o, normative grounds (Leonard,
19 82a:2041 
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There was no opportunity to defer organizing work with farmers, however, because the project design required their participation right away sothat they could make some input into plans for rehabilitation. In fact, farmers' progress in improving water management very quickly helped tochange the orientation of the technical staff to be more favorable towardfarmers, and this in turn encouraged further LID. As engineers found themselves interacting in new ways with farmers, they became more supportiveof this change especially as it produced some good results and in this way
raised their self-esteem (Uphoff, 1985).

The actual LID work was carried on by organizers who cooperated withthe 
ee
engineers 

g but who operated outside the Irrigation Department in at n e sb t w o o e a e u s d catah ri ai n D p r m n n a " a a 
mode. Whether working from inside or outside the bureaucracy,is need to consolidate support for LID therewithin the relevant agency. TheSaemaul Undong experience in Korea is an example of reorientation withina bureaucracy noted for excessive centralization and unresponsiveness tolocal needs. Within a few years, there were recognizable changes in the wayits staff related to communities (Annex Seven). On a less grand scale butwithin a large irrigation scheme in India, engineers began spending moretime with farmers and working more responsively once irrigation committees had been set up-so long as the top administrative leadership set anexample of paying attention to farmer ideas and needs (Singh, 1984). Simi-Jar experience is reported by an engineer, now head of the Mahaweli

Engineering and Construction Authority in Sri Lanka, when he introduced 
fanner organization in the Minipe irrigation scheme (farmeraorganizationein theaMinipedirigationbschemem(de heSilva, 1981). Theexperience in Panama in introducing village health committees as part of aprimary health care program showed how rapidly BRO could be accomplished with firm ministerial leadership (LaForgia, 1985). So althoughreorientation of bureaucracies for supporting LID is a difficult undertaking,
there are examples that show it can be accomplished. 

http:reorientation.41
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CHAPTER EIGHT 

and"sustainability'Mobilizing and M anaging Economic

Resources for Local Institutional
e v olons t i l 

Development 
8.1 RESOURCE DYNAMICS 

The effectiveness of local institutions in mobiliz) ig and managing re-
sources is crucial to their ability to provide valued goods and services for
their constituencies and to establish and sustain themselves over time. The resources involved in institutional development and performance are not
restricted to the economic ones usually classified as goods or services.There 
are various other kinds of resources that institutions need to mobilize and 
manage. Information is an obvious one. It is acquired, accumulated, generat-
ed, and dispensed by institutions though it is difficult to denominate. Statusand legitimacy, likewise hard to measure, are resources of real importance toinstitutions' effectiveness as suggested in Chapter One Indeed, the extent to
which an organization is accorded legitimacy from its relevant publics is an
indication of its having the status of an institution, 

The resources that are most tangible and most amenable togeneralizable strategies are ones denominated in economic terms: cash and
credit, in-kind payments (material goods), and labor (services). In this chap-
ter we focus on how these resources can be mobilized and managed at thelocal level, and how outside resources can be provided in a way that enhanc-
es rather than compromises local institutional capacity, concluding with 
some general observations on donor agency contributions to LID. 

There are several reasons why local capacity for economic resource mo-bilization and management should be of concern: 

(a) 	 it can expand the resourcebase for dealing with development needs 
by increasing the amount of resources available or the efficiency of 
their use;

(b) it can encourage local commitment to sustaining an activity and 
maintaining m aSenegal,an institution over time; and 
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(c) 	 it can improve the application of scarce resources to priority needs in 
ways preferred by the public with enhanced local control over the 
course of development. 

From a local perspective, it can also strengthen institutions' claims for
getting more resources and assistance from outside the locality though government and donor agencies will not regard this as important except as it
reflects better local institutional performance according to the other three
justifications. The third rationale (c) reflects important "qualitative' con
cers. It is often ,vcrlooked in favor of "quantitative" measures (a) and(b). If local people have more control over program activities, they should be more willing to accord an institution the status and 
legitimacy it needs for effective performance over time and for its localstanding as an institution. 

When people coilectively mobilize economic resources, this co.nduce some social and political resources 	
pro

for them. In the Pikine primary
health care project in Senegal (Annex Four), one reason for having community residents pay a fee for drugs and services was to make government staff 
more accountable to the community for the timely supply of drugs and morerebpectful in their treatment of patients. In the Gal Oya irrigation project in
Sri Lanka, discussed in the preceding chapter, the fact that farmers were ex
pected to contribute their labor for rehabilitation of field channels gavethem some bargaining power vis-a-vis engineers. Engineers designing
structures and scheduling work had to consult farmers more seriously and
respectfully than farmers had experienced before. This unanticipated gain
in influence and status for farmers gave a boost to the establishment of 
water user associations (Uphoff, 1985).

With the growing "fiscal crisis' in developing countries, there is reasonfor governments to look toward local institutions to help with resource mo
bilization (Howell, 1985). Yet, withouteven consideration of fiscal
constraints this is important in terms of the effectiveness of development ef
forts themselves. Morss and associates (1976) that smallfound farmerdevelopment projects were more likely to be successful if the intended bene
ficiaries contributed some of their own resources to the effort. Charlick
(1984) found this same effect in animationrurale projects in Francophonecountries. When local organizationi made some initial contribution of re
sources, subsequent growth in financial capacity and in managerial capacity
at the local level was greater. Also, the higher the initial level of contribu
tions the greater the ensuing levels of local participation and the more abilityto get external support in terms of resources, programs, and personnel 
(1984:108).' 

'Charlick studied agricultural and rural development projects in Cameroon, Haiti, Niger,and Burkina Faso (Upper Volta). Projects where there was no resource contribution 
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Of the three different modes for giving support to local institutional de-velopment reviewed in Section 7.1, the assistance mode presumes that there 
is already some local capacity for resource mobilization and management. 
Where this mode is feasible, the amount of outside resources needed relativeto local resources should be less and the efficiency of their use increased. Agood example is the Mmankgodi Farmers' Association in Botswana, whosemembers had already organized themselves to carry out rottional grazing 
and to spray their cattle to reduce insect-borne diseases. To have better dis-ease control, however, they wanted to construct a tank for dipping their
animals. A small grant (less than S 1,000) was sought and obtained from the
self-help fund of the American Embassy to pay for cement and other materials. Members contributed their labor to build the tank and a storehouse for 
the dipping supplies. To cover costs of maintenance and operation (mostlychemicals), the organization charged a small fee for each animal brought furdipping, and it was collected before the animal could enter the tank. The As-
sociation's activities were successful enough that it moved into developing
an irrigated fruit orchard 
so the outside assistance had a multiplier effect(Kloppenburg, 1983). In facilitation and promotion modes, external agen-cies take a more active role in strengthening institutional capacities forresource mobilization and management with a view to ensuring their finan-
cial viability over time. 


There can be situations where local institutions do not need or want any 

outside assistance for mobilizing 
or managing resources. This may be be-
cause they have limited objectives and are able to support these adequately
already or because they do not want to conpromise their independence for
carrying out their own program of activity. Rather than try to inject external 
resources into such a 
situation, it is preferable for government or donor
agencies to carry out programs with other instiutions in the locality or near-
by localities. Where these programs are successful, local institutions that
previously rejected links may decide to expand their objectives or change
their mode of operation 
so as to enter into collaborative relations with out-
side agencies. 


To use their limited resources to best advantage in working with local
institutions, agencies need to make their contributions additive rather than
substitutive or possibly subtractive. We first look at ways in which institu-

tions can be helpful with mobilizing local resources (Section 8.2) and then inmanaging them better (Section 8.3). This leads to consideration of how out-side resources might be used more assuredly to augment rather than reducelocal resource mobilization, as sometimes happens (Section 8.4).

To use the language of game theory, we need to ask: How can external 

some contribution, even iflow, had a rating of 43 percent. Those(no resource mobilization) had an average success rating of 13 p.:rcent whereas tose wihith mioderae to high contri
butions were rated 51 percent successful. These were projects in some of the least favored areasof the Third World. 
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agencies contribute resources to have a positive-sum effect, instead of producing zero-sum or even negative-sum results? The metaphor ofpump-priming' is also appropriate, where by expending some amount of 
resources a greater and steady flow can be induced. We see this dramatically, and perhaps coincidentally, with some of the water supply projects
documented in the literature; for example, the Malawi and Indian cases inAnnex Three. Given the growing consciousness among governments andonoragenciesof intensifying financial constraints, their interest in improv
ing local resource mobilization and management is increasing. 

8.2 METHODS OF LeCAL RESOURCE MOBILIZATION 

While there are ,uiero usways in which resources can be mobilized atthe local level, not all are equally suited for all purposes or institutions. Taxes, for example, involve an exercise of authority that onlygoernment-linked institutions possess, whereas mobilizing people's fundsin the form of investments requires the probability of some profit. Usercharges cannot readily be applied to public' goods and services, as discussed below, though any kind of institution can levy them. Lotteries can beused by private, public, or membership institutions to raise money and socan savings schemes if an adequate rate of interest can be paid to depositors 
as an incentive. 

Some of the most efficient schemes can be extremely simple such as thearrangement in certain Indian villages where teachers' salaries are supplemented in-kind by having each child bring to school a stick of wood that canbe used as fuel fcr cooking (Douglas Pickett, personal communication).
Local institutions may benefit from ideas about schemes that external agencies know have been successful in other localities. However, one important
principle is that agencies should avoidstandardizationof local methods of resource mobilization. The success of a particular technique often depends on
its fit' with the local environment such as whether children can readily find
fuelwood on their way to school, to refer to the example just cited. There will
be much variation in acceptable and producLive resource mobilizing methods. Taking advantage of whatever 
methods are most feasible in the

particular locality will best add to the total flow of resources.
The other general principle is to encouragea multiplicity of locally operable methods, not relying too much on any one of them as seen in theJapanese case in Annex Seven. This should spread burdens more broadly

fairly) as as make(and more well resource flows less vulnerable and less
fluctuating. In Table 8.1, we list different types of resource mobilization atthe local level and also types of supra-local mobilization, discussed in Secion 8.4. We suggest for which local institutions each type is most relevantUsing the classification and abbreviations for local institutions introduced 
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in Chapter One, and the kinds of goods or seivices it would apply to, dis-
cussed next. 

Table 8.1; Types of Resource Mobilization for 	Local Institutions 
Tvce )f Goods or 


Type of Resource Sr'ices for which 
 Loca! Institutionsfor 
Mobilization Appropriate which Appropriate 

L0C-1Taxes (genc-ral revenue Public/inixed LA and LG (NlOs
or specific purpose) mav have levies 

with similar effectUser charge.s Private/mixed All 

Savings and credit 
 7rivate All 


Revenu-
 fron Private/mixed All, esp~ecially MOs,productive -chemes co-o'ps ano PBs 

Collection schemes /ixed/private Ali, but less for PBincldingom ttinand cometitiont&.'veloped 

In-kind contributions Public/private/mixed All-land, supplies. 

equipment, food, etc. 


Labor contributions Public/private/nixed All 	but PB 

SPRA-LOCL 
Local shares of taxes Public/mixed(remitted after being 	 LA,

M 
LG, possibfy 

s, c-ups, SOslevied and c-llected 

Block grants Pablic/mixed LA, LGMatching glants Public/mixed [A,I ', N1 SO
' 

In-kind contributions P-tublic./mixed All 	but PB 

Subsidies Private MOs, co-ops, SOsand especially PBs. 
*This category (-n in udea share o supra o l taxes coected oa "and kp by I-A. LG , 

or maybe M or S a 	 commission. The Taiwan ans Assoiian explein Section 	 is discusse8.4 1. 
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8.2.1 Public, Private, and Mixed Goods 

Public goods cannot be produced or utilized without cooperation amongpersons because of indivisibility of benefits, nonexcludabiity from benefits,read'y in ':.'ction 3.3.scale of investment required, or interdependence of users, as analyzed al-It is usually accepted that such goods and servicesshould be paid for by general revenues. 
Priu'ategoods on the other hand are divisible, excludable, and have no 

significant externalities. User charges are feasible and usually desirable un
less some subsidies are deemed appropriate through public decisions, e.g.for purpose,; of familiarizing users with a new good or service or making itavailable to ,ow-income users.

Mixed gods are ones such as agricuftural research, water supply, ir-rgation, extension advice, and education, which produce benefits for 
u tifiablysociety as well as for individuals, as discussed in Section 4.4.5. These may 

be 	funded partly from general revenues and partly from re'ources raised in other ways. The proportions should reflect t':e balance ofpublic and private benefits. 
One may be concerned about the d'sira ility depending on local contributions of resources because of possible undesirable effects on distribution.If local resources are the main source of program support, relatively moreareas may be better able to benefit and to advance more quickly 

(Gollada-, 1980). However, more advantaged areas are likely to fare rela,ively better under almost any system-the more if theso centralgovernment matches the resources mobilized locally as Thomas (1980)
found with the har.unbeeself-help movemert in Kenya. In practice, poorerareas generally have less political influence and are less likely to get governrntnt assistance other things being equal. So in absolute terms, a self-help
 

ach may be more likely to produce local improvements for poorer ares than waiting for official largesse. 

w 
reducing the bias that existing inequalities in resource enlocal resoUrcC contributions as done with the Saemaul Undong movement 

dovment c-n create is to establish different fornmulas for central matching of 
in South Korea. To create incentives for self-help, the largest government
contributions went to the middle range of villages, which were making thegreatest development efforts, while wealthier communities got relativelyless funding (Annex Seven). Some adaptation of this approach appears ap
propriate for many local institutional development situations. 

8.2.2 	Taxes 
Local governments in developing countries usually have less authority 

for levying taxes than in more developed natis and often what authoritythey have is not fully utilized. Further, because a higher proportion of total 
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tax revenue comes from indirect forms of taxation like import and ?xport du-
ties, local administration is less involved in the tasks of tax collection. 
Scholars and consultants have often recommended an increase in resource 
mobilization through locally levied and collected taxes, but there are various 
reasons why the current situation prevails. 

In rural localities the absolute amount of resources available for devel-
opment efforts appears relatively less and the difficulty of collection is 
relatively greater than in urban areas in part because rural economies are 
less fully monetized. Local bodies are often reluctant to raise tax revenue 
even vhtn empowered to do so and reluctant to take action against those 
who do not pay. This is particularly true when it comes to conventional taxes 
on income, sales, and property. 

National governments may be satisfied with this state of affairs because 
often they do not want local governments to have an autonomous financial 
base. It has been part of the prevailing ideology of 'national planning' that 
investment decisions shouid be made ,1nder central coordination or direc-
tion. Local decisions might contradict na,tional ones or at least compete for 
resources. There may also be the poitical fear that more self-sufficient local 
governments, not dependent on financial handouts from the center, might 
become an independent base of opposition, a fear made more real when 
ethnic or other distinctions create centrifugal tendencies within the state. 

These considerations would not explain why authorized local taxing 
powers are not fully used, however. First, in areas where much of people's
real income is in kind rather than cash or where few commodity exchanges 
take place through the market, it is difficult to assess accurately the amount 
of taxes owed. Second, there may not be agreement on the economic unit on 
which to base taxves, e.g. when land is held communally or when 'families' 
are very ambiguous. Third, the financial and administrative resources avail-
able may not be adequate for collection of the conventional taxes, which can 
have very high costs of collection. 2 Finally, the persons who have the most 
resources to tax are usually in control c. local governments and may be 

averse to taxing themselves very substantially, or to contributing as much as 
other community members consider proper. 

Local bodies often tap a number of 'minor' sources for funds. Village 
panchayats in India, for example, collect a variety of house taxes, profession 
taxes, labor taxes, pilgrim taxes, drainage taxes, water end lighiing taxes, 
taxes on fairs, festivals, and entertainment, on ferries and fisheries, animal 
taxes, vehicle taxes, taxes on agricultural land and on commercial crops, etc. 
(Vyas et al., 1983:6 1). In North Yemen, the Local Development Associations 
(AnnexEight) collect a zaqat tax, which islike a tithe on production,and are 


21n the Indian state of Uttar Pradesh, the cost of collecting property tax amounted to 50 per-
cent of the revenue (Vyas et al., 1983:70). 
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considering a tax on the income of migrants returning from jobs in the Gulf 
states (Cohen et al., 1981). 

Strategies for improving resource mobilization through taxes 
would include: 

(a) 	 combining a wide varie;y,)fless conventional taxes (like those just list
ed from India) with taxes from conventionalsources like income, sales, 
andreal estate, whenever possible tying them to specific purposes to 
allay su,picions that the funds may be misused; 

(b) finding simpler and more indlusive ways to assess conventional taxes, 
such as the Graduated Personal Tax in East Africa and the tax on 
'trades and professions' used in some Indian states to reduce as
sessment problems by taxing potential income; 3 

(c) 	 using very simplefiscal cadastersinsteadof more expensive, legallypre
cise land cadastersfor property taxation (Kent, 1980); 

(d) developing morefair,flexible, and effective ways to collect taxes, where 
possible applying quicker and cheaper social rather than legal
sanctions. 4 

One hesitates to recommend 'raising taxes,' since it can be reasonably 
argued that most rural areas are more underserved than undertaxed. But it is 
not possible to develop strong local institutions without a firm financial 
base. If sufficient taxes are not levied and collected, other resource mobiliza
ton methods need to be introduced. 

8.2.3 User Charges 

Although user charges tend to be underused as a strategy for funding
certain activities at the local level, they are only appropriate for private or 
mixed goods, which yield a clear benefit to specific persons. Some of the di
rect taxes listed above, such as water or vehicle taxes, practically amount to 
charges. Road or bridge tolls, payments for using a public well, fees for 

3
The GPf is based on the family unit and was devised in lieu of property taxation when landwas held mostly by the tribe. Like the Indian tax, it uses an estimate of the average income for

gl ,-cupations. Successful assessment is achieved in part by consulting local committees 

that kni.cv how much wealth or income people have. In event of a disaster, reductions can be 
made for areas or individuals. The tax provides an incentive for greater production since anyincome earned over the average for one's category is tax-free. The tax appears to be regarded asfair and tobe accepted because taxpayers realize that the revenue willbe applied to localy de
sited improvements. The Indian tax on trades and prctessions is like a poll tax based on the 
aVerage earnings of the taxpayer's occupational categ-ry (Hicks, 1976:33).C'In a Bolivian case when male heads of households ded:ined to pay thtr assessment iorcommunity development work, th- women in Ihe rommunity confiscated their portable radios 
nd other moveable property until the assessment was paid (Savino, 19 :).In Peri one rural 

community has an annual round tip of cattle, and anyone whose local taxes are in arrears has 
the choice of paying them up or having one of his -tt!e sold at an auction. Any proceeds from 
the sale in excess of taxes due are contributed to the community's fiesti, so anybody getting
caught it; not particularly angered (Whyte and Boyntosn, 1983). 
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health care services, and levies for electricity provision are examples of user 
charges. Irrigation water issues, schooling for children, and curative health 
services are things that people seem particularly willing and able to pay for. 

The main issue when levying user charges comes with mixed goods,
where there is some public interest in having many people share in the ben-
efit. If the requirement of fee payment excludes poorer members of the 
community, from primary education for example, there is reason to consider 
some subsidy from general revenues or to adjust charges to match ability to 
pay. Some sort of 'progressive' fee structure can often be established. I 

Prices are in effect -u ._r charges' for goods and services provided by
private businesses. Upon occasion private providers may adjust their prices
to suit customers' or clients' financial circumstances. This may be done 
through some credit mechanism rather than through differential prices; that 
is, by not charging interest or by forgiving or reducing the debt at some fu-
ture time. 

8.2.4 Savings and Revolving Credit 

One of the most widespread methods for mobilizing savings for private 
purposes, informally institutionalized in many countries, haE been 'rotating
credit' schemes (Ralston, et al., 1983:108-100; March and Taqqu, 1986:54-
66). The credit union movement in Cameroon, where such a mechanism hasbeen developed.:; national system of savings associations (Annex Eight)i 
is particularly impe .ive. Traditional local savings institutions also set red 
as a basis for farme- associations in Nigeria (Annex Seven). Rotating credit 
schemes are often not institutionalized, however, because members do not 
feel a need to continue the group effort because the scheme was misman-
aged or because members lack the financial means to keep participating.

Institutionalized credit zthemes involving some savings component are 
of more interest for development purposes. These programs create funds 
that can be borrowed and replenished by repayments. Their size increases ifinterest payments more than make up for any defaults, and their real size in-
creases if this growth exceeds the rate of inflation. Jayaraman (1980)
recommends revolving credit as a means of financing soil conservation in-
vestments n watershed managementZimbabweShestmentins e sshwaersh emnagemue 

were contributed as savings by members and where there is peer pressure
or repayment. Unfortunately the pool of resources available is less itkely to 

be maintained or increased when most of the funds are from the govern-
ment. As discussed in Chapter Five, the repayment of loans from 

nae members"hen mostlyBangladesh cooperatives was quite respectable wh 
_______ _______lesbl 

5 
Examples can be found in the Tunisian water supply case in Annex Three and the Mexican 

primary health care case in Annex I hree. 
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money was at stake, but the revolving funds stopped revolving after there 
was a huge infusion of outside credit (Blair, 1982). The Grameen Bank in 
Bangladesh (Annex Eight) has done well so far with revolving credit using
outside funds, having an almost perfect rate of repayment. The rural savings
movement in Zimbabwe (also described in Annex Eight) is an excellent ex
ample of mobilizing savings for use as productive credit without any 
infusion of government funds.6 

Those who participate in member-operated funds are in the best posi
tion to judge ability and willingness to repay. Persons' 'reputation has been 
found to be an adequate and cost-effective form of security for loans if as
sessed by local residents (Ashe, 1985). Such credit mechanisms can deal 
with very small loans and savings deposits, obviating the heavy overhead 
costs of a more formal institution. However, they cannot compensate for the 
poverty of members where this is extreme. When this became a serious 
probiem for poverty-oriented programs in India and Haiti, the solution was 
to establish more formal 'banks' that mobilized also the savings of the less 
poor to help absorb and buffer costs of operation. 7 More resource mobilization and management can be done through such mechanisms but only if the 
skills and judgment of members are fully engaged in their operation. 

8.2.5 Revenues From Productive Schemes 

Income-generating mechanisms should be built into L.ID strategies
whenever possible so long as it does not detract too much from institutional 
objectives. A graphic example is the decision by the YMCA in Kitwe, Zam
bia, when planning to construct a new building, to raise more money than 
needed to build its facilities so that it could construct a row of shops on the 
ground floor. These? could be rented out to earn revenue to pay some of the 
urganization's operating expenses (Leonard, 19 82a:203). Another good ex
ample is the practice of a water users' association in Tairil Nadu, India 

savings movement has provided one 

mltural associations (groups) in the rainfed cornmercial 


6This ofheorganiational bases for the network of ag
areas of Zimbabwe, described in 

A,,Lc., Five. These associations in turn have contributed to the dramatic increase in agricultur
during 1984 despite the devastating drought that affected it andotherAfrican countries. As Bratto., (1986) showed, maize production in "member" households 

was almost double that of -nenmember' households though their landholdings were equiva
lent. Moreover, the amount of maize marketed by "member' households was seven timesgreater without reducing household consumption. In 1984 these smallholders produced forsale about 400,000 tons of maize, more than two and one-half times as much as the govern
ment had expected

7
from them. (Nw York Times, December 2, 1984.)

The Working Women's Forum in Madras, India found that many women seeking to estab
1hshsmall enterprises could only gather enough means to begin repayment after they had 
gotten three small loans. (The ceiling for loans was relatively low.) To absorb the costs of being

2 with these women, the Forum opened its own bank (Chen, 1983). FICOP in Haiti 
evolved as a bank-like institution owned anid managed by a cooperative in an attempt to im
prove its ability to lend to the poo- (personal communication, Tony Barclay, Development 
Altematives, Inc.). 
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which auctions off the right to catch the fish remaining in the bottom of theirrigation tank at the end of the dry season. The money from this goes into

the association's treasury and helps pay for waterguards who 
oversee the

distribution of irrigation water (Annex Eigt't). Such fund-raising means are

reported from other
some 'active' communities in (Wade,India 1984; 

Sharma, 1985). 


In these cases the revenue generated does not detract from institutional 

objectives. The *price' paid by YMCA members for their income to cover re-

current program costs is having to walk upstairs (something that might notbe acceptable to an institution with elderly members). Auctioning off fishing
rights does not interfere with the functioning of the water users' association
and even generates some social excitement. 


There is always the danger that a commercial operation can divert some

of an institution's talent and energy from other tasks since 
once begun itcannot be allowed to fail. This does not seem to have happened with the Tai-
wan Farmers Associations, discussed Chapter Five. They finance a
in 

considerable range of extension and other services including scholarships

from the proceeds of their savings and loan operations and from their sale of

fertilizer and other inputs (Stavis, 1983). 

8.2.6 Collection Schemes 	 I 

A variety of often ingenious means for colilecting money are found in
practically every society. Examples would be the large lotteries run in someLatin American countries by the sciedades de bef'iencia,service organi-
zations that raise funds to defray operating expenses of local hospitals, or
the fiesta queen contests that generate money for local governments in thePhilippines. These may be ad hoc or done on a regular basis,

A case from Burma reported in Annex Four indicates the wide varietyofcollection schemes that can evolve when local institutions are given respon-

sibility and latitude for mobilizing and managing resources for a program
the people value. To support the primary health care program put under 
their charge, the Village People's Councils (local governments) have devel-
oped the following contribution systems with the kinds of taxes and user
charges already discussed: 

(1) 	 fixed or variable payment for services; 
(2) 	 voluntary donations for services; 

(3) 	 fixed payments for drugs;
(4) 	 fixed or aable(982)

(4) f oskilled(5) s '. 	ial donations by wealthy villagers;(6) .,,-odic donation campaigns; and 

(7) 	 cultural programs with admission charges dedicated to support the 
primary health care program (Chauls, 1983). 
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Not all of these arrangements are institutionalized. If accepteo by thepublic, however, they become part of the resource-raising repertoire of
local institutions, available as needed and thus useful adjuncts to other
methods for mobilizing resources. Governments or private agencies can 
encourage these arrangements by 	providing recognition or rewards 
through publicity or prizes for localities that excel in such resource mobilizing efforts. They may consider not only the amount raised but also the 
originality that was demonstrated. 

8.2.7 In-Kind and Labor Contributions 

Given that providing substantial quantities of cash is often difficult for
rural residents, local institutions may find it easier to arrange for contribu
tions of materials, equipment, land, or labor. Schemes like the Malawi
self-helo water supply program and the Baglung bridge-building program
it,Nepal have mobilized substantial resources of this sort.' Where pilot proj
ects can be undertaken first there is an advantage to the extent one cdn show

mine tangible and impressive results to enthuse potentia! contributors. Sub
sequeritly, once a larger program is started, it netds to be carried forwardquickly and steadily so that momentum is maintained. 

The potential for in-kind and labor contributions is limited to certain types of activities since many tasks will require large amounts of cash. The 

Malawi and Nepal cases cited here, to be sure, produced substantial cost
savings over what it would have cost the government to provide the infrastructure. Another significnt case of in-kind resource mobilization is the
Chattis Mauja irrigation scheme in Nepal. This 7,500 acre scheme, built by 
local people about 150 years agz, takes water from the Tinau river through adiversion structure and main canal to serve fifty-four villages. The farmermembers contribute about 60,000 man-days of labor each year formaintenance of the main system (the river coming out of the mountains car

ries a large quantity of silt) and also perform maintenance work on
 
distributary and field canals. Cash and in-kind contributions (rice) are made
 
in addition to cover the salaries paid tthe orgn anatins e and the
technical staff it employs to oversee operations and maintenance. As seen in 
Annex Eight, such massive resource mobilization requires a well
institutionalized organization, in the Chattis Mauja case having three tiers
with the highest one corresponding to the sub-district level.
 

Procuring such contributions will, to varying degrees, be influenced by 

and Pradhan (1980) report t unskilled labor was given free, butlaborers from the community wer- paid. In the ,.epai case most of the unpaid volun-t"T who helped carry the stee! -able from the roa- . 
ires were fror 	 to the village and rocks to the bridgeheadhigher castes, while it was lower .:steblacLmuiiths and m:sons wta got paidfor their work. in Botswana, however, memb,s of the Mmankgodi Farmers Association whowere masons were not paid, even though tb.Ky had special responsibilities during construction 

(lack Kloppenburg, per -:ation) 
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cultural predispositions. The tradition in Nepal and other South Asian 
countries of giving labor for community purposes (shramadana) facilitates 
the mobilization of labor for irrigation maintenance and other collective ac-
tion tasks. Another example of resource mobilization for irrigation comes 
from a different cultural area in the Northern Philippines. In one recent 
year, nine zanjera groups are reported to have contributed nearly 16,000 
person-days of effort and over 22,000 pieces of local materials (Siy, 1982). 
Chauls (1983) suggests that the primary health care program in Burma is 
able to attract volunteer health workers partly because of the -merit' which 
Buddhist beliets associate with community service. In fact, there is value at 
tached to participation in community activities in many if not most rural 
areas, no iess in the Andean highlands of South America (Isbell, 1978) than 
in the Hindu or Buddhist localities of Asia. 

In-kind resource mobilization may be preferred in some local institu-
tions because it reduces the likeliiood of mismanagement, a problem
discussed in the next section. Cash in hand can create suspicion of malprac-
tices if not malpractices themselves. In one of the Local Development 
Associations studied in North Yemen, the prevailing attitude among many
LDA members was that the officers were "thieves' even though our re-
searchers found no evidence to support this view (Swanson and Hebert, 
1982). One of the reasons the Baglung bridge-building efforts in Nepal suc
ceeded quite well was because of the small amount of cash involved since 
conflicts over money have so often undermined trust in the local panchayat 
system (Pradhan, 1980). With only small amounts of cash given to cover Me 
payment of skilled labor, there was little scope for suspicion (the rest of the 
inputs were contributed in-kind by community members or the govern-
ment). The requirement in Botswana that small dam gioups (Annex Two)
collect a fixed watering charge per animal was ignored by the groups partly
because the amount set by the government was higher than needed to cover 

becase aoun eede tocovsetby hehe gvermen washiger tanoperation and maintenance costs but also because having cash in hand was 
a source of difficulty. Groups preferred to mobilize labor from members to 
do maintenance work whenever it was needed and to take up ad hoc collec-
tions for any unavoidable cash expenses like replacing pump parts or 
buying diesel fuel for the motor (Roe and Fortmann, 1982). 

Knowing about such problems and appreciating local adaptat:ons 
throws a different light on the conventional conic2, n with 'resource mubili-ontheconentona esorcemubli-
zation.' In our review of LID experience. we were struck by the frequency
with which rural people could devise effective means of financing efforts 

thrws difernt igh coccn wth 

anint whichruralpeople une d dise effeebmes cofinaniong fosand investments they understood and valued by some combination of cash,
labor, and in-kind contributions. Resource mobilization requires matching 
proposed activities to recognized local needs. Institutionalizing resourceflows is a valid concern to outside agencies, especially as they become ever 
more acutely aware of the problems of financing recurrent costs of local pro-
grams. The two rules of thumb, which we proposed at the bcginning of this 
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section for taxes, apply to all resource mobilization efforts at the local 
level-flexibility to suit local conditions and diversificationof sources. Addi
tionally we have been impressed by the extent to which resource 
mobilization depends on good resource management at the local level so 
that locally recognized needs are dealt with effectively by the activities un
dertaken. This points to a separate but certainly related consideration of 
resource management capacity. 

8.3 METHODS OF LOCAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT 

The activities of resource management and mobilization are more 
closely linked for local institutions than for institutions at higher levels 
where specialized personnel and coercive means of enforcement are provid
ed to ensure that resources are collected. At local levels even payment of 
taxes is often as voluntary an act as the contribution of labor. Resource mo
bilization is generally contingent on how well the resources are used and 
whether they are used for things that local people value. Any inefficiency or 
corruption in resource management is a direct and obvious impediment to 
resource mobilization, and conversely effective application of resources to 
meeting local problems is a definite stimulus for mobilization. 9 

8.3.1 Financial Accounting 

Technical assistance to local institutions from government or private 
agencies in the techniques of bookkeeping, inventory management, cost
accounting, and investment decision making may be some of the most 
important aid outside agencies can give. Poor record keeping is one of the 
most frequent causes of misuse of funds and breakdown of trust, which
leads in ttorn to institutional decay, according to Fortmann (1982) writing on 

r unral local institutions in Botswana. One of the kinds of training that theB ural Adancen o mmitee )nd o s imptat 
Bangladesh Rural Advancement Committee (BRAC) found most important 
for the local groups formed under its auspices was in accounting (Ahmed,
1980). Both the Mmankgodi and Pikine cases referred to already report es
tablishment of very strict financial management procedures intended to 
gVe members confidence in the program. 

We discussed in Section 5.6.1 the potential difficulties for LID pre
sented by illiteracy and lack of numeracy. Probably the key element in 

proving financial management in local institutions is simplification of therecurd-keeping and reporting requirements to deal with only the essentialinformation, which can then be mnore easily understood by everyone 

An evaluation of the Pikine primary health care project in Senegal noted that improvementitithe quality of services was a more important incentive for getting community members to 
make contributions than were finandial savings they might have from the scheme (Annex 
Four). 
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concerned. As discussed next, this also helps deal with problems of financial 
mismanagement (Esman and Uphoff, 1984:227-233). 

8.3.2 Controlling Dishonesty 

There are two main approaches to addressing dishonesty, external or 
internal. Some institutions like BRAC have found it important for an outside 
agency to conduct audits of local institutional finances to ensure proper use 
of funds (Korten, 1980). in the Puebla project in Mexico, when some mem-
bers were flouting the group credit scheme by not repaying loans, the 
intervention of the authorities to arrest these banditoswas a boost to the local 
organizations (CIMMYT, 1974). Outside agencies may be especially helpful 
in the recovery of loans where "insiders' are reluctant to apply pressure to 
friends and neighbors (Tendler, 1981). On the other hand, one can rely more 
on internal mechanisms. A 'goldfish bowl' technique of reporting and con-
ducting financial business in the public eye can be more of a check on 
misconduct than paper transactions with outsiders. Very successful indige-
nous local institutions in Indonesia, the subaks, have established the practice 
of assessing all fees in public meetings so that all members know bow much 
should have been collected, from whom, and for what (Birkelbach, 1973). 

Financial matters arouse suspicions easily in an) scciety. Openness and 
accessibility are likely to provide more protection than auditing procedures, 
which may be circumvented by fraud or connivance however complicated 
they may be. One of the most interesting LID examples of this was reported 
from Aceh, !ndonesia, where villagers involved with a community develop-
ment program turned out dishonest leaders who were defrauding the 
organization once finances became a matter for the whole membership to 
review (Annex Seven). 

8.3.3 MIAINTENANCE OF EQUIPMENT AND FACILITIES 

There are various reasons why maintenance is so unevenly and poorly 
performed, as discussed in Section 3.4.4 with regard to rural infrastructure, 
where the issue most often arises. A siudy of local organizations' potential
for promoting rural development concluded, as we would, that mainte-
nance presents a special problem because: 

Many rural organizations are mobilized on an irregular basis fora particular purpose Or 
event. Continuous, intensive organization is not sustained. Examples of succ.-,sful, lo-
cally organized self-help usually exhibit periodicity and a purpose-specific character. 
Maintenance requires a new structure of incentives, rewards for leadership, a building 
of new capacity into organizations. (Ralston et al., 1983:117) 

The problem referred to is that of institutionalization, of going from uncer 
tain to predictable performance by 'a building of new capacity into 
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organizations.' Ability to carry out maintenance on a regular basis could 
0well be one of the tests of institutionalization. 

Maintenance activities are difficult to institutionalize at the local level 

unless there is some evident need for them. We found in studying the role 
of local organizations for managing catchment dams in Botswana that 
maintenance was periodic, done only during the months of the year when 
the dams were most needed (Annex Two). Outsiders had the impression 
that there was no maintenance being done because it was not evident at 
times wlen they visited the rural areas. But a field study showed some
thing akin to 'optimal' maintenance-just enough to protect the dam 
bund and control cattle access. The dam groups preferred to keep mainte
nance bel v a level that would require their assessing and handling 
regular L -ontributions, for reasons discussed above. Instead, they re
lied on contributed labor and materials and on occasional emergency 
collections of cash (Fortmann, 1985). 

The fairly common reluctance of organizations in rural areas to mobi
lize cash because of the potential for misuse and distrust presents a problem 
for local institutions needing to carry out maintenance functions. One ele
ment of strategy can be to make certain procedures for nonmonetary 
resource mobilization or ad hoc cash collection routine. 

One way in which local institutions can be encouraged to take on more 
regular maintenance responsibilitis is by providing them technicalsupervi
sion as seen from experience with water supply projects in Peru (Haratani et 
al, 1981) One of the inhibitions holding back local initiative on mainte
nance there was a lack of confidence that sufficient technical expertise was 
available ocally. After obtaining technical training and backstopping, local 
govemm, nts were more willing to carry out maintenance work on water 
systems zs needed. Giving technical assistance for maintenance tasks and 
routines is one of the more straightforward kinds of LID support that can be 
provided by outside agencies. 

Local institutional problems with maintenance arise most often when 

jurisdictions are unclear or when the facility or service is not well under
stood or needed by the community. In Chapter Three we considered 
circumstances under which good maintenance is more likely-where the
need for maintenance is obvious, where responsibility for repairs can be
clearly fixed, or where the users are particularly concerned and influential. 
Gradual deterioration of a road is less likely to be taken care of than a land

slide blocking it, just as the breakdown of a diesel electricity generator is 
more likely to be attended to than a leak in a water supply pipeline. Where 
need, responsibility, and demand for maintenance are clear, local 

toRalston and her associates (1983) observe the same distinction between 'organizations' 
and ':nstitutions' that we spell out in Chapter One. 
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institutions seem to be able to find the means, including technical know. 
how, to do the job. 

This observation applies more generally to resource management by
local institutions. While need for management does not always create its 
own supply of nan,.gen itnt kils or of resources to make the skills effective,
local management capabilities can be substantial w,,here the objectives f 
local institutions are understood and supported. Some examples of this irom 
rural Thailand have been noted ,n A ,,x 8. Foc such nvnagement capacity 
to be tapped, however, there must be what Calavan (1984) calls "apprupri-
ate administration,' the managerial equivaltct of appropriate technology 
Calavan suggests some ways in which out,,ide agencies can create space'
for local initiative and responsibilitv to be,-.ime !inked to development activ-
ities being introduced. This is a useful perspective to bring to issues of 
resource management for LID. 

8.4 LINKING SUPRA-LOCAL RESOURCES WITH LOCAL 
RESOURCE MOBILIZATION 

If there are appropriate local institutions backed by conducive policies,
national and international resources can be used to elicit greater local re-
source contributions for the sake of a wide variety of development efforts 
The objective as suggested in Section 8.1 is to create a "positive-sum' dy-
namic so that outside resources d) not replace local contributions but rather 
increase them. For external resources to "prime the pump' of local effort, the 
framework of institution:;and policies is more important than the aniontof re-
sources e.x:pendhed tu , ,:'rnutent or donors, 

The return of such resources can be phenomenal if institution- and 
policies are supportive; for example, the ten-fold or more expansion of in
vestment that Atteh (1980) reports in one of the poorer states in Nigeria. In 
1967 the government decentralized its structure creating nineteen stat6
where before there had been only four regional governments; subsequent-
ly it established district and local government bodies. As discussed in 
Annex Eight, communities in Kwara State in ten years' time carried out 
twenty million naira worth of projects, including roads and bridges, court-
houses, classrooms, dispensary-maternity centers, postal agencies, market 
stalls, libraries, hospitals, dams for water supply, and electrification of 
larger settlements. 

All these projects were initiated by local people and their children living in urbancentres. Villagers determine priorities, plan, finance, and execute development projects
on their own. The people therefore have provided themselves with more amenities
than the government did. Most of these projects are financed from the sale of crops pro-
duced by traditional' agriculture which is primitive. Yetdeemed governmentappreciates and coordinates these efforts, lending a hand through grants, technical su-pervisionofprojectsetc (Atteh, 1980 4 2 1-42 2 ;'statisticsaregiveninAnnexEight). 
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What makes this mobilization of resources more remarkable is that it oc
curred during a period when the central government of Nigeria was well 
endowed with petro-dollars and one might have expected local people to sit 
back and wait for official largesse. There were many justifiable complaints 
about corruption, foolish investments, and technical errors in the yeai's right
after this immense redistribution of authority in Nigeria, but the scope of 
work undertaken made some problems unavoidable. Against these com
plaints one should set the scale of accomplishments attained. 

Too often the way outside resources have been provided has not had 
such a positive-sum effect. Instead the result has been zero-sum with exter
nal resources simply substituting for local resources. Indeed, sometimes 
neg,tive-sum consequences have resulted when external inputs reduced 
the level of local contributions by more than the amount provided from out
side, as with certain food-for-work programs discussed in Section 8.4.3. 

Contrasting approaches can be illustrated with examples from Ecuador 
and North Yemen. In the first case, a local institution handling electrifica
tion began raising its own funds before the end of the project to install new 
facilities, so the donor agency cut its allocation by the amount of funds mo
bilized. This created a disincentive for institutions to begin raising funds 

.til the project was terminated, when they would have to start without ex
p.nence or ptecedent (Tendler, 1979). In contrast, the Ministry of Health in 
North Yemen made grants to Local Development Associations for part of 
the costs of constructioti of primary health care units, expecting the commu
nl!V to come up with the balance of funds needed. If an Association raised 
more funds than needed for irs health unit, the grant would not be reduced 
and the LDA could use the extra funds for other purposes. This gave incen
tive to put real effort into the fund raising (Cohen et al., 1981). 

8.4.1 Local Shares of Taxes 

Collecting taxes levied by government is always difficult and costly.
One practice, which has advantages both for national and local govern
ments, is to delegate collection of certain taxes to the latter, giving thIem a
 
fixed share of revenue as a commission for their work. In Taiwan this has
 
been extended to membership organizations where the Farmers Asocia
tions (FAs) get a percentage of the !.iid tax, which they, collect in kind (as

rice) for the government (Stavis, 1983:218). This provides a stable source of
 
income to the associations, reducing their need for subsidies to cover the cost
 
of certain services (mixed goods) that the Associations provide.

In countries where the revenue structure is convoluted with a variety ofearmarked taxes, local jurisdictions may receive revenue (certain shares)from specific taxes on exports or on commodities originating in their re4ion. 

Such special taxes are common in countries like Argentina and Peru andCover much of the cost of public works in the Philippines (Caiden and 
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Wildavsky, 1974:, 271-273, 285-287). An alternative source of funds is the 
remission of some share of general revenues to local governments according 
to certain formulas. Such s,,stems have the advantage of giving some fiscal 
stability to local institutions, but there may then be ittle incentive to gener-
ate additional revenue locally. Earmarked funds are not easily adjusted or 
eliminated, though formulas can be set that reward special resource mobi-
iizing efforts (Bahl, 1982). Such systems present the same problem as tax 
collection commissions, namely that the flow of resources to different insti
tutions is likely to be unequal, reflecting existing patterns of development. 
Here too, formulas for revenue distribution can be adjusted so that they 
compensate for econo~mic disadvantage. "o deal with this problem,howe'-

er, it may make more sense to transfer some funds as grants. 

.4.2In 

Grants can be designed to further a wide range of objectives and can be 
directed to the whole range of local institutions with a view to increasing thc 
overall volume of resources devoted to development. Two issues of special 
concern are the use of grants to ameliorate inter-regional or inter-locality in-
equality, and the choice between categorical and generai purpose grants.

Grants promoting equalization may pro,¢ide a needed stimulus to poor-
er areas, but they can also create disincentives for local resource 
mobilization, discouraging richer areas that may feel discriminated againstwhile encouraging poorer ones to accept gifts in lieu of self-help. We ha%e 
referred already to the way the Saemaul Undong program in South Korea 
handled this. At first it gave all communities the same grants in kind (a stan-
dard amount of cement and steel for construction). But this was inefficient 
and had no incentiv-e effect so villages were classified as "basic,' 'self-
reliant' and "independent.' The middle category got the most aid as a 
reward for their own effort with the first getting more than the last. The ap-
parent disincentive to "graduate' into the third category was compensated 
for in part by the status giWn such villages as good examples for the others 
As reported in Annex Seven, much 'graduation' occurred. 

Having three categories like this issimple administratively but it cre-
ates sharp differences in assistance which might be avoided with more
incremental changes. At- alternative is a progressive grant structure in 
which communities receive decreasing increments of aid as their ability to 
mobilize their own resources increases. Kenya established such a system
during the late 1950s to assist the newly established District Counc;
(Hicks, 1961:422-424). 

Determining some co;'umon denominator on which to base an 
.equalization' criterion is difficult. Should it reflect current income levels if 
these can possibly be known: The number or proportion of households de-
monstrably 'poor'? The potential for rapid improvement? Systems of fiscal 
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equalization presume that there is a relatively uniform system of local taxa
tion, yet standardization can undermine creative local resource mobiliza
tion. In the name of establishing equalizing grants, one would not want to 
reduce local initiative. 

With regard to types of grants, block grants and matching grants have 
different characteristics. Comparing the grant systems in countries having a 
British colonial past, Hicks remarks: 

Block grants as a type get good marks both from the point of view of leaving Local Au
thorities to plan their own priorities unfettered, and from the consideration that ar,
equalizing element can relatively easily be included. Their main drawbacks are firstly,absence of direct stimulus to activity, and secondly, that unless specific conditions (for 
instance concerning general standards of perforrnance) are written in, they give no in
centive for careful management .... 

contrast to block grants, the main advantages of specific grants are stimulus and con
tml, and these are very valuable factors. At the same time there is a danger that theynay upset the balance of local budgeting. (Hicks, 1961:309-310) 

Obiously there are arguments to be made f."r and against each kind of 
grant from an LID perspective. To the extent that either block grants or spe
ctfic are on a "matching' basis to local resourcegrants given reward 
mobilization, they can make a positive-sum contribution. Whether they aid 
the process of institutionalization is not so clear. The village subsidy pro
gram in Indonesia (Annex Three) provided block grants with some 
restrictions on what the funds could be used for and it mobilized somematch in the form of local labor and management (Prabowo, 1973). Work
trs were paid a wage but not necessarily at market level so the difference 
amounted to a kind of local contribution which augmented central resourc
es. It appears, however, that the village governments were not uniformly
strengthened by this program, especially where the projects undertaken 
were chosen by local elites and not particularly popular with the people.
There was no systematic effort to build up local capacities for planning and 
Implementation, and maintenance has reportedly been a problem. A similar 
program in Thailand (Annex Eight) has been making more progress in this 
direction, partly because the local government units handling the funds are 
more freely elected and more readily held accountable by the community 
for results. 

A major advantage of giving block grants in the assistance or facilita
tion mode is that they provide some core funding for local institutions. It has,,
bven observed in the rural infrastructure area that the stability and predicta
bility of funding levels is often more important for LID than the amount of 
funds provided (Garzon, i 981). Core funding is essential for institutions to 
have incenlive to focus on future-oriented activities like planning. The qual
ity of requests for assistance and the kind of things asked for will be a-fected 
by whether institutions are thinking in terms of "windfall" benefits or of 
things that need to be (and can be) developed and maintained over time. 
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There are hazards in having too much as well as too little funding from
outside. Generous and unconditional block grants can undermine local in-
stitutional capacity as surely as can scarcity of resources. This happened
with a rural works program in Bangladesh (then East Pakistan) that was rea-
sonably disciplined and productive in its early period. Both characteristiodeclined once large amounts of money began flowing to the union councils 
(Thomas, 1971). The matching grant requirements were relaxed in order to 
.move money' faster, and more of the implementation was carried out by
private contractors who often did not give value for money. Such poor per-
formance detracted from the legitimacy and support that the Union 
Councils (locality-level LGs) enjoyed. We find that grants, especially if
given on a matching basis, can be useful financial mechanisms for support-
ing LID capacity, but the Bangladesh experience confirms the adage that
there can be -too much of a go.,d thing.' Large amounts of funds flowinginto a local institution are no solution for inadequate capacity and indeed 
can become a problem. 

8.4.3 In-Kind Contributions 

There are a number of d-cumented cases where external gifts orgrants of materials elicited mat:ing local inputs of labor.The examplet
grtsofmtal eliienteatn loc of 

brndise-building committees in Htglung district by providing steel cable has 
been cited previously. The vale of communities' contributions of laborand material inputs was many t,ies greater than ihat of the cable. Similar-
ly the Community Developmer.t Department in Malawi gave pipe as wel 
as training and technical assistaace to committees that managed the instal-
lation of extensive gr-vitv-flow water supply systems. The women 
garden groups in Senegal, described in Annex Five, were greatly aided bya
donor giving them improved wells for irrigation and trucks to transpor 
produce to market. 

The material contributions not only spur local effort, but their being
given in-kind reduces possibilities for corruption and institution-corrodingsus picion that would have existed with grants of money (Pradhan, 1980)
This was one of the reasons why the government in South Korea gave its ini-
tial Saemaul Undong aid to villages in the form of cement and steel 

i 

reinforcing rods. Howcver, the inefficiencies resulting from providing the same materials to all villages shows why grants should be tailored to .vla 

priorities and needs. 

One objection to such a strategy can be that the provision of materiab
with the expectation that communities or localities will provide matching 
labor for construction can be a regressive form of resource mobilization. Par-
ticularly in communities that are highly stratified, poorer members are likel. 
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to have to provide proportionally more labor even if they derive relatively
less benefit.' How unfair the impact of in-kind contributions from govern
ment, PVO or donor agencies may be depends on the task at hand, the
prevailing stratification, and the policies followed in apportioning 
contributions. 

A more serious problem with outside in-kind contributions can be the 
disincentive effect that commodity aid (often given as 'food for work') may
have. We have seen in Botswana and Sri Lanka how community customs of
voluntary work-for road maintenance and cleaning irrigation channels
can be undermined by introducing payment in kind, so that people
subsequently refuse to continue doing maintenance work they previously
undertook unless given free food. An evaluation of a rural water supply
project in Peru concluded that: 

The interject involvement exists can produce more harm than help. (Haratani t 
al., 1981) 

The result of such outside resources will be negative-sum-resource
demobilization-as the total amount of resources mobilized for develop
ment tasks over time is diminished due to withdrawal of local resources

prvoulcntributed on a regular basis. 
previously co

We would not take a firm position against this form of outside assistinput fabor.ting the exampof calance,however. The Kottar Social Service Society in India has made good usethe Local Development Depar.rlent in Nepal assisting the work of local of such aid to cite a contrary example (Annex Seven). There are situations 
where emergency relief needs to be given, and rather than provide free ra
tins, food may be provided as part of a program to build up communityassets with the labor that would otherwise produce nothing.Food-for-work
 
can provide some dignity to individuals in circumstances that are otherwise 
demeaning. It Could also be argued that one should not require rural people
to provide services like roads or water supply for themselves at their own ex
pense when urban dwellers seldom have to make imilar investments. In 
any case, if one accepts the practical and ethical justifications for food aid, its 

"The roads built under the rural works program in Bangladesh, for example, were chiefly of-aluetetirger farmers who produced a surplus to market, though the poor who derived rela-Ileely fewer benefits had to provide most of the labor (Garzon, 1981:18). i is often thought tobe beneath the status of richer members to contribute labor, though they may be expected to 
ontnbute noney to the effort in lieu of work. Whether this happens depends on local normsand leadership ortentation. in a waterproject in Ethiopia, notonlydid the rural poorcontributemost of the labor to dig the trenches and lay ptpes for the sstem, but once it was finished theyhad to pay for water %s,hen they had previously gotten it free (Uphoff, Cohen and Goldsmith, 

1979.274) In neighboring Kenya, Thomas (1980) found less regressiveness in self-help projts because out,ide irants were matched more often by money than labor (and the money"as used to pay tor labor). Richer members of the community, partly to gain prestige, gavelarger share of resources, though poorer members might be epected to contribute some labor 
inlieu of cash. 
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implications for the strengthening of local institutiorn, should be carefullyweighed before embarking on such a program.1 2 

8.4.4 Divisions of Responsibility 

One of the ways in which outside resources can be provided with lesslikelihood of reducing local resource mobilization is to work out formulasfor sharing financial responsibility that are understood and accepted at thelocal level. In the primary health care area, one common formula has beenfor the community to construct part or all of a facility, such as the health hutin the Sine Saloum project in Senegal, with the understanding that the proj-ect will provide training and salaries for the personnel who staff it. The costof drugs is also fairly readily assigned to the locl leve!, since user-charges
can be levied for such private' goods. 

costs for supervision of staff, logistical support for the program, and referral
services usually had to be assumed by the sponsoring agency, and that Sus-
tainable local contributions were most likely to take the form of voluntarylabor and possibly some payments for services orsometimes paraprofessioni
salaries (API iA, 1982b:4 1) The Sine Saloum project refer 'd to above foundit difficult to mobilize cash resources at the outset. But after a more sociallysensitive approach was taken, it was able to make a new division of financialresponsibility work (Bloom, 1L84a). In thl. 'ikine primary health project, alsoin Senegal, the division of labor was arranged so that the government paysstaff salaries and the community pay. for so2rvices and drugs. ' 


There can 
be various difficulties with sharing of responsibility. Rural

people may have difficult 
 incoming up with cash (often depending on the
time of year) and it is therefore sometimes suggested that their contributions 


l2ln research op local In'titutions in sixteen village -in Sri Lanka, Uphoff (1979) found orecase where controversy over apparent corruption in istributing food-for-work aid had undermined an active Rural Development Society (RDS). Sorne other communities experienced rodebilitating effc'ts. The abilityof a community to continue voluntary labor alongside 'pad"labor was said by local leaders interviewed to depend on the pre-existing strength of the Rural
Deveiipment S 'iety Tias suggests that food aid is not a promising means for strengheninlocal institutionsd the do not adready have some cohesiveness and integrity as institutions 


Negative experience %ithfood aid 
 in Botswana is discussed in this regard(1983.70-73). A in Bro,more positive view is offered by Gooch and MacDonald (1981:58-59) shosuggest that -the natuie of self-help is changing ivithcash becoming the main contibution, "i 
disincentive etfects are less important even if tree labor contnbutions are discouraged by ri-ment. Indeed, they argue, food-for-work schemes have sometimes had a -positive etfect in 
that they haye mo,'ilized communities and enabled people to keep theirrsourc,s ila,13Both projects are reported in Annex Four. This division of labor can be debated. Otter,appears that hcal people can best provide matenals while the government covers salaries Theopposite view is that salaries paid locally mav co t less than ifpaid by government and can tvpaid nore flexibly, reflecting seasonal vanationt of work load, for example. Also, this woUIlmake 'he personnel more accountable to the community. There are pros and cons for eitherdi'
vision of responsibility. The India and Nepal irrigation examples reported in Annex Eigh!suggest advantages f having salarie, paid by the local organization. 
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should be only in kind. This caution is worth noting because it restricts the scope for local resource mobili2ation and the kind of development activitiesthat can be undertaken locally if all financial resources must be provided 
from outside. The primary health program in Burma suggests that cash canbe mobilized even in poor communities if the services being offered are
highly valued (Annex Four). From an LID point of view, this underscoresthe importance of undertaking activities that meet local expectations.

There may be misunderstanding about the terms on which the respective local and outside resource contributions are to be made. In thePhilippines, the National Irrigation Administration (NIA) must work out afcrmal written agreement with the water users' association that NIA organizers (catalysts) have helped to establish before rehabilitation work isstarted." If the Association's members are not willing to accept the design
prepared by the engineers in consultation with farmers, the ca im
provement w illI not be undertaken. If the agreement is signed, membersagree to repay the capital costs, which are reduced by whatever amount of 
labor and materials they contribute to the construction (Bagadion and F. 
Korten, 1985).

In North Yemen, where literacy levels are lower, a very simple physical
formula has been worked out for building schools. If the Local Development
Association builds a school up to the level of the windows, the national Confederation of Yemeni Development Associations gives a grant to fund therest of the construction, and when that is done, the Ministry of Educationprovides a permanent roof for the building as its contribution (Cohen et al.,I981). This example is offered not as a formula to be replicated but rather as an indication of the kind of innovativeness and clarity to be sought inwork

ing out divisions of financial responsibility to promote postive-sum results 
in resource mobilization. 

8.4.5 Procedures 

Requirements accompanying outside provision of resources can have
an adverse effect on local resource mobilization. Local institutions may be
discouraged from seeking matching funds or grants by complicated bu 
dgcing procedures and long approval and disbursement c'cles" Itoften
 

happens that the government's bookkeeping requirements for handlingand later auditing its funds are forbidding, and if foreign assistance is in
volved, two or more different accounting systems may be required. Even if
 

s
 such complexities do not deter local institutions from seeking outside support, they may absorb enou h effort that the ret contribution of the
 
or
 

external aid is diminished.
 

"These cata!ysts startin a promotion mode, but switch to facilitation and eventually assistante. according to the distinctions made in Section 7.1.1. 
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One unfortunate circumstance for local institutions is the lack of fit be-

tween external budget cycles.
and local 	 Getting expenditure of funds 
approved in advance of activities is often difficult for rural institutions. 
Local administration, being already part of the government's fiscal system, 
may fare better than other local institutions, but even it will have problems 
of fitting into the national budgeting system. Even when an expenditure has 
been approved in the budget, obtaining authorization to actually spend the 
money is a hurdle frequently difficult to deal with from a distance. Oppor.
tune tirmes for construction and slack times in the agricultural cycle may 
come and go without receipt of promised outside resources. Rather than en-
courage more local effort, funds so unreliable or inaccessible will dampen it, 
as seen in the Indonesian case in A nnex Three. 

Compounding the deterrent effect is the general rule that within any

budget year, authorized but unexpended funds must revert to their source

Matching resources
consequence are difficult to mobilize locally on a rushed basis. Ieof annual budget restrictions can be activities that are donr I 
consequence of a nnuly buginat restri ns cn e cti th t armdoeshaphazardly or are only marginally useful. One of the major improvementsthat could bolster local institutions and make external resources more pro-


ductive would be to relax restrictions on retention of unexpended funds 

Authorization to carry funds to
over the next year without losing t!,em

would be one of the least costly impetuses to expanded and more sensible 

local self-help activity. 


The feasibility of allowing local institutions to carry forward some rea-
sonable surpluses for future use depends in part on the availability of 

financial services 
 from banks, credit unions, and accountants. National 
and donor agencies may be reluctant to give up tight control over *their' re-
sources. But then it should not be surprising if local actors are not so 
conscientious or self-exerting in their use of resources which, by external 
definition, do not 'belong' to the local institution. It would also be useful 
if, instead of the penalties so commonly threatened for misuse of outside 
resources, there were rewards given local institutions for careful and inno-
vative application of external inputs, especially when these were 
multiplied or extended by local resources. 

8.4.6 External Inputs 

Having considered how outside contributions, including re3ource. inkind, can augment local efforts, it should be said that having to use external 
materials can itself constitute a barrier to local resource mobilization. An 
evaluation of a domestic water supply projct in Peru concludes: 

dsin ad ontri.cionImported prouc riidtie i prjet (-laatni i t.,191)meetmatenals tend to become the limiting element in development projects and
produce igidities 	 1981)
inproject design and constrction. (Haratani etal., 


Yet external inputs can also be valuable contributions. The success of bridge 
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constructi., in the hills of Nepal was dependent on both the provision of
steel cable from outside and the use of locally available materials and local 
technologis-indigenous rockworking techniques instead of cement, con
necting toIs forged by traditional blacksmiths. This meant that people had 
more cor.[idence in their ability to build and maintain the bridges them
selves, iuch was an incentive to contribute their own labor and funds. 
elf-help vater supply projects often combine external inputs such as PVC 

piping wi:h local resources and skills.
 
The challenge is to identify which outside inputs 
can have the most 

resource-r.mobilizing effect at the local level. Strong cables and durable fau
cets, for example, can in certain circumstances be important attractions to 
ve rs expe c r i u t e e importan d too r cn mon 

villagers who are expected to contribute their own labor and money to a 
bridge-building 	or water supply project.
 
proYet liaesce on
problems. The Burmeoseresourcesprimaryfromhealthoutsid care e prcommunity can presentprogram discussed previously 

found that the enthusiasm of village volunteer workers sometim es flagged
when tI es p l w fd u sf o h aia iy w si t ru tdd et rbe supply of drugs from the capital city was interrupted due to prob
lems of lo.istics or weather. The supply of drugs had been an inducement 
for local participation in the program. Where outside resources figure cen
traily in a project's strategy for local institutional development, the project 
design anc budget should ensure the reliability and adequacy of supply.

More serious effects of outside aid can come from sheer magnitude,
which dwarfs the share of local resources and distorts local people's sense of 
responsibility for maintaining their flow. As the proportion of outside re
sources increases, invariably so will external controls. Even a development
organization as committed to the principle of self-reliance as the Sarvodaya 
Movement in Sri Lanka found that an influx of overseas funds led to a cen
tralization of activity in the national headquarters (Moore, 1981). Local 
initiative and planning activities had to give way to central assumption of re
sponsibility to satisfy all the approval, reporting, and accounting
requirements that came with external aid, even aid intended to buttress a 
self-reliant approach. 

8.5 DONOR AGENCY CONTRIBUTIONS 

Outside assistance, whether national or international, should not have 
to compromise locai institutional integrity and capacity. Donors should un
derstand that their objective is not to accomplish certain 'targets' through 
the expenditure of their funds. so much as to strengthen local capacities tothose and other targets on a sustained basis, relying as much as possime hs n te agt nassandbss eyn smc spsib!e n local resources. OOutside assistance can be given in ways that offer 
inducements to local effort if the amounts are manageable, the procedures 
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supportive, the kinds appropriate, the pace of expansion flexible, the ap-
proach experimental, and the expectations reasonable, 

Most of the cases reported in Annex Eight as well as many in other an-
nexes give examples of imaginative and intelligent uses of external 
resources-funds and materials as well as technical assistance and admin-
istrative support. In particular it is important for donor agencies to 
appreciate that there is considerab ? management capacity in local com-
munities even if levels of education and literacy are not high. These talents 
can be mobilized if forms of 'appropriate administration' as described by 
Calavan (1984) are utilized. 

It is widely appreciated that avoiding -dependency' is essential for 
development, and this is more true for LID than for any other aspect of 
development. At the same time, it is clear that outside assistance iS 
needed for most widespread advances of local institutional capacity, 
This suggests a strategy of "assisted self-reliance (Esman and Uphoff, 
1984:258-261). While this concept may seem contradictory, it is not. It is 
only paradoxical, and much of the development enterprise is pervaded 
with paradox. The development process at once moves toward greater 
independence of individuals by creating new productive capacities, and 
more interdependencies as mutual resource flows and accountability 
are established, 

There are man'- ways in which donor agencies can support processes 
of local institutional development in specific situations. As a rule, they will 
not work directly with local institutions, instead cooperating through na-
tional or regional agencies--public or private sector intermedianes that 
operate in an assistance, facilitation or promotion mode vis-a-vis local in-
stitutions. As ve have seen, the donor support itself can be in an 
assistance, facilitation or promotion mode with the intermediary institu-
tion that seeks to strengthen local capacities. Sometimes donor aid may be 
even more indirect by channeling funds through an international organi-
zation or a private voluntary agency operating as an intermediary with 
national or regional institutions. 

The learning process approach discussed in Section 7.1.2 is something 
most national or intermediary institutions understand and accept by now 
but only in principle. In practice, most still operate acc'irding to blueprint 
ideas and procedures. A donor agency that recognizes the value of a more
inductive approach to LID can encourage those institutions directly in-

volved in planning and implementation efforts with local institutions to 
revise their approach by providing them with training and financial support
to bolster new kinds of development work. Arranging and funding visits by 

agency personnel to countries and programs that have made the learning 
process effective may be one of the most valuable forms of donor assistance,and one fairly easily approved by funding agencies. 

-

As suggested in Section 7.5.4, donor agencies need to engage in their 
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own version of 'bureaucratic reorientation.' Donors' prevailing methods of 
operation and the usual reward structure for their staff commonly work 
against a realistic approach to LID. Until such constraints can be changed, 
donor efforts to promote LID with and through national and intermediary 
institutions will ring hollow. 

Chief amongthe biases that work against LID is the preoccupation with 
(one could call it a pathology of) 'moving money.' This comes from assum
ing that the amount of money spent equals the amount of development achieved 
(Korten and Uphoff, 1981). It takes very little reflection tc recognize that this 
equation of expenditure with results is fallacious. Yet it dominates so much 
of the thinking and activity of donors and national governments that "mov
ing money'becomes a source of distortion and sabotage for LID efforts.s 

Actually the notion that investment in and through local institutions 
must ahvays be slower than other kinds of development expenditure is nis
taken. The Basic Village Services project in Egypt, to which USAID has 
contributed over $230 million, has shown that small-scale investments 
made in and through Village Councils can proceed more expeditiously than 
other kinds of projects as this huge project has managed to keep ahead of 
schedule in its disbursements (see Annex Three; also Mayfield, 1985). An
other most impressive case of an 'accelerated' development project, in one 
of the most depressed environments, is reported from rural Haiti. There, an 
agroforestry project working through PVOs with existing local peasant or
ganizations (grouprnans,small farmer groups of seven to twelve members) 
managed to reach not 6,000 peasants planting 3 million trees as originally 
planned but 75,000 peasants who planted some 20 million trees in four 
years (Murray, 1986). The Grameen Bank experience in Bangladesh (Annex 
Eight) has given similar encouragement that large amounts of funds can be 
beneficially used in very small amounts through an appropriate channel 
linked to local organizations. 

LID-oriented projects can utilize money reasonably rapidly and 
productively, but a rigid pace of expenditure will not produce good or opti
mal results. For LID even more than for other activities, the amount of 

o 

al. observe: 'in those instances where funding has been provided for municipal development, 
many observers find that decentralization has been hampered by the pressure to produce a
given number of subprojects. Donor loans have been made forshort-time periods (three tofive 
vYars) and thus pressure exists to place subloans as quickly as possible to meet pre-established 
dibursement projections. This then produces a situation in which the following things hap

pen: (a)Rapid start-up of lending activity is necessary, so pre-planning of priority areas of
lending either does not occur or is ignored; and (b) The institution-building and technical
assistance activity (which is by its nature slow and gradual) takes second place. This overtakes 
the need to reform municipal personnel and tax laws, to define aclear role for local govern
ment in the werall scheme of development, to build linkages with regional plans, and to
upgrade the quality of local development plans and service delivery. In short, the capacity
building that would make decentralization effective is bulldozed aside by the pressure to dis
burse funds for works." (1975:11). 
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development achieved is not necessarily proportional to the funds expend-
ed. Donors need to be devising new and better indicators of development,
including LID, so that they can get away from the mistaken and misleading
equation of expenditure with development, as suggested at the end of 
Chapter Six. 

A second way donors can prepare themselves to be more effective in
supporting LID is to take a longer time per,,p,:ctive. Institutionalization as a 
process almost by definition require- i::w. Vai.iations of an organization
and its performance need to become widely shared and strongly held and 
this seldom happens quickly. A three or four year life-of-project is unlikely
to suffice for advancing changes in the bedrock acceptance of an institution. 
Fortunately donors appear to be lengthening their time horizons on projects
though they still are often fixated on quick finite results.i0 


The concern 
with precise planning targets itself contributes to a dis-
placement of LID effort, focut,,: attention more often on superficial or 
spurious outputs than on sustainable processes and capacities. Rondinelli 
correctly observes that: 

The instst_.re of fuIding organizations-whether they be international aid agencies orcentral goernment ministries-on precise and detailed statements of objectives at the 
outset in order to acilitate systematic plannng,management and control often leads togame-playing, phony precision and inaccurate reporting that create severe administra-
tive problems later on. (1983:81_82)t 7 

More emphasis should be placed on signs of progress toward institutionali-
zation. These would include performance measures attributable to the 
institutions in question, as well as indicators of acceptance and support from 
the persons on which they depend for sustained activity. The number of 
farmers who have 'joined water user associations is less significant from a 
developmental viewpoint tl:an declines in the number of water disputes re-
ported or increased farmer .and official satisfaction with water delivery,

We have noted frequently the importance of having a network of local 

In work on water management improvement in SriLminka, the government and USAID 
agreed on an unusual but rea-onable twenty-year time horizon, including establishing asys-tern of farmer organization. The Gal Oya project was to be the first in a series of projects andwas initially planned for eight years. Bureaucratic considerations, however, cause: this to
reduced to four, which among other things meant that the master planning envisioned had to 
be done concurrently with the rehabilitation work.The project itself quantified farmer organization goals in an unrealistic way, specifying
that all 19,00) tarmer, in the project area would be "organized by the end of year four -he
actual number of farmers in the area turned out to be almost twice as many.) In th, ., topromise reults,little thought was given to how organizations so rapidly establishec uld 
come permanent, sustainable institutions (Uphoff, 1982). In water management particulirl,.one does not want organizations that subsequently lose their effectiveness. In fact, the processof institutional development went faster than those responsible had "planned' (Uphoff. 1985)t 7The way target setting can ltad to absurd performance reporting was documented in adis-trict of Tamil Nadu, India wheit Cambridge University researchers found that the area actuallplanted with high-yi.-ding vai'eties of rice in 1975-76 was only one-third the area officially re-
ported to and by the Ministry of Agriculture (Farnier et al., 1977:96). 
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institutions that mutually strengthen one another. Donors usually want to 
focus simply on assisting a single channel, such as cooperatives or local gov
ernments or private businesses. But this is probably not even the best way to 
build up the particular favored channel. This is not to suggest that donors 
must undertake the LID equivalent of integrated rural development, in
vesting in all kinds of local institutions simultaneously. Rather a broadened 
focus should be adopted so that linkages extending beyond the institution 
receiving aid are recognized and supported by the donor. To make an insti
tution independent of all others may be unwise, because this can disengage 

8it from relationships with complementary and collaborative institutions." If 
tlhre is no such network, its prospects for effectiveness as well as institu
tionalization are accordingly diminished. 

The fact that assistance to local institutions can weaken th .m is reflect
ed in the distinction made between enf'ebling assistance and supportive 
,s.stance by Peterson, (1982:118-119). The former makes the organization

dependent on outside sources of support, smothering its independence and 
intiative, perhaps unintentionally. Supportive assistance, on the other 

hand, is characterized by stimulating local commitment and initiative,through the kind of cost-sharing practices considered in Section 8.4.Peterson cites the government policy in Taiwan of contributing no more 
armers' Associations facilities tothan 50 percent of construction costs for F,
 

ensure a substantial local contribution, in part so that people regard the facilitv as "theirs." 
Donors should determine what they can do internally to begin

reorienting their efforts toward more effective support of LID. One relative
lv low-cost reform would be to change the sequential and dichotomized 
approach to projects where certain persons do the planning and then others 
d0 the implementation. A learning process is hampered by discontinuities of 
personnel. The Ministry of Public Works in Venezuela has come to realize 
how costly such segregation of roles can be. It now requires design engi
neers, early in their careers, to manage for at least two yeais one of theirngation schemes they have laid out on paper (Gil Levine, personal com
munication). Getting away from having the design and the management of 
projects handled by completely different teams is a good first step. A second
Step would be to have longer tours of duty for staff in the field so that 'donor 

memory can be improved. LID suffers greatly when those responsible foroverseeing it change frequently too often the now.as is case 
To supplement donor inputs and to increase institutional memory aswell as expertise in the management of social change, there is good reason 

t5USAID's policy paper on local organizations takes note of the value of horizontal linkagesar-d advises: 'Providing support for new organizations outside the existing network of institutioral linkages may thus be ineffective. Furthermore, offering outside assistance that enables orencourages existing local organizations to withdraw from this supporting network may over
the long term be counterproductive. (1984:4). 

http:instst_.re
http:results.i0
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for donors to enlist and contribute the services of knowledge-building insti-
tutions. Examples of this type of contribution are the previously mentioned 
Asian Institute of Management and the Institute of Philippine Culture, 
which bolstered the efforts of the National Irrigation Administration to in-
troduce water user assciations (D. Korten, 1980; F. Korten, 1982), or the 
Planning Research and Action Institute of Lucknow, which spearheaded 
the UNICEF-backed project Indiawater supply in Banki, (Misra, 1975).
Where there is institutionally perceptive leadership within a governmen! 
agency such as with the Kenya Tea Development Authority or the Malaw; 
self-help water scheme, LID can proceed without such assistance. But even 
with aware leadership, broader or quicker progress may occur if a 
knowledge-building institution is involved as 1 partner in implementation 
and adaptation f only because agency personnel are usually so overloaded 
with administrative tasks. 

An additional change that some donor agencies have already imple-
mented is to move away from evaluation as an end-of-project activity and to 
undertake evaluation and redesign on a more frequent, periodic basis, so as 
to incorporate ongoing learning into the project cycle. Since project designs 
are intended to get resources allocated and flowing to a certain activity, they

should be regarded more as a license than as a contract. Reassessments and 

reformulations are part of any complex management task. These activities, 

to be sure, should not be allowed to become all-consuming. The first rule in 
Peters and Waterman's excellent book (1982) is to be action-oriented. But 
action should be undertaken thoughtfully and self-critically, informed by
feedback from one's clientele. The fact tha. circumstances always change
and analvses are always fallible or incomplete should make the revision of 
plans, based on experience, an act of wisdom not an indication of incompe
tence. If donor agencies can convey this perspective to national 
governmeots and implementing agencies, a real service will be done for LID 
and for de',,,opment generally. 

Development itself is the mot demanding learning process there is. In
dividual learning is difficult enough, but the learning required for 
development is all the more compl.x and ambiguous because it must be col
lective learning. It must be incorp 'rated in the experience and actions of 
hundreds, thousands, and even nillions of people who day in, day uui,
struggle to gain a better understa;.ding of how they can make their live; 
more productive, satisfying and se.u!e. The limits of individual action arereached fairly quickly and this realization leads to collective action at grup, 
community, and locality levels, as discus.ed by Hirschman (1984). These 
learning processes are unwieldy and diffuse, often not conc!usive and cer
tainly not identical. 

The task of planners and implementors within higher level institutions, 
from the international level of do-nor agencies down through national, re
gional, district, and sub-district levels, is to launch and sustain their own 
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complementary learning processes in support of what people at local levels 
are doing. This is a vision of what donor agencies can and should do. Their 
role has previously been defined principally in terms of providing capital 
and expertise, as "giving' productive capacity and giving answers. The 
function of outside resources should rather be to help in identifying prob
lems and finding solutions across a broad range of human needs. This 
includes strengthening the development of local institutions, which are cru
cial for improving both productive and problem-solving capacities. 

In so many cases, as seen in the annexes, we find that lack of local insti
tutional development was a constraining factor, or conversely, LID was the 
key to making impressive, often rapid and inexpensive improvements in 
many sectors. Introducing appropriate local institutions led directly to the 
spread of new agricultural technologies, improvements in health, construc
tion of water supplies and bridges, protection of forests, more reliable and 
equitable distribution of irrigation water, etc. With such a realization by
donor agencies, LID should assume greater salience in their planning and 
investments. For donors to be effective promoters, facilitators, or assistors of 
LID, however, they will need to change some of their own ways of working,
in directions that have been pointed out in this concluding section. Accelera
tion of progress toward local institutional development may, paradoxically, 
have to begin at the international level. 

http:discus.ed
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ANNEX ONE
Rural Local Institutions in KenyaThe following two diagrams were prepared by Mary Tiffen of the Agri

cuiltural Administration Unit of the Overseas Development Institute (ODI)tegrae 
of London on the basis of data gathered while evaluating the Machakos In

ment Project in Ke.reproduce them here as examples of the kind of institutional levels, chan
nels, and networks our analysis is concered with.The first figure (A. 1) shows how the institutions reaching down 
the local level appear from above Note how fro to
lower levels. this top-down perspecl,e, both the specificity and differentiation of local ins

tihnistio i iihaondiisheaThe second figure (A 1.2) is a view 'from below.ferentiated organization of people that exists at the local level and gives 

It reflects the quite dif
donge rnonth various committeeslonrmea governmentorganizations (NGO-) to which local roles and local bod

agencies
meet.Four y r 

andThe structuresfteestablished 
bh from above'v "a d "ringthe MD e'ter 

and fromm lbelow'w 
urte MI, the project had started, Tiffen found herself introduc

,project manager to the head of the County Council for the first 

time. The lack of connectionTakers Who between these key central and local decision 
were operating essentially at the same level prompted her to 

Prepare these diagrams in such detail (Tiffen, 1983). 
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ANNEX TWO 

Natural Resource M anagement 
To share with readers some of the most instructive LID experiences,

positive and negative, that we have found in our review of the literature, we 
are presenting capsule descriptions of some of these experiences. Readers 
are referred to the referenced sources for fuller accounts, 

IRRIGATION WATER MfANAGEMENT 

CHILE: San Pedro de Atacama Irrigation 

Irrigated agriculture goes back at least to 500 A.D. on the high desert 
plain where San Pedro de Atacama is located in northern Chile (10,000 feet 
above sea level, less than 100 mm. of rainfall annually). We know that by
1000 A.D., a society based on a complex system of irrigation existed, andin 
Incan times the population was 20,000, greater than it is today.

After mining enterpxises were developed upstream from San Pedro and 
began to take off substantial amounts of water that were uncontrollable byfarmers, their investment in agriculture lagged, and the area reverted largely
to subsistence cultivation. Locally elected associations manage the distribu-
tion of irrigation water at canal level and at the area level, but they have 
come under the control of officials of the national irrigation bureaucracy
since it lined some of the canals in San Pedro in the mid-1960s. 

The agricultural system is languishing because the national administra-tion is not very responsive or flexible. Some delegation of authority to the 
local administration would help to resolve uncertainty about conflicting 
uses of water and encourage farmers to undertake more investment and ac-
tive water management. Farmers cannot reach the productive potential of 
even their current technology, let alone what could be done with construc-
tion of storage tanks, because of the rigid pattern of operation that has been
imposed from outside (Lynch, 1978). 

LESSONS: To be effective, local institutions need to encompass the in-
terests of all the relevant actors and to be able to reach authoritative
decisions. Being local- may be a liability if persons outside the area or at a
higher level can negate local decisions. This applies to local administration 
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as much as to local government or local organizations. Irrigation will not ap
proach optimum productivity unless it has appropriate local institutional 
support. 

PAKISTAN: Daudzai Irrigationin Northwest FrontierProvince 

The system of water management at Daudzai has been developed by
local residents over centuries. Water rights, responsibilities, and rules fordistributing water were codified first in the early 16th century and revised 
several times in the last two centuries. A complex system of rotational irriga
tion with schedules specified in units of time per tarib(half acre) is managedby farmers, who also clean and operate all channels. 

All members of the village participate in discussions, but the village eld
ers who function as the local government make all decisions. Chowkidarsare 
appointed from and paid by the comminity to supervise water deliveries on 
its behalf. The government irrigation department provides assistance in
managing conflicts when these cannot be handled by the elders and in con
structing and operating some control structures that the community has 
difficulty handling (Bhatty, 1979).

LESSONS: Local communities have considerable capacity to dealwith the technical and crganizational tasks of water management, thoughtaeir performance can be usefully augmented by local technical staff of the 
government. Where the whole community relies on irrigation, its manage
ment can be undertaken by local government. When traditional 
institutions are functioning well, it is advisable to work with them, making
accommodations in government procedures as necessary for a good coop
erative relationship. 

MEXICO: Indigenous Irrigation in Oaxaca State 

Water management committees in Oaxaca, where the practice of canal
 
irrigation goes back 
more than a thousand years, have been operating as 
part of the village government (LG) there. The great diversity of ways in

which different villages manage their irrigation water, as documented by

Lees (1973), is quite impressive as is their effectiveness in this task.
 

In her study of twenty-three communities, Lees found no simple or direct relationship between the irrigation technology used and the social 
organization utilizing it. Rather the form of water use management emerg
es from the social structure of the society' ,here it is found.' Unfortunately
where these old irrigation systems have been upgraded by the government,
the role of local government in water management has been abridged as it 
was given no legal sanction by the national government.

LESSONS: Again, local technical and organizational capacity is signifi
cant. There are many different ways of organizing decision making, 
resource mobilization, communication, and conflict management at the
local level. National government would do well to accept and work wirh
such diversity, including granting the necessary legal recoenition fnr zi,,h 
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local organizations, if it wants to capitalize on indigenous social 
infrastructure, 

PHILIPPINES: Zanjera Irrigation Organizations 

Among the most sophisticated indigenous irrigation organizations in 
Southeast Asia are the zanjera schemes in the province of Ilocos Norte. Al-
though each base organization is separate, there are numerous federations 
which jointly operate diversion dams and common main canals. Member 
contribute labor and materials to the construction and maintenance of the 
systems in proportion to the amount of land they cultivate under it. 

Land shares, called atars,are often divided into several separate parcels 
to ensure that locational advantages and disadvantages are shared equally. 
At the tail of '-ach system, a section of land is set aside for the organization's 
elected leader, which gives him some compensation for his duties and also 
gives him an incentive to ensure that water gets all the way down to tht 
lower reaches. 

One indication of the resource mobilizing capacity of the zanjeras is the 
report that one zanjera federation made up of nine organizations mobilized 
nearly 16,000 person-days of labor from members for maintenance and 
other work without monetary compensation (Siy, 1982). 

In 1980 the Japanese aid agency in conjunction with the National rni-
gation Administration undertook to install a 10,000 hectare irrigation 
project in Ilocos Norte. The agency completely ignored the existence of the 
zanjeras and proposed cutting new car'als across nearly all existing chan-
nels. The organizational integrity of the zanjeras could have been destroyed 
by such intervention, but fortunately this approach to design and consuc-
tion which ignored what was already in place, was revised (Visayas, 1982). 

LESSONS: The zanjeras represent an elaborate form of 'social infra-
structure' to make irrigation more efficient and beneficial. To ignore them 
represented a form of 'disinvestment' by the Philippine government and 
the donor agency. Water users have an interest in achieving both productiv-
ity and equity. Donor agencies should assess existing local institutional 
capacity before introducing new development programs to determine ho 
best to relate to local organizations and LG where they are operating effec-
tively for irrigation water management. 

SOCIAL FORESTRY 

SENEGAL: AFRICARE Reforestation Project 

The Senegal Forest Service works with Rural Community Councils on 
this project, providing implements, tractors, seedlings, transportation, etc.. 
while the community through its local government Council contribute 
labor to plant the trees. The division of responsibility is such that the Forest 
Service continues to oversee the plantation once established, but the Coun-
cil can decide independently what to do with the wood. Income generated 
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frcm the sale of wood goes into the Council's fund for rural development, to 
be used according to its own priorities. 

Maintenance of the planted area is the responsibility of the Council. 
Nonetheless, the Council was not abandoned' since at one point, when the 
villagers could not keep up with the weeds, the Forest Service moved in with 
tractors and disks to help out. Due to the efficient cooperation and co
management between the Forest Service and Council, almost double the 
targeted area was planted without additional funds. However, a local nurs
ery could not be planted due to a shortage of water and Forest Service field 
agents (Weber, 1981). 

LESSONS: Such locally managed reforestation programs are less cost
ly, higher yielding, and more successful than the large-scale, government
sponsored industrial plantations in Senegal, according to the evaluation by 
Weber (1981). This collaboration is possible if technical assistance, material, 
equipment, and funds are provided by the administration, and if the local 
government, in return for contributing labor, enjoys the economic benefits 
of the project. 

NEPAL: Panchayat Forest Management 
Deforestation is a serious problem in many-areas of the Nepal hills. Pre

viously communities were responsible for local forests through their 
traditional loca' government (panchayats). In 1957 the government vested 
ownership and control of all forest areas in its Forestry Department because 
it regarded local management as inadequate. (Later the rule was relaxed to 
permit private or community development of small planted forestry areas.) 
This approach to forest conservation proved largely ineffective. 

The Divisiunal Forest Officer (LA) at Chautara decided to reinstitute 
community responsibility on an experimental basis. Working with the 
assistance of the Nepal-Australian Forestry Project and involving local 
panchayat leaders in the planning, the officer got the government to declare 
the area a fuelwood deficit area so that export of fuelwood to other places 
could be banned. 

The cooperating panchayats (LG) were authorized to make use of the 
forests in their areas. These actions made the local people believe that the 
forest was now their property and their responsibility, to be used for their 
own benefit. They began protecting the existing forest and planting and car
ing for new trees (without the expense of putting up costly wire fencing).
People kept their livestock out of the planted areas and the forest quickly re
generated. This program became the basis for a new national effort at 
community-based reforestation beginning in 1977, when the government
restored communities' right to own and manage forests (Dani and 
Campbell, 1986). 

In 1957 forests in the Nuwakot District, as elsewhere, came under more 
direct government control when they were made the responsibility of LA. 
During subsequent years the cuttmg of trees by villagers, in the words of a 
former Joint Secretary in the Ministry of Local Development, turned entire 
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hillsides into an unsightly ochre-red spectacle, but also causing the villag. 
ers themselves a great deal of hardship in finding fuel and fodder supply'
(Shrestha, 1980:89). 

The small farmer groups in Nuwakot District, established under the
Small Farmer Development Program sponsored by FAO (described in
Annex Five) have in some places branched out into forestry. In one location
the groups in nine contiguous wards (subdivisions of the panchayat) under.
took to reforest their area. They employed six local persons as watchmen to 
prevent trespassing while the area . sallowed t., regenerate. The watch. men were paid 120 rupees a month '--m funds :ollected by the panchayat
from residents in the nine wards. Whn it was dis,coL.ered that the money
collected in this way did not always reach the watch et,responsibility wasdecentralized to the ward representatives who superi:'ed the collectionoi
contributions from local households and paid the w;, honen directly.

Shrestha says: "The forest continues to be protected! aid it is growing
luxuriantly The watchmen continue to be interested beca.. they think tha!
it is their own forest. In addition, their efforts are massive:, supplemented 

by those of the individual households themselves who, 1b.. use of their
emotional and material involvement in the maintenance of the ; ,:.st, do not 
stand for anybody trespassing on it.In one of its meetings last year [1979], the village assembly r( _ffirmed

its continued interest in protection of the forest, decided to incr ;e the

number of watchmen where necessary, and resolved to request the gc 
 -
ment to desist from putting a barbed wire fence around the fout-.suspecting that such an act on the part of the government might alier,.-

them from their right over it.' 


Shrestha's conclusions apply also to the Chautara case. 'This example
of forest development not only demonstrates that the villagers, given the 
I 

opportunity, have the capability to plan and implement their t,&'n deveop-
ment programs, mobilize their own resources, and manage the project o(nd

continuing basis, but also that the areas of development intervention by thegovernment have to be judiciously identified so thac they do not bring about 
any negative effects on local initiative' (Shrestha, 1980:90).
(anda g ei 

The Madan Pokhara illage panchayat has been cited as another suc-
cessful example of community-based forest management in the hills 0o
Nepal after national policy gave local people more responsibility for the
forest resources in their environment. Village leaders enforce rules for for-
est protection but also help meet iocal needs for wood by designating
several days each year when villagers can enter the forests to remove deadtrees. By not allowing free access, the felling of living trees can be con-
trolled. In addition, the panchayat supports planting of large numbersof 
private fodder trees and uccessfully lobbied for a rural electrification proj-ect to reduce the need for wood to provide interior lighting. Moreover.
households have stopped using open pit fires for cooking in favor of more
efficient mud ovens. 

Despite all of the positive achievements, a study of this panchayat by 
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Acharya (1984) showed that the resource management practices were partly
achieved at the expense of less well organized neighboring communities.
Since all the forests around Madan Pokhara are so well protected, its villag
ers frequently take wood from the forest of a village panchayat about one
half hour's walk away. This is not protected because the leadership of Bandi
Pokhara panchayat is weak. Also, more openly, Madan Pokhara villagers
have reduced their grazing demands on their forest area by arranging to 
graze approximately half their livestock in other communities where graz
ing regulations are relatively lax. 

LESSONS: Although local government can be an effective institution
for forest management, NRM activities by units of local administration may
be necessary to prevent well-organized villages from taking advantage ofvillages with weaker LID. Coppee (1980) reports asimilar case in Biharstate
of India where villagers' protection of their forests is facilitated by their col
lection of fuelwood from the forests of other villages, where the people arenut organized. This suggests the need to deal with forest management at the
locality or sub-district level, not just at village level. 

INDIA: Chipko Forest ProtectionMovement 

The hilly area in the state of Uttar Pradesh where Chipko got its start is
inhabited mostly by a so-called tribal population. The initial organization
was a labor cooperative, formed with the heip of an outside organizer, to get
income for males by taking road-building contracts. Earnings were invested 
in
setting up a wood products cooperative. But members found their supply
of trees threatened by timber merchants who received permits to cut the for
5t 'y distributing gratuities or who simply moved in ,ithout a permit.Whe members protested and threatened to block the saws and bull

dupers,covernment officials used a ruse to trick them out of the forest. Even 
S, crews that came surreptitiously to cut the trees were thwarted by 

-.ol.,;iage women, who had figured out the trick and fastened themselvesto the --- s ('Chipko' is a local word meaning 'clinging.') The struggle widened as the initiai leadership got other communities to join in the resistance,the government had to support them publicly. 

There are now Village Forest Councils covering a large area and undertaking significant planting activities in twenty-seven villages. When the
Councils first discussed this, the men spoke for fruit trees and the women for
fuel and fodder sources. The compromise was to plant both kinds of trees.The involvement of villagers in reforestation has given them legitimacy in 
the eyes of the wider community and they have set an example for local
level social forestry elsewhere. Unfortunately these membership organiza
tions have sometimes come in conflict with local government bodies. (Bhatt,
1980; Agrawal and Anand, 1982; Frtmann and Rocheleau, 1985:261-264;
Sharna et al., 1985).

LESSONS: Both the form canand objectives of local institutions
chang and evolve over time and with experience. The contribution of an
outside catalyst was important, though it was crunal that leadership of the 
organization pass into local hands. The legitimacy gained by Chipko from 
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reforestation acdvities has helped to "institutionalize" it by gaining nationalrecognitiun and Support. 

SOUTH KOREA: Village Forestn Associations 

The tradition of community-supervised common foresis goes back along time in Korean history. Private ownership of forested land was firstrecognized only in 1910, though village forests were not recognized until 
1951. In 1961 a system of four levels of forest was established (national,provincial, district or county, and village forests). Village Forestry Associa. 
tions responsible for the lowest level were managing moreacres by 1978. than 2 million 

The law required all land with more than a certain slope to be plantedwith trees. If any prix ate forest owner did not comply or did not manage hisland acceptably, the VFA could plant it or take it over (with the owner get-ting 10 percent of any subsequent sales of wood from his land). That thegovernment saw thi,;program as both important and sensitive is indicateJ
by the fact that the \VFAs were set up by the Home Ministry, and the arm
was mobilized at the time in case there was any opposition from disgruntl
local owners. VFAs manage both planting and caretaking, usually having
two teams, one for patrolling the forest and the other serving as a 
fire bn-gade. (Ahn, 1978; Eckholm, 1979; FAO, 1982).
LESSONS: The Village Forestry Associations might be considered an
arm of local administration, except that their heads are elected by a meeting
of all household heads in the viilage, and the forest management is under-taken within government guidelines for community benefit. In their formand operation they thus combine features of local administration and local 

membership organization. They build on local traditions of communit)

manag'ement 
of natural resources rather than impose a wholly new setnorms and practices. They reinforce asponsibility sense of village ownership and refor forest resources. Moreover, they mobilize a great deal flocal leadership in conjunction with the Saemaul Undong movement (de-scribed in Annex Seven). 

RiNGE MANAGEMENT 

KENYA: Turkana Indigenous Range Management Organizatiom 

The Turkana pastoralists in Kenya have a very loose tribal organizationLivestock movements are decided by the awi, which is a collection of farn-
lies and their livestock. This is unitthe basic of organization andmanagement, operating quite independently to take advantage of avalaberesources. There are loose informal organizations known as adekars, whichare groups of awis, but these are transient and cohere only on a seasonalbasis. Ihe adekar might look attractive as an indigenous institution to worlwith and through, because it operates on a larger scale than does the a"'.but it could not function in any decision-making or coordinating role. The 
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overarching tribal organization, which serves to resolve disputes not handied at lower levels, is not .a decision-making institution either. It does not 
have sufficient knowledge or standing to manage rangeland resourcesSandford, 1981). (D. 

LESSONS: The basic unit of range management is the family or group,which is small and only loosely knit with thers because of the need for mobility and flexibility. Some higher level institutional links can be useful but more in a negotiating or advisory role than an authoritative one. 

BOTSWANA: Range and Livestock Management Project 

This project was to develop socially acceptable and economically viablegroups of small stockholders that would utilize improved range and livestock techniques. The approach was to fence in large areas to be managed bythe groups along classic rotating three-paddock lines-'Teas ranches forgroups,' as they were informally referred to. Although thbc project was designed to be an experimental one to do research and establish what wouldwork, it changed course to concentrate on implementing a dozen suchranches. This target was subsequently reduced to three, and the project wastinally'phased out after having managed to get oniy one ranch, with fifteenmembers, off to a very shaky and problematic start (Odell and Odell, 1980).LESSONS: Importing organizational models from the West into pastoral environments is not likely to be successful. Group ranches in Kenya andTanzania have encountered similar difficulties (Hoben, 1976). Even when aprojct is designed for experimentation (recognizing that the knowledgebase for -actionis limited), there are great pressures to convert it into one forimplementation, seeking to -run' before government managers really know
how to 'walk.'
 

DiG
 

The Ministry of Agriculture at first built small catchment dams forherders' use without regard to how they would be managed or by whom.This was unsatisfactory so the government decided it would construct no 
more without first identifying a group 3f local residents who would accept this responsibility. Officials had to get a group to sign an agreement
in return for which it would be given a dam to manage according to rules
 
set by government.The traditional water use norms were such that the groups found it very
difficult to exclude anybody who wanted to use the water, especially since
the group had not invested any of its own resources in creating the water
 
source a
 

The government thought these groups were ineffective because they
did not meet regularly, did not collect the prescribed watering fee per ani-
Mal, and did no,regulate use of the dams year-round. Closer examinationestablisheJ, however, that the groups did function as actively as necessaryduring those months of the year when the dams were needed as water sources. At other times, people and animals were elsewhere, exploiting 
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ephemeral water sources or were back in the main villages during the dry 
season where deep wells gave them assured water. The small dams could 
not and should not have been expected to give year-round water supply. 

Moreover, the fee prescribed by the Ministry was greater than needed 
to maintain the dams, and collecting it would have created a fund that 
would itself have to be managed and would be open to disputes. It was sim. 
pler and sufficient if members gave labor or special contributions whenever 
these were needed to repair or upgrade the water facility (Roe and 
Fortmann, 1982). 

LESSONS: Government investments cannot override established 
norms and conventions at the local level, especially in an area as sensitive as 
water or grazing rights. It is not reasonable to expect that people will accept
and sustain prescribed patterns of behavior that are inconsistent with tech-
nical and ecological relationships. Nor should financial arrangements be 
prescribed without a proper investigation of the economics of the activity 
Creating cash funds is frequently a source of mistrust and conflict and 
should be avoided where other me:thods of resource mobii'ation are feasi-
ble. The capacity of rural people in Botswana to organize and manage local 
resources very informally and successfully is documented by Willett (1981) 

BURKINA FASO: West Volta Livestock Project 

Intended to establish group ranches, this project was hardly more suc-
cessful than the one reported above in Botswana. After two years, not one 
group ranch of the six envisioned had been created. The Fulani pastoralists 
did not trust the government's purpose since it was seen as representing the 
interests of sedentary agriculturalists. One problem was that the project ig-
nored the existing Cattle Owner's Union, made up of Fulani herders. Thisi5 
one of the few formal membership organizations we have found reported 
among pastoralists. It was bypassed in project planning with predictable 
and unfortunate results (Gooch, 1979). 

LESSONS- Again, where local organizations of users exist, they should 
be consulted and involved in project management. When there are conflict-
ing interests, as between herders and agriculturalists, these need to be sorted 
out. Organizational mechanisms should be established to enable project 
staff to work with pastoralists directly. A current USAID Range and Live-
stock Projeci in Niger is seeking to work more closely and collaborativei 
with pastoi-ists (Wall, 1983). 

BOLIVIA: Highland Community Range Management 

There is much erosion visible in the highlands of Bolivia, in part due to 
the soil tpe:', the topography, ard the rainfall, but also due to extensive 
livestock grazing. Though there are strong local traditions of communih 
problem soiving, it appears that indigenous institutions are failing in the 
resource mainagement responsibilities. 

On closer examination, it becomes clear that the erosion is not a threat 
to people's basic subsistence food system, and the animals grazed are th 
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major insurance for families during years of crop failure. During dry years, 
there is reason to keep animals on the ranges or pastures for a longer time, 
increasing the extent of overgrazing. However, it is not established that deg
radation is due to overgrazing. Most of the fields where animals graze 
longest are tho:ie which are fallow and due to be cultivated the next year. 
Grazing all the stubble off does no harm if the fields are to be planted to 
crops in a shor' while, and the additional manure from longer grazing im
provnes soil fertility (LeBaron et al., 1979). 

LESSONS: The specific physical, social and economic conditions of an 
environment need to be examined carefully before making a judgment 
about resource management or mismanagement. The existing strategy of re
source use is heavily influenced by the prevailing factors of risk. Without 
understanding risk, and the methods local institutions have devised to cope 
with it, there is little chance that NRM practices or institutions will be 
changed by outside intervention. 

WATERSHED MANAGEMENT AND SOIL CONSERVATION 

INDIA: Mahi-Suklisar Watershd Management Project 

In principle the watershed management projects set up in the state of 

Gujerat are quite participatory, aimed at achieving contour bunding, terrac

ing, and gully plugging in catchrnent areas. An initial economic survey by 
project personnel brought them in contact with farmers, and it was envi
sioned that the project's extension staff would work under the elected 
di ,tict panchayat. 

However, in practice the panchayats were not involved in the appraisal 
or approval stages of the project. The implementation team, which was to 
have included two progressive farmers, was never firmed, and execuion 
sork was entrusted solely to a soil conservation officer. Administrative 
blockages constrained the officer's interactions with (and support from) the 
government system, and his lack of linkages at the local level meant there 
-as limited communication and cooperation in support of the program. 
One cannot know how capable the panchayats would have been of taking 
more responsibility for planning and implementation because they were 
Pflcver given a definite role (Jayaraman, 1980). 

LESSONS: Fine-sounding provisions for working with and through 
local institutions put into project documents in the planning stage frequent-
IVget left out in the rush for implement-ation. While it may be thought that 
consultation and participation will slow down progress, in fact impediments 
,:thin the bureaucracy are at least as great, and inputs from local institu

tions may be one of the best ways of overcoming such barriers. 

IAAIcA: F,,to Meet ings-PindarsRiver Project 

This integrated rural development project serving small farmers in two 
highly erodable watersheds was intended to introduce soil conservation 
measures along with improved agricultural production. The project design 
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called for farmer participation through Development Committees but the 
were set up only after implementation had begun. Applications for, and ap-
provals of, the highly subsidized soil conservation treatments on steeF 
farmed hillsides were handled directly through the extension service (LA
with no role for the committees (MO). 

When farmers put in bench terraces as advised, the runoff from thet 
fields created even more of an erosion problem for their downhill neighbors 
who then had to do something or suffer the consequences. This was hardi 
conducive to farmer cooperation. Piecemeal efforts at soil conservation ur. 
derstandably produced little improvement. 

The program was made even more ineffective by trying to 'buy* co-
operation. Farmers who put in terraces only because of the subsidi. 
offered were not willing to maintain them without further payment br. 
cause there was no individual or collective commitment to the program 
Persons were mostly trying to get as much immediate income as tho 
could from the project. 

No significant r.'_was provided for local governments in the area Lr 
cause the project was planned for farms in the two watersheds, and LC 
boundaries did not correspond to these hydrological lines. Neighbors usx. 
to working together might find themselves separated by the project bounda 
ry, with one eligible for subsidlus and the other not. This sundering of sxi. 
and political connections among rural people came from a narrowly techu 
cal view of watershed management and soil conservation (Blustain, 1982).

LESSONS: It is not reasonable to e\pect membership organizationstc 
take root when they have no particular function. The Development Cm 
mi~tees were not involved in planning the project, and they did not appr 
acti ;ities (thougi they could propose things like improving roads or cappl., 
a spring). The technology being introduced wa-,"individualistic' in that!: 
did not require 'collective adoption' (West, 1983). It would have made sen,
for all the farmers on a hillside to plan soil conservation measures jionlf. 
through the committee. This would have given the LOs a real role, hut t1" 
project did not take this approach. 

KENYA: Machakos Integrated Development Project 

This project with eleven components covered an area of 14,000 squart 
kilometers of semi-arid area. Soil conservatien measures focusing C: 
subcatchment areas averaging seven square kilometeis were a major par 
of the project. Plans were formulated by project staff and presented , 
farmers who were asked to contribute to implementation through im 
proved practices on their individual farms and through collective actinlr 
their local area. Activities included terracing, digging cut-011t 
afforestation and pasture rehabilitation. 

it was found that farmers' receptivity to soil conservation measures is" 
closely related to how well households succeeded in crop productio,' 
Hence, soil conservation efforts should have been closely coordinated %v-tl, 
attempts to increase production. Although project documents called ford& 
centralized decision making (decentralized to the district level), nurmerot 
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implementation problems arose due to delays in taking action in the district 
offices. Delays in payment to laborers, in procurement of handtools, and the 
lack of promised counterpart personnel contributed to reduced effective
ness in the soil conservation program. Moreover, most farmers did not see 
themselves as being involved in a collaborative effort (Meyers 1981). 

LESSONS: Decentralization efforts that moved the center of decision 
making from Nairobi to the district level did not accomplish day-to-day co
ordination of soil conservation and crop production activities. This 
represented a necessary step toward deconcentration (7.5.3) but there was 
,till no devolution to local institutions. To achieve eff,_ctive coordination, ef

fective institutions at the locality, community, and group levels were needed 
since as Meyers says, at these levels 'it is much easier to grasp and act upon 
concrete possibilities.' 



ANNEX THREE 

Rural Infrastructure 

ROADS AND BRIDGES 

COLOMBIA: Pick and Shovel Road Project 

The Small Farmer Market Access Project, more commonly known 3s 
Pico y Pala (Pick and Shovel) signifying its labor-intensive construction
methods, began in 1970. It undertook to build more than fifty all-weather 
unpaved mountain roads averaging five miles in length. Most of the workwas done by small farmers and landless rural laborers under the direction of 
a Colombian government agency, Caminos Vecinales (CV), a semi-
autonomous agency under the Ministry of Public Works. 

An evaluation in 1979 found that there were already tangible ecoiomicimprovements as transportation costs had been dramatically reduced resut-ing in better prices for agricultural produce, more varied products, andimproved farming practices. There were also improvements in access t 
health services. Unfortunately the agricultural extension system (LA) hadnot been strengthened at the time of evaluation to support and accelerateteste nge n 


Applications 
 for roads were received from informal village organiza-tions, Juntas de Accidn Corunal,which also organized the constructnwork. However, maintenance was lagging behind because the resourcesi -loae towever, instatenascit hiway darten t aintbeanehebudgetce
meager. The evaluation report states:located to it in the state's highway department maintenance budget were 

We were told by CV personnel that the communities that participated in the buildingofthe Pico y Pala roads will maintain them to the best of their abilities. The team did, in 

fact, obs-rve several instances of campesinos working without pay (at the request f 
their leaders) to clear landslides, and we accept the fact that campesinos can and willclear their roads whenever possible. The system breaks down, however, when the ha-ture and extent of the damage exceeds the campesinos' physical resources. 
In practice, communities have in such cases sought and obtained help wherever they
could get it-from CV, the state and national highway departments, and from the Federation of Coffee Growers. Such assistance is, however, ad hoc; no reliable mechanism 
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-xst!through which major maintenance can be undertaken. The problem of preven
me maintenance also persis On only one of the roads visited had farmers kept the 
dteaiage ditches clear of growth and debris. [Elsewhere] it is only a matter of time beforee water rediscovers that the shortest way downhill is across the road surface (van 
Raal:e et al., 1979:12). 

LESSONS: The potential for activating such local organization is sub
stantial in this kind of project where thern is a great need and demand for 
transportation facilities. The project itself has serious limitations for lack oflocal institutional development provision, however. Responsibility for 
major maintenance was not established; the national government had not 
allocated adequate funds; and no mechanisms for communities to raise 
funds had been established. No institutionalized linkages had been devel
oped between communities and the Ministry of Public Works to get 
assistance to deal with major landslides. 

The project was scheduled to end in 1981 in spite of impressive accom
plishments, because CV had failed to build support for its work among 
higher Colombian officials. Since the program was very popular in the com
munities it served, various local organizations could have provided a better 
base of support for the program's continuation if more local institutional de
velopment had occurred since such institutions can mobilize and direct 

political support as well as manage construction and maintenance activities. 

SEPAL: Baglung District Bridge Program 

In the mountainous Baglung district of Nepal, where most paths be
tween villages are made difficult by steep ravines and by rivers that become 
dangerous during the rainy season, one of the leaders in the district
panchayat got the idea for a self-help bridge program. All villages were in
vited to submit requests through their local panchayat for assistance to buildneeded bridges. Whether their request would receive priority depended ont.s justification in terms of travel time saved, increased safety, and promises

of local labor and materials to carry out the project.The district panchayat sponsored the program and gave some modestfunding. The central government's Local Development Department con
nbuted steel cables, which would make the bridges stronger and morepermanent and which are difficult to obtain in the remote communities inthe hills. Villages had to mobilize labor to carry the cables many miles fromthe nearest road to the building site. The project relied on local technologyand materials. Masons weretional rockwork instead of using cement, which is costly and difficult to 

tonaltransport.r Blacksmiths madeoconnectingeme rods in their own forges, and villag

enlisted to build the bridgeheads with tradi
lckor isead ing nthi is costly and filta 

enrsprovidec unpaid labor for gathering rock, cutting boards, and putting up
the bridge

All work was done under the direction of bridge construction committees set up under the aegis of their respective Village Panchayats (LG).
Within fou r years, sixty-two bridges had been built, some as long as 300 feet 

rfI length They were put up in much less time than it would have taken the 
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government to build them, and their cost was as little as one-quarter what it 
would have cost the government (Pradhan, 1980). 

LESSONS: The combination observed here of a membership organiza. 
tion working in conjunction with the local government has been effectivein 
a number of other successful programs also. Reliance on local technolog
and materials was crucial for the communities' being able to take responsi.
bility for planning and construction. The amount of outside assistance was 
limited, but was of critical importance because the strength of the cable was 
an incentive for local efforts to put up a permanent bridge. Because the 
amount of actual cash handled was small, there were fewer opportunitie 
for corruption and disaffection with the program, on that basis. 

MEXICO: PID-R Rural Roads Pro'ranz 

Mexico's huge Integrated Rural Development Program known as 
PIDER found in its first evaluation that its most successful component was 
the building of rural roads with community organization and participation 
This increased the road network in the project area from 25,000 to 100,000 
kilometers in six years. 

A special office within the Ministry of Works, a Directorate of Labor-
Intensive Roads (Direc,-ih ,te Caminos de Mano de Obra, DCMO), wa, 
assigned responsibility for construction. Since it had little heavy road-
building equipment to work with, meeting construction targets was 
dependent on labor contributions from communities. These were represent. 
ed by Road Committees, which would not agree to provide labor unless the% 
were satisfied that the proposed road would be worth their effort. 

According to a World Bank report, 'The success of the local level com-
mittees for the labor-intensive rural road construction program suggests 
that an organizational structure at the local level can be established and can 
facilitate the execution and operation of the program' (Cernea, 1979:70)
Duing a five-year period, the 64,000 kilometers of road built amounted to 
35 percent of the total length of the road network in Mexico and served a 
population of 6 million (Edmonds, 1980:129). 

LESSONS: The fact that the government agency was dependent on 
rural communities for achieving its bureaucratic goals meant that it had tL 
work in a cooperative, nonauthoritaian manner. The communities re, 
sponded positively through their local organizations to support the program
of rural road building when given a voice in determining what would be 
built, where, when, and how. Linkage between the local unit of administra-
tion (LA) and membership organizations proved mutually beneficial. 

RURAL ELECTRIFICATION 

INDIA: Rajasthan DecentralizationExperiment 

Given existing budget constraints, only about 2 percent of Rajasthan's
villages could be hooked up in any one year to the state electricity board' 
grid. Prior to 1969 all decisions about which villages would be connece 
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were made by board personnel. The criteria were to be (a) potential for in
creased production indicated by the presence of groundwater that could be 
pumped for irrigating agriculture, and (b) investment efficiency, estimated 
by a village's proximity to the grid, so that the cost ot connecting a village 
would be minimized. 

Hadden (1974) found that when village and district panchayats were 
involved in determining which communities best met these criteria, the pro
ductivity and efficiency standards were met more often than when 
decisions were made bureaucratically by the board. Admi, istrative decision 
processes had been less open to public scrutiny and thus were more vulnera
ble to unwarranted political intervention. When all applicants for 
connections were listed publicly and assessed in public LG discussions,there was better adherence to objective criteria. 

LESSONS: Contrary to common thinking, political interference and 
corruption may be less when responsibility is devolved to lower levels of de
cision making. Resources can be used more productively and efficiently in a 
decentralized system when people with knowledge of the real conditions on 
the ground are able to contribute this to decision processes, to which they
have access in a decentralized mode. Such decentralization need not occur 
"without strings.' Because of policy concerns, the government can set crite
na tube followed, in this case for awarding connections. The locality should 
often be able to apply them better than higher level bureaucrats. 

BOLIVA: Rural Electrification 

Under a $29.5 million project initiated in 1973 and financed primarily 
by USAID, seven rural electrical systems were con'structed in six of Bolivia's 
nine departments (states). The national parastatal corporation was to gener
ate electricity, which would be distributed through separate grids operated 
in each department. Five of the new rural systems were connected up to ex
bting municipal syatems in departmental capitals; the other two were laid 
out to be exclusively rural. 

Providing light tu poor households was the primary objective of the 
program. Project designers also hoped that provision of electricity oit a 
twenty-four-hour basis would stimulate small rural nonagricultural produc
ers to expand. This hope generally was not realized because use of electric 
power for productive activities seldom proved to be profitable. Moreover, 
where such opportunities did exist, the project did nothing to foster forward 
or backward linkages. Construction of smaller, dispersed generating plants
under local control was precluded by the designers' assumption that 
twenty-four-hour service was to be provided.

The designs of the central systems themselves were sub-optimal be
cause this phase was handled by foreign consultants who had a construction 
onentation and were little concerned with how the system would be operat
cd. The municipal organizations to be responsible for distribution had no 
input into the design. Many potential hookups were overlooked in the de
sign as the planners worked with outdated information. Overdesign of the 
system using U.S. design standards and faulty assumptions about use by 
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producers, the extent of nucleation in settlement patterns, and the level of 
household consumption led to overcapacity, high per unit costs, and subse 
quent difficulty in operating the system. 

LESSONS: An evaluation by Tendler (1980) concluded that the institu-
tional arrangement (perhaps intentionally) had some redistributive effects, 
By serving both urban and rural consumers and charging both the samr 
rates (even though the unit cost of supplying electricity to the latter wa 
three to four times greater than in market towns), the systems made power 
more accessible to poorer areas. For both technical and financial reasons, 
utility companies generally attempt to connect as many households as pos-
sible within reach of their distribution lines. If poor and better-ofi 
households are interspersed, as in the case of Bolivian villages, econormc 
and distributional objectives coincide. 

Project designers, however, by and large failed to take advantage ofthu 
redistributive potential because they were insensitive to institutional con-
siderations. Failure to link design and construction to operation and 
maintenance undermined the viabilit of the utility cornmpanics. Since pro-
ect design was determined by design engineers, rather than by those 
responsible for operation and financial performance, technical specifica-
tions were established without regard to their impact on operating cots 
after construction. 

The design consuitants also overlooked possibilities for fostenng for-
ward linkages by working with or promoting organizations that could 
contribute to the secondary but importart objective of increasing econmic 
activity through electrification. Small farmer groups in the Cochabamba 
area, as Tendler notes, 'had been quite capable of forming informal organ-
zations for obtaining arid managing pump-irrigation systems, and ii 
contributing financially to the undertaking' (1980:26-27). If such organiza-
tions had been formed (which Tendler says are -compatible with tradition 
of intercommunity cooperation among Bolivian peasants'), the objective t~promoting productive use of electricity could have been furthered. 

ECUADOR: Rural Electrification 

Between 1964 and 1976 two cooperatives and six private compane-
operating on a regional basis were assisted under three USAID loans to-

taling $5.6 million. Although USAID initially emphasized the coopera-
tive model of organization, it gave responsibility for establishinz 
cooperatives to the National Electricity Institute (INECEL), an agencyop 
posed to cooperativization. 

One of the cooperatives was dissolved after its distribution system 
connected to that of a major city, Guayaquil. The remaining co-op survie: 
because it was in a frontier area and had been formed by local businessme . 
and agricultural colonists during the early 1960s when INECEL was a fled4 
ling organization. It retained the support of local commercial, industrial, anagricultural interests though only a small minority of members attend annu 

al cooperative meetings. 
In contrast to the Bolivian systems discussed above, which emphasize, 

rural electrification as such, the programs in Ecuador were designed to serve 
primarily the market towns. Electrification made major contributions to the 
development of agro-centers. Although the projects were not aimed at ben
efiting the poor. increased access to employment, income, agro-processing 
facilities, and some tocial services produced definite benefits. Furthermore, 
rate structures and sircharges on industrial users provided modest income 
transfers from urban to rural areas (Kessler et al., 1981).' 

LESSONS: Under favorable conditions, private enterprises car' tak, 
root and provide a spread of benefits as seen from the growth of productive 
activity in the market towns once electricity was available. The institutional 
channel for distributing electricity could be either private or cooperative, as 
there was no evidence that either was more effective than the other. 

When it comes to promoting cooperative forms of local institutional 
development through a national agency, its orientation is understandably 
crucial. It can discourage, and lead to the demise of, co-ops by its actions or 
indifference- though we also see in this case that where a cooperative has 
a strong local base of support, it may be able to resist even bureaucratic op
position. Several of the private companies had been conceived as 
ctUpera.ives but were implemented as private enterprises to avoid prob
irns with INECEL. 

DOMESTIC WATER ,PPLY 

tAL'q1VI: Community Self-Hclp Water Program 

This impressive rural infrastructure program is one which has in ten 
years' time laid 900 miles of piping to serve 2,000 village taps and over 
50t,000 persons in rural areas at a cost of about $4 per person. The program 
was evolved in a 'learning process' mode (Korten, 1980) under the auspices 

Department of Community Development and is now being further
expanded with donor assistance.'Malawi ha springs and streams in the hills which can feed gravity-flow
; ater systems in the plains. The Department devised a method of approach-

BeteeCotunitis through their traditional chiefs and elders to propose 
Cooperation. The message conveyed is essentially as follows: 

Tis to e ''ur project, not the government's. If vou want to have better water, the 
government is prepared to work with you to get it But the responsibility is yours, to 
manage as '%ell as to build.' (l.iebenow, 1982) 

The government offers to supply pipes, materials and training if the people 
illprvide labor to dig trenches and lay the pipe. They should also select 

'wal 
someone from their community to be trained as a para-technician, to 

'Itshould be stated that the extent of benefits depended heavily on a huge subsidization by 
'h'c govemment (approximately two-thirds) of the price of diesel used to generate electricity. 
Th, Was possible because the government was itself producing and exporting petroleum. TheTaiOurces forgone through this policv might have been used more productively. Arguments to 
iO.fy the subsidy in the name of helping the poor are weakened by the fact that the poor were 

" the pnncipal' b'.neficiaries of the subsidy. 
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Malawi: Community Self-Help Water Program 

supervise the work and to oversee maintenance of standpipes and waterlines afterwards. 
A Main Committee is formed fo: each service area (usually a locality),

supported by Section Committees established in each village within thearea, to organize the -elf-heip labor, to arrange work schedules and allo-cate work among the villages. Branch line systems operate from "ach 
storage tank along the main line, with each branch line committee respon.sible for maintenance of its own branch. This complex structure work: 

quite well in a decentalizd manner Lnder the suoervision of what is noA
the Ministry of Community Developmenl (Robertson, 1978; Glennie.1979; Iiebeno%,, 1982) 

"The pivot of the Malawian program is the District Development Corn-
mittee. This is an administrative and political body chaired by the district
commissioner ind includes the district's members of parliament, the chair. 
persons of the ruling Malawi Congress Party, League of Malawi Womenand League of Malawvi Youth, the district medical officer and other technical
personnel' (Chauhan, 1983). All r.'quests for a piped water scheme proceed
thrughthi comitee.LESSONS:
through this committeu, 


LESSONS: This program is similar in 
 many respects to the Baglun

bridge program in Nepal though it is instigated by the government rather

than from the locality. Its committees have become institutionalized as was 

not achieved in Baglung. The philosophy of self-help in both is simi!ar anJ 

the reliance on local managerial talents 
has produced impressive result5The recruitment, training, and use of paraprofessional technicians b 

one of the most important parts of this scheme, as these roles give the com-
munity an opportunity for management, not ;List participation. Williamson
(1983) makes this distinction with regard to com-munity water supply eff0.m(198) mkesthi disincionwitreard o cmmuitywate suplyeffrtsin Nepal very similar to these in Malawi. Another important element ap-
pears to be that following construction work each day, the water is allowed 

to run through the recently installed sections of pipe so that some immediatrbenefits are visible. 

Working through traditional leaders is fairly unusual but clearly effec-
tive. Chiefs and elders in other countries may be less respected and thlus ln,
able to provide leadership or at leas-t legitimation than in Malawi. In am 
case, the potential for such a constructive role should be explored,

The -reticulated' structure of local organizations, paralleling the struc-ture of the water distribution system, provides a matrix for dcentralizinz 
responsibility downward and for aggregating labor and other resource inpu,upward. If sections fail to mobilize the resources necessary for construction ormaintenance, they are the ones who suffer the consequences. 

TUNISIA: Rural Water Supply Project 

Awater supply project supported b,,, JSAID introduced motoriI 

Rural Infrastructure 

pumps that required fuel, which the government was not prepared to pror ide on a permanent basis. The project had provided for 'guardians," local 
persons hired to look after the wells, but the), had not been authorized to 
collect user fees. 

At three of the five project sites, users tock collective action to establishing for those households too poor to pay. In onefees assessed on a household basis, ranging from $1.25 per month to nothcommunity a localorganization
hs grew out of its quarterly clan meetings and provided basic 

n o oshls o ort a.I n cmuiyaloltypes of assessment, collection, and accounting of water use fees. In 
Kairouan, the driest area, users were the most ready to assure that their criti
cal water supply continued to function b, levying a fee on themselves tocover costs of fuel supply and maintenance. 

At two sites, guardians were resented because they imposed a fee sys
tern without community agreement. In one instance, the community forced
the guardian's removal. Whether these two communities, having gotten offto a bad start due to the matter of fee imposition, would follow the good example of the other three was not known at the time of evaluation (Bigelow
and Chiles, 1980).The prospects for community members to organize theisel-es for achieving important objectives like water supply are not hindered
by low material well-being or little formal education. Relying on the com
munities' own methods of organization and decision making is important,
however, as imposition from outside can deflect community energies from 
constructive efforts. 

INDIA: Banki Water Supply Program 
One of the best documented cases of LID for water supply with result

dcet cases i wae i0hPlnig fo r suppl resultThe Planning, Research 
eerhad cinIsiueo Lucknow began in 1962 toing improvements in health conditions is from Uttar Pradesh state in India.and Action Institute ofLucknowtbegan.inr1962etowork with the heads of seven village panchayats (LG) in Banki locality to de

velop a piped water supply, which the people would own and manage to 
mprove health conditions. 

There was initial resistance to changing water habits but this was overcome through house-to-house visits to identify health problems that could
be resolved by having cleaner water, and through 'evening sittings' where
mISconceptions about costs and water quality as well as health benefits
could be discussed and dealt with in small public gatherings.

A Waterworks Executive Committee was set up in consultation with theevolvec into apanchavats, consisting of one member from each village. This committeebody recognized by the government, appointed by the peopie, with full responsibility for the operation of the system.

By 1973, 40 percent of the 836 families had piped water and the rest ob

tained water from fo:'ty-twe public standpipes. Dramatic health improve
ments were documented, with diarrheal 
 diseases greatly reduced andcholera eliminated in the population. Through user fees, the system became 
se-dsufficient and the outside actors withdrew (Misra, 1975)L

LESSONS: As noted above, the combination of LG and LO seems quite 
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advantageous for such undertakings. The program proceeded through per-suasion rather than trying to impose new activities through stategovernment or local government authority. The principle of self-financingof the scheme's operation 
capital funding 

was made clear from the start though some initialwas secured from UNICEF and WHO. Outside resourceswere provided in a way that did not create a 'dependency' complex, 

COMMUNITy SERVICES 

EGYPT: Basic Village'Serzics Project 

This massive project has funded more than $200 million worth of con-struction of roads, water supply, sewerage, and other facilities thrughlocal councils. At the project's outset there was great diversity in the cipability of local councils with which the project was to work. Nonethelessboth the government and USAID were anxious to expedite the work sothat villages would receive the anticipated effects on income and employ-ment as soon as possible. The project has contradicted the conventional 
view that undertaking such expenditures in a highly decentralized way

must slow progress in construction.
The rate of work and disbursement of funds through local councils hiubeen more than satisfactory. Local councils have generally been ab!e tos- tlect, plan, and carry out rural infrastructure activities in a timely manneronce loans were available and the government adopted procedures that re-duced the immensely complicated bureaucratic requirements previouslyinhibiting local councils (Mayfield, 1985). A recent evaluation that exam-
ined a substantial number of the 869 participating localities found that withfew exceptions, local personnel are sufficiently competent to design and
construct the types of sub-projects funded under tile project (Chetwyn4 and
Samaan, 1984). 
 tmethodologies 

LESSONS: A system of support for local in,titutions can add up to avery large program if the volume of small actiis 
 is grat, as i this project 

The project has made a major investment of training to upgrade the man-agement capability of local councils, directly training 5,000 Egyptian projectmanagers and 20,000 persons indirectly. This has contributed to project per-
formance (Odell, 1982, and personal communication). The project has been
supported by a relatively small but active nation institution, the Organiza-tion for Reconstruction of Egyptian Villages (ORDEV), with only 260 
employees. It operates in a manner more supportive of local councils thanwould be found with most other national agencies. This has also been an im
portant factor. 
PAKISTAN: Orangi Pilot Project 

Orangi is a squatter town outside Karachi with a population approach-ing one million. While not exactly 'rural,' the LID implications of this pilotproject deserve , onsideration. The project is directed by Akhter Hameed 
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Khan who pioneered LID work while director of the Academy for Rural De
velopment at Comilla in Bangladesh (then East Pakistan). Khan first visitedOrangi in 1980, and after a month of observation and discussion launchedthe pilot project in collaboration with the All-Orangi United Federation(OUF), a collection of more than thirty membership organizations in thisslum area with nearly a decade of experience. 

The Orangi Pilot Project (OPP) hired three 'social organizers'full time with community groups and shared to work 
an office with the OUF tostrengthen collaboration. Efforts made to support OUF over the first half

year included assistance with gaining legal recognition, starting a newsletter, and organizing various social events. During this time OUF lobbyingefforts with government agencies to improve physical conditions graduallyturned toward more direct actiin.At first the neighborhood ('toihalla) was the unit of organization but thiswas replaced by the lane (tanzeem), which grouped twenty to thirty household, into a more solid social unit. These groups, brought together by theorganizers, were asked to cooperate with OPP engineers in devising appropnate waste disposal systems, which had earlier been found to be of greatinterest to residents. 

After considerable experimentation and a number of technical failures,appropriate designs and materials were agreed upon that allowed installalion of sewerage systems at a low enough cost for the slum residents tofinance the improvements themselves by providing labor and about $25 perhousehold. Experiments to provide drinking water proved less amenable totechnical-organizational breakthroughs. A wide variety of other activities,outside the infrastructure area, were also undertaken with different degrees
of success.


LESSONS: The experimental approach 
 taken by the OPP underDr. Khan's leadership produced some very promising socio-technicalfor providing low-cost, maintainable sanitation infrastructure. His quarterly reports show a continually self-criticalapproach inductiveto developing local institutional capacity which is essential forachieving this goal and which is regarded as ultimately
 
than improved sanitation per se (Khan, 1983).
The use of 'social organizers' 
 for forming local organizations was an
important part of the strategy for local institutional development. Such use
of "catalyst' is being increasingly recognized as 
a valuable component ofLID strategy in other kinds of rural development work as discussed in Sec

tion 7.3.2.
 

INDONESIA: Village Subsidy Program
This broad national program was institu ted in 1969 to create rural infra

structure through
subsidies 

block grants to local governments. Beginning with-f $250 for each project, the amount was raised to $750 by 1975.Funds have been used to purchase construction materials for irrigation facilities, roads, markets, etc. might be expectedAs with a program of this 
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magnitude, there have been many shortcomings in the program's admini.tration but it provided considerable infrastructure(Patten, Dapice, and at relatively low costFalcon, 1973; de Wit, 1973).
One detailed case study of developing irrigation infrastructure throughthis program (Hafid and Hayami, 1976) found it to be quite cost-efecivewhere there was good local leadership. In some of the cases analvzed, activi.ties were organi/ed by the lurah (village huadman), whereas in others,responsibilities were devolved to unofficial community organizations, oper.ating much like the bridge committees in the Nepal case above,Although the program intended to mobilize village labor during pen-ods of reduLed agricultural demand, government budget allocations did not

alwa;,s reach the vilages in a timely manner tlwstr cht h lages m :reby,slowingIrintmel hlIr t, s ng or halting con-struction plans. For instance, funding for work schleduled in the first quarterof the y'ear when much village labor is otherwise unemployed often did notarrive until the second, third, or fourth quarter, and in some cases not untilthe followving year (Prabowo, 1973).
LESSONS: The program did not have a strategy or even an objective ofstrengthening local institutional capacities to hndle the subsidies most effi-ciently. Quality of o:tput dep, !'d-,very much on the talent and commitmentof the lurah and on th, lead,'rship of the bu;'ati(head of the district adminis-tration), as documented by Hafid and IlaVami (1976).The selection of activities has iot alvays b en democratic,so the more
advantaged minority tends to,get its preferred projects such as roads built 

more often than does the poorer majority, wnich usuallirrigation and drainage to provide n~ore favors improvingproduction and employment.(This is similar to the results of a survey in rural Nepal reported in footnote18 of Chapter Three.) The program seems to engender more enthusias:cparticipation from villagers when sub-projects that generate employmentare undertaken (personal communication from Don Emmerson, based onfield observations). 

Th,_ funds expended would have had a more lasting effect if there had
been an 
explicit LID strategy, including training (as in the Egyptian
project described above) and if there had been 

BVS 

a more concerted effort to
strengthen networks of local institutions that can complement the existing
local government (the lurah and other local 
officials). 

OMAN: Community Development Centers 

Until 1970 the Sultanate of Oman was almost completely outside therealm of deliberate development activities. One of the first major development programs begun in 1976 with UN assistance was to establishcommunity centers for the isolated and often nomadic population. At thedistrict (oilait or governorate) level, Local Community DevelopmentCommittees (LCDCs) have been set up with the wali(governor) as head aidwith representatives of several ministries participating. Having villagesheikhs and rashieds (headmen) as members at this level does not providemuch participation, but there is some linkage.More important are the Village Community Development Committees 

Rurl In/rastructure 

(VCDCs), made up of rashieds and other community leaders. These are responsible for activities at the community or locality level, depending on thesize and dispersion of population. As of 1985 the progTam reached 142 villages and fifty-four settlements, with a population of about 42,000 persons.The VCDCs dIiscuss possible projects with government staff (LA) and whenagreement is reached, responsibility is given to small committees of interested villagers (similar to the institutional arrangements for bridge constructionin
Nepal, reported previously). The facilities constructed include repair andmaintenance of canals, digging and deepening of wells, construction of vilage meeting halls, Koranic schools, village and feeder roads, public bathsand latrines, and women's centers.The 261 projects completed so far have had a %
monetai-V cost of over$12 million, almost half of which has been contributed by the rural communities. In addition they have provided labor and locals nateri-ils. Incase, funds are raised to buy special items like rugs or air conditioners for community centers as a mark of local pride. Monitoring Cor mitteesof local leaders are maintained to follov. up community proposals and requests. Though Oman has considerable oil revenue, this approach isapproved by the government because the arrangement strikes a balancebetveen cmmunity resource contributions and those from outside agenciesanA the government.
LCSSONS: According to a report on the program prepared for a U.N.Inter Regional Workshop on Community-Based Approaches to Rural De

velopment in Geneva, December 1985,'it has been found that "projectsimplemented by self-help efforts with the assistance of the governmentcost!es, save time, and avoid complicated bureaucratic procedures, besides itsbenefits in building community will, skills, and self-confidence in undertaking developmental ictivities. Moreover, it increases service utilization andsupport. It is quite evident in the villages where the commt.nity helped contruct latrines, public baths, water systems. garbage disposal areas, andrtpair of irrigation canals that they have adopted the improvements intotheir daily life.' This contribution of LID for rural infrastructure to greaterutilization and adoption is often overlooked in agencies' preoccupation withmagnitudes of construction -which are impressive in this Oman case butmore significant because of the subsequent impact on people's lives. 
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ANNEX FOUR 

Primary Health Care 
BRAZIL: Project Esperanga 

This primary health care program evolved from a curative programsupported by a missionary organization with limited participation by bene-ficiaries into a regional program stressing community-based health. Thetransition occurred with assistance from private foundation funding. Theparticipating areas have a population of over 30,000, served by seventeenrural health posts and a training center-clinic complex with administrativeoffices in the city of Santarem. The complex has forty employees who pro-vide technical services and support to seventeen licensed rural health aidesand fifty-six rural health promoters.
Exper.ence with full-time health aides suggests that older, functionallyliterate wcmen seem to do better with maternal and child health and com-
munity organization work. In contrast, the more numerous volunteer hedlth
promoters, who vork fewer hours, include farmers, fishermen, curanderes
(indigenous healers) and traditional birth attendants. Incentives include a
painted signpost in front of the promoter's house and free transportation,
room and board for training. In addition to training aides and promoters, the
clinic complex in Santarem reinforces their position by treatin any patientsreferred by them before treating nonemergency cases that have bypassedthe rural health posts. Two U.S. surgical teams still visit annually but onlyperform types of surgery not available in Santarem. 
Esperanqa provides unusuai support to the community health commit-tees with special training in management and organizational tasks. Somecommittees are composed of representatives of existing local institutions,though this is not always the case. Federal and state government healthagencies provide vaccines and medicines for the rural health posts, whilelocal governmcnts pay the salaries of eleven health -tides (Favin, 1982).LESSONS: Primary health care programs ne' a vital network of localinstitutions collaborating on several fronts. Stiag vertical and horizor.tallinkages have enabled the rural health aides and promoters to increase their j 

level of activity over time. This has been facilitated by having strong community health committees, not just health workers. Furthermore, by
enlisting a substantial number of volunteer health promoters, Esperan:a hasincreased its base of support and access among project beneficiaries. 

BURMA: Community Health Care Program 

This program relies on volunteers who serve as community healthworkers (CHWs) and auxiliary midwives (AMWs). Nationally, health services are available from division and state hospitals, township hospitals at 
district level, rural health centers at sub-district level, and sub-centers at locality level, in ascending administrative order. There is about one sub-centerfor every twelve villages. At the community level, the CHWs and AMWsoperate under the local government body, the Village People's Council,which serves as their institutional base. There were nearly 30,000 volunteer
workers by the program's fourth year of service.Villagers have contributed their labor to help build the health centers 
and sub-centers. However, most sub-district health centers are fully staffedonlythr-e days per week, with staff devoting Thursday through Saturday tofield travel to supervise CHWs and AMWs at the sub-centers while concurrently conducting mobile clinics. Locality sub-centers are visited by healthcenter staff at least two or three times per month. Standard protocol for eachvisit entails meeting with a member of the local government.

Community health workers are chosen by LG and the fact that they arenot paid tends to militate against selection of health workers as a 'politicalprize.' Tasks include distribution of drugs, encouraging people to constructlatrines, taking malaria blood slides and assisting school health programs.CHWs work approximately two hours per day with no precise routine; however, the curative role clearly occupies the bulk of their time. Auxiliary
midwives deliver two to three babies per month, often in conjunction with
traditional birth attendants. Since the AMW does not interfere with the traditional birth attendants' income, friction is generally avoided.Afthough CHIs receive a kit containing eleven types of drugs following their training, this supply is not replenished by the national government.Instead, each o government must devise its own system of raising fundsfor this. There is a considerable variety of systems that have emerged including fixed or variable payment for services, voluntary donation for services,fixed or variable household levy, donation by wealthy people only, periodicdonation campaigns, etc. These efforts seem to be quite successful. Unfortunately shortages at the national level have at times caused delays even whenlocal funds are available for purchasing drugs (Chauls, 1983).
LESSONS: Though it is not possible to list all of the reasons for the highlevel of activity generated, one important reason appears to be that villagersccnsider CHWs to be part of their' local government 7ather than an arm ofthe govenment health system (LA). As seen from the frequency of supervisory visi~s each month, LA does play an active and critical role, however.While there are cultural, political, and religious bases for volunteerism in 
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Burma, the devolution of responsibility for health beyond the Health De-
partment to the communities, especially in regard to financing, appears tohave contributed to the program's vibrancy. 

CAMEROON: Village Health Committees 

In 1972 the Univernity of Pittsburgh medical school began a demon. 
stration project in the Department of Mefou to promote self-reliant 
health care practices with a special emphasis on preventive measures. Toachieve this, auxiliary nurses already i!i government employment wereselected by the Department physician for training as visiting healthworkers to assist village health committeLs that were set up in four pilot
villages. The committee membeship consisted of acknowledged localleaders. The VHCs functioned in a formal manner, probably not consis-tent with community practices. .working 

Two years after the project ended in 1976, a survey found little or nochange in health status, despite construction of a number of latrines, pro-tected springs, and garbage pits by the communities. At best, one-third ofthe health committees continued functioning, and the impact of the VHWs 
was accordingly limited (Isely, 1979). 

LESSONS: One conclusion reached was that the VHWs had taken avery mechanistic approach to the formation of the committees. They were 
satisfied with the formal existence of VHCs as having met their 'targets.'Also, the committees were probably less effective because they were coin-posed of existing leaders, without establishing who had the most interest in
improving community health and who had the most support of villagers.


One VHC had remained active. It had previous experience with corn-

munity projects affiliated with a 
 church group, suggesting that it 'ad a
reservoir of collective action capacity to draw on. More thought should havebeen given in project design to the process of setting up and sustaining a
membership organization relying on volunteerism. Four years is probablytoo short a time to expect a high degree of institutionalization and represents
too little investment to have a significant impact on health status, 

GHANA: Association of GhanaianPsychic and TraditionalHealers 

Indigenous health practitioners have organized themselves into a na-tiona! organization, which has formal membership requirements and fees
To become members, practit~oners have to be licensed by the District Coun-
cil (local government) where they practice. 

A project to improve village heaith in Techiman District initially trained
and relied on newly recruited village health workers and traditional birth t-tendants. This proved rather unsuccessful because of lack of community
support. (Communities were expected to pay VHWs' salaries but did not al-
ways do so.) 

Then in 1979 it was decided to involve herbalists and other traditionalhealers. A training program was provided for them by staff from a private
rural hospital. The Ministry of Health, which had had extensive informal 
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consultation with healers through their organization before the course start
ed, helped by encouraging attendance.Pre-training interviews with the forty-five prospective participantsguaranteed that information about existing techniques and beliefs was 
taken into account in the course. Classes were held in the homes of healers 
wit6 each participant paying a small fee to cover the costs of material received. Feedback from the trainees was actively sought from them in their
homes on aweekly basis. All discussions and printed materials were in the 
vernacular language. 

The main focus of training and substquent activity included environmental health, preventive and promotive health, family planning, andhome remedies. Established remuneration practices preserved andwere 

sufficient (Warren et al., 1981).


LESSONS: The 
success of this program indicates the potential ofwith and through indigenous health practitioners although such 
programs might not work everywhere. Ghana had been experiencing severe shortages of professional medical personnel and an irregular supplyof factory-produced drugs. Thus, such an approach made a low-cost contribution to rural health by upgrading existing local roles 
(nonorganizational institutions). 

GUATEMALA: Rural Health Paraprofessionals 

Beginning in 1971 the Ministry of Public Health and Social Assistance
initiated efforts to improve curative and preventive services in rural areas.
With support from USAID and UNICEF, two new roles were incorporated
into the health system. Sub-professional Rural Health Technicians were
given a two-year training course in preparation for a four-year contract
under which they would in turn train and supervise paraprofessional volunteer Health Promoters on a full-time basis. The training of paraprofessionals
stressed preventive measures, although each promoter was given a kit con
taining simple medicinal supplies for which villagers paid a small sum to
replenish or enlarge the stock. 

Though the program did not take root everywhere, a 1981 study foundpromoters working in a number of villages, usually devoting about one hour 
per evening to their activities with some promoters actively working on preventive projects such as water supply construction. Promoters tended to be
 more actice where they had worked in conjunction with the Rural Health

Technicians to create elected village health improvement committees.
 

Interestingly these committees rarely contained a village authority
figure but in many cases they had to be reorganized several times until
they secured enough energetic and effective committee members. One
paradox faced by the program was that althot-h paraprofessionals
from the community in which they lived were more easily accepted than
outsiders, this tended to lower expectations about what these persons
could accomplish. 

The key to raising expectations appears to have been frequent visits bythe Rural Hiealth Technicians. These person's information and friendship 
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were highly valued by the promoters, and they enhanced the status of thepromoters in villagers' eyes. The promoters maintained a sense ofcomradeship and collective endeavor via semi-annual training sessions and a self-run newsletter that shared experience and tips' (Colburn, 1981).LESSONS: Effective support and supervision of community healthworkers need not come from highly trained professionals, especially in pro-
grams attempting to reach the most remote and inaccessible areas,
Sub-professionals are frequently able to give more support and supervisionto community health workers and village health committees than higher
salaried professionals. Having health workers volunteering on a part-timebasis to serve a smaller population may be a viable alternative to full-timepaid workers. An active local committee adds greatly to the paraprofession.als' effectiveness, 

INDONESIA: Dana Sehat Health Cooperative 

In 1972 staff from a church-affiliated health center in Central Java'sPurvorejo-Klampok subdistrict undertook efforts to reach relatively distantand poorer communities by devoting more time to preventive measures andopening three new health posts. Though these activities kept the staff quitebusy, the center's director and his associates could see that the program had no firm roots 'n the community.'Following extensive discussions with community members, it was de-

cided to recruit and train volunteer health cadres to work on a part-timebasis, one cadre for every fifteen households. At the same time, local gov-
ernmertt officials and health center personnel worked to organize a 
cooperative health insurance program. This was implemented through theexisting illage administrative structure of neighborhood organizations,
Each city or community had been divided into districts and then into ham-lets, which were subdivided into "blocks (or neighborhoods), of fifty o onehundred families-the group level in our analytical framework.

Each household pays a contribution of fifty rupiah (U.S.$ 0.12) permonth for curative services and medicines. This covers the cost of total fami-ly care by cadre, which includes nutrition, health education, and public
health services. The fee is collected by the block headman. If the funds col-lected are insufficient, the cooperative can get credit for one or two months'expenses from the health center. When there is a positive balance of funds,
the community decides how to use them for health-related activities such as
building community latrines or improving the sewage system.

Some communities have used a balance to start a vil'age credit cooperative. Funds generated from this activity provi.e a "reserve' to cover any
shortfalls in the health program. The community meetings established aspart of this program provide an excellent opportunity for practical healtheducation by the cadres as well as for undertaking broader problem-solving 

LESSONS: By establishing village-based health cadres backed by com-munity cooperatives, preventive curativeaccess to and services was 
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increased. Fee collection was facilitated by handling this through local goveminent officials, to achieve self-sustaining financial status and low costsfor beneficiaries. Where excess funds were accumul.-ted, the development
of semi-autcnomous credit cooperatives provided further benefits andgreatereconomic security. As predicted by Isely and Martin (1977), such village health committees can provide impetus and channels'for more 
broad-based rural development. 

MEXICO: Project Piaxtia 

This pioneering health project was begun in the mid-1960s in the village of Ajoya. Over almost two decades of activity, a program that initiailycentered on curative problems evolved to address preventive and social is
sues. The most interesting aspect of the experience was the way healthprofessionals from outside were used to support a local health program
without creating social hierarchies or dependency.Project guidelines provided for outside professionals to come only byinvitation of the community health team, and only for short visits, to makeclear that the team itself was self-managed and not dependent on the continued presence of outsiders. Visiting professionals had to speak the locallanguage and were asked not to dress in white. Doctors were to teach, notpracticeTo reinforce this, visiting professionals primary health

Since doctors also came to learn, relations with VHWs were on a peer basis. 
their skills, assisting the village's own workers.were expected to participate in agri

cultural work too.When persons required cace beyond the village's capacity, they were 
referred to the nearest city, four hours away by bus. Several doctors in the 

ity agreed charge for their surgery on a sliding scale, giving substantiallylower rates toto the poor. The determination of financial status was left to theabiityto 
 note ah on in aig t a e ml ' 
ability to pay. The urban 
VHWs,whoay wouldTh uranphysicianssend a eprovided important services to the rural 

y 

witci each person indicating the family's
community while at the same time strengthenin the

of the paraprofessional 
VHWs. The VHWs reciprocated in a small way by
referring also their more financially prosperous patients, who paid 
 .ormalfees and thus increased the size of the cooperating physicians' practices

(ener and Bower, 1982).


LESSONS: The capaci'ty for communities to operate quite autonomous
PHC programs is considerable if outsiders approach them in a respectful

and supportive way. Some back-up with higher level technical services is

needed for even 
the most idealistic PHC efforts. 

PANA-M: Community Health Program 

In 1969 the Ministry of Health launched an ambitious national program in which over 500 health committees were established in rural areas
d'ring a five-year period.Community participation through the lega!ly rec-Ognized health committees was considered the Principal mechanism for thePlanning, implementation, and distribution of program services. Acivities 
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Panama: Community Heahh 

included construction of water supply and waste disposal facilities, estab. 

lishment of community gardens, small animal projects, health educationseminars, vaccination campaigns, and health status surveys.
In those areas of Panama where the Community Health Program re-mains active, federations of village health committees at the district orprovincial level are very important. Federations provide a valuable inter-mediary service linking the communities and the health system. Theyserve as a mechanism by which individual health committees can ap.

proach and pressure the health system for more and better quality servicesFor example, during federation meetings (usuallyFor xamledurng held twice a year),fdertio meting (uprob h lemsic adyer-health committee representatives publicly present their problems andre-quests for assistance to a group of senior health officials, politicians, andmilitary officers from the region the communities represent. These itemsare openly addressed and discussed by the health officials, and a tentative 
oliuiton is agreed upon.During the week after the meeiing, a delegation of 'ederation officers

(who are elected by the hea!th committees) formally present a written sum-mary of the requests and proposed solutions to the regional director of thehealth system. Informal meetings between federation officers and health of-ficials continue until "all requests have been checked off the list.' In somecases the officers visit the communities to confirm that problems have beensatisfactorily resolved. In one list of twenty "problems' noted by La Forgia(1985) at one biannual meeting, sixteen had been resolved within twomonths. Similar problems were not addressed in the districts and regionslacking a federation. 

After a number of years of 
 _,1,t;'ational activity, a 1976 study by theMinistry of Health found 68 perten, o the community members contactedrequested sanitation and potable water ,:.donly 4.5 percent were interested
in health centers for strictly curative medicine. Local health staff and V-ICs
pointed to diarrhea, gastro-intestinal disorders and malnutrition as the prin-

ciple causes of ill health. Later research suggested that higher level officialsbelieved curative services were in greatest demand by the communities.This apparent difference in perception suggests that in contrast to the 1970s,
health officials do not now visit communities 
or attend health committeemeetings as frequently as before (La Forgia, 1985).LESSONS: Strong support for PHC from the national level clearly as-sisted local-level efforts for the first five years of the program. Thereafterwithout such support the program still continued to be effective where localinstitutions remained strong. One of the key elements was the formation ofVHC federations, which were in 
VHC 

a position to discuss and negotiate issuesedeatinswhihwre n apostionto iscsswith MOH personnel. While this level of support from the top levels ofnd egoiat isuesPanama's MOH have subsequently receded, continued interest by somemedical directors of district health centers as well as by rural communitiesthemselves where they maintain health federations has resulted in strong,ongoing PHC activity in several regions. 
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SENEGAL: Pikine Primary Health Services
 

This project was begun in an area near Dakar in 1975 to provide healthcare to dispersed rural hamlets. The plan was to have many small healthunits rather than a few large health centers. The pr,.ject was started in a tworoom private house with staff provided by the Ministry of Health.The community's contribution, apart from paying fees for treatment,was to co-manage the health services by electing a health committee, to con
trol the internal financial procedures, and to provide aprimary care practitioners and member families. At regular intervals, newhealth committees were 

link between the
 

All formed and new health units opened.the health committees were unified into an Association forHealth Promotion, officially recognized by the government in May 1980.rhe role of the government in backing up its staff is to monitor the effectivness of coverage, plan programs and logistics stimulale community 
capacity to solve problems, provide efficient technical guidance, supportthe accounting system, and take care of seriously ill referred patients(Jancloes et al., 1981). an s

'ESSONS: A well-conceived government effort can elicit an effectivecommunity response. Few PHC programs have had such a federation ofhealth committees providing vertical linkage to strengthen the program. Itmay put some uncomfortable pressure on the government agencies to perform their tasks better, but it also creates a constituency for health care thatcan support the Ministry when political clout is needed. 
Sin Rural HealthP

Project 
The Sine Saloum project, begun in 1977, was sponsored by the government of Senegal and USAID to create a new and more extensive layer ofservices for the Sine Saloum region's rural population Instead of reeasthgle orparprofssionals thearao fesin l e rog ra m train tea of reehealthr , the r r 
 t d -ai of three
for each rural health post-a dresser (first-aid worker),amidwife, and a hygienist. Midwives were chosen from among existing traditional birth attendants. Management committees 
were formed within eachconmunity to oversee financial affairs including payments to health workers who were to receive a percentage of the funds collected. The committees


did not have any promotional or mobilizational role.
Unfortunately the program encountered some serious difficulties. Information about the program was channeled through village chiefs, withthe result that few women understood the program or considered it astheirs.' The high academic standards required for dressers meant thatmany were not from the community they were to serve or were frequentlylobswhenevenr possible.)not aI aila bie (Given their educational level, they also left for more desialirable

The participating midwives were required to charge a relatively highfixed fee and were therefore rarely called upon. Neither their traditional status
nor their more modem training were attractive enough to overcome the
barrier of a cash charge. The fact that only one person in the management 
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committee had control over cash receipts also made the treasurer Susceptible prevention activities were always undertaken on a group basis after discusto requests for loans from his relatives, which undermined the program's fl. sion involving the whole village. For the first several years, curative carenancial viability. Finally since USAID paid most of the cost of construction,
too many villages located near one another went ahead and built health 	

continued to be provided by indigenous practitioners with certain serious 
cases referred to the hospital (Ross, 1979).posts. As a result, the first-aid workers found they had an insufficient num-ber of patients to earn even a minimum salary (Hall, 1981). 

LESSONS: Villagers can be interested in public health programs if approached in a sustained and sensitive way. AlthoughAs these problems became apparent, AID and 	 one normally finds athe government of distinction between village health workers and the village health commit-Senegal undertook actions to save the project. Agency staff moved their of. tee, this case suggests there need not be. If VHC members are active enough,fice from Dakar to the Sine Saloum region. Efforts were made to improvesupervision. The Ministry of Public Health issued a directive endorsing 	
they can become de facto health workers. It is instructive to contrast this ex-

VHC's responsibility for overseeing all the activities of the health huts in. 	
perience with that reported previously for Cameroon and also with a casestudy from Liberia documented by Sheppard (1,81).cluding financing. Significantly all members of the VHC now receivetraining in health-hut operation and financial maragement so that they are THAILAND: The Populationand Community Development Associationin a good position to support the health workers. Formation of a women'scommittee for each hut, in keeping with traditional 	

This private, nonprofit service delivery organization has had great sucvillage organization, cess in getting contraceptives to the rural population by supplying them atgives women a greater voice and broadens the network of supporting insti-tutions (Bloom 1984). 	
low cost to village storekeepers who sell them for a modest profit. The shopsalso provide information about family planning methods.LESSONS: When educational standards for health workers are set too The considerationshigh, local residents may be ineligible to serve or may leave for betteropper-	

were that for birth control to be practiced, deviceshad to be available near the population and in a setting that was familiar andtunities after a short period of service. Treating villages all as separate loal congenial. They had also to be available continuously with no interruptionsentities rather than planning programs (with people's participation) at thelocality level led to a 	 of supply as was common in government offices.waste of capital and human resources. 
The use of traditional health practitioners is likely to be less effective 

The Association has trained family planning program participants in 
when long-established forms of remuneration are substar,allv altered. T 

more than 16,000 villages, a third of all those in the country. However, ef
project like so forts aimed at expanding activities to include control of parasitic diseases
many others would have done better if it nad adopted a"learning process' approach from the outset instead of following a predeter-

and pig production have not, unfortunately, been as successful. The pro
mined blueprint.* Also, involvement of a 

gram is credited with having made a substantial contribution to Thailand's
wider group of beneficiaries in decreasing population growth rate, falling from over 3 to almost 2 percent
the initial planning and management, getting beyond the village chief and
his associates, would likely have avoided major pitfalls. 
within a decade (Korten, 1980).

Now that the acceptability of contraceptives has greatly increased be-
SIERRA LEONE: Serabu Village-Basedt Public Health Program cause they are so readily available, rural people are increasingly takingadvantage of the free birth control pills distributed through the govern

mert's sub-district clinics, according to Bruns (198i). This presents a LIDA missionary hospital at Serabu had sought to meet rural health needs dlem.aby sending a mobile clinic around to villages on a regular basis, but after ten 
awhether the two channels can and should co-exist. years it was apparent this approach was having little impact. In an effort i0 

LESSONS: There are some kinds of distribution tasks for which the pri
increase their effectiveness, the hospital changed its approach to one of hay-

vate sector is uniquely well suited, though paradoxically the success of thePrivate distribution channels in thising nurses make periodic visits (usually for two days) to the villages on foot. 	
case has now bolstered the governmeat's distribution system. The role of a dynamic leader, PCDA's founder,not even carrying medicines with them. 

Committees including Dr. Mechai, has been pointed to in manyevaluations, yet his genius'the village chief, persons with indigenous most concretely 	 was
expressed in his choice and development of local instituknowledge of -medicines' and traditional midwives were organized and tonal channels.would meet for informal discussions similar to traditional village meetings. Although the meetings were not regularly scheduled, they werefrequent, usually once or twice a month and open to any interested mem

ber of the community.
Within three years the coritmittees were instrumental in buildingnumber of wells, rubbish pits, and latrines. They did not see a need for having individual health workers appointed and trained because disease 
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L.4TIN AMERICA 

BOLIVIA: Agricultural Cooperatives 

A recent evaluation of four peasant cooperative associations assisted bythe Inter-American Foundation provides a number of insights that contra-dict the conventional wisdom about cooperatives (Tendler, 1983). Theco-ops, which have been in operation for almost ten years and continue toreceive donor assistance, have familiar administrative and management in-adequacies. Their membership, for example, is small and appears to haelevelled off after reaching only 25 percent of the families in the commun-ties. The prices charged to cover the co-ops' merchandise and services aresometimes too low to cover costs, and collection of loans is casual. The orga-nizations exhibit many of the 'pathologies" frequently found in coopera-
tives in Latin America as well as in other parts of the world,Yet upon closer examination, Tendler found some very positive, as-pects of their performance. The average donor investment per memberfamily ($1,000) might be judged higher than 'reasonable.' But when thebenefits to nonmembers are considered along with those for members, thecost per beneficiary goes down markedly, and the ratio of benefits to costsis substantial. Aside from serving as a voice with the government for allfarmers on issues that concerned them, two of the co-op organizations un-
dertook public infrastructure projects-potable water and road construction- which benefited most of the community. The cooperatives alsoworked to ccntrol contagious crop and livestock diseases, an effort that re-quired (and received) the support of nonmembers as well as members,
benefiting them all.One instance of what appeared at first to be loose management'turned out to exhibit a good (if intuitive) understanding of the difference t'tween average and marginal costs. Nonmembers were allowed to ship theirproduce in the cooperative truck for a small charge if there was space avail-
able. This looked as though nonmembers were not contributing their 
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'share.' But the co-op was increasing its income to cover more of its operaing costs for the truck. This was economically advantageous for memberseven if the nonmembers did not pay an equal proportion of total costs.Management inadequacies were not randomly distributed but weregreater or less depending on the nature of the task. Agro-processing was
consistently the best-performed activity, and cooperative stores and creditthe worst. Agro-processing work- J well because the commodities in question 'belonged' to the members and their return from their produce 
depended on good processing (and storage and marketing). Also, the members regarded the processing facility very much as "theirs' because they hadcontributed the labor and materials to build it. This created social pressurefrom among farmers f'ir efficient and honest operation. Furthermore, improving the management of agro-processing called for technical decisionsthat did not involve politically oi .;ocially difficult problems.


The store and credit operations, 
on the other hand, did not generallyperform well. Prices were set too low, and there was no systematic effort toget loans repaid on time. The social norms associated with cooperatives'
apparently made it difficult to charge prices or to follow procedures thatmight resemble those of "exploitative' middlemen. In contrast when one of 
the co-ops rented out a bulldozer to members who needed its services forclearing land, there seemed to be no difficulty in charging a rate that coveredall costs. There were no private competitors whose presence would "obligate' the co-op to keep charges lower than private operators.

The leadership of these co-ops came from some of the more prosperousmembers of the community who rarely relinquished office. However, sincethey were also farmers the leaders shared with members the same economicinterests, e.g. the desire for better crop prices and lower transport costs. Activities such as marketing, processing, and stores benefited many
nonmembers thereby spreading benefits beyond the self-interested control
 
of the entrenched leaders.
 

LESSONS: Evaluating cooperatives, like other local institutional development efforts, calls for closer and more multifaceted scrutiny thanstandard accounting procedures normally provide. The fact that co-ops had
several activities underway simultaneously allowed one activity to subsidize
another and to give the instituions some stability and attractiveness difficult to achieve in single-function organization. ('Note: This conclusion byTendler differs from that of her 1976 stud)' of farmer organizations in Ecua
dor and Honduras.) 

and H as.) 
y

fninishing in utility as some of their functions can be taken over by state 
private institutions. This is not proven by the Bolivian case studies butrather inferred from the fact that these co-ops filled functional nichesoften filled by the government or by businesses in other settings. The factthat more advantaged persons joined and led cooperatives did not meanthat these organizations' benefits accrued only to such persons. If the ac

tivities of co-ops produce positive-sum (rather than zero-sum , hinpfitc 
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members and leaders should be willing to have the benefits of co-ops go
also to nonmembers. 

GUATEMALA: San Martin Jilotepeque Cooperative 

World Neighbors, the agency which in 1971 helped initiate project ac-
tivities, already had a well-established eputation in the region from work 
begun in the 1960s. Planned originally as an integrated' project, the un-
dertaking started with one agency staff member and six part-time 
extension workers concentrating on a small geographic area attempting to 
learn from the residents through interviews and data collection involving 
almost 600 families. Activities narrowed fairly quickly to focus on agricul-
tural development. 

A review of the data found that corn yields were among the lowest in 
Guatemala due in part to soil erosion problems. With funding from Oxfam 
and World Neighbors, a weekly training program on agricultural practices 
to combat erosion and raise production was organized for two groups of 
farmers. Each course followed an outline suited to their abilities and learn-
ing methods. Members of the training staff visited the farmers in their 
communities to help put classroom ideas into practice. After nine months, 
twenty-seven of the forty original participants agreed to work as unpaid 
rural promoters and themselves to adopt the "technological package' 
which, because of its cost, required that each promoter be loaned $15 fuione season. 

Subsequent efforts involved the organization of a credit cooperative 
and a small input supply store. The cooperative, called Kato-ki (self-help), 
had 732 members and over $38,000 in share capital by 1978. Loans are 
made for agricultural inputs, livestock, land purchases (60 percent of the 
members are landless), commerce or small industry, housing, and con-
sumption. The cooperative established a banking service for members' 
savings. The input supply store was established to meet the emerging Je-
mand for agricultural inputs. Prices and quality remain attracti,e enough 
to draw customers even though four nearby-competitors have gone intu 
business selling supplies in recent years, and members of the co-op are fret 
to choose any store the)' jike. Sales in 1977 totaled over $23,000 (over $300 
per member). 

New members must attend classes where attention is given to the uses 
and management of credit. Loans are reviewed by a credit committee and it 
a request is reduced or denied, the reasons are fully explained to the men-
ber. Important decisions are made by the cooperative's general assembly 
with more routine matters handled by elected leaders who, after two years, 
must relinquish their position. 

The project has demonstrated some impressive results. Farmers' aver-
age net income using the improved technological package on one hectareof 
corn and one of beans has increased over 160 percent within five years. 
With cooperative-sponsored training and credit services, average yields in-
creased 110 percent for cern and 60 percent for beans. By 1978 sixty-thre 
members had been able to !eave the landless' category by acquiring land. 

Apiztural Development 

The default rate on loans has been only 8.5 percent. Many members report 
they no longer have to engage in seasonal migration or seek work on nearby 
haciendas (Gow et al., 1979:153-170). 

LESSONS: By becoming well acquainted with residents, maintaining 
continuity of field staff, and showing flexibility, the project was able to 
focus on the priorities of the residents and not those of the planners who 
initially advocated an integrated' approach. This is a good example of 
'learning process.' When organizing the training program, the outside 

agency closely consulted with existing religious institutions to identify po
tential local leaders. Since activities began in a small, staff-intensive 
manner, important individual and group learning could emerge before un
dertakings were expanded. 

The fact that all new members of the co-op compi.ete the same program 
n-eans that the entire membership has relatively equal information about 
organizational procedures and methods of operation. Limited terms of of
fice and reduced external funding when there was evidence of appropriate 
local capacities to continue the institutionalization process helped preclude 
adependence relationship. 

JAMAICA: Agricultural Marketing Boards 

When the government waited to increase production of food crops and 
particularly to promote export crops like citrus, bananas, and coffee, it es
tablished an Agricultural Marketing Corporation (AMC) to give marketing 
services and guaranteed prices for commodities. To boost export crops, vari
ous commodity associations were set up, officially as membership 
organizations, but practically as state enterprises. Private buyer3 and han
diers were thought to be too exploitative and thus to be a deterrent to 
farmers' expanding production (Lewars, 1982). 

The prices offered by the AMC were usually too low for farmers to get 
what they considered sufficient .,eturn for their effort. Moreover, the buying 
system was chaotic, with drivers not always coming when scheduled to pick 
up produce or demanding bribes before they would buy perishable foods. 
Farmers with foodstuffs soon learned to bypass the AMC and returned to 
dealing with private buyers. They did not have this option for export crops 
hie coffee and bananas, however. 

Banana expocts, for example, require effective organization to collect 
ufficient quantities of assured quality produce that can maintain the satis

faction of foreign consumers. A banana growers' association was set up by 
thegovemment and all sales for export were required to go through it. Farm
ers being compelled to join' took no interest in the association. They often 
did not even know they were "members because their dues were automati
cally deducted from the proceeds of their sales. 

The alienation of farmers from their' association was increased by the 
hgh-handed way the staff treated them and their produce. Rejection of 
hands of bananas discolored by tropical snails was not explained, for exam
ple, and this caused much resentment because members saw the fruit as 
edible, not knowing that foreign consumers would hiin i ... 1-4 -
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control over the price paid. (It was kept low for the sake of government prof.
it.) Eventually substantial interest in banana production lostwas 

(Goldsmith, 1980 and 1982). 


LESSONS: Although set upr to promote 'roduction, the govern. 
ment agency and the commodity associations (pale version3 of 
membership orgarization), ended up reducing it. Both farmers and gav. 
ernment were the losers from this. When organizations like the 
commodity associations and the AMC (whose buying centers operated 
as LA) develop no awareness, commitments, or support within the pub.
lic and particularly among those persons whom they are supposed tu 
serve, they cannot become "institutions.' 

MEXICO: Plan Puebla FarmerCommittees 

This project was started in 1967 by CIMMYT, the international wheat 
and maize research center in Mexico, to improve the production and in-
comes of rainfed farmers in the State of Puebla. The National Agricultural
University at Chapingo supported the effort. By 1973 it covered thirty-two
municipalities (counties) and involved some 43,000 farmerssmall 
(CIMMYT, 1974). 

Initially the project emphasized the adoption of new, high-yielding
maize varieties, but it soon became apparent that under the prevailing agro-
nomic conditions of Puebla, the traditional varieties did practicaily as w i 
since farmers needed to maximize combined maize and bean production on 
their small fields and not just the output of maize. However, maize produc-
tion could be increased by adding fertilizer and trace minerals that were 
deficient in the soil (Whyte and Boynton, 1983:37-41). 

For farmers to buy new inputs they needed credit. Upon arra1!, 
the field of a second generation of field staff, an extensive system of 
credit groups was organized. This was based on the notion that group)
would be better able to apply pressure on members to honor the repay, 
ment obligations than an administrative arrangement that extended 
credit to individuals-

In a site visit to the project area, Swanberg (1982) found the system w'b 
still functioning well after several years. The use of community organizers'
in forming the farmers groupS was apparently quite successfui. To increase 
their capacity to negotiate for better prices among other things, farmers got
the government to construct a warehouse. Perhaps even more importanl 
was their increased level of knowledge about plant fertilization. 

LESSONS: Building a program based on small groups of ten to fifteen 
farmers proved very successful here, similar to the spread of irrigation watef 
management groups in Sri Lanka analyzed in Uphoff (1985) and moregen-
erally shown by Oxby (1983). Farmers welcomed the "group discipline' thalt 
upheld the integrity of a program that provided real benefits to them. An-
other important element in the Puebla experience involved the sensitivity
project staff to farmers' limitations, constraints, and needs (Swanberg 
1982). Specifically time was invested in observing the performance and ra-
tionale of the existing agricultural system instead of stubbornly insisbag 
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that farmers adopt the new technology, which it turned out was not as supe
nor as the technicians assumed. Upgrading the existing technology in 
conjunction with local institutional development opened the door to subse
quent introduction of more appropriate new technologies. 

URUGUAY: Durazno Dairy Cooperative 

This cooperative, organized around the provincial capital of Durazno,
has not had time to become institutionalized. Yet it has gotten off to a very
promising start because of the profitable combination of technology and or
ganization put together with help from the Inter-American Foundation. A 
dairy plant run by the cooperative is seeking to encourage small and
medium-size milk producers to raise output by guaranteeing stable demand. 
With pasteurization and packaging of milk in attractive containers, consum
ers are willing to pay more for the milk they get. In addition the plant
produces butter and is in the process of expanding production of cheese 
with the expectation of export sales. 

The dairy producers previously marketed their own milk individually, 
which required making one or two trips daily by horsecart to distribtte 
milk along an extended route that sometimes resulted in spoilage prob
lems. The cooperative employs a truck to collect the milk at members' 
homes, thereby saving them from one to five hours of transportation labor 
a day. This has freed up time for farmers to increase crop yields or improve 
pastures and herds. The advantages of group transportation, processing, 
and marketing give members a tangible stake in making the co-op a suc-
Cess (ttirschman, 1984:18-21). 

LESSONS: ThoLgh the dairy cooperative with its modem plant and 
transportation system has clearly increased the economic welfare of 
producer-members, the status and prestige they have gained also provide a
 
strong inducement for supporting the co-op. "Now they are associates of a
 
much admired, technologically progressive undertaking, whereas previous
ly their daily milk-peddling treks caused them to be viewed as quite lowly
 
members of the rural society" (Hirschman, 1984:21).
 

The differences in commodities should be noted, illustrating issues
 
raised in Section 5.4. For some producers, such as wool growers, yearly de
ivenes or sales can be an exciting variation on their daily routine, giving 
desired opportunities for social contact. For dairy producers n the other 
hand since marketing is a daily activity it is mostly boring and little valued. 
When developing local institutions one needs to take into account the nature 
ofthe goods produced and the less tangible social aspects of agricultural life. 

AFRICA 

BOTSWANA: Drift Fence Groups 

Drift fences are wire fences built to separate crop land from grazing 
land. They are usually put up to protect against crop damage though they 
can also ease herd management problems or serve as the basis for grazing 
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management schemes. A few bush fences had been built in the 19 2 0Nand1930s, but the first wire drift fence in Botswana was comp!eted in SouthernDistrict in 1975. After this there was a phenomenal growth in drift fencing.By August 1980, 109 fences were either completed or underway with a totallength of 1040 km (Willett, 1981.11:9). dWorld 

The configuration of each 
 fence is broadly determined by ec.!ogicaJ

considerations (the location of crop and grazing lands), though the exact linetakes into account such things as access to water points and the need for fu.ture expansion of crop land. Most fences are locally initiated; indeed all tenin the area studied by an Institutions Research Project of the Ministr, ofLocal Government and Lands were locally initiated. Often the idea for afence comes from the example of a neighboring community that has builtafence. In some areas adjacent fences are linked up to form one long line. Inthe Iswapong 1-fills area one fence made up of ten to fifteen km. segments,each built by a single community, now stretches almost 200 km. 
Government assistance to the fence groups is part of its overall suppevprogram for farmers' groups. The group is expected to provide voluntarylabor to cut poles, clear the fence line, and build the fence. It must also con-tribute cash equivalent to 10 percent of the capital costs. In return thegovernment provides fencing material (wire and gates), equipment (fortightening the wire and digging holes), and extension advice. Maintenanceof the fence, once completed, is the responsibility of the group (ChinsBrown, 1983, and personal communication) 
LESSONS: Where a local organizatienal form provides manifest bene-

fits it can spread rapidly if easily manageable by members. The supportgiven by the government has been limited but very effective in spreadingthese groups and fences. It is a good example of 'assistod self-reliance'
(Esman and Uphoff, 1984:258-234). The maintenance of fences has beenreasonably good partly because any need for repair is quite evident and fail-ure to make repairs will result in obvious damage (this was one conditOn
mentioned in Chapter Three for local institutions handling maintenance ei-

fectively). Also the "ownership" of the fence is clearly with the group not the
goemrment-an 
important condition. 

GHANA: United Ghana Farmers Council 

The cocoa industry in Ghana, presently in a shambles, was once theeconomic mainstay of a prospering economy. Cocoa farmers d,:velopedtheir production beginning in the 1890s esentially on their own with littlehelp from the government. Indeed, the colonial government at times dis-couraged the nascent industry. Farmer entrepreneurs made this smallcountry the world's leading producer by ihe 1950s (Hill, 1963).The UGFC grew out of cocoa producers' cooperatives, which werestarted in the 1920s in response to the low price paid by private (Europeanibuyers. At that time several groups of small producers (most illiterate) tredto sell directly to the London market but were swindled by their agentsThereafter co-ops stuck to purchasing cocoa beans from members and sell-ing them to European companies in-country to try to get the best price 

During 1937 when it became apparent that the European companieswtre in collusion to hold down the price paid to growers. Ghanaian farmersboycotted them holding back the entire crop, almost 300,000 tons, for sixmonths until the colonial administration intervened to raise the price. AfterWar I, growers became one of the main organized "pillars of the independence movement as UGFCthe was formed and allied with theConvention People's Party of Kwame Nkrumah.
One of the first problems confronting Nkrumah after his party tookover the government 'n 1951 was to combat a serious epidemic of the blackpo~d cocoa disease. UGFC branches (MOs) cooperated with government5taff (LA) in explaining to farmers the need to cut and burn infected trees ona mass scale. The campaign could hardly have gone as quickly and successfully without the UGFC's assistance. Partly as a reward to the UGFC for itsrule in helping to win independence but mostly to get control over the cropso as to divert revenue to the government, Nkrumah gave the UGFC a mo

nopoly on cocoa purchasing.
The result was to destroy it as a cooperative form of organization.Clerks, previously accountable to farmers, now cheated on weight andgrading, giving "chits*instead of cash and demanding bribes to convert thechits later into money. Both farmers' incentive to invest in planting newtrees and the regime's popularity suffered as a result. (The UGFC's disastrous monopoly over distribution of machetes is discussed in Section 5.2.4,footnote 20). When Nkrumah was overthrown in 1966, one of the militarygovernment's most popular acts endingwas the UGFC monopoly

(Beckman, 1976).
LESSONS: Farmer's indigenous organizational capabilities can be substantial as demonstrated in Ghana by their action to start cooperatives

ithout outside assistance and to hold up arn entire cocoa crop in 1937. Cooperatives, if given monopoly and state backing, may act irresponsibly orceaccountabilit, to members is severed. The political and economic co,nsequences of this can be quite unfortunate as seen also in the Jamaica case
 
cted above.
 
NIGERIA: Gonbe Local Authority 

The policy of indirect rule by the British colonial regime eft considerable authority in the hands of traditional leaders in northern Nigeria whoheaded what were called the Native Authorities governing each sub-district
area. (Native Authorities were renamed Local Authorities in 1968.) A 
casestudy of the Gombe Native Authority by Tiffen (198C:25) concludes thatthis region's comparative success in agricultural development has been due
in large part to the performance of its local authority (LG).A! ,NAs had taxing authority for making local investments but somemismanaged this authority creating a disincentive to individual farmers toImprove their production. The Gombe NA, however, carefully invested thetaxes it collected in education, health, veterinary, and agricultural services.The Gombe traditional leaders were generally progressive in encouragingagicultural modernization and setting a good example in their own fields. 
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Nigeria: Gombe [ocal Authorit 

The traditional district and village heads, in turn, propagandized innova-tions such as the use of fertilizer, worked their own farms actively, andkeenly cooperated in the distribution of cotton seed, the organization of cot-ton markets, etc.' (Tiffen, 1980:29).
After 1945 the government started democratizing' the system of localgovernment by establishing offices for elected representatives. In Gombe 

where the Native Authority heads were progressive, they were elected tothe new Councils. The government, however, was reluctant to give muchindependent taxing and spending authority to local councils, thinking vd.lage people too illiterate to be allowed any control of funds. In Gombe thismattered less because there were many active interest groups that put pres-sure on higher authorities to invest in agricultural improvements the localgovernment could not undertake. 
In communities with strong local leadership, despite the lack of formaltaxing powers, Village Heads who were good organizers could get roughroads constructed or classrooms built by voluntary labor, and they might bable to influence the central NA to allocate the necessary funds for staffingand maintenance (Tiffen, 1980:32). 

Agricultural Development 

1production. In the mid-1970s the government initiated an agricultural development project during a period of drought when there were serious foodshortages. Though a similar garden promotion scheme had failed a decadeearlier for lack of demand, recent growth in tourism had created an increaseindemand for tomatoes, potatoes, etc. and villagers' need for income hadgreatly increased. Hence, the prospects of successful collective action were 
more favorable.

Since land could not be purchased outright, the groups began by securing use-rights from village authorities. Land was cleared and fenced byrelying on the traditional division of labor; men cleared and prepared theland and also provided the labor for well digging. Because the wells frequently became saline, limited but essential technical assistance was givento the groups by UNICEF and by units of local administration. Of particularvalue was the provision of cement and hand tools to line the wells. As nopressure was applied by outside agencies on the groups to take on a particular organizational design, each of the more than fifty groups has adapted itsfri to meet local needs and norms. A discussion of two groups inicadtestheir diversity. 
rou idi 

es). to provide cotton seed dumps, to organize seed distribution and to disseminateinformation. The Veterinary Officer expects him to maintain cattle tracks and to informcattle owners about innoculation facilities. The Forestry Officer expects him to protectForest Reserves. He has to recruit labor for local public works. The Education Officere-
The District Officer expects him not only to collect taxes but to maintain law and order, 

pects him to keep :his village school full despite prejudice against Western education.and all for a salary which in 1967 ranged from f£42 to £345 per annum, 

The government and donor-assisted development projects in the areathat have riot succeeded have been tiose that bypassed the Local Author-ities, whereas those that had worked with and through the local 
government 'tave had considerable success, Tiffen reports. One waterscheme pushed through by high officials withou, local review and sup-port was a waste of £245,000. 

LESSONS: As Gombe has benefited with so little expenditure of cen-traliy directed funds, we can take it as an example of the success of the polic,trall diretedtakeitfndswea an eampleof thca sucess o the ol
of strengthening the rural institutional base of the Nigerian economy. Thespecial political and administrative factors which favored its developmentare to be found locally, in the power structure that favors majority rural in-terests; in the effective leadership given by locally rooted familiesat Distnand Village levels; and in the comparative absence of extortion, which hasmeant that local farmers are not afraid to work for, and display, wealth(Tiffen, 1980:35). 

SENEGAL: Women's Garden Groups 

The establishment of women's garden groups built on traditional coop-eration among Senegalese women in agricultural tasks, especially rice 

TheThe Agricultural Officer expects him to enforce the cotton close season (to cu, o diseas-100factoji.wpedns 
women's garden group in Boucotte Ouoloff hasThe Village Head is the main channel for Government advice and orders to !eopie 160 members,-ach of whom paid a membership fee of 1000 francs to join. Two presidentscrve concurrently, the younger being in charge of'he is bilingual) and the senior woman 

external affairs' (since
handling 'internal affairs' (withinthe village). With assistance from village men, three hectares were clearedand fenced, and a 12 -meter well dug. Each member has individual rows to 

0 ersee on the plot. However, following the sale of their produce, membersmust individually contribute 2500 francs to a common fund. Monies have
been used for such items as construction of a health/maternity center andConstruction of a road to the garden so it would be easier for the UNICEFdonated truck to transpori commodities to city markets and hotels. Fivehectares of trees have also been planted by the group to help alleviate 
:ulwood scarcity.

In the drier area of Dianky, another gardening group has 260 membersOf whor forty-eight are men. Leadership remains exciusively with the'omen, however. This group works two hectares on a more collective basishs 'matured' rather quickly due 
than Boucotte Ouoloff. According to the group's presiclent, the organization,, to a previou ,x- inc ih oe'
bankng and a tradition ofco 
 erati a rious xpebrence w'th women'sand peanuts. Discipline within the group is strict If a cultivator does notnd her rows, an empty basket is placed next to them. If the basket cannotbe filled with produce from that person's row in the group plot, produce!rom hIer or his own individual plot must be contributed. With outside assistance three improved wells have been built. The group has agreed to take on*cVeral experimental projects using new varieties of seeds, provided that

hey. plan and decide what the projects will be. As with Boucotte Ouoloff,provision of a UNICEF truck has facilitated shipment of produce to Dakar,thereby iceaing the quantity sold and the profits each member received'loon," 19 83 ).LESSONS: Fhe dynamism in women's garden groups comes from their 
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building on indigenous patterns of cooperation and because outside agen. were multi-purpose, usually with supply and marketing functions havingcies were able to support the organizations without trying to determine how been added to production (labor exchange) groups.
the tasks would be organized and what kinds of sanctions were appropriate
External aid for water source improvements complemented the labor and The survey results contirm that, within each agro-ecological setting, maize farmers inskills already available. Provision of the truck allowed for new marketingsllsaleady wh i bu t Prosn oet groups consstntlyoutproduce individual maize farmers. The effects of group organizathetruckatlo dwou not havket tion on maizeigtbecome output appear to become more marked as rainfall and soil conditionscurred otherwise. less p;opitious.Whereas group members produce nearly twice as much as indi-An example of innovation in organizational structure viduals in Chipuiriro, they produce almost three times as much in Gutu. The
when groups are left to determine this themselves is the selection of a pret-
 implication, which needs further testing is that farmerorgaizat kthdent for external affairs, i.e., semeone who is wise in the ways of Dakarand contribution to production in the more marginal areas. (Bratton, 1983:17).
 
can speak French. 


LESSONS: We had already formulated
ZIMBABWE: Farmers'Associations our framework for agricultural LIDanalysis before receiving this empirical study, which supports our analysis 

A systematic study was done by Bratton (1983) to determine the extent 
very directly. Actual production is likely to remain an individual or household responsibility, even if there is some collective action during thefunctions and effectiveness of farmers associations in the rainfed communal production process. The main institutional' functions are to provide inputs(African-operated) area! of Zimbabwe. Interviews with a random sampleof and to di'pose of outputs on advantageous terms. Even when there is ex494 households in four districts revealed that 44 percent of cultivators be- change of labor or ;mplements, each participant gets (only) the producelonged to some form of voluntary agricultural association. The groups from his or her own field, so there is not cooperative production with a sharthemselves covered a wide range of activities and had connections to a van. tog of risks.ety of public, private parastatal, and nongovernmental agencies-the The extent of farmer organizations in support of agriculture is itselfMinistry of Agriculture, the Windmill Fertilizer Company, the Agricultural og za nofin support a gi t es tFinance Company, the Cooperative Marketing Union, the Adult Literacy quite impressive. The mix of governmental, private, and NGO initiativesOrganization of Zimbabwe, the Savings Development Movement (Anne to 

promote farmer agricultural associations has been fruitful. Yet these con-Eight), and the Catholic Church. nections have not been overwhelming. As a rule, the farmer gr-ups haveA classification of associations according to their sponsorship is under- been able to maintain their own identity and capacity. Groups' significantstandable from the perspective of the capital city, but Bratton says: contnbution to greater productivity is demonstrable from comparative data 
For several reasons it is serlously misleading when viewed from the village. (a) Farm- on yields. (See footnote 6 in Chapter Eight.)
ers and not field staff are the prime movers in creating and sustaining tho .';mersorganizations. Farmer', justifiably resist being defined as appe.idages of large, distant ASIA
agencies. Example: a farmer in Wedza sternly corrected me when Iasked if his was at'extension worker group'-'Does he [the exten_,ion worker] come here to join our BANGLADESH: Comilla Small FarmerCooperativesgroup when there are fields to be planted o- weeded?' (b) Farmers in groups feel free 
to enter transaction, wIth S,, eral different agencies and are rarely bound by loyalty i0 The farmer cooperatives sponsored by the Academy for Rural Develop
only one. Example: a group leader in Ntilikwe explained that -we can't just speakwith one government worker toget all the things we need." (c) Most important, farmergroups with nominally difterent 'labels- ment at Comilla startedperform essentially similar functions out with considerable promise. The groups metregularly and each member made a deposit into his savings account, becom(Bratton, 183:5). tg eligible for loans administered by the group. Farmer representativesfrom each group went regularly to the sub-district (thana) training center 

In terms of the activities undertaken, 60 percent of the groups identified run y the Academy to gain new agricultural knowledge which was broughtin the study engaged in exchange of information so as to diffuse technical
'know-how' back to the group, with demonstrable gains in productivity. The Comillain agriculture. in part, grouis form to overcome theshortageol model" became one of the mos: hopeful examples of how small farmerscould be enlisted in agricultural improvement (Millikan and Hapgood,extension agents in the field and in part to consolidate and dispense existr 1967; Mosher, 1969; Raper, 1970; Owens and Shaw, 1972).indigenous knowledge." Just ever half the groups engaged in mutual a,,;i When the government and donors became enthused about the Comillaexchange thrnugh work parties for planting, weeding and harvesting, sonk- cooperatives, they wanted to expand them to the whole of East Pakistantimes sharing scarce capital resources like farm implements or draft O (now Bangladesh) The leadership of the Academy knew that the successAlmost half of the organizations (47 percent) made bulk purchasesof inlt depended in large part on the thoroughparticularly fertilizer, and about one third (36 percent) did joint i. 

SSof the training and supervsion
,rketinoS that brought out the best in the groups' membership and leadership. Butattain transport savings and better prices. About one-quarter of the group, e had no control over the larger program (Blair, a1978).0 eyhadno cntrl ovr te lagerprogam Blai,'178) 
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Bangladesh: Comilla Small Farmer Cooperaiv, 

The main undoing of the program was the infusion of huge amounts of
credit from the government to be passed on to co-op members. The di-ci. 
pline that had characterized repayment of loans when the funds we.emostly the members' own savings dissipated and arrears began piling up. In 
1967-68, 1,000 co-op societies with 25,000 members paid in 1.6 millionthaka as shares and borrowed 5 million thaka in loans-with only 2.2 per-cent overdues. Five years later, the 'movement was expanded to offer 5,000
societies with 125,000 members, over 10 million thaka in shares, almost 60
million thaka in loans, and 25 percent overdue (Blair, 1982:438). Beforelong
the program was as insolvent as other government-run credit schemes. 

LESSONS: Over-rapid expansion of even a good program can kill itbe-cause training, communication, discipline, supervision, and other crucial
elements get diluted or destroyed in the process. The philosophy of 'self-
help' with which the organizations began was washed out by the flood of resources that the government poured into the program. In an attempt tohave a larger impact, the government lost most of the effectiveness the insti,
tutional model possessed. 

INDIA: Gujerat Cotton Cooperatives 

Many people know atout the AMUL dairy cooperatives,which start- program included a fund for emergency loans so that members could stayed in the Indian State of Gujerat, but few people realize that they were out of the thrall of moneylenders. Food banks were also introduced to helppreceded by similarly successful cooperatives of cotton producers. At the 
turn of the century, new technology, new markets, and better transport
made cotton a more profitaibe crop in Gujerat. However, the benefits of in-creased production tended to go to the merchants who bought the cropfrom producers. 

A cooperative sales society established in 1919 grew in the next decade
into a cooperative doing ginning and pressing, financed and managed bygrowers. Efforts by private gin owners to suppress it failed. Between hail
and two"-thirds of the cotton grown in Gujerat was eventually marketed
through cooperative channels. Growers were paid 80 percent of marketvalue upon delivery (minus the value of any loan they had taken out inad-vance of the season) with the balance paid at the end of the season when the 
crop had been sold. The societies were able to get a better price for the crop
because of their economies of scale and their quality control.

This structure of cooperatives has supported considerable technolo-
cal advances in cotton production. A steady flow of new varieties with
features of disease resistance, higher yield, and better fiber quality hae
been introduced in the last two decades (Nicholson, 1975). 

LESSONS: Cooperatives can expand in scale and can become bohtecanologicallv and commercially sophisticated it,competition with pn-
vate buyers. A similar example is seen with the Sukuma cotton 
cooperative in Tanzania, which grew into a regional federa*".jn with it5own cotton ginneries and which contributed to a doubling of roduct,0.(Lang et al., 1969). 

A cooperative form of organization for processing and marketing canprovide greater returns to farmer-members. These benefits can provide a 
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stimulus for adoption of new technology and raising output as seen also in
the Bolivian cooperatives reported previously. 

NEPAL: Small FarnerDevelopment Program Groups 

The SFDP was set up in 1975 by the Agricultural Development Bankof Nepal (ADB/N) with support from the FAO. This was an unusual
donor-assisted project in that only $30,000 was provided at the outset and
the design of the program emerged from intensive field visits involving
consultations with small farmers and lancless laborers about their prob
lems (FAO, 1978-79).

The program recruited, trained, and sent Group Organizers (catalysts
as analyzed in Section 7.2.2) into communities to set up groups of ten to fifteen small farmers, including landless laborers, to whom credit would bemade available on a group bas'3without collateral to improve incomes. Theinitial focus was on rice production, small animals, poultry, buffalo raising,
vegetables, etc. Women's groups were also started up with activities on nu
trition, literacy, and cottage industry production. The groups eftensupported builJing or upgrading schools, improving roads, wter supply orirrigation, and establishing first aid centers and meeting halls. The savings 

members out in time of need. Member households would make a deposit'
of grain in the bank, withdrawing it and more if necessary, replacing the 
amount as soon as possible.

Groups often branched out into other activities making, for example,
agreements to limit expenditure on weddings (thereby reducing a major
cause of indebtedness) or to curtail drunkenness, gambling, and theft. In
comes have increased by 20 to 30 percent, according to a mid-projectevaluation by the International Fund for Agricultural Development, though
italso finds that the improvements have been somewhat greater for the
better-off within the large category of "rural poor' in the Nepal hills (IFAD,1984). There has also been some reduction in ethnic and caste discrimina
fon and improvement in the status of women, through groups often mixed 
by social background but with separate groups for women (an issue for LID 
discussed in Section 7.2.3).

One importan t consequence has been to increase small farmers' politi
cal influence in their communities. In Tupche where the program was
started, the rich family that previously dominated the panchayat was ousted
irum control, and about forty-five snall farmers were elected'to panchayats
nthearea ti,ough the group solidarityintroduced bythese membership or
4anizations (Shrestha, 1980; Ghai and Rahman, i979 and 1981). Small
 
farmers have also gained a larger role and voice in the government
sponsored cooperatives (IFAD, 1984:36).

The Group Organizers work with remarkable freedom and initiativeaccording to the IFAD evaluation. None had been withdrawn from commu
nities by 1984, though this had been envisioned within three to five years.But their role had changed to perform a variety of functions: "motivator, 

http:federa*".jn
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Nepal: Small Farmer Development Program Groups 

mobiliser, credit and investment officer, extension agent, spokesman with 
government departments, conciliator and arbiter of conflicts, data and in-
formation gatherer, evaluator, thinker, philosopher and friend. (1984:33)
They now look after a much larger area with membership ranging from 500 
to 1300, up to almost 100 groups. There may have been some decline in the 
overall performance of the project with this expansion. Still, what im-
pressed an evalution team most was the effectiveness of the project's

decentralized, flexible mode of operation. 


The IFAD evaluation described one group in Khopasi, which itfound to be among the most active, indicating the potential of this kind 
of local organization. 

Formed 21/years ago, the group has 19 membe2rs, including 4 landless. The maximum
holding is 0.5 hectares. The group meets once amonth and participation in the meeting
is compulsory. There are four sub-committees dealing with group savings, group farm 
ing, purchase and sale of paddy, and loans utilization and repayment. The 
sub-committees meet as and when necessary. F.) far the group has not had any loan repayment problems. Nor has it experienced any setious conflict within the group. 
Itsgroup savings based on acontribution of Rs 15 per month amount toRs. 29,000.The 
group has instituted group grain storage to be used in emergencies. It has a number of group actIvitios such as potato c.ultivation; seed multiplication; and vegetable garden-
ing. The member, paiticipated in road construction in the panchayat, donatinga totalof 
eight days'labour each last year. Fourteen members have undergone vasectomy; theother five have not done so because they have only one child each. 
The group leader estimated that their incomes have been rising at the rate of 10 to 12 
percent per annum and that differentiation among members has been redtv:ed. Earlythis year the group made a loan of Rs. 1000 to another group to set up a pharmacy inthe
village. This will also benefit their members with supplies of medicine. The group keeps
complete and up-to-date records and has drawn up an impressive five-year investment 

LESSONS: Starting with small, cohesive groups is important for 
building a structure of local institutional capacity. Leadership responsibii-
ties within the groups have been passed around, revealing a considerable 
breadth of talent among this largely illiterate population. The gaining 0f 
political influence has beer, an important aspect of the institutional devel-
opment process as the panchayat local government now supports the 
expansion of the program such as into social forestry (as described in 
Annex Two). 

Small farm households may best begin their institutional development 
by concentrating on agricultural and other directly productive activities. But

eloped, there aoher needs such litera-as organizational capacity is develpd hr are ofenedsuhasShn phptenral
cy, hygiene, and family planning that can be promoted through these same 
organizational Iasinnchannels if me.mbers have confidence in them.The role of catalyst, discussed in Chapter Seven, was crucial here, asthe 

group organizers initiated new social processes that members could and 
would then continue and elaborate. 

The program% style of operation has been important as the IFA" -valu-
ation particularly noted. This supports the general rule in organization 
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theory that organizations will tend to replicate in their environment the kind 
of values and relations they exhibit internally. The ADB/N las set an exam
pleofinnovativeness, flexibility, and sense of responsibility that has carried 

eit s ucd 
over into the way the Group Organizers work. This in turn has elicted such 
qualities in many small farmer groups. 

TAIWAN: Farmers'Associations
 

The Farmers' Associations (FA) (and parallel Irrigation Associations) in 
Taiwan are credited with making a significant contribution to agricultural
development there, attaining some of the highest yields anywhere througha system of very intensive production practices (Mosher, 1969:37-40). TheFAs provide extension advice and physical inputs (seeds, fertilizer, chemicals,
etc.) as well as credit. They also handle purchasing, processing, and 
marketing for their membership, which includes most farmers in the coun

tr- though membership is at least nominally voluntary.
Taiwan was ruled by Japanese authorities from 1895 until 1945, withthe object of producing food for the colonizing country. During this periodinvestments were made in irrigation, fertilizer factories, and agricultural research to improve rice varieties. After World War II when the Chinese 

Nationalist government moved to Taiwan, great attention was given to rural 
areas including an extensive land reform program and investment in health,
education, and law and order. 

While farmers in Taiwan have had various forms of local agriculturalinstitutions since 1913, the present form of Farmers' Associations including
rdit cooperatires has been in operation since 1953. The FA established ineach township (locality) is financially self-supporting by having severalsources of income. First, the government stipulates that all farmers pay their 

land taxes (in rice) through the FAs, which receive a portion of the tax as
 
Commission to Second, all sales are
cover expenses. fertilizer channeled
 
through the FAs, which make some profit on these though the price paid by

iarmers is fixed and subsidized by the central government. Corrupt practices 
are relatively uncommon because the supply of fertilizer has been kept plen
tui and the government keeps a vigilant watch against corruption (through
 
Nationalist Party cadres). Third, 
the FAs each have a credit department,
 
which functions-like a bank. Profits on savings and loans are kept by the As
sWiation and used 
to fund extension services, scholarships, etc. 

Incertain respects the FAs operate, and are even perceived by some 
farm rs, asarms of government. Indeed, the government has 480 pages ofas armslaws for FAs. On the other hand, selection of the salaried FA staff ismade b,elected FA boards of directors,subject to some minimal specifia-
Itndrcosof qualifications by the government.ujc osm iia p ccaDecisionsallocations to grow highly profitable market crops such on who will getas asparagus and 

mushrooms are left to the FAs. This is an attractive resource which FAs con
trOl. Moreover, each Association has autonomy when it comes to spending
the profits of its various input and output operations (See Stavis, 1983 on 
both FAs and lAs). 
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LESSONS. Even though the FAs have operated under much supervi. 
sion and control [rom the center, they have created a degree of farmer 
involvement in managing agricultural improvement that has contributed to 
making Taiwanese farmers among the most productive in the world. In par-
ticular, many local staff (equivalent of LA) are employed, supervised, and 
controlled by the FAs rather than by the central government ministry, creat-
ing an accountability of officials to farmers that is rare in agricultural 
development. 

A number of financial mechanisms are helpful such as using FAs to c.l-
lect land taxes and giving them a commission for this service. This permits 
the government to accept payment in kind, freeing farmers from the need to 
convert rice to cash at harvest time when prices are low. It also gives thelocal 
institutions a stable financial base, while helping the central government 
with its finances. The FAs handle rural banking quite etficiently and fEnanct 
useful services and benefits for the whole community from these opera-
tions, which would otherwise benefit only a few private moneylender 

Because of their evident -,uccess in Taiwan, Farmers' Associations have 
appeared attractive as an organizationa! model to other developing coun-
tries. Indeed, the FA model was imported to Malaysia in the later 1960s with 
great disappointment. One cannot transfer an organizational design from 
one socio-political-economic environment to another an, more than a bio-
logical specimen can be expected to survive where temperature, soil, and 
other conditions are quite different. Some of the organizational principles 
such as accountabilitv referred to above, however, can be extrapolated to 
new environments. Subsequent adaptations of the model in Malaysia that 
enhanced members' loyalty to their organizations through greater devolu-
tion of authorit and more active measures to alter existing rural socal 
relations resulted in a greater degree of success (Muhamed, Q81:38). 

THAILAND: Mat'e Klog h'tgrated Rural Development Gro:ips 

The Mae Klong Integrated Rural Development Project was initiated in 
January 1974 with the toliaboration of three Thai universities each of which 
intended to address broad development objectives in the region. Project ac-
tiviti 2s began in villages in the sub-district of Yokkrabat, some fifteen to 
twenty kilometers inland from the sea. Approximately half the villagers re-
lied on production of palm ,ugar as their primary source of income, whie 
the other half were rice farmers with a lower average income and standard 
of living. 

During the first year projects were implemented through the formal Vil 
lage leaders and included attempts to improve an earthen flood dike to 
provide more irrigation as well as adult education, dressmaking classes and 
village health worker training. These efforts were not well accepted and 
were not continued in the second year. However, the university researchers 
persevered with their efforts to increase rice yields which were low because 
of high levels of soil salinity and rodent problems. Suggestions for trans-
forming the rice areas into palm production did not appear prondsing sine 
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this would require a large investment and a long gestation period until the 
first crop. This meant the innovation could not benefit the really poor. 

In mid-1975 a newly arrived university staff member, in the course of 
visiting rice-growing households, found that many people supplemented 
their incomes after the harvest season by selling fish trapped in mud dams 
they had constructed. Based on this information, researchers began to work 
tGward developing socially cohesive groups of households organized 
around the prospects for z--ger-scale fish production. 

The organizing activities involved: (a) facilitating small, informal eve
ning conversations among farmers to discuss heir knowledge of different 

vaneties of fish and the feasibility of raising fingerlings (this social method
ology resembles that of the Banki water supply project reported in Annex 
Three); (b) sending a number of farmers selected by the groups to observe 
fish raising at the National Institute oi Fresh Water Fishery; (c) starting an 
experimental fish pond on land owned by one of the informal leaders; and 
(d) overcoming resistance by the local rice mill owners who were initially 
able to prevent the group from obtaining !oans from the agricultural bank. 

By 1976, over 100 households had significantly increased their income 
through involvement with fish culture. The villagers also began raising fin
gerlings for replenishment of the ponds. Although the groups remain 
loosely structured, each household's fish harvest is timed to allow for work 
groups to do the harvesting collectively and to prevent oversupply of the 
market. These loosely structured groups have developed roles, practices and 
procedures to promote a collectively valued purpose and are thus on the 
road to 'institutionalizing' their organizations (Thai Khadi Research Insti
tute, 1980; Rabibhadana, 1983). 

LESSONS: The outsiders had to learn to observe and listen before their 
expertise could become useful to the rural people and before institutional 
development, based on valued new opportunities, could begin. The evolu
tion here of a production-centered program out of an "integrated' project is 
similar to that reported above from Guatemala. The fact that the new tech
nological opportunity was very productive was certainly an important 
factor favoring the groups' 'institutionalization.' 

When the organizers worked through the established village leader
ship. they got conventional advice which did not lead to a fruitful 
agricultural-cum-institutional development approach. By going door-to
door to meet informally with households, the organizers were able to 
identify new leidership within the community, coming from the poorer 
.strata, who had ideas and talent previously overlooked or excluded. These 
persons' expeiience, and the confidence they could generate from others, 
give the effort a new impetus. 

The program was able to proceed without much formalization of the 
organizations, which would have given vested interests more opportunity 
to 'ppese or thwart the program. Such informal groups are vulnerable but 
also flexible. If the commitment of members is strong enough, even outside 
obstruction may not succeed. 
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ANNEX SIX 

Nonagricultural Enterprise 

BANGLADESH: DeedarCooperativeSociety 

This cooperative was founded in Deedai- village in 1960 by nine mem-
bers, all but one of them rickshaw pullers, amog the poorest of the poor. IThey agreed among themselves to make daily thrift deposits in a co-op sav-
ings account (the savings from drinking one less cup of tea a day). The 
group's first major investment was to buy two rickshaws through hire-
purchase arrangements to be used by members to save the onerous charges
imposed by rich persons from whom they rented the vehicles. Within a year
of its founding, the society had grown to fifty-five members and owned
eleven rickshaws-all acquired without obtaining any outside loans. 

From the beginning the soC-ty emphasized 'collective self-discipline.'
Members who defaulted repeatedly on weekly savings were threatened 
with fines or confiscation of their savings or eventually with expulsion. At 
the same time interest-free loans (limited to one-fourth of the amount of a 
member's savings) could be taken out for productive ati well as for 'nonpro-
ductive' purposes (for marriages or religious festivals, for example).
Participation was sustained by a 'fine blend of strictness and leniency,
disincentives and incentives' (Ray, 1983:12). 

The Deedar Cooperative expanded in two ways. First, women and
youth were included in savings and training from early on. Then in 1978 
and 197) separate weekly general meetings were organized for women and 
youth respectively. Women now participate with men on the board of direc-
tors. Mt.nbership has grown to virtually the whoie community, 1200 
persons-400 adult males, 300 adult women, 200 youth and 300 juniorsfrom all the households in the village. 

The second type of expansion was in economic activities. With a goal of
generating employment and dividends for members, a truck was purchased
in 1963. In 1964 a loan was taken out to establish a brickfield. Further activ-
ties were undertaken: purchase and installation of deep tubewells to 
increase the rice production area by double and triple cropping (augmenting
employment opportunities as well as income for the landless), a paddy 
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husking mill, a consumer store, and a cooperative marketing center. Share 
capital has grown to 2 million thaka, and the cooperative's assets -xceed 6 
million thaka. Scholarships and free books are given to children of mem):,ers 
to encourage educational advancement. The cooperative has sponsored a.model' secondary school in the village. There is also a health insurance 
scheme (Yeasin, 1984). 

Ray concludes from looking at Deedar's annual reports that 'Deedar 
does not look upon profit as the principal aim when it launches commercial 
ventures or many other activities. Profit may be just one of the aims. But a 
cooperative society must aim at providing employment to members and also 
some tangible services, e.g. in matters of edu cation and medical treatment. 
Only in this way can a cooperative society win the hearts of the pooi people
and ensure its survival despite losses in commercial ventures, which may
sometimes be unavoidable." (1983:42).LESSONS: Deedar is a good example of a comprehensive community 
development institution that has grown out of self-help savings and 
income-earning activities. It shows the importance of careful selection ofeconomic activities with a guiding concern for self-reliance. The order in 
which activities were adopted was based on an awareness of the existing 
power structure. Furthermore, they were selected not only for profitabilitybut also for "community contribution' and employment generation. Last,
and certainly not least, activities were selected in which there was at least 
borne prospect of breaking even. 

BOLIVIA: Ayni Ruway Exchange Networks 

This program, focused in the Department of Cochabamba, was for
mally started in 1974 among Quechua-speaking people in the Bolivian 
Andes. It sought to gain more benefits for rural households than they
could get by selling their produce in excess of family needs and buying the 
goods they could not produce themselves in the monetized commercial 
sector. The commodities traded through the emergent network of local or
ganizations are both agricultural and nonagricultural but the institutional 
structure can be classified under the rubric of "nonagricultural enterprise'
since the agricultural goods are leaving the household enterprise where 
they were produced. 

Ayni Ruway (which means 'collective work' in Quechua) sought to link
communities together through an institutionalized network of productive
exchanges using the traditional barter mechanism. In practice this involves 
linking communities in diverse ecological zones through a chain of carefully 
located storage-exchange centers. These are called pirwas or ayni wasis(houses for everyone) and are managed by local leaders called kamachis. 
Each community offers a specific product such as wheat or wool that can be
traded for oilier locally produced items such as soap, candies, or noodles. 
The latter items are produced by recently organized cottage industries. In 
this way villagers can acquire things they need without having to engage in 
monetized exchange through traders and shopkeepers who have been 
found to be very exploitative. Ayni Ruway has also organized handicraft 
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producers to sell their wares to nearby urban consumers and now to enter 

the exportthe tnemarketwrket inc Westernestmr Europe. hindhnpei y a 

Thrcee kithin 
ministrative responsibility for overall coordination rests with an 'external 

team' comprised of five rural schoolteachers, a psychologist, and an econo-

mist. They are the persons who launched the program to improve the 

standard of living-and the status-of the Indian popiflaticn with which 

they identified. The)y wanted to break the grip that merchants and other 
was begun,

mestizo outsiders had on these communities. Once the effort 

assistance came from the Inter-American Foundation. The most tangible 

form of aid has been some pick-up trucks acquired to transport appropriate 

quantities of goods to the various locations, 
The operations are managed by twelve jatun kamachis (locality leade)

and sixty kamachis. The majority of these are women in their teens and 

twenties who are not formally elected but who demonstrate the most talent 
and commitment to this kind of self-help effort and who are agreed upon by 

consensus. The external team spends about three-fourths of its time work-
ing with these leaders and their communities with the rest spent in 
Cochabamba handling financial and administrative details. Although deci-
sion making is generally informal, it occurs only after a great deal of 

consultation among the staff and with people in the communities. No cen-

tral executive makes unilateral decisions 
Thn day-to-day tasks carried out by the kamachis include: administra-

tion of tile storage-exchange centers, bookkeeping, establishing exchange 

values between and among commodities, communication with other com-

munities, and recruitment and orientation of new members. These rather 
substantial responsibilities provide opportunities for the kamachis to take 
on other women as "apprentices" for or-the-job training in administration 
and other more technical tasks (Healy, 1980). 

As part of the founders' and members' concern with the integrity and 

preservation of Indian culture, Ayni Ruway sponsors over fifteen theater 
groups, organized by the kamachi., which perform dramas ;n Quechua on a 

regular basis. Thse serve both to increase awareness of the project and to 

revitalize Quechua culture. The Ministry of Educafion has signed an agree-

ment with Ayni Ruway to work through the theater groups to provide 

nonformal education to the communities (Breslin, 1982). 

OvEr six years the network expanded its base of support in the high-

lands aiid gradually began selling some of its members' produce outside 
them. The external team with its

the network to acquire cash for 
multidisciplinary skills has provided ;ome guidance and protection in 

these endeavors. Both barter and theater contributed to supportive ex-

change relationships that enhanced productivity and cultural pride 

Ayni Ruway also appears to have been able to foster cooperatior with 
the local administration, 

LESSONS: This project successfully built on indigenous traditions and 
values, recognizing that barter was a long-standing and accepted
.nonorganizational' institution in the Andes. The potential of barter for 
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meeting local needs was severely limited however by the lack of accompa

to make it more versatile and productive. The feeling
ing organizationthnIdacom itethttegt"haedweevrhyeggdcheated' whenever they engagedIndian communities that they got 

an inhibition to their expanding
ji monetized exchange with others was 

prodction of food and other goods. 
Rather than attempt to introduce 'cooperatives,' a conventional orga

tried ard discredited in the area, a
nizational form previously new 

created. It has minimal
organization with traditional form was 

are no formal officers and no f -l-time manageinent
formalization. There 

at the center. Yet it has become 'institutionalized' according to our def
staff 

to the extent its roles and practices have acquired intrinsic value in
tuition, 

the eyes of community members. The economic value the incipient institu
tin provides to members is greatly added to by the social and cultural
 
values it promotes on ')ehalf of the population, giving them satisfaction in 

their own identity. lns handicraf'sit o moes re a timly a mani to 

BRAZIL: Northeast Union of Assistance to Small Businesses (UNO) 
oness es wasNse 

UNO (Uniao Nordestina de Ajuda as Pequnas Organiza¢es) was set 
" f a U.S private voluntary organization, Ai in 1972 by 


IUemational/AITEC U SNO
received additonal support frotheACCin 
community in Recife, from other foreign donors, and from the Brazilian 

After six years of providing credit, UNO began to receivepublic sector. 
funding from the World Bank and from the Brazilian public sector to expand 

the number of loans it granted in Recife and to set up programs in the interi

or' (Hunt, 1984; Tendler, 1983a). 
AITEC had two objectives in setting up this program for providing 

credit to small businesses not having access to banks. First, by encouraging 
labor-intensive technologies, AITEC hoped to increase employment, pro
duction, and income among the poor. Second, AITEC hoped to establish a 

Brazilian PVO that would be able to stand on its own. 
From the start UNO concentrated on bringir.g its microenterprise cli

ents to existing banks for credit. The UNO methodology, which evolved 

over 'he early years of its operation in Recife, involves first screening and 

training clients (mainly in bank procedures" and then forwarding their loan 
'double-checkapplications to participating banks. In turn, the banks 

and issue a loan agreement'the proposal,creditworthiness, process 

0Jackelen, 1982).
 

When UNO expanded into the interior after 1979, asa partof itspar
of Brazil integrated rural

cipation in the World Bank-Government 
development project (POLONORDESTE sprogram adjusted to the needs 

of 'monoproducers.' The original Recife methodology was modified to in
formation, appropriate technology, and

clude cooperative or association 

training-with credit remaining as the backbone of the program.
 

'JNO's institutional development, including autonomy from local 
elites, was furthered by its informal alliance with a broad mix of local, na
tional, and international supporters. Initially UNO was backed by the local 
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federation of industry and commerce, a well-established and influential in-stitution at district and regional levels. In addition UNO gained the support
of nationally important persons. Together these eased the way for obtaining
backing from three local banks. Although UNO had extensive local supportfrom the private sector in its first four years (banks, primarily), private finaq.
cial support never exceeded 30 percent. Public sector funding represented
30 percent of the UNO budget during this period, while foreign donations
started at 60 percent in the first year and varied from 40 to 47 percent in the
next t!.ree yeais. 

Evtatually the private sector lost interest in UNO  in Dart because
private backers felt their responsibility was fulfilled once public or inter-
national funding had been obtained. In addition UNO cut loose fromAlTEC three years after its founding, finding that being tied to a U.S.PVO was becoming a liability for operating as a local organization. How-
ever, UNO was able to continue operating as a result of its participation in
the POLONORDESTE project in 1979. In fact, this insulated it from the
federal small-and-mdium-business administration (CEBRAE) and as-sured UNO's autonomy in pursuing and adapting its microenterprise
assistance methodology, 

LESSONS: Although UNO is weak as a "model Program' in terms of itsunit lending costs and staff productivity, the program's survival through aperiod of national economic austerity, and its stubborn ability to continue
lending small amounts to worse-off firms is no small accom-' hment, espe-

cially given 
 the natural tendency of the better-off small iirms to exert 
pressure for obtaining the highly subsidized loans.

UNO's development of institutional ability appears to be attributable inpart to the 'premature' withdrawal of AITEC funding and technical assist-
ance; its being limited to one task rather than many; slow expansion in termsof budget and types of activities; and an institutional network thai protected
it from political interference. 

This case shows the importance of establishing links with institutions 
that can provide the technical, financial, and especially political supportnecessary when a new organization is being set up. What is remarkable is
that this arrangement allowed for survival in spite of operating costs and
procedures considered by observers as less than -exemplary.' With its pro-
gram known and supported by Recife's elites as well as UNO's former staffand clients, UNO's solid institutional position offered it the opportunity to
expand its lending and to modify its credit techniques later, 

BURKINA FASO: Partnershipfor Productivity 

Partnership for Productivity (PfP) began working in two locations inthe Eastern Region of Burkina Faso (previously Upper Volta) in 1977. With a 
grant from USAID, it planned to promote rural enterprises generating em-ployment and income-particularly those with potential for becoming
self-sustaining, per-nnial enterprises. Credit, technical assistance, lectures
and seminars were to be the core of the project (Goldmark et al., 1982).

Initially, PfP employed fairly traditional techniques for providing 
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credit-cum-management trai- -g, with courses being offered in elementarybookkeeping, inventory co' .- nd completion of monthly balance sheets
and profit-and-loss staten,. i.s.Although special management and ac
counting techniques were developed for illiterate managers (includingpictographs and colored boxes), use of these techniques by credit recipients
wa, discovered to be directed more at satisfying PfP staff than at practical
management. Some of this became clear because PfP was working with andthrough an affiliate, PfP/Upper Volta, which had only Voltaic staff.

The procedures recommended by PfP evolved as the initial techniques'
limitations became evident. The program's newer approach was to replace
the courses with general business planning and working capital manage
ment. The first was approached on a task assignment basis. Prospective
clients were asked to develop a budget, survey a market, or identify a sourceof supply as a requirement for obtaining a loan Their performance allowed
PfP staff to gauge both the commitment and competence of potential bor
rowers. Qualifications ar, assessed on an individual basis, with enterprise
managers physically separating working capital from profits.

Credit is extended only in small amounts, with timing and repayment
suited to the individual enterprise. Subsequent loans are contingent upon
repayment and successful performance. By providing credit in a manner tailored to local economic and cultural circumstances, Pfp is making credit
available in a region that has virtually no banking infrastructure. At the 
same time it has modified its techniques, PfP has established regional
branches in two new locations and has plans for opening other branches 
(A.Brown, 1984).

In addition to delivering credit and training to individuals, PfP's program reflects concern with the community as a whole. For the local 
economy, this 'systems approach to human and economic development
means assisting 'the entire range of productive activity necessary for an 
economy to grow .... Clients are encouraged to analyze the needs and op
portunities in the local economy and to propose enterprises that will fill
them' (Lassen et al., 1985:9-10).

The fundamental guideline is to, ,ncentrate support on enterprises that
provide nev, goods and services or reduce the prices of ones already present.

The growth of a supported enterprise is to be to the benefit of- not at the
 
expense of-the local community. One relevant technique that focuses on
developing business networks is'to urge new enterprise managers to visit

former ones as part of a feasibility study, a process that encourages the de
velopment of mutual technical assistance. Project 'graduates' have beenquite willing to help new enterprises get started. 

LESSONS- This program is an example of culturally sensitive credit andbusiness training in a setting that is only now becoming monetized. Some
initial mistakes were made in formulating the program because outsiders
-didnot understand that 'borrowing' was regarded with disapproval in thisculture (as previously in England-remember Shakespeare's advice, 'neither a borrower nor a lender be'). Also, failure in business was seen asreflecting one's fate rather than one's management decisions and skills. The
Program had to learn and take such cultural conceptions into account. 
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The program offers a good example of learning process by modifyingitspractices such as developing a system of 'character-based' collateral and asystem of credit approval that was itself educational for the applicant. By
making access to advice easier for clients and adopting flexible repaymentpractices, the program was able to fit into the existing socio-cultural matnx.
Establishing local branch offices also brought the program physically closer
to intended beneficiaries. 


Finally PfP's focus on 
creating local economic linkages and of fillinggaps in the local economy has been important for nonorganizational LID.Unfortunately some of these approaches have come into conflict with con-
ventional concepts of project evaluation, which has prompted PfP along
with other PVOs to reconsider what are appropriate norms for NAE evalua.

tion by donor agencies. Unless the criteria used are attuned to reinforcing
LID concerns, innovative pograms (specifically, donor funding for them) 


CHILE: Women Artisans in Santiago 

The Centro de Desarroilo Comunitario (CEDECO), a private nonprof-it foundation, was originally founded in 1968 to provide educational andtechnicarelytechnical assistance to then-flourishing locaI community development
s nce nouragedandlegiihigd communeitygroups, largely encouraged and legitimized by the Frei government of theevelpment 

1960s. Until 1975 CEDECO offered leadership training as well as coursesin manual arts in local mothers' centers (Centros de Madres, or CEMAs).
However, when the Pinochet government no longer permitted CEDECO
to give instruction in the CEMAs, this deprived CEDECO of access 
to its 
previous constituency as well as to an important means for earning income even though CEDECO was allowed to continue providing training in itsown building. 


In 1976 the Inter-American Foundation (IAF) reached a grant agree-
ment with CEDECO 'to train community 
 leaders and provide technical 

assistance to the remnants of community organizations formed in the six-

ties' 
 (Dulansey, 1980). The income-generation portion of the multipurpose
project included organizing women 
 in small groups to produce hand-

knitted wool garments. The goal to
was train community leaders whilesetting up self-sufficient and self-managed artisan production.

COMARCHI (Cooperativa Multiactiva de Mujeres Artesanas de Ctlile,Ltda.), a pre-cooperative, was fou~nded as a result. It brought together fortyproduction groups (talleres)of eight to twelve members who are usuallyneighbors. Communication between COMARCHI and the talleres isachieved both formally and informally. Formally group representatives
meet at the headquarters twice a month for courses on such things as partici-pation, organization, or principles of cooperativism, and they thencommunicate with talleres members at meetings held at least monthly. In-formally skill training and quality control take place both in the talleres ind 
at the COMARCHI center when finished garments are turned in.The income-generating aspect of the multipurpose project was forawhile blocked by the legal status of the two groups. Because CEDECO was 
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nonprofit, and COMARCHI was still a pre-cooperative (not yet a legal en'ity), neither could engage in marketing. So a marketing agency, SOARTEL,
had to be co-founded as a sociedadcolectiva by representatives from both or
ganizations. Marketing was further inhibited by the legal requirement thatwomen's husbands join any sociedad colectiva as founding members. Ac
cordingly SOARTEL was established with twenty women and their
husbands (forty in total) and five representatives from CEDECO.

An integral part of the strategy was to create and co-manage this commercial agency so that ultimate 'control and management of the garment
industry would be vested in a cooperative, self-managed enterprise estabhshed by the women.' Initially SOARTEL was not located in the samebuilding as CEDECO. This made transferring the management of finances,
marketing, and personnel to COMARCHI (located in a separate building)more difficult. Fortunately the situation improved when COMARCHI andSOARTEL were moved under the same roof (Dulansey, 1980).LESSONS: The case shows the importance of forging formal and infor
mal linkages among funding agencies (IAF), local intermediary institutions
tCEDECO), and NAEs (COMARCHI and its talleres). Each had its specialitV:(1) IAF in providing assistance when needed and in reinforcingcollegial and collaborative' posture; (2) CEDECO in conceiving the idea,

a 
riding training,developing the proposal, securing the funding, organizing the women, protechnical assistance, and administrative support, and 

gradually handing over management responsibility to the artisans; and (3)not least, COMARCHI in providing a structure that sustained communica
n and allowed women the flexibility to earn money while accomplishingother tasks. 

The case also shows how local groups can employ apprenticeship
and informal communication as a training and information straegy.
Furthermore, it shows how in spite of bureaucratic barriers there are ways to support income-generating activities locally by improvisinag
 
new forms of organization.
 

INDIA: Self-Employed Women's Association 

In 1972 the Self-Employed Women's Association (SEWA) was legally
registered as a trade union of self-employed woinen with the support of the
nationally recognized Textile Labor Association of Ahmedabad (TLA),
which was originally organized with the help of Mahatma Gandhi. Fallinginto three primary groups-small-scale sellers, home-based producers, andlaborers-the 'invisible' women who were brought into SEWA found
themselves 'outside the reach of labor!aws and (!acking) protection in termsof wages, health insurance, retirement, pensions, and numerous social secunty benefits . .. [in contrast to] workers in the organized sector who,through unions, had pressured the government to provide protection in 
these areas' (Sebstad, 1982).

Early organizing involved hundreds of meetings in working classP.ighborhoods throughout Ahmedabad in order to establish 'trade groups' 
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whose leaders provided the link between SEWA and the workers through.
out the city. Initial organizing centered around three major problems the
workers faced: lack of capital, harassment by police and municipal authon. 
ties, and poverty-induced family problems. 

Using strategies that (1) increased the women's visibility as workers, 
(2) raised women's incomes, and (3) increased women's control over income and property, SEWA has developed from an organization into a
widely recognized local intermediary institution. It is credited with lobby-
ing for the self-employed women, bringing groups of women together and
linking them to ou'tside organizations, organizing cooperatives, establish. 
ing a women's cooperative banl,, and other accomplishments. Most
unusual, however, is the mix of two types of joint action: labor unions andcooperatives. SEWA first forms trade unions among traditionally unorga-
nized women workers and subsequently helps them set up cooperatives,
For example: 

Women chindi (waste cloth used to make patchwork quilts) sewers who previouslyworked on a piece-rate basis for merchants have formed a cooperative producton unit.Supplies of raw materials, credit for sewing machines, and markets are providedthrough the cooperative. Vegetable sdiers have organized amarketing cooperative andtake orders for vegetables from government-run hospitals, jails, and hostels. Thecoop-
erative members previousl worked as street vendors (Sebstad, 19 :61). 

Similar organizations have been formed with carpenters. junksmiths,
wastepickers, bamboo workers, and hanciblock printers. 

SEWA itself is made up of several branches: the Union, the SEWA 

Bank, the Economic Wing, 
 ,nd the Rural Wing. The union is patterned after,
trade unions where members are grouped by trade or occupation. Leaden 
who -emerge' (rather than being elected) from these groupings are supposed to participate in decision making through a system of committees. Inreality a fairly 'top down' style was inherited from the TLA and decision 
making usually rests with the president and the general secretary. Each
trade group in the union has a low-paid organizer assigned to it. These orga-
nizers function as the link between members, the different branches of 
SEWA, and outsi.-ers.' Through joint action SEWA leaders, organizers, and 
members have struggled for arid obtained such things as fixed wages andse-
cure vending space from employers or local police. 

In contrast to the struggles of the union, activities in the other SEWA 
operations are development-oriented. The first of these was a credit pro-gram, which began with SEWA serving as an intermediary for nationalized 
banks. Initial difficulties led to the establishment of the SEWA Bank, which
in the beginning mobilized savings while con tinuing to function as an inter-
mediary for the nationalized banks for two years. Later, and until 076, 
SEWA disbursed money that the banks deposited in a savings account of the
SEWA Bank. After 1976 SEWA began to lend out its own funds, partly be-
cause of difficulties with repayments to the banks and partly because it now
had sufficient resources to do so. 
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The Economic Wing was established in 1978 and works on technical
skill training, forming production units, obtaining raw materials, and im
proving marketing skills. The Rural Wing's activities began in 1975 and 
center around organizing agricultural laborers, although they also include 
nonfarm employment activities for off-season months. In 1981 SEWA was 

ousted from the Women's Wing of the TLA. The reasons are complicated,
but it appeared (at the time of Sebstad's evaluation) that SEWA would con
tnue to function effectively on behalf of the women with whom it works.

LESSONS: The SEWA case is remarkable because it explicitly addresses 
the economic and social needs of a very marginal group: self-employed poor
women. Initially concentrating on organizing its members to struggh
against injustices of he "institutional environment' in which they operate,
the group expanded later to development activities.' 

In spite of the wide range of SEWA's undertakings, the organization's 

survival after a split from its sponsoring organization speaks well of its status as a local institution. SEWA seems to belie recommendations forspecialization in areas of comparative advantage, although closer inspection 

indicates that expansion has depended on capacity to recognize problems
and adjust as new activities are taken on. Specialization occurs within special sections of SEWA. 

It is also worth noting that SEWA has a !arge latent membership. For
nal membership fluctuates as economic conditions change. This indicates 
that it serves a function in women's economic lives, but that active participa
tion is not always necessary or possible. As long as SEWA can survive in this 
manner, it is clearly more an institution than an organization.' 

KE.%qA: Mraru Women's Group
The Mraru Women's Group began in 1970 like most of the groups affil

,ated with Maendeleo ya Wanawake (the national 
women's organization).
Initial discussions in the meetings called to set it up centered on crafts and

homemaking. Eventually 
however, because reaching the market center
 
twelve kilometers away from Mraru 
was difficult, the fifty group members 
decided to save money to purchase a bus. Their decision reflected the partic
ular problems with transportation in their locality: (1) the existing bus was
 
often full when it got to Mrart, and (2) men rode instead of women if space
 
was limited (Kneerim, 1980).
 

The women formed a savings society in August 1971. They met once a 
month and each member contributed what she could-in cash or in kind. By
.973 they had saved enough to place an order for a bus. At this point enthusiasm grew and the pace of saving increased. Harambees (public fundraiings) were held, a local government social service worker helped t-iegroup obtain a loan, and a special last-minute fund-raising event amassed 

the money needed for a complete down payment. The bus was delivered in 
1975 and bus service was initiated immediately. 

After one and one-half years, the group declared half of its savings 
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(from earnings on the bus service) as a dividend and decided to invest there.
maining money in a new enterprise-a duka (retail shop). This was chosenbecause the land and building would be a solid asset, unlike the bus, whosevalue deteriorated with time. Within six months the duka was constructed
with space for the shop plus three small rooms. A loan helped the group ac-quire stock and open its small enterprise, which does a steady, though nut
necessarily large, business. The group plans 'to expand the building to in-clude quarters for employees of the bus service and the shop, an office, a LESSONS: While its short period of existence precludes any conclusionmeeting room that could double as a classroom, a kitchen, an indoor toilet, about the success of its "brokerage' approach or its "institutionalization,'and five bedrooms that would serve as a small hotel' (Kneerim, 1980).

Subsequent activities of the Mraru Women's Group have included goatraising and personal improvement (including classes in sewing and family
health). The goat raising is a riskier investment than earlier ones but it isatraditional activity for women in the area. The sewing classes are possiblebecause the government donated two sewing machines and sewing matcri.
als. Many of the class members' products are sold in the duka next door.

LESSONS: The Mraru Women's Group represents the piocess of trans-
forming a group enterprise into a local institution. By focusing on local
demand, the bus service opened possibilities for expanding the range ofgoods and services available locally. The initial focus on profitable activitie6
allowed the scope of the women's activities to reach beyond financial toso
cial undertakings. 

PHILIPPINES:Micro-IndustriesDevelopment Center 

The Micro-Industries Development Center (MIDC) was forrmied as anumbrella organization in 1980 by a number of public and private associatior, providing support to microenterprises in the slum areas of Manila. Thedifferent participating organizations recognized they each had different resources and experiences to offer small firms as they grew and required
different kinds of support over time. MIDC hoped to achieve greater efficiency and impact in the microenterprise sector by coordinating previously
scattered resources and experiences.

Operating as a nonprofit, nonstock company, MIDC has no paid staff.One member of its board of trustees (made up of seven individuals from thepublic and private sectors) serves voluntarily as managing director whikl.fice space and administrative support are contributed by the participating
agencies. MIDC views itself not as an implementing agency but as a broker or facilitator with two broad tasks: (1) to ass'ire 'that people and programsinteract to maximize their learning and the quality of their project designand implementation,' and (2) 'broker' suitable matches between funders
and programs, e.g., between international donors and public and priuateagencies in the Philippines, between the Philippine business and sodal
service communities, between formal sector financial institutions andmicroentrepreneurs, or between small or medium-sized bu.inesses and 
microenterprises (Bear and Tiller, 1982:113).

As of 1982 the MIDC had held a workshop for program staff and 

microenterpreneurs 'to explore the constraints to microenterprise develop
ment,' supported a training course 'to prepare community leaders tobecome business management extension agents,' arranged a credit line between two participating organizations so that one of them could charge
commercial rates of interest, and brokered funds from Appropriate Tech
nology International to assist one organization 'in raising its credit ceiling
fur clients with expansion and employment potential.' 

MIDC's structure for channeling cooperation among organizations (sharingareas of comparative advantage) provides a working model for how a localintermediary institution might operate without necessarily becoming a local
funding agency. MIDC's priorities (leadership development, design andtt'-ting of program expansion mechanisms, technical assistance, and influncilg government policies) represent areas to which few local institutions
have sufficient staff resources to devote much of their energies. The umbrella format provides economies of scale that make these long-range priorities 
a possibility (Hunt, 1984). 
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ANNEX SEVEN 

Experiences in Local 

Institutional Development 


BOLIVIA: Center for Social and Economic Development (DESEC) 

The Center for Social and Economic Development (DESEC) began on a
regional basis in 1963. Its founder has been a driving force behind this phvate service organization. Initially DESEC worked closely with Cathoc 
parish churches and associated groups. But the emphasis given to economicactivities and insistence on remaining clear of partisan politics led to abreakwith the church. For two years after this, DESEC continued its efforts hold-
i th theti g ura o ater thi s a ontinuoed its effo rhhort h oses .ing meetings in rural schoolhouses and peasants' homes to encourae 

Two types of organizations were formed: community groups termed'centers' .ce ter,-ctindityuncionlgro ps all d 'om itt es.and functional activity groups called 'committees. AA entri aacenter is 
membership organization composed of peasants who live in the same -eberslaeorcmunt.Thywrkt eslecomnprbes olctvllage or community. They work to resolve common problems collectiveh'and elect representatives who participate in a regional federation, which n 
turn has a representative in the national-level federation, Acci6n Rural
Agricola de Desarrollo Organizado (ARADO). 

Members who are interested in a particular activity such as milk, pota-
to, or rice production join specialized committees that focus on imploingproduction, marketing and so forth. These committees are organized into 
centers, cooperatives, and producers' associations. They have also estab-lished a chain of local stores and an outlet in Cochabamba for the sale C4items produc2d by ten artisan committees. An indication of the linkages
within this network of organizations is the fact that fifty-two committee
participate in DESEC's adult literacy program.

Under the DESEC umbrella are four service organizations
(Asociaciones de Servicios Artesanals Rurales) which have professionally
trained staff (many of whom are from the region) to provide technical assist-
ance to the peasant-based committees and center organizations. These 

currently in both the assistance nd facilitation modes is unusual and 
appears to be effective. 

The Foundation's efforts to stimulate and support local organizations 
may be more valuable thar. the limited financial resources it can make available (Rusch et al., 1976). This is because the program's fGcus is on provisionOfgroup credit, and without repayment it cannot continue. By emphasizing 
group responsibility and self-reliance, the record of repayment has been
better than in more conventional government programs.

To some extent, the Penny Foundation has been operating as an alter
.uive to the government program of cooperatives in Guatemala. It does not!1uire the organizations it supports to become very formal. The ovem
ment program has certain criteria for graduating organizations from 

Lipuiences in Local InstitutionalDevelopment 

organizations work with DESEC-sponsored activities but also have the au
tonomy to work with other programs involving housing, health, education, 
and agriculture.

It is the intention of each service organization (ASAR) to become selfsupporting. In the meantime support from the German-based foundation 
%IISEREOR has been crucial. In addition DESEC has worked to find fund
ing from other international agencies for specific projects and its membershave themselves taken on consulting work to help maintain their financial 
0iability (Morss et al., 1975:G2-G13).LESSONS: DESEC has involved many thousands of people in efforts to 
work collectively in improving their own lives. Its understanding of the
need for a network of local institutions operating at several levels has helped 
to increase the incomes and confidence of rural households. Often beginning in the Promotion mode, DESECrecognizing when and how to "pull back' 

has shown itself capable of as a local organization's capacitiesrmerge. In practice DESEC is engaged in an amalgam of assistance, facilitanon and promotion modes (Section 7.1.1) as it seeks to create a stronger anawider network of local institutions throughout highland Bolivia. By allow
ng individuals at the village level to choose to join a center and/orcommittee (or neither organization), involvement has been based on a genu-

a 

me desire to participate. 

GUATEMALA: The Penny Foundation 

The Penny Foundation (Fundac6n dei Centavo) is a private voluntaryorganization that began in 1963 by soliciting contributions from prominent 
atizens for use as a source of credit for marginal farm ers. Since 1970 it hashad some funding from USAID to expand its operations. Unlike other pro

grams, the Foundation has insisted that all services, e.g. credit, fertilizer, andtwenty members.nd purchases, be an'anged through producers groups, some with as few as 
The principle of group responsibility has guided the 

e the p o f u p resplt yiwhole effort with some good but uneven results.Sometimes the Foundation works in a facilitation role, encouragingthe formation of groups, and in other instances it gives assistance to 
groups that have emrrged without Foundation involvement such as from
the government's Rural Development Agency programs. Operating con
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Guatemala: The Penny Foundab 

"pre-cooperative' to 'cooperative' status. Many of the Penny Foundation 
groups never qualify for the transition. This has been seen by someevaluators as a deficiency in the program, but formalization should not be
equated with institutionalization. To the extent that people's needs are
being met through these organizations, they will become and remain inst.
tutions even if not legally constituted. 

The Foundation does not try to ensure that all of the base-level groups
survive. It tries to limit its support in the form of loans and technical assist. 
ance to no more than four years though exceptions are made. 'Aboutone-third of the groups do not request further assistance; some groups be. 
come recognized as cooperatives; others find alternative funding source,
and some disband. The Fundaci6n does not have the resources to encourage
dependency and thus allows the dissolution of weak local organizations'
(Peterson, 1982a:133). 

Since the Foundation works in various locations in the country, its pro-
gram varies in certain respects. In some regions, for example, it is able tocollaborate closely with the Ministry of Agriculture on extension activities 
In other areas, credit aliocated for land purchases is not available. What does 
not vary, however, is the focus on producer groups with shared responsibib-
ty for loan repayments and self-reliance through social learning (Gow et al,
1979:127-139). This resembles the SFDP approach in Nepal presented inAnnex Five. 

LESSONS: One of the most interesting aspects of this experience isthe"nonpatemalistic' approach. On the surface it appears not to support UD
because the Foundation accepts, even expects, the disappearance of some. 
even many, of its affiliated groups. On the other hand, by stressing its on
limited financial resources and by setting limits or the credit a group can gel
from the Foundation, it discourages the kind of expectations that could build 
up a relation of "dependency.' 

There is little possessiveness toward the groups it supports. If they getabsorbed into the regular cooperative system, good; if they find other sources of support, fine; if they can become fully self-sufficient, so much 
the better; if they disappear, that is unf.irtunate but that is their responbi-
bility. This attitude may seem like indifference, but it is the kind oi
detachment that may in some situations be necessary to encourage ide-
pendence. (The approach is similar to that reported in the Malawi self-help 

ious about groups' 

Isaboutegroups'e s ri val.It is interesting that many of the groups that declined to enter thefor-
mal cooperative system and formal federations nevertheless have movedto create their own informal federations akin to cooperatives' (Ruschet
al. 1976:78). This suggests that auton;mous rural organizations find ben-
efit in having horizontal and verical linkages. That these are not
formal-legal structures is not necessarily detrimental. The question for
outside agencies is how to work with structures that rural people findin-
telligible and useful. 

Eqveiences in Local Institutional Development 

INDIA: Kottar Social Service Society 

This supra-local service organization in the Kanyakumari District of
Tamil Nadu State is an exceptionally interesting example for its support of
multi-sectoral LID. KSSS is affiliated with the Catholic Church in the Dio
cese of Kottar, though its work is carried out on a nonsectarian basis.
Through the use of P.L. 480 (Title II) food aid, together with human and
other material resources, a wide variety of emerging local institutions have 
been fostered. 

The district has a population of 1.3 million people within 645 square
miles. Despite the high density there is only one major town in the district
(so this makes it somewhat like a locality despite the large size). While KSSS
i able to draw on the institutional infrastructure associated with ninety
church parishes and 120 priests, the actual managerial cadre works out of 
two offices with a staff of less than twenty persons, three of whom are long
term residents of European origin.

The largest KSSS undertaking is the Community Health Development
Project (CHDP), which began in 1972. Initially mobile teams traveled from
village to village visiting each once a fortnight with highly original, practical,
and interesting nutrition education lessons for mothers. As an incentive for
the mothers to bring their children to the programs, P.L. 480 food and basichealth care were provided after the lessons given in health and nutrition and 
after weighing the children each time. 

Over five years, more than 550 young women were recruited and
trained so that by July 1978 all mobile teams were converted into stationary
teams working in village health cooperatives established under the CHDP.
These gradually evolved, local organizations could provide more sustained
attention to health problems and could cover all members of the participat
ing families. By 1980 the program covered more than 38,000 preschool
children in 124 villages. 

In order to participate in the program, each village had to make a request to the KSSS to be included, had to provide space for the clinic, and had 
t0 Permit some of its young women to be trained to function as part of the 

m. Each family joining the cooperative is chared less th 
ayear for a broad range of health and nutrition services. This has allowed
the CHDP to become self-supporting in its recurrent costs.wate suplyschmei Anex hrc.) t ismor lielyto eici aceptnceKSSS has undertaken to build local institutions for more than healthof local responsibility than an attitude which is more protective and ainx-

water supply scheme in Annex Thre.) It is more likely to elicit acceptancesurvival. caren Among the poorest individuals in the district are local coastal fisherothd opyalreshrmen. Most had to pay a large share offterctctheir catch assrnrent for theo h 
c.tamarans they borrowed for going out to sea. Most were also in debt tomoneylenders, who were commonly the same persons who bought their 
catch at a low price.

In an effort to alter these circumstances, KSSS helped organize
sangams (cooperatives) of young fishermen. Collective sales of fish by the 
sangams helped to raise the price they received. Setting aside in the bank a
portion of their proceeds from each catch helped buy less fortunate mem
bers out of debt and also led to each member having some personal
savings. In addition several sangams with KSSS support took out loans to 
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purchase mechanized fiberglass boats, which enabled them to fish farther 
away from shore. Unfortunately the boats became targets for sabotage and
vandalism. The fishermen took to usin8 smaller boats without motors but 
continued to rely on fiberglass (instead of wood) to have lighter, moredu 
rable crafts. Despite threats by fish merchants to withhold financi 
contributions to the church in retaliation for KSSS support of the sangams. 
support was not curtailed. 

As a spinoff of this activity, KSSS organized net-making centers in thir. 
teen coastal villages. With food aid serving as an enabling resource, overa 
thousand young women produce nets with newly introduced cotton and 
nylon materials. The higher quality nets are a boon to fishermen and the 
women earn needed income. 

Another major effort involved organizing almost 10.000 small farmren 
(60 percent of whom had less than one-quarter of an acre) to improve irriga. 
tion. They constructed forty kilometers of channels serving 1,600 acres.A 
large cooperative for potters was established so that they could have both 2 
larger demand and better price for their wares than when selling individual-
ly. Other activities included organization for community water supply and 
for road and bridge repair using food aid. Of the tweix, e community devel-
opment organizers employed by KSSS, half woik in the sangam movement 
and half in agriculture and community health (Field, 1980; Field et al, 1981 
and personal communication).LESSONS: Certain features of the Kottar experience may not 
replicable (e.g. staff workin n the same region over four decades), bue 
something can be learned aboat modes of operation for LID. Getting t 
network of local institutions launched has not required large numbers ot 
people but rather a small core of very dedicated and culturally sophisticated 
workers. Rather than seek outside advice from short-term consultants, the 
staff in the field have improvised -'ndexperimented. The KSSS communi 
organizers are experienced and committed, with a small number effectivel 
working among a huge population. Their effectiveness is seen in their abilin 
to recruit and train local peopie to take responsibility for administering v1!. 
lage projects such as CHDP.Outside financial and material resources have been solicited but on]%IvsmnsbInvestments by SCF were small and diverse with the CDC playing anC eesalan ies ihteCCpaiga 

when they can be used to create or further develop capacities for collectfie 
advancement. Resources are never used as a substitute for local commit. 
ment, as seen by the CHDP's charging fees to cover all recurrent costs 
requiring compulsory savings of sangam members, and insisting on attend-
ance and quality work in infrastructure projects. This -disciplined' approach 
was found to be an important feature of membership organizations in the 
analysis by Esman and Uphoff (1984:155-158). 

KSSS has appeared to be guided by the 'hiding hand' which 
Hirschman (1967) wrote about. It has engaged in action without a precon-
ceived plan and even without full appreciation of the problems it would 
confront. But once engaged, it has been able to summon problem-solving 
capabilities it did not know it had, drawing on the talents of its organiets 
and the communities in addition to those of the core staff. 

fp.nences in Local InstitutionalDevelopment 

INDONESIA: Aceh Community-Based Institutio:-alDevelopment 

In 1979 Save the Children Federation (SCF) undertook a $2 million 
program in the Special Territory cf Aceh, following a flexible approach
stressing beneficiary participation in decision making and local institution
al development. The Tangse sub-district had little previous experience
with outside development agencies. There was a strong tradition of com
munity cooperation among the predominantly smallholder farmers 
though there was also a tradition of centralized, relatively authoritarian 
village leadership. 

SCF began in eight villages seeking to foster collective action capabili
ties rather than emphasizing any particular issue. It believed that whatever 
local organization emergd would be able to cl .nosesuccessful project activ
ities. Community Development Committees (GDCs) were organized at the 
locality level. However these were dominated by more well-to-do members 
of the communities who did not think less educated members were compe
tent to plan activities. 

To involve a broader spectrum of the population, Village-Level Con
munity Development Committees (VCDCs) were formed around groups 
working on riqvts such as coffee grinding, orange tree planting, and hat 
making. (Nott tiut these organizations correspond respectively to the com
niunity and group levels of activity.) VCDCs gradually assumed greater
oprerational authority and the role of the elite-dominated CDCs changed
trum decision maker to that of coordinator and guide. Thus, the traditional 
leadership was not excluded but a significant number of previously by
passed individuals were now included in responsible initi.::ng roles. 

In the initial stages, gaining broad local participation was stressed over 
project quality or cost-effectiveness. Rather than attempting to get villagesto concentrate on one or two activities, a diverse range of projects emergedwith the expectation that a certain number of them would not be successful. 
Nonetheless, there was an incentive for VCDCs to be effective in what they
undertook since performance on previous projects was a major criterion for 
cuntinuing SCF funding. 

important role in screening projects. Activities encompassed all three modes 
of agency intervention. Undertakings such as chicken raising involved 
assistance where the activity was one in which many individuals were al
rady engaged on a small scale. A coffee grinding project was facilitated by 
the provision f new equipment. Family planning activities, especially at the 
outset, tended to be promotional in nature. 

Training activities were used for much more than imparting knowl
edge. Practical skills to increase the capabilities of Abe poor were given 
strong emphasis. Training was aso designed to spread the project's under
lying philosophy through discussion of participatory approaches to 
management. Further, training was used to develop linkages with local gov
ernment and local administration by ir iting middle-level government 
employees to attend. Their number was kept small enough that they did not 
dominate tl, w-orkshops. 
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Strong efforts were made to spread project-related information. Wnt, 
ten correspondence, for example, was widely distributed as evidenced by
the number of ccs marked on letters and memoranda. More important, in' 
formation about all expenditures, income receipts, and accounts was 
routinely published, posted, and made available to everyone. 

'A major result of this openness was the willingness of the community 
to isolate and even remove corrupt leaders. The availability of information 
made clear what was not clear before - that the community was Leing lic. 
timized !1v some of its leaders and representatives' (VanSant and Weisel, 
1979:18). Whereas previously the majority accepted what their social super-
iors did, in this case an accountant, one village chief, and several committee 
members were removed for malpractice. 

When it appeared that existing local institutions were suitable, i.e., ben-
efits were not monopolized by local elites, SCF worked with these 
institutions rather than organize new ones. One such women's group 
emerged as the most promising in terms of effectively managing a broad 
range of projects including health and nutrition and cottage industry. 

LESSONS: Providing skills and information as well as opportunities to 
participate in decision making produced significant benefits. 'That therehas 
been a significant effect on the attitudes and behavior of the poor is widely 
acknowledged by both participants in and observers of the CBIRD 
(Community-Based Integrated Rural Development) process in Aceh (Van
Sant and Weisel, 1979:19). 

The initial approach, which was basically one of facilitation, worked 
quite well as a variety of specific community-supported activities were spun 
off as local organizational capacity grew. The early problem of elite domina-
tion was overcome in an evolutionary manner as lower-level organizational 
capacity was developed around activities of interest to poorer members of 
the communities. 

The approach to government employees facilijated vertical linkages to 
the various departments that could help the community-based groups. The 
strategy of supporting a wide variety of groups and activities with the as-
sumption that some would be winnowed out as unviable is similar to that of 
the Pennv Foundation in Guatemala discussed previously. The remaining 
groups and activities were strengthened by horizontal linkages among the 
VCDCs themselves and vertical linkages to the CDCs. 

JAPAN: Yachiho Villagt Institutions 

The experience of Yachiho provides a good understanding of what is 
possible with a strategy we cal! "assisted self-rehiance.' Yachiho is a village
of jut over 5,000 population in central Japan. That it is less densely settled 
than average reflects its somewhat lesser resource endowment. Sharma, 
study (1984) has documented a remarkable case of LID, which we include 
though Japan obviously is not a less-developed country. 

Beginning in 1959, with stimulation from a doctor posted in the sub-
district hospital some miles away, a program was launched that evolved into 

a comprehensive health care system with support from the sub-district hos
pital. This included school health and was largely managed by voluntary 
workers. A council of public health supervises all activities. It is made up of 
three representatives of villagers at-large, three representatives of village or
ganizations (two from the village assembly and one from the agricultural 
cooperative), and three doctors (one local and two from the sub-district hos
pital). This structure formalizes horizontal and vertical linkages. 

There are thirteen voluntary health instructors non.nated from the dif
ferent hamlets (neighborhoods) within ihe --!!ge. They are trained for 
simple treatment and p -ventive care and maintain health records on all 
persons in each hamlE.. They monitor health conditions generally and for 
individual patients and provide feedback to the local health unit. Individu
als are appointed for four years and given a modest stipend. 

In addition each hamlet elects one or more health officers, depending 
on the size of its population, to maintain close liaison with the health in
structor and carry out activities regarding public health and environmental 
sanitation with the help of hamlet residents. Each officer receives a stipend 
as a 'conveyance allowance." Medical personnel maintain close contact with 
:he health officers and instructors. Health standards are higher in Yachiho 
than most neighboring communities though expenditure per person on 
health services is only about two-thirds as much as elsewhere. 

With the emergence of this health system, the village assembly, provid
ed for in tradition and law, became more active. It is now engaged 
constantly in solving problems of the community and adopting programs
for development. Its executive board and committees manage a wide range 
of activities from revenue collection to social services. 

'The village assembly has sufficient functional and financial autonomy 
within the national and prefectural system to manage its functions at the 
loal level almost independently. For this it receives grants-in-aid from the 
national and prefectural governments to the extent of about 55 percent of its 
annuai expenditure; the remaining amount is mobilized through taxes, vil
lage bonds, interest from loans, economic development projects, etc.' 
ISharma, 1984:79). 

The budget is now nearly 2 billion yen a year. One-quarter goes for 
public education and another quarter for support of agriculture, forestry,
fbhing, and industry. (This is an exception to the observation ! Chapter 
Five that local governments are seldom eytensively engaged in supporting
agriculture.) Only about 13 percent goes to administratic.'i. Public services 
include water supply, saniiation, fire protection, a trunk dialing telephone 
system, and a well-maintained road network with automatic signals. 

'With a view to involving the maximum number of people in communi
ty functions, it has developed an elaborate system by establishing 
twenty-nine committees in which as many as 300 persons, which include 
non-assembly members, participate on L regular basis. This has helped the 
village assemb!v in carrying out its functions efficiently through volunary 
action,. according to Sharma. The older ('veteran') members of th assem
biy who played significant roles in organizing the community after 1959 
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are grooming younger members to continue the tradition of 
self-government. 

Through the community's own efforts, two nursery schools, a primary 
and middle school have been built and equipped with modem facilities, de-
spite financial constraints. 'A number of cultural events and extracurricular 
activities are organized through active support of the community, including 
the Parent-Teachers' Association." The village has constructed a community 
hall for various social and educational functions, and since 1968 has organ. 
ized a regular free education program open to the whole community under 
the name of Yachiho Summer College (Sharma, 1984:53). 

There is also an active agricultural cooperative society, which 'has betn 
instrumental in bringing to an end the long history of subordination of farm-
ers to other occupational interests. It has been able to develop a democratic 
force among farmers with strong bargaining capability.' (Sharma, 1984:78) 
The main productive activity centers on rice, which the co-op assists 
through inputs and marketing services, but it also 'has separate branches to 
look after the interests of different farmers who engage in floriculture, vege-
table farming, dairying, and other subsidiary activities. It helps promote 
savings and loans for starting other activities and embarks on its own proj-
ects like the establishment of cold storage, provision of large-scale farming 
machinery, etc. which cater to the collective needs.' (Sharma, 1984:81). 

A good example of the community's capacity to identify and act on 
collective interests is the recent decision of the village, whicl is in a loca-
tion with the potential for development of tourism, to lease its buildable 
land to the residents of a particular town who wanted to construct summer 
resorts in the village. 'As an easy alternative the assembly could have sold 
the land to a large company to develop the area and received an income 
from it. But then the village would have lost ownership and permanent in-
terest in the land, and income would have accrued to the company 
Therefore, the present decision shows the prudence and foresightednes
of the village community growing out of a social capacity for develop-
ment.' (Sharma, 1984:55). 

LESSONS: Sharma analyzes this case in terms of the significance of 
'social capability,' which he traces in part to historcal and cultural influer-
es. At the same time the 'catalytic' role of the doctor from Saku and the 
remarkably strong and civic-minded village leadership deserve credit for 
working out a variety of organizations and structura arrangements thaiare 
mutually supportive, 

The local institutional system that has evolved over a twenty-year pen-
od is remarkably effective, combining volunteer and professional roles at 
the local level, involving a wide cross-section of the community-old and 
young-in responsible positions. Social and productive activities have been 
mutually reinforcing rather than competitive with the village assembly bal-
ancing the various needs and interests. Government agencies have worked 
cooperatively and supportively with local institutions, but the relationship 
has been more beneficial to the extent that these local institutions have hada 
substantial degree of autonomy, legally and financially. 

The major problem for the community, as for many others in Japan, is 
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out-inigration and potential dissolution. This threat' is being dealt with 
through active efforts to develop inns, hotels, etc. to attract tourists and gen
erate income for the community. Only about 106 households depend solely 
on agriculture now (compared to 838 about twenty-five years ago). A wide 
variety of subsidiary agricultural (nonrice) plus nonagricultural activities 
have changed the economic structure of the village. A number of the village 
youth wvho have gone away for higher education have returned and the vil
lage assembly has a keen interest in developing local culture and 
opportunities, bringing young persons actively into the management of vii
lage affairs so that the community will survive and prosper. 

KENYA: Kenya Tea Developmen, Authority 

KTDA has come to be recognized as a rather successful national institu
tion, bringing smallholder tea production from zero before 1960 to 
one-third of Kenya's exports within fifteen years. Many lessons can be 
learned from it as a case of institutional development at the national level 
(Lamb and Mueller, 1982). However, lower level institutions are critical to 
this national success. 

The basic forums for farmer participation are the Divisional Tea Coin
mittees, made up of elected farmer representatives who oversee production 
and buying in their area. Farmer committee,, have been formed at locality 
level in many locations but these are not uniform in their activity. The Divi
sional Committees elect representatives to District Tea Committees, which 
are probably the best functioning of the organizations partly because they 
make crucial decisions about allocating tea quotas and all producers have a 
stake in their operation. 

The District Committees in turn send representatives to the Provincial 
Tea Boards. About one-third of the national KTDA Board is made up of 
farmer representatives. Farmers are also represented in increasing numbers 
on the boards that oversee the operation of tea factories through farmers' 
purchase of equity shares in the factories. Presently farmers hoid about 10 
percent of factory shares in what has become a means of mobilizing savings
 
for capital formation in the agricultural sector.
 

From the outset, the KTDA leadership sought to provide for active
 
farmer participation. Since smallholder tea growing was to be fitted into the 
existing farming systems not to replace them, KTDA recognized the need to 
have institutions that could work with peasant households as very complex 
units (Lamb and Mueller, 1982:2-3). KTDA was willing to invest some of its 
finncial resources to encourage participation, for example, by organizing 
farmer visits to Nairobi and by paying 'sitting allowances' to farmer repre
sentatives for time they spent oi KTDA business. It was recognized that 
Close linkage between KTDA and growers was crucial for maintaining quali
tv control. Accordingly the structure of farmers' committees was made one 
of the four operational divisions of the Authority. (The others were exte;-,
lion, buying and quality control, and factory production.) 

Most of the initiative for this structure came from "above. Indeed, 
Steeves (1975:10) has characterized the organization initially as 'autocratic.' 
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But over time, grower initiative has increased with KTDA approval. The 
technical sophistication of farmers has also increased. One 'breakthrough' 
for expanding tea growing with quality control was to introduce vegetative
propagation in place of earlier nursery techniques. Farmers learned this 
technique rather quickly and before long were able to do it better than many
KTDA staff. In 1980 about half the demand for new tea bushes was met 
from growers' own stock. (This has placed some str-fins on the policy of lim. 
iting individual holdings to one acre maximum.) 

Interestingly the KTDA staff have continued to champion the acreage
ceiling on egalitarian grounds despite political pcessure from somewhat 
larger growers (Steeves, 1984). One consideration is that smaller holdings 
are generally more intensively cared for and more carefully plucked, keep.
ing quality of the final product high. 

The incentive system worked out is ingenious. Once a month growers 
are paid a fixed rate (per kilogram) for the greenleaf delivered to buying
points operated by the factory they sell to. At the end of each season, when 
the processed tea has been sold at the London auction where most KTDA tea 
fetches a premium price, the growers get a 'bonus,' which usually amounts 
to about 150 percent of the -base' income. The better the quality of the tea 
leaf delivered to the factory, as well as the better the processing there, the 
more the factory's tea sells for and tile higher is the bonus growers receive. 

LESSONS: One important element of KTDA institutional strategy has 
been its considerable decentralization to the factories and to the provincoal,
district, and divisional levels. The fact that the tea price is rather precisely
pegged to some independent measure of "quality' gives all within the 
system-growers, buyers, transporters, factory workers, and managers-
good measures of success and makes decentralized management morefeasi-
ble. Everyone gets clear feedback on the quality of their collective 
performance, which is reinforced by material incentives. 

For many years it was said that tea was too demanding a crop for 
peasants' to grow, and all investment and technical assistance was re

served for the tea plantations in Kenya. The performance of KTDA has 
shown that a system of organization with tarmer participation from the
field to the factory and beyond that to the national level can achieve supe-
rior quality and efficiency compared to the mo'e administratively 
managed plantation operations. 

NIGERIA: Tiv Farmers'Association 

In the early 1950s Tiv tribal leadership in the southern part of what is 
now Benue-Plateau State designed a rotating credit and savings system
based on a traditional method of saving yams to make larger amounts of 
credit available to farm families. The groups worked through elected lead-
ers, had a strict policy of loan repayment, and were 'reorganized' on an 
annual basis. The last element was designed to avoid the impression that a 
permanent membership commitment was required. 

After over a decade of impressive performance by these organizations 
(called barns),a local agricultural extension officer who was well acquainted 

with the region suggested to the senior tribal leadership that a farmers' asso
clation be developed to work closely with the extension service (LA).
initially a "senior council' was organized with sixty representatives from 
various Tiv areas. Foilowing the growth of the association to some 1.000 
members by 1968, it was decided to organize at the village level, drawing on 
the experience gained by the bams. Benefitting from strong traditional social 
structure and low stratification among the Tiv, village branches were estab
hshed. Both agricultural extension officers and Farmers' Association leaders 
assisted in this effort to organize "permanent' membership associations. 

Although considerable informal communication facilitated the process
of organizing credit branches, the initiative for forming organizations usual
ly came from the extension officer who would meet with the village chief 
and farmers to discuss the details of the Farmers' Association, including the 
system of representation at district and division leveis. Once operating, vii
lage associations met on a monthly basis with the extension worker in the 
area. In addition, the extension officer made subsequent visits usually three 
or four times per year. Within six years the Tiv Farmers' Association had 
more than 33,000 members and a yearly operating budget from dues of 
$b5,000. The average on-farm income over a decade showed a 72 percent 
increase (Morss et al., 1976:F32-F41). 

LESSONS: This case offers an impressive example of using traditional 
structures of authority and locally tested principles of organization, albeit 
with some modification, to initiate a new form of organization. By being
sensitive to what already existed and without any donor funding, local ad
ministration was able to make extension efforts aimed at encouraging 
innovation more effective. Even though LA provided much of the impetus
for getting activities started, farmer control over decision making was not 
lst. Despite the fact that adult functional literacy was only around 10 per
cent, the program does not appear to have been adversely affected by lack of 
"eucated' leadership. 

PERU: Comas Women's Academy 

This is one of the most impressive cases of grassroots development re
ported by Hirschman (1984) based on the program's rapid devolution of 
responsibility to local women.unfolding of activities This devolution came about because of thethat served to make the incipient institution more 
grounded in local needs, and because of the development of horizontal link
ages with other women's organizations, which led to an informal federation 
having supportive vertical linkages to promote members' interests. 

Comas is a large squatter settlement outside Lima with the usual lack of 
social
facilities. The Catholic Church provides much of the rather limited 
civic core to this amorphous community. A group of women wishing to raise 
their families' incomes by making clothes got together and wanted instruc
ton in sewing and working with patterns. They came into contact with a 
private service organization in Lima, the Centro de Estudios Sociales y 
Publicaciones, which was assisting educational projects in slum areas with 
some financial support from Dutch and German agencies. 
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The Centro, according to Hirschman, 

provided the requested assistance for clothesmaking, but quite soon other topics of in.struction were developed in collaboration with the Comas women: classes on literacy,the history of Peru, female health and sexuality and so on-until a whole curricu!umtook shape. After two years of instruction by personnel supplied by the Centro, some
toPics of instruction were taken over by th- Corr -s women who had graduated fromcourse and felt they could handlL the materials t temselves. Today the administration ofthe Academy and most of the teaching is handled by these women. Gradually thewomen have developed tontacts with other women's groups in Comas and aComas.
wide women's group which discusses feminist issues has been started (N984:17). 

One problem the program encountered was hostility from husbands. 
many of whom did not like their wives being away from home one eve-ning a week during the academic year (April to December). The
Academy has attempted to assuage the husbands by drawing them intothe activities-organizing, for example, fiestas and common educationAl
events.' (1984:19). The community women have now begun to work ongetting improvements in the water supply for the municipality throughpetitions and demonstrations. 

LESSONS: An important change occurred in outside support from the 
Centro, from what we have called assistance in the first stage, to facilitatbonhelping the 'Academy' develop, and back to assistance as the Academv scapacity for initiating new activities grew. This is a good example of huw'anintermediary organization can work. The fact that the staff of the Centre
took the women seriously helped them to take themselves seriously and to move from a very limited objective and capacity to an expanding and moreeffective institutional base. Nonmembers (men) have also been camed
along by the energy channeled through the Academy. 

SOUTH KOREA: Saemaul Undong Movemtent 

Saemaul Undong (SU), meaning New Community Movement, wasiru,
tiated by President Park in the early I970s, reflecting his interest both inastrong agricultural base and rural political support. It was oerseen by the 
Office of the President with a special secretary in charge and with consulta-tive councils at each governmental tier representing the various ministnes
involved in supporting SU. 

The structure was conceived and operated in a top-down manner, butit 
was matched by a vast spread of community organizations whose leaden 
(chosen by the members) were invested with autho-iy to bargain for re-sources from the government to complement those of their communities 
These leaders operated both as agents of the state and as partisans on behaliof local interests. They were usually not the village headmen who occupied
quasi-hereditary roles. The informal competition between elected SU lead 
ers and village headmen who were often older and less dynamic was oneothe elements energizing Saemaul (Goldsmith, 1981). 

Among the most impressive aspects of this national program is the de-
gree to which formerly listless local bureaucracies (LA) have been 

[eriences in Local InstitutionalDevelopment 

"reoriented- into agencies working more seriously on rural development is
sues, frequently working closely with farmers for the first time (Yoon,1985:151). Bureaucrats and technicians who used to resort to coercive neasures find they cannot rely on these any more. Pressure from above to showresults means that balking communities can make officials look bad in supeors' eyes. Local leaders can also make complaints against government 

rhestaff at their regular public meetings with higher officials (Aqua, 1981).Pressure for performance also falls on Saemaul leaders, who can lesseasily blame 'the government' for problems when it is actively trying to support community improvement. Also, there are tangible rewards for their 
communities and themselves from active effort.The figures on infrast-i-ucture built or improved are almost staggering.
By 1979 for example, 43,000 kilometers of village roads had been built and an equal length of farm feeder roads, 73,000 bridges, 37,000 water supply
systems, and almost 11,000 irrigation systems (Lee, !981:318-322). Agreat variety of income-producing activities aon group or community
basis have been instigated-mushroom growing, machine repair, etc. The sense of urgency that pervaded the movement from the start caused cornmunities undertaking projects such as bridge construction or manufactur
ing enterprises to learn quickly what they needed to know through
'hands-on' experimentation.

The way in which government support was channeled is also instruc
ve. After two years of giving 35,000 villages the same level o' materialassistance (in the form of cement and steel reinforcing rods for const-uc

tion), villages were classified into three categories: most responsive
(self-standing), typical (self-helping), and least responsive (basic). Thegreatest assistance per village was given to the middle category, with

enough to the first and third to provide some encouragement. The message
 
to the latter category was to become more self-helping.In 1973 about one-third of the villages were in the "basic' category, but 
before long this number was negligible and two-thirds had "graduated' intothe top (self-standing) category, needing only assistance according to our
dassification of support modes. Villages accepted reclassification partly because of pride and partly because there were still benefits to be received 
from the program (Lee, 1081:151-153),

According to Yoon (1985:i52), the period from 1975 to 1978 was 'the 
most flourishing period" for Saemaul, and popular participation in decisionmaking and resource mobilization was at its peak. After 1978 this has 
waned because the bureaucracy has taken back much control over planning
and because "Saemaul had already changed the lives of those living in South 
Korea's 35,000 villages.' 

More communities had advanced to the level of 'self-sufficiency" with targets met in all

indicators of success-hectares planted in new varieties of rice, length of piped water
 
supply, paved roads, numbers of tiled roofs (to replace thatched), latrines, dnd publicvlllagers owned rad .... ........ 986s, os 
 on-hr of salfr ndicmstr
 
from non-farm sources such as sericulture, viticulture, handicrafts, cattle and small
manufactured 


buildings. More than half of the courtrv had electricity and village telephones and most 

goods produced in 'Saemaul factories' (Yoon, 1985:152-153). 
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LESSONS: Some very impressive changes in the economic and social 
status of villages could be achieved by government investment through a 
well-conceived, evolving program with strong support from the highN 
echelons. Communities responded with major contributions of materials, 
labor, and management skills. Tle ability to plan and carry out infrastric. 
ture produced the most visible results, but the many thousands of 
agricultural and nonagricultural enterprises established under SU auspict
have also made a significant contribution to rural well-being. The cost to 
government of getting these enterprises started has been a small part of the 
total expenditure. 

A great deal of 'bureaucratic reorientation' was accomplished in a rela. 
tivelv short period of time with clear political signals from above and with 
organized pressure from below. Although the program began with a 'blue-
print* conception (one might say a 'blueprint' mentality), it moved fairly
quickly into a learning process mode as the first efforts were too uniform 
and mismatched to village needs and capabilities. Where the public sectar 
and communities lacked certain technical skills, responsibilities were gien 
to private firms, bringin 5 in that 'channel' for LID. The movement showed 
what a multichannel, multitier undertaking could achieve by encouraging a 
great deal of initiative and responsibility from rural communities and 
groups. When the policy environment in South Korea shifted somewhat 
after 1978 with less government investment channeled to rural areas and 
less emphasis on preserving or promoting income equality, the vitality of 
Saemaul declined. 

THAILAND: Khorat Rural Development Program 

While Thailand has registered some satisfactory economic growth 
overall, there has been dissatisfaction in some quarters with persisting in-
come disparities, maldistribution of basic social services, and social blights 
such as pollution, drug abuse, increasing crime rate, and degradation of cul-
ture and morale, even in rural communities. The governor of Khorat 
province decided to promote more broad-based development within ha 
area of responsibility and established a svstem of organization that reaches 
down to the village and group levels. Ichas been impressive enough in the 
changes it has introduced into rural areas that the National Economic and 
Social Development Board has taken it as an example for the country's rural 
development program, 

The process was begun by 'reorienting' government officers first at 
the province level then working down through the amphoe (district) to the 
tambon (locality) level. Officers were expected to stop acting as donors 
giving benefits to a passive, receiving community. They were to learn ho. 
to work with rural people in a participatory mode and also how to ,ork
with each other on an inter-ministerial, collaborative basis. Various meet-
ings, conferences, and seminars were held at the provincial level at the 
governor's instigation until provincial officers were ready to serve as "A
Trainers. They then undertook to reorient their district-level staff who in 
turn became 'B' Trainers. 

Eperi,-nces in Local Institutional Development 

These district officials in turn worked with tambon field staff, mostly
from the departments of community development, agriculture, health, 
and education. These four officials were constituted as a working group for 
supporting community development at the tambon level. This WCT, as it 
was called, was responsible for about ten villages. Each WCT was to begin
by working in a single "pilot' village and gradually to expand activities to 
other communities within the tambon, all the time working with the 
Tambon Council, which was the main existing unit for local 
government. 

Each village participated through a Village Council made up of the vil
L-ge headman and some elected members. Vi!lage Councils had usually
been moribund and needed resuscitation by the WCTs. This was done ini
tially by working with the Council to prepare a village development plan.
This was conceived so as to mobilize local resources for remedial action so 
that work did not depend wholly or even mostly on funds coming from 
above The WCT introduced a "pi-oblem-soiving approach' which classified 
problems as solvable (a) by the people themselves, (b) by the people with 
guvemment assistance, or (c) only by the government. Proposals dealing
with (b) and (c) were forwarded to the Tambon Council while local efforts 
were focused on problems in category (a).

Within each village, clusters of ten to fifteen households were formed 
to take stock of their development problems, needs, and capabilities. These 
small groups surveyed annually the extent to which 'basic minimum needs' 
(BMN) were not being met on an individual or collective basis within their 
cluster. The data gathered were reported to the Village Council as a basis for 
its planning, and village information was passed, in turn, up to local, district, 
and provincial levels for their planning processes. While this data gathering 
was not perfect, it has improved y'ear to year and has provided a persistent 
stimulus for development action at all levels. 

LESSONS: "Bureaucratic reorientation' (as discussed in Section 7.5.4) 
can be initiated from above by a combination of education, incentives, and 
personal appeals. While BRO is needed for getting officials to help build up
local
institutianal capacities, improvements in LID can themselves promote 
BRO by putting pressure on the bureaucracy from below for more respon

ve and effective performance. Once there were more active and informed
 
lastitutiors at lower levels in Khorat, officials became more enthusiastic and
 
cnergetic-partly because they now had better channels to work with and 
through, part!y because they were made more aware of the problems and 
deficiencies at community and household levels, but also because they de
"'eloped closer personal links5 with villagers, which motivated them to make 
urther improvements. 

The administrative capacity of the Thai government had stopped prac
dcallyat the tambon level where seldom more than four ministries would be 

represented by regular personnel. The Tambon Councils that existed had 
ptential for accomplishing moe development work if enlisted in construc
tre ways (Annex Eight), but they were seldom effective. To establish a
far-reaching capacity for rural development, the Tambon Councils had to be 
strengthened, and below them Village Councils were activated. 
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Undergirding these were the cluster organizations, which were set upon an informal basis. This created capacity for planning, implementation
monitoring, and ev:.luation all the way down to the group level and it gavea
more solid foundatio.n to the whole system, putting pressure on higher levels for better performance. Planning from below became more feasible once
monitoring and evaluation were possible at the group level.

Information is used as an instrument not only for planning but also forgetting change in officials' orK ntation and behavior. When they know theextent and location of poverty, it Is easier to get them to tackle these deficien.cies. Such information also affects villagers' attitudes and activities. The 
basic minimum needs approach focused attention on problems arid unmANneeds. Foi example, a "shortfall' is reported if more than half the babies

born in a cluster weigh less than 3000 grams at birth. (Public health nursesalready had simple scales for weighing newborns, but there had not beer,much interest in using them previously-there is now much interest.)This
indicator of basic minimum needs directs the attcntion of all the householdsmacluster to the nutritional status of pregnant mothers among them. It sub-
tly encourages them to contribute 
 to 	better maternal nutrition since thegroup as a whole is reported to have fallen belo%ithe minimum acceptable
standard if newborns in their group are undernourished. 


Fifty-two 'measures' 
 of 	BMN have been worked out with commum-
ties' involvement over four years' time. These are culturally well understod
and accepted, being legitimated with reference 
 to the Buiddha's teaching

about the Four Necessities of Life. About 80 percent of the -need-' moni-
tored can be mitigated if net fully by local
met efforts. So th system
promotes self-reliant efforts. It also directs the attention and investments ofgovernment staff toward improving the situation of the worst-off house-holds and communities within their areas of responsibility.


KRDP strategy and techniques were a
evolved in learning process
mode. Instead of launching the effort on a pruvincewide basis, it startedwith one pilot village ineach tamoon. The BRO at provincial level itself
started slowly and took about two years. The "basic minimum needs criteria 
and the forms and methods for reporting them were developed expeiren-tally with participation of both villagers and lowef--level officials.Information was used very skillfully to mobilize resources and change ex-pectations about what is 	 possible and desirable in rural areas. Themultitiered structure of 	organization crea:ed problem-solving capailty
where little existed before. (From unpublished reports and conversations
with the former governor of Khorat province, Suwai Prammanee; the Na'tional Economic and Soci . Development Board's director for ruraldevelopment, Pairoj Suchinda; and UNDP advisor, Richard Sandier.) 

ANNEX EIGHT
 

Resource Mobilization and Management 

BANGLADESH: The Gr';,een Bank 

The Grameen Rural Bank project was started by a university-based
economist in 1976. After a promising organizational methodology, was developed by trial and error during a three-year experimental period thej 	 project was expanded, and by 1984 it had disbursed loans to 70,000 landlessmeoi and women. The repayment rate is close to 100 percent, much higher
than achieved in previous rural credit programs. It represents substantial resource mobilization and management on the part of the rural poor by
working through a simple institutional arrangement.

In a manner similar to other examples of small-group collective action 
tobe found in the literature such as the Dominicai. Republic case, which
follows, and the Small Farmer Development Program in Nepal (AnnexFive), prospective borrowers must form a group to apply for loans. The
Grarneen Bank deals only with groups of five borrowers. Since landless
families, who represent approximately 50 percent of the population, donot have phvsical collateral, one or two of the members will be allowed to
borrow some $30 to $50 from the Bank with the other members assuming
N.int responsibility for repayment.

In'order for the nonborrowing members of the group to become eligiblefar loans, the first borrowers must faithfully repay. No restrictions areplaced on what the loans mav be used for, so long as the activity is legal andprovides a weekly income. The latter requirement is adhered to so that borrowers can make weekly payments into a mandatory savings fund and can repay the loan in small installments. The borrowing groups serve to providebuth confidence and structure. Nonpayment by one member will affect theothers. If one member becomes ill or unable to handle his finances, the oth
ershave reason to pull together and cover his or her payments.Having started with small groups, the project encourages five to ten 
groups in an area to federate into 'centers' of twenty-five to fifty members.These are now established in most of the villages where the project operates.The group chairmen elect a center chairman who screens and approves loan 
requests from the groups. The centers can encourage joint ventures of 
groups and can tackle social issues like ending dowries and child marriage, 
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reducing ceremonial expenditures (e.g. for weddings, which burden thz 
poor with debt), improving diet and sanitation, and encouraging family
planning. They also sponsor self-help activities for schooling, drinkingwater, and latrines. 


The Grameen approach began without any financial support from the 

government. Once the g-.wernment accepted this approach, it was operated

through the nationalized banks which employed the Grameen village work. 

ers as regular staff, but now it has been incorporated with its own bank. 

Outside assistance has come from the Ford Foundation and the internation.
al Fund for Agricultural Development. There was some initial resistanceon
the part of the nationalized banks, which were not at ease with this outreach
approach. Similarly wealthier farmers rsisted the prospect that their cheap 
labor would ircreasing1y move into Grameen-supported projects. There i some evidence that wage rates have gone up in areas of Grameen Bank ac-
tivity, and average borrower incomes have been increased by 50 to 75 
percent (FAD, 1984a:3). 

Many of the day-to-day problems are handled by dedicated young

bank workers responsible for making loans and collecting payments. These

workers play both a motivating and service role being a special kind of 'cata-

lyst' (Section 7.3.2). Since nearly 50 percent of the borrowers are women, 

women bank workers handle their accounts to minimize the social distance
(Ford Foundation, 1983). The program has expanded rapidly with external 
funding and with little loss of effectiveness, according to an evaluation of 
the International Fund for Agricultural Development (1984a). It used the 
funds planned for four years productively within three years and reached aloan volume of $1 million a month by 1984 (doubling the rate every ycar).
Savings by membeis, some of the poorest of the poor, have also been dou-
bling each year with some studies showing a marginal savings rate of 50 
percent among beneficiaries. 

LESSONS: This effort began slowly and faced skepticism in mary
quarters, but by relying on group capacities buttressed t Certain require-
ments from above, the project has achieved an impressive ecord, especially
in regard to the social changes associated with the involvement of womene.g., dowryless marriages are increasing, and men are accepting changes in 
the sexual division of labor (IFAD, 1984a:45-46).

The entrepreneurial spirit and creativity of landless individuals hasI 
been demonstrated thanks in large part to the work of young, energetic ern
ployees who go out to the service areas as 'bankers on bikes' to gain a close K 
understanding of people's needs and capabilities and to keep a reliable flow
of information moving in several directions. The recent IFAD evaluation 
noted the 'exceptional human qualities' of the field staff and their people-
oriented approach. It also documented bow this experience benefited froma
'learning process' approach as described in Section 7.1.2. 

CAMEROON: Credit Union League 

The rotating credit assuciations known 2s nja:igi in Cameroon have a
long tradition in this part of Africa that may have its genesis in cooperative 

saurce Mobilization and Management 

land-clearing groups. The monetized njangi have been documented from
the 1930s though their savings and loan function probably goes back to an 
earlier date. 

In 1963 two Roman Catholic priests undertook to establish more for
mal credit unions. With assistance from the Department of Cooperatives,
independent primary credit unions formed the Cameroon Credit Union 
League which was given official recognition by the government. Finan
cial assistance received from a variety of agencies facilitated training, 

equipment purchases, and supervision. A strong desire among people to
participate in savings and loan activities coupled with a common knowl
edge of the procedures and operations allowed the League to expand 
rather quickly.

The njangi and the primary credit unions follow almost identical opera
ting procedures. The credit unions, however, are more advantageous for 
those who need or want to borrow money since the interest rate they charge
issubstantially lower. Since the Credit Union Leag-,e has external audito-s,
savings and loans do not have to be returned annually, a practice that the
traditional groups must normally follow to retain their legitimacy.

Credit vnions hav:. iot attempted to eliminate traditional group say
ings and loan mechanisms. In fact, they often thrive side by side with
linkages begi1 rling to appear. 'In one location a group has become a 'mem
ber' of a credit union, and regularly deposits its savings there in a single
account. Elsewhere all the members of a group have joined a credit union' 
(DeLancey 1977:321). 

An interesting and important part of the expansion involved using ex
isting organizations including church congregations, police detachments,
agricultural cooperatives, and large firms. By drawing onall the capacities of
these organizations and devising a check-off system whereby savings could 
be automatically deducted from wages, the credit unions were able to in
crease theirefficjency Between 1965 ana 979 membership rose from 4 000 
to 26,000 witl. savings rising from 16 to 400 million CFA francs over the 

m same period. The success of the expansion effort is reported to be in large 
part a result of relevant services of government and the Credit Union 
.eague's 'ability to foresee problems and experiment with solutions"tDeLancey 1977:31i7). 

LESSONS: The credit unions have wisely chosen to adopt practices that 
iaj-iliar to local residents. Rather than trying to eliminate the traditional 

groups they have allowed households to decide for themselves which insti
tutional form best meets their needs for social and economic purposes.
Outside funding has been Pui to use in a way that results in a positive-sum
situation. Loans and saviigs options are available through more 'modern' 
channels to the same people as before, only now a larger number of households are able to borrow over longer periods of time. Sensible modification 
of popular existing practices appears to have resulted in successful LIDthough t should be noted that the Credit Union League has not yet become 
fully self-supporting in covering all administrative costs. 
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DOMINICAN REPUBLIC: The TricicleroAssociation 

As in many other urban centers and smaller market towns, there are a 
large number of individuals who support themselves and their families as 
tricicleros (tricycle drivers), providing cheap and flexible transportation of 
people and goods in the capital of the Dominican Republic, Santo Domingo.
This case is reported for its evidence of resource mobilization and manage-
ment capacity among some of the poorest of the poor.

Most of the tricicleros did not own their own vehicles and therefore had 
to pay about 20 percent of their meager average daily earnings as rent. Rec. 
ognizing that these persons would be greatly helped economiclly if they
could own their own vehicles, the Fundaci6nparael DesarrolloDominicano,
Acci6n Internacionaland the Inter-American Foundation worked out a fi-
nancial plan. 

To reduce the level of risk associated with making loans, five to seven 
drivers were expected to form groups (grupossolidarios)which were jointly 
responsible for everyone's payment. It is likely that many of the members 
initially saw their involvement in the group as a temporary expedien!
through which to gain a personal benefit, i.e. ownership of a tricycle. There 
are now over 200 groups, and many members have indeed been abe to ac-
quire individual ownershi' :)f their means of producton. 

However, rather than disband once the vehicles have been purchased
and paid for, most groups have acquired a strong sense of solidarity in the 
process of repaying the loans. Instead of going their separate ways, an Asso-
ciation of Tricicleros was formed which brought together the smallergrupos
solidarios.rhis in turn led to new forms of resource mobilization never antic-
ipated when the program began in 1980. 

Among the activities organized by the Association is a rudimentary
health insura:ce scheme and a program for covering the funeral expenses of 
members and their immediate families through regular contributions. It is 
expected that a tricycle repair shop with tools and spare parts to be used by
members will be operating in. the near future. Ironically the Association has 
also worked to deter certain resource mobilization efforts by the local gov-
ernment (i.e. payment of various taxes and fines) when these measures were 
not considered justified (Hirschman, 1984:13-16). 

LESSONS: The organization of small solidarity groups to manage f-
nancial matters proved quite effective, based in large part on the very
personal nature of the groups. Not making a payment could lead to a loss of 
valued friendships and more recently to loss of other more tangible benefits 
such as health insurance. Where members in good standing are genuinely in 
difficulty, others have been willing to help them out with interest-free loans, 

The agencies that helped to get this program started did not attempt to 
chart the groups' path for them. As new ideas, activities, and capacties
emerged, they were encouraged. Though the program originally focused 
only on economic needs, the members have been able to dcvelop some po-
litical influence to make their lives less hard at the hands of municipal 
authorities by organiing 'trike-ins' to protest what they think is unfair 
treatment by police or other officials. 

Isource Mobilization and Management 

In this manner, a financial mechanism originally designated to do no 

more than protect a lending agency against default by individual borrowersis having powerful and largely unanticipated social, economic and human 
haniwerfu lar y an d sil, ecoomct an

effe~ts, enhancing group solidarity and stimulating collective action'(Hirschman, 1984:16). 

INDIA: Sananeri Tank Irrigators'Organization 

Agriculture in the Indian state of Tamil Nadu has dependd for many
centuries on irrigation water stored and distributed from small reservoirs 
tha dam up rivers and streams or capture surface run-off. These reser
voirs, locally referred to as "tanks,' are now formally under tne control of 
the Public Works Department (LA) or the Panchaya3 (LG). But there is a 
strong historical tradition of autonomous local management, and irriga
tors' associations (membership organizations) continue to be very active in 
the operation and maintenarce of many tanks, on which they depend for 
their livelihood. 

The level of resource mobilization in such organizations can be quite
high. The tank association for Sananeri tank mobilizes about three times 
more resources per hectare for operating and maintaining its system than 
the Public Works Department allocates for tank maintenance (Meinzen-
Pick, 1984). Farmers' contributions take the form of cash, grain, and labor. 
While some of the work is done directly, the association also hires and pays
"common irrigators' who handle routine operation and maintenance tasks 
within designated sub-areas of the tank's command area. 

The means by which the grain is mobilized for payment of the salaries 
of the common irrigators is particularly noteworthy. At the end of the sea
son, these employees of the association go to each farmer they serve to 
collect a certain amount of grain per unit o land. This face-to-face collection 
provides a mechanism for holding the common irrigators accountable for 
their performance during the season because farmers not well 'erved can 
express their dissatisfaction and can even threaten to reduce ieir contribu
tio. The association president is expected to keep a detailed account of all 
the monetary income and expenses of the tank association fund. 

Farmers' contributions to the association are supplemented from an
other source for mobilizing cash. The rights to fish in the tank have been 
auctioned off annually to the highest bidders, with the funds raised from 
this used for tank management expenses. This occurs in other communities 
having tanks, includin some where the panchayat now handles the aucion.Where higher level government bodies have taken over the control and 
sale of this source of income, it is reported that a well-organized associaton 
will send one representative to the official auction to make a low bid. which 
nobody else (under threat of social sanctions) will raise. The fishing rights 
are then informally re-auctioned with more competitive bidding, with the 
association taking the difference to use for tank management (Paianasand
and Easter, 1983). Village associations in canal-irrigated areas of Andhra 
Pradesh State obtain funds from a similar re-auctioning of the license to sell 
toddy (liquor) in the village (Wade 1979). 
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LESSONS: Where an activity is clearly important to rural people, such 
as access to adequate and reliable water for irrigation, they can be quite in.novative and serious in their efforts to sustain resource mobilization andmanagement activities. The strength of social solidarity is an important fac-
tor both for mobilizing resources and for protecting revenue sources, a seen 
from the re-auctioning stratege anreported here. 


Local org0onizations, like the Sananeri organization described here or
the Chattis Mauja scheme reported next, can operate without official reo%-nition or sanction. They may devise fairly complex stnictures, including
paid employees who handle tasks where technical skill or impartial per-
formance are most needed. In both these Indian and Nepal cases,
accountability' of LO officers and staff is important for keeping member.ship enthusiasm and support. Persons in these roles must be responsive andefficient to retain their position. Although there are exceptions, govemmr,t

employees rarely perform these responsibilities so satisfactorily, 

NEPAL: Chattis Mauja Irrigation Organization 

About 80 percent of the irrigatiun in,Nepal is provided through sy5-
tems designed, built, and operated by farm,-rs at their own initiative with 
minimal government involvement. Often the construction is carried out bya few wealthy individuals who then recoup their expenses by collecting
funds from farmers of the newly irrigated land who then own and operatethe system. 

The Chattis Mauja system described by Pradhan (1983) is an example
of the extent and sophistication, both technically and organizationally, of
such irrigator-managed systems. Constructed about 150 years ago, it im-
gates over 7,500 acres of land cultivated by farmers in fifty-four villages. Itismanaged by them through a three-tiered organizational structure with fity-
four village committees at the base, nine area committees, and a centra!committee. There is even an informal fourth tier of organization in that theChattis Mauja central committee consults with representatives of three 
other user-managed systems which also draw water from the Tinau liver. 

Because the river coming out of the mountains during the monsoon, 
Besocarerive omsinrge aouts
r ofe otas drir the soseason carries so much silt, large amounts of labor ate required to desilt the

channels, rebuild the structures, and accomplish other maintenance tasks
There are two catgories of regular labor mobilization for which villagesmust contribute work in proportion to their share of thc: total irrigated area. 
Rescotr f 1981uteor s k oo,00 to th00menrworkingduringeachgofesee
Recordsthreat
teen days scheduled to desilt the maia canal, a total of 60,520 man-da's, 
The village committees mobilize additonal labor for work cn the channeb
within their respective areas. In emergency situations, such as repairingbreact in the canal wall, the rule is that all able-bodied men may be required 

1 

to work with no consideration of proportionality. Farmers take turns patrol-ling the canals to prevent water theft, to do minor maintenance jobs, and toalert the committees of need for major repairs. 

gsource Mobilization and Management 

sticks, wood, and stone, these are becoming difficult to obtain locally. Thus,
these items represent a consideratle investment of resources. In order toconstruct more permanent canal walls and save on labor for maintenance,
the central committee raised over 100,000 rupees for cement. Fines are used 
twensure that villages and indiviuals contribute their proper share of re
sources. Other contributions of cash or grain are collected in proportion toirigated area to pay the salaries and expenses of comrittee officials.The committee members helping to manage these resources at the village level are not paid, but tieir chairman is. He represents the village on the area committee, and each aiea committee is in turn represented on the cen
tral committee. The president and secretary of the central committee aredirectly elected by farmer-members at an annual meeting and paid modestsalaries. The committee hires two persons as technicians to oversee and supervise the maintenance work throughout the year. 'Messengers' are also
appointed and paid by the central committee (and given bicycles) to handle 
communication between it and the vllage and area committees.LESSONS: This case demonstrates the extent of technical and organi
zational capability of rurai people for deaiing with a function which theyregard as critical to their well-being. Although the literacy rate in the area is very low, the committees are able to find enough persons who can read and 
write to be able to keep adequate records. 

The entire operation and maintenance is handled by farmers themselves without government involvement or interference. Several years agothe government tried to intervene in management decisions, and the organi
zation said it would turn all responsibility over to officials if they were going
to interfere in its management. The government decided (wisely) to let this 
well-run system continue under farmer control. 

NIGERIA: Kwara State Local Governments 

Although Nigeria is one of the developing countries blessed with petroleum supplies and revenue, it canno: finance all of the local
development efforts needed to raise the living conditions of its people. It 
inherited a colonial structure of government which, though a nominal federation, was quite centralized. The structure brought authority down onlyone level, to the region, as district administration carried out regional and
 
eevl olte s d ist In strton and,ederal policies and programs. In 1967 the Northern RRegionegionencompassed 

almost 40 million people, more than in most nations. At that time, with theof civil war breaking out, the government in Lagos divded the countreit of inte ateseaind owrs wernet nurhe dvled to ditrc 
tryinto nineteen states, and powers were then further devolved to district
 
and local (locality) authorities. 

A thesis by Atteh (1980) details some of the statistics of what was 
amNigeria. 

Another type of resource mobilized is for the materials and tools re-ovrnment to provide allque ytm the social and infrastructural amenitiesquired to repair the system. Although many structurestorpi -h lhuhmnysrcue are made of leaves,r aeo evs velop~me rojeecthich people yearncfor villagers have taken the initiative of lanrin andexecuting deids in their areas. This became so widespread that government created 
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a Department of Community Development which became part of the Ministry of Local 
Government and Community Development, to coordinate these activities.Highlights of daja obtained from this Ministry show hat in 1978, [of thel 100 approvedpost-primary schools and colleges in Kwara S.ate, only forty-three.. were built andare being run by goernment. The other fifty-seven were b-ilt by communities and arc run with help from the State Schools Board. 
In the 1976-77 financial year 19 7 

proiectswor i N2,7 8 9 
,100 were (completed in)althe twelve local government areas by people themselves, while 454 (additional) 

projects valued at N 10,638,306 were registered with the Ministry. To aid these efforts, government gave a paltry sum of N400,000 as grants to all the communities 
combined (1980:421-422). 

Atteh reports that the Ministry's figures show community projects from1967 to 1977 totalling N20,430,742 in value. Even if this value is somevhat
inflated, it represents a huge mobilization of resources for things that rural
people judged necessary to improve their productivity and well-be;ng. Thevalue of government-built facilities in Nigeria and elsewhere is often even 
more inflated, 

LESSONS: Although this decentralization effort has often worked
quite imperfectly, it has elicited a great outpouring of resources from thelocal level, including management abilities to carry out the varied develop-
ment investments. Legislation formally iransferring authority to these lower 
and local levels was necessary, together with some technical back-up. Prob-
ably if the echnical capacity of the state government staffs had been 
greater, still more could have been accomplished, certainly to a higher tech-
nical standard. The state government contributed only a small fraction cfI
the total resources invested as localities found ways to mobilize relativelyhuge amounts of money. 

THAILAND: Tambon Councils 

During the early 1970s, Trbailand's Department of Community Deve-opment sent community development workers to rural villages where they
would stay for several days, encouraging residents to undertake variouspublic works projects. Witiout benefit of a firm institutional base, few ofthese projects had any long-term impact. 

Fortunately a number of changes subsequently occurred. In 1975 thecentral government initiated a progr,3m of block grants to Tambon Coun-cils (LG), modeled som lwhat along the lines of the subsidi desa inIndonesia (Annex Four). The program began rather quickiy, with each par*ticipating council receiving $25,000 for selected kinds of infrcstructureprojects. With contributions of local labor, roads, irrigation systems, andponds were constructed. 
The projects proved very popular in the villages, out central burea-craLs were not happy with them, pointing to various examples of corruption 

a wd y'ear because of the demandstated within ainefficiency. They managed to gel the program stopped but it was rein-from below. 

Liscurce Mobilization and Management 

The new program, renamec the Rural Employment Generation Pro
gram. no longer gave standard grants to each Tambon Council but rathergranted funds based on the size of population and the extent of rural poverlv in a locality. (Tambon Councils operate at the locality not the villagelevel.) Many residents for the first time are able to find empioyment duringthe slack season. A most important feature of the new program is that theannual aliocations are fairly predictable, allowing the community develop

ment staff (LA) to collaborate with the Councils (LG) in working through
longer-term community plans.

Insome tambons all or part of the funds are reallocated for village-levelprojects. In other localities local political forces create situations where small"sub-projects"are negotiated to gain support for larger undertakings. Annual decisions are reviewed at higher levels of administration, which alsoprovide technical assistance when necessary for carrying out the project.
Inlocalities where literacy in Thai is low, CD workers play a more activerole such as filling out project data sheets. Some projects use small-to

medium sized contractors to provide heavy equipment and skilledoperators. This is supplemented by local laborers who usually work for the 
one to three months it takes to complete a typical project. In keeping with acentral government directive, all funds are spent during this period and can
not be carried over. However, each Ta6bon Council decides what criteia
wil be followed for local hiring (Calavan, 1984:236-239).

LESSONS: The central government has found it useful to develop localgovernment capacity of the Councils while also bolstering its own positionthrough LA personnel at local levels making for a positive-sum situation in 
terms of power and capacity. Some oversight by LA was provided without
undermining the autonomy and legitimacy of local government.

Where private firms were employed, both local businesses and local 
governments were strengthened without making the projects extremelycapital-intensive as happened in East Pakistan, now Bangladesh (Thomas,
1971). Forward planning was encouraged by making the funding predictable from year to year. The role of the CD workers evolved from pushingphysical project completion to assisting local institutions when local skills 
werc deficient. 

I'EMEN ARAB REPUBLIC: Local Development Associations 

What came to constitute the LD.X 'movement' in North Yemen did notarise from central government initiative. Rather it emerged from variousscattered examples of local initiative responding to particular needs andconditions. Many were originally welfare organizations formed in responselocal catastrophes,t ' using Islamic notions of community and of almsgving for the poor as a means of mobilizing pub'ic contributions. One of theearliest LDAs, for example, was formed when a fire destroyed much of theshanty-town in Hodeidah. That welfare society not only tried to help those 
Icapabilities, garbage disposalI, drainage of areas of standing water, etc. Somewho had been devastated by the fire but went on t organize fire-fighting 
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associations were also formed to take care of widows and orphans left desti.
tute by the civil war between 1962 and 1969 (Carapico, 1984).


The government began to take 
an interest in the LDAs in 1973, andtheir number grew from 28 in that year to 189 six years later. A Confedera. 
tion of Yemen Development Associations (CYDA) was organized to channefunds from the central government to the member LDAs, which were ex-pected to be mobilizing at least equivalent amounts. According to Islamiclaw, producers are expected to pay a tax known as zakat (approximately !0percent of earnings), and 75 percent of this was to be assigned to the LDAfor the area where the tax was paid. Also, LDAs were to receive the proceedsfrom a 2 percent tax on all imports (which skyrocketed in value after Yerenimale3 began working in the Persian Gulf states following world oil pricehikes in 1973). Other sources of finance authorized under CYDA regula,tions are municipality taxes, internal transport taxes, cinema taxes, andrentals of equipment, but most were inapplicable to LDAs ;n rural areas(Hebert, 1981:13). 

Substantial expansion of rural and township infrastructure was nudethrough LDA activity, thousands of kilometers of roads built or improved.hundreds of schools, clinics and water systems constructed. A World Bankstudy hailed the LDAs as "a rare example of successful local development
initiative. Notwithstanding serious constraints, they mobilize substantiallocal resources, both human and fnancial; they encourage active participa-
tion of the main beneficiaries; and they help develop community spirit andlocal leadership. The program deserves the full support of the Central Gov-ernment and of donors'foreign aid (1979:84). A more cautious butnevertheless positive assessment of the LDAs had been made in an earlierreport based on four village studies (Green, 1975).

It appears that the rapid expansion of LDAs was not accompanied bysubstantial 'institutionalization' as new roles, procedures, and norms ditnot become widely understood and accepted within the population. MoItLDAs were able to function because they essentially represented the tradi
tional socio-political structure. The LDA head was usually the shaykh of the area and other officers and board members were likely to be clan or kindredleaders. The LDAs set up at government instigation formally operated at thedistrict level (above what we consider 'local') and this remoteness could bea 
drawback. In practice LDAs were likely to cover a locality or sometimes justa large community where the leader was based. Part -ipation occurred with-in the prevailing social norms and a mix of hierarchical and egalitarianrelationships which among other things drastically limited women's role in
decision making (though even this could be modified in practice, as noted i 

n one of the LDAs studied for the Cornell Rural Development Cor-mittee, conflict and competition made the organization quite unstableCharges of corruption andi ineffeztiveness were frequently made by oPPS-
ing groups. Such inter-group rivalry, however, was part of the social andpolitical life in the region and carried over into LDA affairs (Swanson andHebert, 1982:102-104). In spite of turmoil and L'nover of leadership, t 
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LDA constructed over 100 miles of road in difficult terrain and had mobi
lized almost a million Yemeni rials from its members to nearly match the 1.1mi.ion rials received from the government through CYDA. LDA members more than matched the 52,000 rials received from CYDA for local water 
projcts (Swanson. 1981).

Province-level figures in Hodeidah suggest that the government contibuted only about 20 percent and communities about 80 percent of thecost of road, school, .4aterand he-'th projects built by LDAs there (Hebert,
1983:27). This represents substa.,rial local resource mobilization despitevarious grounds for complaint - decision making was highly personalized; meetings were irregular; projects were often begun without adequate
technical assessment and planning; financial management was haphazardand subject to many suspicions. Nevertheless, LDAs demonstrated considerable grassroots capacity for self-help under very difficult physicalconditions of desert or mountainous terrain a d under social conditions ofhigh illiteracy and traditional status and gender dominance (Hebert, 1983;
Carapico, 1984).

LESSONS: Instituting modern forms of organization will not easilysupersede traditional social rules and relationships. It is difficult to escapethe constraints of a social system as ingrained as that in North Yemen. At the same time, this offers certain capacities which can be built upon. There aresubstantial human capabilities to be tapped, as seen from the many accom
plishments of the LDAs, reflecting also material resources that could bemobilized through appropriate organizationa! channels.

The level of participation in planning and evaluation was not as great asmight have been desired (or as was sometimes claimed for the LDAs). Yetthere was a degree of accountability in the LDAs' operation. The shaykhswhile very influential were seldom so powerful that they could ignore theneeds and wishes of local resident-,. Moreover, projects undertaken withoutpublic support usually stalled for lack of contributions of money and labor.Prbably both participation and accountability could have been greater if 
the organizations had been structured to operate a, locality and community
levels instead of remaining formally district-level entities.

The government's attempt to take over and control the LDA movement' through CYDA did little to improve the performance of LDAs. (The 
President of the Republic was also president of CYDA.) Because of the largecash incomes being earned by Yemenis from employment in the Gulf States,there were large amounts of money available locally, and C'YDA's grantingPedures, cumbersome and unpredictable, sapped rather than stimulatedself-help efforts. More valuable than mcr-cy to LDAs was technical knowhow and heavy equipment, which rural communities did not have.

USAID undertook a project to 'test' what levels of capital and/or technical assistance would produce the best LDA results. But the experimentalthrust of the project was displaced by an effort to achieve certain planned"output targets (much as seen with the Botswana range management proj
ectreported in Annex Two) Donor agencies seem to find it difficult to invest'learing' that leads to institutional capacity building. They becan easilypreoccupied instead (literally) with 'concrete' results. The project had the 
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potential to be quite innovative but in the course of implementation it be-
came a conventional project focused mostly on construction targets,
Ultimately it contributed very little to rural development in North Yemen, 
even in concrete terms. Having abandoned its original goal of experiment.

ing with LID alternatives, it added nothing to local capacities for resource
mobilization and management. 


ZIMBABWE: Savings Development Movement 

In 1963 a savings club was started by a missionary at a mission near
Harare with a membership composed of twenty men and women. This init-
ative was supported by a small number of voluntary workerr who fouadedthe Savings Development Movement (SDM). As a small central organiza.
tion, SDM has worked in both promotion and assistance modes with
Savings Clubs scattered throughout Zimbabwe. 

Savings Clubs have been supported in communities that have few
material advantages, low financial resources and little chance of obtain-
ing other sources of credit. Men and women who have a common bond 
such a5 church membership, residence, or work were encouraged to form 
groups of ten to twenty people. r. time a voluntary Management Com-
mittee ui at least five persons would be ejected. Many Clubs also may

have additional "standby' officers to broaden the leadership base and en-

sure continuity. The recommendation is that groups not exceed thirty

members, but the average is now thirty-five, with a range of ten to one
 
hundred (Chimedza, 1985:165).


Individuals who are not charter members and want to join must be rec
ommended as a suitable person by a Club member. At the regular weekly

meetings, all members must contribute a minimum amount (usually twenty

cents). If a deposit is not made, a fine of one cent for each week missed is!evied. Money collected at the weekly meeting is deposited in a traveling bank,
post office, etc. as soon as possible after die close of business. In some cases 
Clubs pay the bus fare of a member beca use of the distances involved. The
Management Committee inspects the Club passbook weekly to ensure that
the banking has been done correctly. Three members of the Management
Committee must sign one week in advance of any withdrawals. To simplify
bookkeeping procedures, special stamps of ten cents value (printed as a do
nation by local commercial firms) ar, affixed to members' savings cards. 
This has helped eliminate errors that were prevalent in the original system.

As the viability of the Clubs has become apparent to members, their ac
tivities have expanded. Programs include a subsistence agricultural
program package for the rural groups and a housing improvement program
in the more urban areas. The Clubs sometimes form a basis for agricultural
associations in rural Zimbabwe, reported on in Annex Five. 

The central SDM office, made up of only ten volunteers, serves a co
ordinating role at the national level and has established linkages with 
agencies such as the Salvation Army, Methodist Church, Adult Literacy
Organization of Zimbabwe and fertilizer companies. During the war be
tween 1976 and 1980, almost all of the Savings Clubs activities ceased. 

source Mobilization and Management 

However, by 1981 over 400 Clubs with approximately 16,000 members
had 'reopened' (Smith and Dock 1983). By January 1984 the movement 
had 5,700 Clubs with 200,000 members holding deposits over $2 million. 
(For a detailed analysis of the history and organization of the movement, 
see Chimedza, 1985).

LESSONS: The amount of assistance needed to get a national program 
going can be very small. What the CDM central office lacked in size, it madeup for in quality, bc'ng blessed with highly committed and creative leader
ship. No subsidies were given or needed, though external assistance (e.g.donations for the stamp system) was a very helpful contribution. One of the
best indicators of institutionalization is the way so many Savings Clubs re
bounded after the war. 

Althtugh the credibility of the supporting agency was good, and it
could have played a more directive role, its actual intervention and control 
were intentionally minimal. Each Club succeeded or failed by its own ef
forts. The organizational structure and techniques worked out through a
"learning process' approach minimized the possibility of financia! misuse
and ultimately led to much more than accumulated savings, contributing to 
infrastructure, agriculture, and nonagricultural enterprises. The movement
currently is faced with government pressures to become more formalized
and more centralized. Whetheritcanbe as effective in such amodeif forced 
towork in that way remains to be seen. 
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As this book goes to press, we have received a paper by Jan Breman,
prepared for a Social Science Research Council workshop, which reviews 
the results of 'local-level field research in the Indian state of Gujerat. Its 
conclusions clarify the importance of dealing with what we have treated
here as local institutions. 

Breman is an experienced Dutch researcher who was dissatisfied with 
the preoccupation of others with either the national level of decision makingand action or the 'village' or "locality-'the small world which contained 
the m ass of the population as well as the boundary of their social horizon.'
Accordingly he focused on the districtlevel and its institutional frameworks, 
e.g. bureaucratic machinery, political setting, trade and industry, elite clubs,
migration, labor market, agrarian policy, education, etc. "These, it was
thought, would provide ways to observe changes at the local level in their 
more specific context.' Breman uses precisely our distinctions when he savs 
tile district was considered a strategic middle level, describing this as tte
"supra-local level of analysis." 

This perspective differed from "modernization' theory that saw all 
change as emanating from the national level but he says 

both notions emphasized the hierarchical insertion of local-level phenomena intolarger social settings, pointing to the regicn as the integratve mech.anism in this proc-
ess of expansion. 

In fact, 'the results of the investigation did not cU;!l'.- 1n this premise.' 

Itwas only to an center func-
extremely limited degree, for example,that the district 

tioned as the locus of power and activities in the region, initiating processes ef change
and channeling them to lower levels. Further, the usual sterectype of mobilization 
and accommodation from above, with its suggestion of the base of society as the con-
trolled, essentially passive element in an expanding system, seemed to rest on amisconception. Different partial studies showed the dynami, ,fforces 'from beiow.' 
as appears not only from the active use of new possibilities at the local level and the 
entryway to ations to local interests.wider social network but also from the subjection of external institu-

Economic, social, and political relationships in practice 'are not constructed 
according to a simple pattern of hierarchic or concentric stratification.! His 
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conclusion is that "no institutional condensation a,'i e within a territorially 

demarcated zone which links the top and the! ase of soacty." Rather, relatio
inships are based more on personal and ,5-,oup affiliations which modify a 
soctly spa tial concept of organization. ihe 'region' as a unit of action is em 
pirically ambiguous as being all that is subnational and supralocal.

Breman is rightfully skeptical of 'village sludies "where "social com
plexity is reduced to the bottom segment--the lowest link of a chain whose 
length is not fixd and whose connecting points remain indistinct.' 

Rather one needs to look at the range of institutions and channels that 
permit or even enforce certain relationships among people, 'to observe so
cial processes, mechanisms and networks over a greater distance.' In 
particular, Breman found class relationships holping to track the linkages (or 
obstiuctions) for individual cooperation and collective action. Those levels
between the individual and the household on one hand and the district or 
region on the other provided the arena for self-help and protective maneu
ver. The village as a geographically bounded unit is one arena, but it in no 
way encompasses all or even most of the significant capacities for initiative. 
Group action and also supra-village cooperation represent major avenues 
for improvement.

Thus, an expanded but igorous conception of what is local'is needed,
embr a n e d ed s o cpt in Cha t erO ne Is tneed ed,

embracing all three ievel identified as 'local" in Chapter One. Institutions 
are likewise to be understood as defined in that chapter. In this sourcebook, 
we have dealt only with "organizational' forms of institutions. Breman's 
work includes those that elude such classification, in particular labor mar
kets and informal institutions for accumulation and loaning of capital.
These have substantial impacts on the lives of "ural people in Gujerat as in
 
other localities around the world.
 

We do not regret having focused exclusively on 'organizational" forms
 
of local institutions as extensive analysis and exposition has been required
 

to cover this subject in a basic way. With any elaboration of our observationsand conclusions, this book would ha e been several times longer. To have
included "nonorganizational' local institutions would have made the task 
unmanageable and the book un'eadable. But in closing i4is necessary to re

statethat there is an even more pervasive and elusive domain of local
 
institutional development to be studied-that concerning the informal, culturally based, extra-legal, evolved nr psychologically embedded relation
ships that can inhibit or accelerate people's achievement of material,social, 

mtnl oilpohtical, cultural, and other satisfactions. Common property, marriage andfamily institutions, patron-client relationships, ethnic idern"es, respect for
'ducai"fuaio arer differentifeetfrmbtno!sfrom but no ess -t r - n rsortant than ecc_.,.mic enterpris
es, charities, local branches of political patties, tribal or caste associations, orschools. While we would ercourage practitioners and students of develop
i.ent to work on problems of formal local institutional development as 
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addressed in this book, we would also like to see systematic attention given
to their less formal counterpart institutions in the future. 
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